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I. On the Mechanical Conditions of the Deposit of a Submarine
Cable. By G. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Roijal.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
Royal Observatory, Greenwich,
Gentlemen,
June 16, 1858.

IN the present state of the enterprise for laying down the
Atlantic Submarine Telegraph Cable, and after the failure
of last year, it appears desirable to investigate, with the utmost
practicable accuracj^, the circumstances of such a cable in the
act of deposit ; especially with reference to the tension which its
different parts sustain. The problem is by no means simple, as
will appear from the following considerations :—
First, if there were no frictional resistance of water (its influence in diminishing the sensible weight of the cable being
always recognized), still the circumstances of what may be called
a travelling curve are totally different from those of a fixed
catenary, and require an investigation of totally different form.
This, however, is not difficult; and the result, as will be seen
in the first investigation below, is remarkably simple.
Secondly, the frictional resistance of the water to the movement of the cable is so great as entirely to modify the circumstances of its deposit. Some time since, I had prepared an
investigation of approximate character, on the supposition that
the friction is small, when I learnt from good authority that,
in consequence of the slcnderness of the Atlantic Cable and the
lightness of its materials, its terminal velocity in falling through
water would not much exceed three feet per second ; and that
the ship's velocity would probably be more than double the
terminal velocity of the falling cable. It was impossible after
Phil. May, S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 104. July 1858.
B
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this to consider the resistance as a small quantity, for which an
approximation to the first order might suffice; and T then
undertook the investigation in its fullest generality, as regarded
the magnitude of the resisting force.
In regard to the law of the resisting force, another difficulty
presented itself. It is known that, with large velocities, the resistance varies nearly as the square of the velocity. This law
offers almost insuperable difficulties to mathematical treatment,
if we do not restrict ourselves closely by limitations as to the
form and position of the curve. But with the term depending
on the square of the velocity there is combined a term depending
on the simple power of the velocity ; and with movements so
slow as those of the cable in some parts, the term depending on
the simple power may perhaps be the predominant term. I
have therefore considered that no error of the least importance
would be introduced by assuming the resistance generally to
vary as the simple power of velocity, provided that the coefficient be so adjusted that the resistance at or near the
terminal falling velocity may be correct. As far as any error
is sensible it will be of this kind, that, for the lower velocities, I
have assumed a too great resistance ; the general effect of this,
however, will be neutralized by assuming the ship's velocity to be
a trifle greater than I have taken it in the numerical calculations.
There is another difficulty peculiar to the circumstances of a
moving cable. The cable moves longitudinally as well as
laterally, and there is a considerable longitudinal friction as
well as a lateral resistance. I have no data for determining the
coefficient of this friction. A small error, however, in the coef icient isnot important, for the longitudinal motion of the
cable is always much less than its lateral motion. Under these
circumstances I have considered that the law and coefficient of
the longitudinal friction might, without practical error, be
assumed to be the same as those of the lateral friction.
The combination of these two assumptions introduces great
comparative simplicity into the formulae ; for it makes the
friction in the directions of any rectangular coordinates exactly
proportional to the resolved velocities in the directions of the
respective coordinates. The differential equations resulting
from the mechanical considerations are therefore linear, and to
the facilities for solution peculiar to linear equations is entirely
due the success of the investigation. This inquiry, general in
its geometrical suppositions, but not wholly supported in its
physical assumptions, occupies the second part.
Thirdly, it appears from the last investigation that one of the
possible forms of the curve is a straight line. It is easy to see
that it will be practicable to solve the equations for this form,
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with no limitation as to the physical laws. Accordingly the
investigation is then undertaken on the suppositions, that the
resistance varies as the square of the velocity, that the coefficient for longitudinal motion' may be different from that for
lateral motion, and that the speed of delivery of the cable may
be different from the ship's speed. Commencing with the equations in their most general form, it is shown that the straight
line is one of the forms of solution ; and the tension of the
cable is investigated on different suppositions, as to the proportion' of the coefficients, and as to the rate of the ship and that
of cable- delivery. I trust that this investigation will be found
to possess real practical value. This is the thi7'd part of the
paper.
1 shall now proceed with the investigations.
1. It is assumed that the bottom of the sea is level, that the
ship moves with uniform velocity and delivers out the cable
with uniform velocity, and that the form of the curve taken by
the cable from the point of leaving the ship to the point of
touching the ground is always the same. The movement of
any individual point of the cable may therefore be conceived as
compounded of two motions, namely, a sliding down of the
point along the curve, while that curve travels horizontally after
the ship.
2. The following is the notation which will be employed :—
n the ship's velocity,
in the velocity of delivery of the cable (when it differs from
the ship's velocity).
X the horizontal ordinate of any point of the cable; measured
from the place where the cable touches the ground, in the direction of the ship's motion.
x' the horizontal ordinate of the same point measured from a
fixed origin,
x' therefore = a; + ?i< + K.
y the vertical ordinate of the same point, measured upwards
from the bottom.
s the length of the curve from the place where the cable
touches the bottom to the same point.
s' the length of the cable from a fixed origin to the same
point. 6-' therefore =s + n/ + L (if the cable be delivered with
the same speed with which the ship goes), or = s + 7nt + L (if
delivered with a different speed).
T the tension of the cable at the same point, as measured by
the length T of the cable weighed in the water.
ff the acceleration produced by gravity in one second.
a' the acceleration ]n'oduced by gravity when diminished in
B2
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proportion of the cable's real weight to its apparent weight
the
in water.
fl = "= twice the height due to velocity n, with diminished
.
gx'avity. S
b the coefficient of the simple power of velocity in the formula, 6x velocity =frictional resistance.
e the proportion of the ship's speed to the terminal velocity
of the cable when falling freely in water, = -^.
Additional symbols will be introduced as they are required.

3. In i\\e first place, the form of the curve will be investigated
to the ship's
when the velocity of delivery of the cable isis equal
neglected.
velocity, and when the frictional resistance
4. The equations of motion of the point, whose coordinates
are a' and y, are
-j-^— accelerating force in the direction of a';
d^ii

— = accelerating force in the direction of y ;
or, considering
the small part of the cable included between the
(ifpoints « and s + h,
fPx^
8 (real value of the horizontal part of tension)
7//~ ~
real mass of Ss
^'
d'^ij
8 (real value of the vertical upward part of tension) ,
lifi ~
i-cal mass of hs
J J'
Now, considering the tension as expressed by a length of
weight of the cable as weighed in water, the real value of the
horizontal part of tension =T-^, and therefore 8 (real value of
the horizontal part of tension) =8f T— j= -r^f T-^ j x Si\ But
the real mass of 85 in the denominator, on which the inertia
depends, is not expressed by the length 8s as weighed in water,
but by the length 8s as weighed in air, or by the length Zs x -^
as weighed in water.
Thus we obtain
'df~^ds\ds)'
and similarly,

j/^y _ , ^
dt^~ ~'^ Is

(4f)-*'-

of Deposit of a Submarine Cable.
5. Now x' = x-\-nt -{■¥.; therefore
da^ _dx
_ dx
dt
dt
ds

5

ds
dt

But s'=s4-w^ + L: and, for a dcfiuite point of the cable, 6' is
invariable with regard to time: therefore 0= Yt'^^^' ^^^ ^'^^^'
sequeutlv
dx'
dx
from which
d^x' _

£ (dx\ _

d_ fdx\ ds_

^d^

Also

dt
ds dt
ds
dt^
di\ds)
6. The equations of motion therefore become

ds^'

Or transposing and dividing by c/',

«=i{(T-<')S}.Integrating,
' ds

(T-„)^^=c,
(T-o)'/^ = <' + ».
At the bottom, on the supposition that there is even the
ds
smallest conceivable tension, -f-=0 ; and s is 0 : therefore c' is 0.
But c is (nearly) the tension at the bottom, and must be retained.
7. Dividing the equation {T — a)-^ — c
by the equation „ „\^!/-.
^^ "^'ds
'
we find
dx _ c

the equation to the common catenary.

ly-S'

Also T — « is given by

6
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the same equation which gives the tension in the common catenary. Hence we obtain this singular result : that the form of
the travelling curve is exactly the same as the common catenary ;
and that the tension at every point is exactly the same as at the
corresponding point of a similar fixed catenary^ increased only
by an absolute constant a, which depends only on the velocity
with which the curve travels. In the instance of the Atlantic
cable, this constant a is insignificantly small in comparison with
the other tensions.
8. In the second place, I shall investigate the form of the
curve when the velocity of delivery of the cable is equal to the
ship'saccount.
velocity, and when the frictional resistance is fully taken
into
9. The accelerating force produced by the frictional resistance
in any direction z= — bx velocity in that direction. Attaching
the proper terms therefore to our former equations, wc now have
gd'^x

ds^^

, d /^dx\

ds\

Remarking that -7- =n—n-,-,
°
dt
ds
these equations become

, dx'

dsJ

^

dt

-y- =— n-p, and that — r =e,
dt
ds
(/'

Integrating, with the same attention £0 the constants as before,
(T— fl) -Y- = c—ex + es;

from which -f- =
— , the differential equation to the curve.
dx
c — ex + es
10. The treatment of this repulsive equation is much simpler
than might have been anticipated. Expressing 5 in terms of the
other quantities,
c~ — ex— + ey
dx
dx
^Ay
.,Ay
dx

of Deposit of a Submarine Cable.
and differentiating,
dp

\

dxJ

ivenient, am
Put/) for -p where convenient, and put v for c—ex + e^y; the
equation then becomes
1 d
— e —d^x
v
V dx
{l-ep)\/{\-\-py

in which the variables are separated, and the forms are well
known.

If w= -=
, the intesrral is
°
l—ep

from which, after removing the logarithms and restoring former
symbols,
dv,
e'^ + \(c-ex + e'^ij\- '^('+^0 _

e V

D

y

g

fc-ex-^e^y\ ^('•^rO_^^+^

e'+A

D

/

dii

~ iT^'
^^

Asa? = 0, j/ = 0, and -j-=.0, at the bottom, D may be determined. On substituting,

Integrating, determining the constant by makings; and y vanish
together, and putting
c

c

the integrated equation becomes

c

c
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11. Tliis equation dclincs the curve algebraically, and also
gives us the means of tracing it graphically. If we assume arbitrary values for :, and compute from the equation the corresponding values of ^, we may then determine the numerical
values of x and y from these equations,
X _

e

e~^f^y
c-2{e'+\y

^

~

2e'- — 1

e{e"-+\)

^'

e'^+l

But, before making numerical computations, the following treatment of the symbols will give a clearer idea of the nature of the
curve.
If \ be the angle whose cotangent = e (which angle
may be called " the limiting angle "), then
.

~=

^

^

^i ~'Tl-iTT^ — A'smA, + //cosX >,

2^/(e^ + l)/c(2eHl) ,

, ,

. ,"1

.
^+.rcosX
^|^^>^^^:^
From K=
these expressions
it appears
that z+ ysmX|
and ^ arc simjjle
multiples of rectangular coordinates, on a system in which the
ordinate corresponding to f is inclined upwards from x by the
angle X, and the ordinate corresponding to z is inclined from y
in the direction from the ship by the angle A, ; the values of the
new coordinates which apply to the first origin of coordinates
(the place where the cable touches the ground) being, for the
ordinate of which r is a multiple, — 7—5 — :r- : and for the ordinate of which ^ is a multiple, -Vro — ,;•
12. Remarking that the index of z in the second term of the
formula for f is essentially negative, it will be seen that upon
making ~ smaller and smaller, but always positive, f becomes
indefinitely great, but positive. Consequently the curve has an
asymptote in the dii-ection of the ordinate corresponding to f
positive, that is, making the angle X with the horizon, inclined
upwards as from points near the place of touching the ground
to points near the ship. The asymptote does not pass through
the place of touching the ground, but below it, its smallest distance being ;, // aTTx '• ^"^^ ^^ ^^oes not pass through the ship,
but below it, its nearest distance being — y-^— ^ x the value
of ~ at the shij). It is unnecessary for our purpose to examine
the form of the branch of the curve corresponding to *r > 1.
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13. Combining the consideration of the. asymptote with the
previously estabhshed characteristics of the cvu-ve (that when
x = 0, i/ = 0, and -j-—.0), its general form will be seen to be this.
In its lower part it resembles a circular arc, or the lower part of
a common catenary. But in its upper part, the curve does not
tend to become vertical, but tends to approach to an asymptote,
making the angle X with the horizon : which angle, when the
ship's speed greatly exceeds the terminal falling velocity of the
cable, will be very small ; implying that the asymptote and the
upper part of the curve will be little inclined to the horizon.
14. Other formulae, necessary for a complete knowledge of the
properties of the curve and the tension at different points, will
be obtained thus :—
Differentiating the equations at the beginning of (11),
d fx\
e
d^
1
dz\c)~2{e'^ + \) dz
dz\cJ

: 1

eie' + l)'

-^^?+. i

dz\cJ~2{/- + \) dz ' e^+r
Squaring these, adding, and extracting the square root,

(the negative sign being taken because, as z diminishes, s in-1

~2ev/(e2 + l)
^|{^(eHl) + e}.^-'^('-^73) + (^(e2+l)-.}-^0-^70\
Integrating, and making s vanish when x and y = 0,

15. Again, to find -j- ; putting for abbreviation
we have

ds
But

dx

{^(e2 + l) + e}^ ^(' + f) = ,

ds dz
dz dx

r

.11

-2
2^^/(6^
+ 1) L

qj

—c

dz^_\
dx
c ^ 2e{f+
a d^ 1) _ -1

dz
dx'

("%-}
tt
_2e{e^±ll

.

di

-.■

<,-!)
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therefore

!=..(..„ '"'

T— a
,
1
p
dsf^
es
ex\
Then, to find
, we have merely to form ^^1 +~~~J>
as given by one of the last equations of Article 9.
16. By means of these formulae, the numbers in
y_ the following Tables have been computed, on the supposition that the
ship's velocity is double the terminal velocity of the cable in
falling through water, or that e = 2.
The first Table exhibits the ordiuates and tensions in a definite cable-curve. The unit of measure is the constant c, and
the unit of tension is the weight in water of a piece of the cable
whose length =c.

18-213
18-458
18-742
19078
19-487
20002
20-689
21-700
23-549
25-556

*
0-0527
01116
0-1784
0-2557
0-3474
0-4604
0-6078
0-8201
M997
1-6062

t

0-0013
0-0058
0-0142
0-0278
0-0487
0-0802
0-1289
0-2100
0-3749
0-5656

0-0527
c
0-1791
01118
0-2576
0-3517
0-4690
0-8515
06242
1-2655
1-7145

T-n
c

1-0054
10013
1-0128
1-0240
1-0401
1-0630
1-0960
1-1471
1-2434
1-3491
c'

090
0-80
0-70
060
050
0-40
0-30
0-20
010
005

y

c'

X.

On laying down a curve with these ordinates, it will be seen
to possess the qualifications that we have mentioned ; its lower
part resembling a catenary, and its upper part approaching to a
straight line.
17. The second Table exhibits the elements of difi"erent cablecurves
to difi'erent
of stray
length here
of the
cable, incorresponding
water of a definite
depth.amounts
The unit
of measure
is
the depth of the sea or y. The numbers in the last line are
taken from the investigations in the next three articles. They
will be materially altered by the more practical considerations
in the third section.
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Angle made by
the cable with the
horizon at leaving
the ship,

Tension at the
pointtheof ship,
leaving

,

2
5
8
11
14
16
19
22
24
25
26

52
43
34
22
9
53
32
6
30
37
34

Length of suspended cable,

T-a
y

(cosine =f).

747-23
173-62
71-33
36-78
21-36
13-26
8-50
5-46
3-32
2-39
0-53

1

Corresponding
horizontal

y

39-326
19-303
9-254
12-616
7-222
5-849
4-843

39-311
19-267
9- 184
12-564
7-134
2/
5-742
4-716
3-905
3-200
2-839

3-376
4 055
3-031
2-236

2-000

Difference, or
stray length
necessary for the
slope of the sus- 1
s—x cable, 1
pended
y

0-015
0-036
0-052
0-070
0-088
0107
0-150
0127
0176
0-236
0192

l limiting angle/

It will be seen that a small change in the stray length makes
a gi-eat change in the tension.
18. It is important to examine into the form and tension of
the curve in one case (of which the results are included, for convenience, inthe last line of last Table), namely, the case when c,
the only constant, receives the special value 0. It will be
remembered that c is sensibly the tension of the cable at the
point where it touches the ground. This tension cannot, in the
nature of things, be negative; for every case where it is positive,
the formulre already detailed are sufficiently complete; but when
the tension at the bottom =0, these formulae are without meaning, and a new investigation must be made.
19. Taking up the investigation where c is first introduced in
Article 9, and making c = 0, we have -j^=
Article 10,

f

,f^f''\__jtl

; then, as in

^-^^

Put v' for*'— ey, and proceed as in Article 10; we ultimately find

f

e^ + 1

e

/x — ey\~

L-

e

/x — etj\

^'"^i^^"^'

J ~~r~' ^(2e + l)-AT^;
e

^

e''

= ^(^*+y)+E'.

Let us examine into the value of the terms of this equation
when X and y are 0, on the supposition that D' and E' have
finite values. The index of the first exponential term is negative, and therefore, when x — cy = 0, if D' have a value, that
term will be infinitely great; which is inconsistent with the
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value of the other side of the equation. Therefore D' must = 0.
Again, the index of the second exponential term is positive;
and therefore if at any other point of the curve x—ey have a
value, while D' = 0, that second term will be infinitely great.
Consequently, x—cij must always = 0. This equation, it will be
seen, with its derivatives,

satisfies the original equations from
20. In this case then (when the
fast as the ship sails, but when the
the form of the cable is a straight

which it was deduced.
cable is delivered exactly as
tension at the bottom = 0),
line, inclined to the horizon

at the angle whose tangent = -, that is, at the angle X,.
tension will be found from the original formula

Its

T-»=*-)S=V('+?)-4\/0+?)-^}°-V04)V04)-^}21. The result for the last case of our investigation, showing
that the cable may assume the form of a straight line (a form
which simplifies the mathematical conditions of the problem so
much as to enable us to dispense with some of the limitations
of supposition formerly made), suggests the following as au
investigation to be made in the third place. Assuming (as a
hypothesis to be confirmed by the investigation) that the cable,
from the point of quitting the ship to the point of touching the
ground, has the form of a straight line ; assuming that the
resistance in moving through the water is proportional to the
square of velocity ; assuming that the coefficient of resistance for
longitudinal
is diff'erent
from ofthattheforcable
lateralmaymotion
; and
assuming thatmotion
the rate
of delivery
be greater
than the ship^s speed; to find the position and tension of the cable.
22. The notation of Article 2 may be retained, with the
following addition only :—
A the coefficient of the square of cable's lateral velocity in
the formula. Ax (lateral velocity)^=lateral resistance.
B the coefficient of the square of cable's longitudinal velocity
in the formula, B x (longitudinal velocity) - = longitudinal
resistance.
If we limit the meaning of e to the proportion of the ship's
speed to the terminal velocity of the cable when falling laterally
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in water; since A x (terminal velocity)^ = y, we have, tenninal
velocity = \/ -T) and therefore e-=n\/\.
23. Taking the first equations of Article 9, we must make
dx'

dx

da

dy

whence
and

dt'''^"'

ds^'

dt^~ '"' ds^'

m^ -rr =9' -r ( T -^ ) — (resistance of water to motion in direcos'^
ds\ ds/
^
4.■
• \
tion 01e x'I increasnig),
or + (resistance of water to motion in direction of x' diminishing) ;
wi^-rf =y-7-( T-^j — y+ (resistance of water to motion in
ds
ds\ ds/
directionofy diminishing).
These equations apply to any form of the cable-curve.
24. To express the last terms of these equations by means of
dx ds
-J-, -J-, &c., we must express the lateral motion and the longitudinal motion by those quantities ; then express the resistances
to lateral and longitudinal motion, and then, from these, find
the resistances in the direction of x and y. And we must be
careful to remark that both the lateral motion and the longitudinal motion are always downwards. Now the lateral motion
downwards
_dx' dij dy dx _/' dx\ dy
dy dx _ dy
^ dt ' ds
dt ' ds ~\
ds) ' ds
ds' ds
ds '
and the lateral resistance, normal to the curve and acting upwards,
= X71H -j ) .

The longitudinal motion downwards

_
dx' dx dy dy _f
dx\ dx
dy dy _
dx ^
~
dt ' ds dt ' ds~\
ds) ' ds
ds ' ds
ds'
and the longitudinal resistance, in the direction of the tangent

/

dx\'^

and acting upwards, = Tiym—n-j-j , From these we find.
Last term in the equation for x =
Vw

ds)

' ds

\ds)

' ds'
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Last term in the equation for y =

And the equations of Article 23 become
,^.r

,df^dx\

„/

dx\^ dx

ttt

Dividing by 9'; remarking

771

. Jd<i^

71

77i

that —i~-^'—, — ^^o.} and that

—0 r = ^^j the equations become

These equations are accurate, on the suppositions that the
resistances are proportional to the square of the velocity, and
that the coefficients for lateral and for longitudinal motion are
different ; and they are perfectly general, as regards the form
assumed by the cable.
25. AVe shall now limit our supposition of the form of the
cable-curve to that of the straight line, and shall ascertain the
conditions under which it will satisfy these equations. Let
?/=y.,r,/ being a constant multiplier; s= -/(l -h/^) -x;
dx _
1
ds- V{\-^P)'

^ffT-—

dy _
f
ds~ s/{\+P)'

1

y-^\ _

f
K

dT

m^ \dx_
1
n^Jds'~^{l+f)\

/^

dT dx _

1

1

m^ \^
n^")'

Ts \\similarly,
^ ")~dsj ~ V{l+f) ' ds~ \/{\ +f) ' dx' ds~\+p'
dffr^
ra^,yy\f
ds LV
n" JdsJ
I+/2
Substituting these, the equations become
1
dT
B Jm
1I
V
0=T-T-«--^ + B Jm _

l+P

i+r

dx^iV

\n

V(l+/V

dj
dx'

'/(l+r)

{l+ff

dx
v(i+/v
^^i^+P) (i+y^^*
. . '^A.'\n
dT
.
2G. To eliminate -7-, multiply the first equation by /, and

rfT

dx'
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0=l-e^-^
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The remahider gives
■' .„ 01-0=1-

-^

^a+f^) = eT,or^ = ^{e^ + l)-l

and with this value of/ the equations are satisfied. It will be
seen that / is the trigonometrical tangent of the angle made by
the cable with the horizon, or -^ that of the angle made by the
cable with the vertical. It is to be remarked, that this angle is
independent of the fractions -j- and — .
27. If e=3, j^= Kj ("7" ) ~~ 2' ^"^ *^^ angle made by the

cable with the horizon is 28° 1' 10". If e=3, ^= \/(^^) -\,
and the angle made by the cable with the horizon is 18° 55' 0".
28. To find the tension, we may take either of the final equations of Art. 25 and integrate it : the first equation will be the
more convenient. The arbitrary constant will be determined by
the consideration that the tension at the place of contact with
the bottom =0 ; and therefore when a? = 0, T = 0. Thus we find

or, if we prefer to express it in terms of the vertical ordinate y,

"■-

a'

Ife-^= 2,
and
Ife = 3,

U

a' U

v{\+fy

f

v/(l+/V

^^^^^=3-514,

^^'

/

w{i+rf'

'^'

VHW-, =0-883;

T=y- ^x 8-514 x(^ -0-883)

xy.

and
T =y- |- X 27-760 x (— - 0-946)' x y.
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If e=Q (that is, if the ship is stationary), and if / have the
concsponding value x (that is, if the cable hang vertically down,
which makes the tension the least possible), T = y.
29. The tension is the greatest possible when the cable is
delivered with the least speed possible, that is, when — = 1.
This gives, for e = 2,

and, for e=3,

T=//x{t-|xO-117|;

T=yx{l-|x008l}.
30. The tension will be diminished by increasing the speed of
delivery of the cable ; but without fixing upon a numerical value
for A.-r- (the proportion of the coefficient of longitudinal resistance to that of lateral resistance), no statement of its value
can be given more intelligible than those in the formula of
Article 28. The tension will be made = 0 if we can make the
second term of the expression = y. This gives, for e=2,

(^_0-883y=^^-4^,
or

\n

J

Bx8-514

-= 0-883 + 0-3427a/^
V ii
n
(the other root of the quadratic being inadmissible, as it makes
— < 1). Thus, suppose -r = T> the tension is 0 if — =1 68 ;
n
'^
A
4
n
or if the cable is delivered
with
a
waste
of
0'568
on
the geograB
1
. .
. m
phical
length.
\i
-r=.-.
the
tension
is
0
if
—
=1'911.
^
°
A
9
n
For e=3, the tension will be =0 if

(!?L_0-946Y = ,^
\n

J

B X 37-

—n =0946 + 0-1898

\/w

' cable is deIf —A = -,
the tension is 0 if —n = 1-326, or if
760the
4

livered with a waste of 0*326 on the geographical length.
r:> the tension is 0 if —n = 1*516.
A-r- = 9

If
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Thus the tension maybe diminished with smaller loss of cable
when e is large (that is, when the ship is running quickly) than
when e is small (or when the ship is running slowly).
31. The results of the preceding investigations will be applicablej I conceive^ with great accuracy in tlie circumstances
supposed ; namely, uniform depth of water, and uniform motion
of the ship ; requiring only for their complete numerical interpretation an accurate evaluation of e (which, it is believed, is
pretty well known), and an acciirate measure of -j
T) (on which,
apparently, little is known). It is almost unnecessary to remark that the investigation takes no account of the unevennesa
of the bottom or the disturbance of waves.
32. Before quitting the subject, I will revert to the second
investigation, founded upon assumptions which make the equations linear and resolvable in the general case. On referring to
the results in Article 11 and following articles, it will be seen
that they do not give facilities for ascertaining the form and
tension of the curve when e is very small, that is, when the
resistance of the water to the cable's motion is very small. I
will here indicate the form and the results of a process applicable
to this case.
Assume y = Y + SY, s = S + SS, where Y and S are
the values corresponding toe =0.

The equation -7^ =

,

c—ex + es
S
dV = -,
of Art. 9 gives, when e = 0, -jfrom which, as is wellknown,

Y is found = J (e^ + e"^ - 2), S = I (e^ - e~7) . Now let Y and
S be increased by the quantities 8Y and SS of the same order as
e, and let the squares, &c. of BY and SS be neglected.
Since

dY
.t- . ^S '^•SS
•.r„
it follows that -7dx • — dx;— = -3dx

dY
^ d.BS
d.SY
-J— . -Let —jdx
— =e .n -j—
dx
dx ;

then — ^— will = e.»-7-: also 8S = f e.o -5-.
dx
' dx
J ^ dx

Substituting

these in the equation (c—ea? + es) — =s — ey, differentiating, and
putting W for y-f S -T-;- — Xy^ +Y), it is found that

W
«^__2
dx
c f
_- '
Phil. Mug. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 104. Juhj 1858.
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Substituting for W, integrating, substituting to form BY and BS,
and determining the constants of integration to satisfy the primary equation and the condition that 6S = 0 when a; = 0, we find
at length,

SY=.x{-|(e7-e-7)

+ (g + |){6^-ei-|(e'+e-'? + 2)},
G. B. Airy.

II. On the Stria seen in the Electrical Discharge in vacuo.
Bi/ W. R. Grove, V.P.R.S. ^c.
IN a paper communicated to the Royal Society in January 1 852,
I published the first notice of transverse bands or striae which
are seen in the discharge from a Ruhmkorfi" coil in the vacmim
of an air-pump, wherein is placed a piece of phosphorus ; and in
a postscript to that paper (Phil. Mag. vol. iv.) I stated that the
striae could be seen in several attenuated gases, probably in all.
Some time after the publication of my paper, but without
having seen it, M. Ruhmkorff observed the same phaenomenon
in the vapour of alcohol ; and it has subsequently been experimented on by Messrs. Masson, Quet, Du Moncel, Robinson, and
Gassiot, the last of whom has elaborately examined it in the
Torricellian vacuum.
No satisfactory rationale of the phaenomenon has been given.
In my first paper I gave no opinion as to its cause ; but subsequently, ina communication to the British Association at Hull,
I stated my belief that it was closely connected with the interruptions of the contact breaker. The following is the notice of
my communication in the Athenaeum, August 30, 1856: — "Mr,
Grove has observed that the mode of breaking contact has a
marked influence on the phaenomenon. If, for instance, the arm
of the contact breaker be made to rest on a slight spring placed
underneath it, the bands become narrower. If a single breach
of contact be effected, most observers have remarked that the
effect is still perceptible: but it is very difficult to effect a single
breach of contact ; the fusion of the metals at the point of contact with the vibration accompanying the movement, occasions
a double or triple disruption. The best mode is to place two
stout copper wires across each other, and with a firm hand draw
* Communicated by the Author.
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one over the other until the end of the former parts company
with the latter; when this is well done the strise are, in the
majority of cases, not observed. Of all the substances which
have been tried, the vapour of phosphorus succeeds best ; and
with this is seen a remarkable effect on the powder or smoke of
allotropic phosphorus (which is always formed when the strise
are observed) : this smoke traverses from pole to pole from the
negative to the positive side, showing, unless there be some latent
optical deception, a mechanical effect of the discharge under the
circumstances."
Dr Robinson, who has a little misunderstood my meaning in
this passage, says (Proc. Royal Irish Acad., December 1856),
" Mr. Grove appears to think it arises from some vibration in
the metal of a contact breaker, which produces a fluctuation in
the inducing current." I did not mean to say that the effect
was due to any peculiar vibration of the metal of the contact
breaker, but to the interrupted and successive discharges of the
apparatus itself, — that the changes in the character of the discharge attendant upon changes in the action of the contact
breaker, as well as the frequent absence of strise when only a
single disruption was effected, afforded evidence that the strise
were connected with the multiplied discharges. My notice was,
however, short and somewhat obscure, as, although I entered
fully on the matter in the Section-room, I had prepared no memoir on the subject. I still retain the opinion I then expressed,
though I do not assert it as a positive conviction ; the difficulty
of proving it arose from the circumstance that it was next to impossible to produce, by the ordinary modes, a single discharge
from the induced coil, for the following reasons. When one
extremity of the wire of the primary coil is drawn over the other,
an induced current is produced at the moment of disruption in
the secondary wire and a consequent discharge in the vacuum.
But at this same moment of disruption, the extra or induced current in the ]n'imary M'ire itself finds a passage in the form of a
spark immediately the contact is broken, and this extra current
occasions necessarily a second induced current in the secondary
wire, which having a ready path opened to it by the discharge of
the previous current, would be discharged through that path,
though it might not have tension enough to overcome any great
resistance. Although, therefore, these discharges cannot be
separated to the eye, it by no means follows that there are not
two discharges when an apparently single disruption of the primary circuit takes place.
I had repeatedly and in vain attempted to get rid of this difficulty, and to produce what I could feel assured was a single
induced discharge, when a veiy simple plan occurred to me,
C2
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which I am surprised did not more readily present itself: it is
simply to make an interruption in the secondary circuit, besides
that formed by the vacuum ; such second interruption to be in
air, and of the extreme length of the spark, so that not more
than one spark should pass at a time across the intervening air,
and consequently not more than one discharge through the
vacuous space.
Using the- air-pump with phosphorus and a stick of potash in
the receiver, I connected by a wire one of the secondary terminals of a RuhmkorfF coil with the rod which entered the
receiver at the top. The wire from the second terminal was
attached to a glass stand or pillar, so that its end projected; to
another glass stand was attached a wire with one end also projecting, and the other end was fixed to the brass work of the airpump. The two projecting ends could be made to touch, or to
remain at any desired distance from each other.
The ends of the wires being in contact, the coil apparatus was
set at work, and the strife very beautifully exhibited in the receiver; the projecting wires were now gradually separated, and
the stri?e for some time continued visible and until the points of
the wires were so far apart that an occasional spark only passed
from point to point when the stri?e disappeared, and a uniform
luminous cloud was prodviced in the receiver. Even in this
extreme case, however, there is apt to be a double discharge,
which any one who has not watched closely the phseuomenon
with eye and ear, would not detect, but would pronounce the discharge to be single.
From vmavoidable minute differences in the action of the contact breaker, discharges will, all conditions being apparently the
same, vary in strength and length; those accustomed to the
apparatus will know that, by separating the terminals beyond
the normal distance of the discharge, sparks will still pass at
occasional, distant and irregular intervals, proving the slightly
varying intensity of the apparatus.
Now, when the points are sej)arated to the maximum for the
experiment which I have detailed above, two classes of sparks
will be perceived in the air, — the one a thin blue spark giving to
the ear a single sharp sound, and the other a burred yellow
spark with a sound not so clear and metallic, but attended with
a slight whizz : this contrast of sound maybe roughly compared
to that presented by a whole or cracked piece of porcelain when
struck ; it requires attention and habit to distinguish these two
classes ; but when the power is attained, it will be seen that with
the first or single discbarge there ai'e no strife in the receiver,
with the second, which I believe to be a double discharge, striae
are visible.
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By careful adjustment I have been able to obtain spai-ks of
tlie former class only, and then the experiment may be continued
iudetinitcly with no striaj visible; but on the slightest alteration
in the distance the strise appear. It is, however^ more frequently
the case, that, notwithstanding- all the care used, sparks of both
characters will pass in irregular succession ; and then the discharges will be without strise in some cases, and with them in
others.
It is necessary to mention the above distinctions, as otherwise
any person repeating the experiments miglit be deceived, and
not succeeding in obtaining discharges without strife, though
the discharges were apparently single, would imagine the results
I have described to be illusions arising from an error of vision.
I repeated the above experiments in one of Mr. Gassiot's
vacuum-tubes, which showed the strife beautifully under ordinary
circumstances; but when the division iu the circuit was carefully
made and carried to its fullest extent, the discharges passed
without any strise, the tube being filled at each discharge with
a uniform glow.
From the above experiments I am satisfied that in attenuated
media, wherein the stripe are well seen when the ordinary interrupted currents are used, discliarges may be made to pass which
exhibit no strise, and under such circumstances that there is
every reason to believe single discharges only pass. Join to
this the fact that the appearances of the strife vary with any variation ofthe contact breaker, that the striaj are more numerous
and narrower in proportion as the intermissions of the contact
breaker are more rapid, v^diich I have observed to be very notably the case, the evidence seems strong, if not conclusive, that
the striae or bands are due to the mechanical interference or reciprocal impulsions of two or more discharges, or rather of the
medium affected by them.
I will take this opportunity of mentioning one experiment
which I believe to be new and not devoid of interest. ]\I, Pliicker
and ]\Ir. Gassiot have ])ublishcd several interesting experiments
on the effects produced by magaets on the strife or on the electric discharge in higlily attenuated media commonly called
vacua.
In repeating some of these experiments with a vacuum-tube
kindly given me by Mr. Gassiot, 2 feet 9 inches long between
the platinum wires, and 1 inch internal diameter, I found that
when the ])ole of a powerful Ixu- magnet was brought close to the
positive ])latinum iu a certain direction, the visible discharges
only passed occasionally and at intervals through the tube, notwithstanding the apparatus went on working, and the contact breaker vibrating as usual. After many cxj)eriments, I found
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that I could stop the discharge entirely by placing the poles of
two magnets opposite each other and in a particular direction
with reference to the line of discharge. The two platinum wires
in this tube are inserted perpendicularly to the axis^ and penetrate half an inch into the tube. If, now, the tube be placed
horizontally, the platinum wires uppermost and the observer
looking along the tube from the positive to the negative wire,
the north pole of a magnet should be placed on the right-hand
side, and as nearly as can be to the platinum, i. e. touching, or
nearly so, the glass tube, while the south pole of another magnet
is similarly placed on the opposite or left-handed side. The discharges cease entirely, and there is no conduction through the
tube, showing that it is not a case of dark discharge, but an
arresting of the passage of the discharge through the attenuated medium. If the tube be turned one-fourth round its
axis in either direction, the discharges reappear, as they also do
if the magnets be reversed. The experiment requires care, and
it seems to be necessary to make it with a power of coil just sufficient to enable the discharge to traverse the distance between
the platinum terminals and with a certain magnetic power : if
made with a powerful electro-magnet, the discharge is stopped,
whichever side the poles be placed with reference to the platinum
wires, but the discharge is only made intermittent when the
platinum wires are placed in a line joining the poles of the
magnet. In the above-mentioned tube, the portion of one end
of the glass around one of the platinum wires was covered with
a dark deposit of platinum, from the terminal at this end having
been constantly used as the negative pole ; when this was made
positive instead of the clean end, the effect of arresting the current could not be produced : this circumstance, and the delicacy
of the conditions necessary to ensure success in this experiment,
lead me to think that the stoppage of the discharge is due to
the diversion in direction of the electric line of force produced
by the magnet ; the discharge is, so to speak, blown out by the
magnet : but I hesitate to express a positive opinion on this
point.
When magnets are made to approach the negative platinum,
there is no stoppage of the discharge, but attractions and repulsions are observed on the blue flame, which have been described
by Mr. Gassiot, and which I need not therefore repeat.
I tried the effect of magnets on the spark from Ruhmkorff^s
coil in air, but could not arrest them, though they appeared to
pass with somewhat greater difficulty and longer intennissions j
the difference was, however, very slight.
June 4, 1858.
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III. Experimental and Theoretical Researches on the Equilibrium-Figures ofa Liquid Mass without Weight. — Fourth
Series.
By M. J. Plateau*.
On the equilibrium-figures of revolution which are neither spherical
nor cylindrical.
HAVING completed the theoretical investigation of a jet of
liquid in the preceding series fj I return, in the present
series, to liquid masses without weight, and continue the examination ofequilibrium-figures of revolution.
It will, in the first place, be remembered that the general condition satisfied by the free surface of a weightless mass of Uquid
in a state of equilibrium is expressed by

where R and R' are the two principal radii of curvature at any
point of the surface, and are considered positive or negative
according as they are directed towards the interior or exterior of
the mass.
C I'epresents a constant.
It is well known that, in surfaces of revolution, one of the
radii R, R' is the radius of curvature of the meridian curve at
the point under consideration, and the other is the portion of the
normal intercepted between this point and the axis of revolution,
or, according to a simpler mode of expression, it is the normal
at this point. On this account, and in order to avoid all ambiguity, Ireplace the letters R and R' by ]\I and N, whereby we
shall be reminded that the former represents the radius of curvature which belongs to the meridian curve, and the latter the
one which constitutes the normal. In this notation, therefore,
the equation of equilibrium is

Mathematicians are aware that the quantities M and N can
be expressed by differentials ; thus transformed, the above equation is completely integrable by elliptic functions, so that the
nature of the corresponding meridian curves can be deduced.
This forms the subject of a recent memoir by M. Beer, wherein,
for the second time, the author honoui-s me by applying the calculus to the results of my experiments. The same object, too,
may be attained without the aid of elliptic functions by means
* The ori<;inal memoir will be found in the thirty-first volume of the
Memoires de I'Acade'mie de Bruxelles. The abstraet, of which a translation is
here ^iven, appeared in tlie Annules de Chimie et Physique, May 1858.
t Sec Phil. Mag. S. 4. vol. xiv. p. 1.
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of a property discovered by M. Delaunay, by means of the calculus, and afterwards demonstrated geometrically by M. Lamarle.
In another series I propose to speak of these analytical and geometrical resources ; in the present one I arrive at a knowledge
of the forms of the meridian curves, and of all their modifications and details, by means of experiment, and with the aid of
simple reasoning applied to the relation between the radius of
curvature and the normal which the equation of equilibrium
establishes. This research, in which experiment and theory
always march side by side, may, moreover, be considered as a
verification of the latter.
I commence by demonstrating the following principle: amongst
all the equilibrium-figures of revolution, the sphere is the only one
whose meridian curve meets the axis ; amongst the spheres is
included, of course, the plane which is their limit.
To prove this I remark, in the first place, that the meridian
curve of a surface satisfying the above general equation cannot
attain the axis except in a direction perpendicular to the same ;
for if it cut the axis obliquely or touched it, the normal N would
be zero at the point of intersection or contact, and consequently
the quantity iy + ny' which equilibrium requires to be constant,
would become infinite at this point, whilst it would be finite at
neighbouring points.
I assume then a non-circular curve meeting the axis perpendicularly; Iconceive its curvature to increase on leaving the
point on the axis; and I take a small arc of the curve, with one
extremity on the axis, such that the curvature increases throughout its length ; lastly, through the extremities of this arc, I draw
a circle having its centre on the axis. By reflecting upon this
construction the following conclusions will easily be deduced :—
First. Since the arc of the curve and the arc of the circle both
leave the axis in the same direction and, after immediately separating, rejoin each other at their other extremity, it follows that
the curvature of the first is at the commencement less, but afterwards greater than that of the circular arc ; at the point where
the two arcs rejoin each other, then, the radius of curvature M
of the are of the curve is less than the radius of the cireu.lar arc;
the same is the case, too, with the normal N, for the latter evidently cuts the axis at a less acute angle than does the radius.
Secondly. If upon the arc of the curve and upon the circular arc
two equally long portions be taken, having a common extremity
on the axis, and so small that at the other extremity of the first
the curvature has not yet ceased to be less than that of the circular arc, the normal N, corresponding to this extremity, will
evidently be longer than the radius of the circle, and, in con-
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sequence of the inferior curvature, the radius of curvature M at
this extremity will also be greater than the radius of the circle.
But since, with respect to an arc of a cu.vve thus ])laced, the
radius of curvature and the normal have a like direction, and
consequently the same sign, it follows from the above that the
quantity ^rf + i^ would be greater at the point where this arc
rejoins the circle than at a
which is incompatible with
were to suppose that the
outwards, the same mode

point very close to the axis, a result
the condition of equilibrium. If wc
curvature diminishes from the axis
of reasoning would show that the

quantity t? + ^ would be smaller at the point where the arc of
the curve rejoins that of the circle than at a point very near the
axis.
Equilibrium, therefore, is not possible unless the curvature be
constant and, at the same time, the meridian curve meet the
axis normally ; in other words, this meridian curve must be a
circle having its centre on the axis, or, in the case of an infinite
radius, a line perpendicular to the axis; hence the figure generated isnecessarily either a sphere or a plane.
From this principle, it follows that the meridian curves of
other equilibrium-figures either stretch to infinity or close outside the axis ; we shall afterwards find that the first of these
conditions is alone fulfilled.
These points established, I proceed next to the examination of
the curves in question. An iron cylinder, say 15 centimetres
long and 2 in diameter, is maintained horizontally at a certain
height in the alcoholic mixture, and a mass of oil of suitable
volume is caused to adhere to the same. This mass spreads itself
over the surface of the cylinder so as to envelope a portion of
the length of the latter, and assumes the form of a figure of revolution whose meridian curve, convex in the middle, changes the
nature of its curvature towards its extremities, where it becomes
tangential to the generating line of the cylinder*.
The same figure formed entirely of oil, that is to say, without
having a solid cylindrical core, may be obtained by attaching a
mass of oil — at first in excess — to two vertical discs of the same
diameter as the above cylinder, and placed opposite one another
at a distance asunder equal to the length of the figure obtained
with the cylinder, and afterwards by removing, M'ith the small
syringe, as much liquid as is found necessary in order to make
the extreme elements of the meridian curve appear horizontal ;
* M. Beer, in the memoir] above- raentionetl, suggests the same exjjeriment as being suitable for the verification of one of the results of his ealculus; I hail, however, made the experiment long before.
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this experiment, however, is not so easily made to succeed as the
first.
It must be observed that this experiment, as well as all the
following ones, must alike be made in the alcoholic mixtui-e, and
that the precautions, indicated in the first and second series*, for
rt;ducing the two liquids to the same density, and causing them
to exercise no sensible chemical action upon one another, must
be attended to.
Since the complete meridian curve cannot terminate as above
described, the preceding figure is only a partial one. I follow
the meridian curve, therefore, beyond the extremities of this
same figure.
In the first place, these extreme points cannot be points of
inflection ; for if they were, the radius of curvature would
be there infinite, and the equation of equilibrium reduced to
r^, = C.
N

But we have seen that, between its vertex and the

points under consideration, the curve presents two points of inflection, at which, therefore, the equation really reduces itself to
the form ^^ = C.

Hence the normals at the two former points

must be equal to those at the two latter, which is evidently impossible according to the respective positions of these two pairs
of points, and the directions of the corresponding normals. I
have, it is true, here supposed that at a point of inflection the
radius of curvature is necessarily infinite, whereas it is well
known that the same may also be zero. In our meridian curves,
however, the vanishing of the radius of curvature is inadmissible,
for the quantity ttf + i^ would be thereby rendered infinite at
such a point. Beyond the extremities of the partial figure,
therefore, our curve still preserves a curvature of the same kind
as it had before reaching the same, that is to say it is still concave towards the exterior, and the points at these extremities
arc at a minimum distance fi-om the axis.
This being established, I set off, from one of these minimum
points and upon the production of the curve, an arc so small
that throughout its whole length the curvature either continually
increases or diminishes, and, from the same point but on the
other, or near side of the same, I set ofi" an are of equal length.
At all points of these two small arcs the radius of curvature
and the normal have opposite directions, so that the quantity
»T+ ?^ constitutes a difl'erence, and consequently cannot remain
* Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, vols. iv. and v.
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constant on passing from one point to another unless M and N
either increase or decrease simultaneously. But if we were to
suppose that, xipon the small arc which forms the production of
the curve, the curvature increases more, or diminishes less
rapidly than upon the other small arc, a little attention will show
that at the extremity of the first the radius of curvature would
be smaller, whilst the normal would be larger than at the extremity of the second ; and on the other hand, if we were to suppose that beyond the minimum point the curvature increases
less, or diminishes more rapidly than on this side, we should
find that at the extremity of the first small arc the radius of curvature would be greater, and the normal less than at the extremity of the second.
1
1
Thus the constancy of the quantity tt + iy necessitates the
identity, or rather the perfect symmetry of the two small arcs ;
but this symmetry involves, as a consequence, that of the two
whole portions of the curve situated on opposite sides of the
minimum point. By repeated applications of the same reasoning
to both extremities of the realized liquid figure, I conclude that
the same reproduces itself indefinitely on both sides. The complete meridian curve, therefore, undulates indefinitely alongside
the axis, from which it recedes and towards which it approaches
periodically ; its maxima and minima distances from the same
being all equal (fig. 1), so that the generated figure consists of
Fig. 1.

an indefinite series of equal ventral segments and nodes. For
the sake of brevity, and in consequence of the form of its meridian curve, I call this figure the unduloid (ondulo'ide) .
^Vhen a greater diameter is given to the solid cylinder in the
above experiment, the mass of oil remaining the same, this mass
spreads itself out more over the solid surface, the meridian curvatures become feebler, and that the more, the lai'ger the cylinder. From this I conclude that, within certain limits, the unduloid may change its form, and that one of these limits is the
cylindrical form.
On the contrary, with thinner solid cylinders and the same
mass of oil, variations of an o])posite kind manifest themselves ;
that is to say, the mass spreads itself out less in the direction of
the axis, and the meridian curvatures increase.
In this manner
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we may conclude that the second limit of the variations of a
complete iinduloid consists of an indefinite series of equal spheres
touching each other on the axis.
In each of these experiments is realized that portion of a com])lcte unduloid which is comprised between the middle points
of two successive nodes, so that the figure of oil is composed of
a whole ventral segment {renflement) adjacent to two semi-nodes
(demi-etranrjlemcnts). I have also realized a portion of an unduloid consisting of an entire node between two portions of ventral
scments. For this purpose I attach a sufficiently large mass of
oil to two solid vertical rings, 7 centims. in diametei-, placed
opposite to each other at a distance of 11 centims. asunder. By
o-radually absorbing portions of liquid, the figure soon becomes
cylindrical with convex bases, and afterwards narrower and narrower in the middle. By operating cautiously, I can reduce the
diameter of a node, at its middle point, to 27 millims. without
causing the figure to lose its stability. As to the bases of the
figure, they remain convex. I remark that in this experiment
we witness the variations of the unduloid from the cylinder itself,
which, as above mentioned, forms one of its limits.
From the fact that portions of an unduloid more extended
than those above described cannot be realized, I conclude that
the unduloid, like the cylinder, has a limit of stability.
1 resume the experiments with the solid cylinder. If, vvhilst
the diameter of this cylinder remains the same, the mass of oil
be gradually increased, the liquid figure will at the same time
increase more and more in length and in equatorial thickness.
In this kind of variation the minima distances from the axis do
not change, for they are always equal to the radius of the solid
cylinder ; but at the point of the meridian curve which is the
most distant from the axis, that is to say at the equator of the
realized figure, the radius of curvature and the normal both
increase. Let us now suppose that whenever a fresh quantity of
oil is added to the mass, one (say the left) extremity of the same
is always brought to the same position on the cylinder, so that the
right extremity alone recedes. If we imagine these variations
pushed to their limit, it is clear that all the nodes of the complete
meridian curve will then have receded to infinity, or, in other
words, have disappeared, with the exception of that which corresponds to the left extremity of the figure of oil, and that this
meridian curve will then be reduced to one having two infinite
branches — like the parabola — having its vertex turned towards
the axis of revolution, and its axis of symmetry perpendicular
to the same.
It is, however, easy to determine the nature of this curve; for
since, as above remarked, the radius of curvature and the normal
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corresponding to the equator of the ventral segment increase as
the volume of the mass of oil is augmented, it is clear that they
and this volume will become infinite at the same time ; at this
limit, therefore, the quantity tTj- + j;jj which is constant at all
points of the meridian curve, is equal to zero. But from this
we deduce the relation M=— N, which shows that at each
point of the curve tlie radius of curvature is equal and opposite
to the normal. Geometricians are well aware that the catenary
is the only curve which enjoys this property.
From this it follows that the variations of the unduloid have
a third limit, which is a new equilibrium-figure whose meridian
curve is a catenary with its vertex turned towards the axis of
revolution, and its radius of curvature at this vertex equal and
opposite to the distance between the same and the axis. The
form of its meridian curve here suggests the name catenoid for
the corresponding equilibrium -figure.
In the last experiment above recorded, it was only by an
imaginary extension of the operation that we arrived at the catenoid ;a portion of this new figure, however, may be easily realized in the following manner: — In the first place a cyhnder is
formed between two solid rings, whose distance asunder does not
exceed two-thirds of their common diameter, afterwards liquid is
gradually withdrawn from the mass. In this manner, whilst the
portion between the two rings becomes hollowed out more deeply
to form a node, the bases are seen to lose gradually their convexity, until finally they become altogether plane. Now, when
the figure of the oil has arrived at this phase, we have on the
bases w + ^ = 0 ; for considering the plane as a surface of revoor
N
]\I
lution, the radius of curvature and the normal are evidently infinite at each of its points ; but equilibrium requires that the
quantity vr + ^ should have the same value at all points of the
^
•' M
N
2
]^
realized surface, consequently on the node we have ^ + aj~^'
which relation, as we have just seen, characterizes the catenoid.
In the memoir, I show that as long as the bases have not
entirely lost their curvature the node belongs to the unduloid ;
in this'
we witness
tion of experiment,
an unduloid therefore,
from the cylinder
to the
the transition
catenoid. of a porWhen the distance between the rings is much less than twothirds of their diameter, when, for example, it is reduced to the
half or the third of this diameter, then, after arriving at the
plane bases, if we continue to absorb the oil, these bases arc
observed to become more and more concave as liquid is sub-
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tractcd, whilst at the same time the node becomes thinner. The
node now belongs neither to the catenoid nor to the unduloidj
but to a new ligure whose meridian curve we must examine.
The above explanations respecting the sphere, the catenoid,
and the unduloid are sufficient to give an idea of the nature of
the reasoning applied to the equation of equilibrium ; with
respect to the new figure, therefore, I shall limit myself to the
following brief indications.
In the first place, it must be observed that the reasoning by
means of which, in the case of the unduloid, the perfect symmetry of the meridian curve on opposite sides of a minimum
point was established, applies equally to a minimum point corresponding to any other equilibrium-figure, and consequently to
that of the meridian arc of the node under consideration ;— this
conclusion, we may add, is confirmed by the apparent form of
the node. From this it follows that the complete curve has an
axis of symmetry perpendicular to the axis of revolution, and
passing through the middle of the node; so that whatever feature is presented by the curve on one side of the first of these
axes, is presented symmetrically on the other side.
Pursuing, afterwards, the meridian curve beyond the rings, I
show that it passes through two points where its elements are
parallel to the above axis of symmetry, and I verify this deduction by means of a mass of oil comprised between two discs,
instead of two rings, the distance between the discs not exceeding
about the third of their diameter. By gradually subtracting oil
I succeed, finally, in rendering the meridian curve tangent, at
its two extremities, to the planes of the discs.
I then show that the curve produced beyond these points
returns tow^ards the axis of symmetry, in a point of which its
two branches cut so as to form a loop.
T have realized the portion of the figure generated by the
whole of this loop ; but before describing the experiment it will
be well to recall a principle, demonstrated in the second series,
according to which, when a surface satisfies the general condition
of equilibrium, it is a matter of indifference on which side of
this surface the liquid may be situated. In the two last experiments just indicated, the liquid was situated on the convex side
of the meridian curve, so that in this case the portion of the
figure generated by the whole loop would form a cavity in the
interior of the mass of oil ; now according to the above principle the oil may also be supposed to be situated on the concave
side of the curve, in which case the portion generated by the loop
will be in relief. It is thus that the figure is realized in the
following experiment.
In the first place, a liquid biconvex lens is formed in a ring of
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iron wire. This is done by introducing the ring into a sphere
of oil, of sufficiently large diameter, and afterwards subtracting
a portion of the liquid. When, by gradual absorption, the
thickness of the lens has been reduced to about a sixth of the
diameter of the ring, the former is pierced in its centre in a
manner indicated in the memoir ; the oil then takes the form of
an annular figure, whose meridian curve, rounded on the side
of the axis of revolution, has a sharp point on the side of the
solid ring ; it is in fact the meridian curve of the figure generated byour loop.
The hquid figure thus obtained, however, only exists for a few
seconds, showing thereby that it is unstable ; it soon becomes
deformed, and finally disunited on one side.
On examining what becomes of the branches of the curve after
their intersection at the point of the loop, I find that each, preserving the character of its curvature, recedes to a maximum
distance from the axis of revolution, and afterwards returns
towards this axis so as to form an arc convex outwards. I have
realized the portion generated by this arc by introducing a mass
of oil between two discs, rendering the same first cylindrical,
and afterwards causing one of the discs to approach the other.
The liquid figure then becomes bulged, and the meridian convexity increasing as the distance between the discs diminishes,
it passes through the form of a portion of a sphere, after which
it constitutes successively the figui'es generated by a portion of
the arc in question, afterwards that generated by the whole arc,
and finally it attains a figure generated by a more extended arc
of the complete meridian curve. These successive arcs, however,
belong to different cases of the equilibrium-figure.
I further show that the arc in question — in accordance with
the appearance of the realized figures — is perfectly symmetrical
on each side of its middle point, so that the curve has another
axis of symmetry passing through this point, and perpendicular
to the axis of revolution.
Hence we must clearly conclude that our arc which comes
from a loop arrives at a second, identical with the first ; that
this second is followed in the same manner by a third, and so
ou indefinitely. The complete meridian curve, therefore, consists of an indefinite series of equal loops, connected by equal

arcs, and arranged alongside the axis of revolution (fig. 2).

In
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consequence of this form I give to tbe generated figure the name
nodoid (nodo'ide).
The nodoid ])rcscnts a remarkable peculiarity : it cannot,
in its complete state, be conceived to be formed by a liquid; in
fact, from tbe form of tbe meridian curve, it is at once seen tbat
the portions generated by tbe loops would be imbedded in the
interior of tbe mass ; but these same portions, as well as other
suitably chosen ones, may, as I have described, be isolated.
On performing tbe above experiments, by means of which
these portions are realized, it becomes evident that the nodoid,
like the unduloid, is susceptible of variations. Tbe following
example will elucidate my meaning. In the experiment which
commences with a biconvex lens, the thickness of the same may,
before piercing, be considerably reduced ; tbe aperture thus
made then widens spontaneously, the meridian loop becomes
much shorter, and its point much more blunt. Thus, the
points of the loops of tbe complete meridian curve remaining at
the same distance from the axis of revolution, the loops themselves may assume very diflPerent forms.
On examining these variations and their limits, I arrive at the
following results :—
In a first mode of variation, if we suppose, for simplicity, that
the distance between the axes of symmetry of tbe loops remains
constant, these loops become smaller and smaller, their vertices
approach the axis of revolution, and at the same time the curvature of the intermediate arcs approaches more and more the
circular phase, ultimately the loops vanish, the points which form
their vertices attain the axis of revolution, and the arcs which
connected them become semicircles, so tbat the generated figure
is an indefinite series of equal spheres touching each other on the
axis. We have seen that this series of spheres is also one of
the limits of the variations of the unduloid ; it forms therefore
the phase of transition from the unduloid to the nodoid.
In a second mode of variation, if, for simplicity, we conceive
the length of the loops — that is to say tbe distance from tbe
vertex to the point of each — to remain constant, the curve
recedes more and more from the axis of revolution, or rather,
since attention is directed to the latter, the axis recedes from
the curve ; at the same time the loops become broader, approach,
and afterwards project over each other, until finally, when the
axis of revolution is at an infinite distance, and therefore ceases
to exist, the whole meridian curve becomes condensed into the
circumference of one circle, and the generated figure is a cylinder
placed transversely with respect to the axes of revolution of the
nodoids of which it is the limit.
In a last mode of variation, if— again for simplification — we
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attribute a constant value to the distance between the vertex of
a loop and the axis of revolution, these loops become elongated
whilst they recede from each other ; so that if we consider any
one in particular and pass to the limit, all the rest, together
with the intermediate arcs, are transported to infinity, or, in
other words, disappear; and this one beomes transformed into a
curve with two infinite branches, which is no other than the
catenary placed in the manner before described; hence the
limit of this third mode of variation is the catcnoid. Thus the
catenoid, itself one of the limits of the unduloid, forms a second
phase of transition between the unduloid and the nodoid.
The experiments indicated in this abstract, together with
others described in the memoir, exhaust all the cases of realization between two equal rings or discs ; if there is still another
equilibrium-figure, therefore, it must be such that isolated portions of the same cannot be obtained under these conditions ;
from which fact we may conclude that its meridian curve presents no maxima or minima of distance from the axis. Moreover, since the meridian curve cannot cut the axis, it must commence from a point at infinity upon an asymptote parallel to the
axis, and afterwards recede continually from the latter until it
reaches a second point also at infinity. This granted, it may
be observed that, at the first of these two extreme points, the
radius of curvature is necessarily infinite and the normal finite,
80 that the equation of equilibrium reduces itself to 5t = C.
Now if the curve had anywhere a point of inflection, this equation would again be reduced to at = C, and consequently the
normals corresponding, respectively, to this and to the first
extreme point would be equal, which is clearly impossible. The
curve, therefore, if it exists, must everywhere turn its convexity
towards the axis, and hence we see without difficulty that its
second extreme point will be infinitely distant from this axis,
and that the normal will be there infinite. But, evidently, the
radius of curvature will also be infinite at this second extreme

point, so that the quantity ^ + |^- will be there equal to zero,
which is impossible, since at the first extreme point this quantity
has a finite value. The condition of equilibrium, thercrorc,
cannot be satisfied.
Thus the only equilibrium-figures of revolution are the sphere,
the plane, the cylinder, the unduloid, the catenoid and the
nodoid.
Phil. Mug. S. 4. Vol. 1(). No. lot. Jahj 1858.
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All these figures, the sphere excepted, having infinite dimensions in certain directions, it follows that amongst the equilibrium-figures ofrevolution the sphere alone can be realized, in
its complete state, with a finite mass of liquid. Accordingly a
mass of oil, abandoned freely in the middle of my alcoholic mixture, always assumes the spherical form.
IV.

On the Atlantic Cable.
By William
F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

Gravatt, Esq.,

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
Gentlemen,
I CONSIDERED this subject, and, as is well known, arrived
at my conclusions long ago; and notwithstanding the conclusions see
I
were come to at the last meeting of the British
Association and at other meetings, and notwithstanding the
Astronomer Royal's two papers on the subject, I feel that my
original conclusions are unshaken.
The subject is of great importance, and I will (if you will allow
me) give you as brief an abstract of my ideas as I possibly can.
I have demonstrated (but without a diagram it is almost impossible to give the demonstration) that if a vessel be running
in a straight course at any uniform speed whatever, and the
cable is being paid out over the stern at the same velocity, then,
in the case where the strain tending to break the cable as it
leaves the stern is just equal to the weight in water of a portion
of the same cable, whose length is the depth of the sea, the
cable will be at any instant in the same condition as to tension
and pressure as if it were simply lying straight on an inclined
plane surface immersed in water ; there will be no strain whatever
on the particle which happens at any instant to be the bottom
particle of the cable, and the cable will therefore sink down in a
vertical plane with uniform velocity, and be laid (not stretched)
straight along the bottom of the sea without any waste.
Let
« = the angle the cable forms with the horizon.
/ = the terminal normal velocity in feet per second, or the
velocity of the cable at right angles to its length.
V = the velocity of the ship in feet per second.
w = the weight in pounds of one foot of the cable, in water.
6?= diameter of the cable in feet.
D = the depth of the sea in fathoms.
L = length in fathoms, from the stern of the ship to where
it touches the bottom of the sea.
Now the resistance expressed in pounds to each foot in length
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of a rough cylinder moving sideways in sea water is 'Sdv^ pretty
nearly (d being the diameter in feet, and v the velocity in feet
per second).
fUU COS OL

We must have therefore lo cos « — •8<//^ = 0, or t=\/
.q ,-•
1
1
Tr
^
1
/w cos «
, ,
We must also have V = -. — = -. — \/ — 5-5—^ and also
TL — -TV
sin a
sma V
'oa
D coseca.
Now, taking as an example tv = 'S2 and d='05, as is pretty
nearly the case in the present Atlantic cable, we get
log t = l (log 8 4- log cos a),
log V = 5 (log 8 + log cos «) — log sin a.
From whence, taking «= successively 10°, 20°, &c., we get
°-3.s£
immediately the following Table,
.2 which•7^ C we can easily extend : —

S j3 D ^

9

.

.0

Terminal
norm °

>

292
1-56
200
1-30

2-68
274
2-48
227
2-00

1

2-81

115

i
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2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
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0
0
0
0
0
0
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Note. — The slip is obviously V vers a in feet per second, giving a resistance (aswill be afterwards shown) of '012 ("GV vers a)'"* pounds per
fathom, or •0i2 ('fiV versa)' * L pounds ou the whole, which ought in
strictness to be subtracted from the Aveight of D, but which is too small a
quantity to he noticed in practice, at least in any cable similar to this.

Now, taking the greatest depth of the sea to which the cable
in question is to be exposed at 2000 fathoms, and each fathom
to weigh in water 6x';^2 = l*92 lb., say 2 lbs. per fathom, we
have 4000 lbs. for the strain on the cable, whatever may be the
velocity of the ship ; or as the cable is said to break with about
4 J tons or 9500 lbs., the gi'catest necessary strain in smooth
water is about four-tenths the breaking weight.
But if the cable be ])aid out at a greater velocity than the horizontal velocity of the ship, the cable will be (so to speak) slipping
down the supposed inclined ])laiK', and we must, in that case, find
the resistance due to that slipping velocity.
Now this resistance is not exactly as the square of the velocity,
nor is it indeed exactly as the diameter of the cable.
D2

wh L of Values

Ifll

hour per

locity
ship of Ve

-

5-76
971
4-81
316
21-78
31
1-39

1

0 ^3

second per

1618
802
5-26
0^ a-85
1
4U
2-96
50
231
60

ty 1
ship of Veloci

■3

a .

• -a3
>
20
;^o

fl 4* fcO r/

unit taken

«
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Upon tlic whole, I consider ffom a couiparison of experiments,
pvincii)ally those of Colonel Beaufoy, that when the velocity in
laiots per' hour is v, the resistance in pounds per fathom will, for
supposed, be nearly enough represented by •012i;'"^.
cablethehere
the For
sake of brevity I shall take only the example of this
cable at an angle of 20°, where the velocity is, we see, 4*8 knots
per hour. Now, taking the depth of the sea at 2000 fathoms,
we have L = D cosec a = 2000 x 2-92 = 5840 fathoms.
Taking, for example, the slipping velocity of the cable equal
to the velocity of the ship, or paying out twice the necessary
length of cable, we find for a slipping velocity of 4-8 knots per
hour, a resistance of about -2 lb. per fathom, or the total slipping
resistance of the cable 1168 lbs., by which amount the strain on
the cable at the ship's stern will be reduced, or the greatest
strain will be 4000 — 1168 = 2832 lbs., or to reduce the strain
little more than one-fourth, we should at this velocity have to
waste half the cable. Again, a waste of 1 knot of cable per
hour, or a little more than 20 per cent, of the cable, would only
reduce the strain about 70 lbs.
From the above, it appears that we are not able materially to
reduce the strain upon the cable without occasioning excessive
waste, unless at 'Leviathan' speed.
Now if, on the other hand, we increased the tension of the
cable beyond that due to the simple depth of the sea, the cable
would form a curve concave to the horizon, and we might find
the form of this curve when the strain was 2D, 3D, or any multiple whatever of D ; but it would be such very bad engineering
to stretch or strain a cable over the bottom of the sea, when we
ought, on the other hand, really to allow waste (according to
circumstances) to sink into its irregularities, that although I
have considered this state of the cable, I think it practically
necessary to observe only, that if from any accident the paying
out of the cable is obliged to be discontinued, then, in order to
avoid a catena.rian strain that might be fatal, the motion of the
ship should instantly be reversed, and if in very deep water she
should run back until the cable hung vertically, or nearly so, a
distance which is expressed
by*'
D — L vers a. or D(\ 1
'

sm-. a /).
A cross current could only curve the free part of the cable
sideways without adding to the strain, or occasioning waste, as
wc readily see if we recur to the idea of the cable lying npon the
supposed inclined ])lane surface; for although we made it curve
in any nianiur by pressing against it sideways, it would, as before,
be prevented from slipping down by the weight of a portion of
the same cable, whose length was the perpendicular height of
the plane.
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1 may just remark, that if the ship moved with an accelerated
velocity, the cable would form a curve with the convexity upwards, and on the other hand, if slic moved with a retarded
velocity, the cable would form a curve with the convexity downwards.
With a brake-apparatus properly contrived and worked by
practised seamen, the sending and pitching of the vessel in
moderate weather ought not materially to increase the strain on
the cable, and the nearer the brake-apparatus can be made to
approach in its action that of (that exquisitely delicate and simple
apparatus) the fly-rod and winch when in the hand of a fisherman, the more perfect it will be.
Whilst for very great depths it is very proper to consider the
means we have, or may find out, of forming efficient cables of
small specific gravity, yet, on the other hand, we ought not to
forget that in steel we have a material whose modulus of tension
is 6700 fathoms, whilst for iron wire the modulus is only 4000
fathoms.
The subject is very interesting, and I could go on much
further, but that I fear I have already trespassed too much on
your valuable space, and so with hearty good wishes for the
success of the undertaking,
I remain. Gentlemen,
Your very obedient Servant,
15 Park Street, Westminster, S.W.,
WlLLIAM Gravatt.
June 15, 1858.
V. Remarks on the Doctrine of Equivalents.
Bij William Odling, M.B., F.C.S.*
THE

theory of polyatomic radicals appears to depend for its
due appreciation upon a mode of viewing the doctrine of
equivalents, suggested in one form by Gcrhardt some ten years
ago, and since modified considerably by the researches of chemists
belonging to his school. At the present moment, when the
polyatomic radical theory is acquiring such great pi'ominence, a
re-enunciation of these hitherto somewhat neglected views does
not seem uncalled for. I propose briefly to explain these views,
to illustrate their bearings upon tlie jjolyatomic radical theorj',
and to contrast them, not only with those which prevailed among
the older chemists, but also with tliosc maintained by Laurent
and Gcrhardt.
The word equivalent was originally cm})loyed by Wollaston as
a substitute for Dalton's word atom.
^Vollaston's notion of
equivalency appears to have been derived chiefly from the phseno»
* Commimiciitcd by the Author.
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nicna of what was then considered chemical combinationj as
instanced more particularly in the case of neutralization. Thus,
a given proportion of potash united with an equivalent quantity
of oxalic acid to form a neutral salt, and with twice its equivalent to form an acid salt, and so forth. But this idea of equivalency, which accords much the same signification to the words
atom and equivalent, has been greatly called in question. The
controversy was begun by Gerhardt and Laurent, who first
clearly established the diffei-ence between the atomic weight of a
body and its equivalent value. Subsequently Williamson and
I have published papers on the subject ; but it is only within
these recent days of polyatomic radicals, that the distinction has
begun to receive the general recognition which it merits, as a
fundamental doctrine in chemical philosophy.
We know that no two substances in nature are absolutely
equivalent, but that those are most nearly equivalent w^iich
manifest the greatest resemblance as regards some special function taken as the test of comparison ; and that the prime indication of equivalency between any two or more substances consists in their capability of being exchanged for one another.
Hence we look for typical illustrations of chemical equivalency,
not so much among dissimilar bodies which can neutralize one
another, as among similar bodies which can replace one another.
The idea of direct or indirect substitution forms the basis of the
modern doctrine of chemical equivalents. Thus we find in a
great number of compounds, that 1 part of hydrogen may be
replaced directly by 23 parts of sodium, or by 39 parts of potassium, or by 32*5 parts of zinc, or by 55"7 parts of cadmium, &c.;
and as the resulting compounds manifest a marked mutual resemblance ofconstitution and properties, and a general resemblance to the hydrogenized body from which they wei-e obtained,
we say that the atoms of sodium, potassium, zinc, and cadmium
are equivalent to one another, and also equivalent to an atom
of hydrogen. Similarly, we find in a great number of compounds,
both organic and inorganic, that one or more atoms of hydrogen
may be replaced by an equal number of atoms of chlorine, or
bromine, or iodine ; and as the resulting compounds correspond
closely with one another, and present a marked similitude to the
original hydrogenized body, we say that the atoms of chlorine,
bromine, and iodine are equivalent to one another, and also
equivalent to an atom of hydrogen, whence it follows that the
atoms of chlorine, bromine, iodine, hydrogen, potassium, sodium,
zinc, cadmium, &c., arc mutually equivalent. We are acquainted
with numerous bodies of comparable constitution, containing
respectively an atom of chlorine or an atom of metal, thus* :—
* C=12.
0=16.
S=32.
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H
CI
H
K
K
K

H
CI
CI
CI
H
K

0
0
O
O
O
0

H^ S
H^ S^
Fe^S
Fe* S^
CF S
CF S^
C^H^Cl
C^H^H
C^H^Zn
CF Sb
H^ Sb
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Water.
Hypochlorous anhydride.
Hypochlorous acid.
Hypochlorite of potash.
Hydrate of potash.
Oxide of potash.
Sulphydric acid.
Bisulphide of hydrogeu.
Sulphide of iron.
Bisulphide of iron.
Sulphide of chlorine (chloride of sulphur).
Bisulphide of chlorine (dichloridc of sulphur).
Chlor-ethyle.
Hydr-ethyle.
Zinc-ethyle.
Chloro-stibamine.
Stibamine.

Ag^Sb Stibio-silver.
That we are not acquainted with a very great number of such
instances of replacement^ appears to arise from the circumstance
that, in few hydrogenized bodies, can the hydrogen be replaced
with equal facility by chlorine and by potassium.
As a general
rule, we find that the facility of replacement by potassium is
directly, by chlorine inversely, as the degree of oxidation of
the compound under examination, and consequently that the
same body does not always afford both chlorine and metal
derivatives. Chlorine and potassium are two elements possessing
in the highest degree those opposite properties which we denominate chlorous and basylous respectively.
They are, however, connected by a great number of intermediate links, and
constitute, as it were, the extremities of a very long chain.
From the antagonism in properties possessed by chlorous and
basylous elements, we find that the correspondence in properties
between chlorous and basylous derivatives of the same hydrogenized body is confined within narrow limits; it is, however,
manifested in the phainomcna of double decomposition, thus* :—
C7H«02 + HKO = C7H5KO^ + H20
C7n«02 + HC10 = C7H5C10- + H20.
The chloro-bcnzoicacidproducedis not uniform in composition.
In the instances of equivalent substitution hitherto adduced,
the replacement has been effected by interchange of atom for
atom.
But we frequently find that the atoms of different
elements have difi'crcnt representative values; and moreover,
* A very excellent illustration of this relation has recently been aftbrded
by llofmuun, thus :—
;^Et Zn + V CP = ;5Zn CI + P Et'
.•5Et Ik + PH-;'=;JlIf; Br-(- P Et\
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that an atom of the same element under different conditions has
several different representative values. Thus^ if we take three
atoms of chlorhydric acid, H-'^CFj we can replace the three
atoms of hydrogen by three atoms of potassium, to obtain three
atoms of chloride of potassium, K'^ CP. But in three atoms of
chlorhydric acid, H^ CP, we can also replace the three atoms of
hydrogen by one atom of bismuth, and thereby obtain the body
BiCP, or terchloride of bismuth ; whence it is evident that the
atom of bismuth is equivalent to, or is the representative of,
three atoms of hydrogen or of potassium ; and we find in general
that the different elements have different replaceable values or
equivalents. Taking the atom of hydrogen as the unit of equivalency, the atom of bismuth has a threefold equivalency. To
facilitate comparison, I proposed some few years back, that mode
of indicating differences in equivalent value which has now come
into very general use, namely, by the use of one or more dashes
placed to the riglit or left of the symbol, so as to establish a
difference to the eye between the atom of a body and its
equivalent or substitution value, as shown in the following
formulcE :-

^Vg'^ PO^ Phosphate of silver.
Bi'" P04 Phosphate of bismuth.
It not unfrequently happens that the same element has more
than one equivalent.
For instance, an atom of platinum, with
the atomic weight 98 'S, sometimes replaces one, sometimes two
atoms of hydrogen.
Thus we have the compounds —
Platinous chloride Pt' CI
analogous to HCl.
Platinic chloride
Pt" CP
analogous to H- CP.
Platosamine
. NH^Pt'
T
,
, ,tuq
| analogous to NH^.
. NH Pt"
. IV^H^Pt' ~|
,
, oattt«?
. N^H^pt'/ |a"'^%0'^s to 2NIP.
tinamine
Ditla
Again, the atom of iron, with the atomic weight 28, is sometimes
equivalent to one, sometimes to | of an atom of hydrogen, thus: —
Platinamine
Diplatosaminc

Ferrous chloride
Ferric chloride .

.
.

,
.

Fe' CI
FFe"' CP

analogous to IICl.
analogous to H^ CP.

Ferro- sulphate of potash Fe' K' SO'*
analogous to H^ SO"*.
Iron-alum
....
FFe'" K' S^O^ analogous to 211280".
And similarly with several other metals.
As a further illustration of equivalents, three atoms of hydrogen may be equally well replaced by
Three atoms of potassium
One atom of potassimu + one atom of platinum
Two atoms of iron (ferricum)
..,.,.
One atom of bismuth
!Six atoms of mercury (diiuercurosuni)

.

.

K'^
K' Pt"
FFe'"
Bi"'
. ^^llg^'
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In the above formulae, despite the different numbers of the
atoms, the same equivalent or exponential value is maintained
throughout. Equivalency is quite independent of an equality
of atoms, but relates solely to functions and relations. When
the same body has several functions, it is likewise possessed of
several equivalents. The majority of chemists have heretofore
confounded the equivalent value of a body with its atomic
Aveight, its equivalent with its atom, which is, I conceive, unwarrantable. Thus K represents an atom or proportion of
potassium, and KH SO* an atom or proportion of acid svdphate
of potash ; but there is no eciuivalency between the two bodies.
On the other hand, K''^ represents three atoms of potassium, and
Bi'" one atom of bismuth, but the two formulfe correspond to the
same equivalent or representative value. In order to have equivalency, we must have some analogy in constitution or properties,
to a definite standard of comparison.
But our idea of equivalency is not by any means confined to
elementary bodies. It is applicable to all the varieties of compounds, real or hypothetical, with which chemists are acquainted,
and more particularly to those groupings which are denominated compound radicals. Whether or not we admit the independent existence of preformed compound radicals, it is indisputable that certain groupings of atoms are capable of being
transferred from one combination to another in exchange for
an atom of hydrogen, or chlorine, or metal ; or in other words,
are capable of replacing hydrogen, chlorine, or metal, by equivalent substitution. Thus we can transfer the molecular gi'oupings that we denominate cyanogen, CN ; amidogen, NH"^ ;
peroxide of hydrogen, HO ; benzoyle, C*" H^ 0 ; othyle, C^ H^ 0 ;
cthyle, C^ H'^; amyle, C^ H", &c., from one compound to another,
in exchange for one another, or for hydrogen, or its representatives, with a facility by no means inferior to that with which
we effect actual elementary substitutions, For a long time past
these groupings have been looked upon as the representatives
or equivalents of one atom of hydrogen, but it is only of late
years that there has been recognized among compound radicals
that multifold equivalency, which forms the basis of the socalled polyatomic radical theory, and which has recently been so
much employed by Ilofmann and Cahours, Wurtz, Berthelot,
and others, as the exponent of many brilliant researches.
The idea of mult-equivalent or polyatomic radicals was, I
believe, first announced by A^'illiamson in a paper " On the Constitution of Salts," published in the year 1851. Some time
afterwards he found a disciple in myself, who, in 1854 and
1855, extended his original notion, ilhistratcd it by a variety
of formula*; and, moreover, rendered it more i)recise by «pj>ly-
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in«' to it the equivalent notation by dashes^ to which I have
before referred. About the same time Gerhardt began to use
mult-equivalent radicals, which in the later volumes of Tj-aite
de Chimie Orgnnique, he employed largely to express the constitution of bodies formed on the types chloride, oxide, and amide
respectively. Kekule also represented coniine with a bi-equivalent radical; and other chemists followed in the same track. I
append some examples of formulse proposed by WilHamson and
myself, illustrating our views of mult-equivaleat radicals.

KH 02

)"ate of potash*
(CO
bon
Acid car

Et2 02
(C2 0^)"
ic
er*.
Oxal

aeth

(soyH^o^

, Analogues of the double atom of water,

Sulphuric acid*.

H 0^

2)'" ous acidf.
(PH
osphor
Hvpoph
0^

(PO)'" H acidf.
Metaphospboric

(C'H-^OTH^O''
Citric acidt03

(PO)'" H3acidt.
Phosphoric

^

1 Analogues of the treble atom of water,
[

H^ H3 0'^

(CO)" C^H^ r*.N
Cyanic aethe

C^H'^ NJ.
)" mustard
Oil
(CSof

Analogues of ammonia, H^ H N.

(Q2 02)" H N
OximideJ.
(C2 02)" H" W
Oxamide*.

(C« H^)" 114 ^i
Senii-bcnzidine§.
Urea
+.
" H^

(CO)

N^

Analogues of the double atom

of

ammonia, H^ H^ N^.

CMP)2H2N2
Flavine+.
(C0)"(
" (C^ H-^) H3 W }
(CS)ThiosinnamineJ.

There is a point of considerable interest connected with the
* Williamson. ' Chemical Gazette,' 1851.
t Odling, ' Journal of Chemical Society,' 1855.
of Laurent's Methode de
to Cavendish Society's §Translation
X Notes
Journal of Royal Institution, 1855.
1855.
Chimie,
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doctrine of mult-equivalent radicals, to which I believe I was the
first to direct attention some three years ago*. In a lecture
delivered at the Royal Institution, I contended that certain
chemical compounds, more particularly the hydrocarbons, did
not each contain some one special, pre-forraed, self-existent, compound radical, but might be considered to contain exactly as
many compound radicals as they contained atoms of hydrogen ;
and that the abstraction of one atom of hydrogen left a monobasic radical, of two atoms of hydrogen a bibasic radical, and of
three atoms of hydrogen a tribasic radical, and so on. I showed
that marsh-gas contained a monobasic radical, methyle ; a bibasic
radical, methylene ; a tribasic radical, formyle ; and a quadribasic
radical, carbon ; as instanced by its chloro-derivatives, the chloride of methyle, the bichloride of methylene, the terchloride
of formyle, and the tetrachloride (bichloride) of carbon; and I
contended that in " benzine there was no more reason for believing in the existence of the monobasic radical, pheiiyle, C^ IP, than
there was for believing in the bibasic and tribasic radicals C^' IP
and C^ H^ respectively," as illustrated in the following Tables :—
Muriatic acid H CI
H^O
Water . . H.OH
(Eurhyzeue).
NH
Ammonia .
. NH2
H (Amidogen).
(Imidogen).
Marsh-gas

CIP
(Methylene).
And in reference to the phenine derivatives —
CH3
H.(Methyle).

HgCl
HgAd
C6 H^ . H
(Benzine).
C^ H* . CI
(Chloride of Phenyle).
C6 H* . Br
(Bromide of Phenyle).
C« H5 . Ad
(Aniline).
C6H^X
(Nitro-benzine).

PtCl^
^
PtAd
C« H-*
. H2
(Benzine).

C^H^Ad^
(Semi-benzidine).

H2

H^

H^CH
H^C.
(Formyle).
AuCP
AuAd^
C«H3.H3
(Benzine).
C« H3 . CP

(Trichloro-benziue).
C«H3.Ad2X
(Nitro-semibenzidine).

C^ IP . X2
(Dinitro-benzine).
C^H^XAd
C6IP.AdX2
(Di-nitraniline).
(Nitraniline).
C6H3.X2C1
C« IP . CI Ad
(Dinitro-chloro-benzin
(Chloraniline).
_ e)^ .

For my own p;irt I did not then, and do not now, attach any
great imjjortance to compound radicals, whether moiioatomic
or polyatomic, as representatives of the actual constitutiun of
* " On file Ilyilrocarbons," Journal of tlic Royal Institiitiou, 1855.
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bodies, but simply as useful means of manifesting their relations
and modes of formation.
Kokule has recently published a paper in whicli these views
are brought forward more definitely, and with an amount
of illustration heretofore not possible. He has shown how the
abstraction of hydrogen increases the basicity of the radical, and
how compounds containing mult-equivalcnt radicals may be
rationally represented by several formulse. Semi-benzidine, for
instance, may be represented either as a di-aramonia, in which
two atoms of hydrogen are replaced by the bi-equivalent radical
(C^ H"*)", or else as benzine, in which two of hydrogen are replaced
by two of amidogen, &c. *
The circumstance that the single atoms of certain elements
and groupings have each the property of replacing two, three, or
more atoms of hydrogen by equivalent substitution, that they
are, in fact, mult-equivalent, is now, I believe, generally admitted.
But, prior to the recognition of mult-equivalent radicals,
Gerhardt, who first pointed out the difference between the atomic
weight and equivalent of an element, contrived to make all atomic
weights correspond with the hydrogen equivalent, by according to
several of the elements two distinct atomic weights. Thus, for
iron we had two atoms, ferrosum = 28, and ferrieura = 18"7; for
platinum we had two atoms, platinosum=98*5, and platinicum
= 492 ; for bismuth, antimony, and aluminium we had bismithicum, antimonicum, and aluminicum respectively. Gerhardt
certainly employed ferricum and its congeners in an atomic sense,
and Laurent distinctly argued that they had every right to be
considered as atoms. Each of these atoms was respectively equivalent to an atom of hydrogen, and was represented by its own particular symbol, as illustrated in the following chlorides :—
Fe CI ferrous.
fe CI ferric (FFe'" CP = 3 fe CI) .
Pt CI platinous.
ptCl

platinic (Pt"CP = 2ptCl).

).
K'"ci'
aluminic
CP =3b
= 3 ici
al CI).
stz:}((AAF
Mci'br

al CI

These formulse are, I conceive, perfectly admissible, and occasionally very commendable, if used merely to represent equivalent
quantities ; but if used to represent the atoms of the elements,
or the smallest indivisible proportions of the elements which
can enter into combinations, they are, I conceive, incorrect.
From my acquaintance with Gerhardt, I believe that latterly,
after he had begun to employ mult-equivalent radicals, he was
* Annalcn der Chemie tind Pharmacie, civ, 129, 1857.
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clearly disposed to regard his symbols as mere expressions of
equivalent quantities, not of atomic weights. But inasmuch as
a writer* in this country has recently advocated the use of
Gerhardt's equivalents in what I conceive to be their incorrect
sense, it may be worth while to state the objections. It is evident that the iron in ferric salts is in a different state from the
iron in ferrous salts, and that we may call the former ferricum,
and the latter ferrosum ; but what I maintain is, that the atom
of ferricum, the smallest indivisible proportion of ferricum that
can enter into a combination, is twice as heavy as the atom of
ferrosum, and not two-thirds as heavy. Similarly, the smallest
proportion of platinicum that can enter into a combination has
the same weight, and not one-half the weight of an atom of platinosum. By reducing all chlorides and oxides to protochlorides
and protoxides, we ignore the following facts :—
1. That there is a great distinction in properties between
protosalts and sesquisalts, or bisalts. Aluminium, for instance,
forms but one set of salts ; these might very well be considered
as protosalts, but they are not so considered, simply because their
properties are altogether different from those of protosalts.
2. That the analogy which binds bismuth to antimony, to
arsenic, to phosphorus, and finally to nitrogen, must forbid the
triscction of the atomic weights of bismuth and antimony, unless
accompanied by a trisection of those of phosphorus and nitrogen.
3. That in well-defined molecules we rarely find so small a
quantity of platinicum, or of ferricum, as corresponds with Gerhardt's atomic weights, but twice the former, and three times
the latter quantity, thus :—
Hydrochlorate of platinamine . . . H CI . NH ptHydrochlorate of diplatinamine
. . H CI . N^ H"* pt^.
Ammonio-chloride of platinum
. . NH'^Cl .pt^CF.
Iron-ahim
fe3K(S0'')2.
]\Iagnetic oxide of iron
fe^ Fe 0^.
4. That twice pt, aiad three times fe, cr, al, &c., are usually
the smallest quantities of pt and fe, &c. that can result from, or
effect, those reactions in which the reacting quantities are determined bythe amount of some other element concerned, thus : — •
K^O . Cr2 03 -I- 8HC1 = 2KCH- 3cr CI -f 4H20 -F 3C1.
VI. On the Nature of Ozone.
By R. CLAUSiusf.
IN the January Number of the Philosophical Magazine (p. 24),
there is a communication
by Schcinbein, in which the
discoverer of ozone describes a new property of this remarkable
* GriiKu's liadical Theory in Chemistry.
t Trauislatcd by Dr, Y, Guthrie, fVoia Poggendorfif's Annalen for May.
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modification of oxygen. While, namely, ozone exerts a strong
oxidizing action upon oxidizablc bodies, and even upon the noble
metals, nevertheless Sclionbeiu has found that strips of paper,
coloured with peroxide of lead, become bleached when introduced in a moist condition into strongly ozonified air, owing to
the reduction of the peroxide into the protoxide of lead. Such
reduction Schonbein has shown in another place to be accompanied with a destruction of the ozone, that is, its conversion into
ordinary oxygen.
This communication confirmed me in the view which I had
previously entertained concerning the nature of ozone ; and I
therefore trust 1 may be allowed now to bring forward my view
as a hypothesis.
In my paper "On the Nature of the Motion which we call
Heat*," I have endeavoured to explain the relations which exist
between the volumes of simple and compound gases by the assumption that in simple gases, as well as in compound ones, more than
one atom are combined together to form a molecule ; that, for
instance, a molecule of oxygen consists of two atoms f. I
believe now that, under peculiar circumstances, it may happen
that a small portion of the great number of molecules which
exist in a given quantity of oxygen may be decomposed into two
atoms, which then distribute themselves in the separate state
among the remaining uudecomposed molecules.
These isolated
* Phil. Mag. [4] vol. xiv. p. 108.
t Appended to an abstract of this paper in the Annales de Chimie et de
"Physique,
to a translation
of it in i\\e
Sciences Pliys.et
are
some M\([
remarks
by MM. Verdet
and Archives
Marignae,des pointing
out thatNat.,
the
idea that even, in simple gases the molecules are composed of more than one
atom, had been already advanced by Dumas, Laurent and Gerhardt ; a
fact with which I was not then acquainted. Gerhardt has developed his
theoretical views principally in the second half of the fourth volume of his
' Organic Chemistry.' These portions of his work were not yet published
in the German translation by Wagner when my paper appeared ; indeed,
the last sections are not published. Inasmuch, therefore, as the French
original is not at my command, I have hitherto been only able to read the
first part of Gerhardt's theoretical views. I have there certainly found that
Gerhardt has, from totally different, purely chemical considerations, arrived
at the conclusion, that free hydrogen and free chlorine should be viewed as
hydride of hydrogen and chloride of chlorine (H, H and CI, CI). Also of
oxygen it is said, that a molecule consists of several (at least two) atoms
(vol. iv. p. G12). I have not yet been able to obtain the works of Dumas and
Laurent, but I do not doubt that they contain similar ideas. It has been
very gratifying to me to have been made acquainted with the existence of
these theoretical views by the above-mentioned remarks. For although it
follows that my hypothesis is not so original as I imagined, yet I can feel
nothing but pleasure in seeing my ideas thus coincide with those of such
excellent investigators ; especially on a subject which, on the one hand,
extends into so many provinces of science, that the same result may be
arrived at by many different ways, and which, on the other hand, is still of
so hypothetical a uature that every confirmation of a result is desirable.
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oxygen atoms, which, in their relation to foreign bodies, must naturally differ from those utoins ivhich are combined, two and two, to
molecules, are, in my opinion, ozone.
Let us now consider, in the first place, the most important
modes of formation of ozone.
If electricity passes out into oxygen or atmospheric air, or if
electric sparks are discharged through either of these gases,
ozone is formed; and this foroiation is independent of the
nature of the electricity, that is, whether it be positive or
negative. This action may probably be attributed simply to the
repulsive power of the electricity, by virtue of which the two
atoms of a molecule, being charged with the same kind of electricity, are driven apart in the same manner as is observed with
larger bodies.
Oxygen, when separated from its combinations by electrolysis,
under favoui-able circumstances is obtained in an ozonified state.
This is explained thus :— at the moment of disengagement the
atoms of oxygen are separate. Most of them combine immediately upon the electrode, two and two together, to molecules ;
and here perhaps the electrode itself, when, for instance, it is
formed of platinum, exerts an auxiliary action. A small portion
of- the atoms, however, remain in the separate condition, and
this constitutes the ozone with which the oxygen is mixed.
Finally, a third mode of formation occurs when atmospheric
air is in contact with moist phosphorus. This process may perhaps be imagined to proceed as follows :— As the phosphorus
combines with the surrounding oxygen, a number of oxygen
molecules, in contact with the phosphorus, must be decomposed
into their two constituent atoms ; and it may happen that the
phosphorus does not combine with both of such atoms, but that
one of them, being removed from the sphere of activity of the
phosphorus through the motion caused by the heat developed,
remains in the separate condition. We know from electrolysis
that in the combination of heterogeneous atoms to a molecule,
one part of the molecule is positively, and the other negatively
electrical. This may perhaps also be the case in the combination
of two homogeneous atoms, as for instance of two oxygen atoms,
one of them becoming jjositively, and the other negatively electrical. Inasmuch, now, as, by the oxidation of the phosphorus,
the oxygen doubtless enters into combination as the electronegative constituent, it may come to pass that of the two oxygen
atoms, resulting from the splitting up of a molecule, the negative
one is that especially retained by the phosphorus, and the positive
one may be free to move away, or at least may be less hindered
from doing so. Kvcn after such an atom, in the course of its
motions, and through contact with other molecules, or the walls of
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the vessel, has lost its electro-positive state, thus becoming more
adapted for combination with the phosphorus, yet such combination cannot take ])laec until its motions bring it again into
the sphere of action of the phosphorus.
Certain remarkable j)ha?nomena in connexion with ozonification by means of phosphorus have been observed. Thus, rarefied
oxygen is more easily ozonified than denser oxygen, and oxygen
mixed with hydrogen or nitrogen is more easily ozonified than
when it is in the pure state. I believe that probable, or, at all
events, possible explanations may be given for many of these
secondary phrenomena. I shall not discuss these, however, in
this place.
The circumstance which was mentioned before as being probable, that, namely, in the combination of two oxygen atoms to
a molecule the two atoms have opposite electrical states, may
be made use of to explain certain other phpenomena. The fact
that the ozone, which is formed in a quantity of oxygen, does not
disappear again in a short time of its own accord through the
formation of molecules by the recombination of the separated
atoms, may perhaps be due to the diminished tendency which
such free atoms have to combine, through the loss of their electrical condition ; just as oxygen, even when ozonified, may Be
mixed with hydrogen without combination resulting.
When ozonified oxygen is heated, the ozone is destroyed.
Tbis may perhaps be explained by supposing that the high temperature determines the combination of the separated oxygen
atoms, just as it may that of oxygen with hydrogen and other
oxidizable bodies.
Becquerel and Fremyhave shown experimentally that the ozonification of a given quantity of oxygen by electric sparks can only
be carried to a certain extent if the ozone remain mixed with
the oxygen ; but if the ozone be removed as soon as formed, for
instance, by the oxidation of silver, the whole of the oxygen may
be gradually converted into ozone. This points to the conclusion that if too many separate atoms be contained in the gas,
they recombine with one another; and perhaps the electric
sparks themselves may have the power of exerting the inverse
effect under altered circumstances, that is, they may assist the
combination of separated atoms in the same manner as they can
determine the combination of oxygen and hydrogen.
Let us now consider some of the effects of ozone.
The principal action, namely the strongly oxidizing power,
may be considered as self-evident, after the description of ozone
given ; for it is clear that separated oxygen atoms can more
easily enter into combination with foreign bodies than such as
are already combined with one another two and two, and which
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must be first freed from such combination before they can be in
a state fit for combination with other substances.
In this respect ozone is comparable with oxygen in the nascent state, with the exception that with the latter the electrical
condition must be taken into account in addition ; for when
oxygen is evolved out of a compound in which it was electronegative, iwill
t
for two reasons easily enter into another combination inwhich it has also to play an electro-negative part :
first, because the atoms are still in the sepai-ate state ; secondly,
because they already are in the proper electrical condition.
Hence oxygen in the nascent state may in many cases surpass
ozone in activity.
The galvanic polarization of a plate of platinum, by immersion
in ozonified oxygen, is related to the above action. It is known
that the two electrodes, which serve for the galvanic electrolysis
of water, become thereby polarized in such a manner as to be
capable of giving rise by themselves to a current in the opposite
direction. This is explained by supposing the one electrode to
be covered by a layer of hydrogen, and the other with a layer of
oxygen ; and such explanation accords with the fact that a plate
of platinum, when immersed in hydrogen, acquires thereby also
a positive polarization. But if a platinum-plate be immersed in
common oxygen, the corresponding phsenomenon, which might
perhaps be expected, namely the acquirement of negative polarity
by the plate, does not occur; and this appears to contradict the
above-given explanation. I imagine, however, that this difference
may be accounted for as follows :— Inasmuch as a molecule of
water consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen,
the atoms of hydrogen, which, like the atoms of oxygen, are also
combined two and two to molecules, may enter into combination
with oxygen without separating from one another. The atoms
of oxygen, on the contrary, as long as they are combined together as molecules, are not in a suitable condition for combination with the hydrogen. Hence oxygen, in its ordinary state, is
incapable of causing galvanic polarization, but acquires this
power by ozonification.
Besides an oxidizing action, ozone may exert an opposite or
deoxidizing one, as Schcinbein has proved in the case of peroxide of lead; the ozone itself behig converted thereby into
ordinary oxygen. Now, as this transformation of ozone into
oxygen occurs also when it is brought into contact with other
peroxides, it innncdiately suggests itself that the deoxidatioii of
the peroxide is also not confined exclusively to the peroxide of
lead. This action may be explained without difficulty. If we
imagine an oxide which readily gives up the whole, or a part of
its oxygen, in contact with a gas in \^'hich separate oxygenatoms are moving about, seeking to combine with second atoms,
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 104. Mihj 1858.
E
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these niovin"- atoms, ou coming into contact with the oxide, are
able to withdraw the atoms of oxygen which are only feebly
combined. This accovmts at the same time for the double effect,
. the reduction of the oxide and the disappearance of the ozone.
The behaviour of ozone is in many respects similar to that
of the peroxides. Peroxide of hydrogen, for instance, has, as is
well known, a strong oxidizing action, by reason of the facility
with which it gives up its second atom of oxygen. If, on the
contrary, peroxide of hydrogen be brought into contact with the
oxides of the noble metals, or with certain metallic peroxides, a
reciprocal reduction takes place. We may in such a case presume that the oxygen-atoms liberated from the peroxide of hydrogen combine and form molecules with those which are given
off from the metallic oxides or peroxides.
In considering the above-mentioned phsenomenon, the question
may arise, why the atoms of ozone, or the easily separable oxygen-atoms ina single oxide or peroxide, should not unite with
one another with as great a facility as the atoms of two heterogeneous substances combine together. Various secondary reasons, however, may be of influence. In the first place, the state
of aggregation must be considered. In a solid metallic oxide or
peroxide, the several parts are fixed in position with respect to
one another ; and we may therefore presume that the oxygenatoms do not come into that contact with one another which is
necessary for combination. A fluid body, on the contrary,
adapts itself better upon a solid one, and its particles possess at
the same time the necessary mobility. The same is the case
with a gaseous body ; and such a one, in addition, undergoes a
condensation on the surface of the solid body. It may, moreover, be the case, that the equally electrified condition of the
oxygen-atoms of a definite compound renders them less disposed
to combine with one another than with the non-electric ozone, or
with the oxygen-atoms of another compound, whose electrical
state may possibly be a different one. Moreover, the electrical
conductibility of the substance may be of influence, inasmuch
as those alterations of the electrical condition which are necessary for combination, may take place more easily in contact with
metallic bodies than in the interior of badly-conducting bodies.
Probably still further reasons might be given in answer to the
question proposed ; but those already adduced may suffice, at all
events, to show how numerous the influencing circumstances
may be, and how vain it must be to expect to find the phsenomena following some simple law which holds good in all cases.
Finally, 1 must remark that the density of ozone, as given by
Andrews and Tait *, according to whom it would appear to be
* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. viii. j). 4!)8 ; and Phil. Mag. for
February, 1858, p. 14G.
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nearly four times as great as that of ordinary oxygen, is contradictory ofmy hj-pothesis concerning the nature of ozone. If,
however, we reflect that the experiments could only be tried
with oxygen containing comparatively little ozone, and that, in
order to convert this ozone into ordinary oxygen, the whole was
heated to 230'^ C. or more, it is easy to perceive how extremely
difficult it must have been to remove the disturbing influences
so far as to attain the requisite degree of accuracy. For this
reason, then, without in the least calling in question the skill and
care of the experimenters, I have, nevertheless, hesitated to attach sufficient weight to the results they have found, to induce
me to suppress my hypothesis.
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June 18, 1857. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
THE followiug communications were read :—
" On Hourly Observations of the Magnetic Declination, made
by Captain Rochfort Maguire, R.N., and the Officers of H. M. Ship
'Plover,' in 1852, 1853, and 1854, at Point Barrow, on the shores
of the Polar Sea." By Major-General Edward Sabine, R.A., D.C.L.,
Trcas. and Vice-President R.S.
Point Barrow is the most northern cape of that part of the American continent which lies between Behring Strait and the Mackenzie
River. It was the station, from the summer of 1852 to the summer
of 1854, of H. M.S. 'Plover,' furnished with supplies of provisions,
&c. for Sir John Franklin's ships, or for their crews, had they succeeded in making their way through the land-locked and ice-encumbered channel by which they sought to effect a passage from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. In this most dreary, and apparently uninteresting abode. Captain Maguire and his officers happily found an
occupation in observing and recording, for seventeen months unremittingly, the hourl)'^ variations of the magnetic declination and of the
concomitant auroral phenomena, in a locality which is perhaps one of
the most important on the globe for such investigations. Their
observatory, placed on the sand of the sea-shore, was constructed of
slabs of ice, and was lined throughout with seal skins. The instruments had been supplied from the Woolwich establishment, \vith the
requisite instructions for their use, and the observations were made
and recorded precisely in the same manner as those in the Colonial
Magnetic Observatories. The observations were sent by Captain
Maguire to the Admiralty, and were in due course transmitted to
General Sabine, by whom they were subjected to the same processes
of reduction as those in tlie colonial observatories : the results are
given and discussed in this communication.
E2
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A sufficient body of the larger disturbances to permit an examination oftheir laWs having been separated from the rest of the observations, itwas found at Point Barrow, as elsewhere wherever a
similar investigation has been made, that in regard to the frequency
of their occurrence, and to the mean amounts of easterly and westerly deflection produced bj' them, the disturbances follow systematic laws depending on the hours of solar time. The laws of the
easterly and of tlie westerly disturbances were also found, at Point
Barrow as elsewhere, to be distinct and dissimilar. On further ina
between the disturbance-laws at Point Barrow
stituting comparison
and Toronto, it was found that although the laws of the deflections
of the same name at the two stations did not correspond, there
existed, on the other hand, a very striking and remarkable correspondence between the laws of the easterly disturbances at Point Barrow
and of the westerly at Toronto, and between the laws of the westerly
disturbances at Point Barrow and easterly at Toronto. The correspondence istraced in much detail, for the purpose of showing that
it is manifested, not in slight and unimportant particulars, but in the
most marked characteristics of both classes of phenomena. From
the correspondence in the hours at which opposite disturbance-deflections prevail, it follows, that the portion of the diurnal variation
which depends upon the disturbances, has opposite, or nearly
opposite characteristics at the two stations.
In former papers the author considers that he has shown that,
for the piu'pose of obtaining a correct knowledge of the phenomena
of the regular solar rf»?;'?(«/ variation, it is necessary to eliminate the
influence of that portion of the observed diurnal variation which
proceeds from the disturbances ; and he now adduces the observations at Point Barrow as strongly confirmatory of this. When the
diurnal variation is derived from the whole body of the observations
at Point Barrow, retaining the disturbances, the westerly extreme of
the diurnal excursion, Avhich, as is well known, occurs generally in
the extra-tropical part of the northern hemisphere at a little after
1 P.M., is found to take place at 11 p.m.; but when the larger
distvxrbances are omitted, the westerlj^ extreme falls at the same
hour as elsewhere, viz. a little after 1 p.m. The author takes
occasion to suggest the probability that the anomalies which have
])een supposed to exist elsewhere in the turning-hours of the solar
diurnal variation in high latitudes may be susceptible of a similar
explanation.
It appears, therefore, by the comparison of the Point Barrow and
Toronto observations, that in the regular solar diurnal variation the
jirogression at the two stations is similar, the easterly and westerly
extremes being reached nearly at the same hours ; whilst in the
disturbance diurnal variation the progression is reversed, the easterly
extreme at the one station coinciding very nearly with the westerly
extreme at the other. This contrariety seems the more remarkable,
since both variations appear to have the same primary or exciting
cause, viz. the sun ; inasmuch as in each the period is a solar day.
The author draws the probable inference, that whilst the primaiy
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cause is the same in both, the mode of operation is different in the
two cases.
Another important distinction between the phenomena of the
solar diurnal variation and of the disturbance variation at Point Barrow and Toronto, is shown by the author to consist in the comparative
magnitude of their range. The increase in the range of the solar diurnal
variation between Toronto and Point Barrow is, as nearly as may be,
in the inverse ratio of the values of the horizontal force of the earth
at the two stations (which is the antagonistic force opposing all
magnetic variations) ; whilst on the other hand the increase in the
range of the disturbance variation is many times greater than it
would be according to the same proportion. It would appear therefore that the absolute disturbing force must be much greater at Point
Barrow than at Toronto ; suggesting the question, by what physical
or other conditions is the locality distinguished at which the disturbing force is a maximum.
In correspondence with the great amount of the absolute disturbing force at Point Barrow is the frequency of the concomitant auroral manifestations, which greatly exceed that of any previous record
known to the author. It was the custom at Point Barrow to attach
a distinguishing mark to all the hourl}^ magnetic observations which
were made when the Aurora was visible. Taking the mouths of
December, January, and February as those in which, in the latitude
of Point Barrow, there is nearly a constant absence of day-light, there
were, in those three months in 18.^2-1853, 1788 hourly observations,
at 461 of which the Aurora was visible; and, in the same three
months of 1853-1854, there were 1837 hourly observations, at 616
of which the Aurora was seen. There were therefore in the six
months 3625 hourly observations, at 1077 of which the Aurora was
seen contemporaneously, and at 2548 it was either not present or
obscured by clouds : the presence of the Aurora was thus recorded
at between one-third and one-fourth of the hours of observation. Or
possibly the frequency of its appearance may be more easily judged
of by stating, that during these six months the Aurora was seen on
six days out of every seven.
The record thus furnished by Capt. ]\Iaguire has enabled the author
to treat the Aurora, for the first time, in the same way as the corresponding and connected phenomena of the magnetic disturbances are
treated, viz. by distributing its recorded appearances into the several
hours of their occurrence. A table, in wliich the particulars of this
distribution are contained, shows that 1 a.m. is the hour of their most
frequent occurrence at Point Barrow, there having been 102 recorded
appearances in the six months at that hour. From 1 1 a.m. to 3 r.M,
is the epoch of minimum, not a single instance of Aurora at any of
those hours being recorded in the same six months. The increase
from the minimum to the maximum, and the decrease from the maxi.
mum to the minimum, are both continuous progressions, with only
such very slight occasional interruptions as might assuredly be eX'

pected to disappear in mean numbers taken from a longer interval of
time.
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When the frequency of the Aurora at the different hours is compared with the respective amounts of easterly and of westerly disturbance-deflection atthe different hours at Point Barrow, a very considerable approximation towards accordance is perceived between the
frcciuency of the Aurora and the amount of the westerly deflections ;
whilst, on the other hand, the auroral hours appear to have little or
nothing in common with the turning-hours, or with the progression,
of the easterly deflections.
November 26, 1857. — Major-General Sabine, R.A., Treas. and V.P.,
in the Chair.

The following communications were read :—
"
On &c.
the Expansion of Wood by Heat."
By J. P. Joule, LL.D.,
F.R.S.
In pursuing the researches of which abstracts have been given in
the 'Proceedings' for January 29 and June 18*, the author found
that the heat evolved by compressing wood, cut either in or across the
direction of the grain, was nearly that due to the application to the
particular case of Professor Tliomson's formula. Exact agreement
could not be expected, on account of the discordant results arrived at
by different experimenters on the expansion of wood. On investigating the subject, the author finds that the expansion of wood cut
in the direction of the grain, is greatly influenced by the tension to
which it is exposed, as well as by its humidity. A rod of wellgeasoned and dried bay-wood, |ths of an inch in diameter, and exposed
to the tension of 20 lbs., gave an expansion of -00000461 per degree
Centigrade, but when a weight of 426 lbs. was hung to it, its coefficient ofexpansion was increased to -00000566. In conformity
with this result, it was found that the elasticity of the rod was considerably diminished by an increase of its temperature. On investigating the effect of humidity, the author found that it occasioned
a diminution in the expansibility by heat. After the rod of bay-wood
with which the above experiments were made had been immersed in
water until it had taken up 150 grains, making its total weight
882 grs., its expansion with a tension of 26 lbs. was found to be
only -000000436. Experiments with a rod of deal 33 inches long,
and" weighing when dried 425 grs., gave similar results. Its expansion when dry, with 26 lbs. tension, was -00000428, and with 220 lbs.
•00000438; but when made to absorb water, its coefficient of
expansion gradually decreased, until, when it weighed 874 grs.,
indicating an absorption of 449 grs. of water, expansion by heat
ceased altogether, and, on the contrary, a contraction by heat equal
to -000000636 was experienced.
"On the Partitions of the r-Pyramid, being the first-class or
r-gonous x-edra."
By the Rev. T. P. Kirkman, M.A., F.R.S.
Partitions proper of the r-pyramid are made by drawing diagonals
none crossing another in the ?--gonal base, and diapeds (intersections
of non-contiguous faces) none enclosing a space, in the r-edral vertex.
* Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 226, and vol. xv. p. 538.
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The object of the memoir is to enumerate the number of such partitions that can be made with K diapeds in the vertex and k diagonals
in the bases of the pj^ramid. By the drawing of k diagonals, the
pyramid becomes a (?•+ l)-acral {r + k+ l)-edron, which by the introduction ofK diapeds becomes a (r-)-K+ l)-acral (?- + /:-|-l)-edron.
Such a figure is termed an r-gonous (?--f-K.+ l)-acral {r-\-k+ l)-edron
of the first class. The definition of an ?'-gonous a;-edron of the first
class is that it contains a discrete r-gony, i. e. K diapeds and k
diagonals of which no diaped meets a diagonal, and such that the
couvanescence of the K diapeds will form an ?'-ace, and the evanescence ofthe diagonals forms an r-gon.
If the summits upon the k diagonals be, one or more of them
partitioned by K' diapeds, or the faces about the K diapeds be partitioned byk' diagonals, there arises a mixed r-gony, in which are one
or more angles made by a diaped and a diagonal. If such a figure
has not a discrete r-gony as well as that mixed one, and has no
(?--f-?"')-gony, by the vanesceuce of which the (r-l-r')-pyramid can
be obtained, it is an r-gonous a'-edron of the second class. And
r-gonous a;-edra of the third class can be obtained by partitioning
the faces about the K' diapeds and the summits upon the k' diagonals,
in such a manner that no (r-|-r')-gony shall be introduced ; and so
on for higher classes of ?'-gonous a?-edra.
It is proved that every partition proper of the r-pyramid, that is,
any (1 4- K) -partitioned r-ace laid on a (1 -)-A-)-partitioned r-gon, is
an /'-gouous {r + k-\- l)-acral (r-\-k-\- l)-edron. The number of the
(1 -f A-)-partitions of the ?'-gon, and of the (1 +K) -partitions of the
r-ace is known by the formiilse given in the author's memoir " On
the partitions of the r-gon and r-ace," in the Philosophical Transactions, 1857. The present memoir gives the formulae whereby the
partitions of the pyramid are determined in terms of those of the
/•-gon and r-ace.
Thus the entire first class of r-gonous >r-edra is enumerated, without descending to any classification of polyedra according to the
rank of their faces and summits. The enumeration of the second
and higher classes will require such classification, which will introduce so vast a complexity as to render the further prosecution of
the theory of the polyedra, in the opinion of the author, practically
impossible by any method deserving the name of scientific generality.
" Researches on the Cinchona Alkaloids." By W. Bird Herapath, M.D. Lond., F.R.S.E.
In the first part of this paper, the author examines the existing
tests for discriminating between the various cinchona alkaloids, and
points out their insufficiency. In the present part, he shows that
the optical characteristics of the iodo-sulphates of the alkaloids
quinine and (juinidine arc sufficiently well marked to render the existence of either one of these alkaloids certain, and that although
the iodo-sulphate of cinchonidinc is very closely related optically and
chemically to the homologous salt of quinine, yet there are sufficient
points of dissimilarity to enable us to diagnose between the two ;
and, moBCOver, that the jjroduction of this salt is a beautiful means
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of deciding readilv whether cinchonidine is present ia specimens of
cinchoninc or cinchonicine ; all evidence of quinine or its allies
having been decided in the negative by the results of the previous
tests, as proposed by Brandes, Vogel, Pelletier, Leers, or the author.
The cinchonidine of Wittstein has also, by the same method, been
proved by the author to be totally different from the cinchonidine of
Pasteur.
Acetic acid and chloroform may also be employedfor discriminating
between cinchonine and cinchonidine.
The chemical characters of all these iodo-salts furnish no means of
discrimination, for as a class they all agree in being more or less
soluble in spirit, giving a deep sherry-brown solution, from which
water precipitates them in an amorphous form, as dark brown, cinnamon-brown or purplish-brown coloured precipitates ; they are
only very slightly soluble in dilute spirit, and scarcely at all in
water, ether, turpentine, or chloroform : acetic, dilute sulphuric, or
hydrochloric acid have but little action upon them, whilst concentrated hydrochloric or sulphuric acid decomposes them. Nitric
acid rapidly acts upon them, even in the cold, with violent evolution
of nitrous acid and production of heat, iodine being oftentimes liberated in the crystalline form.
Alkalies also decompose them.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, soluble sulphides, sulphurous acid and
sulphites, together with chlorine-water, instantly decolour their
alcoholic solution, with the production of hydriodic acid.
In dilute alcoholic solutions, starch gives immediate evidence of
iodine, and nitrate of silver gives a yellowish-white precipitate of iodide
of silver, and some organic basic compound which can only be removed by the action of concentrated boiling nitric acid ; this reaction, although commencing at the ordinary temperature, with violent
disengagement of nitrous acid vapours, must be perfected by boiling.
Baryta salts exhibit the existence of sulphuric acid, which in all
instances is an essential constituent in their formation.
The quinidine and cinchonine salts dissolve with more difficulty, in
consequence of their greater thickness and less extent of surface.
Since the author had the honour of communicating his discovery
of the optical salt of cinchonidine to the Royal Society, he has
ascertained that its primary form is, like that of the quinine salt,
that of a right rhombic prism, and usually very thin, but having
for its acute angles 43°, and 137° for its obtuse, with the rectangular
axes M^.-p^ ; Ty -y^^j ; P^'j^ni xpj — the quantity for P" being variable
and very minute. In a former communication to the Royal Society,
the quinine salt was shown to have a primary rhombus, having 65°
for the acute, and 1 1 1")" for the obtuse angles, with the three rectangular axes, thus related : — Mxtt^ ; T^.-ij^^ ; PVuttotIn both salts the optical characters are usually examined through
the shortest axis, V" : in some recent observations on the quinine
salt, the author has discovered that it transmits a blood-red beam of
ulane-polarizcd light through the axes M° and T", and this is also t\

Ream polarized in a plone parallel to that of the axes M" and T*.
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In the foregoing comparative Chart of the physical properties of
the two salts, the axis has heen assumed to coincide with a line
drawn through the short diagonal of the primary rhombic crystal,
which will coincide with the long diameter of the a-prism, and the
plane of the breadth of the /3-prism, and is therefore the T" of the
tiiree rectangular crystallographic axes.
It has been compiled from the observations of Professors Stokes
and Haidinger and the author. It appears to form a complete
optical description of the two salts, as far as they are at present known.
Whilst in both salts the indicative body-colours, or those due to
the more absorbed pencils (3), are only to be seen in the thinnest
crystals, it is evident that the reflected rays may be seen indifferently
in crystals of all thicknesses ; and the author is inclined to believe
that "the cinchonidine salt possesses even greater tourmaline absorbent
powers upon ordinary light, inasmuch as much thinner plates are
required in order to obtain the indicative body-colours, — perfect
absorption, and therefore total obstruction, being more early arrived
at than in the case of the qiunine salt.
The author's more recent analyses of the cinchonidine salts have
produced the following results :—
I. Sulphate of lodo-Cinchonidine.
II.
IV.
III.
8-593
38-488
8-882
39-246
Iodine
8-673
39-462
. 39-727
Sulph. acid. . 8-390
35-792
Carbon
. . . .34-936
35-73
4-301
Hydrogen
. . 4-3-21
Nitrogen . . . . 2-976
••
••
Oxygen . . . . 9-650
which lead to the following composition :Theory.
Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
0xvgen
Iodine
Sulph. acid

4-311
35-486
2-976
9-048

100-000

100-000

57
40
2
12
3
2

Mean.
8-701
39-478

x
6 = 342
x
1 =
40
x 14 =
28
x
8 =
96
x 127 = 381
X 40 =
80
967

= 35-367
=
4-147
=
2-884
= 10-052
= 39-297
=
8-294
100000

Mean of
Experiments
4-311
35-486
2-976
9-048
8-701
39-478

100-000

probably give the following formula :—
967.
tA 2S0^ H0 + 5H0 =
One other remarkable difference exists between the quinine and
cinchonidine salt, which is, that the optical crystals of the last salt,
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if allowed to remain in the mother-solutioa with an excess of less
than 1 per cent, of sulphuric acid, undergo a transformation, and
become long, golden, silky aciculse, radiating in beautiful globose
tufts : this salt has some doubly absorl)ent powers also, but very
feeble. When this salt is attempted to be redissolved in boiling
spirit, in order to be recrystaUized, it does not re-form, but the
optical crystals are then produced ; when the silky crystals are
carefully air-dried, they retain their yellow colour, but if exposed
over sulphuric acid at 62° Fahr., or if attempted to be dried at 212°
Fabr., they lose 5"32 per cent. water = C atoms, and become a dark
greenish-black residue, which is a tri-hydrate and contains the
following by analysis : —
I.
II.
III.
IV.
Iodine
40-.504
40-407
^,
35-689
Sulph. acid. . . . 9-064
8-324
Carbon
30-082
36-583
Hydrogen
36404
36-28
bers which very closely correspond with
the following : —
Theory.
4-047
Experiment.
35-835
2-851
57 Carbon
x
6 = 342 = 36-037
38 Hydrogen
x
1 =
38 =
4-004
8-063
2 Nitrogen
x 14 =
28 =
2-950
8-699
10 Oxygen
x
8 =
80 =
8-433
40-455
3 Iodine
x 127 = 381 = 40-147
2 Sulph. acid X 40 =
80 =
8-429
949

100-000

100000

and the formula may be provisionally given as —
C=^'ff^N-0'

^J|2SO^HO-^3HO=949,
which closely corresponds with the optical salt, but contains 2 atoms
less water.
If this olive-coloured residue be boiled in dilute spirit, the optical
crystals deposit on cooling.
From the addition of 5-32 per cent, water to this dry residue, we
find that the silky crystals contain dry residue, —
94-678=949 = 1 atom
Water
5-322= 54 = 6 atoms
100-000 10f)3
and we have thus the following formula for the silky salt, which
corresponds most closely with the result of analysis, —
p}'2SOmO-|-9IIO=100;j,
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as may be seen by the following comparison :—
Theory.
6
x
57 Carbon
1
44 Hydrogen x
x 14
2 Nitrogen
8
X
16 Oxygen
3 Iodine
X 127
2SuIph.acidx 40

= 342 =
44 =
=
28 =
=
= 128 =
= 381 =
80 =
=
1003

34-097
4-386
2-791
12-764
37-986
7-976
100-000

Experiment.

33-947
4-423
2-700
12-800
37-914
8-216
100-000

giving—
Carbonic acid
125-22
124-472 per cent.
Water
39-474
39-807
„
Consequently the silky salt will be the optical salt + 4 atoms of
water, which, under the influence of excess of sulphuric acid and
prolonged delay at 62° Fahr., are assimilated by that salt ; and
which additional water, on boiling in spii-it, is lost, and the optical
salt recrystallized on cooling.
If the temperature be not too high at first, the silky crystals
may be produced without the appearance of the optical. And the
silky crystals at 212°, or at 62° Fahr. over sulphuric acid, become the
dry residue or tri-hydrate, which, when boiled in spirit, becomes the
optical, by assimilating 2 atoms of water, as may be seen by comparing the three proposed formulae : —
a. Optical.

p|2SO'HO + 5HO=967
^. Silky Salt.
^

j3l2SO^HO + 9HO=1003.
y. Dry Residue.

C"H^N=0'| 2SO^HO
+ 3HO=949.
The results of the analysis of the cinchonidine salt having been so
remarkably different from those of the formulae generally adopted for
the pure alkaloid, the author was induced to prepare some perfectly
pure quinine, taking especial pains to exclude all cinchonidine ; and
having from that prepared some iodo-sulphate of quinine, to submit
it to equally rigid analysis.
The results are the following :—
These optical crystals lose 2 -4 9 per cent, water by prolonged

drying at 212° in Liebig's drying apparatus.
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The residue contains the following :—
I.

II.

,'

III.

\

Iodine
30-195
Sulph. acid, .10-246
Carbon .. ..41-554
Hydrogen .. 4-766
Nitrogen. . . . 3-711
Carbonic
Water

30-033
9-352
..
4*762

30-50
41-34

IV.

31-729
9-631
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V.

f

4-54
41-456
3-380

9-854
31-69
41-048
4-7375

acid mean of 4 = ^151-614
= 42-326

leading to the following composition Theory.
:—

Experimental
41-3496means.

4-7025
3-5455
Hydrogen = 38 =
4-623
9-8024
Nitrogen
— 28 =
3-409
Oxygen
= SO =
9-730
30-8925
9-7705
Iodine
=254 = 30-900
Sulph. acid= 80 =
9-732
822
100-000 100-000
which, with 2 atoms water, constitute the optical salt dried over
sulphuric acid at 62° Fahr., thus :—
1 atom dry residue
822
2 atoms water
18
38
2
10
2
2

a
sed
ing
mul
res
low
may be Jejxp
by the fol
for
:—
-O
HO
N
'
^
=
C'- ff
2SO
+ 5HO = 840,
which appears to be the constitution of the optical salt dried at
62° Fahr. over sulphuric acid.
From this it appears that the optical salt of quinine differs in
chemical atomic numbers merely in the possession of 1 atom less
iodine, the cinchonidine salt having 3, the quinine salt 2 atoms iodine ;
but in each case 2 atoms of sulphuric acid, and 5 water, with an
organic base of C^' H^* N" 0' common to both. How this is derived
from C" H=' N- O' in the one case, or C" H"^ N- O" in the other, it
is difficult to point out in the present state of the question.
Were these \'iews correct, it might naturally be imagined that the
two salts may be mutually convertible. The author has undertaken
numerous experiments with this object in view ; and whilst he has
j)roved that it is possible (by boiling the quinine salt in spirit surcharged with iodine) to communicate th'e golden tint of the reflected
ray and tlie blue tint of the body-colour to the crystals on their
re-formation, yet this modified salt retains the crystallographic forms
of the true quinine salt ; whilst, by treating the cinchonidine salt by
spirit and aqueous sulphurous acid, that salt is modified also,
becomes fibrous in character, and assumes the red body-colour of
quinine salt, yet is at once to be distinguished from the true quinine
se

and the

s

ult

res

"

840
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salt even by the naked eye alone ; and on redissolving these in
spirit, the hhic body-coloured salt again recrystallizes with its ordinary <'oldcn reflected tint. The effect of diluted sulphuric acid in
converting the cinchonidine salt into the golden silky fibrous variety,
is a striking distinguishing characteristic between the two alkaloids.
These facts lead to the conclusion, that the grouping of the constituent molecules in the two salts differs materially ; that closely as
the quinine and cinchonidine salts agree amongst themselves, they
differ widely from the quinidine and cinchonine compounds. *
The quinidine salt, after recrystalhzation, presents itself as long
quadrilateral acicular prisms, having a deep ruby or garnet-red
colour, with a bluish- violet or light purplish reflexion-tint ; it is
sometimes deposited in thin flat plates, or long, flat, acicular prisms ;
these, when thin, transmit a pure yellow colour, but in thicker
plates it becomes reddish, with a tinge of brown.
There is scarcely any appearance of double absorption in this
salt ; the thicker crystals alone exhibit it, when their usual tint becomes darkened on analysis with a Nicol.
This salt requires 31 parts of boiling spirit, and 121 parts at 62°
to dissolve 1 ; water precipitates it as a cinnamon-brown powder.
Its deep marone-coloured large aciculae had a specific gravity of
1-7647 at 62°.
These large crystals, exposed whole to a temperature of 212°, decrepitate afterwards on exposure to the air, but dried at 212°, they do
not appear to lose further water after prolonged exposure to the
drying bath.
The author having supplied Dr. Sheridan Muspratt with a
quantity of this salt, has been most obligingly furnished with the
results of his examination ; from which it will be seen that those
pre\iously obtained by the author have been confirmed.
■^
f Muspratt.
Herapath.

'

I.

II.

III.

637

100-000

IV.

II.
39-73
39-131
6-263
..
31-998 32-311
4-001
3-937
I.

39-570
6-390 39-740
6-326
39-88
Iodine
39-665
6-302
32-787
Sulph. acid. . 6-2/3 32-615
4-028
3-958
Carbon ....32-890
4-440
4-440
3-985
Hydrogen .. 3-960
12-697
13-027
Nitrogen
4-400
Oxygen ....12-812
100-000 100-000 100-000
analy
The formulae derivable from theseTheory.
ses are the following
:—
3-969
Herapath.
Muspratt.
3-984
= 210 = 32-967
32-764
32154
35 Carbon
x
6
4-44
=
25
=
3-924
25 Hydrogen
X
1 =
28
6-263
4-395
2 Nitrogen
x 14 =
12-743
80 =
= 12-559
6-339
10 Oxygen
X
8
39-78
2 Iodine
Xl27 = 254
40 = 39-874
39-73
=
6-274
1 Sulph. acid x
100-000

A
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and give —
^!|lSO^HO + r)HO=637,
which differs from Gerhardt's formula for quinidine by the loss of
C W ; but at this stage of the question it is scarcely possible to
arrive at a solution of the manner in which it is produced.
The cinchonine salt differs much from all those previously described it
; exists in long, acicular, quadrilateral prisms, of a deep
purplish-black colour, like that of eldei'-berries.
Thin crystals transmit a yellow tint — pure gamboge-yellow when
very thin ; soon passing through a deep sherry-brown to a bloodred colour, then a deep port-wine colour, and then becoming
opaque.
These crystals reflect a deep steel-blue coloxir when analysed with
a Nicol's prism, and generally across the short diameter of the
prism, which is the analogue of the a-prism of the quinine salt. The
cinchonine salt possesses doubly absorbent powers, much more powerfully so than the quinidine salt, but inferior to all the others ; the
body-colour is deep sienna or bistre-brown.
This salt furnished the following analytical results : —
I.

II.

III.

Iodine
50-34 50-587 50-302
Sulphuric acid . . 5-247 5-217
Carbon
28-156 27-57 27-37
Hydrogen
3-523 3-485 3-454
Nitrogen
3-306
which lead to the following composition : —
35
26
2
9
3
1

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Iodine
Sulph. acid

X
6
x
1
X 14
X
8
X 127

Theory. Experiment.
= 210 = 27-7410 27-698
= 26 = 3-4346
3-487
= 28 = 3-7000
3-306
= 72 = 9-5103
9-8674
= 381 = 50-3301 504096
= 40 = 5-2840
5-232
757

100-000

100-000

giving—
C^'H'^N'O^
j lSO^HO-h6nO=757,
which, on comparison with the quinidine salt, will be found to
possess 1 atom additional iodine, and 1 atom more water, but a
deficiency of 2 atoms oxygen, the latter, apparently, in consequence
of the original difference in the type of the alkaloids employed ; and,
like that salt, it differs in its organic base I^by the loss of C^ 11' from
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the constitution of the alkaloid originally employed, if we take
the formula C^"H-^N-0-, as given by Gerhardt, for that of cinchonine.
The cinchonine and quinidine salts further agree in containing
only 1 atom sulphuric acid, whereas the quinine and cinchonidine
salts contain 2 atoms.
These investigations appear to show that the alkaloids in each
instance undergo some modification, but not analogous to substitution ;it appears more like a sjjlitting-up into different molecular
groups, and a rearrangement of these amongst themselves, as the
formulae of the organic bases differ much from those of the original
alkaloids.
All these iodo-salts possess double refractive properties.
When the acid sulphates of the mixed alkaloids, quinine, quinidine,
cinchonine and cinchonidine, are dissolved in dilute spirit, and the
temperature increased to 80" or 120°, treatment with tincture of
iodine readily separates the quinine salt first.
Subsequent further treatment in the same manner produces the
cinchonidine salt, more or less mixed with the quinine salt.
On still further treatment, the quinidine salt is formed with its
well-marked characters.
The cinchonine salt is by far the most soluble in spirit ; and
when a large quantity of cinchonine exists, this compound will also
appear along with the quinidine salt.
This test is a beaiitiful and ready method of proving the presence
of cinchonidine in cinchonine, which would otherwise be considered
pure, Brandes' test having shown the absence of quinine and quinidine. In the same way, this test is an easy method of detecting
mixtures of quinine and quinidine, the optical characters of the two
salts being so well marked, that no difficulties can exist in their
discrimination.
It does not offer such facilities for the separation of quinine from
cinchonidine ; the two salts go down together, especially if large
quantities of cinchonidine exist with mere traces of quinine.
For the success of this test, a small portion only is necessary :
vnth quinine and quinidine j-s^o^h W^^ ^^ ^ grain has furnished evidence of the two alkaloids ; one grain would be abundant to detect
all the alkaloids.
The foregoing method of examination has enabled the author to
prove that the substance which Rosengarten, of Philadelphia, called
quinidine, was really the cinchonidine of Pasteur, and the details of
his cures of fever, therefore, bj^ quinidine are rather to be ascribed to
cinchonidine.
The cinchonidine of Wittstein, of Munich, is a totally different
alkaloid, giving, with sulphuric acid and iodine, a salt at once to
be distinguished by the eye from either of the two iodo-sulphates
described, but yet possessing optically doubly absorbent powers.
This salt has a deep orange-yellow colour by transmitted light
merging into sienna-brown in thicker plates, which are generally
flat and much imbricated in the method of crystallization, and also
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derived from a rhombic prism. The reflected tints are brownisholive, not unHke dead leaves, or brown beech -leaves. These crystals
are more doubly absorbent than either the quinidine or cinchouine
salt, but less powerfully optical as tourmalines than the quinine or
cinchonidine compounds. When polarized, they transmit a siennabrown body-colour if moderately thick, and thicker plates are bistrebrown, but when sufficiently thick, they are wholly impervious to
plane-polarized light. The substance was not in sufficient quantity
to admit of any analysis.
It is well known that quinine and quinidine, under the continued
effect of heat and dilute sulphuric acid, undergo a molecular change
into quiniciue, which M. Pasteur has asserted to be isomeric with
the original alkaloids, but hitherto no complete analysis has been
made of the metamorphosed alkaloids.
The author has produced an iodo-sulphate of quiniciue, but it is
no longer a crystalline compound ; it presents itself as a deep bloodcoloured resin, very soluble in spirit and readily precipitated by water
from its spirituous solution. This substance has not yet been submitted to analysis. During the production of the iodo-sulphate of
quinidine a certain portion of the alkaloid becomes converted into
quiniciue, as may be demonstrated by the production of this resinous compound from the mother-liquid on the addition of further
proportions of iodine.
Cinchonine and cinchonidine become converted into cinchonicine
by similar treatment, and this amorphous alkaloid also forms a
resinous iodo-sulphate ; its colour is deep purple-black, and it
deposits itself on spontaneous evaporation of the spirit, or on the
cooling of a highly concentrated spirituous solution, in small drops,
highly tenacious at 100° Fahr., but becoming solid at 60° Fahr.
This compound has, in a fine state of division, a beautiful purplishblue colour, and such a film generally forms around the edge of the
vessel in which it is produced.
Cinchonicine appears to be one of the products during the
manufacture of the iodo-sulphate of cinchonidine, but there is a
much larger production of it during the formation of the cinchonine
salt.
From the foregoing reactions, the author appears to be justified
in asserting that eventually it will be found, when we know more
of the rational grouping of the constituent atoms of the vegetoalkaloids, that the construction of the formula for the cinchonidine
of Pasteur will have a much greater similarity to the arrangement
of the molecular groups of quinine than of cinchonine. And there
is also great probability that the grou[)ing of the atoms of cinchonine
and the quinidine of Pasteur will be found to present more points of
similarity ; but in each case he sees no reason to doubt the existence
of more oxygen in the cases of both quinine and quinidine than there
is in cinchonine and cinchonidine. lie also ventures to sns]iect that
cinclionicine and (punicine will eventually be found to contain more
carbon than the original alkaloid, the elements of water ])robably being
separated by the sulphuric acid during the process of formation.
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. IG. No. 10 i. July 18:»8.
V
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December 10. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
The following communication was read :—
" On the Chemical Action of Water on Soluble Salts." By Dr.
J. II. Gladstone, F.R.S.
Before extending my researches on chemical affinity among substances insolution, it seemed desirable to ascertain, if possible, what
specific chemical action water exerts on a salt. This inquiry is beset
with unusual difficulties, and unfortunately my experiments have not
led to any conclusive result. Yet some of the observations made
during the course of the inquiry have a value independent of theory,
and a brief notice of them may not perhaps be deemed unworthy of
a place in the Proceedings of the Royal Society.
It is well known that many anhydrous salts will absorb water, and
still remain solid bodies, either amorphous or crystallized. In such
a case the water combined is always in simple atomic relation with
the salt itself ; great heat is often evolved, and a change of colour
frequently ensues. These "hydrated" salts (as they are usually
considered) are generally soluble in water ; and it is the condition
of such a body when dissolved that opens a wide field for speculation.
The water may act merely as a solvent ; or it may unite without decomposition with the dissolved salt, becoming an integral part of the
compound in solution ; or reciprocal decomposition may ensue, each
electro-positive element combining with each electro-negative one in
certain proportions ; or the ultimate result may be due to two or more
of these modes of action in conjunction.
When a "hydrated" salt is dissolved in a minimum of water,
nothing is usually observed beyond the new physical properties
resulting from the change in its state of aggregation and the absorption of heat. No change of colour, as far as I can find, ever ensues,
though a change in the amount of fluorescence may occur. When
an anhydrous salt, which will not combine with water to form a
solid compound, dissolves, a change of colour does sometimes ensue.
Sometimes, however, an evident decomposition takes place, the hydrogen and oxygen of the water combining each with one of the
elements of the other binary compound, and the products of this
action remaining uncombined. Chloride of bismuth and citrate of
ammonia are instances. But in the vast majority of instances, the
salt MR and the water HO do not suffer reciprocal decomposition,
unless indeed, as has been contended, the resulting MO, HR remain
combined together in solution.
If a reciprocal decomposition of this character actually occurs, it
may be anticipated by analogy, that by increasing the amount of HO,
more MR will be decomposed. Now, if additional water be added
to saturated aqueous solutions of pentachloride of antimony, ferric
sulphate, ammoniacal nitrate of copper, or nitrate of bisnmth, decomposition results, and a precipitate forms proportional within certain
limits to the amount of water added ; but not one of these is a salt
of the simplest constitution. Sometimes, however, a change is rendered apparent in simple salts by a change of colour without the
formation of a precij)itate.
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This was closely examined. It might be expected, a, prioii, that
a certain amount of salt would have the same absorbent effect on a
given quantity of light, whether it were dissolved in much or little
water, and that as the absorbent power of water is practically nil, it
would appear to the eye of precisely the same depth and character
of colour in the two cases. And this actually holds good in the
majority of instances ; but to prove it a special contrivance was
necessary, in order to make the same quantity of light impinge upon
the solution before and after dilution. This was effected by means
of colourless cylindrical glasses of uniform diameter and the same
size, closed at one end with a flat plate of glass, so that when placed
upright they could hold liquids : they stood in a case so contrived
that all the light which passed through the strong or diluted solution, as looked through from above, had to enter by the flat plate
at the bottom. Every experiment was performed by a comparative
method, two glasses being placed side by side, one containing the
solution to be diluted, the other a similar quantity of the same solution which served as a standard.
In this manner it was determined that the following salts absorbed
the same light whether dissolved in much or in little water : —
Terchloride of Gold.
Terbromide of Gold.
Protochloride of Platinum
(in hydrochloric acid).
Bichloride of Platinum.
Bichloride of Palladium.
Chromate of Potash.
Ferrocyanide of Potassium.
Ferridcyanide of Potassium.
Nitroprusside of Sodium.
Sulphindigotic Acid.
Sulphindigotate of Ammonia.
Carbazotate of Copper.
Pentasulphide of Potassium.

Ferrous Sulphate.
Ferric Nitrate.
Ferric Meconate.
Ferric Comeuate.
Ferric Comenaraate.
Ferric Gallate.
Nitrate of Nickel.
Nitrate of Cobalt.
Sulphate of Cobalt.
Chloride of Chromium.
Acetate of Chromium.
Chromate of Chromium.
Nitrate of Uranium.
Chloride of Uranium.
Sulphate of Ceric Oxide.

The following salts were affected in regard to their absorption of
light, by adding water to their saturated solutions : — •
Salt.
Ferric Acetate.
Ferric Tartrate.
Ferric Chloride.
Ferric Citrate.
Ferric Sulphocyanide.
Chloride of Nickel.
Iodide of Nickel.
Chloride of Cobalt.
Iodide of Cobalt.
Acetate of Cobalt.
Sulphocyanide of Cobalt.
Chloride of Copper.
Bromide of Copper.
Acetate of Copper.
Permanganate of Potasli.
Chromic Acid.

Saturated solution.
Red.
Red.
Orange-red.
Red.
Intense red.
Yellowish green.
Deep green.
Red.
Deep
Red. green.
Intense purple.
Green.
Green.
Greenish blue.
Purple.
Red.

F2

Dilute solution.
Darker.
Slightly paler.
Orange-yellow.
Orange
Orange. and paler.
Bluish-green.
Paler blue-green.
Paler
and less pure.
I'ale red.
Paler and more orange.
Pale red.
Blue.
Blue.
Paler and purer blue.
Paler and redder.
Orange.
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That tliese changes of colour are due to the action oi the water,
and not to any merely physical cause, is proved by the fact that
alcohol does not occasion them. Quantitative experiments were
instituted with acetate of copper and sulphocyanide of iron, to determine whether the effect of successive additions of water is in a
decreasing ratio. It was found to he so on the whole, but the
results showed certain irregularities that do not usually occur in
cases of reciprocal decomposition, where the mass of one of the
compounds is successively increased.
A prismatic examination of the rays absorbed by these salts in
different states of solution revealed two very suggestive facts. The
one is, that in every case (except ferric acetate) the salt in dilute
solution not only transmits every ray that was transmitted by it in
saturated solution, but also some rays which it then absorbed. The
other is, that strong solutions of the chlorides, bromides, and iodides
of copper, cobalt, nickel, and iron — analogous metals — exhibit" not
only the absorption due to the respective bases, but another absorption which can be identified with that produced by the halogens
themselves when simply dissolved in water ; while, when these solutions are diluted, they cease to produce this second absorption, and
give precisely the same prismatic image as any compound of the
same base with a colourless acid. The amount of water required to
effect this change depends on the temperature. That the phenomena
indicate some difference of arrangement among the elements of the
dissolved salt and the water, cannot, I think, be doubted, but they
fail to show in any distinct manner what that difference is.
The action of water on double salts is a still more complicated
problem ; but the question as to whether water separates the two
components did not prove so difficult of decision. While on the one
hand the physical properties of many double salts, as for instance
the potassio-chloride or iodide of platinum, prove that they are not
decomposed by water, the experiments of Graham, on the other hand,
show that some salts, as for instance alum, suffer at least a partial
decomposition in diffusion.
The iodide of mercur}' and potassium, and the sulphocyanide of
silver and potassium, dissolve in a small quantity of water, but the
addition of more causes the separation of the insoluble component.
The double stdphates of copper, nickel, or chromium with potash,
the sulphate of copper and ammonia, the chloride of platinum and
potassium, the iodides of platinum or gold with potassium, and the
hydrochlorate of chloride of gold, do not change in colour on the
dilution of their aqueous solutions ; but this does not prove that no
separation has taken place, for the colour of these double salts in
sohition is precisely that of an equivalent amount of that component
to which the colour is due. But bichlorate of potash and bicomenamate of iron likewise exhibit no change of colour on dilution,
though such must ensue, if they be converted into neutral salt and
free acid. On the other hand, the red potassio-oxalate of chromium
varies in intensity of colour on the addition of water, and the different
double chlorides of copper midergo the same change as the simple
salt. If hydrochlorate of terchloride of gold be added to the terbro-
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iiiide of that metal, a reduction in colour ensues, and an analogous
result is obtained when the double sulphate of copper and potash
acts on the acetate of copper — facts which point to a decomposition
of the double salt in solution. Indeed it is evident that some double
salts are resolved more or less into their components b}' water, while
others are not so affected.
The general tendency of my observations has led me to the opinion,
that water does not act upon a salt dissolved in it in a manner analogous to that of the hydracids, but I hesitate to draw any conclusion
as to the rational constitution of a dissolved salt.
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Feb. 9, 1857. — Prof. Challis gave an account of his Observation
of the Occultation of Jupiter on Jan. 2, 1857.
Feb. 23. — A paper w^as read " On the Theory of Polarized Fasciculi, commonly known as Haidinger's Brushes." By the Rev. J.
Power, M.A., Librarian of the University.
In this paper the view taken of the subject is similar to that
which hud occurred to M. Jamin, and which will be found in Poggendorff's Annalen, 1849, p. 145, and in the Comptes Rendus, tome
xxvi. p. 197. The author arrived, however, at tlie present theory
quite independently in the course of last summer, and before he had
acquainted himself with the literature of the subject. M. Jamin
had taken as an esscii de calciil the particular semi-visual angle 20'^,
which lies far beyond the limits within which the phaenomenon is
visible; and he has not attempted to give the general law for small
angles, which was the real problem to be solved.
This is what the author has attempted in 'the present communication, availing himself of the experimental researches of Chossat
given in the Bulletin de la Soc. Philomatique, 1818, p. 94.
The subject was rendered more complicated by the circumstance
that the formulae for the intensities of the refracted pencils are given
differently by Neumann, Airy, and the author of this paper. Instead
of taking any one set of formulae, the author managed to take them
all into consideration by previously showing that Airy's formulae
result from.Neumann's
by multiplying them by tan d ^, which is equi„
valent to - .
; while his own result from the same by multiH

cos d,

plying them by
; 0 and 0^ being the angles of incidence and
refraction.
It follows from thence that, whichever set of formulre wc may
prefer, we shall have after refraction, in all cases, the following simple relation for two oppositely polarized incident pencils of equal intensity; namely,
intensity of pencil polarized in the plane of incidence
intensity of the pencil j)olarizcd at right angle.*
s=C08« (e— 0<).
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This fraction decreases as the deviation 0—0, increases; it is
therefore less for the violet rays than the red, for the indigo than
for the yellow; and this serves to explain in a general way the dingy
yellow stripe in the plane of polarization, and the bright violet stripe
in the plane at right angles.
The author has also considered the effect in a plane making an
angle (p with the plane of greatest polarization, and arrives at the
following result : that, provided we attribute to the distribution of
the optic nerve such a variation of sensibility as, taken in conjunction with the action of the iris^ shall produce a field of view uniformly bright from the centre outwards when common daylight is
viewed (a condition which the author believes is common to all eyes
with his own), we shall have for the brightness at any point of the
field of view the following expression,
M .(1— ey — cos 20),
where M is the central brightness, e the degree of polarization (being
0 for common daylight, and 1 for completely polarized light), and
y= -07309 for rays of mean refrangibility.
The last expression gives us without difficulty
the form of the
ey
curves of equal brightness.
Assuming this constant brightness to be c M, and putting
x=0cos0,
y=0sin0,
we find for the equation sought

The curves are therefore equilateral hyperbolas having the lines in
octants for their common asymptotes, which confound themselves
with the curves themselves when c=0, the case of mean brightness.
The yellow fasciculi have their vertices in the plane of polarization, and the violet fasciculi have their vertices in the plane at right
angles.
It will be seen that for a given value of d, the brightness, for rays
of all degrees of refrangibility, that is for all values of y, is least in
the plane of greatest polarization and greatest in the plane at right
angles — contrary to the idea of Moigno, who, for insufficient reasons, imagined that the maximum occurred in the plane of polarization and the minimum in the plane at right angles.
The yellow tint in the position of minimum intensity, and the violet tint in the position of maximum intensity, is nevertheless perfectly accounted for by the consideration that y is greater for the
violet and indigo rays than for the red and yellow.
The paper further contains some observations respecting a subjective centre of the eye, distinct from the usual objective centre, which
may be read with interest, as they remove some difficulties connected with the theory of vision, which had often occurred to the
author, and may have occurred to others.
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March 9.- — Mr. Hopkins gave an account of some experiments on
the conductivity of various substances, and pointed out the bearing of
the results on theories of terrestrial heat.
April 27.— Mr. Humphry read a paper "On the Proportions of
the Human Frame."
May 1 1 . — A paper was rea'd by Professor Stokes, " On the Discontinuity ofArbitrary Constants which appear in Divergent Developments."
In a paper " On the Numerical Calculation of a class of Definite
Integrals and Infinite Series " printed in the ninth volume of the
•Cambridge Philosophical Transactions/ the author succeeded in putting the integral I cos - {w^—mw)dw under a form which admits of
receiving every numerical calculation when m is large, whether positive or negative. The integral is obtained in the first instance under
the form of circular functions for m positive, or an exponential for
m negative, multiplied by series according to descending powers of
m. These series, which are at first convergent, though ultimately
divergent, have arbitrary constants as coefficients, the determination
of wliich is all that remains to complete the process. From the
nature of the series, which are applicable only when m is large, or
when it is an imaginary quantity with a large modulus, the passage
from a large positive to a large negative value of m cannot be made
through zero, but only by making m imaginary and altering its amplitude by TT. The author succeeded in determining directly the
arbitrary constants for m positive, but not for m negative. It was
found that if, in the analytical expression applicable in the case of m
positive, —m were written for m, the result would become correct
on throwing away the part involving an exponential with a positive
index. There was nothing however to show d. priori that this process was legitimate, nor, if it were, at what value of the amplitude of
m a change in the analytical expression ought to be made, although
the occurrence of radicals in the descending and ultimately divergent
series, which did not occur in ascending convergent series by which
the function might always be expressed, showed that some change
analogous to the change of sign of a radical ouglit to be made in passing through some values of the am])litude of the variable m. The
metliod which the author ai)i)lied to this function is of very general
application, but is subject throughout to the same difficulty.
In the present paper the author lias resumed the subject, and has
])ointed out the character by which the liability to discontinuity in
the arbitrary constants may be ascertained, which consists in this,
that the terms of an associated divergent series come to be regularly
positive. It is thus found that, notwithstanding tiic discontinuity,
tlie complete integrals, by means of divergent series, of tlie diftercntial equations which the functions treated of satisfy, are expressed
in such a manner as to involve only as many unknown constants as
correspond to the degree of the e(|uation.
Divergent series are usually divided into two classes, according as
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the terms are regularly positive, or alternately positive and negative.
But according to the view here taken, series of the former kind appear as singularities of the general case of divergent series proceeding
according to powers of an imaginary variable, as indeterminate forms
in j)assing through which a discontinuity of analytical expression
takes place, analogous to a change of sign of a radical.
A communication was likewise made by the Rev. W. T. Kingsley,
" On the application of Photography to Wood Engraving."
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued from vol. xv. p. 553.].
April 28, 1858. — Professor Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
1. "On the Lower Carboniferous Coal-measures of British America." ByJ. W. Dawson, LL.D.. F.G.S.
Deposits indicating the e.xistence of the Coal-flora and its associated freshwater fauna at the beginning of the Carboniferous period
are well developed in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, with a clearness and fulness of detail capable of throwing much light on the
dawn of the terrestrial conditions of the Coal-period, and on the relations of these lower beds to the true coal-measures. This lower
series comprises shales and sandstones (destitute of marine remains,
but containing fossil plants, fishes, entomostraca, worm-tracks,
ripple- and rain-marks, sun-cracks, reptilian footprints, and erect
trees) and great overlying marine limestones and gypsums. These
are distinct from the true coal-measures by their position, mineral
character, and fossil remains. In the western part of Nova Scotia
(Horton, Windsor, &c.) the true (or Upper and Middle) coal-measures are not developed ; and here the Lower Carboniferous marine
deposits attain their greatest thickness. The lower coal-measures
(or Lower Carboniferous freshwater or estuarine deposits) have here
a thickness of about 600 feet. These beds are traceable as far as
the Shubenacadie and Stewiacke P.ivers. They outcrop also on the
south side of the Cobequid Mountains, where the marine portion is
very thin, owing perhaps to the fact of these mountains having
been land in the coal-period.
Along the northern side of the Cobequid Range the upper and
middle coal-measures and the marine portion of the Lower Carboniferous series are of great thickness. The freshwater beds are absent
here, though brought up on the northern side of the coal-trough of
Cumberland, where, as well as in New Brunswick (Petitcodiac
River, &c.), they are remarkable for their highly bituminous composition, their well-preserved fish-remains, and the almost entire
absence of plants. 'Jo the north, at the Bay of Clialeurs, the great
calcareous conglomerate, with sandstone and shale, 2766 feet thick,
described by Logan, and containing a few plant-remains, probably
represent the Lower Coal-measures of Nova Scotia. In eastern
Nova Scotia and Cape Bieton the Middle Coal-measures are found
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at Caribou Cove and elsewhere ; the marine limestones and gypsums,
and the underlying sandstones and shales, are seen at Plaister
Cove ; also at Right's River, and St. Mary's River.
In Nova Scotia these older coal-measures, as compared with the
true coal-measures, are more calcareous, more rich in remains of
fishes, and have fewer vegetable remains, and indications of terrestrial surfaces. They occur generally along the margins of the coalareas, near their old shores ; and, as might be expected under such
circumstances, they are associated with or replaced by beds of conglomerate derived from the neighbouring highlands of Devonian or
Silurian rocks. When the conglomerates are absent, alternations of
sandstones with sandy and calcareous shales occur, with frequent
changes in character of the organic remains, the general aspect
being that of muddy estuarine deposits, accumulated very slowly,
and discoloured by decaying organic substances. The supply of
sediment, and the growth and preservation of vegetable matter,
appear to have been generally on a smaller scale in this early carboniferous period than subsequently. In those districts where the true
coal-measures are least developed the lower series is most important;
showing that the physical and vital conditions of the Coal-measures
originated as early as those of Mountain-limestone ; and that locally
these conditions may have been contemporaneous throughout the
whole period ; but that in some localities the estuary and swamp
deposits first formed were complete^ submerged and covered by
oceanic deposits, whilst in others early marine beds were elevated
and subjected to the conditions of gradual subsidence and vegetable
growths indicated in the great coal-measures of the South Joggins,
Pictou, and Sidney.
la Nova Scotia the Lower Coal-measures are characterized by a
great preponderance of Lepidodendra (especially L. elegans) and
Poacites. The Middle Coal-measures are rich in Sigillarice and
Ferns, as well as Lepidodendra. The Upper Coal-measures especially
abound in Conifers, Calamites, and Ferns. Palaoniscus, Gyrolepis
or Acrolepis, Centrodus, Rhizodus, and Ctenacanthus are the chief fossil
fishes of this Lower Carboniferous series. Unio-like shells are
nearly the only remains of Molluscs.
2. " On the Structure of Stigmaria ficoides." By E. W. Binney,
Esq., F.G.S.
The author, having lately met with several specimens of this singular
root which exhibit good structural characters, was enabled in this
paper to throw some additional light on the origin of the medullary
rays in Stigmaria, the nature of the vascular bundles which were
believed to be dispersed throughout its pith, and the structure of the
central or vascular portion of its rootlet, — points of considerable
interest, and which up to the present time have not been well determined. Mr. Binney confirms Dr. Hooker's view of the medullary
rays having originated in the cellular axis of the stem. The axis, in
one of the author's specimens, is seen to be filled with eleven or
twelve large vessels, each about ^,th of an inch in diameter, and
having very thick walls : these elongated utricles lie close together.
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are not dispersed in a cellular tissue, and are somewhat similar to
those described by M. Brongniart as occurring in the Avoody part
of Sigillaria elegans. In a rootlet Mr. Binney finds evidence of an
outer ring of fine cellular tissue, three or four cells broad, and in
the centre of the middle space twenty-seven large and eleven smaller
vessels, forming a mass of vascular tissue Tj^^th of an inch in diameter, the vessels or utricles being distinctly marked with transverse striae.
3. " On a New Fossil Fern from Worcestershire." By John
Morris, Esq., F.G.S.
A few fragments of fern-leaflets, found by Mr. G. Roberts, of
Kidderminster, in a micaceous sandstone about two miles north-east
of Bewdley, exhibit a reticulate venation ; a character comparatively
rare in the Coal-measures. These specimens are but fragments of
the frond ; and the one particularly referred to is probably the terminal part of a pinna. The author doubtfully referred it to the
genus Woodwardites, with the specific name Robertsi.
May 12. — Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
I. "On some of the Glacial Phfenomena of Canada and of the
North-eastern Provinces of the United States during the Driftperiod."
By Prof. A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S., F.G.S.
The author first described the evidently glacialized condition of
the o-reat Laurentine Chain of mountains, on the north side of the
St. Lawrence, which for an extent of 1500 miles exhibit, often in
spite of the forest, unequivocal signs of glacial abrasion, being
mammillated (or moutonnees), as if by the action of ice.
On the south side of the river, the country is low, and covered
with boulders and other drifts, derived from the Laurentine Chain
and other tracts, in accordance with the observations of Bigsby,
Hitchcock, and others. The plains and the Thousand Islands exhibit a general glacialization. These conditions are traceable down
the Valley of the Hudson to New York.
During the period when the boulders and the associated clays and
gravels were being deposited, the Catskill Mountains appear to have
been under water, and at about the same period to have been subjected also to very extensive glacial action. The stria3 left by iceborne rocks on the eastern flank of the Catskills have a north and
south direction, and are found up to nearly the height of 3000 feet
above the sea, excepting in the east and west gorges near the top,
where the striae run in a cross direction— E. and W. The sea of
the drift-period in the Valley of the Hudson was then from 3000 to
4000 feet deep. The deep valleys on the western side of the mountains were observed by Prof. Ramsay to be often charged with drift,
which had not been ploughed out by glaciers of a date subsequent
to the upheaval of the Catskills, as is the case with some of the
valleys, once occui)ied by drift and afterwards by glaciers, in Wales,
the Highlands, the Vosges, and in the Alps.
Prof. Ramsay then referred more particularly to the drift-deposits
forming terraces in the neighbourhood of Montreal, which have lately
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been described in detail by Dr. Dawson; and pointed out his reasons
for regarding the Leda-clay of Dawson to be of contemporaneous
formation with the Nucula-clay of the eastern side of Lake Champlain,
and with the clay-beds of Albany and elsewhere on the Hudson. The
clay of the Hudson Valley lies on boulder-beds, and rarely contains
boulders. Along Lake Champlain similar clays overlie old drift, at
about 150 feet above the sea-level, and contain fossils similar to
those of the Montreal clays, at 140 feet above the sea, and of other
contemporaneous beds on the Ottawa. Prof. Ramsay assumed Dr.
Dawson's conclusion as to the age of the Leda-beds, which were
deposited, in a thickness of from 100 to 300 feet, over the boulderclay, whilst the sea covered the Ontario basin, and came up against
the great escarpment of Niagara limestone, which, now stretching
across this region, formed the southern coast of the glacial sea.
The author then inferred that, the Erie plateau having been elevated, the falls of Niagara commenced, by the drainage of the upper
lake-area, a little be/ore the close of the drift-period, falling first into
the sea over the edge of the escarpment above Queenstown and
Lewistown. If the 35,000 years suggested by Sir C. Lyell as the
minimum for the time occupied in the erosion of the gorge of Niagara
be approximately correct, though probably below the reality, we
have an idea of the amount of time that has elapsed since the close
of the drift-period. And, if it be ever found possible to accurately
determine the ancient rate of recession, we shall have data for a first
approach to an actual measurement of a portion of geological time.
This subject is intimately connected with the synchronism of the
mastodon-bearing freshwater strata of Niagara and those of the bluffs
of the Mississippi.
2. " On Lamination and Cleavage occasioned by the mutual friction of the particles of rocks while in irregular motion." By
G. Poulett Scrope, Esq., M.P., F.R.S., F.G.S.
The author referred to a former paper read by him before the
Society in April 1856, in which this subject was touched upon, and
proposed to carry on the inquiry as to the probable effect, upon the
internal structure of rocks, of the mutual friction of their component parts, when forced into motion under extreme and irregular
pressures. He commenced by examining the laws that determine
the internal motions of substances possessing a more or less imjierfect liquidity, whether homogeneous, or consisting of solid particles
suspended in, or mixed with, or lubricated by, any liquid, under
unequal pressures ; and showed that unequal rates of motion must
result in the different parts of the substance, and that in the latter
case, there will be more or less separation of the solid and coarser
from the finer and liquid particles, into different zones or layers ;
those composed of the former moving less readily than those composed of the latter ; and also that the former will, by the friction
attending this process, be turned round so as to bring their major
axes into the line of direction of the movements ; and, if susceptible
of tension or disintegration, will be elongated or drawn out in the
same direction.
In illustration of this law, specimens uf marbled paper were pro-
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duced, being impressions from superficial films of coloured matter
floating upon water in circular or irregular forms, after they had
been subjected to motion in one or more directions by lateral pressure,— the appearances produced bearing a very exact resemblance
to those presented by the lamination and occasionally sinuous or
contorted structure of the ribboned lavas of Ponza, Ischia, the
Ascension Isles, &c., as well as that of gneiss and mica-schist.
The author proceeded to state that the expansion of a subterranean
mass of granite by increase of temperature, to which all geologists
agree in ascribing the elevation of overlying rocks, must be accompanied bygreat internal movements and consequent mutual friction
among the component parts, and even among the individual crystals ;that, if a lubricating ingredient, such as water holding silex
in solution, or gelatinous silex, be intimately mixed up with the
more solid crystals (as there is great reason to believe to have
been the case in granite), the friction will be lessened, especially
in the central or inferior parts of the mass, where the expanding
movement, or intumescence, may be supposed nearly uniform in
all directions. But in the lateral and higher portions directly
exposed to the resistance and pressure of the overlying rocks
shouldered off on either side by the expanding granitic axis, the
movement will probably have been so predominant and extreme
in a direction at right angles, or nearly so, to the pressure, as to
give rise to a lamellar arrangement of the solid crystals, in the
manner before indicated. In this manner he supposes the foliation or lamination of gneiss and mica-schist to have been produced
through the " squeeze and jam " of the lateral and superficial portions of a granitic mass expanding by increase of temperature, and
the giving way of the overlying rocks, those portions being forced
to move in the direction of the lamination while subject to intense
pressure at right angles, or nearly so, to that direction. The author
argues that it is not inconsistent with this view, to suppose that a
certain amount of recrystallization may have accompanied or followed
this lamellar arrangement, in which case also the major axes of the
crystals would be likely to take a direction perpendicular to the
pressure, since the mobility necessary to the crystallific action will
have been freer in that than in any other direction. He likewise points
out that the influence of internal friction accompanying motion under
extreme and irregular pressures, must have been equally operative
in the case of aqueous as of igneous rocks, under similar circumstances ofimperfect liquidity, and irrespective of changes of temperature. And he suggests that to this cause may be attributable the
internal structure of some veined marbles, calcareous breccias, serpentines, &c., as well as the cleavage of the slaty rocks, as, indeed,
the experiments of Mr. Sorby and of Professor Tyndall have already
indicated. He concludes by suggesting to all geologists engaged in
the examination of rocks the above mechanical considerations, as
likely to lead to more definite views than at present prevail as to
the origin of the metamorphic schists, and the internal structure
of many of the older and more disturbed rocks of all characters.

[
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VIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.
MICROSCOPIC

OBSERVATIONS ON THE
BV R. FABBRI.

ELECTRIC

SPARK.

'I'^O study the causes which determine the figure of the electric
•*- spark, I undertook to examine it with the microscope. When a
spark is evolved between two conductors, two facts are usuallyobserved with regard to its form :— 1 . It is composed of different
rays which unite at their extremities at more or less acute angles,
so as to form in the whole a broken line ; and 2, these rays themselves present various curves.
These two phaenomena appear to arise from different causes,
some acting iu a non-continuous manner at the points of inflection,
the others having a continuous action, at least in the space where
the spark exhibits no inflection.
For the examination of these phaenomena, I thought it advisable
to employ the microscope, with which I observed a small spark passing between the extremities of two very fine metallic wires, fixed
with shell-lac to a plate of crystal. I adopted this arrangement for
the following reasons :— As the medium in which the spark is propagated must necessarily have some influence on its form, there will
be a much greater chance of homogeneity in this medium, if we
operate upon a small stratum, and, consequently, with small sparks,
for the examination of which the microscope must be employed ;
moreover this instrument, which causes the disappearance or great
diminution of irradiation, renders the limits of the spark more distinct, and allows small differences of form to be distinguished more
readily. I have never made use of high powers, which would have
been superfluous and even inconvenient.
The first thing that I observed on examining the spark under the
microscope, was its small breadth, which is certainly much less than
it appears to the naked eye; it is sufficient to say that, although the
irradiation was not completely destroyed, I have seen sparks of
several millimetres in length, the apparent breadth of which under
the microscope wa? certainly less than -j^th of a millimetre. The
sparkof a small Leyden jar appeared much broader and more luminous.
When the extremities are very close together, no point of inflection is ever observed in the spark, which then appears invariably
curved ; and it appeared to me that, when the spark started from the
same two points, it presented the same curve. But if the density of
the interposed medium be increased by placing between the two
extremities of the conductor a drop of a non-conducting fluid, such
as olive oil, and compelling the spark to traverse it, the spark is
seen to take the form of a broken line, even when the explosive
distance is very small.
It appears that we may conclude from these experiments that the
zigzag of the spark is probably due to the medium in which it is
produced, whilst its curvature arises from the position of its extremities inrelation to the other parts of the conductors between which
it springs, and perhaps also to the surrounding bodies.
In the air the spark appears of a violet colour under the microscope, as with the naked eye ; but when the source of electricity is
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strong and the conductors are sufficiently close together, the lower
part becomes dissemhiated and converted into a plume ; a brilliant
light like that of the ordinary spark is then observed at the two
extremities of the conductors ; this light gradually dininishes as it
advances towards the middle, whilst the plume becomes developed
round it, so that it might be said that the spark, starting from the
extremities, becomes converted by degrees into a plume, in such a
way that the internal parts are the last to undergo this change.
With two iron or steel wires, small globes of reddish light are
seen darted in all directions, probably due to particles of metal detached or projected by the discharge, and ignited in the air. This
]n'oves that the electric spark not only transports matter, but also
projects it in all directions.
When the electricity is passed between two very acute points,
such as those of two small sewing needles, a great part of the electricity passes almost continuously from one point to the other, but
at the same time a great number of sparks are seen rapidly uniting
with the luminous thread which exists between the two conductors.
These small sparks are recognized principally at the luminous points
formed at the places from which they start ; and it is remarkable
that these points are always at a certain distance from the apex of
the pointed conductor.
On attentively observing the extremities of the spark, a very
luminous point is seen in each, surrounded by a halo, the diameter
of which is sometimes greater than that of the spark, and which
acquires different appearances according to the nature of the metal
of which the conductors are composed.
The halo is small and white with platinum points ; it is blue with
iron, and of a line green with copper ; lastly, with two wires of
amalgamated metal, very large white haloes, with but little brilliancy at their margins, are obtained. These haloes are much
larger and more brilliant if the metals between which the spark is
produced be covered with a stratum of olive oil. This result is
easily obtained by placing at the two extremities a drop of oil
which covers a small portion of the wires, and causes the passage
of the spark from points at a greater distance but nearly in contact
with the oil, so that they are constantly covered with a layer of
that liquid. By operating in this way with very fine copper wires,
the brilliant points are surrounded by two large haloes of a magnificent green colour, which produces a very pretty effect of contrast
with the violet colour of the spark. The cause of this large halo is
probably the combustion of a small quantity of oil, the flame of
which contains metallic particles detached by the spark. Lastly, it
must be observed that with other isolating liquids more combustible
than oil, such as oil of turpentine, the phsenomenon is not so well
produced. — // Nuovo Cimento, vii. p. 182; Bibl. Univ. de GetCeve,
May 20, 1858, p. 38.
ON

THE ORIGIN OP FELSPARS, AND ON SOME POINTS
CHEMICAL LITHOLOGY.
BY T. STERRY
HUNT.

OP

In a communication to the Royal Society of London, read on the
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7th of May, 1857*. I showed that solutions of alkaline carbonates
may give rise to the formation of silicates of lime, magnesia, and
protoxide of iron, when heated to 212° F. with mixtures of the carbonates of these bases with quartz, a silicate of the alkali being first
formed, and then decomposed by the earthy carbonates. Shortly
after, in my report of the Geological Survey for 1856, I suggested
that the alkaline silicates might combine with silicate of alumina to
form those felspathic and micaceous minerals which are so generally
associated with the silicates of protoxide bases ; I further suggested
that these minerals might be crystallized by the aid of heated alkaline
solutions under pressure, and I thus endeavoured to explain the
development of crystals of felspar and mica, in sedimentary rocks,
even where the organic remains are still preserved.
While arranging an apparatus in which I proposed to heat under
pressure a solution of carbonate of potash with silica and kaolin, in
the hope of obtaining a double silicate of alumina and potash, M.
Daubree announced to the French Academy of Sciences (Comptes
Rendus, Nov. 16, 1857) that he had succeeded in obtaining crystalline felspar, mixed with crystals of quartz, by heating during a
month, a mixture of kaolin and silicate of potash to 400° C. He
has moreover shown that felspars and pyroxenes are very stable in
presence of heated alkaline solutions, and that crystallized diopside
and WoUastonite are formed when artificial glasses, containing lime
and iron, are heated in the same way to 400° C. in the presence of
a small amount of water. The alkaline silicate which separates from
the decomposition of the glass is resolved into quartz, which forms
regular crystals, and a soluble silicate having the formula SiO, KO.
These results of M. Daubree serve in the most remarkable manner
to confirm my theorj' of the normal metamorphism of sedimentary
rocks at temperatures below ignition, by the intervention of solutions
"of alkaline silicates, which convert mixtures of quartz and earthy
carbonates into the corresponding silicates, and clays into felspars
and mica, the intervention of alumina sometimes generating chlorite,
epidote and garnet.
Daubree remarks that glass when thus heated in presence of water
swells up, indicating a softening and a plasticity of the mass ; and he
observes that his experiments enable us to understand the part which
water may have played in the formation of the igneous rocks. His
observations go far to support the views of Poulett Scrope and
Scheerer, who maintain the aqueo-igneous fusion of granites and
lavas, a theory which is further sustained by the curious microscopical investigations of Mr. Sorby lately presented to the Geological Society of London f.
Sir John F. W. Herschel many years since put forward a theory
of volcanos, in which he suggested that all volcanic and plutonic
rocks were no other than sedimentary deposits, melted down with
their included water. 1 have endeavoured, in a paper read on the
6th of March before the Canadian Institute at Toronto, to show that
this theory is the one most in accordance with the present state of
* Phil. Mag. vol. XV. p. 68.
t Ibid. p. 162.
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chemical and geological science. We are probably acquainted with
no rocks not of aqueous origin ; and the intrusive form so often
assumed by granites, syenites, dolerites, and even by ophiolites and
limestones, is not essential but accidental.
In my report for 1856, p. 485, I have insisted that the separation
of oxide of iron from certain strata, and its accumulation in others, is
to be ascribed to the reducing and solvent action of organic matters.
This is exemplified in the fire-clays and iron-stones of the coal formation, as well as in the series of the Hudson-river group described
in my report, in the fire-clays and greensands of the cretaceous formation of New Jersey, and many other instances. It is by the
alteration of such materials that the white felspathic rocks of
metamorphic regions have been formed ; and it is probable that beds
of iron ore always owe their origin to the intervention of organic
matters, so that the presence of such ores, not less than that of
graphite, points to the existence of organic life even during the
Laurentian or so-called Azoic period.
The waters which dissolve out the oxide of iron from sediments,
also remove lime and magnesia, especially if these bases are present
in the condition of carbonates, and hence these bases, especially the
latter and more soluble, are generally absent from white clays and
felspar rocks. If, however, the quantity of lime be large as compared with the iron, this may be removed while a portion of lime
remains ; if, on the other hand, the reducing agency of organic
matters be excluded, carbonated waters may remove lime and magnesia, leaving the peroxide of iron behind.
From mj'- own and others analyses of the alkaline mineral waters
derived from argillaceous rocks, it will be seen that the salts of
potash in these waters are generally in very small quantity when
compared with the salts of soda, although potash predominates in
argillaceous shales and clay-slates. The soda is therefore gradually
removed from these rocks by infiltrating waters, while the potash
remains behind, and hence it happens that when these rocks, from
which the lime, magnesia, and oxide of iron have been dissolved, are
subjected to the process of metamorphism, potash-felspar will predominate, together with quartz, from the deficiency of bases, while
silicates like cyanite and staurotide may be formed from the excess
of alumina. The more quartzose sediments, other things being equal,
are most permeable to water, and hence will have lost greater proportions ofsoda, lime, magnesia, &c., than the finer clays and marls.
I have here indicated a few principles which must I think for the
future serve as guides in investigating the chemistry of rocks, whether stratified or j)lutonic. You will see how the action of these
laws necessarily divides the silico- aluminous sedimentary rocks into
the two great classes recognized by Bunsen and Durocher in their
investigations of igneous rocks. In the trachytic and granitic division the silica and potash predominate, and the soda, lime, magnesia and iron are present only in small quantities, while in the
pyroxenic rocks silica and potash are less abundant, and soda-felspars with more or less liasic silicates, of lime, magnesia, and oxide
of iron predominate. — Silliman's American Journal for May 1858.
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Oa certain Results of Magnetical Observations.
By John Allan Broun.
To Sir David Brewster.

Tievaiidrum Observatory, India,
My DEAR Sir,
December 21, 1857.
I HAVE just had a sight of your article on Magnetism in the
new edition of the Encyclopcedia Britannica (vol. xiv. part 1),
and I have observed that you notice my results vvith reference
to the lunar influence. Most of the results which were obtained
by me are so mixed up with large masses of figures in the volumes
of the INIakerstoun Observations^ that I was requested by some
scientific friends^ before leaving Europe, to publish a popular
resume of them. This I deferred from the desire to confirm and
render them more general, if possible, by observations to be made
near the magnetic equator. As I have now obtained some results
from my observations here, you will perhaps allow me to offer
you an account of some of those obtained by me in Scotland,
and here near Cape Comorin.
It is not my wish to occupy your attention with the results I
had obtained with reference to the lunar magnetic influence;
but I may notice, as an evidence of how little is known of the
Makerstoun Observations, the statement by General Sabine,
"that Toronto is the first and only station at which the numerical values at every lunar hour of the lunar-diurnal variations
of the three elements have been published" (Proceedings of the
Royal Society, March 5, 1857).
The numerical values at every lunar hour during each lunation in the years 1814 and 1815 for the declination, horizontal
force, and vertical force, were given in the Makerstoun Observations published in 1848 and 1850.
Also the numerical values
Phil, Mag.S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 105. Au(/. 1858.
G
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for the winter groups and summer groups of lunations for the
magnetic inclination and total force were given at each lunar
hour in the same volume. The results for the lunations of both
years for the two components of force were projected and will be
found in the Edinburgh Transactions, read in January and April
1846. General Sabine's investigation, which I have not yet
seen, dates, I believe, in 1856.
Besides the results for these elements, I have given in the
general results (published in 1 850) the projections of the diurnal
curve, due to lunar influence, described by the north end of a
needle freely suspended in the direction of the magnetic dip.
As I have not noted in the volume referred to the results deducible from this curve, I shall state them shortly here.
1st. The amount of motion due to lunar influence of a freely
suspended needle is a maximum twice in a lunar day, namely
during the hours before and after the moon's transit of the inferior meridian, and at the transit of the superior meridian. It
is a minimum twice ; a principal minimum six hours after the
superior transit, and a secondary minimum six hours after the
inferior transit.
2nd. The gi-eatest amount of motion occurs while the moon
is below the horizon. This result, if confirmed, is very curious,
as it is wholly opposed to all that we know of the solar action.
3rd. The direction of motion is, on the whole, the opposite to
that produced by the solar influence, from one hour after the
moon's passage of the superior meridian to one hour after the
passage of the inferior meridian ; and it is the same as that due
to the sun in the remaining twelve hours.
The following are the approximate angular movements of the
needle due to the moon's action for different intervals, deduced
from observations at Makerstoun during twenty-five lunations,
1844, 1845.
h

Moon's inferior transit 12
13
15
17
19
Moon's superior transit 0
2
4
6
8
iO

ra

0
55
50
45
40
0
25
20
15
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5
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„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
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15
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55
50
45
40
35
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Angular motion 013
0*16
004
004
007
010
008
001
007
012
008

I shall now refer to the laws of magnetic disturbance.
Diurnal laic, — The fact that the movements of the declination-
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needle were mosf irregular in the evening was remarked by Cassini (and probably by earlier observers) ; but, as far as I am
aware, the first careful investigation is due to M. Kreil. This
physicist concluded that the perturbations were a maximum in
the evening from S^ to 10^ p.m., and a minimum in the morning
from 8^ to 10'' a.m. The law for the disturbance of force was
found to have different epochs. These conclusions were verified
by Idifi'erent
persons,
by myself
a certain
extent.
found that
these and
results
were onto the
whole due
to a combination ofdifferent and even opposite laws ; my conclusion was as
follows :—
" It appears from these results that the diurnal law of mean
disturbance is not constant throughout the year, as has been supposed in
; fact, the law for the summer is nearly the reverse of
that for winter, while that for autumn is nearly intermediate
between the two" (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xix. part 2.
p. xxviii).
In 1856 I communicated the fact to Lieut. -Colonel Sj'kes and
others, that the law of disturbance near the equator was the inverse of the so-called mean law for Europe ; that is to say, near
the equator the diurnal law of disturbance throughout the year
resembles on the whole the law for Europe in summer, the maximum occurring about 10 a.m. and the minimum about 10 p.m.
I have therefore not only given the diurnal law of di!«turbance
for each season in Europe, but I have also found that this law
varies both with season and latitude. These results refer to the
mean disturbance without reference to sign. When the sign or
direction of movement was considered, it was found that the
maximum positive disturbance coincided on the whole with the
minimum negative disturbance. This is not the case near the
equator; the law for both signs is the same. It is probable,
therefore, that for intermediate latitudes the relation of the law
of signs will vary. We may expect in some intermediate latitude
that the mean disturbance of declination will be equal at 10 a.m.
and 10 P.M., and that the hour of maximum disturbance of force
will occur gradually later after noon as we leave the equator and
approach the poles.
Monthly laws of disturbance. — I found that the mean departure of the declination-needle from its monthly mean positions
at the corresponding hours, was greatest two or three days after
the moon's opposition, and was least about the time of conjunction (Trans. Uoy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xix. part 2. p. x\). 1 also
concluded that the diurnal range of the deelination-ncedle was
greatest when the moon was near the equator (Ibid. p. xix) :
similar laws were found for the components of force.
Annual lavs of disturbance. —
mean departure of the deG The
2
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clination -needle from the normal position for the corresponding
hour was found by rae to be greatest near the equinoxes, and
least at the summer and winter solstices (Ibid. p. xxii). This
law was published by me in 1846. At that time some investigations had been made to determine the law. M. Kreil and
General Sabine had found the epoch of maximum disturbance to
be in winter, and Dr. Lloyd had ascertained it to be in summer.
General Sabine's result, it is true, was derived from disturbance
above a certain arbitrary limit, — a fact, however, which I showed
could not have affected the general conclusion. Since then
General Sabine has verified on the whole my result by his own
process.
I may add here, to complete these laws, that first indicated by
Dr. Lamont, namely that the diurnal movement seems to have
been a maximum in 1838 and 1848, and a minimum in 1843-44,
or that the amount of the magnetic variation seems to obey a
decennial law ; a result which General Sabine has also found to
exist in bis discussion for the value of disturbance.
It may be seeu from the results of the Makerstoun Observations (Trans. Hoy. Soc. Ediub. vol. xix. part 2. pp. xii, xxxi, xlv),
that the secular change seems on the whole to obey a similar
law. This fact I noticed at the time (Ibid. No. 5. p. xii.) ; but
as the changes were probably in part due to instrumental causes,
especially in the first years of the series, I could not offer any
general conclusion. An examination by me of observations
made in other places, however, seems to confirm the results obtained at Makerstoun, which may be stated thus :—
The secular rate of increase of horizontal force was a maximum
in 1843-44, and a minimum in 1847-48.
The secular rate of diriiinution of the vertical force was a minimum in 1848. As 1842 was the first year for which a result
has been obtained, the epoch of maximum is uncertain.
The rate of yearly change of magnetic declination seemed to
attain a maximinii in 1847-48.
As already mentioned, the results in the first years (1 842-44)
were probably affected by instrumental errors ; but this could
not be the case in the latter years ; and this connexion with the
decennial period for three instruments cannot be accidental.
These results were evidently connected with the increasing
amount of disturbance ; and at first sight it might appear that
the variation of the secular change was due to disturbance : thus
the disturbance tends to diminish the value of the horizontal
force, the secular change being a yearly increase of force ; the
greater the amount of disturbance, the less the yearly increase
should appear. This relation, however, does not appear to apply
either to the vertical force or to the declination ; and I am in-
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duced to conclude that the variations of the secular change arc
not due to disturbance, though both apparently, obeying the
same law, are due to the same cause. This is the first appearance of a law affecting the secular variations.
I have endeavoured to show that the frequency of the appearances ofthe aurora borealis obeys the same laws as the amount
of the magnetic disturbance.
The general connexion betwixt the appearance of the aurora
borealis and magnetic disturbances was known in the time of
Graham, Celsius, and Wargentin. The fact that the needle was
even disturbed sometimes on the approach of an aurora (that is
to say, when invisible at the place of the needle), is noted by
Mairan as a result obtained by Wargentin (Mairan, p. 450, 2nd
edit.). It is to M. Arago that we owe a distinct statement, and
a considerable amount of evidence of the fact, that when there is
a magnetic disturbance in Europe, there is generally an aurora
borealis visible in higher latitudes, if not visible at the place
where the needle is disturbed.
My own observations proved that there was always an irregularity in the movement of the needle, even when the aurora was
most feeble ; in some cases slight disturbances caused me to
search for the aurora and discover its existence, when otherwise
it would probably never have been remarked. I have noticed
several times in the Makerstoun Observations a curious phjenomenon occurring with faint magnetic disturbance, which suddenly covered the whole sky as with a thin milky veil, that I
have designated milky aurora. I never, however, observed a
magnetic disturbance at Makerstoun without finding an aurora
also visible, if the state of the sky was favourable. The following are the laws of aurora deduced from my own observations :—
Diurnal law. — The maximum frequency in the winter months
occurs about 9 or 10 p.m. This fact is as old as the corresponding one for magnetic disturbance.
Monthly law. — As I lost no opportunity of searching for
aurorse during the years I had the direction of Sir Thomas
Brisbane's observatory, I conceived, if a monthly law existed, it
might be deduced from my observations. I think I have shown
strong reasons to conclude that the maximum frequency of the
aurora occurs near full moon. It is curious that this is the
result that Mairan finds should follow from his theory (Mairan,
p. 280). This is the epoch I have found for the maximum disturbance also.
Annual law of variation of frequency of the Aurora Borealis. —
This law, that the maximum frequency occurs at the equinoxes,
has been attributed lately to AI. JIausteen (I'roc. Roy. Soc.
vol. vii. )). 430).
It was attributed by M. Kacmtz to Mairan.
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An examiuation of the first edition of Mairan's work induced me
to refuse tlic credit to that philosopher. M. Secchi, who has
since examined the same edition as myself (1733), has repeated
IMairan's claim. A careful perusal of the second edition of
Mairau^'s work induces me still to believe that Mairan did not
announce this fact distinctly in his first edition ; but in the
supplement to the second edition (1754), Mairan includes the
observations of Celsius (1733), Frobesius (1739), Delisle (1738)
and others, all of which show this law distinctly. Mairan then
refers to it in the following manner :— " On a pu remarquer en
jctant Ics yeux sur les sommes pour les mois de la Table composee No. 77, et de la plupart de celles qui la composent, que
la frequence des ap])aritions de Faurore boreale autour des equinoxes ou environ un mois avant et apres, est aussi grande et
quelquefois plus grande qu^autour du perihelie ; ce qui paruit diton, infirmer les inductions que nous avons tirees de la frequence
du phenomene autour du perihelie." (De Mairan, Traite de
rAurore Boreale, 2nd edit. 1754, p. 532.)
The law, therefore, is as old as the time of Mairan, whether
its clear enunciation be due to that philosopher or not. The
law has been verified by every moderately long series of observations since then, and latterly by M. Hansteen and by myself.
It coincides with the annual law of magnetic disturbance found
by me.
According to these results, I think we might perhaps be
allowed to suppose that for every law of magnetic disturbance
there is a corresponding law for the aurora borealis.
In this case we might conclude that the number of aurorse
seen in summer in Europe is much less than it ought to be, not
only because of the strong twilight, but also because the evening
before midnight is the epoch of minimum disturbance, and therefore probably the epoch of minimum intensity and visibility of
the aurora.
Further, the decennial law of disturbance should also have its
corresponding law of aurora; and if we could prove that previously the decennial law of frequency of aurora did not exist, we
might ])erhaps conclude that the decennial law of disturbance is
not continuous. On examining the numbers of aurorse collected
by ]\Iairan from all sources, I find that we can draw no conclusion till the year 1699; before that time two or three yearly
were all that had been registered. In 1699, however, we find a
large number (40) ; 1719, again, is in the middle of a group of
years, when an increase commences, which, however, continues
till 1732. If we take the means of every three years to eliminate accidental variations, there is evidence of nothing but a
gradual increase of frequency from one in 1710, to ninety iu
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1731, and diminution thence to four in 1746.
The decennial
period is certainly not marked in that part of the last century.
The mean diurnal variation of magnetic declination is, however, a maximum, both by Cassini's and Gilpin's observations, in
1787. It is perhaps worth noting the results I have been able
to find on this question ; they are as follow :—
1759*
1771-73
1778-80
1784
1785
1

10-7
7-2
9-2

96

786 1 10-8
1787J 13-9
14-5
151
150

1788 j
1789
1790
1791

13-7
120
14-4
11-9
11-3

1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804

9-3
8-4
6-9
7-4
7-1
7-4

7-2
6-7
7-1
8-9
7-6
8-0
8-0

1810-11
* 1*
1817
820|
8-1
8-9
1818
8'l
1819
8-8
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828

102
7-8
91

8-8
8-2
8-2
9-0
9-8

11-3
11-5

1829
1830
1831
1834
* *
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844

13-7
12-4
11-8
8-2
122
123
100
110
12-9
9-5
8-5

7-6
7-6
diurnal 7-4
oscilla-

There are evidences in this list of a maximum
tion in 1787, 1829 and 1837 : 1847 or 1848 was also an epoch
of maximum. The mean period is therefore about 10 years ;
the interval from 1829 till 1847 gives about 9 years; but the
interval 1787 to 1847, or 60 years, may either give six periods
of 10 years, or seven periods of 8-6 years.
It would appear that the maximum is not always exhibited ;
thus it docs not appear at all in the period after 1787 ; on the
contrary, there appears a tendency to a maximum in 1803.
Again, the maximum in 1829 gives an interval of less than 8
years to the maximum in 1836-37 ; the next interval is, however,
upwards of 10 years, as the following will probably be found to
be. If we were to assume the interval as 885 years, the period
of a revolution of the lunar apsides, we should have had the
maximum in the following years, counting back from 1848,
1839,1830-32,1821-24,1812-15,1803-07,1794-99,1786-90.
The exact period is therefore not quite certainf* 1759, Canton, London. 1/71-7^. Van Svvinflen, Francker. 17/8-80,
Cotte, Montmorency. 1784-88, Cassini, Paris. 1786-1804, Gilpin,
London. 1810-11, Bowdich, Salem, U.S. 1817-20, Beaufoy, London.
1820-.'34, Arago, Paris. 18.'35-44, Gauss, Gottingen, and Lamont, Munich.
These ranges are not quite comjjarable, as in a few cases the range is that
of the mean oscillation, and they should vary slightly at the different places.
The ranges from Gilpin's observations are derived from two to twelve
months' observations in each year ; but where the observations were not
made in all the months of the year, a correction has been applied to
obtain the range for the year.
t It is not a little curious, that the observations of M. Coulvier Gravier
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I shall now offer you some remarks on the diurnal variation
of the magnetic declination.
In a paper on this subject, read before the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, May 3, 1847, while showing that the movement of
the needle relative to midnight was of the same character as that
relative to noon, I suggested that the apparent smallness of the
night maximum might be due to the variation being a resultant
of two opposite motions ; one, the greatest, having its maximum
near noon and its minimum near midnight ; the other, the
smaller, having its maximum near midnight and its minimum
near noon. This supposition I illustrated by the superposition
of two curves.
I have also shown in the Makerstoun Observations for 1844
(Trans. Roy. Soc. Ediub. vol. xviii. p. 354), that if we subtract
the ordinates of the curve representing the diurnal movement of
the needle for the northern hemisphere (employing the curve for
summer at Makerstoun for this purpose) from the curve for the
winter at the same place, the differences will be the ordinates of
a curve representing the movement of the needle in the southern
hemisphere.
The conclusion I drew from this fact was, that the reversal
of movement with the sun north and south of the equator observed between the tropics was also shown in high latitudes ; and
that the midwinter curve at Makerstoun might be considered
due to the superposition of the two opposite curves representing
the movements in high north and south latitudes. M. Secchi
has since then made a similar proposition with the same object,
employing preferably the mean of the year as the typical movement (Monthly Notices, Roy, Ast. Soc. vol. xv. p. 27). I have
little doubt still that the hypothesis of superposed opposed movements may be employed to obtain all the variations observed in
different places at the same time, and in the same place at different times.
When M. Arago wrote his conclusion that there should be a
line of no diurnal range for the declination-needle, the following
were the facts in his possession. In the northern hemisphere,
the north end of a needle moves towards the west from the morning till afternoon, and towards the east after noon till the evening, with a secondary oscillation at night.
In the southern hemisphere, if we consider the north end of
the needle, its movements are in the opposite directions for the
same periods of the day. ;
show a maximum in the number of meteors on the Sth, 10th, and 11th of
August for the year 1848. The number increases from 184.5, the time of
commencement of his observations, and diminishes till 1854. — Ann, de
Chim. January 1855, p. 4G.
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In both hemispheres the diurnal range varies with the sun's
declination, being greatest in the northern hemisphere, on the
whole, when the sun is furthest north, at which time it is least
in the southern hemisphere ; and least in the northern hemisphere when tlie sun is furthest south, the diurnal range being
then greatest in the southern hemisphere.
The conclusion that M. Arago^drew fx-om these facts was, that
there must be a line on the earth's surface where in the morning
the needle moves neither to the east nor to the west, that is to
say, remains stationary. This conclusion is evidently too general,
and so far inaccurate. The legitimate conclusion would have
been, that if there was a period of the year for which the two
movements were equal in amount in two hemispheres, then there
should be a Hue of separation where for that period the needle
would rest stationary. Even this conclusion assumes not only
that the amounts were equal, but that the law of the movements
was exactly the same with reference to the two poles. It is not a
little curious that M. Arago has cited* the "dit avoir observer^'
of M. d'Abbadie, "que la variation diurne de declinaison a
completement change a Feruambuco du moment oil le soleil a
passe d'un cote du zenith a I'autre," as a confirmation of his
conclusion, while General Sabine has pointed out the same result
from the St. Helena observations as proof of its inaccuracy.
There can be no doubt that the statement of M. d'Abbadie gives
no evidence of a line of no movement. The facts seem to have
disproved M. Arago's supposition. The movement, it is concluded, isinverted; but it does not pass from one form to the
other through a period of no movement, but rather by a sliding
transfer of the epochs about the period of the equinoxes.
I think that the only conclusion that could have been deduced
from the facts long known is the true one ; namely, that for a
given position of the sun there should be a line of no movement,
if the movements in the two hemispheres follow the law of opposite directions, and equal amounts for simdar positions of the
needle and the sun. This proviso is not strictly true; and
therefore, instead of a line of no movement for a given position
of the sun, we should substitute a line of minimum movement.
St. Helena is too far from both the terrestrial and the magnetic
equators (especially from the latter) to show this result clearly ;
but the observations here (in 8^° N. lat. 2° south dip) will, 1
think, jjrovc this, and render it probable that there are at least
points of no diurnal movement for one position of the sun (probably near the nodes of the magnetic equator). The following
are my conclusions as to the range of the diurnal oscillation.
The mean diurnal range of magnetic declination is a minimum
* Notices Scientifiqucs, vol. i. p. 491 (1854).
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in high north latitudes in December ; as we proceed south, it
it will be found, when we approach the tropics, that December
is no longer the month of minimum, but the months of November and January or February ; further south, near the magnetic
equator, March and October are the months of least diurnal
range ; still further south, near the tropic of Capricorn, April or
May, and September or August ; and finally, June and July in
high south latitudes. This curious shift of the epoch of minimum has been hitherto unknown.
The months of maximum oscillation are before and after the
summer solstice in high north latitudes ; before and after the
winter solstice in high south latitudes ; and in August and January near the magnetic equator at Trevandrum.
The amount of the daily range therefore has no relation to
temperature, as indeed I have already shown from the observations at INIakerstoun alone.
According, then, to the conclusion that I have shown might
be drawn from the facts previously known, if all things were
equal for both hemispheres, we might expect for some one position of the sun and of the needle that the sums of the positive
and negative forces producing the lateral movements would be
zero. If, however, from any cause (such as the unequal and
unsymmetrical distribution of magnetism on thetwo hemispheres)
the two laws should not be exactly similar, the result should at
least be a line of minimum movement. The Trevandrum results
will confirm this supposition. The following are the ranges of
the mean diurnal variation for the months when the range is a
2-32
maximum and minimum :—
18.57.
0-97
1855.
1-90

1854.

January
jMarch
August
October

. .
. .
.
. .

.
.
.
.

. 2-05
. 0-57
. 3-22
. 1-3G

2-08
0-63
1-05
313

185fi.
0-85
3-20
1-08

3-12
0-99

Thus the movements for August and January differ little from
those of the /7<?e needle in Europe for the same months, while
those for March and October are only about one-fourth of the
movements of the free needle in Europe in the same months.
It will be remarked that the small range of the mean diurnal
oscillation for March and October might be wholly due to the
movement changing sign in the course of the month, without
any diminution of the daily range. This, however, is not the
ease ; the range diminishes from January to February, and from
February to March. The range in some days of March, it is
true, is frequently above 2' ; but this is evidently due to disturbance, which is a maximum in that month. The real diminution
of range, however, is shown quite distinctly when we take the
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means for a week : thus all the oscillations of the declinationneedle in the week March 20 to 25, 1854, were comprised
within limits of 2''5 ; and all the oscillations during the three
days, March 23, 24, 25, within the limits of 1''3. The tendency to an extinction of the diurnal movement is therefore certain, since these limits include all the oscillations due to irregular
causes : the effect of disturbance is shown when we take the
mean hourly positions for a few days, as in the week March 20
to 25, for which the range of the mean variation was only 0''49.
It is probable that the line of niinimum movement for the sun
near the equator is the magnetic line of no-dip, where the free
needle rests nearly parallel to the axis of the earth ; and, as
already suggested, that the points of minimum movement on
this line are those where the terrestrial and magnetic latitude
are zero. It seems probable, from other considerations, that
the minimum movement does not occur simultaneously over the
M'hole line of no-dip, but that the time of minimum varies somewhat with the latitude.
Before I leave this subject I wish to draw your attention to a
curious, and I think important fact, deducible from the ranges
I have given. You will observe that the range in the month of
March increases from 1854 till 1857; so that if March 1858
also shows a slight increase, the range for that month will be
nearly doubled within four years. January also shows some
increase in 1857 : not so for the months of October and August ;
the range for these months is either constant, or appears to diminish slightly. The relation of the increase in March* to the
decennial period is evident ; but what shall we say of October
and August ? The decennial period only affects certain months
at the equator in the period 1854-58. When the longitude of
the sun was 0° and 270°, the increase was marked, and not at
all when it was 180° and 90° in the semi-period 1854—58. I
believe that other months show the increase in other periods.
I shall not at present enter into the laws of the variations of
magnetic dip, nor of the force. I may say, generally, that the
diurnal variation of the magnetic dij) near tiie magnetic equator
is greatest near the equinoxes when the variation of declination
is least, and that it is as great in June and greater in December
than in Europe. On the whole, therefore, the variations of dip
are greater on the magnetic equator than in Europe.
The mean diurnal motion of the magnet freely suspended in
the direction of the magnetic dip near the equator is as great as,
or greater than, that in high latitudes in every month of the
year.
* An increase in March might be produced by a variation of the epoch
of niinimum movement.
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I would also refer to a cm-ious fact with reference to the diurnal
law of variation of total force, which I have never seen noticed,
or indicated as remarkable by any physicist ; on the contrary, it
seems to have been so little marked, that Dr. Faraday, in his
paper on atmospheric magnetism, has attempted to explain what
is exactly the reverse of the fact (Phil. Trans. 1851, p. 115).
Whether this is due to the doubt as to the accuracy of the temperature correction, or the effects of local influences, I cannot
say ; but as the diurnal variation of temperature for the instrument which indicates the variations of intensity in this observatory isless than three-tenths of a degree Fahrenheit, there can
be no doubt here as to the fact that the total intensity is a maximum near 11 a.m., the time when it is a minimum in high latitudes. The fact is shown in all the intertropical observations,
and was remarked many years ago by the late Mr. Caldecott in
this observatory.
Of course the epoch of maximum intensity varies as we proceed northward and southward. In Scotland it occurs latest in
summer and winter (6 p.m.), and earliest in autumn and spi'ing,
or when the sun is near the equator.
I shall at present only note the fact of the coincidence, in the
inversion of the European mean laws of disturbance and total
intensity at the equator, the maximum force and maximum disturbance offorce occurring at the same times.
To enter in detail into the annual laws would occupy too much
space, I shall therefore limit myself to a few brief observations.
Annual law of Magnetic Declination. — I would suggest to magneticians in Europe or elsewhere, before they attempt to determine this law, to observe the annual law of movement of an immagnetic weight (or of a weight with a weak magnet attached)
suspended by a silk thread like the declination-magnet. I believe
they will thus find the cause of many curious differences between
the results at different places, and probably why the annual law
seems to depend on temperature. Cassini's observations, which
have been so frequently cited, are I think worthless for this determination, asit seemed to me was proved in a paper, before
referred to, read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1847. I
have found here that a simple weight has an annual and diurnal
law of movement of its own, whether suspended by a silk thread
or metallic wire, and that in a climate where the meteorological
conditions are greatly more constant than in Europe.
Annual law of Force. — You are aware that I have deduced
from the INIakerstoun Observations, as early as 1845, that the
horizontal force \vas a maximum near the solstices, and a minimum near the equinoxes. This law was obtained from each of
several successive years' observations, and I confirmed it by an
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examination of the observations at Munich and Toronto. Another period obtained by General Sabine I showed was due to
error in the temperature coefficient (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb.
vol. xvi. p. 102).
To this result I have now to add, that the relative changes of
mean hoi'izontal force are the same over the globe, and the
changes from day to day of the mean horizontal force at different places on the earth's surface are nearly equal, the unit in
each case being the whole value of the horizontal force at the
place. In other words, the changes of mean horizontal foi-ce,
from day to day, are in the same direction over the globe, and
are proportional to the horizontal forces at the places; the diffeient effect of disturbance, due to its diurnal period, and the
different directions of the secular change, being allowed for.
The preceding and other facts, which I shall shortly endeavour to prove in detailed memoirs, have led me to consider anew
the different hypotheses offered to explain the magnetic variations. Ihad already satisfied myself, from the Makerstoun
Observations, that the theories depending on temperature were
wholly insufficient. I showed that the areas of the declinationcuiTes (lid not follow the law of temperature, as supposed by
some physicists. I also showed that such areas were not the
proper elements in comparison for such a purpose. If any areas
were employed, it should be the areas of the curve described by
the needle freely suspended in the direction of the magnetic force.
The results I have now given prove, it appears to me, the
insufficiency of any theory that attempts to relate the amount of
the diurnal movement to the temperature of the place. March
is with us here nearly the hottest month of the year, whereas
August is about the coolest ; yet the former is the month of
the minimum, and the latter the month of maximum diurnal
movement of the declination-magnet.
None of the facts previously known seem to have been sufficiently conclusive ou this point, since Dr. Faraday has proposed
a new theory which depends on the temperature of the sun,
acting on our magnetic atmosphere. There can be no difference
of opinion as to the great ingenuity displayed by Dr. Faraday
in his attempts to make his theory explain the results of obser- .
vations. No doubt many of his applications are not very clear
to me; thus he explains the different motions of the dippingneedle at St. Helena and llobarton by the statement, "that as
the region is located above in the air, it is above the angle which
the dip makes with the horizon at St. Helena, and therefore ought
to depress the line of force and lessen the dip. At Hobarton,
the region being in the tropical jjarts, is within the angle formed
by the line of dip with the horizon, and therefore deflects the
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lines of force upwards and increases the dip " (Phil. Trans,
p. 112, 1851).
According to Dr. Faraday's hypothesis, then, the variation of
dip should be zero where the dip is zero. The law of diurnal
variation ought to be opposite on opposite sides of the magnetic
equator, and different on the north side of the magnetic equator, within the tropics, from that where the dip equals that at
Hobarton (at Makerstoun, for example) and "the region is
within
the ofangle
by theareline
Now none
theseformed
conclusions
true.of dip with the horizon. '^
There ought also to be some test in this place. Let us take
the month of March for instance. The sun is nearly vertical ;
there has scarcely been a cloud seen since December ; the temperature isnear its maximum ; the soil is red, and heated gusts
of air pass as if escaped from a furnace. In October, on the
other hand, the temperature is a minimum ; the sky has been
overcast for months, one monsoon has passed and shed its rain
in deluges, and another is in full force. The lower stratum of
air, a mile deep, is sheltered from the direct rays of the sun, and
there is an atmospheric shell in the condition of paramagnetic
polarity : ought there not to be a marked difference in the variations during these two months ? and yet there is little or none.
I have now, in correspondence with his Highness the Rajah
of Travancore's observatory here, another observatory on the
highest and sharpest peak of our Ghats, supported also by His
Highness the Rajah. You will see from the report published,
of which I have sent you a copy, an account of the ei'cction
of this observatory. It is exposed for some months to the
sun that is burning up the eastern side of the Peninsula, while
the western side, Travaucore, is covered by a sea of vapour. I
have a series of observations, magnetical and meteorological,
made on this peak hourly dui'ing upwards of two years. Froin
these observations 1 believe I shall be able to add further evidence of the complete insufficiency of any temperature theoiy in
accounting for the magnetic variations.
The following I shall offer partly in the form of questions :—
Does not the sun act as a magnet, perhaps as an electro-magnet, the currents forming it bemg within its atmosphere ? Are
not the solar spots disruptions of the current due to the positions of the planets with reference to the plane of its equator ?
After a magnetic disturbance there is a diminution of force shown
on the earth, which remains for some days as if there had been a
violent action with the result of a loss of energy. The connexion of the solar spots with the frequency of the aurora
borealis (and therefore, as we now know, with the magnetic disturbance) was remarked by Mairan [Traite, &c. p. 264, 2nd edit.),
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but it appeared to him that the coincidence then remarked had
not always existed.
Having found that the magnetic disturbance was greatest not
only when the sun was on the equator, but also when the moon
was on the equator, I was induced to compare the times when
the lines of the moon's nodes and of the apsides would nearly
agree with each other, and the position of the sun at the equinoxes. found
I
that the longitude of the moon's ascending node
was 0° in 1838 and 1857, while it was 180° in 1848; and that
the moon was in perigee when its longitude was 0° in the same
years, which were those of maximum disturbance. The times of
revolution of the nodes and perigee are well known to be about
19 and 9 years respectively.
If the coincidence of the decennial laws of frequency of the
solar spots and of magnetic disturbance be not accidental, we
should have a correspondence between the laws of the aurora
and of the solar spots. Do M. Schwabe's observations show
maxima of frequency at the equinoxes? If so, we must conclude
that the earth has something to do in the formation of the solar
spots, and therefore probably other planets, which would introduce other periods. Jupiter, whose revolution occupies about
twelve years, was in longitudes of about 180° in the years 1826,
1838, and 1850.
It is not the case that the magnetic distm'bance coexists
always with the spots ; but it is not improbable that during the
formation of the spots the disturbance is produced, that is to say,
at the period when the supposed discharge of the sun's electrical
atmosphere occurs.
If the sun acts as a magnet, how does it produce the magnetic
variations? It is probable that it acts directly on the suspended
magnet, but that this action is quite secondanj. The diurnal
variations would be produced by a shifting of all the lines of
equal declination, inclination, and force usually represented as
due to the action of the terrestrial magnet. Are not the magnetic variations, then, due to the shifting of these lines, by the
inducing action of the solar magnet, the direction of the shift and
of the lines determining the epochs of maximum and minimum ?
That the sun might act as a magnet is of course not a new
idea. It had occurred to myself whilst investigating the lunar
magnetic influence, twelve years ago, that some of the results
obtained might be due to the sun's rotation on his axis; a similar idea occurred to M. Kreil, but an examination of the results
seemed, in both cases, to prove the inaccuracy of the supposition. The results at which I have arrived lately, however, have
induced me to examine the question more carefully. If the sun
acts as a magnet, it is probable, from the analogy of our earth,
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that its magnetic poles will not coincide with the poles of rotation ;perhaps even the poles may have unequal forces. In such
a case, it might be expected that the fact could be determined by
our magnetic observations. It happens, however, that the
pei'iod of the synodal rotation of the sun (employing the results
obtained by Bianchi and Laugier, and given by Sir John Herschel as the best determination, namely 25'^ 7^ 48"^*) is exactly
that of a nodal revolution of the moon. It might therefore be
difficult to determine whether any result obtained was not due to
the moon's varying position relatively to the plane of the equator.
The result which I have now obtained from three years' observations near the magnetic equator, it appears to me, is wholly independent ofthe moon, and is due to the sun's rotation on its axis.
If we could suppose that the solar magnetic poles are fixed,
it might then be possible to detemnine accurately the time of the
sun's rotation by means of the movement of our magnets. If,
on the other hand, the poles are in motion, as I conceive they
are, we shall have to employ another period than 35'^'325, as
obtained from the solar spots. The period to be employed will
of course be found by careful examination of the observations,
and by trial. Such a movement of the solar poles might explain
the secular magnetic variations.
It is not improbable, after all, that some of the results obtained
previously, as due to the moon, ave really due to the sun's rotation.
Supposing that I have proved the sun's magnetic action, it
has occurred to me that the fact might be applied to give some
ideas for a theory of comets. Sir John Herschel, I believe, has
somewhere suggested electricity as the cause which directs the
tails of comets. I have looked over the different hypotheses
given by M. Arago in the recent edition of his works, where he professes to omit none ; but no polar hypothesis is to be found there.
Are not comets formed of magnetic gases ? Is not the tail of
the comet due to the directive action of the solar magnet, the
curvature of the tail, sometimes seen, being due to the position
of the solar magnetic poles relatively to the path of the comet ?
Is not the condensation of the comet, when approaching the
sun, a phajnomenon similar to those observed by Dr. Faraday and
M. PI ticker in their recent researches on the action of the poles
of a magnet on certain gases or liquids ? might not a like illustration be given of the varying form of the tufts in the nucleus f ?
* Outlines of Astronomy, p. 232.
t Since this was written I find that Bessel considered that the vibrations
of the tail of Ilalley's comet, observed by him, indicated the action of a
polar force. Arago has made no mention of this hypothesis, aj)parently
because he doubted the results on which it was founded {Astronomie Populaire, vol. ii. j). 39G).
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Is not the zodiacal liglit the magnetic fether in a luminous
state, repelled by the solar magnetic poles ? Does not the
zodiacal light revolve round the sun ? If so, what is its period of
revolution ? Are not the extent and intensity of the zodiacal
light related to the periods of the spots, as Cassini and Mairau
supposed* ?
From the known action of the sun on the gases of comets,
may we not infer some action of the sun on the gases forming
our own atmosphei'e ?
I shall not enter here into the reasons that I can produce, to
show that the diurnal oscillations of the barometer do not
depend on the diurnal variations of temperatui'e as their chief
cause ; neither can it be explained by M. Dove's ingenious addition of the variation of the pressure of aqueous vapour, which is
purely a local phaenomenon. I think I have shown the insufficiency ofthe theory founded on the combination of these causes,
in the Makerstoun Observations : it is insufficient both in Europe
and India. AVe require a cause like that of the solar and lunar
attraction on the mass of the ocean to produce a double tide
daily. May not the facts known exhibit such a cause f? Should
not the sun acting as a magnet on the magnetic gases forming
our atmosphere, and by induction on the terrestrial magnet,
cause the atmosphere to assume an ellipsoidal form, having the
greater axis in or near the plane of the equator ; thus determining the greater diurnal oscillation in the equatorial regions.
If the form which the atmosphere assumed, under the influence
of the terrestrial and solar magnets, were somewhat irregular (as
in some of the figures assumed by magnetic liquids between the
poles of a magnet, as in M. Pliicker's experiments), we might
explain in this way the diminished mean atmospheric pressure
near the equator, and the maximum pressure 20° north and
south of it. I am not aware that Dr. Faraday or M. Becquerel
has determined the specific magnetism of air containing vapour
in the form of cloud. Is not the specific magnetism of air diminished bycontaining aqueous vapour ? and is not the diminution proportional to the relative humidity of the air, rather
than to the absolute amount of watery vapour ? If so, the diurnal oscillation of the barometer should diminish ceteris paribus
with the relative humidity of the air J.
* It seems to ine that the zodiacal liglit is much brighter and longer this
year than I have remarked it during the last five years. This impression,
however, is not founded on real measures, as I had made none in the preceding years.
+ Mr. Joule has found that in magnetizing au iron bar it is lengthened
(without ehauge of volume) in the direction of the magnetic axis.
X I have remarked, in several of the results of the magnetic observations
made in Scotland, the coincidences with results for the atmospheric press-
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The preceding facts and queries were addressed to you two
months before this date ; the letter was then shown to different
persons, and among others to Lieut.-General Cullen the British
resident here, with whom you are no doubt acquainted as a
zealous inquirer in geology and terrestrial physics for the last
half century in India. I had also communicated my results and
the greater part of my guesses to that gentleman before.
I am, my dear Sir,
Yours very truly,
John Allan Broun.
P.S, — Since this letter was written I have seen in the Bihliotheque Universelle de Geneve, July 1857, a translation of a memoir by M. Secchi on the periodic variations of terrestrial magnetism*. This is a continuation of a former paper translated in
the Philosophical Magazine for November 1854 and June 1855,
and it draws from me a correction and a few remarks.
In his second paper, M. Secchi offers some laws of the movements of a needle freely suspended in the direction of dip.
Tliese movements were obtained by me first, I believe, from all
the three magnetic instruments, and exhibited to the British
Association in 1846; the curves produced by the movement of
the north end of the needle were given for each month of the
year, in the volume of Makerstoun Observations which M. Secchi has consulted; yet he says, "Mr. Broun has given analogous
curves for Makerstoun, and a glance at these will show the same
law, though somewhat more complicated from having grouped
too many months together, and from the higher latitude and frequent disturbances." M. Secchi has examined plate 8 instead of
plate 7, which contains the cui-ves for each month (Trans. Koyal
Soc. Edinb. vol. xix. p. ii.). In plate 8 the figures are given for
periods of 60 and 90 instead of 30 days ; but this combination
can scarcely be said to complicate the curves, as an examination
of plate 7 will show. In plate 8, however, I have also projected the curves obtained from widisturbed movements, and
have thus shown the effect of disturbance in displacing the
curves. Various conclusions deduced from these figures are
given in pages Ixx-lxxiv; they are the only ones of the kind that
have been projected, as far as I know, till ]\I. Secchi has now
constructed one for the whole year {Bihliotheque de Geneve,
p. 164).
This curve, of course, may be considered complicated,
ure ; and I have noted a resemblance between the annual law of difference
of atmospheric pressure atMakerstoun and Greenwich, and the annual law
of horizontal magnetic force. Do not the differences of the atmospheric
pressures at the same two places, from year to year, show some resemblance
to the decennial law, 1843-44 being an epoch of minimum ? (Trans. Roy.
Soc. Edinb. vol. xix. part 2. p. xci.)
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since the figure deduced from the mean of 365 days cannot be
said to resemble that for any day of the year.
M. Secchi deduces from his curve the following conclusion—
s:

"Second Law. — The disturbed curve is the ordinary curve
A glance' at the
a certain
displaced
entirely
Makerstoun
curves by
(plate
8) will quantity.''
show that this
conclusion is
inexact. Doubtless there is a displacement, and, as the efiect of
distm-bance is small compared with the whole movement, the
curve cannot be greatly changed in form ; but the change of
figure is quite as great as the amount of perturbation admits.
M. Secchi also finds —
" Third Law. — By the effect of the disturbances, the curve tends
always to become more symmetrical and equal in its two lobes."
Again, it appears to me that a glance at plate 8 will show that
this conclusion is not wan-anted. It seems to me, on the contrarj', that the effect of the disturbance is to render the figures
less symmetrical, the curves for March and April perhaps excepted. The tendency of the disturbance is to introduce a loop
in the easterly or night movement ; and this is so evident that it
seems probable, if we could obtain curves perfectly free from disturbance, the loop to the east in the night would not exist.
M. Secchi adds, " These conclusions, deduced from the observations ofthe three magnetic elements at Toronto, will be verified
without doubt in other countries for which the discussion has
not yet been performed." I refer to the Makerstoun Observations, where the discussion was published eight years ago, and
where all the details will be found. "With reference to his fourth
law, given in a former part of this letter, namely, that ''the disturbances are a maximum at the equinoxes, and a minimum at
the solstices," M. Secchi remarks, "2nd. At the solstices, the
poles of the sun are turned towards the earth, so that its magnetic action should be more powerful." Solstices must have
been written by mistake for equinoxes, since it is near the latter
periods that the poles of the sun are turned towards the earth ;
but the conclusion is a statement of the result obtained by me,
and referred to j)reviously under the head of "Annual law of
Force," on the supposition that the north pole of tlie sun contains the same magnetism as the north pole of our earth. — J. A. B.
2nd P.S. I should have Pitntioncd a fact in connexion with
the historyof the secular movements that I have not yet published.
The magnetic declination is nearly half a degree cast at Trcvandrum. Before the year ISSt, the movement was towards the
north, that i.s, westerly. I have found that it began to turn easterly in the year 18.j 1, and that the rate of motion yearly towards
the east is becoming greater and
112 greater. — J. A. i3.
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By Daniel Vaughan, Esq.*

IN my article published in the May Number
phical j\Iagazine, I eudeavoured to show
and illuminating action of suns, if maintained
contents of space, can fluctuate only through

of
that
by
the

the Philosothe heating
the setherial
influence of

aarrounding worlds. But, though I off'ered an explanation of
the periodicity of the solar spots, I deem it advisable to point
out the precise manner in which they may arise from the causes
to which T have ascribed them, and thus to furnish a more satisfactory basis for the tests of observation.
It appears, as a legitimate deduction from my theory on solar
light, that the dark spots must be deficient in number, or entirely
absent, when the sun is advancing into the realms of more dense
sether; and that they must be most numerous and extensive
when he is departing from these localities and entering a more
rarefied ?ethcrial fluid. In the first case, his permanent atmosphere, which takes no part in the emission of light, must be
heated most intensely in its uppermost strata, and thus broiight
into a state of the greatest security from disturbances. But
when the supply of setherial fuel from space gradually diminishes, and heat declines near the surface of the vast ocean of
incombustible gases, the elevated temperature previously transmitted to great depths would produce the most violent commotions of its aeriform matter. To such storms or swellings in the
sun's non-luminous envelope we may ascribe his spots. The
transparency of this gaseous appendage, together with the effects
of flame in intercepting the range of vision, will account for the
fact that the spots appear as hollows in the sunn's disc.
If an astronomer, situated at the moon, were engaged in a
telescopic survey of the earth, he could distinguish volcanic eruptions from many of our most violent tornadoes only by observing
how the latter changed their position with respect to other terrestrial objects. It is only by a similar test that we can decide
whether the sun's spots are to be regarded as indications of great
storms in his atmosphere, or of the emission of gaseous fluids
from his internal regions. The evidence which observation has
hitherto aff'orded seems favourable to the first hypothesis. But
it must be extremely difficult to form any correct ideas of the
changes which occur beneath the sun's surface, from the effects
of a violent heat in volatilizing his materials, while the influence
of an enormous pressiu-e is exerted in maintaining them in a
solid or a liquid condition.
Cincinnati, Ohio, June 25, 1858.
* Communicated by the Autlior,
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On the Development of Electricity between Metals and Heated
Salts.
By W. G. Haxkel*.

ALTHOUGH it occurred to Scliwcigger^ soon after the discovery ofhis multipher, to bring salts iu the fused state,
instead of their aqueous solutions, between two dissimilar metals
in the voltaic circuit, j^et Andrews in Belfast was the tirst (in
1837) to apply Faraday's discovery of the high conductive power
of certain salts in the melted state to the solution of the question
whether electricity is developed when two metals of the same
chemical nature, but of dissimilar temperatures, are brought into
contact with the same fused salt, in a manner similar to that in
which the thermo-electrical currents of Seebeck are formed.
Andrews found that, under the circumstances described, a current was formed, proceeding from the hotter to the colder metal,
passing through the melted mass of the salt. He was, however,
unable to determine the law for the direction of the stream when
the salt was only heated so far as to enable it to conduct the
electricity, but not sufficiently to bring it into a state of fusion.
The interest attached to these electrical phaeuomena appeared
to me to render a re-examination of the matter necessary. The
following paper, which I have the honour to lay before the
Konigliche Gesellschaft dcr Wissenschaften as the third in the
scries of my electrical in\ estigatious, contains the results of my
experiments with numerous salts concerning the development of
electrical currents under the conditions described.
The paper is divided into two parts, tlie first of v.hich contains
the general results derived from the facts observed ; the second
contains these facts in a condensed form, and thus serves in a
manner as an appendix to the first part.
1 shall in the first place describe, for the sake of perspicuity,
the process which I have made use of in my investigations, and
then consider shortly the general results which have been derived
from them.
The salt under examination was brought into a moderately
sized platinum crucible supported on platinum wire, and fused
by means of a spirit-lamp with double draught, the draught
being, when necessary, increased by the use of the bellows. An
isolated platinum, gold, or silver wire was introduced from above,
penetrating to the required depth into the saline mass. When
electrical currents had to be observed, the crucible was brought,
by means of its wire support, into connexion with one end-wire
of a multiplier, the platinum wire in the salt being in connexion
with the other wire of the multiplier. When, on the other hand,
* Tranolatcd by Dr. F. Guthrie from PoggcndorflT s Annalcn for April 1858.
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electx'ical tension had to be measured, either the crucible (its
support being isolated) or the internal wire was connected either
with the gold-leaf of the electrometer (see part 1 of my electrical
investigations, vol. v. of the Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Gesellschaft Sachsens, where the electrometer is denoted by A), or
with one plate of a condenser, the wire or the crucible being
respectively in connexion with the earth. For the sake of brevity,
I shall call a current proceeding from the crucible to the wire
an ascending current, one from the wire to the crucible a descending one.
If the melted mass of the salt be allowed to cool after the
wire has been introduced, and be then heated again, at the commencement ofthe heating an ascending current is formed in the
solid salt, if it conduct at all : the current passes from the hotter
to the cooler metal.
As soon as the salt in contact with the sides of the crucible
begins to melt, cause is given for a descending current ; at the
same time, however, the temperature of the wire is generally
superior to that of the wire in the still solid mass of the salt.
The direction in which the needle of the galvanometer is deflected
in consequence of the two electrical forces, which act in exactly
opposite directions, that is, whether it be deflected in accordance Avith an ascending or descending current, depends upon
the relative strengths of these two forces. In many cases, not
only the strength, but even also the direction of the deflection
may be changed at will by altering the relative magnitude of
these forces.
After the fusion is complete, an ascending current is formed
(except in the case of the sulphate of potash and copper), as the
difi"erence of temperature would lead us to expect.
On extinguishing the lamp before the salt begins to solidify,
the relation of the two metallic poles as to temperature is the
inverse of what it was during the application of the heat, and
consequently an ascending current will be formed. [Sulphate
of potash and copper, nitrate of potash and nitrate of soda are
exceptions to this rule; in these salts a descending current
occurs.]
The subsequent solidification, whereby the side of the ci'ucible
is in contact with solid and the wire with liquid matter, gives rise
to an ascending current, that is, to one in an opposite direction to
that caused by the previous melting of the mass. Whether,
however, this cause is sufliciently ])owerful to determine the deflection of the needle in the corresponding direction, and hoiy
great such deflection may be, depends, as before, upon the relative magnitude of the electrical forces called into action on the
one hand by the difi\;rence of temperature (of the platinum-
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poles), on the other by the contact of bodies in 4ifferent states of
aggregation.
After solidification, in those cases where the salt still continues
to conduct, there is, generally speaking, an ascending current
which is due to the difference of temperature. It is probable
that the anomalous appearance of a feeble ascending current at
the termination of the cooling of nitrate of potash was a consequence ofthe difference of temperatures of the platinum of the
crucible and of the wire.
A mixture of equivalent quantities of carbonate of soda and
carbonate of potash forms at first, on cooling, a greyish opal
mass, which after some time is changed into a white crystalline
salt. This change from one condition into the other appears
also to be accompanied by a peculiar development of electricity,
the current passing in an ascending direction. In the same
manner, on applying heat, the inverse transformation gives rise
to a current in the opposite direction, that is, a descending one.
In the cases of carbonate and of phosphate of soda, quite at
the end of the cooling, after a descending current has been
observed for a long time, a weak ascending current makes its
appearance, the formation of which is probably due to a polarization caused by the previous passage of the descending current.
I have satisfied myself, by special experiments, of the possibility
of such a polarization.
When salts, such for instance as borate of soda, solidify after
fusion, and after solidification separate of themselves from the
sides of the crucible at a time when the salt still enjoys the
power of electrical conduction, a descending current is brought
about. If the separation be sudden this current is strong, but
of only momentary duration ; if the separation be gradual, the
current continues during the separation, but is of less strength.
If borax which has separated from the crucible in the abovedescribed manner be immediately heated again, the re-establishment of contact between the salt and the crucible is accompanied bythe development of a current, which passes also in a
downward direction. The cause of this current is most probably
the sudden cooling which the strongly heated platinum undergoes on coming in contact with the cooler salt, inasmuch as
similar currents occur when an air-bubble of some size, formed
on the side of the crucible, rises through the pasty mass of
melted borax, and bursts.
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On a New Chemical Theory.

By Archibald

S. Couper, Esq.*'

THE

end of chemistry is its theory. The guide in chemical
research is a theory. It is therefore of the greatest im.portance to ascertain whether the theories at present adopted by
chemists are adequate to the explanation of chemical phsenomena,
or are, at least, based upon the true principles which ought to
regulate scientific research.
Among those which have lately been developed, there is one,
on account of its apparently numerous merits, which particularly
claims investigation, and respecting which we deem that it would
not be unprofitable were either new proofs of its scientific value
furnished, or, on the contrarj', should considerations be adduced
establishing not only its inadequacy to the explanation, but its
ultimate detriment to the progress of science. I allude to the
system of tynes as advocated by Gerhardt.
This system, striking alike for the breadth of its conception,
and the logical and consequent manner in which it has been developed, has been controverted from the point of view afibrded
by theories less far-reaching than the one under consideration,
and even based upon a one-sided and restricted appreciation of
certain chemical reactions. Tlie consequence is that this opposition has not impaired the favour with which the unitary system
has been received, but has rather tended to display it in a more
advantageous light.
Imposing as this theory is, it is nevertheless all the more necessary tosubmit it to a strict investigation ; for there is nothing
so prejudicial in the search for truth as the blind spirit of conservation. Arational belief demands the test of a preliminary
doubt.
There are two conditions which every sound theory must
fulfil:—
1 . It nmst be proved to be empirically true.
2. It must no less be philosophically true.
I admit that this theory is for the most part empirically true,
that is to say, it is not contradicted by many of the facts of the
science. Evidence that this condition is only partially fulfilled,
is to be found —
1. In the circumstance that the peroxides, for instance, do not
fit very satisfactorily into the types.
2. The principle of double decomposition cannot well be
applied to the conversion of the anhydrous sulphuric acid into
the hydrate of that acid by the action of one equivalent of water,
* Communicated bv tlic Author.
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the formulse of these bodies being, according to Gerhardt, in
their free state O.SO* and H^O. Combined, they become simply
SH* 04.
The same remark applies in like manner to carbonic acid. In
these instances the wonted consequence of Gerhardt is missed.
The fact of the density of the vapour of these bodies being the
same in the free as in the combined states, may have prevented
him from doubling the formulae of these anhydrous acids. The
types of this theory being essentially types of double decomposition, this instance of simple combination diminishes somewhat
the value of the otherwise great logical merit of this system.
Having taken notice of such excejitions, the empii-ical truth
of the theory may be otherwise admitted.
The philosophical test demands that a theory be competent
to explain the greatest number of facts in the simplest possible
manner.
In applying this test, three aspects of it require to be taken
into consideration :—
1. As to the extension of the theory.
3. The explanation it affords of the facts.
3. The manner of this explanation.
As to the first: this theory indeed brings every chemical combinate under a certain comparative point of view with every
other. Herein apparently is its merit. Nevertheless, should our
test be applied to its full extent, it will be found that it is fatal
to this system, in other respects so imposing. The comparative
point of view which it adopts is fundamentally false.
As to the second : it does not explain the facts at all ; consequently the most essential point of the test is unfulfilled.
3. This condition of the test is in like manner unfulfilled, from
the fact of the second not being complied with.
Why is it that Gerhardt's theory so signally fails in these two
essential requisites? Because it is based upon an old but vicious
principle, which has already retarded science for centuries. It
begins with a generalization, and from this generalization deduces
all the particular instances. But it does not come within the
limits of a chemical paper to enter upon a discussion which is
purely metaphysical. Nevertheless the theory of Gerhardt can
only be combated upon metaphysical grounds, because it is only
in overturning a general principle of research that the theory
can be proposed. Gerhardt's generalization lacks, moreover, the
merit of being represented by a type having a known existence.
nO Ti, from which he derives every chemical combinatc, being in
itself indefinite, cannot of course be contained or be produced
in any definite body.
That, however, which may be demanded
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of the type is, that in itself it should afford at least an instance
of that which it is meant to represent. Now the part "n" of the
type represents the notion of indefinite multiples of 0 tj. But not
a single instance of a multiple of 0 tt has been proved to exist;
u.iuch less has it been proved that there exists, or can exist,
multiples of this body iu an indefinite series. The perfection or
imperfection of the type meant to represent the generalized notion,
is, however, a matter of comparatively inferior moment. It is
the i)rinciple involved in this generalization which is essentially
pernicious.
Should the principle which is therein adopted be applied to
the common events of life, it will be found that it is simply
a,bsurd. Suppose that some one were to systematize the formation of letters into words that formed the contents of a book.
Were he to begin by saying that he had discovered a certain
word which would serve as a type, and from which by substitution
and double decomposition all the others are to be derived, — that he
by this means not only could form new words, but new books,
and books almost ad infinitum, — that this word also formed an
admirable point of comparison with all the others, — that in all
this theve were only a few difiiculties, but that these might be
ingeniously ovei'come, — he would state certainly an empirical
truth. At the same time, however, his method would, judged
by the light of common sense, be an absui'dity. But a principle
which common sense brands with absurdity, is philosophically
false and a scientific blunder.
Suppose the book that had formed the basis of this system
were a German one, where all the words were found to be composed at least of two letters, still even iu this language the
viewing and systematizing of words as a series of double decompositions would be no less ridiculous.
The sure and invincible method of arriving at every truth
which the mind is capable of discovering is always one and the
sj^me. It is that, namely, of throwing away all generalization, of
going back to first principles, and of letting the mind be guided
by these alone. It is the same in common matters. It is the
S^me in science. To reach the structure of words we must go
back, seek out the undecomposable elements, viz. the letters, and
study carefully their powers and bearing. Having ascertained
these, the composition and structure of every possible word is
revealed. It would be well to call to recollection the parallelism
of chemical research with that of every other search after truth;
foi' it has been in overlooking this that in chemistry false and
vacillating theories have been advocated and a wrong route so
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often pursued. In mathematics the starting-point is not generalizations, but axioms, ultimate principles. In metaphysics
Descartes led the way of progress by analysing till he thought
he could reach some ultimate elements beyond which it was impossible for him to go, then studying their force and power, and
proceeding synthetically. The recognition of this method wrought
the regeneration of science and philosophy.
On the other hand, look where Gerhardt's generalization of
Williamson's generalization leads him, and legitimately too, — a
fact which his logical spirit clearly discerned. He is led not to
explain bodies according to their composition and inherent properties, but to think it necessary to I'estrict chemical science to
the arrangement of bodies according to their decomposition, and
to deny the possibility of our comprehending their molecular
constitution. Can such a view tend to the advancement of
science ? Would it not be only rational, in accepting this veto,
to renounce chemical research altogether ?
These reflections naturally lead to the inquiry after another
theory more adequate to satisfy the just demands which can be
made upon it. There is one which, as it is still supported by
many distinguished chemists, cannot be passed over altogether
unnoticed. It is that of the theory of certain combinates in
organic chemistry which are to be viewed as analogous to, "playing the part of," inorganic elements. These are denominated
radicals, and are supposed to be contained in all organic chemical products.
In addition to this, and also in connexion with it, there is a
doctrine describing many combinates to be copulated, conjugated, byaddition.
It is impossible here to enter upon any extensive criticism of
this theory. I can only remark that it is not merely an unprofitable figure of language, but is injurious to science, inasmuch
as it tends to arrest scientific inquiry by adopting the notion
that these quasi elements contain some unknown and ultimate
power which it is impossible to explain. It stifles inquiry at the
very point where an explanation is demanded, by putting the
seal of elements, of ultimate powers, on bodies which are known
to be anything but this.
Science demands the strict adherence to a principle in direct
contradiction to this view. That first principle, without which
research cannot advance a step, dare not be ignored ; namely,
that a whole is simply a derivative of its parts. As a consequence
of this, it follows til it it is absolutely neces.sary to scientific unity
and research to consider these bodies as entirely derivative, and
as containing no secret ultimate power whatever, and that the
pro|>ertie8 which these so-called quasi elements possess are a
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direct consequence of the properties of the individual elements
of which they are made up.
Nor is the doctrine of bodies being "conjugated by addition"
a whit in advance of that which I have just been considering.
This docti'ine adopts the simple expedient of dividing certain
combinates, if possible^ into two imaginary parts, of which one
or both are bodies already known. Then it tells us that these
two parts are found united in this body. But how they are
united, or what force binds them together, it does not inquire. Is this explication arbitrary ? Is it instructive ? Is it
science ?
I may now be permitted to submit a few considerations relative to a more rational theory of chemical combination.
As everything depends upon the method of research employed,
it will in the first place be necessary to find one that may be
relied upon. If the method is good and conscientiously cai-ried
out, stable and satisfactory results may be expected. If, on the
contrary, it is vicious, we can only expect a corresponding issue.
A satisfactory method is, however, not difficult to find, nor is it
difficult in its application.
The principle which ought to guide all research is in every
case the same. It is that of analysing till it is impossible to
reach more simple elements, and of studying these elements in
all their properties and powers. "When all the properties and
powers of the individual elements are known, then it will be
possible to know the constitution of the combinates which their
synthesis produces. It is necessary therefore in chemical research,
in order to ascertain tbe various qualities and functions of the
different elements, —
1. To consider the whole of chemistry as one.
3. To take into consideration every known combinate, and to
study the character, functions, and properties displayed by each
element for itself, in each of these combinates in all their diff'erent conditions and aspects. It is by a comparison of the diffei*ent bodies among themselves that we are able to trace the part
that is performed by each element separately.
3. To trace the general principles common to all the elements,
noting the special properties of each.
This method is essentially diff'erent from that whei'c one class
of bodies is chosen as a point for the restriction of our views of
the properties of the others — where only the qualities found in
the first are to be measured out to the rest.
I shall now proceed to inquire how its more thorough
application tends to the development of a rational chemical
theory.
It has been found that there is one leading feature, one in-
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herent property, common to all the elements. It has been denominated chemical affinity. It is discovered under two aspects :—
(I) affinity of kind ; (2) affinity of degree.
Affinity of kind is the special affinities manifested among the
elements, the one for the other, &c., as carbon for oxygen, for
chlorine, for hydrogen, &c.
Affinity of degree is the grades, or also limits of combination,
which the elements display. For instance, C^ 0^ and C^ 0* are
the degrees of affinity of carbon for oxygen. C^ 0^ may be called
the first degree, and C^ 0^ may be termed the second degree,
and, as a higher degree than this is not known for carl)on, its
ultimate affinity or combining limit. Affinity of degree in an
element may have only one grade. It may have, however, and
generally has more than one. Here then is an inherent property
common to all elements, by the removal of which the chemical
character of an element will be destroyed, and by virtue of
which an element finds its place marked out in a complex
body.
It is such a property that is required to form the base of a
system. Nor would its suitableness for this purpose beaflPected
by the discovery that the elements are themselves composite
bodies, which view the chemist is perhaps not unwarranted to
adopt. For in such a case the necessity would doubtless still
be found to exist of adopting the principle of affinity, or something at least equivalent to it, as the basis of the explanation of
chemical combinates. In applying this method, I propose at
present to consider the single element carbon. This body is
found to have two highly distinguishing characteristics :—
1. It combines with equal numbers of hydrogen, chlorine,
oxygen, sulphur, &c.
2. It enters into chemical union with itself.
These two properties, in my opinion, explain all that is characteristic oforganic chemistry. This will be rendered apparent
as I advance.
This second property is, so far as I am aware, here signalized
for the first time. Evidence as to its being a property of carbon
may therefore be required.
It will be found in the following : — What is the link which
binds together bodies comjjosed of 4, G, 8, 10, 12, &c. equivalents of carbon, and as many equivalents of hydrogen, oxygen,
&c. ? In these you may remove perhaps all the hydrogen or
oxygen, and substitute so many equivalents of chlorine, &c. It
is then the carbon that is united to carbon. Further, that it is
not the hydrogen that is the binding element in these combinates
is evident ; thus —
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C^HH

01

CI

C^^oi-^C^cl
0/
Cl

Here the whole four of hydrogen are not bound by a mutual
affinity ; for each element of hydrogen can be substituted for one
of chlorine in regular series, beginning with the
and ending
^ Cfirst
l
^ 0\
with the last. The atoms of oxygen
on the contrary, united
0ai-e,
/
in pairs (which will be more fully developed
hereafter), andcmly
for two atoms of oxygen two of chlorine can be substituted ;
thus —
Cl
01
Cl
Cl

1}

naCl
In the same manner with bodies that contain multiples of C'^
united to hydrogen, &c.
Take the inverse of this. If the^ four
Cl atoms of hydrogen were
Cl
bound together, we could^ evidently
expect to formBrsuch bodies as
Br
Br
and H'*^;;
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
or for bodies like C^ H^, C« H«, C^ H^, one would naturally
expect to find the carbon
substituted for chlorine, and find bodies
H"

likeH-'^r, H«C16, H8Cl«&c.
These bodies are not only unknown, but the whole history of
hydrogen might be investigated and not a single instance be
found to favour the opinion that it has any affinity for itself
when in union with another element.
Now, on the other hand, carbon remains chemically united to
carbon, while perhaps 8 equivalents of hydi'ogen are exchanged
for 8 equivalents of chlorine, as in naphthaline.
Analogous to
this is the conversion of alcohol, C'*tt5 , and the hydrocarbide C^ H^ into C"* Cl^". All the countless instances of substitution of chlorine, &c. tend in the same direction. They prove
beyond doubt that carbon enters into chemical union with carbon,
and that in the most stable manner. This affinity, one of the
strongest that carbon displays, is perhaps only inferior to that
which it possesses for oxygen.
Another feature in the affinity of carbon is, that it combines
by degrees of two ; thus, C^ 0^ and C^ O^ C H^ and C H^,
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C6 H6 and C^ H«, C^ H^ and C^ H'", &c. : from these last it is
especially evident that two is the combining gi-ade of carbon.
It becomes still more apparent when we compare the bodies

cn

C* H* and C* H^ CI, that is, C* H J&c. Many such proofs might
be added, while on the other hand there are no instances contradictory ofthis point. Hence the circumstance that it must
ever remain impossible to isolate a combinate of the foi'm C^ H*
or C* H^ &c.
Carbon having only two grades of combination of two atoms
each, a fact which is easily traced throughout all organic chemistry, this inhei'ent property of the element may legitimately
furnish two grand types for all its combinates.
The first type will be nC^ M*.
The second type will be nC* M*— mM.
As examples belonging to the first type, may be mentioned
the alcohols of the sethylic form, their aethers, the fatty acids, &c.
Thus methylic alcoholhasthe formula C^.i.Trg

, and sethylic

0-OH
: 2"'-H^
alcohol, ^
C2...H3

In these instances it will be observed, that for each double
atom of carbon the combining power is (4) four, which is the
ultimate limit of combination for carbon in all bodies yet produced.
In the latter instance it is apparent, inasmuch as if the combining limit of two C^s be each reduced by 3 in hydrogen or
oxygen, there still remains a combining power of one to each of
the two C^s which each expends in uniting with the other;
C2...H3
.
c^-O-OH
therefore i
, or what is the same thing, . '"H^ belongs
C*- H^
Q2...JJS
type nC^ M"*.
to the
Again, the inherent properties of the elements may be viewed
as dividing bodies into primary, secondary, tertiary, and so on
combinates. These may be termed so many orders of complicity.

Thus C'* li^" is a primary combinate, or it belongs to the first
order of complicity ; but C.-.trs is a secondary combinate,

C^ 0^ and C* 0''
or belongs to the second order of complicity.
are primary, while C2 0^20H
and C^O^gOKa
are secondary.
A primary combinate ia then nC* united to nM* or to nM*— mM*
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in such a manner that the combining energy of the complement
(nM'', &c.) either potentially or actually does not extend beyond
A secondary combinate is one in which the combining energy
of
the complement
is notelements.
all expended upon nC^, but is extended
further
to one or more
On the same principle there are tertiary combinates^ &c.
These orders of complicity ought in reality to be subdivided.
This, however, I do not think it necessary for the present to
enter upon. It will now be understood why an alcohol belongs
to the type nC^ M"*, and on the same principle why a free aether
belongs to the same type, thus : — H'^H^""

C2...H3H3...C2

, while they are

at the same time secondary combinates.
A secondary combinate, that is to say, a body belonging to
the second order of complicity, is, as will be understood from the
principle which forms the ground of the rational theory, a direct
consequence of an inherent property of one or more of the elements which form the complement to the carbon.
In the instance before us, it is a certain property of the oxygen
which is the cause of the secondary combinate. This property
is the affinity which one atom of oxygen in combination always
exerts towards another atom of oxygen likewise in combination.
This affinity is modified by the electric position of the element
to which the respective atoms of oxygen arc bound. From this
property results the fact, that in organic combinates the atoms
of oxygen are always found double.
For instance, the combining limit of oxygen being two, when
two molecules of .- "H^ are set at liberty, the free affinities of
^2...0...

the oxygen instantly produce the union of these molecules. The
cause of the union of two molecules of C- H^ has been already
remarked. In the two cases, the causes of the union of the
respective molecules are in so far different, that the one is the
result of a property of the carbon, while the other is the result
of a property of the oxygen.
The view here adopted of the nature of oxygen is, I am convinced, alone in conformity with the reactions where the properties of this body develope themselves.
The vapour of anhydrous sulphuric acid, for instance, is conducted into anhydi'ous sether. The following will then be the
reaction :—
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S ...„2 entering into communication with ^4- "O-O ••■^4
tl^Tf^r^ ""^ *^' ^^-T-"" ^^ ^^^ sulphuric acid and the two
h.?r vS """^.^f "" ""l*^^ f ^^"' ("^^ ^° P^-e«^"^e «f each other)
being m different (perhaps different electric) conditions,
mutually
Joo.en then-former affinities and reunite themselves
to the (electrically difterentatoms
?)
of oxygen of these respective combinates.
wifl '^'"f P^^'Ple may naturally be expected to display itself
with regard to acids and bases. The oxygen of an
acid unites
Itself to the (electrically ?) different oxygen of watei The oxy^^^^^^
ot a base on the same principle has an affinity for the electrically
aitterent oxygen of water.
-'
It will be observed —

1. That
oxygen of the water of an acid can only be expeUed
by that of athebase,
and vice versa.
2. It is to be remarked that it is not the metal of a base
which
exchanges places with the hydrogen of the hydrate
of an acid:

InV!kn
' '^'1 '"''^ }}t ^^''''^ "^ ^^'^ «^yS^" °f the metal
and
a 0 ofr.f
the acid, would be greater for the oxygen of the water
han the affinity of the hydrogen foi- that sanfe ox/gen
But
this IS not so. The very opposite is the truth. If one
atom of
hydrogen be withdrawn from the hydrate of an acid or
from the
hydrate of an oxide, it is universally accompanied by an
atom of
oxygen It is evident, then, that the affinity between
the
posl
live and negative atoms of oxygen is less than that which
attaches
Unite /o the demerit with which they form a primary comA consequence of this truth is, that it is impossible to double
the equivalent of oxygen, if the chemical equivalents are to
be
understood as not being in direct contradiction to any
chemical
truth or essential feature in the properties of an elemen
t. Carbon diflers entirely in this respect from oxygen.
There is no reaction found where it is known that C^ is divided
into two parts. It is only consequent therefore to write,
with
berhardt, C^ simply
C, it being then understood that the
equivalent of carbon isas(12)
twelve.
This value of the atom will be adopted in the following
part
'
01 this paper.
Sulphur, selenium, &c. being bodies displaying propert
ies
similar, not to carbon, but to oxygen, it will be necessary to
retain the equivalent value that has generally been assigne
d to
I have now shown how ordinary alcohol, CMI^O^ common
sether, and the hydrocarbide, C^ H«, belong to the type nCM"
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 105. Aug. 1858.
I
'
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The phaenoraena which necessitate this view of the constitution
U ..J
J2 consequence in regard to the other
of these bodies have a .like
alcohols, glycols, acids, and sethers of this series.
p..-0-OH
Propyle alcohol is ^j rra

, where it will be seen that the

atom of carbon situated between the two others, on account of
being chemically united to these, is reduced to the combining
power of two for hydrogen, oxygen, &c. One combining power
is given up to the carbon upon the ooe side, and a second to the
carbon upon the other.
It will be observed also, that the primary combinates ought in
rigour to be themselves enumerated in an inverse order. The
type nCM'* becomes then in reality the type CM'*. This enumeration, however, does not appear to possess any great practical
•O-an OH
utility, and it is perhaps preferable simply to denote it in•H2
indefinite manner by adding " n " to the true type CM^.C...XT2
In like manner the butyle alcohol is to be viewed as .
C-H^

and so on throughout all the series of these alcohols.
U..JJ2

H2-^

stitution of the aethers will be evident : V"'

-H2 con6The
6.H3
represents

b-w
the mixed butvlic-ethvlic sether.

6-H2

,0..0H ; acetic acid
Formic acid is represented by the form C-0^

in like manner,

(....o-oH

c:::^, OH mi

: "'O'
. Propionic acid is /(,..xj2
(^•■•■tl
:

constitution of glycol may be represented as follows :—
P^••00 OH
OH
C-H«

>
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In like manner as to the acids of these glycols ; oxalic acid, for
instance, may be represented as

^"•0p-O-OH
OH
-...qs

Respecting these acids, it may perhaps be allowable to suggest
the possibility of the molecule having two poles, and that especially the atom of oxygen situated at one or perhaps both, and
near to two atoms of oxygen bound together, and forming no
secondary combinate, may be in a state presenting great affinity for basic oxygen. Analogy with the electric poles may
perhaps demand the opinion that all the negative oxygen be
situated upon one side of the molecule.
It will in that case be
'O-O
H
...02
V ■ 02
preferable to represent the oxalic acid as ri''r).,.r)fr'

Be that

proves
o i
m
t r
as it may, howeve
r, he ational ethod f nvestigatio
of
it to be a law, that in acids of the type nCM* the prensen
two atoms of oxygen bound togethe so as to form only a pricmear
y
r
situate close to the negativ
a
part of the same molecul
d
e, nd
e
of this
to the calling forth or produc
oxygen is necessa
,
tion
ry
negativ state.
e
This is a particular instance, but it moreover shows generally
how the electro-positive or the electro-negative value of the elements
mutually modify and condition the electro-positive or electro-negative value of each other when in combination.
This law is different from the electric hypothesis which chemists have formerly defended, but which never could be traced
throughout a thoroughgoing application of their views to organic
chemistry.
The law here distinctly enounced coincides exactly with, and
is rendered apparent by the application of the theory of chemical
combination which I support.
But to return.
Glycerine is

.O-OH
C-O-OH

C

,H
O-OH

i'-H , and, glyceric
,
., ^...112
r-O-OH
(J...JJ2
acid
.V H2
^••0-OH

:...0^
^•••O-.OH

Glucose has been perhaps too little investigated to afford data
sufficient to determine dttinitcly its formula. Taking, however,
mucic and saccharic acids as starting-points, these bodies may
12
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•H represented as —
be meanwhile

C-. •0" •OH
•0H ■OH
•H
cc.: H •0
■0.
OH

c:c. •0^

.:o2
0-OH
0-OH

c;

C-O-OH
.••H
p.

the acids.

Glucose

-O
c: -OH
p.-O-OH
0-OH
H
0-OH
c::; H
.0-OH
•O-OH
C'-H

It will thus be seen that these combinates all belong to the
nCM'*.
type
Many
others might be added.
For instance, tartaric acid : — •
-O-OHn
C...H
02
I And the bibasic r.,-0-.OH
...H
•O-OH
acid produced
• O.
tartrelie
from it by the
acid.
action of heat
will be perhaps i^
-O-O
H
^••0 H-:OOHHJ
It is my intention to consider, in a future communication, the
second type, and to apply my views to the cyanogen combinates, &c.
XIII. Note on the Algebraical Theory of Derivative Points of
Curves of the Third Degree. By J. J. Sylvester, Professor
of Mathematics in the Royal Military Academy*.
TWO years and upwards have elapsed since I discovered the
extraordinary theorem in the doctrine of cubic forms which
I am about to state, but which has never yet been published by
me, although communicated in confidence to a few friends, including Mr. Cayley. It arose out of purely arithmetical speculations relating to such forms, to some of which I may make a
brief allusion in the course of this note.
If we suppose the general homogeneous equation of the third
* Commuaicated by the Author.
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degree in x, y, z reduced to the canonical form
gZ j^yij^^^ mxyz = 0,
any solution x = a,y=b, z = c of this equation is of course one
of a group of six obtained by the permutations of the three letters a,b, c, and having an obvious relation to one another fhi'ough
the medium of the points of inflexion. So, too, it is manifest if
we take the equation to the curve in its most general form, from
any given solution, a group of six, including the given one, may
be formed, the characteristics of each of which will be linear
functions of one another. For the piu-pose of the theorem about
to be enunciated, such a group of solutions will be treated as a
single solution ; and then we can affirm the proposition following, in which a solvent system means a system of values of the
variables x, y, z satisfying the equation /(.r, y, 2')=0, and free
from any common factor.
Let a, b, c he any solvent system to a cubic homogeneous equation in x, y, z ; then from a, b, c we may derive a new solvent
system, a', b', c', ivhere a', b', c' are each of them functions of the
fourth degree of a, b, c, and another system a", b", c" of the ninth
degree in a, b, c, and another a'", b'", c'" of the sixteenth degree,
and so in general a new solvent system of the degree n^ in a, h, c.
One such derivative system, and only one, of the degree n^ can be
formed, and none of any intermediate degree.
Thus, for instance, the coordinates of the tangential (the name
adopted from me by ]\Ir. Cayley to express the point of intersection of a tangent to a cubic curve at any point with the curve)
being called a', U, c', these last letters are biquadratic functions
of a, b, c*.
So again, as I also suggested to Mr. Cayley, the point in
which the conic of closest contact with a cubic curve cuts the
curve will necessarily have a derivative system of coordinates of
a square-numbered degree in respect of the original ones, which
by actual trial Mr, Cayley has found to be the 25th. Mr. Salmon,
I believe, has obtained in certain geometrical investigations derivatives ofthe 49th degree.
I am in possession of the equations by means of which the
successive systems of the fourth, fifth, &c. degrees, which I incline
to call the first or primary, the second, third, &c. derivative
systems, may be formed explicitly by successive derivation from
one another ; so that, for instance, as soon as I am informed
that the system investigated by Mr. Cayley is of the twenty-fifth
degree or fifth order, 1 can find them without any reference to
* This derivative solution (though not as corresponding to the tangential)
was known also to rule for a particular case, as will be seen by reference to
hia ' Algebra.'
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the geometry of the question, the quantities belonging to the «th
derivative being in fact a known algebraical function of n ! I
was led to the discovery of this surprising and unique law by a
statement of a friend, not since verified, and which, for aught that
has yet been shown, may or may not be true, that the number 5
could be divided into two rational cubes : assuming this to be
the fact, it necessitated (by virtue of my investigations) the coincidence to a factor pres of two functions obtained by apparently
independent algebraical processes, which coincidence by actual
comparison of the functions I found to obtain.
AYith reference to the connexion of this theory of derivation
with the arithmetic of equations of the third degree between
three variables with integer coefficients, it is after this kind.
Fermat has taught us that a certain class of such equations, viz.
the equation a^-\-y^ + ^-=Q, is absolutely insoluble in integers
(abstraction made of the trivial solutions of the type a? = 0,
y + z ■=()). I have greatly multiplied the classes of such known
insoluble equations, as may be seen by a communication from
me to Tortolini's Annali in 1856. But over and above such
equations I have ascertained the existence of a large class of
equations, soluble, or possibly so, it is true, but enjoying the
property that all their solutions in integers, when they exist,
are monobasic ; that is to say, all their solutions are known functions of one of them, which I term the base, and which is characterized bythis propertj', — that of all the solutions possible it is
the one for which the greatest of the three variables is the smallest
number possible. If this solution be laid down as a point in the
curve corresponding to the given cubic, all the other solutions
possible in integers \n\\ be represented by points in this curve,
which are derivatives (in the sense previously employed in this
note) to the given point, having coordinates respectively of the
4th, 9th, 16th, &c. degrees, in respect of the coordinates of the
basic point*.
If my memory serves me truly, I have found (as a particular
case) that all cubic equations in numbers of the form
sfi-\-'^^ + z^^= imxyz,
where i is 1 or 3 or 6 (I cannot at the moment remember which),
are either insoluble or monobasic. The case of im = S must of
course be exceptional, being satisfied by x + y + g=0.
This
* This theorem is analogous to that relating to the integer solutions of
a;* — Ay'=l, in so far as there is a basic solution to this equation in integers of which all the other solutions are derivatives, and not more than
one such derivative exists of any given degree, but with the diflferenoe that
there does exist one of every degree, and not merely (as in my theor^in for
cubic forms) of every square degree.
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doctrine of derivation evidently conducts to a new branch of the
grand doctrine of invariance. I hope to have tranquillity of mind
ere long to give to the world my memoir, or a fragment of it,
"On an Arithmetical Theory of homogeneous and the Cubic
Forms/' the germ of which, now, alas ! many weary years ago,
fii'st dawned upon my mind on the summit of the Righi,
during; a vacation ramble.

XIV. On the Action of the Magnet upon the Electrical Discharge in Rarefied Gases. By M. Plucker*.
[With a Plate.]
1. rilHE idea of employing tubes with platinum electrodes
A
fused into them for observing the electrical discharge
through rarefied gases, instead of the electrical egg, as originally
employed by Ruhmkorff and Quet, may be considered in many
respects a happy one. Such tubes, containing various gases and
vapours, are prepared in this city, of the most different forms, by
M. Geissler, and present sometimes an appearance of incomparable beauty. Geissler's tubes (I give them, and with justice,
this name, although the first such tubes were not prepared by
him) were tried at the beginning of this year in the Physical
Cabinet : and what more natural than the thought of approximating such tubes in various ways to the poles of a magnet
during the discharge ? Davy had already noticed that the arch
of light which he formed between carbon-points by means of a
powerful battery was diverted by the magnet. Arago had predicted such diversion. In the same way it was possible to predict generally the nature of the diversion of the electric current in
Geissler's tubes. But on the actual performance of the experiment, in addition to the phsenomena which were looked for,
certain unexpected ones presented themselves ; namely, the division of the light-stream, its decomposition at the negative electrode into an undulating flickering light, and the extension of
the stream from the positive electrode into a bi-illlantly illuminating fine point. I communicated these results to the
Ilhcinische Gesellschaft der Naturforscher und Aerzte {Kolnische
Zeilung, July 22, 1857). I showed the phsenomena in question to
the members of this Society, as also afterwards to a section of the
Thirty-third Versammlung deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte.
Soon afterwards, however, I was convinced that phaenomena of
the most beautiful kind, and such as were hitherto without
analogous ones, had remained unnoticed.
This circumstance
* Translated by Dr. F. Guthrie, from Poggendorflf's Annalen, vol. ciii.
No. 1, 1858, p. 88.
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determines uic to complete my foi-mer communications ; in doing
so I shall trespass as little as possible upon investigations to be
published subsequently.
2. The first two tubes, which M. Geissler prepared according
to direction, contained mercury and atmospheric air in the
highest possible state of rarefaction. At my suggestion, resulting from former trials, instead of air, the vapour of an setherial oil, hydrogen, and phosphorus were employed, and the tubes
Mere widened at one part. The mercury also was removed from
the tubes, but their evacuation was still performed by its means.
The two tubes containing the last-named substances, hydrogen
and phosphorus, still continue to give a beautiful effect with
the gi'eatest certainty. M. Geissler, however, afterwards tried
many other gases, both simple and compound, altering at the
same time the shape of the tubes in various ways. In most
cases it has hitherto been difficult to say with certainty what
gases are contained in the Geissler tubes. Even on testing one
of the first of these tubes which contained the vapour of an
fetherial oil, an immediate alteration in the phsenomenon appeared, owing to the decomposition of the vapour. This electrolysis ofdilute compouad gases received complete verification
in subsequent cases. In tubes containing hydriodic acid, the
iodine is gradually deposited. In highly rarefied gases this
electrolysis by the electric stream, as it becomes finely divided,
often manifests itself suddenly by a remarkable alteration of
colour. Examples of this were furnished by tubes containing
phosphoretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid. The laws of the
electrolysis brought about by the spark of Ruhmkorff's apparatus may, however, be traced in gases and vapours of ordinary
density.
3. The metal composing the electrodes, especially the negative
one, is transferred to the glass of the tube. This is the case
even with platinum electrodes ; and the blackening of the tube
in the neighbourhood of the warmth-pole (the negative pole) is
principally attributable to the combination of the platinum with
traces of other substances present in the tube.
4. In the different Geissler's tubes the light appears of all
kinds of colours, often of a very intense nature, and on analysis
with the prism yields variously modified spectra. The description of these colours, especially the more delicate ones, is the
more difficult, inasmuch as the impression they produce upon the
eye depends upon the external illumination, and the same colour
may, for instance, appear bright violet or rosy red, according as
it is viewed by weak daylight or by the light of a candle.
5. The dark bands first observed by Kuhmkorff and Quet in
the electrical egg appear in Geissler's tubes of the most varied
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shape, and in some of them with the greatest distinctness. I
might say that an entirely new notion is formed of the charactei"
of this stratification of the light on seeing, in a tube about
2 millims. wide and 400 millims. long, containing traces of
hydrogen gas, about 400 clear spaces, alternating with dark
intervals, with perfect regularity from one end of the tube to
the other, and the dark space which has been before observed
occurring only at the warmth-pole (the negative electrode). In
wider tubes the dark intervals may attain a breadth of 5 millims. ;
they become narrower if the electric light passes from a wider
tube into a narrower one. They often appear only after the
discharge has passed for a long time through the tube, and then
become gradually better and better defined. In most cases the
illuminating portions perform small oscillations ; and when this
is the case, they give the impression of a spiral motion. They
are often, especially towards the negative pole, completely stationary, and appear then as solid immoveable discs. In many
cases, especially in wide tubes, these discs assume a strongly
conoidal form, the convexity of which is invariably turned to
the warmth-pole, thus corresponding to the direction of the
electrical discharge. On inverting the poles, the conoidal
points, in accordance with the above, assume an opposite direction.
G. It may seem at present premature to attempt to explain
fully the stratification of the light produced by the electric discharge, for such might perhaps embrace the explanation of the
physical process which takes place on such discharge. So much,
however, we may already consider as decided, that it is impossible for the discharge through Geissler's tubes to consist of the
passage of a luminous appearance, or illuminating substance,
from one end of the tube to the other ; nor does such an explanation derive support from the fact that the discharges of light
take place at intervals, which, if Ruhmkorff's apparatus be employed, depend upon the rapidity with which the breakings of
the current follow one another. The phtenomcna can only consist in an aggregation of matter at definite parts of the tube
which become luminous through the discharge, while the passage of the electricity from one luminous place to the other is
dark. The aggregation of the matter which becomes luminous
at these definite places in the tube is a consequence of the discharge itself, and often requires a long-continued series of discharges.
7. In the neighbourhood of the warmth-pole, towards which
the electricity passes, no aggregation of matter rendered luminous l)ythe discharge occurs ; but at this place there is invariably adark space, which in the wider kinds of tubes often
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attains a length of 80 millims. This dark space separates
sharply the stratified light we have been hitherto considering,
from the light which appears about the negative electrode (the
warmtli-pole) itself, and which forms a kind of atmosphere
around it. This remarkable light will occupy our special attention at the end of this paper.
8. Finally, the negative electrode is, in its immediate neighbourhood, surrounded by an envelope of variously coloured,
finely stratified light, which corresponds with the form of the
electrode. The fine layers are spherical when the positive electrode itself has a spherical form ; they have a cylindrical form
in the case where the electrode projects into the tube as a
wii'e.
9. After these preliminary observations, I proceed at once to
the proper subject of this paper, namely, the action of the magnet upon the electrical discharge through spaces containing
rarefied gases. In the experiments immediately to be described,
I employed a great upright horseshoe magnet, to the two limbs
of which two heavy armatures were applied, 4 centims. thick,
13 centims. wide, and 20 centims. long. Each of these armatures was rounded circularly at one end, and the rounded extremities were directed towards one another, being kept, by an
intei'posed brass disc, at a distance of about 4 millims. The
Geissler tubes were placed upon these armatures, first, in an
equatorial direction ; secondly, in a position perpendicular to it,
that is, in an axial direction.
10. If, instead of the tube, a freely moveable copper wire,
through Avhich a galvanic current passes, be brought in the
(horizontally) equatorial position, it will be either drawn vertically
downwards or repelled upwards, according as the direction of the
galvanic current in the wire corresponds, or the reverse, with the
superior directions of the Ampereian currents, which are the
same in direction in the two approximated armatures, and may
be supposed to move in vertical planes perpendicular to the
axial direction. (If we represent the direction of the Ampereian
currents by the path of the hand of a watch, we must of course
regard the watch itself as a magnet whose south pole is the
lettered watch-plate.) The attraction or repulsion of the conducting wire may also be regarded as the resultant of two couples
which tend to turn the wire in opposite directions.
. Further, if instead of the tube we imagine the conducting
wire to be placed in an axial direction, in such a manner as to
extend equally far on both sides beyond the point of maximum
action, tlien the two halves of the conducting wire are subject to
opposite actions of the magnet. Supposing the two extreme ends
to be rigidly fixed, the two halves would strive to revolve in a
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horizontal plane in opposite directions around the two ends, as
though endeavouring to break the wire in the middle (PI. I. fig. 2).
11. I placed a tube about 270 uiillims. long, widened in the
middle to an ellipsoid (width of tube about 12 millims., greatest
width in the middle 52 millims.), equatorially upon the approximated armatures. This tube contained a trace of phosfdiorus, and gave a beautiful red light when the discharge wag
ed through it by means of the two platinum wires fused into its
extremities. In the tube itself the sharply-defined stratification
of the light appeared ; on entering the ellipsoid the strata spi'ead
out in a spherical form, becoming thereby more strongly bent j
and having become plane in the middle of the ellipsoid, they
changed the direction of their curvature.
According to the direction of the current and to the manner
of exciting the magnet, both of which may be reversed, four
distinct cases present themselves; these, however, require no
special attention, inasmuch as they are the same as in the case of
the conducting wire through which a galvanic current passes.
Jn two cases the electrical light-currents were attracted in the
ellipsoid; in the other two they were repelled. In the case of
attraction (fig. 3), the light-current declined from the side of the
positive electrode (the light pole) into the ellipsoid, and termi.nated immediately above the approximated armatures in a gradually-narrowing sharply-defined point of continually increasing
brightness. From the other side, beautiful red undulatory
flames proceeded, which sunk down in the ellipsoid, and extended beyond the middle point between the armatures, without
manifesting any tendency to unite with the steady light-stream
from the opposite side. On changing the direction of the magnetic current (fig. 4), the phsenomenon underwent a gradual
alteration. On entering the ellipsoid the light became concentrated into a luminous arch, which traversed the upper part of
the bulb in the equatorial plane. Immediately on entering the
ellipsoid the stratification of the light became finer; at the upper
part of the arch, where the concentration of the light was greatest, the dark intervals became more and more numerous and
distinct. A simultaneous change in the direction both of the
electric and magnetic cui-rents, eff'ected, as was of course to be
expected, a mere inversion of the original phsenomenon, the
light-stream sinking to a point from the opposite side. In the
second phaenomenon (that of repulsion) a similar double inversion
of the direction of the currents efl"ected no appreciable alteration.
The repelled arch of light did not undergo any apparent change
on changing tbe direction in which the positive electric current
entered the ellipsoid, which was clearly owing to the greater
distance of tbe arch from the poles.
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12. "When the tuhe was slipped along parallel to itself, so that
the ellipsoid moved in an axial direction from the point of maximum action above the approximated armatures towards either
one side or the other, the plane in which the attraction or repulsion ofthe electrical hght-stream occun-ed no longer remained
vertical, but became more and more inclined, its inclination
being always determined by the relative positions of the axis of
the tube and the place of greatest action.
13. A perfectly similarly-shaped tube, containing a small
quantity of hydrogen instead of the trace of phosphorus, showed
exactly the same appearances, with the single exception that the
light, instead of being red, was bright violet.
14. When these same two tubes were so placed upon the
armatures that the electrical current passed through them in an
axial direction, the light-streams which entered the ellipsoid
from both sides underwent horizontal aberrations in opposite
directions. The stream proceeding from the light-pole terminated as before in a brightly luminous point, which coincided
in position with one of the two extremities of the horizontal
equatorial diameters of the ellipsoid. The light-stream entering the ellipsoid from the warmth-pole was driven towards and
concentrated at the opposite side of the bulb, whence continuallyundulating flames were directed towards the side of the luminous
point. This appearance was especially beautiful when, instead
of the bulb-tubes described, simple cylindrical tubes of greater
width were taken (270 millims. long and 18 miUims. wide). The
undulating flames extended then for a distance greater than
10 centims.
Both on reversing the electric current and on inverting the
magnetic polarity, the phsenomenon underwent simple inversion
more quickly in the first case than in the second, the luminous
point and the undulating light changing places.
15. In the phsenomena just described, the direction of the
horizontal aberration of the light-stream is determined as in the
case of the moveable conducting wire. From the consideration
of the same case, the breaking of the light-stream above the
point of greatest action might have been predicted. In the previously described phsenomenon, however, where the light-stream
throughout its whole length is only attracted, such a rupture of
the stream by the magnet was in no way to be anticipated.
16. I may as well mention here an isolated phsenomenon or
two which were observed in connexion with the action of the
magnet upon the electrical light-discharge through Geissler's
tubes.
When the light in such tubes, especially at their widened
portions, is diflFused, showing no trace of stratification, the dark
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intervals are very often brought into existence by the magnet,
whose attractive or repulsive power concentrates the diffused
light. I imagine that this concentration of the light-stream
must be considered as the cause why the beautiful blue light in
a tube containing sulphurous acid, which had remained quite
unchanged during a long-continued succession of discharges
from Ruhmkorff's apparatus, on placing the tube upon the
magnet, was in a very short time converted into a washed-out
green, a colour corresponding to that produced by oxygen
gas. It seems to me as yet improbable that the magnet should
exert a direct influence upon the decomposition which takes
place.
17. A tube containing bromine, 200 milhms. long and 10
millims. wide, teraiinated at both ends with bulbs, gave rise to
reddish and violet flashes, which, forming a pencil, continually
traversed the axis of the tube from one end to the other, being
surrounded by a difiiise green light. On placing the tube
equatorially upon the magnet, the flashes were, when the current passed in one direction, drawn down so that they traversed
the lower part of the tube without rupture. They underwent,
however, thereby a change of colour, becoming bi'ight bluish
green, while a red mist appeared in the upper part of the tube.
18. In another case, a short tube, terminating in a wider
bulb, was laid upon the approximated armatures. Before the
magnet was excited, the light on entei'ing the bulb, which rested
sideways on the two armatures, was dispersed in all directions :
after the magnet was excited the bulb was traversed by green
and reddish flashes.
19. It being my intention to study the action of magnetism
upon the light which appears at the warmth-pole and which is
separated by the dark space from the true light-stream, I
brought appropriate tubes with their warmth-electrodes into
the neighbourhood of the pole; and I shall now consider the
new class of phtenomena which I thereby observed. In order
to see clearly the phaenomena to be described, it is necessary
that the electrode, where the warmth-pole has to be situated,
should penetrate far enough into the tube and that the tube be
sufficiently wide at this end.
20. I chose, in the first place, a tube (fig. 5) 10 millims.
wide, upon whose two extremities glass bulbs of 35 millims.
diameter are fused. The length of the entire tube is 250
millims. The platinum electrodes extend into the bulbs as far
as their centres. Upon the electro-magnet two armatures were
placed, whose section was a square having a side of 70 millims.
The edges of the two armatures which were turned towards one
another were rounded off, and in the naiddle of each an obtuse
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coaoidal pole-point was screwed in. That bulb of the tube
which contained the warmth-pole was then so disposed upon
the conoidal poles, that the tube passing between these points
was situated in a horizontally equatorial position. Previous to
the excitation of the magnet, diffuse violet light was spread
through the bulb, surrounded by a pale green light, which appeared to form a thin coating immediately upon the surface of
the glass bulb. After the magnet was excited, the diffuse violet
light collected to a horizontal, semilune-shaped, bright and
uniformly luminous disc, bounded towards the tube by an
almost circular well-defined concave arch, whose middle passed
through the point of the platinum electrode. This disc was
upon the opposite side enveloped by a narrow strip of beautiful
bright green light, which followed the cui'vature of the glass.
Moreover, the light (according to what has been already described), which was red at a distance from the pole, but became
bright violet towards the pole, and showed the dark intervals
beautifully, descended towards the bottom of the bulb on
entering it from the tube, and terminated in a point. On
inverting the polarity of the magnet, the ph^enomenon remained
entirely unaltered, the tongue in which the light-stream terminated merely passing towards the top instead of the bottom of
the tube — an alteration which we need no longer consider.
21. On so changing the position of the tube (fig. 6) that,
while still remaining in a horizontally equatorial position, it no
longer passed between the polar points which continued in contact with the bulb, the phsenomenon remained unaltered, with
the single exception that the horizontal violet disc, separated
from the glass by a green strip, was bounded towards the tube
by an arch whose convexity was now turned towards the tube,
and whose middle point still coincided with the point of the
platinum electrode.
22. The two armatures were then moved apart from one
another, just sufficiently to allow^ the bulb to fit in between
them (fig. 7). The tube having the same direction as before,
the line joining the pole-points passed through the central point
of the bulb, where also the electrode terminated. On exciting
the magnet, the disc, which was formed as in the former cases,
was bounded by the axial diameter : it was, as before, so far as
the glass sides extended, enveloped by a beautiful green strip.
Upon the disc, in the neighbourhood of the axial diameter, a
strong accumulation of light took place, a phsenomenon which
was not observed in the previous cases.
In the two last cases, as in the first, on inverting the magnetic polarity, exactly the same appearance was seen after some
time, as far at least as the disc was concerned.
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23. After the excitation of the magnet, the light diffused in
the bulb of the warmth-pole, as it gradually accumulates to a
disc, rotates around the axial line. The direction of this rotation is the then direction of the Ampereian currents in the
excited magnetic poles. When the magnetism ceases, the light
rotates back again in the opposite direction. This rotatory motion
is stronger on inversion of the poles. The direction of the
Ampereian currents in the newly-caused magnetic excitation
determines the direction of the rotation : on inversion this
direction is reversed. In fig. 7 the arrow shows this direction,
N and S marking the north and south magnetism of the
armatures.
24. Finally, the tube and bulbs remaining in the position
last described, the armatm-e was removed from one of the two
limbs of the magnet (fig. 8). The horizontal disc of light
remained, as before, bounded by the axial diameter of the bulb ;
but the violet light, in the neighbourhood of the remaining polepoint, was more intense, and the bright green strip enveloping
the disc became somewhat broader towards the opposite extremity of the diameter, and diminished in the intensity of its
light in a corresponding degree.
25. It follows as a matter of course, that in all the cases
hitherto described, if the tube be turned about the axial line, the
plane of the disc moves with the tube also about the same axial line.
26. The tube still remaining in its horizontally equatorial
position, on bringing the bulb down upon the two pole-points,
that which was before a disc, assumed the form of a domeshaped surface which descended from the platinum wire on both
sides. By a greater approximation of the pole-points, the curvature ofthe surface is increased.
27. If we consider the contents of paragraphs 20 to 26 as a
whole, the idea presents itself forcibly to us, that the several
planes or curved surfaces, in which the diffused light spread
around the warmth-pole becomes concentrated, are formed of
lines of light which, proceeding from the separate points of the
positive electrode, coincide with magnetic curves.
28. This view is supported also by the fact that the arched
concave or convex border of the disc of light becomes moi-e
strongly curved in the two cases first described, if, instead of
the armatures with conoidal points, parallelopipedal armatures
(190 millims. long, 68 millims. broad, 20 millims. thick) be
laid upon the magnet, and then the tube so brought between the
approximated armatures that in one case the bulb with the
warmth-electrode rests upon them from the outside, in the
other the surfaces of the armatures meet the tube with the bulb
exteriorally.
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29. The same view is also supported, as far as we can judge
of the complex path of the magnetic lines of force, if in the first
series of experiments we make use of the heavy armatures.
If, still keeping the tube equatorial, we bring the bulb containing the warmth-pole above the place of greatest action, the
domelike-light surface appears with unusual distinctness. On
moving the tube, then, so as to keep it parallel with itself, towards
one or the other side, in an axial direction,, the surface alters its
form in a manner which may be previously determined from the
path of the magnetic curves existing at the time.
30. We have now to describe those phEenomena which appear
when the tube through M'hich the discharge takes place is in an
xixial position (fig. 9). We shall, in the first place, again
employ the tube having bulbs at both ends, and place an
armature with conoidal point upon only one limb of the electromagnet. If,then, we so touch the tube, lying in an axial
position, that the warmth-electrode comes in contact with this
pole-point, the violet light streams into the tube, assuming the
form of a cylinder. The green light collects with especial
brilliancy at the entrance of the tube, from thence spreading
out over the inner surface of the bulb, and being sharply
bordered towards the centre of the bulb by a circle, the plane
of which is perpendicular to the axial direction, and which is
distant from the entrance of the tube about one-fourth of the
diameter of the bulb.
On inversion, it appears as if both the violet and green light
first returned to the platinum electrode and then moved forwards
again, occupying finally exactly the same position as before.
During such motion the green light remains in the neighbourhood of the glass.
31. The following series of experiments were performed with
a tube tapering conically towards one end. Its greatest diameter at the wider end was 40 millims. At this end the
platinum wire intended for the warmth-electrode entered, penetrating to a distance of 23 millims. When the discharge
passed through the tube towards the platinum wire, the latter
was suiTOunded by the difirised light sharply bordered by the
dark space, which extended almost 60 milhnis. into the interior
of the tube. Beyond this dark space the dark bands appeared
extending through the whole tube, at first about 3 millims.
apart, but gradually approaching one another towards the end
of the tube. In the neighbourhood of the warmth-pole these
bands assumed the form of spherical surfaces, whose convex
sides wei'e tui'ned towards that pole. On inverting the current,
the direction of curvature of the stratified light was changed,
the layers reaching now to the platinum wire itself, which had
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become the liglit-pole, in the neighbourhood of which they did
not extend as far as the sides of the tube (fig. 11).
32. On both hnibs of the electro-magnet the two heavy
armatures were again placed (fig. 12) with their rounded ends
turned to one another. Iq the first instance, the tube was so
placed upon these, in an axial position, that the point of the
platinum wire which still served as the warmth-pole was situated
nearly above the point of maximum action. The diffused light
surrounding the platinum wire became, in consequence of the
magnetic action, concentrated to an arched disc of violet light,
which stood in an axial position upon the two armatures and
was bordered approximately by two concentric circular arcs
whose centre coincided with the middle point between the
higher surfaces of the two armatures. In the inner arc, which
touched the extremity of the platinum wire and formed almost
a semicircle, light was concentrated in the form of a bright
narrow strip, while the remainder of the space, 8 to 9 millims.
broad, between the two concentric arcs was more feebly, though
for the most part uniformly, illuminated. Towards the end of
the tube alone, beneath the platinum wire, the light increased
in brightness. The wire itself, as is always the case, remained
constantly surrounded by a finely stratified envelope of light.
In this case the feebler illumination is also bordered with perfect
sharpness by the higher arc, which terminates upon the platinum
wire just where it is fused into the bulb. A narrow dark
interval separated the light around the warmth-pole from the
remaining light of the tube, which had retained its stratification.
The form of the layer only followed to some extent that of the
border in the neighbourhood of the dark interval. Moreover,
the stratified light no longer filled the whole interior space of
the tube : it had concenti'ated itself in a horizontal direction on
one or other side, in the manner of the previously described
horizontal aberration (14), in consequence of the armature
placed beneath it. On inverting the magnetic polarity the
phsenomenon gradually disappeared, but reappeared again slowly
in precisely the same form, with the exception, which we need
not further consider, that the stratified light was driven into
the opposite side of the tube in a horizontal position, the side
view of the tube remaining the same on turning it round.
33. If the tube (fig. 13), still remaining in an axial position,
was so moved endways that the place where it rested upon the
armatures approaclicd the light-pole, the appearance was quite
changed. TJie two arcs of light, which were before circular and
which bordered the ring in which the atmosphere of light had
become concentrated around the warmth-pole, assumed the form
of magnetic curves.
Phil. May, S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 105, Aug, 1858.
K
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The interior one, which continued to pass through the platinum
point and remained a magnetic curve, on gradually slipping the
tube along, became more and more elongated towards the
narrower part of the tube, until, finally, on reaching the upper
portion of the tube, it bounded the light around the warmthpole. By this change a remarkable commixture of the light
occurs, and new colours appear when the ring opens and its
light approaches that of the other part of the tube. The
former of these was violet, the latter reddish ; a beautiful blue
light was formed on their approximation.
34. If, finally (fig. 14), the conical tube be so moved lengthways from its position as to come entirely above one of the two
armatures, the ring of light remains quite sharply defined. In
this case that arc which was formerly the inside one, has become
the exterior one, still passing through the point of the platinum
wire, and intercepts the violet light towards the narrower side of
the tube. The other arc, which was formerly the outside one,
still continues to pass through that point of the platinum
electrode where it enters the tube through the glass. This arc
has now become the brightly luminous one, and in its neighbourhood the otherwise uniform light of the ring is brighter. Both
limiting arcs follow here also the path of magnetic curves.
35. The tube employed in the last experiment showed also
the beautiful green light, whose appearance is so enigmatical.
At first I considered this light to be a subjective '' contrastcolour ;" subsequently, however, when this generally-accepted
view was shown to be untenable, the idea forcibly presented
itself that it was a fluorescence in the glass itself. Nevertheless the light in question is in the inside of the tube ; but it is
situated so closely to its sides as to follow exactly its inequalities,
and thus to give the impression of belonging to the glass itself.
This explanation was first given on using the magnet. On
inverting the magnetic poles, the light was moved backwards and forwards in the neighbourhood of the warmth-pole,
and collected at the place where the surface formed by the
magnetic curves touched the glass. If, in consequence of a
movement of the tube, this surface touches the glass in a fresh
place, the green light immediately appears at that point.
The conditions under which this light appears at all in
Geissler's tubes, can only be determined by solving the question
as to the nature of the dependence of the phsenomena in these
tubes upon the chemical nature of the traces of ponderable
matter which they contain.
36. We can only say with certainty that the concentration of
the luminous atmosphere around the warmth-pole to a luminous
surface formed of magnetic curves, is a general physical fact
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which remains the same in all cases, with the exception that the
diverse nature of the gases in the interior of the tubes affects in
many ways the pha;nomeua of colour. Tubes containing carbonic
acid, to adduce one more example, give a beautifully stratified
green light. The luminous atmosphere around the warmthpole is of a beautiful blue, and the envelope of light around it
again green. The surfaces of light into which the blue light
collects, under the influence of the magnet, are in nowise different in form from those before described.
37. The colour of the luminous atmosphere around the
warmth-pole, and of the surfaces in which it collects under the
influence of magnetism, is totally independent of the nature of
the electrodes. Three precisely similar tubes were taken, provided at their extremities with similar bulbs, into the middle of
which the platinum wires extended. The platinum wires were
prenously covered with- fused glass at the parts where they were
melted into their respective glass bulbs ; one of them was then
coated (galvanically) with gold, the second with silver, and the
third with copper. The phsenomenon presented under the influence of magnetism was perfectly the same on making each
of the ends of the three tubes, one after the other, the positive
electrode.
38. Finally, a small sphere was melted on to the end of a
platinum wire*; and after covering all the rest of the wire with
melted glass for the sake of isolation, it was fused into a wider
tube, with the sphere as warmth-electrode. From this sphere aa
a centre the whole luminous atmosphere spread out, which, by
the action of magnetism, was concentrated, not, as before, to a
surface of light, but to a line of light, a briyhtly luminous magnetic curve.
If the whole of the platinum wire serving as warmth-electrode
be isolated in the manner described, with the exception of sevei'al
single points, every such non-isolated place becomes a centre
of light, spreading out in all directions, which light is drawn
together by the magnet into the magnetic curve passing through
this point. Such a luminous magnetic curve corresponds to
every one of the points. If the platinum wire be not isolated,
every one of its points gives rise to radiant light, and we obtain
* As it may be desirable for many purposes to form platinum wires
terminatiug in a s))here, I shall here mention the following sure and easy
method which I have for many years employed for this ])urpose. I take
three or more Grove's elements, according to the thickness of the wire,
and complete the circuit by means of mercury with the platinum wire as
warmth-jiolc. The point of the wire melts on coming into contact w ith the
surface of the mercury. The contact is [)rescrvcd by gradually advancing
the wire, from 1 to 2 inches of which are melted iu a few seconds, to a perfect
uphere.
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a luminous magnetic surface as the geometrical locus of the mag'
netic cunws passing through the separate points of the platinum
wire.
Bonn, December 27, 1857.
Addition to the above.
By M. Plucker.
39. Ill accordance with the ph?enomena described in the
latter part of the preceding paper, we may say that electric
light under the circumstances in point is magnetic^. Inasmuch
as such light, which proceeds from one point of the negative electrode in all directions, is drawn together by the magnet to a
luminous magnetic curve passing through the same point, the
original rays behave as iron-filings would do if we imagine them
infinitely fine, perfectly flexible, and attached to the point of the
electrode in opposition to the force of gravitation. This magnetic
behaviour is entirely distinct from the effect of the magnet upon
the luminous magnetic currents. The pliajnomenon in question
reappears in precisely the same manner, as I have already proved,
after inversion of the magnetic poles, whence we may conclude
it to be altogether independent of the direction of the discharge
of the electric current.
40. This last hypothesis was most distinctly supported by the
following experiment :— A tube was taken which, as before, had
a bulb fused on to one end. The negative platinum electrode
was introduced into the bulb, so as to form one of its diameters
perpendicular to the axis of the tube. Tiie two ends of this electrode, which was thus fused into the glass in two places, were
connected together outside the bulb. The bulb was placed upon
the approximated armatures in sueli a manner that the tube was
in a vertical, and the horizontal electrode in an equatorial position. On discharging, as before, Ituhmkorfi''s aj)paratus through
the tube, light emanated from every point of the electrode
through the bulb, and this light collected to a curved surface,
which, forming a bridge from one polar surface to the other,
consisted of the illuminated magnetic curves passing through
the separate points of the electrode. This surface remained perfectly firm and immoveable when the bulb with the tube was
turned to any extent around the platinum wire, which formed a
horizontal diameter of the bulb. It also remained unaltered even
when tlie tube (and therewith the path of electrical discharge)
was turned obliquely to the horizon, vertically or horizontally,
and in the latter position the tube might reach above the one or
other armature, away from the place of maximum magnetic
action, without altering this surface.
* These phfenomena appear most beautifully in the wide cylindrical
tubes lately made by M. Geissler.
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In the same manner, the bulb, when placed upon the point of
greatest magnetic action in such a manner that the platinum electrode was horizontal and axial, might be turned rouud in the
equatorial plane without the disc of light thus formed undergoing any alteration at all.
41. On making use of the tube before employed, provided
with a bulb in the centre of which the negative electrode terminated, whose whole length, with the exception of the extremity,
was isolated with glass, the corresponding luminous magnetic
curve passing through the end of the wire remained always the
same, in whichever direction the bulb with its tube was turned
around its centre.
42. In order to discover magnetic light, in the above-described meaning of the term, experiments were in the first place
made with ordinary frictional electricity. The positively charged
conductor of an electrical machine, terminating in a sphere, was
placed above the great electro-magnet in such a manner that the
sphei'e was at a distance of from 20 to 22 centimetres from it.
" Brush " discharges wei'e effected from the sphere, which passed
to the edges of the armatures, whose rounded ends were approximated to one another and covered with caoutchouc. On
exciting the electro-magnet, the brush-discharges remained unaltered. Inthe same manner I have not been successful in discovering any action of the magnet, in the open air, upon the glow, as
M. Riess calls it [Glimmliclit) , which appears at the negative pole.
43. On the other hand, the effect was complete on discharging
the positively charged conductor of the machine as it was being
turned, through one of Geissler's tubes terminating in bulbs.
In this case the platinum electrode of one bulb was brought into
contact with the conductor, while the other bulb rested upon
the approximated armature. In the latter bulb, that is, in the
negative electrode, the magnetic light appeared, which was drawn
by the magnetic action into magnetic curves. The phsenomenon
appeared continuous to the eye, and the same, only somewhat
more feeble, as when lluhrakorff's apparatus was employed.
Even when the conductor discharged itself in powerful sparks,
which passed to a metallic sphere in contact with the positive
electrode, the same appearance presented itself in the neighbourhood of the magnet at the negative electrode, at every separate
discharge.
When the conductor was charged with negative electricity, no
magnetic light appeared abovethe magnet at thepositiveelectrode.
44. In these experiments also the dark bands were observed
in the tube, and the proper electrical light-current was on every
occasion aberrated in the same manner as the stream of induction electricity as before described.
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45. On discharging Rub mkorflf's apparatus through Geissler's
tubes, the two electrodes are most certainly distinguished from
one another by their simple appearance. The platinum electrode at one end of the tube glows; at the other, brightlyluminous points appear upon the wire.
The glowing platinum wire is covered with a finely stratified
luminous envelope, around which is formed the magnetic atmosphere of light bordered by a dark space.
If we attempt to bring the above experiments in accordance
with statical electricity, we must assume that the electrode at
which warmth is chiefly manifested is the negative electrode, in
direct contradiction to the hypothesis universally received since
the experiments of Neefi", that warmth is most abundantly manifested atthe positive and primary (pritnares), light at the negative electrode : in contradiction also to many experiments with
the battery ; for instance, to the observation given in a note at
the end of the first part of this paper, concerning the fusion to
a sphere of a platinum wire serving as positive electrode in contact with mercury.
46. Misled for a moment by such contradictions (M. De la
Rive also adduces such contradictions), I yet soon completely
satisfied myself that in our experiments that electrode which
glows, and at which the magnetic atmosphere of light appears, is
really the
one. For, first,
repeating
Neefi'^s
experimentsnegative
under the microscope,
withon the
weakened
current
of
Ruhmkorff's apparatus, light and warmth appeared exactly as
on the discharge through Geissler^s tubes, that is just in the
reverse way to that given by Neefi^. Still the phsenomenon is
very variable with difi'erent degrees of weakness of the current,
so that the phsenomenon of NeefF appears to be a complex one.
Secondly, on referring to the construction of Ruhmkoi-ff's apparatus, in which the induced current in the thin wire which is
alone employed in our experiments agrees with the direction of
the inducing current, it follows that the discharge-current passes
through the tube towards the warmth-electrode. Thirdly, the
electrometer proves the presence of free electricity during the
discharge as well as at other times, at the end of the inducedcurrent wire (most strongly at the outer end of the wire). This
free electricity is negative at the warmth-pole where the luminous
atmosphere is situated, in agreement with the expermients which
were performed with frictional electricity. In the fourth place,
the aberrations of the discharge-current in Geissler's tubes, described inthe first part of this paper, all correspond with the hypothesis that this current passes towards the warmth-pole, where is
formed the atmosphere of light. In order to prove this directly,
instead of the discharge-current passing through a Geissler tube
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laid hoi'izontally upon one of the free polar surfaces of the great
electro-magnet, we may bring a narrow column of a conducting
liquid upon the same surface. Such a column breaks, by being
deflected at its middle point in opposite directions, if we plunge
the electrodes of a galvanic battery of about two Grove's elements into its ends. Such breaking occurs in exactly the same
direction as the former dischai'ge-current, when the warmthpole, with the magnetic light-atmosphere, corresponds to the
negative electrode of the battery. We may also render the forces
visible which act upon the electric light-current, by placing a
shallow vessel of mercury upon the pole-sm'face of the excited
magnet, and observing the motions which ensue in the liquid
on the introduction into it of the two electrodes of the same
battery. Or, finally, we may fasten two pivots upon two opposite points of the edge of the vessel, and balance upon them two
strips of copper (which may have considerable weight), each provided with a platinum point at one end, in such a manner that
the platinum points dip into the mercury above the centre of the
polar surface, and in the line joining the two opposite pivots.
If then the two electrodes of the battery be connected with the
pivots, the current is completed through the mercury, and on
exciting the magnet the two copper strips are forcibly diiven
asunder; and the direction of this repulsion agrees with the
direction of the stream of light, if the latter be viewed as above
described. Finally, if with the two hands we dii'cct the wire
which completes the circuit between the two armatures laid upon
the polar surfaces, or equatorially above or below the place of
greatest magnetic action, we feel the wire either strongly pulled
downwards, or driven upwards according to the direction of the
current and the kind of polarity which we call into play. And
these two motions occur as with the luminous induced current,
if we suppose its direction to be such that the warmth-electrode
with the magnetic luminous atmosphere is the negative electrode.
Bonn, Januaiy 26, 1858.

XV.

Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from vol. xv. p. 459.]

KUNDIG* found that acetate of ammonia, simply distilled,
loses water, and is converted in great part into acetamide.
When heated, ammonia first escapes at 160° C, the thermometer remains constant for some time, and an acid distillate
passes over which is probably acid acetate of ammonia. As
soon as the tliermonicter rises above 160° C, the distillate contains alarge quantity of acetamide, which at a little higher tem* Liebig's Annalen, March 1868.
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perature solidifies in the condenser : above 190° C. the distillate
consists almost entirely of pure acetamide. Kiindig found the
boiling-point to be 223° C, which agrees with that found by
Dumas, Malaguti, and Leblanc.
The largest yield of acetamide is obtained when dry ammoniacal gas is passed for some hours through glacial acetic acid,
which is at first kept cool, but can afterwards be heated to incipient ebullition. On subsequent distillation, above one-fourth
of the glacial acid is obtained as acetamide.
Strecker has investigated some of the compounds and decompositions ofacetamide*. He shows that this body, which is universally considered to be a neutral amide, has the property, like
glycocoll, aniline and leucine, and like benzamide, the type of
a neutral amide, of forming definite combinations with acids.
Their preparation is very difficult from their ready solubility,
and from the ease with which acetamide decomposes into ammonia and acetic acid.
Hydrochlorate of Acetamide was first obtained by treating acetamide with oxychloride of phosphorus, but is best prepared by
treating a solution of acetamide in fether-alcohol with hydrochloric acid gas. If care be taken to prevent a rise of temperature, bycooling the liquid and merely passing the gas to the
surface, it solidifies to a mass of crystals. These are washed
with scther, in which they are insoluble, and are then dissolved
in warm alcohol, from which tliey separate on cooling in long
lance-shapcd crystals. They are soluble in alcoliol and in water,
but not in fether, arc strongly acid, and their alcoholic solution
gives no precipitate with bichloride of platinum. The crystals
gave on analysis numbers agreeing with the formula
2C'»H5N0^ + IIC1.
Nitrate of Acetamide. — When acetamide is dissolved in cold
strong nitric acid and the solution exposed to the air in shallow
vessels, colourless crystals are formed which are nitrate of acetamide. Ithas the formula
C4H5N02

+ II0N05.

Mercury Acetamide, C"* II** Hg NO^, is formed by adding yellow oxide of mercury to a solution of acetamide. The oxide disappears atfirst very easily, but afterwards it is necessary to warm
the solution with excess of oxide. On evaporating the filtered
solution in vacuo, colourless crystalline crusts are obtained, which
are readily soluble in water, but spai'ingly soluble in alcohol.
Silver Acetamide is formed by adding freshly precipitated oxide
of silver to aqueous solution of acetamide. Onfiltration and evaporation, crystalline plates' of the conjpound in question are obtained.
* Licbig's Annalen, September 185/.
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When dry acetamide is heated in a retort in a current of dry
hydrochloric acid gas, there is obtained in the receiver a mixture
of a colourless liquid and a crystallized distillate, while the retort
contains a solid, difficultly-volatile residue. The liquid distillate
consists of a mixture of chloride of acetyle and of concentrated
acetic acid, together with traces of acetonitrile or cyanide of niethyle. The crystalline mass was mostly soluble in aether. The
insoluble part consisted of hydrochlorate of acetamide. The
Eetherial solution, on evaporation in vacuo over sulphuric acid,
deposited hard granules ; they gave on analysis the composition
Q12 j-p2 jvf2 Q6^ j^,^(j consisted of a mixture in equal equivalents of
acetamide and diacetamide,
C12 H12 N2 06= C4 H5 N02 + C8 H^ NO".
The residue in the retort consisted of sal-ammoniac, and of a substance soluble in alcohol, and separating from its alcoholic solution in colourless columnar crystals. These were separated from
adherent sal-ammoniac by re-solution in absolute alcohol. They
were the hydrochlorate of a new organic base which neutralizes
the strongest acids, and which Strecker names acediamine. The
aqueous solution of the hydrochlorate gives with chloride of platinum no precipitate, but on evaporating the solution, large, hard,
yellow crystals of a platinum double salt are obtained. This is
soluble in water, but insoluble in a mixture of alcohol andajther.
It has the formula C^* H« N^ HCl, I'tCF. The sulphate obtained bydigesting the hydrochlorate with sulphate of silver,
crystallizes in colourless pearly plates. It is easily soluble in
water, and is quite neutral.
It was found impossible to prepare the base by treating the
sulphate with excess of baryta, as in the free state it decomposes
under assimilation of the elements of water into acetic acid and
ammonia, according to the equation
C4 P16 N2 -f 4H0 = C-t H4 0* + 2NH3.
The decomposition of acetamide by dry hydrochloric acid
yields diacetamide, acediamine, sal-ammoniac, and acetic acid,
and small quantities of chloride of acetyle and of acetonitrile.
These bodies result from various decompositions, which may be
thus expressed :—
2 (C*
LP NO^) + HCl = C8
W NO"
+ NH" CI.
Acetamide.
Diacetamide.
2(C''H^N02) + HC1 = C''H«N2, HCl + C^H^O"
Acetamide.

CMPN02

Hydrochlorate of
acediamine.

+ 2HC1 = CMP02,

CI

Acetamide.

Chloride of acetyle.

CH^NO^

=CM13N

Acetamide.

Acetonitrile.

Acetic acid,

-fNH"C1.
+2H0.
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The amides were divided by Gerbaidt and Laurent into six
classes, all of which are derivable from neutral or acid ammonia
salts of monobasic or polybasic acids by the loss of water ; and
acediaraine would he an amide derivable from a basic ammonia
salt, inasmiich as by its decomposition it yields one equivalent
of acetic acid and two of ammonia. Strecker considers it probable that many of the natural alkaloids, which contain in one
equivalent two equivalents of nitrogen, might be derived like
acediaraine, from two equivalents of ammonia and one equivalent of a neutral or acid body.
In an investigation on monochloracetic acid, Hofmann* observed a peculiar decomposition of its salts, in which, by simply
heating the air-dried salt, a metallic chloride was formed, and
the previously neutral liquid assumed an acid reaction. He suggested that this might take place by the assimilation of water,
and an acid be formed which would have the composition of glyf*o!ip flf*i fi

C4H2ClM04-f2HO

= C'*H''06 + MCl.

Kekulet has examined this reaction, and has found Hofmann^s
supposition confirmed, and that glycolic acid is in fact formed
from acetic acid. This is interesting, as being the first example
of the formation of a biatomic acid from a monoatomic acid of
the acetic acid group. It is in fact, in the series of acids, exactly
parallel to the formation of glycol from alcohol in the series of
alcohols. Glycolic acid bears the same relation to acetic acid
that glycol does to alcohol, —
Alcohol,

TT

>-0^.

Acetic acid,

„

?-0^

^* 2^1 0""- Glycolic acid,^' ^^ ^^\ 0\ '
Glycol,
Monochloracetate of potash, heated for some time to.l20° C,
becomes yellow and assumes an acid reaction. On treatment with
cold water, glycolic acid and chloride of potassium are dissolved
out, and there is left a small quantity of a white powder which
is glycoUde, the formation of which might be thus expressed :—
C* 112 Kci 0*= KCl + C W 0\
From the aqueous solution which still contains chloride of potassium, the acid is easily obtained by evaporating the solution to
dryness, and extracting with a mixture of alcohol and sether.
After evaporating the alcohol the acid remains as a yellow syrup.
Kekule confirmed the identity of the acid by preparing and analysing the silver, lime, baryta, and lead salts.
Kekule made an experiment to ascertain if this reaction ex* Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 50.

f Liebig's Annalen, March 1858.
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tended to the aromatic series of acids.
According to analogy,
monochlorobenzoate of potash ought to yield oxybenzoic acid,
Ci"* H-^ KCl 0* + H2 0^ = C^-* H6 06 + KCl.
Accordingly chlorobenzoate of potash was heated, both dry and
in concentrated aqueous solution, from ISO'^ to 200°. In both
cases decomposition ensued, bu.t not as expected; the contents
of the tube, instead of an acid, had an alkaline reaction. Probably chlorobenzole and carbonate of potash were formed,
C''*H''ClKO'i + H2 02=Ci2}PCl

Chlorobenzoate Chlorol)enzole.
of potash.

+ C2 06KH.

Carbonate
of potash.

The direct production of urea from albumen by oxidation by
means of permanganate of potash, which was stated to have been
effected by Bechamp*, has been subjected by Stadelerf to a careful examination, and he has arrived at results entirely differing
from those of Bechamp. About 50 grms. white of egg (or 6
grms. albumen), diluted with water to 180 grms., were heated to
a temperature of 50° to 55° C. with 1 grm. permanganate of
potash. The action took place very slowly; and when decolorization was complete, the solution no longer gave the reactions
for albumen : an additional quantity of permanganate was added,
and the whole maintained for some time at the previous temperature. The liquid was no longer decolorized; and hence the
oxidation for this temperature was complete. To decompose
the excess of permanganate, some alcohol was added, the liquid
filtered, neutralized with sulphuric acid, and evaporated to dryness, the residue extracted with alcohol, the solution poured off
from the deposit (which consisted of sulphate of potash and a
yellowish syrup), and evaporated to a small volume. This
residue contained no crystals of urea ; but when nitric acid was
added, crystals were formed which had indeed some resemblance
to that substance, but could not be taken for it without further
investigation.
If these crystals were nitrate of urea, urea could readily be
obtained therefrom : they were dried between blotting-paper and
treated v.ith moist carbonate of baryta, filtered and evaporated,
and the residue extracted with alcohol. In this solution no urea
was found ; on the contrary, all its reactions exhibited in the
most characteristic manner the presence of benzoic acid in the
i'ovin of benzoate of baryta. And the presence of benzoic acid is
the less surprising, as it was found by. Guckelberger as a product
of the action of cliromic acid on proteine substances.
It is re* Phil. Mag. vol. xii. p. .5.37.
t Journal fiir Prakt. Chemie, December 1857- Chemical Gazette,
March 15, 18.58.
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markable that, by the action of permanganate of potash, a comparatively considerable quantity of benzoic acid was obtained.
Bechamp mentions nothing of the occurrence of benzoic acid
in the oxidation products of albumen ; and it must hence be
assumed that he has mistaken it for nitrate of urea. And the
fact that the alcoholic solution of the product of oxidation gave
a precipitate not only with nitric acid, but also with oxalic acid
and with protonitrate of mercuiy, would quite agree with this
assumption.
XVI. Proceedings of Learned Societies.
ROYAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 69.]
Dec. 17, 1857. — Major-General Sabine, R.A.,Treas.andV.P., in the
Chair.

following commmiication was read : —
"Observations on the Poison of the Upas Antiar."
By Prof.
Albert Kolliker, of Wurzburg.
'^
During my stay in England, in the autumn of 18.57, I was so
fortunate as to acquire the rare poison of the famous Antiaris toxicaria (Lesch.), with which no experiments have been tried since the
time of Magendie, Brodie, Horsfield, and Schnell and Emmert (18091815). I owe my specimens of the Antiar poison to my friend Prof.
Christison, of Edinburgh, Avho had it from Borneo, and to Dr. Horsfield, of London, who collected it himself during his stay at Java in
the beginning of this century ; and as both specimens were fully
active — as some preliminary experiments made in company with my
friends Dr. Sharpey and Dr. Allen Thomson showed — I thought
it well worth while to devote some time to the study of the poison,
and to try to elucidate its manner of action on the animal organism.
The following are the principal results which I obtained in my experiments with frogs, and I hope that they will not be deemed unworthy
of notice by those who take an interest in the physiological action
of poisons in general.
The Antiar, like most other poisons, acts from the intestinal canal,
and from wounds ; but it must be remarked, that it is much more energetic and rapid when introduced into a wound. The symptoms which
are observed in frogs, in the latter case, are the following :— First of
all, the voluntary movements become less energetic, and at length
cease totally, 30 to' 40 minutes after the introduction of the poison
(after 21™ min. and l*" 21" max.). Then follows a time in which
reflex movements may be caused by stimulating the skin ; but this
faculty also is lost very soon, viz. at from 50 to 60 minutes (at 33™
min. and 85"" max.) ; and the animals die without the shghtest
trace of convulsions or tetanic spasm. If now the frogs are opened,
we find that, without any exception, the heart has ceased to beat.
The auricles are dilated, the ventricle corrugated, rather small, and
generally red, as if blood had been extravasated into its muscular
parietes ; but very soon the exposure of the heart to the air causes
I^HE
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the ventricle to shrink a little more, and to become pale and stiff, as
if in the state of rigor mortis. All interior organs, especially the
lungs, liver, stomach, intestine, and kidneys, are gorged with blood,
and in a state of great, especially venous, hyperaemia. The blood
is fluid and rather dark, but soon coagulates when exposed to the
air, and assumes a brighter colour. The lymphatic hearts cease to
beat as soon as the reflex movements are lost. At the same time
the nerves are yet found excitable, but their power is very low, and
generally vanishes in the second hour after the application of the
poison. The same must be said of the muscles, which contract
very feebly when directly stimulated by galvanism, and in most
cases lose their power totally in the second or third hour, and generally a little after their nerves. The rigor mortis begins early,
sometimes in the sixth hour, and is generally well established at
the eighteenth hour.
Amongst all these symptoms, to which we may add some signs of
vomiting occurring now and then, there was none which attracted
my attention more than the cessation of the movements of the heart,
considering the great energy which this organ possesses in frogs ;
and I tried, therefore, before all, to elucidate the action of the
Antiar upon the heart. For this purpose I instituted a new
series of experiments, in which I exposed the heart by the section
of the sternum, before the poison was introduced into a wound of
the back ; and in this way I easily got the result, that the heart
ceases to beat as soon as from, the fifth to the tenth minute after
the introduction of the Antiar ; and so, that first the ventricle stops,
and half a minute or one minute later, also the auricles. Now, as
the frogs at this time are not at all deprived of their faculty to
move, we may have the rather astonishing view of an animal, with
artificially-paralysed heart, which moves and leaps as freely as if
nothing had happened.
The experiments just mentioned prove, that the first action of the
Upas Antiar is to paralyse the heart ; and I am therefore quite in
accordance ^vith Sir Benjamin Brodie, who, by his experiments on
mammalia, came to the same result in 1812; whilst I cannot otherwise
than disagree with Schnell (Diss, de Upas Antiar, Tubingae, 1815),
who assumes that this poison acts in the first place on the spinal
marrow. Now this point fixed, the further question arises, whether
the other symptoms mentioned, viz. the paralysis of the voluntary
and reflex movements, and the loss of the irritability of the muscles and nerves, are only the results of the paralysis of the heart,
or must be attributed to a specific action of the Antiar. For the
elucidation of this question, I found it necessary to study the consequences ofthe suppression of the heart's action on the organism
of frogs, which I did in the same way as it had been done by others,
especially by Kuude (Midler's Archiv, 1847) ; viz. by cutting out the
heart, or by j)utting a ligature around the base of it, so as to sto]) the
circulation totally. The results of these experiments were in both
cases the same, that is to say, the voluntary movements ceased iu
from 30 to GO minutes, and the reflex movements after one or two
hours.
Hence it follows that these two symptoms of the poisoning
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with Antiar are simply dependent on the paralysis of the heart caused
by it. With reference to the irritabihty of the muscles and nerves,
on the contrary, it is easy to show that the ligature or excision of the
heart has not the same influence as the Antiar ; inasmuch as in the
first case the muscles and nerves are found irritable six or seven
hours, and more, after the experiment has been- made. Therefore it
may be said that the Antiar has a direct action on these organs.
These points once demonstrated, there remained one more question
to elucidate, namely, whether the Antiar acts only upon the muscles, or also upon the nerves. If we consider that the Antiar undoubtedly paralyses the muscles, we may easily see that the loss of the
excitability of the nerves possibly depends merely upon the impairment of the muscular contractility, and is therefore not real, but only
apparent. With a view to determine the real state of things, I
tried a third series of experiments — poisoning frogs in such a
manner that the muscles of one limb were kept free from the influence of the poison. This was done in two ways : first, by putting
a ligature round the crural artery and vein of one leg ; and secondly,
bv cutting through a leg entirely, after the ligature of its vessels, with
the exception only of the ischiadic nerve. In poisoning frogs treated
in one of these ways, through a wound of the back, I found that, with
the exception of the heart, the Antiar acts in the first instance upon
the muscles. This is shown by the fact, that in the second hour, at
the time when the muscles of the poisoned parts have lost their
irritability, the nerves of the sacral plexus in the abdomen still
possess their full influence upon the muscles of the leg which has
been kept free from the action of the poison. One might be inclined from this to conclude, that the nerves are not at all acted
npon by the Antiar ; but this inference would be erroneous. In fact,
the experiments just mentioned, if followed a little longer, show
that in the third or fourth hour the sacral plexus also becomes
inactive, at a time when the muscles of the non-poisoned leg are
fully contractile. The Antiar, therefore, paralyses also the nervous
trunks, but later than the muscles.
From all these experiments, it seems to follow that the Antiar is
a poison which acts principally npon the muscular system (the
heart and the voluntary muscles), a conclusion, in favour of which
I may further add, that the muscles and the heart of frogs poisoned by
Urari (Woorara, Curare) lose their irritability totally, and in a short
time, if Antiar is introduced into a wound some time after the Urari.
If we consider that, as I have shown (see Proceedings of the Royal
Society, 18 j6, p. 201), the Urari only acts upon the terminations of
the nerves in the muscles, and does not affect the irritability of the
heart and muscles at all, we may conclude, that a poison, which,
as the Antiar, is capable of paralyshig the muscles after the Urari,
has really a direct action upon the muscular fibre.
The results of my investigation into the effects of the Antiar upon
frogs, are therefore the following : —
1. The Antiar is a paralysing poison.
2. It acts in the first instance and with great rapidity (in 5 to
10 minutes) upon the heart, and stops its action.
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3. The consequences of this paralysis of the heart are the cessation of the voluntary and reflex movements in the first and second
hour after the introduction of the poison.
4. The Antiar paralyses in the second place the voluntary
muscles.
5 . In the third place it causes the loss of excitability of the great
nervous trunks.
6. The heart and muscles of frogs poisoned with Urari may be
paralysed by Antiar.
7. From all this it may be deduced, that the Antiar principally
acts upon the muscular fibre and causes paralysis of it.
So much for this time. My experiments with the Antiar upon
warm-blooded animals have only begun, and I am not yet able to
draw any conclusion from them. As soon as this will be possible, I
shall take the liberty to submit them to the Royal Society, together
with the results of my experiments with the Upas tieute, which
poison I had also the good fortune to obtain through the kindness of
Sir Benjamin Brodie and Dr. Horsfield. With regard to the Antiar
I may further add, that experiments made independently, and at
the same time, by my friend Dr. Sharpey with this poison, have conducted to the same results as my own.
January 7, 1858. — J. P. Gassiot, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.
The following communication was read : —
" Remarks upon the Magnetic Observations transmitted from York
Fort in Hudson's Bay, in August 1857," by Lieut. Blakiston, of the
Royal Artillery. By Major-General Sabine, R. A., Treas. and V.P.P-.S.
In the spring of 1857, Her Majesty's Government, designing to
send an expedition to exariiine and survey the yet unsettled country
north of the boundary-line between the British territory and that of
the United States, and comprised between Canada on the east and
the Rocky Mountains on the west, notified their intention to the
Royal Society, and invited suggestions regarding any objects of
physical research, for which the Royal Society might deem this to be
a fitting occasion.
Amongst the subjects to which attention was called in the reply,
the expediency of confirming and extending the Magnetic Survey of
British North America, which, at the instigation of the Royal Society,
was made in the years 1843 and 1844, and of which the results are
contained in the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1846, Art. XVII.,
was not forgotten ; and Lieut. Blakiston, of the Royal Artillery, personally known to Mr. Palliser, the conductor of the proposed Expedition, "having been
to the inspecial
charge ofDeterminations,
the Magnetic
Observations,
and toappointed
assist generally
Geographical
the Royal Society undertook to provide the instruments suitable for
the purpose, and with the sanction of the Committee of the Kew
Observatory of the British Association, placed their preparation
under the superintendence of Mr. Welsh, Director of that Observatory, where also Lieut. Blakiston received instructions for their use,
and acquired practical experience in their manipulation. About the
middle of June, Lieut. Blakiston sailed in the Hudson's Bay Com-
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pany's ship the ' Prince of Wales ' fov York Fort, where he arrived
on the 16th of August, and after completing the Magnetic Observations which he had been charged to make at that station, proceeded
on the 30th of the same month, by the canoe route, to join Mr.
Palliser, who had quitted England some days before him, and had
taken the route by the United States to Canada and the Red River
Settlement, and thence to Carlton House, where the whole party
would be assembled in the fall.
The care which Lieut. Blakiston bestowed upon his determinations
at York Fort appears to have been commensurate with the theoretical importance which, before he quitted England, he was aware would
attach to the results. In submitting these to the Society, I must
solicit a continuance of the patience and indulgence so kindly given
to me on a recent occasion ; for the subject of Terrestrial Magnetism
is far less generally understood than I believe it deserves to be ;
and there is often an apparent complexity in the details, especially
to those who are not familiar with the subject, which requires time
to be occupied in their elucidation. I shall commence with showing
the confirmation whiqh Lieut. Blakiston's results give to the approximate accuracy of the value assigned in the 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1846, for the absolute magnetic force at its principal
point of maximum in the northern hemisphere.
Those who are conversant, either from personal recollection or as
a matter of history, with the opinions regarding the phenomena of
terrestrial magnetism entertained in the tirst quarter of the present
century, will scarcely need to be reminded how generally the belief
then prevailed, that'the magnetic dip and the intensity of the niagTietic force at different points of the earth's surface might be represented with at least a sufficient approximation by mathematical formidse, obtained by supposing the magnetism of the earth to be concentrated into two magnetic poles, very near to each other and to
the earth's centre ; the supposition being also equivalent to that of
an infinite number of small magnets parallel to each other, distributed equally throughout the earth's surface. According to this
supposition, the greatest intensity of the magnetic force in each of
the two hemispheres should be found at the points where the dip
should be 90°, and the intensity should vary in the proportion of 2 : 1
between places where the dip should be respectively 90° and 0°.
In the Arctic Expeditions of 1818, 1819, and 1820, I had an opportunity ofmeasuring the intensitj- of the magnetic force at several
stations in the immediate vicinity of the dip of 90° ; and in the years
1821 and 1822, of comparing these measures with others made at
several points of the coasts of Europe, Africa, and America, and at
islands in the Atlantic Ocean (which I visited for the purpose of
making observations with the pendulum), in dips which, including the
Arctic stations, varied from 0° to 88° 47'. Tiie residt of this comparison was to place beyond a question the irreconcilability of the phenomena with the supposition of a coincidence between the points of
90° of dip and of the maximum of force. For example, the magnetic force was found to be considerably greater at New York, where
the dip was not more than 73°, than at the stations in the Polar Sea
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where it was nearly 90° ; and by grapliieal deliueatlons, according to
well-known methods, in which all the observations were taken into
the account, it was shown that whilst the dip of 90° could not be in
a more southerly latitude tban 70°, the greatest intensity of the
force would be found somewhere about the 53rd parallel in the
vicinity of Hudson's Baj', not less than 1000 geographical miles
distant
from the point of 90° of dip with which it had been supposed
to coincide.
The hypothesis, so generally put forward in the elementary treatises on Magnetism of that period, was therefore shown to be no
longer tenable. It was in fact specially one of that class of speculations designated by Bacon as "anticipations of nature," of which
it is so commonly the fate to be swept away, as knowledge advances
by that more slow and gradual, but more philosophical and certain
"interpretation of nature," which results from a strictly inductive
process.
Steadily pursuing this last-named process, the Royal Society — after
provision had been made by the establishment of Colonial Magnetic
Observatories for a systematic examination of the phenomena of the
variations of comparatively small amount, which are produced at the
surface of our planet by the influence of other bodies of our system ;
and by the Antarctic Expedition of Sir James Ross, for the magnetic
survey of such portions of the higher latitudes of the southern hemisphere as are accessible to navigation, — recommended toller Majesty's
Government, that in the northern hemisphere a magnetic survey
should be made of those parts of the British possessions which were
adjacent to the position which observation had indicated as that of the
principal maximum of the magnetic force in that hemisphere. This
recommendation was carried out in 1843 and 1844, and the particulars
of the survey, together with the conclusions derived from it, form
No. VII. of the magnetic contributions ia the ' Philosophical Transactions' for 1846, Art. XVII. The geographical position of the maximum of magnetic force derived from the combination of the 7S stations of that survey was 52° 19' N. and 91° 59' W. of Greenwich, and
the absolute value of the force at its point of maximum was found to
be I4'21 in British units (/. e. of mass, a grain; of time, a second; and
of space, a foot). As both the geographical position of the point of
maximum and the absolute value of the force prevailing there, are subject to a secular variation, of which the nature, the period, and the
epochs are desiderata of the highest theoretical importance, — and as
the determinations which are now made may therefore probably be
referred to as data by remote posterity, — their confirmation, by the
observations of a second observer visiting the same localities within a
few years of the same date, furnished with different instruments, and
pursuing in some respects different methods, was viewed as a circumstance much to be desired by the Committee of the Royal Society
appointed, at the request of Her Majesty's Government, to suggest
scientific desiderata, to be accomplished by IMr. Palliser's North
American Expedition,
York Fort had been one of the stations visited by Lieut, (now
Lieut. -Col.) Lefroy, in the Survey of 1843-44.
It is situated
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 105. Aug. 1858.
L
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nearly due north of the point of maximum deduced from that survey,
and less than 300 miles distant from it. The intensity of the force
at York Fort in July 1843, derived from the combined observations
of the inclination and of the horizontal force observed by Gauss's wellknown absolute method, was 14-07 ; and by Mr. Fox's statical apparatus, taking Toronto as a base, 14'03. We have now to compare
with these Lieut. Blakiston's results in August 1857, viz. 14"024 by
the combination of the inclination and the absolute horizontal force,
and 14'017 by a recent improvement of Dr. Lloyd's statical method,
which renders the result independent of changes which may take place
in the magnetic moment of the needle employed in the determination.
The first of these two last-named results has been computed by Mr.
Welsh, of the Kew Observatory, from the observations received from
Lieut. Blakiston, who was too much pressed for time by his approaching departure from York Fort to compute them himself.
The second is the mean of five determinations on three different
days, which were computed by himself on the spot ; they are severally
as follows :—
August 20th, noon
14-03
„
20th, 3 P.M. .... 14-01
„
22nd, 5 P.M
14-024
„
24th, noon
14-00
„
24th, 3 P.M
14-02
Mean
14-017
We have therefore by the mean of the two methods in 1843,
14-05, and by the mean of the two methods in 1857, 14-02, differing only about j^-yth from each other. As far, therefore, as
agreement at a single statio?i may be regarded as confirming the
conclusions of the survey of 1843-44, Lieut. Blakiston's results
furnish that confirmation ; and judging from the result at the first
station at which the comparison has been made, we may anticipate,
from the opportunities which he is likely to have of repeating observations at other stations of the former survey, as well as of adding stations previously unvisited, that the ultimate conclusion in respect to
the absolute value of the magnetic force at its point of maximum at
this particular magnetic epoch, will be as perfect as could be desired.
With respect to its present geographical position, we may also hope
that Lieut. Blakiston may have an opportunity, before his employment isterminated, of removing any doubts that may exist as to the
precision of the longitude assigned to it by the survey of 1843-44.
It cannot have escaped notice that the 7S stations of that .survey,
which by their combination assigned the latitude and longitude of
the point of maximum, did not perfectly fulfil one important condi
tion regarding their distribution, viz. that of symmetrical arrangement on all sides of the point in question. There was a considerable
preponderance of stations situated on the west of the meridian of the
point itself, and a deficiency on the eastern side, which might have
been remedied, had circumstances permitted, by a line of stations as
originally contemplated on the canoe route from Canada to Moose
Fort at
the south-western
end ofMoose
Hudson's
and possibly
by
some
additional
stations between
Fort Bay,
and York
Fort.
The
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experience which Lieut. Blakiston has had in canoe-travelling will
have prepared him to profit by the opportunities it may afford for
observation, and the route referred to is one of the ordinary canoe
routes of the Hudson's Bay Company: with this addition, the determinations ofgeographical position and of the value of the magnetic
force at its point of maximum, may be expected to be amongst the
most perfect, as they will undoubtedly be amongst the most important data, in this great branch of Physical Geography.
I proceed to notice Lieut. Blakiston' s observations upon the magnetic declination at York Fort, which, taken in conjunction with those
of the survey in 1843-4^1, tend to substantiate conclusions of no
less theoretical importance than those with which we have been
occupied regarding the magnetic force. It is well known to those
who are conversant with the phenomena of the secular chanye of the
declination, that during the whole of the last century, and for some time
after the commencement of the present century, the secular change
which took place in the position of the isogonic lines in the northern
parts of the North American continent, consisted in the progressive
translation of the lines from west to east. The line of no declination,
for example, to which, when Halley collected and coordinated the most
trustworthy observations previous to the publication of his INIagnetical
Map in 1/02, he assigned a position "about the meridian of the
middle of California" (Phil. Trans., No. 148), appears inHansteen's
'Mappa hydrographica sistens Declinationes magneticas Anni 1787'
(Erdmagnetismus, Atlas), at the latter epoch, as crossing Lake Superior, and proceeding from thence in a direction west of north, so as
to
pass
altogether observations
to the west ofof any
partlater
of date
Hudson's
Baytliat
; whilst
from well-assured
a still
we know
soon
after the beginning of the present century, places situated on the
western shores of Hudson's Bay had east declination, showing that
the line of no declination had passed over and was now to the east
of them. Consistently with this general movement of the isogonic
lines from west to east, the declination at York Fort, which, according to the observations of Capt. Middleton (Phil. Trans. 1726,
No. 393, and 1731, No. 418) was at least 19° West in 1725, had
diminished to about 5° West in 1787 (Hansteen, I. c). In September 1819 it was found by Sir John Franklin to be 6° East (Journey
to the Shores of the Polar Sea, 1819-22, p. 26), and by Lieut.Colonel Lefroy in 1843, 9° 2.5' East. Thus we perceive that in Httle
more than a century (from 172.5 to 1843) the declination at York
Fort had changed progressively, by the operation of secular change,
not less than 28°, always in the direction of westerly decreasing or
easterly increasing; (which is in effect the same as a movement of
translation of the isogonic lines from west to east).
In 1841 the Toronto OI)servatory commenced its observations,
and although (from defective instrumental organization) the conclusions in regard to the secular change of the declination were not at
first as j)recise as could be desired, they were sufficiently so to justify
a strong persuasion that some very notable change hud recently
taken place in the order of the phenomena, and to lead to the commencement, inJanuary 184.5, of a special series of monthly determi»
L2
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nations in a detached building, appi'opriated chiefly to a close investigation into the direction and amount of the secular change. The
result is stated in the 3)d volume of the Toronto Observations, p. cxxvi,
and is as follows: — "The secular change of the declination from
1845 to 1851 inclusive was an annual increase of 1''95 of west declination. From July 1851 to April 1854 (two years and nine months)
an annual increase of 2'54 : and assuming the circumstances of anew
series commenced in 1855 with the same instrument placed in a new
building to be strictly comparable with those of the old series, the
increase from April 1854 to October 1855 is at the mean annual rate
of 3''54." The progressively increasing amount of the rate of secular change is a circum:<tance which, for obvious reasons, may be expected tofollow for a time after the reversal of the direction of the
change.
Attention being thus alive, particular care was taken that the
azimuth compass with which Lieut. Blakiston was supplied should
be free from instrumental error, and the practice was recommended
to him of repeating observations at different hours and on different
days. The following is a transcript of the report received from him
from York Fort, showing how thoroughly these directions were kept
in view :—
., Pechnation at York Fort, 1857.
h m

17th August, 5 30
5 43
G 14
20th August, 5 18
5 53
26th August, 5 54
6 40
7 20
Mean

p.M
p.M
p.M
p.m
p.M
a.m
A.M
A.M

a

7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7

;

01
21
43
41
24
01
57
50
37

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

" Ten to twelve observations in each set, the compass being lifted
and shaken between each observation."
^ ^
The observations of Franklin in Se])tember 1819 gave 6 00 E.
Those of Lefroy in July 1843 gave
9 25 E.
Those of Blakiston in August 1857 gave
7 37 E.
It appears therefore that the secular variation which between 1819
and 1843 caused an increase of east declination, caused on the contrary between 1843 and 1857 a decrease of east declination. This
is a reversal in the same sense as that which has been seen to have
taken place at Toronto. It seems probable from an inspection of the
intervals, and of the differences of declination-value, in the three
determinations above noticed, that the epoch of reversal must have
coincided very nearly with that of the survey of 1843-44 ; and consequently that Lieut. -Col. Lefroy's result may show approximately
the maximum which the easterly declination attained at York Fort
before the change took place. If we might assume 1843 to be the
precise epoch, it is desen'ing of remark that it is the same year in
which the observations of the inclination at Toronto show that the
annual secular variation of that element changed from a decreasing
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at
Blakiston
Lieut.
by
observed
dip
to au increasing rate. The
83° 47'-2
York Fort was 83° 53' in 1857, and by Lieut.-Col. Lefroytaken
place
in 1843, showing, as at Toronto, a shght increase to have
in that element in the interval.
I am indebted to Dr. Norton Shaw, Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, for a copy of dechnations observed by Mr. Palliser
in his passage between Fort William and the Red River Settlement.
It happens that four of the stations in this route, at which Mr.
Palliser observed the declination in the summer of 1857, had been
They are as follows :—
stations of Lieut.-Col. Lefroy in 1843-44.
Lat.

48
Savannah
Fort
FrancisPortage
Lake of the Woods .... 49
50
LakeWinipeg

Long.

Declination.
1843-44.
1857-

05 W. 7°46
90 30
3653 N. 93
9 36E.
27
94 44
1216
15 30
96 35
28
Means
11 17 E.

69 53
31 E.
1017
14 25
10 14 E,

At all the stations the easterly declination is less in 1857 than in
1843-44; and on the average of the four stations it would appear
to have decreased about 1° in the fourteen years.
It would be unjust to tlie memory of the profound and sagacious
philosopher, by whom, more than 150 years ago, the facts both of
the magnetic dechnation in different parts of the globe and of its
changes were first collected and framed into an hypothesis (Halley
in Phil. Trans. 1692, No. 193), if we were to fail to recognize that
this reversal in the direction of the motion of the isogonic lines, in
the vicinity of the principal magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere
(using the term 'pole' in the physical sense in which Halley employed
it), is conformable to the hypothesis which he propounded at that
early date, — " to explain," according to his own words, " the change
in the variation (declination) of the magnetic needle." By the supposition of a double system of the terrestrial magnetic forces, occasioning two poles or principal points of attraction in each hemisphere producing resultant phenomena in all parts of the surface of
the globe according to their relative strength and proximity, Halley
showed that all the apparently complex phenomena of the magnetic
direction might be systematically represented ; and by the further
supposition tliat one of the two systems (the stronger one) was fixed,
and the other (the weaker one) possessed a gradual and slow motion,
that a reasonable explanation could be given of the phenomena of
the secular change in different parts of the globe, as far as they were
known in his time. At the period when this hypothesis was originated, viz. in 1692, the two poles in the northern hemisphere were
considered to be situated as follows : that of the stronger and fixed
system in North America, about the meridian of the middle of California, and that of tlie weaker and moving system, about the meridian of the British Islands, having a jjrogressive motion towards the
cast. Now as the resultant j)henomena in the north of America,
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though influenced principally by the nearer and stronger system,
would still exhibit in a slighter degree the influence of the weaker
and moving system, the isogonic lines in that part of the globe
should have, according to the hypothesis, a movement of translation
from west to east conformably to the motion of the weaker system,
until the difference in longitude between the poles of the respective
systems should amount to 180°, an event which would constitute an
epoch in the secular magnetic variations, characterized (amongst
other circumstances) by the reversal of the motion of the isogonic
lines in America, which would thenceforward take place from east to
west, as the distance between the poles should diminish on the Siberian side of what Halley termed the American Pole. Now it is well
known that the expedition of MM. Hansteen, Erman, and Due, across
the continents of Europe and Asia in 1828 and 1829, had, for its
principal object, the determination of the magnetic phenomena around
the point of maximum attractive force of the weaker or moving
system ; and that the position those gentlemen assigned to it in longitude at the time of this expedition was about 115° East of Greenwich,
to which meridian it had progressively moved in the interval which
had elapsed since Halley assigned its position near the meridian of
our Islands. Fully recognizing that in the present, as in the earlier
state of magnetical science we can only regard such assignments as
approximate, we have still full reason to beheve that about the time
of the memorable expedition of MM. Hansteen, Erman, and Due,
i. e. a few years earlier or a few years later than 1828-29, the epoch
must have occurred when the points of greatest attraction of the two
systems in the northern hemisphere must have passed through their
greatest longitudinal distance from each other, and when, according
to Halley's hypothesis, the direction of the movement of translation
of the isogonic hnes in the northern parts of America should be
reversed, which we find to have now taken place.
I have ventured to think that these few remarks, recalling to
recollection an hypothesis which was not framed without a most
laborious coordination and sagacious grouping of the phenomena
which it professed to represent, and which has its place in the earlier
volumes of our Transactions, would not be unacceptable to the Members of the Royal Society, of which Society Halley has ever been
regarded as one of the brightest ornaments.
CAMBRIDGE
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[Continued from p. 72.]
May 25, 1S57. — Mr. Bashforth made a communication " On some
Calculations and Experiments undertaken for the purpose of testing
the Theories of Capillary Action."
Also Mr. Candy exhibited a Physiological Alphabet.
The principle of this alphabet is to make the form of the letter
indicate the manner in wbich the sound is produced, by showing the
position of the organs of speech concerned.
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Mr. Candy on a Physiological Alphabet.
The
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open mouth, affording an uninterrupted, unimpeded passage
breath, is represented by two horizontal straight lines (
).
sudden, complete, closing of the lips, which gives the sound
letter P, is represented by drawing a line joining these two on

the left ( |~ ) ; the mouth looking in the same direction as the
Queen's
on the
coinsfirstandcolumn
stamps.
All thehead
letters
in the
of the Table have a line on the
left, and are therefore labials.
The second column, having a line inclining to the left, are dentals.
The third column have a vertical line in the centre of the mouth,
and are the Unguals.
The fourth column incline to the right, and are the palato-linguals
or weakened linguals.
The fifth column, with a line curving over to the right, are the
Sanscrit cerebrals, in which the tongue is curled up, so that the
lower side of it comes against the roof of the mouth.
The sixth column, in which the line leans from the right to the
centre, are the palatals.
The seventh column, with a vertical line on the right, are the gutturals, at the back of the mouth.
The eighth column, with a line on the right, leaning to the right,
are the faucals, still further back than the gutturals.
The first row of letters in the Table, with a thin line from top to
bottom, are the mute explodents, in which there is a sudden and
complete stoppage of the breath.
The second row, with a thick line, are the corresponding sonant
explodents.
The third row, in which there is an interval between the top line
and the connecting line, are the whispered continuants, in which
there is a passage of breath, jjroducing a hissing.
The fourth row, with a short thick line, are the corresponding
voiced continuants, or buzzes.
The fifth row contains additional hissing letters, and the sixth
row corresponding additional buzzing ones.
In the letters of the seventh row, there is represented an opening
upwards at the back of the mouth, leading into the nose. These,
therefore, are the nasal letters.
The double curl in the eighth and ninth rows indicates a vibration
of both sides of the tongue, while the tip is fixed. This is the case
in L, which is represented in Sanscrit by a similar form. The eighth
row, with thin lines, are the whispered Ls.
The tenth and eleventh rows, with a single curl, are the Rs or
trills. The curl indicates vibration.
The twelfth row are the CafFre clicks. The short line darting out
from an angle, shows that the tongue is placed in a certain position,
and then suddenly jerked away.
The thirteenth row are the breathings.
The dots and accents ( " '^) in the last row are the vowel-points.
The last figure shows the applicability of tliis alphabet to monograms, being a combination of F, DZh=J, and K=C, the initials
of the inventor, F. J. Candy.
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The analysis of sound exhibited in this alphabet is that in ' Universal
Writing and Printing,' by Mr. A. J. Ellis, a Fellow of this Society.
The following is Wr. Ellis's Universal Digraphic Alphabet arranged
in the order of this alphabet, to facilitate comparison.
tt
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Key to the Consonants and Breathings.
[See the Table for the forms of the Physiological consonants.]
grh
Cj) P, TT, 5 with dagesh.
tt Arabic dental /, Hebrew 0.
Row
1.

t
1j
"S1 <t
kj
jk
Ly

fb
dd
d
2. -^ dj
Id
gj
Lff

T, T, r\ with dagesh.
like/y.
Sanscrit cerebral t.
French qu, Italian chi.
K, V, 3 with dagesh.
Hebrew p.
B, 1 with dagesh.
Arabic dental d.
D, 1 with dagesh.
Hungarian gy.
Sanscrit cerebral d.
Old Engl. giiTixA, French gue\x\.
G, J with dagesh.

rph f, D without dagesh.
."s Arabic dental .*, Hebrew )£.
s S, a, D.
3. "^ sj Polish .*, Hebrew j^.
sh
Sanscrit cerebral sh.
I
ch German jialatal ch in "ich."
LM German guttural ch in " ach ! "
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without dagesh.
w, '2, z.
German dental
I^bh
zz Arabic
z Z,C,l,
Polish z.
A zjzh buzz
of the hiss sh.

I]h German palatal g in " teig."^^
guttural g in " tag."
Germawn j;,
I gh Hebre
L£
Arabic ^.
whispered w, English wli, Saxon Im.
lower hp touches the upper teeth .
F : in which the
d, n without dagesh.
sch.
ti>, English sh, French c^, German
"
"hue.
\j;
ereda' ory in
7.
whispsh
^^^^^^^__
] yh Spani

Cxoli
/
th
sh

IfwV

sh w, Hebrew V
English
v.
Engli

.

,

the," 1 without dagesh.
th in " y.
dh French
5. <i
1 zh
w ♦.
Ly English y. Germany, Hebre
m M, ^, Dnw Arabic dental n.
Ital. gn. Span. «, Port. «A.
<( wy Fr. and
" « Sanscrit cerebral n.
ngj back palatal n.
ng ng in " sing," y before gutturals.
llh whispered Polish /.
Ih whispered /. Welsh //.

I

Cll Polish barred /.
\ I L. X, *?.
gli, Span. «, Ptrt. Ih.
^■\lj
I / Ital.
Sanscrit cerebral /.
^t
jrh whispered r, Welsh rA.
^^- \r Sanscrit cerebral r.
rJrA
r
rj
11 . <I zrh

German lip-trill.
initial R, p, '^.
palatal r.
Polish rz.

^^

J. English r in " fir," " her.
English l^r . in " fur," " poor."
R rA Arabic
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12. ■<^ ck
cj
\j;

ZZh
'~' ;

dental click, African q.
flat click, African c.
side click, African x.
palatal click, African qc.
cerebral click.
Hebrew }ij, Greek '.
Arabic Hamza.

zi H H ' n.
—

hA strong h, Hebrew ptI a Sanscrit anuswara, mark of nasalization.
Vowels.

There are three series of vowels ; the upper, middle, and lower;
the points representing which are placed respectively above, between,
and below the two horizontal lines of the letter.
Tiiere are also three positions of vowels ; labial and dental (which
may be called front), palatal, and guttural. The points are placed
respectively at the left hand, middle, and right of the letter.
In some cases there are three vowels of the same series in the
same position. These are expressed respectively by . / n in the appropriate place.
The number of vowels which may be expressed is thus twentyseven ; but there are only twenty distinct vowels recognized, of
which ten occur in English.
There are no front upper vowels.
Each of these twenty vowels may be long or short. The long
vowels may be expressed by doubling, or thickening, the sign for the
short vowel; or perhaps better by combining with it the mark (— ),
giving -, ^ or <, A or> for the long sounds of ( • ) (') (^ )
respectively. g^^^^ ^y y^^^i^
Position :— Front.
Palatal. Guttural.
Series.
Short.
Candy's
Physiol. Lv,.
Alphabet. _

Is,-

Ellis's "
Digraphic >. ue uh ih
Ali)habet.__ u ua 0
Candy's
Physiol. ^
Alphabet. _j

> < > < —

\ 1 •

\/•

i ia e
eh oh eo
Long.
09

> < —
> < —

Ellis's ^
a iia ee
Digraphic ^ uue uuh iih eeh ooh eeo
Alphabet.J
^^ ^j^^ ^^
g^^

Middle
Ujjper.
\
Lower.
\
\ /•

e9 ae a
Middle
oe
9 Upper.
Lower.
ao aa

Middle.

Upper.
> < — Lower.
> —
eea aae aa Upper.
> —

ooe aa Middle.
aao
aaa Lower.
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Long.

Phys. Digr.

— ^ a, Ital. and Germ, short a. nr: aa, a in "father."
ae, English short a.
:zz. aae, Provincial English.
:Z1 eJ. English short e.
ziz e, French L

ZIZ ee9, ea in '' bear."
zzz ee, English ay, French ee.

zfz is, English short i.

z=i H^,

—

IZZ i^>

i,
• 9.

French short i.

Engl. & Dutch M.Sanscr. a. ZE 33,

the long sound of rzr
Engl, ee, Fr. 7, Germ. ie.
the long sound of Z^

; oe, Fr. eu, Ger. oe or o short. Z> ooe, Fr. «<, Germ.oe or olong.
IJZ. eo, French mute e.

11 eeo,

ZZL oh, Gaelic ao in " laogh."

sll ooh, the long sound of -±-

~ eh, Polish y short.

I>I e^A, the long sound of IiZ

'•

ih, Welsh y (tongue between E^ iih,

the long sound of H

Welsh y long.

T~ aA, Swedish m short.
<Z mmA, Swedish m long.
: ae, Sc. wi, Ger. we or u, Sw. y EZ Kwej German we or ii long.
tzi aa, French a short.

^r^ aaa, French d.

ZH ao, English o short.
ztl aao, English a in " water."
ZZl 09, Italian o aperto, short. zzr oo9, Ital. o aperto, long.
jUI 0,

English 0 in " omit."

ZIT oo, Engl, long o, Gr. w.

"TZ u3, Ital. 0 chiuso, Sw. o short iz: wwa, Ital. o chiuso, Sw. o long.
zzz u, Engl. 00 short; Germ. &c. zn uu, Engl, oo long. Germ uh.
u short.
Nov. 9. — Professor Sedgwick gave a description of a- series of dislocations which have moved the Cambrian and Silurian rocks between Leven Sands and Duddon Sands, -several miles out of their
normal position in the Geological Map of the Lake Mountains.
To make the subsequent descriptions clear, the author first gave
a normal or typical section of the older Palaeozoic rocks, by enumerating (in an ascending order) the great groups which have been
well established, as follows: — 1. Skiddaw Slate. 2. Chloritic slate,
porphyry, trappean shales, &c. 3. Coniston Limestone, calcareous
slate, Coniston Flagst( ne, &c. (All the above three groups are called
(Jambrian.) 4. Coniston Grit, — a good physical group, which however, from the paucity of its fossils, may be thought of ambiguous
relations: it appears to represent the May Hill Sandstone, and there-
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fore to be the base of those rocks which, in the north of England,
represent the Wenlock and Ludlow groups of Siluria. 5. A coarse
slate, often much contorted. 6. A bed of impure limestone, which
may be traced from Tottlebank Fell towards the north-east for about
two miles, after which it thins out and does not again appear further
northward. 7. A coarse and often contorted state. When No. 6
is wanting. No. 5 and No. 7 may be considered as one group (now
called Banisdale Slate), which is widely spread, and gradually passes
into more coarse and gritty masses, that link themselves to the next
superior group. 8. Grit, slate, and tilestone, expanded between
Kendal and Kirkby Lonsdale. This is followed by unconformable
masses of Old Red Sandstone and carboniferous limestone. Of the
above groups, Nos. 5, 6, and 7 approximately represent the Wenlock
series, and No. 8 abounds in characteristic Ludlow fossils.
In the range of these groups from Shap Fell to Tottlebank Fell
(which is about two miles south-west of Coniston Waterfoot) there
seems to be no ambiguity ; but to the south of Tottlebank Fell the
groups have, through the intervention of great faults, been thrown
into such abnormal positions that their relations have often been
misunderstood. Thus, (in 1822) when the author first attempted
to map this part of Lancashire, he was led, by the line of strike as
•well
as by the whole
physical
the country,
to identify
the Tottlebank
Limestone
with characters
a calcareousof band
a few miles
further
south, which ranges (on the east side of the Duddon estuary) from
the hills above Bunk House, through Meer Beck, towards the village of Ireleth, and which from thence by an enovmons fault {upcast
towards the south) is thrown into the ridge of High Haume, near
Dalton, from which it is continued nearly in the same strike till it is
covered by the Old Red Sandstone and Mountain Limestone. This
identification was however erroneous ; for the limestone-beds above
mentioned, ranging on the east side of Duddon Sands, are altogether
unconnected with the Tottlebank Limestone, and are in mineral type
and fossils absolutely identical with that portion of the Coniston
Limestone which appears, as is well known, on the other side of
Duddon Sands in the south-western extremity of Cumberland.
The above mistake (made in like manner by several subsequent
observers) was partially corrected by the author in 1845 ; when, on
good physical and fossil evidence, he placed the High Haume Limestone on the same parallel with that of Coniston. Not having any
fossils from the limestone quarries north of the village of Ireleth, and
not having found a single characteristic fossil from the slate-rocks
between Ulverston Sands and Duddon Sands, he was in 1845 unable
to carry his correction any farther; but even then he remarked again
and again that the calcareous beds north of the village of Ireleth in
structure resembled the Coniston Limestone, which is seen on the
north-west side of the Duddon, much more nearly than they resembled the calcareous beds of Tottlebank.
In the autumn of 1856 the author, accompanied by his friends
(Mr. Gough of Reston Hall, and Mr. John Ruthven of Kendal), saw
for the first time the excellent local collection formed during the
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labours of many past years by Mr. Bolton of Ulverston. It was
evident almost at a glance that the fossils he had collected from the
slate-rocks between Ulverston and Duddon Sands belonged to the
upper part of the Coniston group (No. 3). He kindly pointed out
to them some of his best localities, and they left the country convinced that nearly all the older rocks between Ulverston and the
Duddon estuary belonged to the Coniston group, and consequently
that these rocks were not superior, but inferior to the Coniston grits,
though the prevailing dip and the geographical position of the groups
might seem to indicate the very contrary.
In 1857 they again visited the district, re-examined Mr. Bolton's
unrivalled local collection, and again during two days made traverses
under his guidance. They then devoted a few days to the approximate determination of the vast breaks and faults, which have so much
disturbed the normal position of the physical groups in a part of
Furness, and made the colours of the Geological Map to appear
almost incredibly anomalous.
The author then described, by help of plans and sections, the
faults above alluded to. 1. Black Coomb, protruded as it is at the
south-west end of Cumberland, seems to have been a kind of centre
of disturbance. The chloritic slates and Coniston group which
skirt the south-east side of Black Coomb have been ripped up by a
north and south fault which at one cast throws the Coniston limestone about three miles to the south of its previous range.
2. Similar enormous up-casts towards the south-east cause the repetition of the Coniston limestone and flagstone on the other side
of the Duddon Sands. This repetition is not produced by undulations, but by great tcp-cast faults.
3. A great east and west fault descends near the rivulet of Beck
Side with a down-cast to the north, which brings the Ireleth slates
down to the level of the sea at Sandside.
4. A complicated fault, or system of faults, with a ver}' great up'
cast to the south-east, runs from Kirkby Hall, skirting the brow of
the hill under the great Ireleth slate quarries. The slates of Ireleth
cannot be separated from the Coniston flag. They do not overlie
the Coniston grits (as the author and other observers had long supposed), but abut against them. This conclusion seems inevitable,
though the sections are broken and difiicult of interpretation.
5. By a complication of faults the Coniston grits are widely expanded in the hills immediately north of the great Ireleth slate quarries ;but all the above mentioned groups are by an east and west
fault (or series of faults), with an enormous up-cast towards the
south, cut ofl^ from the normal groups (viz. Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 of
the typical section), which range towards Coniston water and thence
into Westmoreland. This east and west fault runs down into the
valley of the Crake, not far from Lowick Bridge.
G. Another great fault ap{)ears to descend from Coniston waterhead down the Crake, producing an ujj-cast on its south-east side.
The facts given in the above abstract necessitate a partial change
of nomenclature, 'i'iie Ireleth slates can no longer be appealed to
as groups suverior to the Coniston grita and on the parallel of the
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Wenlock shale. But in Banisdale there are old slate quarries in
the group which, without sectional difficulty or ambiguity, does over
lie the Coniston grits. For the future, therefore, the author proposes to use the term Banisdale slates for the lower part of the
group which overlies the Coniston grits.
Having approximately laid down the /««//* above mentioned, there
was still something wanting to complete the evidence ; for the
slate rocks between Duddon Sands and Leven Sands, in spite of
their contortions, form an ascending section of great thickness. If,
therefore, these slates be a repetition of the Coniston flags, the
Coniston grits (typical section No. 4) might be looked for somewhere
towards the south-east. To put this to the test, the author (accompanied byhis two friends) made a complete traverse from Broughton
to the upper part of Leven Sands ; and they found, as they were
finishing their traverse, that the ridges which skirt the estuary of
the Leven, below Penny Bridge, were composed of the Coniston grits
in their characteristic form. The evidence was then complete, and
they next day left the country.
Also a paper was read by Professor De Morgan, " On the Beats of
Imperfect Consonances."
This subject has been left in great obscurity by Dr. Smith, and
subsequent writers have either neglected it, or misunderstood it, or
obtained results by methods which miss the principal simplification
of which the theory appears susceptible. Omitting historical matter,
Mr. De Morgan's method may be described as follows : —
The grave harmonic of Tartini, formed by sounding two notes of
which the vibrations take n and m equal parts of time (m : n being
in its lowest terms), has a vibration which lasts through mn of those
times. This is called Tartini' s beat, whether it produce a sound,
or whether it only produce what Dr. Smith calls a fluttering. This
beat is most perfect when the consonance is in perfect tune. If the
consonance be a little out of tune, Tartini's beats are not destroyed,
but do not succeed each other with perfect reiteration of circum-,
stances, owing to the gradual advance or regression of the )iosition
in one vibration of the commencement of the other. A cycle of
disturbances is the result, which cycle is repeated, or repeated quam
proxime ; and the ear recognizes this recurrence in Smith's beats,
which are entirely due to the imperfection of the consonance. The
connexion has a close resemblance to that of the instantaneous ellipse
of a planet and its disturbed orbit.
The simplest connexion of beats and vibrations is as follows : —
The smaller of the two numbers, n and m, being n, every vibration
by which the upper note is tuned wrong gives n beats per second.
Thus, the consonance being a fifth (2 : 3), every vibration by which
the upper note is too flat or too sharp gives two beats per second.
In an appendix, Mr. De Morgan gives some tables of beats, repeats
some theorems on temperament from the Penny Cyclopaedia, and
recommends and argues in favour of tuning being performed by a
whole octave of tuning forks, adjusted by beats to the system employed.
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XVII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.
ON

THE

FLUORESCENCE OF A SOLUTION OF FRAXINE WHICH APPEARS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES OF A YELLOW COLOUR.

BY THE

PRINCE

SALM-HORSTMAR.

PROFESSOR STOKES has had the goodness to call my attention to the probability of the observation of a ^e//o2w fluorescence
of a solution of fraxine, in a test-tube placed in a case of blue cobalt
glass (see PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol. xcvii. p. 638), being due to
an optical illusion caused by the colour contrast. This suggestion
induced me to examine the matter more closely.
If the experiment be so arranged that the test-tube containing the
solution be placed in a narrow opake case, closed at the bottom, and
having a single opening through which the daylight passes horizontally, the blue fluorescence appears precisely as in direct daylight.
In a case of dark violet manganese glass, the solution also presents
the same blue fluorescence as appears in direct daylight.
Hence it certainly follows that the yellow fluorescence mentioned
above was an optical illusion, caused by the fact that the eye only
recognized one part of the fluorescent light of the fraxine, that is,
only the yellow rays, because the much stronger blue light of the
glass case prevents the eye from recognizing distinctly the feeble
blue rays of the total fluorescence. The yellow rays of the fluorescent
light, although inferior in respect to quantity to the blue rays of the
entire fluorescence, are yet distinctly perceived, because the eye is
especially sensitive to them in the neighbourhood of the blue.
The yellow fluorescent appearance is accordingly a part of the
total fluorescent light. Hence the appearance of the light in the
cobalt-glass case remains yellow upon an almost black ground if a
deep orange-coloured glass be held before the eye ; and it appears to
differ very little from the fluorescence of the uranium glass if the
orange glass be changed for a pure yellow one.
The cobalt-glass case appears to be capable of application, not
only for finding quickly, and without the use of a prism, the yellow
constituent in a blue fluorescence, but also for judging to some extent of the relative quantities of the yellow constituent of the light in
totally different solutions having blue fluorescence. This is effected
by placing the several solutions side by side, cmteris paribus, in the
case. It is especially advantageous to cover one of the glass sides
of the case, that one namely which is turned towards the window,
with a piece of black paper, the height of which is almost equal to
the length of the test-tubes. The brilliancy of the yellow light is
thereby increased. — Poggendorff's Annalen, for April, 1858.
NOTE

ON

INTERNAL

CONICAL

REFRACTION.

BY

DR. P. LECH.

A simple means of observing and measuring the internal conical
refraction in even feebly double-refracting crystals is the following: —
A polished parallel plate of crystal, cut almost at right angles to an
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optical axis, is covered on one side with tinfoil, and so placed under
the microscope that the surface of the tinfoil is visible, seen through
the crystal. If now the tinfoil be illuminated from above through
the crystal by sun- or lam]}-light, there are seen at a proper position
of the crystal a quantity of delicate brilliant rings, which are the
images of the reflecting parts of the tinfoil on the white light. The
delicacy of the rings renders the measurement tolerably accurate.
I found in this manner the width of the aperture of the cone, —
For Tartaric acid, 4° 12' ; difference of the least and greatest
0°55
observed values
....
34'
-0°54
Sugar,
0°45
Diopside,
Nitre,
Gypsum,
0° 18'
For Arragonite I found 1° 52' (according to Lloyd, 1° 50' ; theory,
V 55'). Angstrom's coefficients of refi'action give for gypsum,
17' 25"; for nitre, theory givea 46' 25". — Poggendorff's Annalen,
vol. civ. p. 188.
For
For
For
For

ON

THE

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ON CHEMICAL
BY DR. LOTHAR MEYER.

AFFINITY.

In the twelfth volume of Poggendorff's Annalen, there is a note by
Babinet which contains the proposal to use, as a measure of chemical affinity, the pressure which a gas generated by chemical decomposition must attain in order that the decomposition may cease.
The author states that for zinc and sulphuric acid the limit is reached
■when for 0° C. the pressure of the liberated hydrogen amounts to
thirteen atmospheres ; at 25° C, on the contrary, this pressure exceeds the height of thirty-three atmospheres.
Experiments which I have made in Prof. Werther's laboratory do
not agree with these statements. With the most varied strengths
of sulphuric acid, even in the presence of large quantities of different sulphates, and by the use of citric and acetic acids, the pressure
of the hydrogen liberated by zinc far exceeds the limits given by
Babinet. The reason of this appears to lie in the fact that Babinet
used copper vessels closed by a cock, while I used sealed glass tubes.
The decomposition appears, however, to attain a limit; at any
rate the liquid, even with excess of zinc, has still a strong acid reaction after standing for months. But what the maximum of this pressure may be I have not been able to determine, inasmuch as the only
tubes I could obtain which would stand the pressure were too narrow
to allow a manometer to be introduced. The greatest pressure
which I observed directly at the manometer was 66 atmospheres.
The acid consisted of one volume SH- O^ and three volumes of H'^ O;
the temperature was 0° C. The tube exploded shortly after observing this pressure. — Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. civ, p. 189.
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On Equally Attracting Bodies.
By Dr. T. A. Hirst*.
II. On equally attracting Surfaces.

1. A S in the former memoir f, we shall again find it convenient
-tJL to employ polar coordinates, the attracted point being
taken as pole, and to adopt the following as definitions :—
Corresponding points of two orv more surfaces are those which
lie on the same radius vector.
Corresponding tangent planes touch their respective surfaces at
corresponding points, and the normals at these points are corresponding normals.
If we allow ourselves, for the sake of brevity, to make use of
the term vector-plane for any plane through the radius vector at
any point, then the plane which contains both the radius vector
and the normal may be called the normal vector-plane of the
point under consideration, so that corresponding normal vectorplanes will pass through the same radius vector and contain
corresponding normals.
Lastly, any cone having its vertex at the attracted point or pole
will be said to intercept upon two or more surfaces corresponding
portions or elements according as the dimensions of the cone are
finite or infinitesimal. Corresponding elements produced indefinitely in every direction constitute, of course, corresponding tangent planes.
2. In each point of our surfaces we shall conceive matter of a certain density to be concentrated, and this matter will be regarded as
capable of acting at a distance — of attracting along the radius vector— according to the law of inverse squares. Amongst the infinite
* Communicated by the Aiitlioi*.
t See I'hil. Mil}!;-, «■ ^- vol. xiii. p. .SO.'i.
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number of surfaces, however, capable of attracting the pole with
the same intensity along the same line, we shall consider, solely,
the group whose corresponding elements attract equally. The expres ionequally
'
attracting sui-faces ' being interpreted in this
very restricted manner, it will be seen that the problem before
us reduces itself to a purely geometrical one, which, apart from
the theory of attraction, is not without interest.
3. Let dxT be the measure of the solid angle of a very small
cone having its vertex at the pole, in other words, let dcr be the
element which such a cone intercepts upon a sphere, with radius
unity, described about the pole as centre. If ds be the element
of an attracting surface intercepted by the same cone, r the distance of the element from the pole, and ■<^ the acute angle between the radius vector and the normal to this element, then
ds . cos ■\lrz=r'^da,
so that the attraction upon the pole, due to the matter spread
over the element ds with the density g, will be proportional to
§ds

gd<T

,,,

r'
cos ^fr'
that is to say, the attraction of an element at any point of a
given surface is dependent solely upon the ratio between the
density at that point, and the cosine of the acute angle between
the normal and radius vector.
From this we easily conclude, that when the densities at corresponding points are equal, the pole is attracted with the same intensity along the same line by all surfaces whose corresponding
elements {or tangent planes) are equally inclined to their common
radiiis vector, or, in other words, by all surfaces which cut at the
same angle each ray of a pencil whose centre is the attracted point.
Of course the resultant attractions of two such equally attracting surfaces will have like or opposite directions according as
their con'esponding points are situated on the same or on opposite sides of the attracted point. Our solutions will always include both cases ; but since no difficidty will be encountered in
distinguishing between the two, we shall, for simplicity, keep
the former — where the surfaces attract in precisely the same
manner — mox'e especially in view.
The equation (1) also shows that the pole is attracted with the
same intensity along the same line by all surfaces whose densities
at corresponding points are proportional to the cosines of the acute
angles between the common radius vector and the normals at those
points.
The ratio between the density and the cosine of the acute
angle between the radius vector and normal, which according to
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must be the same for all surfaces and a determinate
theorem
this
direction of the radius vector, will, in general, vary with this
direction; in other words, it will be a function of the two
angles 6, ^ which determine the same. The theorem leads immediately to the solution of the following problem :— To determine the density on a given surface in order that any portion of
the same may attract the pole in the same manner as the corresponding portion of any other surface with respect to which the
density is known. In the present memoir, however, instead of
entering into the details of this problem, we shall occupy ourselves exclusively with the consequences of the first theorem.
4. A few of the simplest of these consequences may be at once
deduced. For example, each ray of a pencil is cut twice, at the
same angle, by a sphere ; so that the centre of the pencil, if it
be without the sphere, will be attracted in the same manner by
corresponding portions of the convex and concave surfaces; and
if the centre of the pencil be within the sphere, it will be kept in
equilibrium by the attractions of corresponding portions, provided that, in both cases, the densities are the same at corresponding points. The well-known theorem given by Newton in
of the first book of his ' Principia,' is a pai-ticular
Prop,
70th
the
case of the above.
5. Surfaces whose like-directed radii vectores are proportional
to each other, or, as we shall call them, similar surfaces, also attract the pole in the same manner when the densities at corresponding points are equal. This is at once evident from the
equation (1), which shows that the attraction of an element intercepted bya given cone is independent of its distance from the
pole. If
r = cf{e,(f))
be the equation of any surface, those of all surfaces similar to it
will be found by giving to the constant c all possible values.
6. It can easily be shown, too, that, under the same hypothesis with respect to the densities at corresponding points,
inverse surfaces, or those whose like-directed radii vectores are
inversely proportional to each other, also attract the pole equally.
Although the truth of this assertion will be at once manifest
from the general equation of equally attracting surfaces, to be
hereafter given, it may be well to give at once a simple and
direct demonstration of tlie same.
Let m and ?«, be two conse-

cutive points on a given surface, m' and ?«', their corresponding
points on the inverse surface, and 0 the attracted point or pole;
M 2
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then, by hypothesis,
Om . Om' = 0/K, . Ow'i = const.,
so that the triangles mOniy, nJOm\, which have in common an
infinitesimal angle at O, are similar, and the angles m^mO and
m'm',0 equal. Ultimately, thei'efore, the angles myinO and
m\m'0 will be supplemental, in other words, the corresponding
linear elements mw,, wW, are equally inclined to their common
radius vector Om. Since the same is true for all other corresponding linear elements around m and m', it follows at once
that the plane of all the former, or the superficial element at m, is
inclined towards the radius vector at the same angle as is the
plane of all the latter, and consequently that the corresponding
superficial elements atti-act 0 equally.
7. Inasmuch as inverse surfaces will simultaneously present
themselves in all our subsequent solutions, it will be worth while
to state briefly some of their principal properties.
Ai'ound a fixed point 0 (the centre of inversion) , and with any
radius c, conceive a sphere to be described ; then any two points
m and m', situated on the same line through O, and on the same
side of the latter point, are said to be inverse to each other when
Om . Om' = c^.
This being premised, inverse figures or systems of inverse points
possess, amongst others, the following properties :—
T. Any two lines whatever (right or curved) cut each other
at the same angle as do their inverse lines.
For if TO???j, mm^ be the elements of one pair of lines at their
point of intersection m, and m'm\, m'm'^ the corresponding elements of the inverse lines, it is evident from art. 6 that the pair
of corresponding elements mm,, m'm\, if produced, would meet in
a point jjby and form an isosceles triangle on mm' as base. Similarly, mm^ and m'm'c^, would if produced, meet in a point ijl^ and
form another isosceles triangle on the same base. This being
the case, it is easily seen that the two triangles /M^m/j,^, fi^m'/j,^
have all their sides equal, whence results the equality of the angles fi^m/j,^, fifm'fMc^ as asserted in the theorem.
Amongst other consequences of I. it is evident that the inverse
of the normal to a surface cuts the inverse surface perpendicularly.
II. The inverse of a plane is a sphere through the centre of
inversion, whose centre is on the perpendicular let fall from the
centre of inversion upon the plane.
For if p be the foot of this perpendicular and p' its inverse, m
any point of the plane and m' its inverse, we conclude, as in art.
6, that the triangles mpO and p'tn'O arc similar.
The angle
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therefore, is a right angle, and the locus of m< a sphere on
y,«'0,
Op' as diameter.
, r
<.
c
ot
As the plane recedes from or approaches O, the diameter
of
centre
the
its inverse sphere diminishes or increases, so that
inversion itself must be regarded as the inverse of the mhnitely
as codistant plane, and a plane through the point of mversion present
inciding with its own inverse. The converse of the
,
theorem needs no demonstration ; from the two we conclude
—
:
converse
its
and
g
followin
too, the
III. The inverse of a line is a circle, passmg thiough the centre of inversion, whose plane coincides with that determined by
centre is upon the perpendithe line, and whose
this point andfrom
the former upon the latter.
cular let fall
IV. The inverse of a sphere is also a sphere.
Let S be the centre and s the radius of the given sphere; then
if Si be the inverse of O with respect to the given sphere (b),
regarded as a sphere of inversion, we shall have
SO. SS"i = s^^ = const.,
and every circle described through 0 and Sj will cut the given
of all such
sphere perpendicularly. Now, by III., the inverses
the niverse
S',
point
through the
circles constitute a pencil of rays
of S. and from I. it follows that every such ray cuts the inverse
must be
of the given sphere perpendicularly, so that this inverse
the two
of
centres
The
centre.
as
S'l
around
sphere
a
itself
spheres are corresponding, but not inverse points, for they are,
clearly, connected by the relation

80 that the centres S and S', are on the same side or on opposite sides of O according as the latter point is without or within
e
either sphere ; in all cases, however, 0 is a centre of similitud
inverof the inverse spheres. When either cuts the sphere of
sion orthogonally it coincides with its own inverse, for then
g2_os^_s2_ When the given sphere (S) passes through O,
the latter point and S, coincide, so that S', recedes to infinity,
the rays through the same become parallel to OS, and the sphere
plane
(S'l) cutting these rays perpendicularly degenerates into a
accordance with the converse of II.
perpendicular to OS, incircle
is also a circle.
V. The inverse of a
For the first circle may be regarded as the intersection of two
spheres whose inverses, by IV., being also spheres, must intersect
in a second circle, the inverse of the former. It is evident that
tbe two circles lie on a sphere which cuts the sphere of inversion
llel
orthogonally, and that they are at the same time anti-para
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sections of a cone whose vertex is the centre of inversion.
When the plane of one circle passes through this centre of inversion O, it coincides, of course, with the plane of the other circle,
and when one circle passes through 0, its inverse is a line in
accordance with the converse of III.
VI. The inverse of a surface of the nth order is, in general, a
surface of the 2/ith order.
For in general every circle through the point of inversion will
cut the given surface in 2n points, and hence by III. every
right line will cut the inverse surface in 2n points.
Similarly :
VII. The inverse of any plane curve of the nth order, the centre of inversion being in the same plane, is a curve of the 2rath
order.
Since the infinitely distant line cuts the original curve in n
real or imaginary points, it is evident from III. that the inverse
curve will have a multiple point (real or imaginary) of the nth
order in the centre of inversion, and besides this every multiple
point and cusp of the original curve will have its corresponding
one of the same order in the inverse curve, and so on.
VIII. The inverse of any surface is at the same time the locus
of the foot of the perpendicular let fall from the centre of inversion upon a tangent plane to the reciprocal polar of the given
surface with respect to the sphere of inversion.
For, as is well known, the polar plane of any point cuts the
radius vector perpendicularly in the inverse of that point.
IX. The inverse of a line of curvature on a given surface is
also a line of curvature on the inverse surface.
For the normals in two consecutive points m and m^ of a line
of curvature on the given surface meet in a point fi, so that if, in
the planes Ofjum, 0/im„ two circles be drawn so as to pass
through O and touch the normals, respectively, in m and m^,
these circles will not only cut the surface perpendicularly, but
they will intersect again in a point fju^, of the line Oyti, such that
But by III. the right lines, inverse to these two circles, are the
normals to the inverse surface in the consecutive points m', m\
corresponding to m, m„ and since these normals meet in a point
/u,'i, inverse
to /i,„ m'
m\ must be an element of a line of curvature of the inverse
surface.
From the above, we conclude, too, that the principal centres
of curvature ^ and ix\, at corresponding points of inverse surfaces, correspond, but not as inverse points ; they are, in fact,
connected by the relation
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Analogous theorems with respect to inverse curves, of single
and double curvature, might easily be established ; to do so,
however, would be to extend too much the present digression.
We return, therefore, to the subject under consideration*.
8. A sphere around the attracted point as centre is but an
individual of a large class of surfaces which possess peculiar
attracting properties. Any surface of this class may be defined
as cutting eveiy ray of the pencil whose centre is the attracted
point at the same angle /S. The densities at corresponding
points being everywhere assumed to be the same, it is evident
that the class referred to includes innumerable groups of equally
attracting surfaces, each group corresponding to a particular
value of /3.
The sphere belongs to the group determined
by the value y3= jr. The attractions of con-esponding portions
of two surfaces belonging to different groups (/3) and (/3,)
are like-directed and have a constant ratio to each other, that
is to say, a ratio which is independent of the magnitude of the
attracting portions. This is at once evident from the equation (1), which shows that the attractions of corresponding elements are inversely proportional to the sines of the constant
angles /S and /9j. As a particular case, therefore, it follows that
the attraction of a portion of a surface of the group (yS) is to
that of the corresponding portion of the sphere as 1 : sin /S.
Hence, as far as attraction is concerned, surfaces of this class
enjoy all the symmetrical properties of spheres. For example,
if the density on such a surface be everywhere the same, any
portion of the surface intercepted by a cone, having an axis of
symmetry and its vertex at the attracted point, will attract this
point along that axis, and so on.
The inverse surfaces of those here considered clearly belong to
the same class and group ; the general equation of the class will
be given in the sequel ; in the mean time, however, it is easy to
find individuals ; such, for instance, would be the surface generated bythe rotation around any radius vector of a plane logarithmic spiral, having its pole at the attracted point. Or, more
* The subject of inverse figures appears to have beeu first introduced
under the name of " electrical images " by Prof. W. Thomson in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal (vols. viii. and ix.); and subsequently, under the title " principe des rayons vecteurs r^ciproques," it
received considerable development from M. Liouville. It was not until the
present memoir had been written that I discovered how closely the above
art. 7 coincides with a portion of the excellent memoir of M. Liouville
(Journal de Math. vol. xii.). Notwithstanding this coincidence, however,
I have allowed the article in question to stand, as well in order to avoid
the inconvenience of reference, as on account of the demonstrations there
briefly indicated, which differ somewhat from those given by M. Liouville.
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generally, if the same spiral were to move so that its plane constantly touched, without sliding over the surface of any cone
whatever, having its vertex at the attracted point, it would generate a surface of the class under consideration.
9. As a last conclusion, immediately deducible from equation
(1), we may cite the following :—
The densities at corresponding points being the same, the resultant attraction upon the centre of a sphere of any quadrantal triangle on its surface {or of any portion of such a triangle) is less
than that of the corresponding portion of any other surface whatever.
The demonstration presents no difficulties.
10. In order to arrive at the analytical expression of the first
theorem of art. 3, we propose next to determine, directly, the
requisite formulae in polar coordinates.
Let ABB', A C C be two great circles of a sphere whose
planes are inclined to each other at the acute angle A. Further,

let B C and B' C be two other arcs of great circles, whose planes
are at once perpendicular to each other and to ABB'. Then
in the right-angled spherical triangles ABC and AB'C we
have at once
tan a = tan A . sin c,
tan «'= tan A.sine',
where a and c are the sides opposite to the angles A and C in
the triangle ABC, and a', c' the sides respectively opposite to
the angles A, C in A B' C But since the sum of, or difference
between c and c* is a right angle, we have, on squaring and adding
these equations,
tan2«+tau2a' = tan2A
(2)
Again, if through B and B' we draw two arcs of great circles,
BI) = a and B'L'=a', perpendicular to ACC, we have, by wellknown formulae in spherical trigonometry,
and

sin a = sin fl . sin C,
cos A= cosa . sinC.

Eliminating sin C from these equations, and performing the
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same operations in the triangles AB'C and B'C'D', we arrive at
the simple formulae,
sin a = cos A . tan i
sma'= cos A .tan

• • • (^'

.} ■ MO, MN to
From the centre M of the sphere, let the :;
normals
the planes of ABB', ACC be so drawn that the angle OMN
may be acute, and consequently equal to A. Let us further
agree that the acute angles a, a'— and hence also «, a'— shall be
estimated as positive or negative magnitudes according as the
corresponding arcs fall on the opposite or on the same side of
the plane ABB' as does its normal MO. Under these conditions
it is evident that the direction angles of the normal MN, with
respect to the rectangular axes MO, MB, MB', will be respectively equal to
so that by the equations (3), the direction cosines will have the
respective values,

cos A, cos A . tan a, cos A . tan a'. . . . (4)
11. Conceive M to be a point on any surface, MO the radius
vector making an angle 6 with the polar or a;'-axis, (f> the angle
between the plane {xy) and the vector-plane through the a?-axis.
Further, let MB and MB' be drawn perpendicular to the radius
vector, the first in the above vector-plane, the second perpendicular thereto, and both in the direction of the increasing angles
6 and (p. If, lastly, we identify the tangent-plane at M with
that of our former great circle ACC, it will be at once seen that,
iu virtue of the agreement respecting the signs of a and «',
^^'''' = rdB'
Idr
and
or, if we set

^
,
1 dr
tan a' =
rsindd^'
, r

H- = u,

where c is an arbitrary constant or line,
du
tan« = ^-g,
,
I du
tan ft' = sin
^-7,a dip
--.

(5)
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Substituting these values iu equation (2), we find at once the
following analytical expression, in polar coordinates, for the tangent of the acute angle, A=A|r, between the radius vector and
normal at the point M,

From this expression we deduce, too,
cosy=
,

1+ y

1

+sm

i^^V
d<j>J

x/

Again, by equation (4), the direction cosines of
with respect to the rectangular axes MO, MB, MB'
^^®v>
,
du
,
du cos ylr
cosyfr,
-^cos^r
_ - . _^-.
^
du
^
d(f) sm d
If M, be the corresponding point to M of any other
the direction cosines of the corresponding normal

the normal
are, respect-

surface («,),
M,Nj, with

reference to the rectangular axes M]0, MjB,, M,B', respectively
parallel to MO, MB, MB', will be
,
du,
.
du, cos "dr.
cos^„
^.cos^„
^-^,
where yfr^ is the acute angle between the normal MjNj and the
same radius vector MO. Consequently, if we repi'esent by NNj
the inclination of the corresponding normals to each other, or,
more strictly, the angle enclosed by two intersecting lines parallel
to these normals, we have
A
.
, \ -, du du, ,
1
du du, \
._,,
cosNN,=cost.costH^l+^'^+^i^^-^-^7(7)
Again, by the fundamental formula of spherical trigonometry,
cosNNi— cosyjr .cosi/tj
sin yjr . sin i|rj
is the general expi'ession for the cosine of the angle v between
the corresponding normal vector-planes ; the equivalent expression in polar coordinates therefore is, by equation (7),
'du
cos V = cot ^ . cot "^x-s-Ja
or more fully by equation
(6),
du dui
-F?i- ^

dO
/{duY
V

1

+

dd

+

du^ I 1
dd ^ sin^ e
1

du

sixx^d

{duy

\dd) "^ sin^0\d<j>) V

du du^~\
d(f> d<l>J'
.(8)

du^

d(j> d<^

/ {duiV,

JL^{^V

\d0j ^ sm^6\dcf>)
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From this expression we deduce at once the conditions of coincidence and orthogonality of the corresponding normal vectorplanes.
They will coincide when v=0 or =7r, i. e. when
du dui
du dui

ddW~d^"d^'

or

du

duj _ du

dui

dd''d0~d^'d^'
^^'
and they will be perpendicular to each other when v= ^, i. e.
when

du

duy

1

dudu^_

de'do'^^^'d^Ti^

' • • ^ >

It will also be remarked that this equation (10), identically fulfilled, expresses the condition of orthogonality between two
systems of cones having the origin for common vertex, and the
equations u = c, Mj = Ci; where c and c, are variable parameters.
12. Having thus established the necessary analytical formulae,
we proceed next to examine the mutual properties of any two
equally attracting surfaces {u) and (mj). According to the
theorem of art. 3 and the equation (6), the necessary and sufficient condition to be fulfilled, identically, by two such surfaces is

/duy
_1_/'^V_ /"^iV 1 {du^Y
\dd) "^ sin^e\d<}>) ~\de) "^ siu2^w0/ • • ^ ^

As remarked in art. 6, a glance at this equation is sufficient to
show that it is satisfied when «=+«,,
when

or log-=
c +log—e, , that

-c = c^
— , and when -c = —r.
'1
"
'1
in the first case the surfaces are similar, in the second inverse to
each other ; and in both cases, as may be seen from equation (9),
all corresponding normal vector-planes coincide. It is also manifest, conversely, that this coincidence only exists when the
equally attracting surfaces are similar or inverse to each other,
for the equations (9) and (11) can only be satisfied, simultaneously, when M= +M,.
13. The inquiry here naturally presents itself — under what
conditions will two equally attracting surfaces have all their corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each other ?
In this case it is the equations (10) and (11) which, by hypothesis, are simultaneously and identically fulfilled. By means
of the substitution
log (tan ^^)=ft),
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which we shall often find convenient on account of the greater
symmetry thereby introduced, these equations (10) and (11)
assume, respectively, the forms
du

du^

du

dui _^

do)

dco

d(j>

d(f)

,,„ v

'

from which we easily deduce
duj

du

(12)

d(o
~ d^'
duy_ — du

where the upper and
lowerd(o'signs respectively correspond. On
d<]>
differentiating the first of these expressions according to (f>,
and the second according to o), we ought of course to obtain
identical results; whence we conclude that, in order tliat the
two surfaces may possess the properties required, each must fulfil
the equation

:+5f.=o

a3)

dw^ ' d<l>^
It is scarcely necessary to remark, that, in virtue of the last
article, if u and Uy possess the properties under consideration, so
also will their inverse surfaces u'— —u"' and u\-= — W) ; so that
^
if two of the four equally attracting
surfaces u, u', Mj, m'j have
their corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each
other, there will always be four distinct pairs which possess the
same property. On this account we need only consider one pair
of such surfaces — say that which corresponds to the lower signs
in (12).
14. Conversely, if any surface (m) fulfils the equation (13), a
second, equally attracting surface (wj) may always be found whose
con'csponding normal vector-planes are perpendicular to those of
the former. For the hypotheses (12) are admissible when (13) is
fulfilled ; and Mj being determined accordingly, the equations
(10«) and (11a), which are perfectly represented by the system
(12), will of course be satisfied.
15. The equation (13) plays an important part in physics;
its general integral is well known to be
2u = ¥{co + i(f)) + F, {(o—i<f>),

where F and F, are symbols of arbitrary, real or imaginary functions, and, as usual, i= v/ — 1 . By means of this and the equations (12), we find without difficulty
2m, = F{(o + 20) — F, (&) — 20),
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and hence

M + iMi = F(o) + J^) 1
Q4^
M — mj = ri(6)— i0).J
In our case, therefore, where u and u^ necessarily represent real
functions, F and F^ instead of being perfectly arbitrary are so
related that one becomes identical with the other on changing i
into —i; in other words, in order that the surfaces represented
by the functions u and m, of w and </> may be equally attracting,
and at the same time have their corresponding normal vectorplanes perpendicular to each other, it is necessary and sufficient
that one should be the real part of, and the other the coefficient
of i in some function F(ft) + i</>).
16. The simplest example of such a pair of surfaces is
M=mft) = log (tan"'^jj

^"^

-

r = c.tan'»H,

The former of these is the only surface of revolution which is
compatible with the conditions under consideration ; for in the
being a function of d alone, the equation (13) reduces
case
itself ofto u

whose integral is, clearly,

dco'^

'

u = mco + A,

where m and A are arbitrary constants. The surface (?•,) would
be generated by a circle of variable magnitude, moving so that its
coinplane always passes through the ,r-axis, its centre always
cides with the origin, and its radius with a radius vector of a
logarithmic spiral traced in the plane {yz) with the origin for
pole.
17. We may always decide at once whether, amongst the
group of surfaces which attract in the same manner as any given
one, there exist conjugate pairs whose corresponding normal
vector-planes are perpendicular to each other, and in the case of
their existence we can easily detect them. In fact, by the fundamental theorem of art. 3, the acute angle ^]r between the normal and radius vector, regarded as a given function of 6 (or to)
and (f>, determines the group in question, inasmuch as it is identically the same for every surface which this group includes.
Let us suppose
/
^ = sin
tan yjr
-. — a^,
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where Ms a known function of tw and <p. The equation (6),
art. 11, will then resolve itself into

and assuming the existence, in the group determined by t, of
pairs of surfaces of the required kind, the function u which represents one of such a pair will have the form
2M = F(a) + «^) + F,((a — 2^).
Differentiating, we find

2 ^ = i¥{<o + i^) - iF'i (o) - i<f>) ;
hence, squaring and adding,
or

/2 = F'(a)+z<^).F',(a)-«(^),

....

(15)

2t= log t^ — log F'(ft) + i^) + log F'l (o) - 10) ;
that is to say, if pairs of surfaces of the required kind exist,
T=log/ must have the same form as u, and consequently fulfil
the condition
^2^
^2^
18, When the given function t satisfies this condition, the
pairs of equally attracting surfaces in the group i^^), which have
their corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each
othei', may usually be determined with great facility. To do
so it is only necessary to determine F' and F'j— and thence F
and F,— from the identical equation (15). If in the latter we
set &) = <^ = 0, and denote the result of this substitution in / by
/(), we have
^%=F'(0).F\(0),
which relation, since F' and F', differ from each other only in
the sign of i, will be fulfilled in the most general manner by
setting
F'(0)=/oe'«,
F'i(0)=^oe--,
where a is a real arbitrary constant.
Again, setting t<) = ?0=^,
and denoting by ^j the result of this substitution in t,
and

^S = F'(^).F\(0) = V«.F'(?),
F(?) = ^hVf

+ const.

By changing i into —i we at once obtain Fi(f), and thus solve

I
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the problem. The case where Iq or t^ vanishes, here excluded,
requires a diflferent, but equally simple mode of treatment.
19. As an example, let us examine a class of surfaces with
which we shall afterwards be occupied, — the class for which -y^ is
a function of 6 alone. This class contains as many groups of
surfaces as the function i/r of ^ is susceptible of different fonns,
and each group includes as many sub-groups of equally attracting surfaces as there are different varieties of ■^^ under the same
general form. The class clearly includes, too, all surfaces of
revolution around the ,r-axis; in fact the general characteristic
property of all surfaces of this class is that the attraction of a
poi'tion of any one upon the pole is the same as that of the corresponding portion of the same surface after it has been caused
to rotate through any angle around the a^-axis.
With such properties, however, we shall afterwards be more
concerned ; our immediate object is to determine whether, in the
class in question, there are one or more groups of surfaces which
contain pairs of the kind considered in the preceding articles,
and if so, to determine such groups and such pairs of surfaces.
By hypothesis, t and t are functions of a> alone, so that the condition which, by art. 17, t must fulfil, reduces itself to
dco^
'
whence, as in art. 16, we conclude that t must have the form
T=ma>+ const.,
afid
6
t = e'^ = 7nAe""^ = mA. tan™ ^ ;
that is (see art. 17), in the class in question the only groups of
the required kind correspond to a value of -^^ of the form
tan"*^
tan-x/rrrmA .— sm
^ — -g-,
where m and A are arbitrary constants.

(16)
Further,

Iq = mA and J^',6?| = /wA^e'"^ ;
hence
F(^) = Ae'»f+-, and F,(^)=Ae'»f--:
80 that by art. 15,
M= — m' = A . tan*"^ . cos (m0-|-«),
a
M,= — M', = A.tan'";r . sin (»i^ -)-«),
from which we deduce without difficulty the four pairs of surfaces of the required kind which each group, determined by the
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value of y\r in (16), contains. The ai'bitrary constant a indicates, as above remax-ked, that a surface may be turned in any
manner about the a?-axis without ceasing to belong to the same
group of equally attracting sm-faces.
20. Between every pair of equally attracting surfaces, however, a general relation exists which leads easily to the determination ofas many such pairs as we please. With a view of finding this relation, we observe that the equation (11) of art. 13
may be written thus :
fdu

duA/du

duA

1

/du

duA/du

^^i\_(\

\dd'^IdJ\dd~dd)'^'^i^[d4>'^d^)(d^~d^)~^'

or, setting for brevity, 2v=u
+ Uj,\
thus :

d0' dO'^sm^ddcji
d(f>
^
But if p and p, be radii vectores
new surfaces, such that
z;=loof
g^,

'

where <y, 7, are arbitrary lines, it is evident, on the one hand,
from (17), that
7

V

e

c,

V c ?•,
V
c c',
'
that is to say, that p7, is proportional
to the
geometrical
mean
between r and r,, and p, to the geometrical mean between ?• and
r'l, the inverse of ?•,; whilst on the other hand, it appears from
the equations (18) and (10) that these new surfaces [p) and (p,)
have their corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to
each other. We conclude, then, that if two surfaces (r) and (r J
attract the pole in the same manner, and (r',) be a third surface
inverse to either of the former, the two surfaces p= -v/r.rj and
p — \/r.i\, whose radii vectores are respectively the mean proportionals between r and v^, and between r and v\, will have their
corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each other.
21. The converse of this theorem is also true, and will be
useful to us; that is to say, if [p) and {p■^) be any two surfaces
whose corresponding normal vector-planes are perpendicular to each
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other, and if (p'l) be a third surface inverse to either of the former,
the pole will be attracted in the same manner by the two surfaces
r= \^ ppi and r,= \^pp\, whose radii vectores are, respectively,
mean proportionals between p and pi, and between p and p\.
For by hypothesis,
2u^ = v — ^1 ;
whence, diflferentiating, squaring, &c., due regard being had to
the equation (15), which by hypothesis is here satisfied, we easily
find that
Xdd)
sin2 6\d<f>)
since each is equal to

\dd) ^ sin^ e\d(f>) '

^ Lw^y ^ sin2^w</>; ^\dd)

or, as otherwise expressed,

sm^e\d(f>J J '

tan^-\/r= tan'^'«|r| = ^(tan^OT + tan^Wi),
where ^/r, ■^^, ct, ■st, represent respectively the acute angles between any radius vector and the corresponding normals to the
surfaces (r), [r^), (p), (pj).
22. From the above it appears that there is no immediate
relation between the attractions of either of the surfaces (r), (r,)
and those of (p) and (pi) ; nevertheless, from the theorems of the
last two articles, we may deduce the coi'ollary, that when the
surfaces (r) and (r,) not only attract equally, but also have their
corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each other,
the surfaces (p) and (p,) enjoy the same properties, and then
tan^ i|r = tan^ ilr, = i tan^ ■o" = ^^ tan^ ■ctj.
For instance, since, from art. 16, the two surfaces
p = 7tan'»^,
attract the pole equally, and at the same time have their corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each other, it
follows from the above that the surfaces
r = c.e^

.tan'^^,

r, = e, . e ^ . tan^ jr
enjoy the same properties, and in this case
tan2-«!r=tan*i|r,= • tan2'cr = i tan2CT, = — - • -^-^a.
[To be continued.]
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XIX. Further Observations on the Allotropic Modifications of
Oxygen, and on the Compound Nature of Chlorine, Bromine, i^c.
By Professor Schonbein*.
My dear Faraday,
THESE last six months I have been rather busily working
on oxygen, aiad flatter myself not to have quite in vain
maltreated my favourite ; for I think I can now prove the correctness ofthat old idea of mine, according to which there are
two kinds or allotropic modifications of active oxygen, standing
to each other in the relation of + to — , i. e. that there is a
positively-active and a negatively-active oxygen, — an ozone andan
antozone, which on being brought together neutralize each other
into common or inactive oxygen, according to the equation
0-f-0 = O.
The space allotted to a letter being so small, I cannot enter
into the details of my late researches, and must confine myself
to some general statements, which I hope, however, will give
you a clear notion of the nature of my recent doings. Having
written a paper on the subject, that will before long be published
in the Transactions of the Academy of Munich, I shall not fail
to send it to you as soon as possible.
Ozonized oxygen, as produced from common oxygen by the
electrical spark or phosphorus, is identical with that contained
in a number of oxy-compounds, the principal ones of which are
the oxides of the precious metals, the peroxides of manganese,
lead, cobalt, nickel and bismuth, — permanganic, chromic and vanadic acids ; and even the peroxides of iron and copper may be
numbered amongst them.
The whole of the oxygen of the oxides of the precious metals
exists in the ozonic state, whilst in the rest of the oxy-compounds
named, only part of their oxygen is in that condition. I call
that oxygen negatively- active, or ozone par excellence, and give
it the sign 0 on account of its electromotive bearing. Though
generally disinclined to coin new terms, I think it convenient to
denominate the whole class of the oxy-compounds containing 0
"ozonides." There is another less numerous series of oxycompounds in which ^part of their oxygen exists in an opposite
active state, i. e. as 0 or antozone, wherefore I have christened
them " antozonidcs." This class is composed of the peroxides
of hydrogen, barium, strontium, and the rest of the alkaline
metals ; and on this occasion I must not omit to add, that what
I have hitherto called ozonized o\\ of turpentine, sether, &c.,
contain their active oxygen in the 0 state, and belong thex'efore
to the class of the " antozonides."
* Communicated bv Professor Faraday.
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Now, on bringing together (under proper circumstances) any
ozonide with any antozonide, reciprocal catalysis results, the 0 of
the one and the 0 of the other neutralizing each other into O,
which, as such, cannot be retained by the substances with which
it had been previously associated in the 0 or 0 condition. The
proximate cause of the mutual catalysis of so many oxy-compounds depends therefore upon the opposite states of the active
oxygen contained in those compounds.
I will now give you some details on the subject.
1. Free ozonized oxygen =0, and peroxide of hydrogen =H0
+ 0, or peroxide of barium = BaO + 0 (the latter suspended
in water), on being shaken together destroy each other, HO +0
or BaO + 0 being reduced to HO or BaO, and 0 and 0 transformed into O.
2. Aqueous permanganic acid = Mn^O"^ + 50, or a solution
of permanganate of potash mixed with some dilute nitric acid, is
almost instantaneously discoloured by peroxide of hydrogen or
peroxide of barium, the nitrate of the protoxide of manganese
being formed in the first case, and in the second, besides this
salt, the nitrate of^baryta. It is hardly necessary to state, that
in both cases the 0 of the permanganic acid and the 0 of the
peroxides of hydrogen or barium are disengaged as 0.
3. An aqueous solution of chromic acid containing some nitric
or sulphuric acid and peroxide of hydrogen, are rapidly transformed into the nitrate or sulphate of oxide of chromium, HO,
and inactive oxygen, which is of course disengaged. A solution
of chromic acid mixed with some nitric acid and BaO^ gives
a similar result, nitrate of baryta and oxide of chromium being
formed, and 0 disengaged.
4. If you add to a mixture of any peroxide salt of iron and
the red ferro-sesquicyanuret of potassium (both substances dissolved inwater) some peroxide of hydrogen, prussian blue will
be thrown down and inactive oxygen set free. On introducing
into a mixture of nitrate of peroxide of iron and the ferro-sesquicyanuret ofpotassium the peroxide of barium, a similar reaction takes place, prussian blue, nitrate of baryta, &c. being
formed, and inactive oxygen eliminated. From these facts it
appears that, under certain conditions, even peroxide of iron and
IIO^ or BaO^ are capable of catalyzing each other into FeO
and HO, or BaO and 0.
5. Under certain circumstances PbO^ or MnO^are soluble in
strong acetic acid, as you may see in one of my papers joined to
this letter; now if you add to sucii a solution HO- or BaO^,
the peroxides will be reduced to HO or BaO, and PbO or MnO,
inactive oxygen being disengaged.
0. It is a well known fact that the oxide of silver =Ag0, or
N 2
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the peroxide of that metal = Ag0^, and the peroxide of hydrogen
= HO +©, catalyze each other into metallic sijver, water and
inactive oxygen. Other ozonides, such as PbO + 9 or MnO + O,
on being brought in contact with HO + 0, are transformed
into PbO or MnO, HO and 0. Now the peroxide of barium
= BaO + 0, acts like HO + 0. If you pour water upon an
intimate mixture of AgO, or AgO^ and BaO^^ a lively disengagement of inactive oxygen will ensue, AgO, AgO^ and BaO^ being
reduced to metallic silver and baryta. In concluding the first
part of my letter, I must not omit to state the general fact, that
the oxygen disengaged in all cases of reciprocal catalysis of oxycompounds, behaves in every respect like inactive oxygen.
There is another set of chemical phsenomena, in my opinion,
closely connected \dx\\ the polar states of the active oxygen contained in the two opposite classes of peroxides. You know that
a certain number of oxy-compounds, for instance the peroxides
of manganese, lead, nickel, cobalt, bismuth, silver, and also
permanganic, chromic, and vanadic acids, furnish with muriatic
acid chlorine, whilst another set, such as the peroxides of barium, strontium, potassium, &c., are not capable of eliminating
chlorine either out of the said acid or any other chloride. This
second class of oxy-compounds produces, however, with muriatic
acid, the peroxide of hydrogen ; and it is quite impossible in any
way
to obtain
from the first class of the peroxides HO^, or from
the second
chlorine.
You are aware that, from reasons of analogy, I do not believe
in the doctrine of chlorine, bromine, &c. being simple bodies,
but consider those substances as oxy-compounds, analogous to
the peroxides of manganese, lead, &c., in other terms, as " ozonides.^' Chlorine is therefore to me the peroxide of murium
= MuO -f 0, hydrochloric acid =Mu04-H0, and, as already
mentionegi, the peroxide of barium =BaO -F0, that of hydrogen
= HO -1-0, and the peroxide of manganese =MnO-f 0. Proceeding from these suppositions, it is very easy to account for
the difi^erent way in which the two sets of peroxides are acted
upon by muriatic acid.
From reasons as yet entirely^ unknown to us, HO can be
chemically associated only with 0, and with no other modification
of oxygen, to constitute what is called the peroxide of hydrogen;
and in a similar way MuO (the hypothetically anhydrous muriatic acid of older times) is capable of being united only to 0 to
form the so-called chlorine, which I denominate peroxide of
murium. If we cause MuO + HO to react upon BaO -H ©,
MuO unites with BaO, and HO^withO; but if you bring
together MuO -t- HO M'ith Mn + 0, part of MuO is associated
to MnO, another part to 0, water being eliminated, according
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to the equation
2(MuO, HO) + MnO + 0 = MuO, MnO + MuO, 9 -h2H0.
As you will easily perceive, from these views it would follow
that, under proper circumstances, two opposite peroxides, on
being intimately and in the right proportion mixed together and
acted upon by muriatic acid, could yield neither chlorine nor
peroxide of hydrogen, but mere inactive oxygen. If somewhat
dilute muriatic acid be poured upon an intimate mixture of five
parts of peroxide of barium and two parts of peroxide of manganese, the whole will be rapidly transformed into the muriates
of baryta and protoxide of manganese, the active oxygen of both
the peroxides being disengaged in the inactive condition, and
not a trace of free chlorine making its appearance. The same
result is obtained from dilute hydrobromic acid.
Another consequence of my hypothesis is this : that an intimate and correctly proportioned mixture of two opposite peroxides, such as the peroxide of barium and that of lead, on being
acted upon by any oxy-acid, cannot produce the peroxide of
hydrogen ; or, to express the same thing in other terms, muriatic
acid must act upon the said mixture exactly in the same way as
the oxy-acids doj and that is indeed the case. Mixtures of the
peroxides just mentioned and acetic or nitric acids, are readily
converted into the acetates or nitrates of baryta and protoxide
of manganese, the active oxygen of both the peroxides being of
course disengaged in the inactive condition.
Before I close my long story I must mention one fact more,
which, in my opinion, is certainly a very curious one. If you
mix an aqueous and concentrated solution of bromine with a
sufficient quantity of peroxide of hydrogen, what happens ? A
very lively disengagement of inactive oxygen takes place, the
colour and the odour of the bromine solution disappear, the
liquid becomes sour, and on adding some aqueous chlorine to it,
bromine reappears. From hence we are allowed to conclude,
that, on bringing bromine in contact with peroxide of hydrogen,
some so-called hydrobromic acid is produced. The hypothesis
at present prevailing cannot account for the formation of that
acid otherwise than by admitting that bromine takes up the
hydrogen of HO^, eliminating the two equivalents of oxygen
united to U. I, of course, take another view of the case ; bromine is to me an ozonide like peroxide of lead, &c., i. e. the
peroxide of bromium = BrO + 9. Now HO + 9 and BrO + 9
catalyze each other into HO, BrO, and inactive oxygen,
BrO -I- HO forming hydrobromic acid, or what might more
properly be called hydrate of bromiatic acid.
You sec that I am growing more and more hardened in my
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heretical notions, or, to speak more correctly, in my orthodox
views ; for it was Davy who acted the part of a heretic in overthrowing the old, venerable, true creed. Indeed the longer I
compare the new and old doctrine on the nature of chlorine, &c.
with the whole material of chemical facts bearing upon them,
the less I am able to conceive how Davy could so lightly and
slightly handle the heavy weight of analogies which, in my
opinion, speak so very strongly and decisively in favour of Berthollet's views. There is no doubt Sir Humphry was a man of
great genius, and consequently very imaginative j but I am
almost inclined to believe that, by a certain wantonness, or by
dint of that transcendent faculty of his mind, he was seduced to
conjure up a theory intended to be as much out of the way and
" invraisemblable" as possible, and serve nevertheless certain
theoretical purposes ; and certainly, if he entertained the intention of solving such a problem, he has wonderfully succeeded.
But what I still more wonder at is both the sudden and general
success which that far-fetched and strained hypothesis met with,
and the tenacity with which the whole chemical world has been
sticking to it ever since its imaginative author pleased to divulge
it : and all this could happen in spite of the fact that the new
doctrine, in removing from the field of chemistry a couple of
hypothetical bodies, was, for analogy^s sake, forced to introduce
fictitious compounds, not by dozens only, but by hundreds, — the
oxy-sulphion, oxy-nitrion, and the rest of those " nonentia."
But enough of this subject, upon which I am apt to grow warm
and even angry. Although the results I have obtained from
my recent investigations cannot but induce me to begin another,
and, I am afraid, endless series of researches, I shall for the present cut short the matter and indulge for some time in absolute
idleness.
I am, my dear Faraday,
Yours most truly,
Biisle, June 25, 1858.
C. F. Schonbein.

XX. Preliminary Researches on the alleged Influence of Solar
Light on the Process of Combustion. By John Le Conte,
M.D., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the South Carolina
College*.
A POPULAR opinion has long prevailed in England, and
perhaps in other countries, that the admission of the light
of the sun to an ordinary fire tends to retard the process of combustion. In some instances, the practice of placing screens
* From Silliraan's American Journal, November 1857, p- ^17-
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before the fireplace, or of closing the shutters of the apartment,
may be traced to the prevalent belief, that the access of sunlight
to the burning materials is unfavourable to the continuance of
the phaenomenou of combustion. INIost physical philosophers
very naturally regard this opinion as a mere popular prejudice;
probably originating in the well-known apparent dulling or obscuration offlames and of solid bodies in a state of ignition,
which takes place when they are exposed to strong light. The
flame of a jet of burning hydrogen is scarcely visible in the diffused light of a clear day ; that of an ordinary alcohol lamp is
barely appreciable to the eye when exposed to the direct sunshine, while a portion of ignited charcoal which glows in the
dark appears to be extinguished when placed in the sunlight.
These familiar phsenomena, attributable to well-established
physico-physiological laws, seem to afi'ord a much more rational
explanation of the origin of the popular opinion, than to suppose
it to be based upon observations relating to the actual rapidity
of burning.
About thirty-two years ago. Dr. Thomas M'Keever published
a series of experiments in the 'Annals of Philosophy*,^ which
seemed to show that there is a real foundation for the popular
impression, and that solar light does actually retard the process
of combustion. So far as I am aware, these remarkable experiments have never been repeated. Leopold Gmelin, in his
'Handbook of Chemistryf/ announces Dr. M'Keever's results
without comment. The important bearing which they appear
to have on the influence of solar light on chemical processes, as
well as on the modern dynamical theory of the mutual convertibility of the so-called imponderables, induced me, during the
months of May and June last, to undertake a series of experiments with the view of testing the validity of Dr. M'Keever's
conclusions. The subjoined Table will exhibit his results in a
convenient form for future reference :—
Exp. 1. — Green Wax Taper lost in 5 minutes
In Dark, Temp. G7°,
I In Sunshine, Temp. 78',
I
Ratio.
9-25 grs.
I
8-5 grs.
| 1 : 1-088
Exp. 2. — Taper lost, by burning 7 minutes, in
Dark, Temp. 67°,
11 grs.

|
I

Sunshine, Temp. 78°,
iOgrs.

I
Ratio.
I l:I-]00

* Annals of Philosophy, New Series, vol. x. p. 344, November 1825.
t Leopold Gmelin's ' Handbook of Chemistry ' (Cavendish Society's
Translation), vol. ii. p. 3F). London, 1819. A contemporary journal, in
noticing these results, remarks, " It has always been considered a vulgar
error that the sun's light extinguishes a fire, but the following experiments
by Dr. M'Kcevcr put the matter beyond a doubt." (Brewster's Edinb.
Journ. of Science, vol. v. p. 180. 1826'.)
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Exp. 3. — Mould Candle, to consume 1 inch, took in
Dark, Temp. 68°,
I
Sunshine, Temp. 80°,
I Ratio.
Se^'O^
I
59">0^
I 1:1053
Exp. 4. — Taper, to consume 1 inch, took in
Dark, Temp. 67°,
1
Sunshine, Temp. 79°,
I
Ratio.
4-" 30^
I
S^O^
I 1:1-111.
Exp. 5. — Taper in Sunshine lost in 10 minutes
In Painted Lantern,
|
In Uncoated Lantern,
I Ratio.
16'5 grs.
I
15 grs.
| 1 : 1100
A sixth experiment, of a similar character, made in a strong
moonlight, indicated no such diminution in the rate of consumption.
The conclusion to which Dr. M'Keever came was, that solar
light does exercise a positive retarding influence on the process
of combustion. He supposes this effect to be owing to the wellknown influence of the solar rays on many chemical processes,
— in some instances accelerating them, but in others retarding
them. Under this point of view, the chemical rays may be supposed to exercise a deoxidizing power, which to some extent
interferes with the rapid oxidation of the combustible matter.
In confirmation of this opinion, Dr. M'Keever made an experiment which appears to indicate that a taper burns more rapidly
in the red than in the violet extremity of the solar spectrum.
In attempting a repetition of Dr. M'Keever's experiments, I
found it impossible to secure that freedom from agitation in the
atmosphere, during the exposure of the burning body to the
influence of sunshine in the open air, which such an investigation
demanded. This was his method of conducting {he, first four
experiments given in the Table. The powerful influence exercised by comparatively slight disturbances in the air on the
rapidity of combustion, I'cnders attention to this circumstance of
controlling importance. His method of obviating this difficulty
by the use of lanterns (as indicated in experiment 5) is objectionable, from the impossibility of securing precisely identical
conditions in relation to the supply of air in the interior. There
were likewise other considerations which urged me to modify
his method of conducting the investigation. It occurred to me
that, as in his experiments the temperature of the air which supin the sunshine was about 12° F.
above plied
thatoxygen
in for
the combustion
darkened room, the rarefaction produced by
heat might exercise some influence in retarding the rate of burning in the sunlight.
In conducting my experiments, I endeavoured to secure two
conditions, viz. —
1. Absolute calmness in the atmosphere.
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2. Exposure of the flame to the influence of intense solar
light, without heating the swrounding air.
The first condition was secured by performing all the experiments ina large lecture-room, with all the doors and windows closed. To secure the second condition, I employed a
portion of the apparatus belonging to a large solar microscope,
consisting of the reflecting mirror, the condensing lens and tube,
together with the mechanical arrangements for adjusting the
direction of the light. As the condensing lens was upwards of
4 inches in diameter, I hoped to exaggerate enormously whatever effect the light might exert, by concentrating it on a comparatively small area. Inasmuch as the aperture in the window
through which the light was admitted was completely closed by
this arrangement, the exterior agitations of the atmosphere were
not felt in the room, while the pencil of light thus thrown on
the flame traversed it, as well as the surrounding air, without
imparting a sensible amount of heat to the latter.
I used the best wax-candles (as they are called in the shops),
four to the pound, costing about 15 cents apiece*. By allowing
them to burn a sufficient length of time to form a well-defined
cup for the melted wax, and carefully turning the wicks so as
to render them self-snuffing, the combustion was found to go on
with remarkable uniformity in a calm atmosphere. The rate of
burning was determined in the following manner :— A portion of
candle, three or four inches in length, was secured to the bottom
of one of the scale-pans of a tall balance and ignited ; after
allowing it to burn for ten or fifteen minutes, so as to secure a
steady flame of constant size, it was nearly balanced by adding
weights to the opposite scale-pan, allowing a slight preponderance to the candle-pan. In a short time the equilibrium was
established by the burning of the candle : the precise time at
which the balance indicated a condition of equilibrium was accurately noted. Next, a given weight (say 60 or 100 grains) was
withdrawn from the weight-pan, and the time of restoring the
equilibrium by the loss of weight in the burning candle was in
like manner recorded. In this manner the rate of combustion
was determined by observing the time occupied in consuming a
given weight of the burning matter. The arrangements described
above enabled me to perform such experiments alternately in
* From the close approximation to identity in the rate of consumption,
it is probable that these are the same as Dr. Ure's " genuine wax-candles."
He found the consumption to l)e, "upon an average of many experiments,
125 grains jjerhour." (Diet, of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines, 4th edition,
article " Illumination, Cost of.") My experiments gave resi)ectively 136"7,
lli.54, and \'2A7 grains per hour. Other kinds of candles burn at a much
more rapid rate.
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the darkened room and in the concentrated sunbeam, without
moviny any portion of the apparatus in the room, and under
external conditions as nearly identical as could be desired. Many
preliminary experiments were made for the purpose of testing
the delicacy of the arrangements, which very soon convinced
me that no reliable results could be obtained unless the air was
calm, and also unless the candle was allowed to burn a sufficient
length of time to establish regularitij in the process of combustion.
The days selected for the experiments were perfectly cloudless.
The state of the barometer and thermometer were carefully
noted. I now regret that I neglected to record the hygronietric
condition of the air. The cone of sunlight was so directed that
its lower margin illuminated the charred portion of the wick of
the candle, while the upper boundary of the pencil traversed the
flame near its apex. The following Table presents the results
furnished by three sets of experiments performed on as many
separate days*.
Barometer
reduced to Temp, of
air, Fahr.
32° F.

Date.

67

in.

29-92
29-72
29-62

May 9.
June 6.
10.

84

Time of consuming
6o grams.
Diirk.
m

s

26 24
28 39
28 55

Amount consumed in
10 minutes.

Sunlight.

Dark.

Sunliglit.

26 15
28 45
28 51

22-73

12-86

20-94
20-75

Diff.

-013
-005

20-87
20-80

grs.

75-5

grs.

+0-07
It will be observed that these experiments indicate no sensible
difference in the rate of combustion of the candle in the darkened
room and (in the same apartment) with a pencil of concentrated
sunlight directed on the flame, provided the comparison is I'estricted to the results obtained on any given day. In two instances there was a slight excess in the rate of burning in the
* The difficultj' of keeping the pencil of solar light properly directed on
a flame of variable altitude, induced me to try a " burning fluid " lamp,
having a shoit cylindrical reservoir, fiu-nished with two wicks. The following results were obtained :—
Date.

June 3.
4.
4.
4.

Amount consumed in 10 minutes.
Barometer.' Tempera1 ture.

29-72 in.
29-78
29-78
29-78

74° F.

Dark
„
„
„

= 40-82 grs.
=40-95
„
=38-34
„
=37-52 „

Sun =40-00 grs.
„ =39-48
„

75
The progressive decrease 75in the rate of combustion, as indicated by the
experiments of the 4th of June, shows that the variations in the height of
the liquid arc sufficient to vitiate the results obtained from burning any _^Mirf
material.
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The experiments of the latter show that rarefaction produces
striking alterations in the size and character of the flame, but do
not touch the question of the relative rate of burning under
difterent pressures : they test the comparative combustibiliti/ of
different bodies, rather than the rapidity of consumption oi& given
body under various degrees of rarefaction. Nevertheless Davy
informs us that he determined from actual experiment, that the
amount of heat developed in a given time by combustion is slowly
diminished by rarefaction, " the diminution of the cooling power
of the nitrogen being apparently in a higher ratio than the diminution ofthe heating powers of the burning bodies." Speaking
of the phaenomena of combustion in condensed air, he says, "I
ascertained, however, that both the light and heat of the flames
of the taper, of sulphur, and hydrogen were increased by acting
on them by air condensed four times; but not more than they
would have been by an addition of one-fifth of oxygen." Again,
he says, "But by compression, there can be no doubt the heat
of flames from pure supporters and combustible matter may be
greatly increased, probably in the ratio of their compression :"
in the case of air he does not think the efi'ect would be so great.
Ina,smuch as the quantity of heat developed in a given time by
the burning of a given substance is known to be a measure of the
amount of matter undergoing oxidation, we are justified in the
inference, that the foregoing results of Sir H. Davy^s experiments show that the rate of combustion was retarded by the
rarefaction, and accelerated by the condensation of the air.
The most satisfactory results in relation to the influence of
condensed air on the process of combustion, are those incidentally
furnished about sixteen years ago by M. Triger, a French civil
engineer, during the operations necessary for working a bed of
coal lying under the alluvium bordering the river Loire, near
Languin in the department of Maine-et-Loire. In traversing an
overlying stratum of quicksand from 59 to 65i feet thick, he
found it requisite to devise some means of excluding the semifluid quicksand and water, which found their way, under every
arrangement analogous to ordinary cofi'erdams, in such quantity
as to defy all pumping operations intended to keep them dry.
For this purpose, M. Triger employed large sheet-ii'on cylinders,
about 3'39 feet in interior diameter, securely closed at the top,
in which, by means of a condensing-pump incessantly worked
by a steam-engine, air was condensed to an amount sufficient to
counteract the external hydi'ostatic pressure. The ingenious contrivance fully justified the expectations of the engineer; but the
workmen were thus compelled to labour in air condensed under
a pressure of about three atmospheres. Among other curious
results of this state of things, noticed by M. Triger, were the
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remarkable effects of condensed air on combustion. Much annoyance was at first experienced from the rapid combustion of the
candles, which was only obviated by substituting flax for cotton
threads in the wicks*. Similar phsenomena were observed a few
years ago by the engineers of the Wilmington and Manchester
Railway, who employed analogous apparatus for securing the
foundations for the piers of the railroad bridge across the Great
Pee Dee river in South Carolina. So far as I have been able to
ascertain, the results manifested in this case wei'e identical with
those recorded by M. Triger, and afford a most striking confirmation of the influence of condensed air in accelerating the process
of combustion.
On the other hand, facts are not wanting to prove that combustion isretarded at considerable elevations above the ocean,
whei-e the air is rarefied by diminished pressure. In a letter
recently communicated to the Royal Society of London, from
J. Mitchell, Esq., Quartermaster of Artillery at Bangalore, India,
" On the Influence of Local Altitude on the Burning of the
Fuses of Shells," this officer shows that there was a progressive
retardation of the rate of combustion of the fuses at altitudes of
3000, 6500, and 7300 feet, as contrasted with the rapidity of
burning at the Artillery Depot yard. This difference Mr.
Mitchell very rationally attributes " to the rai'ity of the atmospheric air, and of its constituent oxygen, at the higher stations f-" The following Table, in which I have reduced the
barometric heights to the freezing-point, exhibits the mean results
of his experiments :—
Height in feet.

Barometer at
32° F.

Depot.
3000 feet.
6500 „
7300 „

29-610
26755
23-951
22-979

in.

Temperature,
Fahr.

89
82
61-8
54-2

Average time of burning
3 inches of fuse.

14-25 seconds.
15-78
„
1710
„
18125
„

Number of
experiments.

6
5
3
2

These experiments seem to have been made with great care.
* Vide Comptes Rendus, vol. xiii. p. 884 et seq. Paris, 1841. Also
Annates de Chimie et de Physique, 3 ser. vol. iii.^p. 234 et seq. Paris, 1841.
The following are the words of M. Triger :— "A la pression de trois atmospheres cette acceleration devient telle que nous avons ete obliges de renoncer
aux chandelles a meches de coton pour les remplacer par des chandelles k
meches de fil. Les premieres brilaient avec une telle rapidite, qu'elles
duraient a peine un quart d'heurc, et ellcs repandaient en outre une fumee
intolerable."
t Philosophical Magazine, S. 4. vol. x. p. 48, July 1855. Fuses
burn without air ; but the rate of burning is influenced by atmospheric
oxygen.
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and all in the presence of artillery officers, who were furnished
with the most accurate methods of measuring time. They amply
prove the fact that combustion is retarded at considerable elevations.
Thus a variety of well-established facts concur in fortifying
the conclusions to which we are led by a priori reasoning, —
namely, that the process of combustion is retarded by diminution
of the density of the air, while it is acceleraiedhy its condensation.
It has long been a matter of common observation, that ordinary
wood-fires burn more freely when the barometer is high ; but
Mr. Marcus Bull and others maintain* that this result is not
owing to the augmented density of the air, but to the greater dri/ness of the atmosphere. The facts brought forward in this paper
are strongly opposed to this explanation ; for there are not the
slightest grounds for supposing that there was less than the ordinary amount of aqueous vapour present in the condensing cylinders of M. Triger, or more than the usual quantity mixed with
the air at the elevated stations in India. On the contrary, physical considerations lead us to precisely opposite conclusions.
2. Temjjerature of the Air.
In relation to the influence of the temperature of the air on
the rate of combustion, our information is still more meagre. The
experiments of Grotthuss and Sir H. Davy on the "Effects of
Rarefaction by Heat on Combustion and Explosion," give contradictory results t ; but as they i-elate exclusively to the influence
of temperature on the ignition of explosive mixtures of gases,
they test its eflfects on combustibility, and are obviously inapplicable to the question under consideration. The well-known
effects of the " hot blast " in increasing the temperature of furnaces, cannot be applied as a test of the influence of warm air
on the rate of combustion under ordinary circumstances. First,
because the air of the " hot blast " is not in its natural state of
density ; and secondly, because the augmentation of temperature
observed in such cases probably arises from its greater availability,
growing out of the fact that less heat is carried off in the products of combustion, rather than an absolute increase in the
rapidity of burning.
In the absence of direct experimental evidence, it may be
admissible to apply general reasoning based upon well-known
physical principles. So far as an increase of temperature influences the density of the air, it is sufficiently evident that its
* Vide Trans, of Amer. Phil. Soc. 2nd series, vol. iii. pp. 55, 56. Philadelphia, 1830.
t Phil. Trans, for 1817, p. 53.
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effect must be equivalent to a diminution of bai'ometric pressure,
and consequently must tend to retard the process of combustion.
Assuming the temperature of the flame to be constant, it is likewise plain that the draught created by it — depending, as it is
known, on the difference of temperature between the flame and
that of the surrounding air — must be diminished in a warm
atmosphere, and therefore also tend to retard the rate of combustion, cateris paribus, during hot seasons. But inasmuch as
the variations in the velocity of the draught ai'e proportional to
the square roots of these differences of temperature, it is obvious
that its effects must be insignificant under ordinary fluctuations
of atmospheric temperature. For example, supposing the temperature ofthe flame to be 1500° F., then the fluctuation of the
draught
between
the temperatures of 80° and 60° F. would be
in the ratio
of
-v/lSOO-SO: v/1 500-60= 'v/1420 : '/1440=1 : 1-0070.
When, however, the comparison is made between bodies burning
in summer and in winter, the influence from this cause will be
more sensible, and ought not to be entirely ovei'looked*.
On the contrary, it is possible that an augmentation of temperature might tend to accelerate the process of combustion by
favouring the liquefaction of the wax, and perliaps facilitating
the oxidation of the combustible matter. If, however, any such
influence is exercised, it is probable that its effect must be inappreciable under ordinary circumstances. Under this view of the
subject, the only obvious influence which atmospheric heat exercises on the rapidity of combustion is connected with its effects
on the density of the air ; and consequently an increase of temperature should, ccsteris paribus, retard combustion, and vice
versa.
3. Amount of Aqueous Vapour present.
Sir Humphry Davy found that " a very large quantity " of
steam was required to prevent sulphur from burning; that an
explosive mixture of oxygen and hydrogen, when mixed with five
times its volume of steam, still exploded by the electric spark ; and
that a mixture of air and carburetted hydrogen gas required " a
third oi steam to prevent its explosion, whereas one-fifth of azote
produced the eftectf." Under any point of view, it is obvious
that the presence of aqueous vapour can only tend to retard the
* I endeavoured to test the influence of temperature on the rate of combustion byplacing the burning caudle over a large heated plate; but, as
might have been expected, the unsteadiness of the flame rendered the exj)erimcnt unsatisfactorv.
t Phil. Tiiins. for 1S17, p. G5.
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process of combustion, first, because it diminishes the amount
of oxygen in a given volume of air ; and secondly, because an
admixture of any inactive gas tends to extinguish the burning
body, as is abundantly proved by the experiments of Sir H.
Davy and others. When vapour is present in large quantities,
there can be no doubt of its controlling agency on combustion.
This is illustrated by the successful application of the plan proposed byM. Dujardin of Lille, in 1837, for extinguishing fires
occurring in steam-ships, by permitting the steam from the boilers to escape into the apartment in which the combustion originates*. But experiments are still wanting for determining its
influence on the rate of burning, when existing in the small
quantities in which it is usually associated with the atmosphere f.
The experimental researches of Mr. David Waldie, in relation to
the mixture of various gases with air, led him to the general
law, that " of incombustible gases which remain undecomposed,
the power of preventing combustion is in the order of their density;" and tliat "this effect of density in cooling the flame
depends on the excessive diffusion of the flame in the denser
gas J." Under ordinary circumstances, the density of the aqueous
vapour existing in the air is comparatively small, so that, according to Mr. Waldie's law, its influence on combustion ought not
to be very striking. It is very desirable that this point should
be submitted to a more rigorous experimental investigation.
Having discussed the pi'obable influence of the three external
conditions on the rate of combustion, we are in a measure prepared to investigate their adequacy to explain the variations in
the rapidity of burning, as indicated by the experiments which I
have brought forward. In none of them have we the observations necessary for ascertaining the hygrometric condition of the
atmosphere ; this must thei-efore be thrown out of consideration. In Dr. M'Keever's experiments the barometric indications
are not given, neither is it known how many of them were performed on any one day ; in my experiments, as well as in those
of Mr. Mitchell, we are furnished with the data requisite for
estimating the combined influence of pressure and temperature.
Assuming, with Sir H. Davy, that the rapidity of combustion is
in the direct ratio of the density of the air, we may submit these
* Comptes Rendus, vol. v. p. 28. Paris, 1837. Also vol. xsxv. pp. 368,
706. Paris, 1852.
t The curious results obtained by Mr. J. F. Dana, and subsequently
Mr. Samuel Morey, in relation to increasing the brightness of the flames of
highly carbonaceous combustibles, by throwing a jet of steam into them,
are obviously inapplicable to candles. (Vide Silliman's Journal, 1 st series,
vol. i. p. 401 ; vol. ii. pp. 118, 122; and vol. vii. p. 141.)
+ Vide Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xiii. p. 86 et seq. August 1838.
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two effects to a quantitative estimation, by using Mariotte's law
and Regnault^s coefficient of expansion for air.
1. Presuming that each set of experiments made by Dr.
M'Keever, alternately in the dark and in the sunshine, were
performed on the same day, and therefore under identical barometric conditions, we may form some estimate of the adequacy
of temperature to account for the difference in the rate of burning observed by him. The subjoined Table, which I have constructed from the data previously given, will place this in a clear
light :Experiment.

No. 2.
1.
3.
4.

Temp,
dark.

Temp,
sun.

Consumed in 10 minutes
in dark.

in sun.

67
6rF.

„
18-50 grs. 14-29
17 00 grs.
78° F. 15-72 „

68
67

80
79
78

Ratio of atmo- Ratio of densphere in sun sun and
sity of airdark.
in
and dark.

1 : 1-088
1 : 1-100
1 : 1-053
1: 1-111

1

1 : 1-021
1:1-021
1 : 1-023
1 : 1-023

The remarkable discrepancies indicated by the numbers in the
first column of ratios afford a striking illustration of the existence of some disturbing cause, tending to vitiate the accuracy
of these experiments. But a glance at the numbers contained
in the two columns of ratios is sufficient to show that temperature alone is entirely inadequate to account for the diminished
rate of combustion in the sunshine. A remarkable difference is
observed in the rate of consumption in expei'iments 1 and 2.
No. 1 was made with a " green wax taper," and No. 2 with a
" taper;" but, as from the context, the second experiment appears
to be a repetition of the first, the presumption is, that the same
kind of taper was used in both cases. The rate of burning in
experiments Nos. 3 and 4 was determined by the time required
to consume a given length ; and as one of them was made with a
mould-candle and the other with a taper, no comparison can be
extended to them, so far as the rates of consumption in these
two cases are concerned. The irregularities exhibited in these
results probably arose from the agitations of the atmosphere,
which were incident to the method of exposing the burning
body to the sunshine in the open air. As the excess of the consumption inthe dark varied from 5 to 11 per cent., whereas the
excess in the density of the air was only 2'3 per cent., it is evident that some other cause than temperature must be evoked to
explain the difference.
2. In my experiments, the conditions were such as to eliminate the effects of temperature on the results obtained in the dark
and in the sunshine on any given day; and it has been shown
that for each pair of experiments thus conducted, the variations
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 106. Sept. 1858.
0
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in the rate of combustion do not exceed the probable limits of
experimental error. In this case, therefore, the question to be
determined is, whether the differences in the rapidity of burning
observed on different days can be explained by the variations of
the barometer and thermometer ? For this purpose I shall take
the average of each pair of experiments, as a nearer approximation to the correct rate of burning on each of the three days.
The following Table, in which the relative densities of the air
have been calculated by combining the effects of barometric and
thermometric oscillations, will serve to illustrate this point* :—
Ratio of consumption.

In exps. 1 & 2 = 1 : 1-0904
„ 2 & 3 = 1 : 10063
„
1&3= 1:10967

Ratio of density of air.

1 : 10230
1 : 10193
1 : 1042S

Difference.

-1-30 per „cent.
-|-6-74

It will be seen that the rate of combustion +5-39
increases in a decidedly higher ratio than the density of the air. If therefore we
assume that the rapidity of burning is, cceteris paribus, in the
direct ratio of the density of the air, it follows that some other
agency must have cooperated in these eases.
3. The results of Mr. MitchelFs experiments at different altitudes may in like manner be subjected to a similar numerical
test. The subjoined Table is constructed from the data contained
in that which is given on a previous page :—
Ratio of rate of burning.

In exps.
„
„
„
„
„

1 & 2
2 &3
3 &4
1 & 3
2&4
1&4

=
=
=
=
=
=

1 : M074
1:1-0836
1:10599
1 : 1-2000
1:1-1486
1:1-2719

Ratio of density of air.

1 : 10926
1 : 1-0755
1 : 10270
1:1-1751
1 : 1-1045
1:1-2068

Difference.

-f 1-48 per cent.
-I-0-81
„
+3-29
+2-49

„
„

+6-51

„

+4-41

This comparison places in a still stronger light the fact, that
the augmentation in the rate of burning increases in a somewhat
higher ratio than the density of the air, while at the same time it
clearly demonstrates the controlling influence of atmospheric den* In making these calculations I used the following formula, based upon
the two weU-kiiown physical laws, that the density of any permanent gas
varies directly as the compressing force, and inversely as the volume :—
, ,,
b
.
b'
.
l+0-002036(<-32) ' 1 +D-002036(<'— 32) '
in which d and rf' represent the densities; b and b' the barometric heights
reduced to the freezing-point ; and t and t' the temperatures on Fahrenheit's scale.
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sity on the phrenomenon of combustion. The extreme rates of
burning are as the numbers 100 to 127, while the corresponding
densities of the air are as 100 to 121 nearly; in the other cases
the approximation to identity in the ratios is still closer. Would
the variations in the hygrometric state of the atmosphere, which
we have left out of consideration, explain this discrepancy ? In
the absence of the experiments necessary for testing this question,
it would be premature to hazard any conjecture. I may remark,
however, that in the case of Mr. Mitchell's experiments, the correction for the effects of aqueous vapour would probably in one
point of view operate in the wrong direction, and thus tend to
increase the discrepancy in the ratios. For as the temperature
was decidedly higher at the lower stations, it is more than probable that the tension of vapour was greater there than at the
upper ones, and consequently that its influence in retarding
combustion should be relatively greater at the points nearer the
sea-level. This of course would tend to equalize the rates of
burning at lower and higher altitudes, when no correction is
made for this cause. On the contrary, it is obvious that the
influence of vapour having a given tension in altering the relative
amount of air in a given volume, must be greater when the barometer islow. From this cause the aqueous vapour at the upper
stations might have had a greater effect in retarding combustion, and thus tended to exaggerate the difference in the rates of
burning.
The comparatively large rate of consumption indicated by my
first experiment of the 9th of May (being more than 9 per cent,
abovetion ofthe
other) All
was themost
pi-obably
a combina-in
causes.
three
externalattributable
conditions toconcurred
accelerating the process. The barometer was high, the temperature low, and the atmosphere excessively dry. The last-mentioned
condition was accidentally forced upon my attention from the
fact, that on that day I failed in an experiment for determining
the dew-point by means of Daniell's hygrometer*.
* Collaterally related to this subject are the eiFects of condensed and
rarefied air and of temperature on the process of respiration and the elimination ofcarbonic acid in men and other warm-blooded animals. M. Legallois found that, when warm-blooded animals breathed air under pressure
reduced to 11 '811 inches, the amount of oxygen consumed was diminished
{Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. vol. iv. p. 113. 181/). M. Theodore Junod's
experiments show that condensed air produced dee]) inspirations and an
agreeable glow throughout the system, while rarefied air had an opposite
effect. {Archives Generates de M^decine, ser. 2. vol. ix. p. 15/. Paris, 18.35.
Also Magendie's Report on the same Memoir, Comj'tes Rendus, vol. i. p. (JO.
Paris, 1835.) The observations of M. Triger, already referred to, indicate
analogous ett'ects on those who laboured in the condensed air. They could
do double work without fatigue, and even old asthmatics seemed to recover their vigour.
{Comptes Rendus,
02 vol. xiii. p. 884 e/ se^. Paris, 1841.)
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Prom the foregoing discussion it is evident that the subject
demands a thorough experimental investigation, with a minute
attention to all the external conditions which may influence the
results. This I propose to undertake during the next twelve
months. In the meantime it is hoped that these preliminary
researches may prepare the way for a clearer appreciation of the
difficulties which are to be encountered. Pei'haps, however, in
the present stage we may be warranted in deducing two concluM. Vierordt tested the effects of barometric pressm-e between 29-309 and
30-197 inches. The average rise of 0-5036 of an inch
Increased the air expired
35-/46 cubic inches per minute.
„
number of respirations 0-/4
„
„
„
„
pulse
1-30
„
„
Dr. Hutchinson found that in a mine 1488 feet deep, where the pressure
was 1-54 inch more than at the sea-level, the respiration was increased 2-4
]>er minute, and the pulse 1-3 per minute. {Cyc.of Anat. et Physiol, [art.
Respiration], vol. iv. pp. 348, 349. Lond. 1852.)
Analogous effects are produced bj' temperature. In the famous experiments of Scguin and Lavoisier, at 82° F., the former (fasting aud at rest)
consumed 1210 French cubic inches of oxygen per hour; whereas at 57°,
he consumed 1344 cubic inches per hour. {Memoires de l'Acad. Royaleiov
1789.) Dr. Crawford found that a guinea-pig at 55°-5 F. abstracted twice
as much oxvgen from the aii- as at 104° F. (Experiments and Observations
on Animal Heat, 2ud edit. p. 311-315. Lond. 1788.) Dr. W. F. Edwards
found that birds consume more oxygen in winter than in summer. (De
rinfluence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie, chap. 6. p. 195. Paris, 1824.)
The best experiments are those of M. Vierordt. {Op. cit. supra.) He obtained the following results between 37°"4 and 75°'2
AverageF. :—Average
temp.

temp.
66°-92.

47°-24.

Pulse per minute
Respiration per minute
Volume of air expelled per minute in cubic inches.

1216
72-93
407 00
18-25

1-64
Difference.
0-59

11-57
71-29
15-72
367-00

2-53
40-00

M. Felix Letellier's experiments on warm-blooded animals confirm these
results. He found the amount of carbonic acid evolved per hour at different temperatures to be as follows :—
86° to 104° F.

Canary
Two Mice
Guinea Pig

0-129
0-366 grm.
„
0-268
„
1-453
„

59° to 68° F.

0-250
0-684 grm.
„
0-498
„
2-080 grms.

(Vide Comptes Rendus, vol. xx. p. 795. Paris, 1845.
et de Phys. 3rd series, vol. xiii. p. 478. Paris, 1845.)
logical reactions exercise a powerful influence over the
periments ;nevertheless, as respiration is essentially a
tion, they have a general bearing on the question under

32° F.

0-325
0-974 grm.
„
0-531
„
3-006 grms.
Also Ann. de Chim.
Doubtless physioresults of such exprocess of combusconsideration.
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sions : — 1st, that solar light does not seem to exei'cise any sensible
influence on the process of combustion ; and 2ndly, that variations in the densiiy of the air do exert a striking effect in retarding or accelerating the rapidity of the process, the rate of burning augmenting with every increment of density, and vice versa ;
but the exact ratio between them remains to be determined.
Columbia, S.C, June 185/.
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On the Separation of Nickel and Cobalt from Manganese.
By T. H. Henry, Esq., F.R.S.*

THE

methods given by the best authorities for the separation
of nickel and cobalt from manganese are either inconvenient or inaccurate. The only method which affords exact
results is that of Ebelmen, in which the sulphides formed at a
high temperature are acted upon by dilute hydrochloric acid;
but it is both tedious and unpleasant to pass sulphuretted hydrogen over the oxides contained in a porcelain tray in a porcelain tube at a red heat; and the modification suggested by
Wohler, of converting the oxides into sulphides by fusing them
with sulphur and carbonate of soda, still furnishes the sulphide
of nickel in such « state that it is slightly acted upon by very
dilute hydrochloric acid.
I have obtained very accurate results by a process differing
altogether from those described, but as simple as any.
When chloride of ammonium and ammonia are added to a
warm solution of sulphate of manganese or chloride of manganese, and afterwards phosphoric acid till the precipitation ceases,
the whole of the manganese is precipitated ; and after filtration
no precipitate or even cloudiness is produced by the addition of
sulphide of ammonium to the solution. The salt formed is,
according to Otto, NH^O 2MnO, P0H2H0, and after ignition 2MnO + PO'^. When a solution of chloride or sulphate of
nickel is treated in a similar manner, no precipitate occurs, even
on standing a few days in a vessel lightly covered, when sufficient chloride of ammonium and free amnionia are present.
The following example will show the mode by which I operate.
12"6 grs. of pure sulphate of manganese, MnO S0^ + 4H0,
were gently ignited, and weighed 8"73 grs. = 4*1 1 MnO. 6 grs.
of oxide of nickel, containing a trace of silica, were ignited and
weighed then 5'63 grs.; these were dissolved together in hydrochloric acid and water, and the solution diluted ; it was made
acid with hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid was added, and the
whole heated until nearly boiling : when anmionia was added in
* Communicated by the .\uttior.
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excess, a white bulky precipitate was produced which rapidly
contracted in volume and became crystalline; after standing
twelve hours it was filtered and washed with a solution of chloride of ammonium and ammonia (the chloride of ammonium is
absolutely necessary). The precipitate was perfectly white, and
remained so after ignition, when it weighed 8-67 grs. =4'33
MnO ; it was decomposed and examined, it did not contain a
trace of nickel.
The ammoniacal solution was treated by sulphuretted hydrogen, and the sulphide converted into oxide by roasting with
a little carbonate of ammonia.
It weighed 5*57 grs.
Taken.
Obtained.
MnO
. . . 4-11
4-33
NiO
...
5-63
5-57
I probably drove off a little sulphuric acid on igniting the
sulphate of manganese. I have obtained more accurate results
with the manganese since.
In operating with cobalt and manganese in the same manner,
I obtained a slight excess of manganese, and the salt was slightly
pink, but on repeating the operation the separation was complete.
I took
3'22cobalt.
grs. of oxide of manganese, and obtained 3" 15 grs.
free
from

XXII.

On the Geometry of the Elliptic Equation.
By Charles W. Mekrifield, Esq.'^
IT is now some years since Mr. John Riddle (of the Nautical
School, Greenwich Hospital) remarked, that if circles on a
sphere be projected on Mercator's chart, their projections are
rectified by the elliptic integral
^(l-sin^^sinSi/,)-^^.
This observation has led me to a geometrical exhibition of the
elliptic equation
cos ^0= cos ^1 cos ^2 + sin ^i sin ^^(l — sin^ 6 sin^ ^)^,
and at the same time of its corresponding transcendental equation
F(^,0o)=F(^, 02) -F(^, (/>.),
which seems to me to be sim])lcr than anything which has yet
been given on the subject. My investigation has also presented
me with Lagrange's modular scale, as the mere consequence of
passing from the pole or centre of the sphere to the circumference ofthe circle in the stereograph ic projection.
* Communicated by the .\uthor.
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With great geometric simplicity, my method has the disadvantage ofusing a transcendental ordinate ; but the only other
that I know, has less simplicity — 1 mean Dr. Booth's sphmcal
parabola, which primarily belongs to the integral of the third
class, 1
—
Tj ^^^ requires reduction to
J (l-/tsin2 «/>)(!- Fsin2</))^
pass to the simpler integral Y{6, <p).
As a particular case, I have discussed the integral j— ^^ in
a way free from some of the complexities attending the trigonometry ofthe parabola, which relates more directly to the integral

r#

S^ <\)'

J CO
purposes of Mercator's chart, circles divide themselves
the sorts.
intoForthree
Let a. be the distance of the centre from (say)
the north pole, and /3 the radius, a and /3 being both arcs of
great circles. Let the meridian of reference be the one passing
through the centre.
(1) Ifa<yS. The circle has one pole within and one pole
without it. Of these the great circle is the type.
Let

sin/3 ; = sin ^ be called the modulus ; then it is evident that the
pole is a centre of similitude to all circles having the same modulus, and, from the principle of Mercator's chart, their projections will all be similar and equal, each being symmetric to a
COS Q

parallel of latitude /x, such that sin^=
call the mean latitude.

-.

This we shall

(2) a =/3, a critical case. In this case the cii-cle passes through
a pole. These curves have the same simplicity on the chart that
great circles have on the sphere, or right lines on the plane. If
s be the arc and 0 the longitude, both measured from the meridian ofthe centre, ds= — ^, whence s=loge ^^'^(4 + %)> *^^
common formula for meridional parts. We shall therefore call
its projection on Mercator's chart the meridional curve.
(3) a:?- /3. In this case the circle is necessarily a small one,
• 1 1
1
Tj? si" /3
a
T cos
a
COS/S
and does not include a pole, li Sin
-: a = sm o, and
7,= sin/i.
it will be projected into an oval divided symmetrically by the
j)arallcl of fx, and touched by the meridians of 6 and —6. Evidently, provided 6 is constant, the curves will be similar and
equal.
If (/) be the current longitude and \ the latitiuln, the formula
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of rectification of a curve in the projection is
^

VCOS A,/

(1) In the first case, taking for simplicity the case of the
great circle (in which ^=k

^nd /x = 0), the complement of the

longitude [^ —<}>)> ^^^ *^^ latitude X, are the sides of a rightangled triangle. The great circle itself forms the hypothenuse,
and 6 (the declination or modulus) is the angle opposite X.
Therefore tan A, = tan 6cos(f>, whence we easily obtain

^=(l-,sin2^sin2 0)-*If we change the variable to t, the angle which the circle
makes with the parallel, we have sin t = sin ^ sin ^, and consequently

(3) In the third case, we take for simplicity the case where
TT

a= —, and therefore /x=0.

The oval is symmetrical to the

equator, and the radius of the circle is 0. The radius 9 is the
hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle, of which the latitude
and longitude are the other sides. Therefore cos 6= cos A. cos <f),
which gives
ds _
sin 6
If we change the variable to t, the angle which the circle
makes with the parallel, we have
sin d)
, ds
sin 6
sin T= -. — ~ and -=- =
.
sm6»
dT
(l-sin^^sin^T)^
The inverse correlation between these cases saves us from the
necessity of considering more than one of them. We shall choose
the first, because it is not encumbered with the constant factor
sin 0.
(2) The second case may be derived from either the first or
the third by making sin 0=1, or sin a = sin /S. The mean laticos S
tude merges
in
the
pole,
since
+ 1 . In this critical case, '
°
'^
cos« = —
therefore, the mean latitude and modulus do not determine the
circle. We shall revert to this hereafter.
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Returning therefore to the first case m which -.— g = smt/,let
us project the circle from the south pole stereographically on the
between the cenplane of the equator. Let m be the distance circle,
and n the
tres of the sphere and of the stereographic
radius of the stereographic or sabcontrary circle. We have at
once
sinat+sm^
sin a— sin /3
m-/i=tanl(«-^)=^^^^^^^^^,
sm,
sin a
m =
whence

cos « + cos yS '
m—/I = sm

cos « + cos /S'

The centre of the sphere is therefore the centre of similitude
to the family of circles subcontrary to those on the sphere whose
modulus is sin 6. Indeed, it is evident that the axis of the
sphere is an axis of similitude to the family of stereographic
cones having the family of circles for their bases.
^\^ of the subcontrary circle intercepted by
Let 2<r'be the radius
the meridian planes of longitude zero and ^. In the annexed
figure, 0 is the centre of the circle, C of the sphere, M C P is
the longitude, M0P = 2'>/r. We have
sin 2-^
PM
n sin 2-\/r
tan
^~ MC~ncos2-«/r + m'~cos2'»/r+sin^"

'^y
</0

M

O

C

If we change the variable from (/> to ->|r in the expression
dyfr
-, we have
(1 - sin'-' e d(f>
sin^ <^)^
4 sin 6
- sin^ 0 sin« <}>y^
(1

1 + sin ^ IJ
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Now the modulus

^^^
is the modulus next followincr
"^
1 + sin ^
sin 6 in Lagrange's scale (ascending), and the equation of the
amplitudes, tan 6 =
^-t — —. — r^,, is only another form of
^
^
cos 2i/r + sm 6
•'
sin (2A|r— 0) = sin 6 sin ^,
the well-knowTi equation of Lagrange, which may also be put in
the form
tan(d>—ylr)= ^
■.— ;, tan ilr = cos ^' tan -^/r.
^^
^''
1 + sm^
T
T
The reader will not fail to notice the important relation
■\/r=i(^ + T), which follows from the equation, as well as from
the geometry of the figure.
In the annexed figure, let the radius C A of the outer circle
MqM, Mg be unity, the radius Da of the inner circle r, and the
distance between the centres CD = e.

Also let A Mq and Mj Mg be tangents to the inner circle, and
let the arcs
Blo=2^o.
AM, =2^1,
AM2=2f2.
Jacobi has shown that these three arcs will fulfil the elliptic
equation
cos ■^Q= cos yJTi cos ■\/r2+ sin ^{r^ sin -^^/^{O'^Itq),
provided
1— A-Jta

,,

V

,

where
Ax|r„ = (l-sin^^'sin2-.|rJ*.

2C0S-Jrf,
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The proof may be found in Legendre's Fonctions Elliptiques,
vol. iii. p. 174. Curiously enough, the enunciation is confined
to the multipUcation of the functions, while the proof is perfectly
general. Whether its generality escaped the notice of Legendre
and Jacobi I am uncertain.
It must be remarked, that when ■^q is an odd multiple of
pr-, we have ?- = 0, and e=
>,, = sin ^ : but in no other
2'
'
1 + COS0'
'
case.
The variation of i/r^ does not yield a family of circles
having a common centre of similitude.
It should also be noticed that the theorem is one-sided : it
will not do to start from the other end B of the diameter.
Now let us suppose the outer circle of this diagram to be a
circle of the stereographic projection, the distance between its
centre and that of the sphere being sin 6 ; then if the longitudes ofthe points Mq, M„ Mg be ^q, <^i, ^2> *^^ equation
and consequently the elliptic equation
cos 00= cos 0, cos 02 + sill 01 sin ^^(l ~~ siu^ 0 sin^ 0)must also hold : since in ^r-r/r—:- = A: -tttst-tt

A(^, 0)

^{6',^lr)

the factor k is

constant,and therefore the equation F(^, 0^) — r(^, 0,) = F(^,0o)
is merely the equation Y{6'^\r^} — Y{ff^^) = Y{e'^^Q), with each
term multiplied by a constant factor.
To fix our ideas, it will be as well to exhibit this theorem by
a diagram.

As before, let AMq=2-^q, ilMi = 2^i, AM2 = 2-«|r2.

Then the angles AOMo=0o,
before,
^.„

l-A(^'-»Ir.)

AOM,=0„
-

,,

,

AOM2 = 02; and, as
,

2cOS-»/ro
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a, which is the value of e when
Moreover CO = sin 6= ^
I + cos U
-^0= — . With these conditions, we have between ^q, 0p <^2 ^^^
equations F(^, </>o) = F(^, <^i)-W. </>2),
cos (^0= cos^i COS </>2+ sin ^, sin 4>ci^{0, ^q).

We may remark that this theorem has not the one-sidedness
of Jacobi's. Indeed, as the angle <^ corresponds to 2i|r [twice ■^),
(f) may be measured either from A or from B.
The last observation enables us to determine the auxiliary
circle without the help of Lagrange's scale. Draw VQ, pq,
through a and b perpendicular to A B, then
PO A = AOQ =i.OB = B0(? = (/)i,
by which we understand an amplitude such that F(<^i-) = IF(^).
If therefore we suppose <^| to be knoAvn = w, it is easy to determine the auxiliary circle by marking off the points a and b, and
thence determining the other elements.
Now suppose 0 to be the centre of the sphere, and let us suppose the last figure to be a stereographic projection from the
south pole on the plane of the equator. The longitudes will still
remain unaltered. The circles will still remain circles. The
straight lines passing through 0 will be meridians, and the tangent lines will be small circles passing through the south pole.
If we pass to Mercator's chart, the tangent lines become meridional curves, and the arc AMo=MiM2 in actual measurement
on the chart. This is the geometric meaning of the transcendental equation r(^, </)o) = F(^, ct>2)-^{0, <^,).
We have still to determine the elements of the auxiliary circle
from the value (supposed to be known) of &> or ^l. To do this
we shall return to the surface of the sphere. Here P Q S is the
circle which replaces the tangent line P Q, P N S is the longitude ft),P A Q is the circle whose modulus is 6 ; and the auxiliary circle therefore passes through a.

Let G be the centre of P S Q. Join G P, and draw G H_LS P;
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Now in the right-angled triangle S G H we have

the angle 8 = 0), and the side SH=-r

+ ^ (the latitude of P

being \). The hypothenuse SG is therefore found by the equation tan SG . cos o) = tan ( t + h ) •
a, we have SG=

If we call y the latitude of

-r- + qj ^^^ therefore

The arc 7 has two values, depending on the double value of \.
It must also be noted that there are two auxiliary circles, according to whether the tangent circles pass through the north or
south poles. One is easily found from the other by putting
TT-yS for y3.
The equation which gives \ is easily found to be (since \ is
one side of the triangle of which a and /S are the others, and w
is the angle opposite /S)
cos « sin \ + cos ft) sin a cos X, = cos /?.
This gives
tan { -; — -- I =
^\ \/Um^B — sin^asin^w) +sinacosa> L
V
'^
^
cosa+cos^Sl
2/
\4
whence
tan

(-7 —%\ =
7^\ v^sin^/S— sin^asin^o)) + sinacosa> >•
J
'^
cos« + cos^l
2/
4
This form of the equation is very inconvenient.
Knowing the meridian on which the centre of a circle lies, the
circle is completely determined by its modulus Q and its mean
latitude /z., where
. ^ sin a
.
cos /9
smc7=-^ — 5,
sm/i,=
sin/S'
cos«'
and .•. cos Q . tan/i . tan/S=l,
tan a = tan ^ cos /a.
In the auxihary circle, let p be the polar distance of its centre,
q its radius, t) its mean latitude, and fits modulus ; then we have

tani(« + p) =
rX -/(sin^/S— sin^a . sin^w) +sina.cos(ol,
2\i—rj
cosa+cospl
^
J
COS

(m)

.-. tan i^y^
(0-1-' '/v)'.tani(o—
,
Trrgfsin^/S— sin^w)
^^^ ^'») = 7—
(cosa + cosp)''^
'
= C03^a).tan^(/9 + a) .tan ^(/9— «);
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but

tA
1 — sin'>7 Jit
\ coso— cos«7
1/
NX
tan Uq +i>) .tan Uq—p) =■ — ~
^= tt-" — = tau2 t — s j;
and, similarly,
Hence

tani(,8 + «).tani(/3-«) = tan2g-|).

This determines the mean latitude of the auxiliary circle from
the mean latitude of the given circle very simply. To find the
modulus, we have
• {,_ sip /> __ tan j-(g +/)) — tan \ {q —p)

sin a . cos <»

'~sin5~tan|(5'+ja)+tani(g— jj)~ 'v/(sin^/S — sin^a.sinV
sin 6 . cos o)
~ a/(1 — sin^^.sin^ft))'
whence we may obtain
tan f = cos oj . tan 9.
If we reckon rj and /u. from one pole, but q and /3 from the
other pole, tanf ^ — ^) becomes — tan f ^ + - j. The equation
of the mean latitudes, therefore, in its complete form is

*^"(f ^i)='°'"-*^"(i±2)That for the modulus remains, without ambiguity,
tan f = cos &) . tan 6.
These formulae remain unaltered for the third case, except
that w is to be taken so that F(^,&)) = |F(^,t) instead of |F(^,^).
In order to get the value of w from <^, we have only to equate
<pQ and 0, to o) in the elliptic equations
cos ^Q= cos ^1 cos 02+ sin 0i sin (Jjc^A^q,
cos 02 = cos (f>Q cos 01 — sin 0q sin 0i A02The first gives
— :— ~

= tan id> = tan ft)A(^, to) :

^^
the second gives sm 0
. o
1 — COS0
„
A0+COS0
sm^ o) = 1-, +, A0
. , ,'
cos^ft)=
1^
, AJ •
1 +A0
If, as before, we put siuT= sin ^sin 0, wc have A0=cost;
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hence
cos ir
(cos ir)^
and by combining these with the value of tau |<^, we have
,,
• 2fl • 2 \
cos^((;J) + t) .cosl(0 — t)
(1 — sin^ 6 sm^ an =
^^ ,
■, ..o"
-•
(cos the
i</))2moduli under the
We may also put the equation between
more succinct form

.J.
cos 10
. „
sm c=
T^ . sm 0.
COS^T

I now proceed to a discussion of the critical case, in which
a=/3 or the circle passes through a pole, and its projection is
the meridional curve.
One remarkable property is derived from the equation
sin T= sin ^ sin (f). Since sin ^ = 1 in the critical case, the angle
which the curve makes with the parallel is always the same as
the longitude measured from its axis. By the term axis I mean
the meridian passing through the centre of the circle.
The angle <u is therefore obtained more simply from 0. In
fact, the equation sin co=
.

—- becomes sin (M = tan |0, whence
-2

[COS coy = -.

cos <j)
r^.

(cos |<^)2
It is e\Hdent that my theorem for the comparison of elliptic
amplitudes applies also to the mei'idional curve ; but since the
modulus is constant, and the mean latitude nugatory, in this
case, we must make a=yS in the expression for the latitude
where the curve crosses the axis.
This gives
fir
<y \
tan( — — -^ l = tana. cos to, or tan^= tana, cos «,
since the
In the
centre of
Now TT—

auxiliary circle also passes through the pole.
stereographic projection, the circle passes through the
the sphere, and its polar equation is /3 = 2« .cos 0.
2a is the latitude of the point opposite the pole; and

if \ be the current latitude, we have2a = tan a and p = tan( j + ^ ),
x ±H) = tanacos0.

Taking the Napierian loga-

rithm, we have for the equation on the chart,
log tan f — + — j = log tan a + log cos <^,
+ log tan ( T "^ y ) — ^^D *^" "■ + ^^S ^^^ ^-
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Now logtau (x+ 9) is the ordinate of the chart.

The only

constant the equation contains is additive. It is evident, therefore, that so long as the scale of the chart is unaltered, the
curve does not change either size or direction, but simply shifts
north or south as its extreme latitude alters, or east and west as
we shift its axis. If then we cut a pattern for any given chart,
we can apply that pattern as easily as we can the ruler in plane
geometry, merely keeping the axis in the meridian. The geometrical simplicity of Mercatoi-'s chart thus appears in a new
and very singular light.
The easiest way to draw the curve is to find the ordinate, on
the supposition that the curve touches the equator.
In this
case a = Tj
4 and therefore logtan« = 0. The negative value of
log cos <^ merely means that the ordinate must be measured
towards the pole through which the curve passes.
Supposing the chart to be developed into a plane, the curve
in its general form very nearly resembles the catenary.
It has
two asymptotes, the meridians of +^.
The function log tan ( -r + ^ ) = 1 — , is one of the most
°
V4
2J
jcoscp
remarkable that occurs in analysis.
It fulfils the functional
equation \/ — 1 .f{u) =f{u V — I). This property was, I believe,
first remarked by Baron Maseres, although I suppose that the
old gentleman, who had a horror of the negative sign, especially
when standing by itself under the radical, would be very much
shocked at the above expression of it. His observation was,
that if u be the function, and 0 the variable,
^^6^24^5040^72576^
eivF
277u^
24
5040 ^ 72576
the coefficients being numerically the same for both series ; but
all positive in the one, and alternately positive and negative in
the other.
With I'egard to Lagrange's scale of" moduli, it should be remembered that in this case, as in theu other extreme of the circular arc (where ^ = 0), the application of the scale alters neither
modulus nor amplitude.
In applying my theorem to this case, it is obvious that there
is only one auxiliary circle, and that it and the tangent circle
pass through opposite poles. Any two meridional curves, of
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opposite poles, which cut each other, cut off equal and similar
portions from each other. In the critical case, the meridional
arc, which corresponds to the intercepted tangent in the stereographic projection, is therefore also constant.
The following Table contains all the elements necessary for
tracing the meridional curve. The third column contains the
meridional parts corresponding to the latitude ; and the fourth
the actual value of log, cos (p.
Longitude.

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

Latitjde.

1
3
5
8
11
15
19

13
52
59
33
37
12
21
5
28

«
38
10
42
40
48
16
34
16

flieridional

Hyp. log
cos of lon-

parts.

gitude.

13
53
119
214
338
494
686
916
1191

0003813
0015,309
0-034668,
0062202
0098376
0-14.3841i
0-199486
0-266515
0 346574

tude.
Longi-

60
50
55
65
85
80
75
70

Latitude.

Meridional

Hyp. log
cos of lon-

24
30
36
44
52
60
70
80
90

32
19
52
10
14
58
17
2
0

7
30
12
50
12
42
52
16
0

parts.
1519

1911
2383
2961
3688
4647
60)8
8388

gitude.

0441941
0-555864
0 693147
01-072886
861286
1-351626
1-750724
2440059

90

6 Brompton Grove,
August 12, 1858.

log'" CO

log'^co

XXIII. Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from p. 140.]
CONSIDERABLE attention has of late been given to the
question of the atomic weights of the elements ; and several important papers have been published upon this subject by
Dumas, Pettenkofer, Marignac, and v. Hauer.
Dumas* makes known, in a preliminary communication, the results ofa general revision of the equivalent weights of the elements
which he has undertaken, and on which he is still engaged.
He also points out and discusses various important and interesting relations which exist between the elements. In this
respect his views are a development of those expressed at the
meeting of the British Association in 1851.
The majority of recent determinations of the elements have
led to the confirmation of Prout's law that the equivalents of all
elements are exact multiples of that of hydrogen. Two of the
most important formed exceptions, chlorine and copper; and
although the equivalent of chlorine has been ascertained with
* Comples Rendus, vol. xlv. p. 7^9. Lie])ig's Annalcn, January 1858.
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. lOG. Sept. 1858.
P
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great accuracy, D^imas judged it not unnecessary to make a determination ofit by a new method. This consisted in heating
pure granulated silver in a tube in a stream of chlorine, and determining the equivalent from the difference between the original
v,-eight of the silver and that of the chloride formed. The tube
was provided with a stopcock by which it could be exhausted, and
a similar tube was used as a counterpoise. Three weighings
were necessary: — 1st, that of the exhausted tube; 2nd, of the
exhausted tube containing the silver; 3rd, of the exhausted tube
containing the chloride of silver formed. Various experiments
were made with different weights of silver. Assuming the equivalent of silver at 108, as found by Marignac's very accurate determinations, the result of Dumas's experiments gave 35-5 as
the equivalent of chlorine, which thus confirms the number
at present adopted.
The determination of the equivalent of copper was made partly
by the reduction of oxide of copper, and partly by converting
copper into sulphide of copper, but the results were not so concordant as to give any certain datum. The number lies, however, between 31 and 3.2.
These numbers do not agree with Front's law; and Dumas
therefore concludes that that law must be accepted in the less
general form, that the equivalents of simple bodies are almost all
multiples by whole numbers of the equivalent of hydrogen, but
that, with reference to chlorine, the unit with which it is comparable ishalf as great as that of hydrogen.
Dumas next discusses the question as to whether there are
elements whose equivalents have the relation 1:1 or 1:2.
Molybdenum and tungsten have been considered to stand in the
latter relation ; and the only question has been whether their
equivalents were as 46 : 92 or as 47 : 94. Dumas determined
the equivalent of molybdenum by heating molybdic acid in hydrogen. The molybdic acid was prepared in a pure form, and
in beautiful large crystals, by heating sulphide of molybdenum
in a stream of oxygen. The molybdic acid placed in an unglazed
porcelain tray was heated in hydrogen, at first in a glass tube at
a moderate temperature, and then the tray was transferred to an
unglazed porcelain tube, and the reduction concluded at a very
high temperature. The results gave 48 as the equivalent of
molybdenum.
Great difficulties were experienced in determining the equivalent of tungsten. The readiness with which tungstic acid is
reduced and forms lower degrees of oxidation, renders the preparation of pure tungstic acid very difficult. It was obtained
by heating pure tungstate of ammonia in a flat porcelain dish,
at first at a low temperature and then at a red heat, until all the
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ammonia was expelled. A source of error in previous determinations consisted in using for the reduction vessels of platinum,
with w^hich the tungsten forms an alloy. Glazed porcelain also
favours the formation of an oxide, which combines with the
glaze, and remains unreduced by hydrogen. This w^as avoided
by using for the reduction tubes and trays of unglazed porcelain.
Another difficulty lies in the readiness with which tungstic acid
is carried away in the aqueous vapour formed by the reduction.
After all the sources of error had been avoided, results were
obtained which gave the number 92 as the equivalent of tungsten. Hence the equivalents of molybdenum and tungsten do
not stand in the relation 1:2; but an instance of this relation is
found in the equivalents of oxygen and sulphur, which are as
8:16. The equivalent of sulphur has also been redetermined
by Dumas, by passing the vapour of perfectly pure sulphur over
pure silver heated to redness, and ascertaining the relation between the weight of the original silver and that of the sulphide
formed. Previous determinations had given the numbers 16'06
and 16" 10; Dumas finds that the equivalent is 16.
As instances of metals which have the same equivalent, Dumas
adduces manganese and chrome, with the equivalents 26. He
states that he has redetermined the equivalent of manganese by
reducing perfectly pure artificial binoxide of manganese to protoxide bymeans of hydrogen. His experiments leave no doubt
that the equivalent is 26.
With many groups of three elements it is the case that the
equivalent of the middle is exactly the arithmetical mean of that
of the extremes. For instance, sulphur and tellurium have respectively the equivalents 16 and 64; the mean of this is 40,
which is very nearly the equivalent of selenium. Similar relations
exist between calcium, strontium, and barium, and between
lithium, sodium, and potassium. Nevertheless, with certain
triads this is not the case. Chlorine, bromine, and iodine have
the most marked analogies, not only in the physical and chemical
properties of the elements themselves, but also in those of their
compounds. Yet their equivalent weights stand in the relation
35'5 : 80 : 127 ; and in order to exhibit the numerical relation, it
would be necessary to raise the atomic weight of bromine to 81,
or to lower that of iodine to 124-5. Dumas has controlled the
equivalents of bromine and of iodine by converting the bromide
and the iodide of silver into the chloride of silver. The iodide
of silver was obtained by converting pure iodine in large crystals
into iodide of zinc, and this into iodide of silver. Bromine free
from iodine was digested for some time with bromide of silver, to
free it from a possible admixture of chlorine, and was then converted into bromide of silver.
P2
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Assuming 35"5 as the equivalent of chlorine, Dumas found
for bromine exactly the number 80, and for iodine 127, thus
confirming Marignac's numbers.
Hence the arithmetical relation may be wanting in elements
which belong to the same family, and exhibit the greatest
analogies.
In the fourth part of his paper Dumas considers the question
as to whether the equivalent weights of chemical elements have
any relation corresponding to that which prevails among the
members of homologous series of organic radicals.
The jether radicals, methyle, sethyle, propyle, butyle, &c., have
the equivalents —
C>oHi' . . 71
C2 H'^ . . 15
.
29
C12H13 . . 85
CH^ .
Ci^H's . . 99
C6H7 . . 43
. 113
C^HS . . 57
&c.
The difiFerence between the equivalents of two members of this
series is 14, and their equivalents form an arithmetical series
a + nd, in which the first member a is 15, and the difierence d
is 14.
Many of these exhibit extraordinary relations ; and if we did
not know the mode of their formation, we might believe that the
equivalents 57 and 113, 127 and 253, &c. had the simple relation 1: 2. And if we did not know whether the equivalent of
an element wei'e 225 or 226, the certain determination of such
a high equivalent would be beyond the means which chemistry
has at its disposal. If capryle, whose equivalent is 113, and
cetyle, whose equivalent is 225, do not stand in the relation
1 : 2, although their radicals possess the closest analogies in
their compounds, and obviously belong to one and the same
chemical family, we cannot be surprised that the equivalents of
molybdenum and tungsten should closely approach such a relation without ever actually reaching it. From these series also
we might form a numerous series of triads.
But organic radicals are not always formed by the addition
of atomic groups ; they are also formed by substitution, as is
especially the case with the compound ammonias. From ammonium, NH'', a large number of compound ammonias are
formed by the substitution of 1, 2, 3, or 4 equivalents of methyle, tethyle, propyle, &c., for 1, 2, 3, or 4 equivalents of hydrogen. The equivalents thus produced are just as if we added
to ammonium, NH'', 1, 2, 3, or 4 times C„ H„. And the general
formula for the compound ammonia molecules, which consist of
ammonium a, and such hydrocarbons, would be
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a + nd

&c.

in which n is a whole number, either 4 or less, and
the equivalents of the hydrocarbons of the series C„
We might have the series —
d<
d"
a
a+ d
a + 2d
a + Sdd'"
a
a
a + 2d + d'
a + d + d'
a + d'
a-^2d'
a + d+2d'
a
a + 3d'
a
or even

d, d', d", d'"
H„.
+
+
+
+

M
3d+d'
2d + 2d'
d+Sd',

a + d + d> + d" + d"'.

And there are other groups in which the first member itself
changes, as well as the elements added to it. Tin and sethyle
form six different groups, which have all the characters of organic
radicals, and comport themselves quite like metals. If we call
tin a and sethyle d', we may have the formulse —
a + d'

4>a + d'
4<a + 3d'
4a + 5d',
in which na + nd' is the general formula, and in which a and d'
may be repeated to a certain extent, and d' be replaced by an
equivalent radical d, d", d'", &c.
Dumas then proceeds to apply these principles to the consideration ofinorganic compounds. With reference to the group
fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine, the equivalent of the first
member, fluorine, has recently been determined by Dumas by
converting pure fluorides of sodium and potassium into sulphates
of soda aud potash ; and he has obtained the number 19. The
numbers 19, 35-5, 80 and 127, which appear to have no arithmetical relation, belong to a group similar to those seen to exist
among organic radicals. If we call the equivalent of fluorine a,
the diff"erence between that and the equivalent of chlorine d, and
a complementary difi'ercnce, which is required in order to pass
from chlorine to bromine, d', we get for fluorine, chlorine, bromine, aud iodine, —
a
a-\-d

or in numbers, —

2a + d'
2a + M'

a + 2d + d'
2u + 'ld + 2d';
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Fluorine.
19
19 + 16-5 = 35-5 ....
Chlorine.
19 + 33 + 28 = 80. . . . Bromine.
38 + 33 + 56 = 127
. . . Iodine.

For nitrogen, phosphorus^ arsenic, antimony, and bismuth, we
should have the formulae —
a
a+ d
a + d+d'
a + d+2d'
a + d+4!d';

or in numbers,
14
14+17 = 31
14 + 17 + 44 = 75 .
14+17 + 88 = 119.
14 + 17+176 = 207

.
.
.

Nitrogen.
Phosphorus.
. Arsenic.
. Antimony.
= Bismuth.

Carbon has the equivalent 6. Deville has recently determined that of boron by the analysis of chloride and bromide of
boron, and has found it to be 11. The equivalent of silicon
deduced from analyses of the chloride gave Dumas numbers
between 21 and 21 "2, which represent, however, a maximum, as
the chloride, notwithstanding the greatest care taken in its preparation, always contained phosgene gas in solution.
The number 21 may be taken as the right one. The equivalent of zirconium is33. The numbers 6, 11, 21, 33 are expressed by the
formula —
a
a+ d
a-\-Sd
3a + 3d
6
Carbon.
6 + 5 = 11 ....
Boron.
6 + 15 = 21 ....
Silicon.
18+15 = 33 . . . Zirconium.
Oxygen, sulphur, selenium,
or byand tellurium form another series,
which may be represented either by the general formula —
a
a
a+ d
2a
5a
a + 4>d
8«
a + 7d
})

>}
})

The analogy of other groups would lead to the adoption of the
latter.

k
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8
Oxygen.
8 + 8 = 16
....
Sulphur.
8 + 32=40 . . . . Selenium.
8 + 56 = 64 . . . . Tellurium.
This difference of 8 or a multiple is shown in the group magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium, and lead : the general formula of the group is —

12
12
12
12
24

a+ d
a+ M
a-\-7d
2a+\0d
.

+
+
+
+

.
8 = = 44 .
32:
" . ".
56: == 2068
80 104.

Magnesium
Calcium.
Strontium.
Barium .
Lead.

Lithium, sodium, and potassium belong to another series, with
a difference of 16, a, a + d, a + 2d.
7
Lithium.
7 + 16 = 23 . . . Sodium.
7 + 32 = 39 . . . Potassium.
Dumas

has redetermined the atomic weight of tin, having

employed Berzelius's method. Pure tin, expressly prepared from
chloride of tin, was treated in a long-necked glass globe of the
hardest glass with nitric acid. The residual oxide was then
heated to redness in the flask for an hour. The experiment was
made with every precaution, and the number was found to be
58"8; but the oxide was still found to contain traces of water,
which was driven off by being heated in a platinum crucible.
The correction for this raised the equivalent to 59.
The equivalents of titanium, tin, and tantalum form a series
25
59
92,
which has the difference 34. This difference also obtains between chromium and uranium, which have the equivalents 26
and 60. Chromium, molybdenum, vanadium, and tungsten
form also a series in which the difference is 22, —
26
48
70
92
These considerations lead to the confirmation of Prout's view,
that the equivalents arc multiples by whole numbers of a certain
basis, — with the modification, however, that for certain elements
this basis is not the eejuivalent of hydrogen, but probably 0-5.
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The existence of series tends to show the close connexion between inorganic and organic chemistry ; and the various series
whose existence has been pointed out have this in common with
the series of organic chemistry, that the fii-st member conditions
the chemical character of the succeeding members. The chemical character of methyle is seen in the successive radicals ; and
the chemical character of fluorine exhibits itself in chlorine, bromine and iodine ; that of oxygen in sulphur, selenium and tellurium ; and that of nitrogen in phosphorus, antimony and
arsenic.
With the consideration of this subject, and with the determination of other equivalents, Dumas is still engaged; and these
speculations mil appear more important when he publishes the
study of a natural family which is derived from hydrogen as the
first member, and in which the physical properties of the chemical elements stand in close connexion with the place which
each assumes in the series.
Pettenkofer* has republished a paper, read by him eight
years ago before the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, in which
he discusses the relations between the equivalent weights of the
elements. The conclusions which he endeavoured to establish
were, that the equivalents of the inorganic elements which fonn
natural families or groups exhibit among themselves just as constant differences as do the equivalents of compound radicals which
belong to one natural group. And simple inorganic elements
may therefore be considered from the point of view of the compound organic radicals.
For the full development of his views it was necessary to have
a complete revision of the elements, which at that time Pettenkofer was unable to undertake.
Marignac has made a i-edetermination of the atomic weights
of barium, strontium, and lead. To previous determinations of
the atomic weight of barium, in which anhydrous chloride c^f
barium was used, the objection had been raised that it was impossible todehydrate crystallized chloride of barium without at
the same time driving off some chlorine ; and in fact it was found
that chloride of barium, kept for some time at a red heat, does
become slightly alkaline. Without going into the question
whether chloride of barium, which has not been raised to a temperature sufficient for a slight decomposition, does not still
retain some traces of water, Marignac obviated it by employing
in his determination crystallized chloride of barium, which could
be obtained perfectly pure, of a definite composition, and which
* Licbifr's Annnlen, February 1858.
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was unalterable in the air. For the mode of purifying this and
the other salts used in the experiment, as well as for the precautions and corrections necessary in the experiment, the original
memoir must be consulted*.
The method employed consisted in precipitating a known
weight of chloride of barium by nitrate of silver, and then precipitating the barium as sulphate, and from the relation between
the chloride of silver and the sulphate of barium thus formed,
deducing the equivalent of barium.
The result of these experiments gave the numbers 6861, 68 59, and 68 55, or as the mean
68-58, which is almost the same as that formerly obtained, 68-57.
And Marignac considers that the sources of error which cannot
be eliminated are sufficiently large to justify the adoption of the
number 68-5.
The method used for the determination of the
atomic weight of strontium was essentially the same.
The
results of experiments made with perfectly pure salts gave for
the equivalent of strontium the numbers 43-77, 43-74, and 43-76.
The mean of these, 43-76, is exactly the mean of the numbers
43-67 and 43-85 found by Berzelius and by Pelouze.
The numbers hitherto adopted have been 43-5 and 44; but Marignac
thinks it impossible that the errors of experiment would justify
the adoption of either of these numbers.
The equivalent of
strontium is almost certainly 43-75 ; and if we wish to assume
the existence of simple relations between equivalents, we must
lower still further the unit which serves as their common measure ;and having halved it for chlorine, and perhaps for barium,
copper, and lead, we must again halve it for strontium.
But
if this common relation be no longer the actual equivalent of
hydrogen, but a fraction of that equivalent, there is no reason
why this fraction should be f rather than \, or than any other
smaller fraction, yi^ for instance.
That is to say, that this
question of the existence of a unit, of which the weights of all
chemical elements would be simple multiples, will always be incapable ofsolution by experiment.
The equivalent of lead was determined by Berzelius by the
reduction of oxide of lead by hydi-ogen. He found the number
103-56. jMarignac applied the method previously used for the
determination of barium and strontium to this metal. He found
the numbers 103-57, 103-49, 103-55, and 103-46; the mean
of which, 103-52, would confirm Berzelius's numbers. We may
accept 103-5 without exceeding the limits of errors of observation.
V. Hauert has been engaged in determining the equivalents
* Bihl. Univ. de Gentve, March 1858, j). 209.
April \f,,M:iy 1, 1858.
t Journal fur Prukl. Chemie, February 1858.
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of several metals, and has published the results of his determinations of cadmium and manganese. His method is based on the
fact that the sulphates of zinc, cadmium, lead, copper, manganese,
cobalt, and nickel, when heated in sulphuretted hydrogen gas,
yield their respective sulphides of perfectly definite composition.
The sulphates of all these metals, with the exception of that of
lead, crystallize readily, and may therefore easily be obtained
pure. They are also easily rendered anhydrous ; and although
they are then somewhat hygroscopic, the influence on the weighing may be avoided. The reduction is effected at a moderately
low temperature, the results are uniform ; there is no danger
from leaving the sulphide too long in contact with the gas, as it
is not altered thereby; there is no danger of mechanically carrying away any of the substance, provided the operation be not
conducted too rapidly ; and further, sulphuretted hydrogen is a
gas which is readily obtained pure, and hence there is no fear of
introducing an impurity from that source. By the reduction of
the sulphate to sulphide, 4 equivalents of oxygen are carried off
in the form of water. This loss amounts to 30 or 40 per cent.,
and hence in this important respect the determination is favourable. The determination is dependent on the purity of the substance and
;
the only difficulty in execution lies in the reduction,
and the two weighings.
For the determination of cadmium, a very pure sulphate was
prepared by frequent recrystallization : this was precipitated by
sulphuretted hydrogen ; the precipitate well washed out was
dissolved in hydrochloric acid, precipitated by carbonate of
ammonia, and after being well washed and dried, was ignited
to convert it into oxide. This was then repeatedly washed with
water to free it from accidentally adhering chloride of cadmium,
and then dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and the sulphate i-epeatedly recrystallized. In order to free it from excess of acid,
the sulphate was heated to dull redness each time before it was
dissolved.
The reduction was effected in a glass tube heated by means of a
Bunsen's burner, and the salt was placed in small porcelain trays.
The reduction was commenced at a moderate temperature, which
was gradually raised; the operation was continued some hours,
although it was found that from 5 to 8 grammes were reduced
in two hours. The reduced sulphide was allowed to cool in the
current of sulphuretted hydrogen, and was then weighed. It
was found that the sulphide was not at all hygroscopic ; each
time it was tested for undecomposed sulphate. The mean of nine
experiments gave 55"9994 as the equivalent of cadmium, assuming the equivalent of sulphur to be 16. Hence 56 is doubtless
the true number.
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For the determination of the equivalent of manganese, sulphate of manganese was used, which had been prepared from a
specimen of fine crystallized pyrolusite from Bohemia. The
sulphate was obtained perfectly neutral and pure without any
great difficulty. For its reduction, however, a somewhat
higher temperature than that of a lamp was required, and the
glass tube was accordingly changed for a porcelain tube, which
was heated to redness in a Liebig's combustion furnace, and
the gas was passed through under a slightly increased pressure,
in order to bring it more fully in contact with the salt to
be reduced. As in the former case, the reduction vvas commenced at a low temperature, which was then gradually increased.
The sulphide of manganese obtained is considerably caked together, isof a dark green colour, and not in the slightest degree
hygroscopic. The mean of nine very concordant experiments was
27-4906, which is sufficiently near 27-5 to allow the assumption
of that number. The numbers obtained by Berzelius were respectively 27"5 and 27'61.
Subsequently, v. Hauer tried to determine the equivalent by
reducing the red oxide of manganese to protoxide by means of
hydrogen. Unfortunately, the loss of weight in this case is
very small. This objection may be easily obviated by employing
large quantities of proto-peroxide for reduction ; but here another
difficulty arises, from the fact that the proto-peroxide is an exceedingly hygroscopic substance. And as manganese is usually
determined by converting the carbonate into proto-peroxide by
ignition, this property of the latter body may give rise to errors
if not specially guarded against.
A determination was made by converting the protoxide into
proto-peroxide by igniting it in contact with atmospheric air.
It gave in two experiments the numbers 27*486 and 27*527, or
in mean 27*506, which confirms the one obtained from the experiments with the sulphate.
XXIV.
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Jan. 14, 1858.— The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
THE following communications were read : —
By Au" On the Electric-Conducting Power of the Metals."
gustus Matthiessen, Ph.D.
The following values for the conducting power of the metals were
determined in the Physical Laboratory at Heidelberg, under the direction of Professor Kirchhoff, by the same method as is described in
the 'Philosophical Magazine,' Feb. \Hf)7 .
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Conducting Power at Temp, in Celsius's degrees.
100

Silver

Copper, No. 3
Copper, No. 2
Gold
Sodium
Aluminium
Copper, No. 1
Zinc
Magnesium
Calcium .
Cadmium
Potassium
Lithium
Iron
Palladium
Tin
Platinum
Lead
Argentine
Strontium
Antimony
Mercury
Bismuth
Alloy of Bismuth
parts
Antimony 1 part . . .
Alloy of Bismuth 12
parts
Tin 1 part
Alloy
Antimony
parts.ofZinc
1 part
Graphite,
Graphite,
Gas-coke
Graphite,
Bunsen's
Tellurium

77-43
72-06
55-19
37-43
33-76
3063
27-39
25-47
22-14
22-10
20-85
19-00
14-44
12-64
11-45
10-53
7-77
7-67
6-71
4-29
1-63
1-19
0-884
0-519
0-413

. 2"
.

No.
No. 12

'.

No. 3
Battery-Coke

..

0-0693
00436
0-0386
000395
0-00246
0000777

24-0

22-0
25-0
22-0
22-0
25-0
22-0

26-2
Red Phosphorus
0-00000123
24-0
19-6
All the metals were the same as those used for my thermo-electric
experiments, v^dth the exception of cadmium, which was purified by
my friend Mr. B. Jegel.
The alloys of bismuth-antimony, bismuth-tin, antimony and zinc
were determined in order to ascertain whether, as they give, with other
metals, such strong thermo-electric currents, they might be more advantageously employed for thermo-electric batteries than those constructed ofbismuth and antimony.
Coppers No. 1 , 2, 3 were wires of commerce. No. 1 contained
small quantities of lead, tin, zinc, and nickel.
The low conducting
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power of No. 1 is owing, as Professor Bunsen thinks, to a small
quantity of suboxide being dissolved up in it.
Graphite No. 1 is the so-called pure Ceylon ; No. 3 purified German, and No. 2 a mixture of both. The specimens were purified by
Brodie's
patent and pressed by Mr. Cartmell, to whom 1 am indebted
for the above.
The conducting power for gas-coke, graphite, and Bunsen' s battery-coke increases by heat from 0° to 140° C. ; it increases for
each degree 0-00245, i. e. at 0° C, the conducting power =100, and
between the common temperature and a light red heat about 12 per
cent. The following metals were chemically pure : — Silver, gold,
zinc, cadmium, tin, lead, antimony, quicksilver, bismuth, tellurium.
Those pressed were sodium, zinc, magnesium, calcium, cadmium,
potassium, tin, lead, strontium, antimony, bismuth, tellurium, and
the alloys of bismuth-antimony and bismuth-tin. The way in which
these wires were made is described in the 'Philosophical Magazine'
for February 1857.
" On the Thermo-electricSeries." By Augustus Matthiessen, Ph.D.
Being enabled by the method described in the ' Philosophical Magazine' (Feb. 1857) to obtain wires of the metals of the alkalies and
alkaline earths, I have determined their places, together with those
of most of the other metals, in the thermo-electric series.
If A, B, C are different metals, and (AB), (BC), (CA) the
electromotive powers of thermo-elements formed out of each two of
these metals, whose alternate soldering points are at two different
temperatures, so is (AB) -|- (BC) -i- (CA) = 0, and therefore
(AB)=a-i,
(BC) = i-c,
(CA) = c— a,
where the values a, b, c not only depend on the two temperatures, but
also on the nature of each of the metals A, B, C. As the differences
of the same constitute the electromotive powers, the value for either
of these metals may be put = 0.
If the temperatures of the soldering points of a thermo-element
only vary slightly, the electromotive powers may be said to be in
ratio with the difference of the two temperatures, and under the
same conditions the values a, b, and c are also in ratio with the
difference of the temperatures, and their relations to each other
therefore independent of the same.
If now the value of the second metal relative to the above value
of the first be taken equal to 1, the values of the others, in relation
to these, become constants, and only depend on the nature of each
metal ; these values I will call the Thermo-electric Constants. The
results obtained are given in the following Table, where the thermoelectric constant of chemically pure silver is taken = 0, and that of
a certain commercial sort of copper = 1 .
Bismuth (commercial, pressed wire)
Bismuth (pure, pressed wire)
Alloy of 32 parts of bismuth and 1 part of antimony (cast)

-|-35'81
-f 32"91
-(-290G
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Bismuth (pure, cast)
Bismuth (crystal, axial)
Bismuth (crystal, equatorial)
Cobalt No. 1 (a pressed specimen prepared by Professor
Duflos, aud from the Collection of the Heidelberg

+ 24*96
+ 24-59
+ 17"17

+8-977
Chemical Laboratory)
Potassium (the same as used for the determination of its
electric conducting powers for different temperatures) -f 5-492
+5-240
hard)
(wire of commerce,
Argentine
Nickel (commercial,
free from cobalt, but containing

iron, &c.)
Cohalt No. 2 (from the Collection of the Heidelberg
Chemical Laboratory)
Palladium (wire, hard, from Desmoutis, Chapuis and Co.
.•
of Paris)
Sodium (the same as used for the determination of its
electric conducting powers for different temperatures)
Quicksilver (pure, fused in a glass tuhe)
Aluminium (from Rousseau freres of Paris, wire-drawn,
analysed by Dr. G. C. Caldwell, and found to contain
Si 2-34, Fe 5-89, and Al 91-77)
Magnesium (wire, pressed)
Lead (pure, pressed wire)
Tin (pure, pressed wire)
Copper No. 1 (wire of commerce annealed, containing
appreciable quantities of zinc, tin, lead and nickel) . ,
Copper No. 2 (wire of commerce annealed)
Platinum (wire from Desmoutis, Chapuis and Co. of Paris)
..
Gold (wire, hard drawn, purified by Dr. C. Meyboom)
Iridium (from the Collection of the Heidelberg Chemical
Laboratory)
Antimony (wire, pressed specimens, purified by Dr. W. P.
Dexter and Dr. G. C. Caldwell)
Silver (pure, drawn, hard)
Gas-coke (from the Heidelberg Gas- Manufactory, the hard
mass remaining in the retorts)
Zinc (pure, pressed)
Copper (galvanoplastically precipitated)
Cadmium (a strip of foil from Prof. Bottger)
Antimony (commercial, pressed wire)
Strontium (pressed wire)
Lithium (pressed wire)
Arsenic (a piece, pure)
Calcium (pressed wire)
Iron (pianoforte wire No. 4)
Antimony (axial)
'.
Antimony (equatorial)
Red phosphorus (from Prof. Schrotter, from the Collecof
Laboratory)
Chemical
tion the Heidelberg
Antimony (purified as above)

+5-020
+ 3-748
+3-560

+3-094
+2-524
+1-283
+1-175
+1 "029
+ 1-000

+1-000
+0-922
+0-723
+0-613
+0-163
+0-036
O-QOO

—0*057
—0-208
—0-244
—0-332
— 1-897
-2-028
-3-768
—3-828
—4-260
-5-218
— 6-965
— 9-435

—9-600
—9-871
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An alio)' of 12 parts of bismuth and 1 part of tin
— 13-670
An alloy of 2 parts of antimony and I part of zinc .... —22-700
Tellurium
(from M. Alexander
Loewe, purified by
M. Holtzmann)
— 1 79-80
Selenium (from the Collection of the Heidelberg Chemical
Laboratory)
—290-00
The method by which these determinations were made is the
following :— Two thermo-elements, whose warm and cold soldering
points had the same temperatures, were compared with each other ;
these formed a circuit with the coil of a multiplicator, which surrounded amagnet rod (of about a pound weight) to which was fastened a piece of looking-glass, thereby allowing the deflections of the
magnet to be observed at a distance by means of a telescope and
scale, in the same manner as observations are made with the magnetometer. Two commutators were also brought into the circuit ; the
one changed the direction of the current in the wire of the multiplicator, the other allowed the currents of the thermo-elements to pass
either so as to strengthen, or so as to oppose each other.
The foregoing experiments were carried out in the Physical Cabinet at Heidelberg, under the direction of Professor Kirchhoff, to
whose advice and assistance I am much indebted.
"A Memoir on the Theory of Matrices." By Arthur Cayley,
Esq., F.R.S.
The term matrix might be used in a more general sense, but in
the present memoir I consider only square and rectangular matrices,
and the term matrix used without qualification is to be understood
as meaning a square matrix ; in this restricted sense, a set of quantities arranged in the form of a square, e. g.
{ a,

b,

c

)

I a , b) c'
I a", b", c"

I
I

is said to be a matrix. The notation of such a matrix arises naturally
from an abbreviated notation for a set of linear equations, viz. the
equations
'^=ax-\-by-\-cz
Y = a'x + b'y + c'g
Z=a"x+b"y + c"z
may be more simply represented by

(X, Y, Z)=(

a. 6, c

Jx,t/,z)

b' , c"c'
a, b",
a",
and the consideration of such a system of equations leads to most
of the fundamental notions in the theory of matrices. It will be
seen that matrices (attending only to those of the same degree) comport themselves as single quantities ; they may be added, multiplied,
or compounded together, &c. : the law of the addition of matrices is
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precisely similar to that for the addition of ordinary algebraical quantities ;as regards their multiplication (or composition), there is the
peculiarity that matrices are not in general convertible ; it is nevertheless possible to form the powers (positive or negative, integral or
fractional) of a matrix, and thence to arrive at the notion of a
rational and integral function, or generally of any algebraical function of a matrix. I obtain the remarkable theorem that any matrix
whatever satisfies an algebraical equation of its own order, the coefficient of the highest power being unity, and those of the other powers
functions of the terms of the matrix, the last coefficient being in fact
the determinant. The rule for the formation of this equation may be
stated in the following condensed form, which will be intelligible
after a perusal of the memoir, viz. the determinant, formed out of
the matrix diminished by the matrix considered as a single quantity
involving the matrix unity, will be equal to zero. The theorem
shows that every rational and integral function (or indeed every
rational function) of a matrix may be considered as a rational and
integral function, the degree of which is at most equal to that of the
matrix, less unity ; it even shows that in a sense, the same is true
with respect to any algebraical function whatever of a matrix. One
of the applications of the theorem is the finding of the general expression of the matrices which are convertible with a given matrix.
The theory of rectangular matrices appears much less important
than that of square matrices, and I have not entered into it further
than by showing how some of the notions applicable to these may
be extended to rectangular matrices.
January 21.— Dr. J. D. Hooker, V.P., in the Chair.
The following communication was read :—
" On the Physical Structure of the Old Red Sandstone of the
County of Waterford, considered with relation to Cleavage, Joint
Surfaces, and Faults." By the Rev. Samuel Haughton, Fellow of
Trinity College, Dublin, and Professor of Geology.
After describing the general features of the district and giving his
reasons for selecting it, the author proceeds to give a detailed account
of the faults, joint surfaces, and cleavage planes, 345 in number,
observed by him during the course of his survey.
The faults are nineteen in number and reducible to two pairs of
rectangular systems. The bearings of these systems are E. 7° 30' N.,
and E. 34° 22' N. The other faults, which form nearly right angles
with the preceding and may be called Conjugate Faults, have the
following bearings, N. 3° 45' W. and N. 33° 24' W.
The author considers that the existence of two systems of conjugate faults indicates two distinct systems of upheaving force in the
district ; a supposition which is strongly confirmed by the fact that
the average strike of the beds is E. 10° 46' N., a direction intermediate between those of the systems of faults. He then demonstrate sfrom 345 observed planes, that the systems of joint and
cleavage planes are also conjugate systems, reducible to four, of which
two are identical with the two conjugate systems of faults already
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established.
The average observed angles between the conjugate
axes of these four systems of planes are 89° 1 1', 91° 52', 91° 20', and
90° 30' respectively; and the bearings of their cleavage planes are —
Cleavage.

Faults.

7° 46' North of East.
7° 30' North of East.
33° 3 1 ' North of East.
34° 22' North of East.
30° 30' South of East.
10°
South of East.
The cleavage planes are distinguished from the joint planes by a
peculiar flaggy or platy structure developed in the rock-mass, parallel
to their direction. This structure the author thinks to be the result
of pressure ; and that it indicates that the cleavage planes are perpendicular tothe lines of maximum force ; he considers the cleavage
planes to have been developed while the rock was yet soft. The
joint planes, on the contrary, which are conjugate to the cleavage
planes, are considered as perpendicular to the lines of minimum
force of compression ; they were formed by the shrinking of the rock
mass, were subsequent to the cleavage planes, and formed when the
rock was hard.
Having established the geometrical relations of the structural planes
of the conglomerate, the author then deduces from them the mechanical forces which have been at work in bringing the district to its
present condition and form. He believes that the method he has
adopted in reference to the conglomerate of the county of Waterford
is applicable to the physical structure of other districts ; and that
his results, if confirmed by corresponding results in other districts,
of which he is confident, will prove to be a substantial addition to
the arguments in favour of the mechanical theory of slaty cleavage.
Feb. 1 1 . — Major-General Sabine,
Chair.R.A., Treas. and V.P., in the
The following communication was read : —
" An Account of some recent Researches near Cairo, undertaken
•with the view of throwing light upon the Geological History of the
Alluvial Land of Egvpt." — Part. II. By Leonard Horner, Esq.,
V.P.R.S.
In the first part of this Memoir, read on the 8th of February, 1855,
the author stated the main object of the inquiry to have been, to endeavour, byprobing the alluvial land in appropriate places, to discover
the probable time that has elapsed since the lowest layer of Nile
sediment was deposited, and thus to connect geological and historical
time. This object, in the opinion of the author, can only be attained bymeans of shafts and borings of the soil in the immediate
neighbourhood of monuments of a known age. Tiie places he selected
for these excavations were the vicinity of the Obelisk of Ilcliopolis,
and the site of ancient INIemphis. The general introductory matter,
and the analyses of the various soils penetrated, together with a
description of the researches at Ileliopolis, are given in the first part
of the memoir ; but the author deferred his general conclusions, and
all inferences as to the secular increase of the alluvial deposits, until
he should have an opportunity of laying before the Society an account
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 10. No. 106. Hept. 1858.
Q
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pf the more extensive researches iu the district of Memphis. That
account, together with the author's general conclusions, form the
subject of this second part.
The practical part of the whole inquiry has been conducted under
the immediate direction of Hekekyan Bey, an Armenian engineer
officer in the service of the Viceroy of Egypt ; and a brief biographical account of liim is given, showing his eminent scientific qualifications for such researches. The author had the advantage of obtaining the zealous cooperation of our Cousul-General in Egypt, the
Honourable Charles Augustus Murraj', and his successor, the Honourable Frederick Bruce, on whose representations the late Viceroy
Abbas Pacha, and the present, not only gave a ready assent to the
undertaking, but, with a rare and most exemplary liberality, ordered
that the expense should be defrayed by the Egyptian Government.
As at Heliopolis the Obelisk is all that remains above ground of
that city, so, at Memphis, there is one solitary monument of its
former greatness, a fallen colossal statue of the great king Ramesses II., the Sesostris of the Greeks. All testimony appears to
concur in assigning the foundation of Memphis to Menes, the first
king of the first dynasty, who, according to Lepsius, began his reign
3892 years B.C. The same authority assigns the dates of 1394 to
1328 B.C. for the reign of Ramesses II. The site of Memphis presented therefore a peculiarly fit situation for prosecuting the inquiry,
by sinking pits to the greatest practicable depth near this colossal
statue, and around it.
The surface of the ground, for some distance arouud the statue,
being uneven, it became necessary, in order to ascertain the variable
depth of water during an inundation, at the mouths of the pits,
intended to be sunk in various parts of the area, that the level of the
highest rise of the water over the ground at a given time should be
determined. This was done for the inundation of 1851, and it proved
to be somewhat above the 24 th cubit mark of the Rhoda Nilometer,
a height of water which covers the entire surface of the valley, leaving
above it artificial elevations. The inequalities of the ground are
such, that in any section, under the 24th cubit level, the surface
varies from where it coincides with that level to nearly 20 feet in the
deepest part ; so that, while in one part of the district there might
be a depth of nearly 20 feet of turbid water, in another it might be
less than an inch ; and consequently, the same period of time would
be represented by very different degrees of thickness of the sediment.
Two pits were sunk close to the fallen colossal statue, sections of
both of which are given. In the deepest, the shaft was continued to
the depth of 24 feet 5 inches, when further progress was stopped by
filtration water. This interruption to excavations occurred iu every
other pit that was sunk. From the bottom of the shaft, a boring
tool was applied, and cores of soil were brought up from successive
depths, the lowest being 41 feet 4^^ inches from the surface of the
ground. The sections given of the two pits in this locality show, that
the soil consists of varieties of loam and sand in irregularly alternating
layers ; and the Nile sediment from the lowest part of the boring was
fomid, by a careful analysis, to be nearly identical in composition

Mr. L. Horner on the Alluvial -Land of Egypt.
^^%with that deposited by the inundatioa of the present day. At a
depth of 5 teet 8 inches from the surface of the ground they came .
upon the upper surface of the platform on which the colossus had
stood, consisting of two courses of cyclopean masonry, together
5 feet 6 inches thick, resting on an artificial bed of sand, the sand resting on Nile sediment. Throughout the excavation various objects of
art and some bones of domestic animals were met with, and the boring
instrument brought up from the lowest depth a fragment of pottery.
The author next proceeds to describe, with references to detailed
sections, seventeen pits and borings sunk in the area of Memphis,
and also a series of seven pits opened in ground below the inundation
level of 1851, in a line across the valley from the foot of the Libyan
Hills on the west of the Nile, to the skirt of the Arabian Hills on
the east of the river, embraced within an area of about five miles
from west to east, and a mile from north to south.
In 1854 another series of pits and borings were sunk in the parallel
of Heliopolis, above eight miles above the apex of the Delta, in
ground below the inundation level of 1853, which was very nearly
the same as that of 1851, the hue including fifty-one pits in a
distance of about sixteen miles, eight miles on the right, and eight
miles on the left bank of the river ; two of them near the river were
carried to a depth of 50 feet, and one to a depth of 60 feet from the
surface of the ground. This last reached to within 7\ inches of the
mean level of the Mediterranean.
The author then reviews the chief facts made known by the
ninety-five probings of the alluvial land above described, and gives
the following results : —
1. That the alluvium consists of two principal kinds, viz. an argillaceous earth or loam more or less mixed with fine sand, and of
quartzose sand, which is probably brought from the adjacent deserts
by violent winds ;
2. That the Nile sediment found at the lowest depth reached is
very similar in composition to that of the present day ;
3. That in no instance did the boring instrument strike upon the
solid rock, which may be presumed to form the basin between the
Libyan and Arabian Hills, containing the alluvium accumulated
through unknown ages ;
4. That, except minute organisms discoverable only by a powerful
microscope, few organic remains were found, and those met with
were recent land shells and bones of domestic animals ;
5. That there has not been found a traceof an extinct organicbody;
G. That at the same level great varieties in the alluvium have
been found in adjoining pits, even when the distances between them
were very moderate ;
7. That there is an absence of all lamination in the sediment.
The author points out the causes that account for this, — chiefly the
rapid drying of the soil, so soon as the inundation water has subsided, the operations of agriculture, and the violent winds that sweep
over the valley forming vast clouds of dust ;
8. That in many places the disintegrations of sun-burnt brick^
have contributed largely to the soil ;
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9. That in nearly every part of the ground penetrated, artificial
substances have been found, such as fragments and particles of burnt
brick and pottery, and at the lowest depth reached.
The author then enters, at some length, into the circumstances
which modify the deposition of the sediment in different parts of the
held in suspenvalley, showing how the coarser and heavier matter greatest
amount
sion in the inundation water must be deposited in
its
in the higher parts of the river's course, in its bed, andfall,near
which
banks ; that this must be further caused by the slight
between Assouan and Cairo is less than 6 J inches in a mile, the Nile
in its whole course from the first cataract to the sea not being used
as water power ; that the vast heat must cause an evaporation that
lets fall the solid matter more abundantly in the southern latitudes ;
that the river from 42 miles below the first cataract is nowhere
allowed to overflow the land, but is confined by embankments, so
that the waters of irrigation are spread by canals, by which and by
the irregularities of the ground eddies are formed. From all these
causes affecting the distribution of the sediment over the land, the
depth of the annual deposit by the inundation is very different in
different parts of the valley, and consequently the same lapse of
time may be represented by very different depths of the soil.
The author next treats of the rate of secular increase of the alluvial land. Before entering upon the results at which he arrives by
these recent researches, he refers to the operations of the French
engineers at the end of the last century, who state the mean of the
rise of the land between Assouan and Cairo to be 5 inches in a century. From that conclusion, and especially from the application of
it, the author dissents, and states his reasons at considerable length
in the Appendix to his Memoir. He considers that in every situation where a calculation is to be made of the rate of secular increase,
•we must have a fixed point in time to start from ; that is, the known
age of a moimment, the foundation of which rests vxpon Nile sediment, and upon the sides of which the latter has accumulated by subsequent inundations. If there have been no local causes to disturb
the probabihty that the sediment above and below the foundation
has accumulated at the same rate, we divide the amount above
the foundation by the number of centuries known to have elapsed
from the erection of the monument to the present time, and then
apply the same chronometric scale to the greatest ascertained depth
of sediment below the foundation. Estimated by this rule, the researches atHeHopolis gave the result of a rate of increase of 3-18
inches in a century. But a degree of uncertainty arises at this place,
because of the city appearing to have been built upon a portion of
land somewhat raised above the level of the rest of the skirt of the
desert, and advancing into the low ground then inundated by the
Nile ; whereby it became doubtful whether a bed of sand penetrated
was sedimentary or a part of the desert land.
In the excavations near the colossus of Ramesses II. at Memphis,
there were 9 feet 4 inches of Nile sediment between 8 inches below the present surface of the ground and the lowest part of the
platform on which the statue had stood, after making a due allow-
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ance for the foundation of the platform having been below the then
surface. It is assumed that the platform was laid in the middle of
the reign of that king, that is, in the year 1361 b.c, which, added
to A.D. 1854, when the observation was made, give 3215 years during
which the above depth of sediment was accumulated ; and supposing
that no disturbing cause had interfered with the normal rate of
deposition in this locality, and of which there is no evidence, we
have thus a mean rate of increase within a small fraction of ^\ inches
in a century. Below the platform, there were 32 feet of the total
depth penetrated, but the lowest two feet consisted of sand, below
which it is possible there may be no true Nile sediment in this locality, thus leaving 30 feet of the latter. If that amount has been deposited at the same rate of 3|^ inches in a century, it gives for the
lowest part deposited an age of 10,285 years before the middle of
the reign of Ramesses II., 1 1,646 years B.C., and 13,500 years before
A.D. 1854.
The author then observes, that these recent researches, taken in
conjunction with those of a similar kind by the French engineers
at the close of the last century, high in Upper Egypt, afford strong
presumptive evidence that the whole of the land of Egypt between
the bounding hills, from the first cataract to the sea, extending
nearly 700 miles — that land which is associated in our minds with all
that is most ancient in history or tradition — belongs entirely to the
recent geological period. No trace of an extinct organism has been
turned up to take the formation of the alluvial land of Egypt beyond
that modern epoch from which we are used to carry back our geological reckonings.
The author concludes with some remarks on the evidence which
these researches seem to afford of a very early existence of man in
Egypt. In a large majority of the excavations and borings the
sediment was found to contain at various depths, and frequently at
the lowest, small fragments of burnt brick and of j^ottery. In the
lowest part of the boring of the sediment at the colossal statue in
Memphi?, at a depth of 39 feet from the surface of the ground, consbting throughout of true Nile sediment, the instrument brought
up a fragment of pottery. [This fragment was exhibited when the
paper was read.] Having been found at a depth of 39 feet, it
^^ould seem to be a true record of the existence of man 13,371 years
before A.D. 1854, reckoning by the before-mentioned rate of increase
of 3| nches in a century; 11,517 years before the Christian era;
and 7625 years before the beginning assigned by Lepsius to the
reign of Mencs, the founder of Memphis ; of man, moreover, in a
stale of civilization, so far, at least, as to be able to fashion clay into
vessels, and to know how to harden them by the action of a strong
heat
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Nov. 23. 1857. — A paper was read by Professor Thompson, " On
the Sophista of Plato."
In this paper the genuinenees of the Sophisla was defended, and
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some of its philosophical bearings pointed out. In answer to the
doubts expressed by the Master of Trinity in a previous communication, itwas shown that the Sophisia, as well as the Politicus,
which is a continuation of it, are repeatedly referred to in the works
of Aristotle. In particular, Arist. Metaph. v. ii. 93 was appealed to
as evidence that Aristotle had not only read the dialogue called
Sophista, but believed it to have been written by his master.
The Dialogue was analysed, and shown to be a critique of the
negative or Eristic systems of logic, derived from the Eleatics, which
were taught by Euclides and Antisthenes, the founders of the Socratic
sects of the Megarics and Cynics respectively. Many allusions,
personal and otherwise, to Antisthenes were pointed out, as existing
both in this dialogue and in the Thecetehts, of which it is a professed
continuation. The Theatetus was regarded as a critique of the
contemporary psychology, and the Sophista as a confutation of the
prevailing schemes of logic ; and both were shown to contain exemplifications ofthe twin proce-ses of Induction or Collection, and
Division or Classification, which constitute, according to Plato in the
Phadrus, p. 265 E., the science or art of Dialectic.
It was also argued, in opposition to Schleiermacher, that the
Materialistic doctrines confuted in Sophista, p. 246, represent those
of Antisthenes, rather than the atomic theory of Democritus, or the
empirical system of Aristippus.
The analysis of the simple Proposition (Soph. p. 262) was shown,
by the testimony of Plutarch and others, to be Platonic, and the
imperfect Idealists refuted in p. 276 were identified with the Megarics,
and distinguished from the Platonists.
Passages were also quoted from the Politicus, showing the disciplinary and educational uses to which the method of Division was
made subservient in the teaching of the Academy ; and this teaching
was further illustrated by a quotation of considerable length from
a Comic Poet ap. At hen. lib. ii.
Incidentally, Porphyry and Abelard were appealed P\
to in evidence
that Plato's Method of Division was known to the Neo-Platonists and
the Schoolmen, and recognized by them as characteristic of his
Dialectic.
December 7. — Professor Miller made a communication on the Planimeters of Wetli, Decher, and Amsler, and communicated the following simple proof of the principle of Amsler's, due to Mr. Adams.
Let O be the fixed point,
P the tracer,
Q the hinge,
W the centre of wheel,
M the middle point of P Q,
OQ.= a.

VQ.= b,

MW=c.
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The area of any closed figure whose boundary is traced out by P,
is the algebraical sum of the elementary areas swept out by the
broken line O QP in its successive positions.
Let (p and ;// be the angles which OQ, QP at any time make respectively with their initial positions.
s the arc which the wheel has turned through at the same time.
If now OQP take up a consecutive position, and 0, xp, s receive
the small increments C(j>, Sxp, Ss, we see that ds = motion of W in
direction perpendicular to PQ.
Hence motion of M in the same direction =^os + cc\p, and therefore the elementary area traced out by QF^^b{ds-j-cS\p). Also elementary area traced out by OQ=|rt-c^.
Hence the whole area swept out- by OQP in moving from its initial
to any other position is
If OQP returns to its initial position without performing a complete revolution about O, the limits of (p and vl/ are 0, and the area of
the figure traced out by P is bs.
If OQP has performed a complete revolution, the limits of ^ and >//
are 27r, and the area traced out is
Tr(a- + 2bc) + bs.
A paper was also read by the Astronomer Royal, " On the substitution of Methods founded on Ordinary Geometry for Methods
based on the General Doctrine of Proportions, in the treatment of
some Geometrical Problems."
The doctrine of proportions laid down in the fifth book of Euclid
is the only one applicable to all cases without exception, but it is
cumbrous and difficult to remember. It is therefore natural to
attempt, in special applications of the doctrine, to introduce the
facilities which are special to each case. This has been done long
since in the case of numbers, and this the author of this paper
attempts in some cases in which geometrical lines only are the
subject of consideration, by a new treatment of a theorem equivalent
to Euclid's simple ex (equali and of the doctrine of similar triangles,
referring to nothing more advanced than Euclid, Book II.
The author proves, —
1. If the rectangle contained under the sides a, B be equal to
the rectangle contained under the sides b, A ; and if these rectangles
be so applied together that the sides a and b shall be in a straight
line and that the side B shall meet the side A, the two rectangles
will be the complements of the rectangles on the diameter of a
rectangle.
2. If the rectangle contained under the lines a, B is equal to the
rectangle contained under the lines b, A ; and if the rectangle under
the lines b, C is equal to the rectangle contained under the lines
c, B ; then will the rectangle contained under the lines a, C be
equal to the rectangle contained under the lines c, A.
^ (This is equivalent to the ordinary ex tequali theorem.
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a:b::A:B
b:c::B:C,

then will
a : c : : A : C.)
3. If two right-angled triangles are equiangular, and if a, A are
their hj^pothenuses, and b, B homonymous sides, the rectangle contained under the lines a, B is equal to the rectangle contained under
the lines b, A.
(The equivalent theorem in proportions is
a:b::A:B.)
4. If ff, c and A, C are homonymous sides of equiangular triangles,
the rectangle contained under a, C will be equal to the rectangle
contained under c, A.
5. li b, c and B, C are homonymous sides including the right
angles of two equiangular right-angled triangles, the rectangle contained under b, C will be equal to the rectangle contained under
c, B.
6. If the rectangle contained under the lines a, B is equal to the
rectangle contained under the lines b, A ; the parallelogram contained under the lines a, B will be equal to the equiangular parallelogram contained under the lines b, A.
(This is equivalent to the proposition.
If
a:b::A:B
then
a: b:: A cos a : B cos a.)
These propositions will suffice for the treatment of the first
thirteen propositions of Euclid's sixth book (Prop. I. excepted), and
of all the theorems and problems apparently involving proportions
of straight lines (not of areas, &c.) which usually present themselves.
The author then proceeds, as an instance of their application, to
prove by means of them the following theorem : —
If pairs of tangents are drawn externally to each couple of three
unequal circles, the three intersections of the tangents of each pair
will be in one straight line.
Also a paper was read by Professor De Morgan, " On a Proof
of the existence of a Root in every Algebraic Equation : with an
examination and extension cf Cauchy's Theorem of Imaginary
Roots ; and remarks on the proofs of the existence of Roots given
by Argand and by Mourey."
The extension of Cauchy's theorem is very easily found, when the
proof is the first of those given by Sturm in Liouville's Journal.
The extended theorem is as follows :—
Let <pz be any function of z, and let z^x + yV — 1. Let (x, y)
be a point on any circuit which does not cut itself. Let this point
describe the circuit in the positive direction of revolution ; and,
P
^(.r+y 'Z— 1) being P + Q. i/—\, let — • change sign k times as in
+ 0 — , and / times as in — 0-f. Let {x, y) be called a radical
point when (p(^x-\-y ^—\) =0, or=oo. Let there be m radical
points of the first kind within, and w' upon, the circuit ; let there
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second kind within, and m' upon, the
n radical
be
circuit.
Thenpoints of the
k—l-=2m + m' — {2n + n').
Sturm's demonstration of the case where m'=0, w=0, m'=0,
which is Cauchy's theorem, assumes the existence of the roots of
. Mr. De Morgan's proof of the existence
an algebraical expression
of these roots is as follows :— He shows, a priori, that in the sequence of signs which Cauchy's theorem requires to be examined,
k—l never undergoes any alteration except after 0 and oo have
coincided, that is, where P = 0, Q = 0, simultaneously. It is
then easily proved that change mk—l happens in every algebraical
equation.
.
, ,
.,,
intended as illusThe proofs given by Argand and Mourey were now
called double
trations of the power of the extension which is
algebra. Stript of this interpretation, they are purely algebraical,
and Argand's proof is really that which was afterwards found by
Argand's proof is more simple in form than Cauchy's.
Cauchy.
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May 26, 1858.— Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
1 " On the Pleistocene Sea-bed of the Sussex Coast, being the
of the Raised Sea-beach of Brighton." By
Extension
Western
J.
Prestwich,
Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S.
• j ,
i.
The author first observed that the well-known raised beach
by
extended
since
at Brighton described by Dr. Mantell, has been
and
Sir R Murchison to Hove, and by Mr. Dixon to Lancing
and that Mr. Godwin-Austen has
Broadwater near Worthing;
on
d-scribed some marine beds, which he ascribes to the same age,
d
proceede
then
He
am.
Bracklesh
and
Bognor
between
the coast
between
country
the
of
ion
examinat
his
of
results
to state the
Traces of this old sea-beach are, in Mr.
Brighton and Havant.
at
Prestwich's opinion, to be seen on the slightly-raised ground
of three
the base of the chalk-hills east of Arundel, at a distance
of
or four miles from the sea. It is much more distinct westward
In a wood at a
Arundel, and can be followed to near Chichester.
r, and
short distance north of the road from Arundel to Chicheste as a
appear
posits
beach-de
these
former,
the
from
miles
two
about
and
bed of sand about seven feet thick, with thin patches of shingle,
On the brow ot Avisford HiU
overlaid by subangular flint-gravel.
; and m
the same bed of sand is seen to overlie the mottled clays
pebbly
a sand-i)it in the wood cast of Slindon Common, simdarpartially
sand at least 16 feet thick, is seen to be overlaid by
be covered
rounded flint-shingle, about three feet thick, and both to
occuwinch
flints,
angular
large
of
full
by ferruginous sandy clay
sand.
pies also a furrow excavated through the shingle into the
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A mass of brick-earth, 10 feet by 8, forms a core to the ferruginous
clay in the furrow. It is to be remarked that the sand-bed is here
about 100 feet above the sea-level ; and also that it is intersected by a
deep dell. The angular flint-gravel, underlaid by the sands, stretches
across Slindnn Common, and occurs at Broxgrove Common, and
at intervals towards Goodwood. At Waterbeach, adjoining Goodwood, a sand-pit shows, in descending order, 1. ferruginous clay,
full of angular flints, two to six feet ; 2. chalk-rubble, about nine
feet thick, containing small angular flints, and with a furrowed surface 3.
; fine ash-coloured sand, slightly micaceous, with thin seams
of concretionary sandstone, some few boulders of chalk, and friable
shells.
The shingle-bed, seen at Avisford, is here replaced by chalkrubble, like that overlying the old beach at Brighton ; but no shells
nor bones were found. Shells of the common Mytilus and the
edible Cardium are found in the sand, but they are usually very friable ;and in the holes made by Pholades on the large lumps of hard
white chalk occurring in this sand, specimens of Purpura lapillus
occur, whilst small Balani are attached to the surfaces of these chalkboulders. A specimen oi Echinocyamus pusillus was also met with.
This sand-deposit, which the author believes to be identical with
the old Brighton beach, he traces also westward of Goodwood to
near Lavant and probably to Bourne Common.
2. " On the Sedimentary and other External Relations of the
Palaeozoic Fossils of the State of New York." By J. J. Bigsby,
M.D., F.G.S.
The objects proposed in this inquiry were — to give more precision to facts as yet imperfectly ascertained, to discover new
materials for the history of these earliest times, and to treat of
new points of connexion between the Palreozoic Basins of New
York and Wales. The first part of this memoir commenced with a
few observations on the agencies by which the palseozoic sediments
or sea-bottoms were laid down, namely, 1st the constant and superficial, or Neptunian, and 2nd the modifying or occasional and subterranean (Plutonic) ; and then proceeded to describe their mineral
character. In the second part, the distribution and immediate
relations of palaeozoic animal life in the State of New York were
considered ; and in the third part the recurrence or vertical range
of fossils was treated of in detail. Lastly, the results arrived at by
the author were given as reflections presenting themselves on a
survey of the ancient and vastly prolonged processes that laid down
the palaeozoic strata of New York. The unity of design and predetermination ofthe complete idea manifest in these geological
phaenomena, — the evidences of direct creation and of occasional
migrations, — the conditions of contemporaneity, — the relations of
geographic and epochal centres of life, — the laws of recurrence of
animal forms, or their reappearance in new epochs, and of the disappearance of faunae, — and lastly the points of similarity and of
dissimilarity between the palaeozoic rocks of Wales and New York
■#61:6, ill the concluding portion of the memoir, fully dwelt upon.
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Prof. Harkness on Jointings, and on the Dolomites near Cork. 385
June 9. — L. Horner, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1 . " On Jointings,
and on the Dolomites near Cork." By Professor
Harkness,
F.R.S., F.G.S.
The strata in the neighbourhood of Cork consist of Devonian
rocks, and the lower portion of the Carboniferous series. In the
former a regular system of north and south joints occur, cutting
through the strata at nearly right angles to their strike. The carboniferous rocks are also intersected by joints having a similar
direction ; but in these latter rocks other joints occur, one system
of which approaches to the horizontal, and the other is inclined
sometimes towards the east, at other times towards the west. This
threefold system of jointings, which make their appearance in the
carboniferous rocks, is not equally prevalent in all the members of
this series.
The limestones in which they occur in the greatest perfection are
such as have the greatest amount of carbonate of lime, and are of
the purest character.
In some siliceous limestones, which are associated with the more
perfectly jointed rocks, the series of jointings is confined to such as
prevail in the Devonian strata, these having only the north and
south system of divisional planes. Respecting the north and south
series of joints, the author is disposed to regard them as resulting
from pressure, caused by the movements which have given to the
strata in the south of Ireland an arrangement in the form of rolls,
having an east and west strike, — a course at right angles to the
direction of the principal joints.
In connexion with these north and south joints, both in the limestones of the carboniferous series and also in the underlying carboniferous slates, the author has noticed distortion of fossils, and this
distortion consists of an elongation between the series of joints, the
fossils being pulled as it were out towards the sides of these planes,
or at right angles to the strike of the joints.
Prof. Haughton has already noticed the elongation of the fossils
in the direction of the strike of cleavage, a mode of elongation at
variance with that described by Prof. Phillips and the late Mr. D.
Sharpe.
As this direction (of distortion), however, occurs among strata in
the north of Ireland devoid of cleavage, the author is disposed to
regard it as resulting rather from jointing than from cleavage ; and
he regards it as evidence that pressure has exerted considerable influence inproducing- joints. Concerning the other two systems of
joints, which are peculiar to the purer limestone, these have a disposition to split the masses of limestone into rhomboids ; and these
divisional planes, the author considers, result from the same cause
as the principal joints ; but, owing to the pure state of the limestone, lines of division akin to mineral cleavage have intersected
these strata, and given to them their complex series of jointings.
Dolomites also occur in the limestones of the district around
Cork. Tliey usually arc met with in a dyke-like form, and in
general arc found conforming to the strike of the perpendicular
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north and south joints, or, in other words, intersecting the strata at
right angles.
In some instances, however, they have an east and west course,
and are found associated, in this condition, with the siliceous limestones which possess only the principal system of joints.
These dolomites, from their mode of occurrence, have had their
origin subsequent to the production of the joints, and are often
found thinner below than above. From the circumstances of their
occurrence, the author is disposed to regard them as metamorphosed
ordinary limestones ; and the metamorphic action he is disposed to
attribute to sea- water, which, containing sulphate of magnesia, has
found access, by means of the joints, into the limestone masses ; and
this, at an elevated temperature, combined with pressure, has produced these changes, by the double decomposition of sulphate of
magnesia and carbonate of lime, and, by this means, given rise to
the production of the dolomites occurring in this neighbourhood.
2. " On an Experiment in melting and cooling some of the Rowley
Rag."
By W. Hawkes, Esq.
About 31 cwt. of basalt was melted in a large double reverberatory
furnace, and after a slow cooling during thirteen days, it presented
an upper stratum of stony vesicular matter, about 1 inch thick, next
a layer of black glass, from 2 to 8 inches deep on that side of the
mass which was exposed to the air from the door of the furnace
(elsewhere, immediately under the vesicular layer was solid stone,
interspersed here and there with air-bubbles). Mr. Hawkes added
some observations relating to the results of experiments which he
had made to ascertain the temperature of melted cast iron, and of
melted basalt.
3. " On the Iron Ores of Exmoor." By Warington Smyth, Esq.,
M.A., Sec. Geol. Soc.
The author described the occurrence of ores of iron within a
district, of about thirty miles in length, between Ilfracombe and the
Bridgewater Flats, in slaty rocks belonging to the " grey wacke " of
De la Beche's " Report on Cornwall," or to the " Plymouth group"
of the Devonian System, as described by Sedgvvick and Murchison.
They are situated partly to the north, but chiefly to the south, of
the irregular bands of limestone which pass from Combe Martin
eastward by Simonsbath to Cutcombe and Treborough. The really
stratified deposits of iron-ore are bands of argillaceous nodules,
alternating with shales, similarly to those of the coal-measures ;
and these have been found in abundance on the flank of Hangman
Hill near Combe Martin, and in the North Forest of Exmoor ; but, in
general, their angle of inclination is too great to allow of their being
worked in competition with the analogous ores of the coal-fields.
The lodes containing iron-ore, extensively worked some centuries
ago, and which have recently been explored in the Brendon Hills,
and tested on the property of F. W. Knight, Esq., M.P., are so
nearly conformable to the beds of slate, striking about E. 10° S.,
with a dip of from 45° to 65° southward, that they might be easily
taken for stratified deposits.
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In several places, as at Cornham Ford, the Roman lode, and the
little Woolcombe lode, hsematite has been found at or near the
surface, containing 98-4 per cent, of peroxide of iron, in masses
which present the structure of sparry iron or carbonate. Most of
the lodes, however, especially those of the Deer-park on Exmoor,
and Raleigh's Cross, consist of brown or hydrous peroxide, generally
occurring in large cavernous masses, with the interior of the cells often
lined with brilliant but minute crystals of Goethite (pure hydrous
peroxide), yet exhibiting the rhombohedral structure of sparry ore.
Analysis shows this ore, especially from certain of the Exmoor
veins,
to contain
7r3 per of
cent,
of peroxide
of iron,'together with
a considerable
per-centage
oxide
of manganese.
Lastly, several of the veins prove in depth to consist of sparry
ore (siderite or carbonate of iron), containing a notable per-centage
of carbonate of manganese. This has especially been shown at
Goosemoor, Huel Eliza, Hangley Cleave, and on Kentisbury Down.
The width of these veins varies from a few inches to above 20 feet,
and at the greatest depth hitherto reached, 140 feet, there is no deterioration insize. Quartz- veinstone and fragments of slate occasionally fill part of the lodes ; and this fact, coupled with the inter uptions of"slides" and " heaves," has led to some misplaced
disappointment on the part of those who made their calculations
without taking into account the capricious nature of true veins.
Hence it appears, — 1st, that the vein-fissures have been formed
in this district almost solely in planes conformable to those of
stratification, and that, after having been filled with carbonate of iron,
quartz, &c., they have been more or less disturbed.
2ndly. That the sparry ore has been converted, often to a great
depth, into Goethite or pure hydrous peroxide, the consequent decrease of bulk giving rise to the cellular cavities lined with crystals.
3rdly. That some smaller portions have been converted into
haematite, having probably passed through the intermediate stage
of brown peroxide.
4thly. The pebbles of haematite at the base of the New Red in
the adjoining district appear to be derived from these lodes, and
would indicate their having been filled with ore prior to the great
spread of deposits of red and brown iron-ore which took place in
S.W. England and South Wales soon after the deposition of the
coal-measures.
The interest attaclied to these pseudomorphous changes, and to
the scale on which they have taken place, is heightened by comparison with the ores of Siegen, of Sommorostro near Bilboa, and
those brouglit by Dr. Livingstone from Central Africa.
4. " On Native Copper in the Llandudno Mine, near Great Orme's
Head,
Mine. North Wales." By Capt. W. Vivian, of the Llandudno
The author described some microscopic arborescent crystallizations
of native copper occurring with ruby copper in small cavities in a
brown limestone, which contains yellow bisulphuret of copper.
Harder sulphurous ore occurs in the bed below, and carbonates and
oxides of copper in the bed above. The arborescent copper is pro-
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bably the result of the decomposition of eopper-ores, and has been
formed subsequently to the crystals of lime in the limestone, which
are often tipped with an octahedron of ruby oxide, or overlaid with
spikes of the native copper.
5. " On the Slate-rocks and Trap-veins of Easdale and Oban."
By Professor James Nicol, F.G.S.
The author first described the mineral characters of the clay- slate
of the Islands of Easdale and Seil, and noticed the iron-pyrites and
the veins of calc-spar and of quartz occurring in the slate, as well
as the gritty and calcareous strata that are detected as interstratified with the more highly cleaved beds of the slate ; also some soft
carbonaceous beds and some hard calcareous nodules, imbedded in
the slate. In one of these nodular masses, at a depth of 140 feet
from the surface, a small quantity of bituminous coal was stated to
have been lately found. Fucoidal or annelidal markings occasionally appear in the slates. Prof. Nicol then described the original but obscure stratification of the Easdale slate, which, with
care, is seen to present beds disposed in undulations, and, where
most clearly seen, dip at a high angle to the west or north-west.
Near Oban, and along the Sound of Kerrera, the stratification is
more distinct, and the strata are very much contorted. The slaty
cleavage of the district was then treated of in detail. Its average
strike varies 20° from that of the beds ; and the direction of strata
and cleavage-planes have evidently a connexion with the more
ancient and deep-seated causes which have produced the most
striking features in the configuration of the country ; they are nearly
parallel to the shores of Loch Linnhe, to the Island of Lismore, and to
the great depressions occupied by Loch Etive, Loch Awe, and Loch
Fyne. The trap-veins of Easdale and Oban were next described,
especially a pitch-stone on Seil, and were shown to be of three
periods. At least two sets of the veins appear to be of a date subsequent to the Jurassic period ; and the author remarked, as an instance of the very recent date of many of the great convulsions by
which the present physical outline of Scotland has been produced,
that the mountain- cliiF, 1200 to 1500 feet high, forming the coast
of Morne, between Ardtornish and Loch Linnhe, consists in half
of the old gneiss, in half of lias-strata and recent trap, brought side
by side with each other along an enormous fault, and now smoothed
down into one uniform mass. In conclusion. Prof. Nicol stated
that he considered the Easdale slate to be of Lower Silurian age,
but younger than the slates of Birnam and Dunkeld.
XXV.
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RESISTANCE

OF SHIPS.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
Gentlemen,
IN the course of last year there were communicated to me in confidence the results of a great body of experiments on the engine
power required to propel steam-ships of various sizes and figures at
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various speeds . From those results I deduced a general formula for
the resistance of ships having such figures as usually occur m steamr
ers, which on the 23rd of December, 1857, I communicated to the
owner of the experimental data ; and he has since applied it to practice with complete success.
As the experimental data were given to me in confidence, I am
which I
for the present bound in honour not to disclose the formula
deduced from them ; but as I am desirous not to delay longer the
placing- it upon record, I have recourse to the old fashion of sending
letters that occur
it to you in the form of an anagram, in which the al
order, and the
in its verbal statement are arranged in alphabetic
number of times that each letter occurs is expressed by figures.
10 I. :
16 H.
33 E. 8 F. 4 G.
20 A. 4 B. 6 C. 9 D.
25 T.
S.
13
R.
14
Q.
3
P.
4
O.
14
N.
15
M.
3
5 L.
(219 letters in all.)
4 Y.
IX.
2 W.
2 V.
4 U.
I hope I may soon be released from my present obligation to
secrecy.
I am. Gentlemen,
Your most obedient Servant,
W. J. Macquorn Rankine.
Glasgow, August 26, 1858.
OBSERVATIONS

ON THE NATIVE PHOSPHATES
BY PROF. BEBGEMANN.

OF COPPER.

I have been led by my late investigations of Ehlite to make some
of copper with phosexperiments upon other compounds of oxide
phoric acid and water, in order to ascertain whether these might not
al«o contain vanadic acid. And although I have not again found
as 1
this acid the experiments yielded unexpected results, inasmuch
e
detected arsenic acid in all the minerals belonging to the phosphat
I was sures.
quantiti
able
consider
in
often
and
group,
copijer
of
finding this acid, for all the researches on these minerals
mentionprised atno
trace of it.
.
.
,
n i ^^a
selected
The analysis of Hungarian Libethenite performed upon small
Dr.
cystals, for which 1 am indebted to the kindness of my friend
Krantz, gave the following results :—
Oxygen.
13*26
66"29
Oxide of copper
Phosphoric acid
26-46
14-92 1 ^^.^^
0-79 J
2-30
Arsenic acid
3-58
^i
Water
99-09
is,
The relation of the oxygen is therefore 4 : 5 : 1, and Libithenite
as is well known, isomorphous with olivenite.
of—
Phosphochalcite from Linz on the Rhine consists
Oxygen.
14-1
69-97
Oxide of copper
Phosphoric acid
19-89
^^'\t\ 11-75
0-6o J
1*78
Arsenic acid
7-11
_^
Water
99-85
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Hence from the relation 6:5:3, phosphochalcite would be isomorphous with strahlerz.
It would appear from its general diffusion, that the arsenic acid in
these ores plays the same part as the phosphoric acid in those consisting of arseniate of copper. I have found arsenic in Siberian Libethenite, in phosphochalcite of Tagilsk and Hungary, and also in
Tagilite, and doubt not that other members of this group also contain it. Even Ehlite contains a trace, which has not been mentioned
in the published paper. The quantity of arsenic acid appears to vary
in different ores ; for instance, in Siberian Libethenite a greater quantity appears to replace phosphoric acid than in Hungarian.
It is in any case surprising that arsenic acid, which is generally so
readily detected, should have remained so long undiscovered, more
especially in the blowpipe examination of these minerals. If these
be treated in the ordinary manner upon charcoal with the reducing
part of the flame, neither the odour nor the incrustation is at first
perceptible ; but by continuing the reducing action, both appear,
much more quickly, however, if any reducing agent be added, or if the
test be made in the manner described by Plattner for the detection
of small quantities of antimonic acid, especially of the combination
of this substance with oxide of copper.
In the present case arsenic acid is most simply detected by bringing the solution of a small quantity of the mineral into a Marsh's
apparatus. Arsenical mirrors may thus be prepared in sufficient
quantities to obtain the most decisive and indubitable results with
them. — Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. civ. p. 190.
ON

THE

EUPHOTIDES

OF MT. ROSE.

BY

T. STERRY

HUNT.

In the American Journal of Science for May 1858, there appeared
an extract from a letter of mine to Mr. J. D. Dana, describing the
results of some observations on the Euphotide of Mt. Rose. In this
note it was stated that the smaragdite of this euphotide contains
vanadium, and that this element had also been detected with nickel in
a chromiferous serpentine from Gaspe. It was not until this note
had been printed in the American Journal that I discovered my error,
which is however corrected in the list of errata of the same Number
of that Journal. The colouring matter of the smaragdite appears to
be chromic oxide, and neither in it nor in the serpentine of Gaspe
have I been able to verify the presence of vanadium. As the note
in question is copied in this Magazine for July 1858, p. 553, I take
this means of correcting the mistake.
As I have before stated, the true euphotide is a mixture of smaragdite with Saussurite, the white mineral is a compact zoisite or limealumina epidote, having a density of 3-3 — 3'4, and a hardness of 7'0.
In some specimens of the rock, however, cleavable grains and masses
of a felspar, apparently labradorite, are seen imbedded in the compact
Saussurite, showing the passage of the euphotide into a diallagic
dolerite, with which many lithologists have confounded it. In other
specimens the Saussurite becomes intermingled with small bladed
crystals of bluish-gray kyanite, exhibiting a passage into the socalled disthene rock.
Montreal, Canada, Aug. 1, 1858.
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XXVI. On the Distribution of Heat over Islands, and especially
over the British Isles. Bij Henry Hennessy, F.R.S.,
M.R.I. A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Catholic
University of Ir eland''''.
NO element among the conditions of terrestrial climate is so
important, none has engaged so much attention, nor has
any other been systematically observed for so long a period, as
temperature : yet the time is comparatively recent when philosophers commenced to consider the laws of its distribution over
the earth's surface in a truly scientific spirit. In 1 779 appeared
the mathematical inquiries of Lambert, in which an attempt was
made to estimate the difference between the heat received by
the earth from the sun and the heat which it loses by radiation.
Mayer had about the same time deduced his well-known law
from theoretical grounds, and by considering solar radiation alone
as the source of terrestrial heat. Towards the close of the last
century oiu- countryman, Richard Kirwan, attempted for the
first time to compare Mayer's law with existing observations,
and thus to arrive at general views regarding the climate of our
planet. Humboldt followed up this step by one of still more
importance when he published his essay on Isothermal Lines.
Laying aside speculative considerations, he presented the results
of actual observation in a way at once novel and luminous.
Having found the mean annual temperatures of a great number
of stations, he compared them together and marked on a map
the places which had equal temperatures. The points of equal
temperature having been joined by curves, the forms of the isothermal lines thus produced present a graphical picture of the
and communicated by the
* From the Atlantis for July, 1858 : revised
Author.
„
R
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 107. Oct. 1858.
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distribution of heat over the earth. This elegant method of representation has since been appUed to other elements of terrestrial physics, such as atmosphei'ic pressure, magnetic intensity
and declination^ and the distribution of the tides.
While the science of terrestrial temperature was thus progressing bysystematic induction from observed facts, some of its
fundamental principles were examined and consolidated by the
mathematical labours of Fourier, Poissou, and Laplace. Fourier
especially has established with surpassing clearness the relations
subsisting between the thermal conditions of the earth's surface,
the warmth of its interior, and the temperature of the planetary
spaces. His works also contain some highly suggestive views
as to the influence of the physical properties of the superficial
portions of the earth's crust on local and general climates.
No one has more ably extended, or more effectively applied,
Humboldt's graphical method of representing the distribution of
terrestrial temperature than Professor Dove. Having tabulated
a vast number of observations made in different parts of the
world, he has not only been able to improve the representation
of mean annual temperature, but has furnished us with maps of
the isothermals of each month*.
A glance over the maps of mean annual, mean summer, mean
mnter, or mean monthly temperature, informs us of the general
fact, that the temperature of a place depends on other circumstances besides its latitude. Mayer's law could not be true unless
the isothermals were all parallel to the equator, — a relation which
they are far from fulfilling. The same remark applies to the
improved forms of Mayer's law, which have been subsequently
suggested by different eminent scientific men f- Had the earth's
surface been of uniform texture, and stripped of every kind of
fluid covering, the temperature of every point would depend upon
its latitude, and places having the same latitude would possess
the same temperature. But three-fourths of the heat-absorbing
and heat-radiating surface is water ; and this, from its mobility
* These maps appeared originally in the Berlin Transactions, but they
are best knomi in these countries through the English edition prepared for
the members of the British Association by General Sabine.
t Except a formula of Sir David Brewster's, in which he makes the
mean temperature of a place depend upon its distance from two points of
minimum temperature, the one in Asia, the other in America. This was
undoubtedly an improvement; but it did not justify the remark of an eminent writer, that the coordinates of latitude and longitude should be altogether discarded in connexion with climate. The connexion of the former
is obvious, though complicated : the connexion of the latter is less important, and it manifestly depends on the prevalent directions of oceanic and
aerial currents, the influence of which on climate is luiiversally acknowledged. See Forbes, Rejiort of the British Association, vol. i. ]). 215,
second edition.
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and other properties,- greatly modifies the distribution of the
warmth which its particles receive from the sun. The surfaces
of the seas and oceans are traversed by cm-rents, whose temperatures influence the climate of any land which they approach,
and whose directions depend on varied and complicated conditions. The resulting effect upon the temperature of the land
must correspond in some measure to such complications.
But even if the ocean were free from currents, it might still
influence the climate of the land if it possessed a different mean
temperature. That it does actually possess a higher mean temperature atits surface than the mean temperature of the air over
the land, seems to have been definitely proved within a very
recent period. The facts adduced by Admiral Duperrey, by
which he was led to infer that the mean temperature of the
liquid coating which surrounds three-fourths of our planet is
higher than that of even the lower strata of its gaseous envelope,
continue to receive additional confirmation in proportion to the
number, sagacity, and activity of observers. Lieutenant Maurjf,
whose labours have so greatly enlarged our knowledge of the
physical conditions of the ocean, has especially contributed to
establish the truth of the above conclusion. From whatever
cause this superiority of oceanic temperature may arise, it imparts additional interest to the problem of the influence of the
sea on the climate of the land.
This question has been already treated by Humboldt in his
essay on the causes of the inflexions of isothermal lines*; but
here I propose to examine it in a more general manner, and by
following an order precisely the reverse of that which he has
adopted.
In this way I have succeeded in establishing a general law
relating to the distribution of isothermal lines, which does not
appear to have been previously noticed, and which comprehends
as particular cases such as had been already observed.
Let us conceive an island situated in either hemisphere of the
globe, and let it be completely surrounded with water possessing
nearly the same temperature all around the coast. The temperature of any place on the island will depend upon constant and
fluctuating causes. The former are the temperature of space,
and the extremely small but steady flux of heat from the interior
of the earth tlirough its outer crust. The latter are the heat it
directly gains from the sun, what it loses by radiation, what it
receives from warm and loses from cold currents of the atmosphere, what it obtains by the condensation of moisture and
gives back by evaporation.
The four last sources of gain and loss are manifestly connected
* Fragments /Isititiques,
il 2 vol. ii. p. 397.
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with the conditions of the ocean in which the island is situated.
If the surface of the ocean is warmer than the air over the island,
the latter will gain in temperatui-e by the interchange of currents
of air over both. If we abstract all other causes, it is obvious
that a point on the island would in this case be warmer, the
closer it happened to be to the sea ; in other words, its temperature would be a function of its distance from the coast. The
isothermal lines of the island would be a series of nearly concentric curves, having some relation in their shapes to the outline
of the coast. If the influence of the amount of heat gained by
sunshine above what is lost by radiation be now considered, it
appears in general that the positions and shapes of the isotherraals will be changed.
This change may be represented by transporting the centres of
the isothermals towards the nearest pole of the earth.
For if H represent the efi"ective amount of heat gained by a
point in the island, its expression will be made up of two principal terms, of which the first, as we have just seen, must be a
function of the distance c from the coast. The second would
obviously be a function of the latitude X, whether we take into
account the absorption of the sun's rays in passing through the
atmosphere or not. In the latter and more simple case /(X),
can be found in terms of the latitude of the place, the sun's longitude, the inclination of the echptic to the equator, and the
excentricity of the earth's orbit. I have treated the problem of
isothermal lines with the form of /(X) so found, and have arrived
at the same conclusion as that which is here deduced, in a paper
read before the Royal Irish Academy.
If we take into account the resistance of the atmosphere to the
passage of sunshine through it, whatever knowledge we already
possess shows that the loss of heat from this cause will increase
with the obliquity of the sun's rays, and therefore it will be such
a function </)(X) as to possess the property of increasing with X,
and its minimum value will be ^(0).
We may therefore write
or simply,

H = F(c)+/(X)-(/>(X),
H=F(c)+/(X),

with the conditions that F(c) continuously increases as c diminishes, down to c = 0; and that /(X) continuously increases as
X diminishes, down to X=0; so that the maximum value of H
would be
F(0)+/(0).
If another point whose distance from the coast is c,, and lati-
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tudc X,, be situated ou the same isothermal hue, we must have
H=F(0,)-f/(\J;
whence
F(c)-F(c,)=/(\.)-/(\).
It follows from the foregoing conditions that this equation
cannot subsist unless we have the inequalities
X < \j and Ci < c,
or
X > Xj and c, > c.
Hence that part of the isothermal which has the greatest latitude
must be nearer to the coast than any other part, and that which
has the smallest latitude must be the most remote from the coast.
Isothermals which had been previously near the coast would now
no longer be closed curves, at least within the island, and thus
several might terminate on the coast as irregular arcs, with their
convex sides turned towards the equator. If the dimensions of
the island in the direction of the meridian were very great, the
isothermals might all terminate on the coast.
If predominating currents of wind should blow from any point
of the compass, it is likewise evident that they will further influence the position of the isothermals in a manner that can be
represented by shifting them away from, or by moving them
towards, the point of the wind, according as it happens to be a
warm or a cold current.
As the surfaces of islands are usually not flat, but covered
with eminences and depressions, and as the temperatm-e of any
point depends on its elevation above the sea, as well as on the
other elements of its position, the transportation of the isothermals in an island would necessarily be accompanied by some
change in their shapes, and thus, after transposition, they would
not in general have the same detailed relations to the coast-line
as in their concentric condition. As every piece of land, whether
designated as a continent or as an island, is in reality surrounded
by water, these views are capable of very general application.
But, in the case of continents, as the oceans surrounding them
do not possess the same temperature at diff"erent parts of their
coasts, the function F(c) should receive difi'erent values for different places. In the case of islands of limited extent, we may,
however, compare these views with observations without much
difficulty.
It has been long recognized that the warm current, known to
mariners as the Gulf-stream, bathes the shores of these islands as
well as the greater part of the western coast of Europe. Very
recently decisive evidence has been afl"ordcd of its calorific effects,
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not merely upon our western seaboards, but all around the entire
coast-line of the British islands. They are thus situated precisely under such conditions as naturally lead us to expect to
find the distribution of heat over their surfaces such as would
be indicated by groups of isothermal lines conforming to the law
here adduced.
There are, in addition, some physical peculiarities in the structure of Ireland, which probably enhance the influence of the
ocean upon the relative thermal conditions of its maritime and
its inland portions. It is nearly surrounded at its coasts by
ranges of mountains or lofty hills ; and its interior consists chiefly
of flat and low-lying plains. Eight such littoral ranges of
elevated ground can be distinctly traced on a map of Ireland,
each separated from its neighbour by some great outlet for the
drainage waters of the interior. These elevated masses may be
traced, 1, on the north-west coast in Donegal j 2, on the west
in Mayo and Galway ; 3, along the south-west coast in Kerry
and Cork ; 4, towards the South in Waterford ; 5, on the east
coast in Wicklow and ^A'^exford ; 6, on the north-east coast in
Down ; 7, towards the north-north-east in Antrim ; and 8, near
the north coast in Londonderry. The first of these groups trends
principally from N.E. toS.W. The second from N. to S., with
some nearly perpendicular offshoots. The fourth from E. toW. ;
the fifth from S.S.W. to N.N.E. ; the sixth from S.W. to N.E. ;
the seventh is a rather irregular group of hills ; the eighth trends
from E. to W. It thus appears that the general direction of each
of these groups is nearly parallel to the general direction of the
adjoining coast. The only extensive line of coast which is not
backed by a hilly or mountain barrier is that lying between the
Wicklow and Mourne mountains.
Although it would be difficult to estimate the precise influence
of these elevated masses in obstructing interchanges between
the air surrounding the coast and that of the interior, they
doubtlessly must produce some effect. It is at least obvious
that moist and warm currents, encountering such masses, would
lose with a portion of their moisture some of their heat, and
would, on reaching the inland plains, be observed by the
inhabitants colder as well as drier than the same winds had
been noticed hy those residing on the coast.
The considerable opening from the interior towards the sea,
which has been just referred to, happens to be situated in the
direction of those winds which blow least frequently in Ireland,
and which at the same time possess the least moisture and
warmth.
Although observations on temperature have hitherto been
made at very few stations in Ireland, it is still possible to com-
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pare what has been done with the principles here put forward.
During the year 1851, a series of meteorological observations
were conducted under the management of a committee of the
Royal Irish Academy ; and the stations, although not numerous,
were fortunately so distributed as to enable us to combine their
results in such a way as to clearly illustrate the thermal conditions ofthe island. The most important results are contained
in the Rev. Dr. Lloyd's valuable memoir on the Meteorology of
Ireland *.
As to temperature, the observations had a twofold application :1st, those referring to the temperature of the sea, and,
2ndly, those relating to the temperature of the air. A comparison ofboth classes of observations establishes the fact of an
excess of temperature of the sea over the air, in 1851, amounting
to 3'*8 Fahrenheit. The mean temperature at Portrush, the
most northern station, during the same year, was 49°*lj and
that at Castletownsend, the most southern, 53°* 1. The excess
of temperature of the sea over that of the air appears thus
greater than the greatest diiFerence of temperature which could
arise between two stations as a consequence of their difference
of latitude.
On comparing the mean annual temperatures of the sixteen
stations where obsei-vations were made in 1851, I immediately
saw that the following approximately isothermal groups could
be formed.
Mean temperature of
isothermal
group.

48-4
4905

station.

1 Athy
r Portrush

50-26

\ Dublin
LCourtown

50-85

JKilrush
\ Killybegs

51-45
52-2

\\Vestport
r Cahirciveen
\ Castletownsend.

Temperature.

48-6
48-2
48-4
49-1
49-0
50-2
50-3
50-9
50-8
51-5
51-4

Difference
from isothermal.

-0-2
0-0
-i-0-2
-005
-1-0-05
-0-06
-1-0-04
-f-0-04
-0-05
-fO-05
-0-05
-1-0-05
-0-1

52-1
52-3

Remarks.

■ Inland stations.
■ North coast.
I'E. and N.E. coast.
"1 Estuary of the Shannon.
J Donegal.
1 Co. Waterford.
J Mayo.
1 S.S.W. coast.

The remaining two stations, Donaghadee and Portarlington,
+0-1

* Trans. Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxii. p. 411.
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could not be included ia any of these groups, as their temperatures were respectively 49°-6 and 47°*3.
Before I had made these combinations. Dr. Lloyd had remarked the singular difference between the temperature of the
inland stations and those on the coast. In the small map which
accompanies his memoir, the isothermal lines are deduced from
the coast observations alone ; and the author thus seems to indicate that these lines are intended to show the isothermals of the
air over the sea surrounding Ireland, but not the distribution of
temperature within the island itself. From the comparatively
regular forms of such lines on the surface of the ocean. Dr. Lloyd
assumed that over a small space they might be regarded as approximately straight; and he was thus enabled to apply the
method of least squares for the precise determination of their
positions.
As I could not assume any definite form for the interior
isothermals, I could not use the method of least squares, and
have had to lay them down by the ordinary method of tracing
curve lines, each of which runs through a group of stations of
equal temperature.
On looking at the map, it is apparent that, having first traced
the isothermal of 52° which runs along the south-west coast near
Cahircivcen and Castletownsend, the isothermal of the next
lowest temperature must fall completely inside it, for two different isothermal lines cannot intersect. But the line of 51° runs
from Mayo to Watcrford, and is much longer than the line of
52°. The isothermal of 50° must in like manner be included
within this, and it terminates on the north-east and north-west
coast res])ectively. Thus we have three open isothermals, until
we come to that of 49°, which runs along the north coast near
Portrush and Buncrana. But as this must be included within
the preceding, it would, if produced at each exti-emity, form a
re-entrant curve. The isothermal of 48° passes within that of
49°, and through places not far from the inland stations, Armagh,
Athy, and Markree*. The station of least temperature, Portarlington, should be situated within this line; and it actually does
lie between Markree and Athy, although much nearer to the
latter. Any other places possessing the same mean temperature
as Portarlington must be situated within the isothermal of 48°;
and an isothermal ])assing through Portarlington would be a
closed curve. Donaghadee, on the north-east coast, lies, as should
be expected, outside the isothermal of 49°, and inside the proof 50°.
ofthe isothermal
AH theselongation results
completely harmonize with the views I have
i)ut forward ; and I feel perfectly assured that further observa* See the Table of mean annual temperature for Ireland at the end.
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tions will only confirm the truth of my general conclusions. In
Ireland we thus perceive that the coldest district lies in the
north-east portion of the midland counties — probably somewhere
between the counties of Cavan and Tyrone, and that the warmest
region is situated along the coasts of Kerry and Cork.
Isothermals of the British Isles*.

I now proceed to examine how far the distribution of heat
over the island of Great Britain conforms to the general laws
that have been shown to regulate it in Ireland. Here there are
some remarkable conditions in the physical configuration of the
island which should be kept in view in considering its thermal
* The fif^ures denote the meuii annual temperature, in deforces Fahrenheit, corresponding to each isothcrnial line.
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conditions. Tlie western coast alone is backed by any considerable masses of elevated land ; and the interior is generally far
from being so flat as the inland portions of Ireland. Its position
with regard to the warmer and more prevailing winds, as well as
the magnitude of the Bristol Channel, indicates that this great
arm of the sea may exercise a remarkable influence on districts
in the valley of the Severn which might otherwise possess a climate similar to places more strictly inland. Lastly, the much
greater length of the island in the direction of the meridians,
compared to its mean breadth in the direction of the parallels,
would seem to point to a very different distribution of temperature from that which exists in Ireland.
The observations on the temperature of the sea recorded in
Dr. Lloyd's memoir show that, in the Irish Sea and St. George's
Channel, as well as in the Atlantic Ocean, the mean temperature of the surface-water exceeds that of the air. A similar
result has been found by observations made on the surface of the
German Ocean at Scarborough, although the excess of the water
temperatui'e above that of the atmosphere in this case is not so
remarkable as in the former. It is to be hoped that Captain
Woodall, who announced this interesting fact at the meeting of
the British Association held in 1856 at Cheltenham, will publish
the observations which have led him to a result so important.
As it thus appears to be placed beyond the possibility of
reasonable doubt, that the shores of Great Britain, like those of
Ireland, are washed by heat-bearing currents, I was prepared,
notwithstanding the diversity of configuration of the two islands,
to find some approach towards the re-entrant shape in the isothermals of the former. In order to construct these lines, I
made use of the valuable Tables calculated by Professor Dove,
and printed in the Report of the British Association for 1847,
and of the quarterly returns of the state of the weather in
England, published by Mr. Glaisher. I have also availed
myself of some detached results which are not contained in
either of these collections. In Mr. Glaisher's returns will be
found the names of the observers to whose patience and devotion
to science we owe many of these interesting facts.
Having calculated the mean annual temperatures for more
than fifty places not already in Dove's Table, and corrected a
few of his results by the aid of subsequent observations, I combined them in approximately isothermal groups, precisely as I
had already done in the case of Ireland. The isothermal lines
laid down in the Map which accompanies this essay, have been
drawn by the aid of such indications, most weight being attached
to the results of the best observations. These lines are not intended to represent with perfect accuracy the mean annual dis-
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tribution of temperature, because in some extensive districts
observations are entirely wanting, although made in great numbers in certain localities. Although these isothermals may thus
require some ulterior modifications, I have no reason to doubt
their faithfulness in presenting a general view of the distribution
of temperature. The influence of distance from the coast, as
well as of latitude, is very distinctly visible ; and the arrangement of the isothermals evidently conforms to the same laws as
those of Ireland.
The mean temperatures of statioirs where observations have
been made have been recorded usually in connexion with certain
coordinates of each station, namely, its latitude, longitude, and
elevation above the level of the sea.
While the influence of latitude and longitude is now more
justly estimated, that of elevation above the sea is sometimes
liable to be overrated. The decrease of temperature with height
has generally been calculafed from observations made on the
sides and summits of mountains, or by comparison of the thermal
conditions of successively overlying portions of the atmosphere
during the voyages of balloons. But a much slower rate of
decrease must take place in the temperature of the air which
touches gradually-rising and widely-spread surfaces, than along
nearly vertical lines or rapidly-ascending planes. The manner
in which the air becomes heated by contact with the ground is
sufficient to indicate the truth of this conclusion. Thus, although
some of the best determinations from observations made in balloons give a decrease of 1° Fahr. for 276 feet, the decrease of
temperature on the sides of mountains has been estimated at 1°
m 355 feet, and at 1° in 433 feet on the surfaces of elevated
plains*.
The mean elevation of the greater number even of the inland
stations of Great Britain whose temperature has been determined is probably less than 200 feet ; and almost all such
stations arc situated on gently undulating or low-lying grounds.
The highest station in Ireland is only 230 feet above the level
of the sea, and it is situated in the great central plain of the
island.
As the heights of most of the inland and coast stations in
Irclaiul have been determined with more than ordinary cai'e by
actual levelling, we may estimate with remarkable precision the
elevation corresponding to a decrease of temperature of one
degree, on the supposition that vertical height above the sea,
and not liorizontal distance from its surface, produces the low
temperature of the interior as compared witli that of the regions
* I'Joeilitiuu.
metres ami 2.'J5 metres for 1° C. — Ka;mtz, Meleoroloyie, p. 215,
French
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bordering on the coast. For this purpose we should manifestly
compare a group of inland with a group of coast stations nearly
on the same parallel of latitude. The following are thus selected
from the Table of mean annual temperature of Ireland :—
Inland Stations.
Latitude.
Armagh . .
Markree . .
Portarlington
Limerick
Means
Killybegs
Killough
Dublin
.
Kilrush .
Means

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Temperature. Elevation in feet
211
54° 12
21'
132
54
47°-8
53 9
230
47 -8
92
52 40
47 -0
166
53 35
49-4
Coast Stations. 48-0
20
19
54° 13
34'
54
23
53 21
50°-5
49 -9
45
52 38
27
50-0
53 41
50-8

The mean latitude of the coast stations is50-3
6' greater than that of
the inland stations, and is thus slightly unfavourable to an excess
of temperature ; yet the mean temperature of the former exceeds
that of the latter by 2°*3. The mean difference in height is 139
feet ; consequently, if the greater warmth of the coast were due
to difference of elevation alone, the rate of decrease of atmospheric temperature in ascending over ground lying at an almost
insensible mean inclination to the horizon, would be 1° for 60
feet. A supposition which leads to a result so discordant with
the best observations must be abandoned as altogether untenable.
Hitherto, distance from the sea has but rarely entered into
temperature tables, and then only for a limited number of
stations. It now appears to possess claims to be definitively considered as a fourth coordinate, and in the case of most of the
stations in the British islands it is undoubtedly the most important after latitude. In the accompanying Tables a column has
been accordingly appended, in which the value of this element
is given in English miles. The distances are all taken from
the maps published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge. When a distance is taken from the mouth of a
river or estuary, it is generally not counted from the nearest
point of the coast, but from some point about midway between
the opposite shores of the inlet.
The mean temperatures, marked D, are taken from Dove's
Table; those marked n, I have calculated entirely from other
sources; those unmarked are combinations of such results together
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with those contained in Professor Dove's Tables. In the Table
which exhibits the mean annual temperature of twenty-three stations in Ireland, the results marked L are given on Dr. Lloyd's
authority. He estimated these numbers from the observations
of 1851, by subtracting 0°'3 from each, because in Dublin the
temperature of the year was in excess of the mean of twelve
years by that quantity. The mean temperatures so deduced are
probably much closer to their true values than the uncorrected
results of 1851. This maybe noticed with reference to stations
where observations were made during other years, such as
Armagh and Markree, where the temperature is regularly
recorded at the astronomical observatories of Dr. Robinson and
Mr. Cooper.
The observations at Cove were made by Dr. Scott ; at Cork,
by Mr. Humphreys and his predecessors at the Royal Institution, also at the barracks ; at Limerick and Kilrush, in connexion with the Ordnance Survey ; at Derry, by Mr. Patterson ;
at Waterford, by Dr. Cavet * ; at Belfast, under the superintendence of Professor Stevelly at the College.
The isothermals of the northern portions of the two great
continents which constitute the old and new worlds, exhibit, at
least during the winter, very decided conformity to the same laws
as those which are so manifest in the British Isles.
On examining Professor Dove's large map of the isothermals
of Januaiy and July (No. 3 in General Sabine's edition), it
appears that during the former month the isothermals which
traverse North America run very nearly parallel to its western
coast ; then bending, they run nearly parallel to the northern
shores of the Gulf of Mexico ; afterwards they ascend towards the
north-east, and cut the eastern coast of the United States, Canada,
and Labrador at very oblique inclinations.
In Europe, those
which approach the sea appear in general to be parallel to the
coast, as in Scandinavia and on the western and southern coasts
of France.
In Asia, some of the isothermals approach in shape
a rude outline of that great division of our continent, and many
appear to cut the northern coast of Siberia almost at right angles
to the parallels of latitude, precisely in the same manner as some
of those in the British islands, which are not re-entrant curves.
These results indicate the existence of the two poles of minimum temperature suggested by Sir David Brewster f ; but a
more general conclusion may be drawn from the entii-e of the
preceding reflections, — namely, that there are nearly as many
poles of minimum temperature upon the globe as there are islands
and continents distributed over its surface.
• Wilde, ill the llc'ports of the Census Commissioners.
Ikathx, vol. i.
t See note t, P- 242.
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Table of the Mean Annual Temperature of Great Britain*.

miles

Calenik
Ventnor
(Isle
of
AVight).
Helstou
Siflmouth
Plymouth
Penzance
Gospoit
Falmouth
Southwick
jll
Swansea
6
Maidstone
2
Torquay
6
2
Uckfield
1
Gloucester
7
Truro
2
Bristol
Ryde (I. of Wight)
Lyme Regis
Liverpool
London
Hastings
Teignmouth
PencaiTOW
Exeter
Douglas (L of Man).
Chiswick
Southampton
Cheltenham.,
Newport
(Isle
Wight).
Chicliester ...
Lewishani ...
Cobham
Bushey Heath
Tottenham ...
Bolton
Worthing
Greenwich ...
Worcester ...
Boston
Whitehaven
Hull
Bicester

0

5 10

5-2-2hQ 36

1 13

SSO.'JO

of

52150 9
521 50 41
520 50 22
51-8 50
51-8 50 47
75
51-650 9
5I-5.''52 30 -0 33
512 51 36
51-251 16
80
51-0 50 25 3 30 180
50-950 58 0
50-951 52 2 14
3
50-850 16 5
2 36 43
50-751 27
1
11
50750 43 2 56
50-750 43
35
50-6.'>3 25 -02 59
50-5 51 30 0
50-2i50 53
55
50-150 33 34 53
50050 20
50050 44 3 21
4 30
50 0'54 12
49-9 51 29 0 18
498 50 54 1 24
51 54
49-.S 50 42
49-5 50 52
49-5 51
495
51
51
49-5 51
49-3
49-2
53
490 50
49-1 51
.52
490
49-0
490 52

26
20
38
36
35
48
29
12
48

54 33
16
49-0 53 35
;io 490
51 52
'5
48-9

21 194
0 45
0 2
0 23
0
0
2
0
0
2
0

22
5
24
22
156
0 125
13
5

3 33
0 20
1 10

0 British Channel, South
coast of Cornwall.

J-British Channel.

British Channel.
German Ocean.

.J

St. George's Channel.
|-British Channel.
Bristol Cliannel.
British Channel.
Bristol Channel.
British Channel.
British Channel.
Liverpool Bay.
Mouth of Thames.
British Channel.
Irish Sea.
Mouth of Thames.
British Channel,
of Southampton
Bristol Channel.
British Channel,
of Southampton

mouth
Water.
mouth
Water.

British Channel.
V Mouth of Thames.
32
50
25 Mouth of the Ribble.
0 British Cliannel.
Mouth of Thames.
50
33 Bristol Channel.
7 The Wash beyond the
Shallows.
0 The Irish Sea.
12 Mouth of the Humher.
Bristol Channel.

* The temperatures are given in degrees of 72Fahrenheit's scale. The
lorio-itudcs are counted from the meridian of Greenwich ; those with the
sign — prefixed are east, and those without any sign are west.
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Table {continued).

48-853 32

Crurapsal .
Keyingham .
Manchester .
Enfield
Hartwell ....
Bedford
Lyndon
Royston
St. Andrew's
Oxford.
Aberdeen . .
Leith
Hawkshill
Thame
Cardington
Bedford).
Norwich
n Lampeter

(near

II Bywell
jBute
n Rosehill (near O.v
ford).
n Hartwell Rectory..
D Ackworth
18
D [Anatomical
Gar- 7
1 dens
[St. Andrew's ?]
n Holkham
7
Hawarden
7
a Grantham
7
York
10^
n Berkliampstead ... 3
n Liiislade
4
n Nottingham
7
II Wakefield
7
I) ';Malverii
1
n jNewcastle
1
n ;Eign (Hereford) ... 1
n lAldcrley Kdge
1 1
I) 'New Malton
8,
n ICIifton
I5

2 14

48-853 33 0 5
48-8 53 29 2 14
0 5
48-7 51 41 0 50
51 49
48-7
48-7 52 8 -00 303
510
52 32
48-7 52 3 0 1
48-6
56 21 2 48
48-6
51 46 1 16 70
48-5
57 9 2 5
48-4 55 59 3 10 50
58 3 10
48-4 55
48-4 51 45 0 58
48-3
52 8 0 30
48-3
52 37
48-2 52 8
48-2 54 57

miles Irish Sea at the mouth
35

of the Ribble.
7 Mouth of the Humber.
Liverpool Bay.
39
32 Mouth of the Thames.
of the Southamp
47 Mouth
ton Water.
64 German Ocean.
70
32 German Ocean.
Mouth of the Blackwater
in the German Ocean
Mouth of Frith of Forth,
German Ocean.
British Channel at Southampton Water.
German Ocean.
I Frith of Forth.
British Channel, at Southampton Water.
64 German Ocean.
German Ocean.
Cardigan
Bay ; hills intervening.
German Ocean.
Frith of Clyde.
British Channel, at Southampton Water.
Mouth of Southampton
Water.
German Ocean.
German Ocean.

48
48-2 55
51 46
270
48-1
48-1 51 49 0 51
48-1
53 39 1 20
48-1 56 24 2 48
70
48-0
-0 46
German Ocean.
48052 57
Mouth of the Dee.
480153 10 3 1 260
German Ocean.
47-952 55 0 38
German Ocean.
47-953 57 1 5
Mouth of the Thames.
47-851 45 0 35
Mouth of the Thames.
0
42
47-8'51 54
German Ucean.
47-852 56 1 14 181
German Ocean.
1 29
47-853 41
Bristol Channel.
47-752 7 2 19
47-7'54 58 1 36
|Gernian
Ocean.
Bristol Channel.
47-652 3 2 42
2 17
Liverpool Bay.
47-6J53 17 0 47 85
iGerman Ocean.
47654
Bristol Channel.
2 26
47-551

"w
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Table {continued).

>

s

^
>J

a

1

-S
§

a
5i.

Gainsborough
Colinton
Clunie
Keswick
Glasgow
Derby
Edinburgh
Scarborough
Warrington
,
Kendal
Elgin
Cai-lisle
Wick
Knutsford
Kinfaun's Castle . . .
Bel voir Castle
Carbeth
Knebworth
Lancaster
Durham
Stonyhurst
,
Dunino
,
Sandwick(Orkney)
AUenheads
Makerstoun
North Shields
Inverness
Anstruther
Ajjplegarth
High Wycombe ..
Arbroath
Dunfermline
Alford
Laurencekirk
Bonally
Leadhills
St. Bathan's
Kingussie

SS

53
55
47-5
57
47-4 54

24
55
12
33

47-3
47-3 55 51
47-3 52 58

47-2 55 58

54 17
53 24
54 17

6 47

feet. miles

32 35
Ifi

364
240

3

9

4 14 160
1 30
3
0
2
2
3
2

11
23 J
36
46 130
16
58

57 38
54 54
58 29l
53
20] 3 5
56 23
52 54
56
51
54
54
56
53

0
49
3
46
16i
52

32 20
19 140
0 46
4 22
480
0 13
2 48 352
1 37

2
2
3
2
54 35
49: 2
55
1
55 0
4
57
30
56 15!
55
13i
2
51 36 30
56 34l 2
56 5 3
2
57 13 2
56
50
55 56 3
53 25 32
55 52
4
57 4
59 5

23
49
17
16
31
25
12
41
12
35
34
26
45
30
16
48
23

German Ocean.
Krith of Forth.
Solway Frith.
18 Irish Sea ; mountains in20
tervening.

34

25
17
68
2
0
13
164
22
1
26
40
26
51
6

250
100

10
224
0

211

46
261

Frith of Clyde.
German
Wash. Ocean, near the
Frith of Forth.
German Ocean.
Liverpool Bay.
Morccambe 15ay.
North Sea.
Irish Sea.
North Sea.
Liverpool Bay.
German Ocean.
German Ocean, at the
Wash.
Frith of Clyde.
Mouth of the Thames.
Morccambe Bay.
German Ocean.
Morccambe Bay.
German Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
Solway Frith.
German Ocean.
German Ocean.
Moray Frith.
German Ocean.
Solway Frith.
English Channel.
German
Ocean.

1305A
12
0
4 Frith of Forth.
60
140 28 German Ocean.
420
German Ocean.
6 Frith of Forth.
1100
C^r
1280 33
Irish Channel.
420 40 German Ocean.
5
Moray Frith.
750
170
J
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Table of the ]\Iean Annual Temperature of Ireland.

s

li
^ ! 12
g s
i

1
L Castletownsend ... 1
iCove (Queenstown) 15
Cork*
30
1
1
2|
1
1
12
L Dublin
1
3
1
L Donagliadee
1
1
1
3
6
Belfast
1
L Athy
Armagh
1
Markree
1
L Portarlington

1

1

3

B

>-l

520 51°
51-851
51-551
51-551
51-4 53
51-3 52
50-S
50-5 52
54

3
56
33
50
54
50
8
38
34

50052 39
50-053 21
49-9 54 13
49-4 52 40
49-3 54'l 38
48-955 4 0
48-8,55 13
48-755
8
48-6 52 15
48-654 37
48-153
C
47-854 21
47-854 4S
47-8i54 14
47-053
£

10
98
8
9

13
199
29
37

6
9
8
6
6
5
8
5

59
30
27
13
15
40
38
33

ill
>
3

5

feet 1miles

52
2 Atlantic Ocean.
18
17 i 2 Atlantic Ocean.

II

28
66
45
20
19
34
92
23
16

7 20 29
6 41 48
p
7 27
5 57
7 10
6 58 200
6 39 211
6 8
8 28 132
7-12 230

4 :St. George's Chaunel.
122 The
St. George's
Channel.
Atlantic at
Clew Bay.
George's
100 St.
Mouth
of the Channel.
Shannon.
0 Atlantic Ocean.
03
0
37
0
14
0
4
9
10

St.
Channel.
IrishGeorge's
Sea.
Irish Sea.
iMouth of the Shannon.
Irish Sea.
;Mouth of Loua;h Foyle.
.Atlantic Ocean.
Mouth of Lough S willy.

St.
George's
Channel.
Mouth
of Belfast
Lough.
35 St. George's Channel.
30
20 ilrish
Irish Sea.
Sea.
Mouth of Sligo Bay.
45
18 Irish Sea.

,14

XXVII. On a New Base obtained by the Action of Ammonia on
the Terbromide of Allyle. By Dr. Maxwell SiMPSONtTHE terbromide of allyle, a body recently obtained by M.
Wurtz by treating the iodide of allyle with an excess of
bromine, is readily acted upon by ammonia, and forms with it
a heavy oil, which has all the characters of a base, and is of remarkable constitution. For this new compound I propose the
name dibromallylauimonia. As the preparation of the hydrochlorate of the 'base must precede the preparation of the base
itself, I propose to commence v.'ith the explanation of the process for obtaining the former body.

Formation of the Ilydroclilorate of DibroiiiaUylammonia.
To prepare this body, one volume of the terbromide is mixed witli
about six volumes of a solution of ammonia in weak alcohol ; and
* The observations of every kind made at Cork embraced probably a
longer period.
t Communicated by the Author.

Phil. May. S. -i. Vol. 16. No. 107. Oct. 1858.
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the mixture is exposed in sealed tubes to the temperature of a
water-bath for about ten or twelve hours. Decomposition commences almost immediately, and a large quantity of a white salt is
])recipitated, which I afterwards ascertained by analysis to be pure
bromide of ammonium. At the expiration of the above-mentioned
time the tubes were opened, and the bromide separated by filtration. On adding a large quantity of water to the filtrate it became
turbid, and deposited after some time a heavy oil, which is the
base in question, contaminated with some undecomposed terbromide. This was well washed with water, dissolved in dilute
hydrochloric acid and filtered. The filtered liquor was then exposed to the temperature of 100'' C. till all the water had been
driven off, and it ceased to evolve acid vapours. After the expulsion ofthe water the salt melted, but became solid again on
cooling. To purify the salt it was now dissolved in water, filtered to remove a trace of oil, and evaporated to dryness again.
It was then washed with a;ther, in which it is but little soluble,
and finally dried over sulphuric acid in the vacuum of an air])ump. The salt thus prepared proved on analysis to be a species
of hydi't)chlorate of ammonia, in which two equivalents of hydrogen are replaced by two equivalents of the monobasic radical

C^H^Br, thus:—
HI
^•l H ^HCl,

UJ

rC«H4Br]
N^ C^H^B

Hydroelilorate of
ammonia.

I H

J

Hytlrochlorate of
c'ibromallylammonia.

Its formation may be thus explained : —
and

Q6 H5 Br3 + NH3 = C^ H'» Br^ + NH^, HBr,
rCH^Br^
2(C6 H'' Br^) + 3NH3= N ^ C« H^ Br V + 2(NH3, HBr).

The base dissolved in the hydrochloric acid gives the salt.
The analysis of the salt gave the following numbers : —
I. 0-3911 grm. of salt gave 0-3505 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1285 water.
II. 0-4053 grm. of salt gave 0-3540 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1375 water.
III. 0-G905 grm. of salt gave 27*5 cubic centims. of moist
nitrogen, barometer 760 millims., thermometer 12° C.
IV. 0-8585 grm. of salt, burnt with soda-lime, gave 0'3016
grm. platinum.
V. 0-4958 grm. of salt gave 0-2536 grm. chloride of silver.
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VI. 0-4] 60 grm of salt, burnt with quicklime, gave 0-7208
grm. mixed chloride and bromide of silver.
Pei'-centage composition :—
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI,

Carbon
. . 24-40
23-80
Hydrogen
.
3-64
3-76
Nitrogen
4-77
4-98
Chlorme
12-65
Bromine
52-80
These numbers agree with the formula given above, as will be
seen by the following per-ccntage Table, in which the theoretical
and expei-imental numbers are placed in juxtaposition :—
Theory.
1

.
12 equivs Carbon
10
„
Hydrogen
1
„
Nitrogen .
Chlorine .
1
»
2 „ Bromine .

..

72-00
1000

1

24-69
3-44
4-80

Mean of
3-70
experiment

24-10
4-87

. 14-00
12-19
12-65
. 35-50
54-88
. 160-00
53-80*
291-50
100-00
The hydrochlorate of dibromallylammonia is of a light bulF
colour, extremely soluble in water and alcohol, slightly soluble
in £Ether. It has a sweet, pungent, aromatic taste, which is
highly characteristic. Long exposure to the temperature of
100° C. causes it to become dark in colour, probably from slight
decomposition ; nevertheless it is by no means an unstable body,
as it requires a very high temperature to effect the destruction
of
the molecule.
the temperature
160°to C.a it
partially
sublimes.
On the At
addition
of nitrate of of
silver
solution
of
this salt in water, double decomposition ensues, and all the
chlorine is precipitated in the form of chloride of silver : the
bromine, however, is not precipitated, but remains in solution.
This proves clearly that these two bodies occupy totally diflPcrent
positions in the molecule.
Bichloride of Platinum and Hydrochlorate of Dibromallylammonia.
I have been enabled to confirm the above formula, and to
ascertain the atomic weight of the new body, by the analysis of
the double salt which it forms with bichloride of platinum. This
salt is readily prepared of great beauty and in a state of perfect
* The deficiency of bromine arose from the salt not hiiving been perfectly <lry, I found it very difficult to effect its complete desiccation in
the air«pump.
S2
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purity, by mixing cold concentrated solutions of the organic salt
and of biclilonde of platinum. A bright orange-yellow precipitate soon separates, which must be well washed with absolute
alcohol, in which it is almost insoluble, in order to remove the
excess of bichloride. Specimens of the salt prepared at different
times, and dried at 100° C, gave on analysis the following
numbers :—
I. 0'5946 grm. of salt gave 0'3430 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1253 water.
II. 0"3611 grm. of salt gave 0'0771 grm. platinum.
III. 0*3620 grm. of salt gave 0'0766 grm. platinum.
IV. 0-2243 grm, of salt gave 0-04'72 grm. platinum.
These numbers agi-ee perfectly with the formula
rC«H4Br^

N<^ C^H^Br kHCl + PtCP,
as will be seen from the following per-centage Table :—
,

13 equivs.
10
„
1 „
3
„
2 „
1
„

Carbon .
Hydrogen
Nitrogen.
Chlorine.
Bromine .
Platinum.

Theory.
^
--,
I.

72-00
10-00
14-00
106-50
160-00
98-70
461-2

Experiment.
II.
III.

IV.

15-6115-73
2-17
2-34
303
23-10
34-69
21-40
... 21-35 21-16 21-05
100-00

Formation of Dibromallylummonia.
When dilute potash is added to a solution of the hydrochlorate of dibi'omallylammonia, its base is set free, and precipitates
after some time in the form of a heavy oil. This body I submitted to analysis, having previously washed it with water to
remove adhering potash, and dried it in vacuo over sulphuric
acid. It cannot be distilled without decomposition. The analysis gave the following results :—
I. 0-3432 grm. of base gave 0-3642 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1174 water.
II. 0-3588 grm. of base gave 0-3815 grm. carbonic acid and
0-1078 water.
III. 0-3200 grm. of base gave 0-3430 grm. carbonic
rC^Hacid
^Br]and
0-1114 water.

These numbers correspond with the formula N-|L C*'"HH''Br J>,
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as shown in the following Table :—
Theory.

3-53
28-24
5-49

Experiment.
I.
II.

III.

. 72-00
12 equivs Carbon
28-93
29-22
29-17
9-00
9
,>
380
3-34
3-86
Hydrogen.
1 „
Nitrogen . 14-00
2 „
Bromine . 160-00 62-74
255-00 100-00
The specimens analysed were the products of different preparations, and the quantity employed in the last analysis was precipitated from its salt by ammonia.
Dibromallylammonia is very sparingly soluble in water, but
completely soluble in alcohol, and in sulphuric, muriatic, nitric,
and acetic acids. Its taste is similar to that of the hydrochlorate. It fumes when brought into contact with hydrochloric
acid, and behaves like an alkali towards litmus-paper. It is,
however, a weak base, being incapabk of precipitating copper or
silver from their salts. It does not appear to have any great
tendency to form crystallizable salts. The sulphate may be
readily prepared by dissolving the base in dilute sulphuric acid,
and removing the excess of acid by means of carbonate of baryta.
On filtering and evaporating the solution, a gummy mass is obtained which has but little disposition to crystallize. Alcoholic
solutions of this base and of chloride of mercury give, when
mixed, an abundant white precipitate, which has probably a constitution analogous to that of the double chloride and amide of
mercury, investigated by Sir Robert Kane.
Action of Iodide of jEthyle on Dibromallylammonia, jEthyhdibromallylammonia.
In order to confirm the formula of the new base, and to gain
additional insight into its constitution, I thought it desirable to
ascertain whether or not it contained another equivalent of hydrogen capable of being replaced by an organic radical. With
this view I resolved to try the action of iodide of Eethyle upon it.
The experiment was conducted in the following manner :— Two
grammes of the base were mixed with a large excess of iodide of
iCthylc, and the mixture was introduced into a long tube, which
was afterwards hermetically sealed. The base dissolved completely in the iodide ; on heating the tube, however, in a waterbath, a thick oil, in which some crystals could be detected, soon
separated and fell to the bottom of the tube. After twenty
hours' heating, the tube was opened and the excess of iodide distilled off as comi)letely as possible by means of a water-bath.
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The residue, which was the hydriodate of the sethylated base,
was then dissolved in warm water, in which it is sparingly
soluble, and potash added to the solution. The sethylated base
being set free, precipitated in the form of a heavy oil, which was
well washed with water, dried over sulphuric acid in the vacuum
of an air-pump and analysed. The aqueous solution from which
the oil had separated, neutralized by nitric acid, gave, on the
addition of nitrate of silvei", an abundant precipitate of iodide of
silver. For this base I propose the name sethylodibromallylammonia.
The following results were obtained on analysis :—
0'2433 grm. of base gave 0"3051 grm. carbonic acid and
0'J067 water.
The per-centage composition calculated from these numbers
'C^H^Br"
agrees well with the formula N-< C^H''Br >, as shown by the
following Table :—

Theory.

16 equivs. Carbon
13
„
Hydrogen.
1
„
Nitrogen .
2
„
Bromine .

.
.
..

96-00
13-00
14-00
16000
283-00

Experiment.

4-59
33-92
4-94

4-87
34-21

56-55
100-00

The formation of this base may be thus explained :—

rC^H^Br^
rC^H'^Brn
N<^ C^H^Br ^ + C<'H^I = N^ C^H^Br ^HI,
and

. H

J

l.C^H^

J

rCSH^'Br^
rC^H^Br^
N4 C^H^Br ^HI + KO=N-^ C^H^Br ^ + KI + HO.

LC^H'^

J

[C^H^

J

This body has an extremely bitter, pungent taste, and an odour
somewhat resembling that of nutmegs. It is insoluble in water,
but soluble in acids. It behaves like an alkali towards litmuspaper, and is a stronger base than that from which it is derived,
as shown by its having the power of precipitating oxide of copper
from its salts. I would gladly have tried to sethylate this base
again, but was prevented by want of material.
With the view of ascertaining whether or not dibromallylammonia could be obtained from the bromiuated bromide of propylene (C*H^ Br Br^) derived from propylene gas, I exposed this
body also to the action of an alcoholic solution of ammonia, under
exactly the same conditions, as in the case of the terbromide of
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allyle. Crystals of bromide of ammonium were formed, but by
no means in so great quantity as when the terbromide was
employed, although 1 heated the tube containing the reacting
bodies' for a much longer time. On opening the tube and adding water to the alcoholic solution, a heavy oil separated, nearly
equal in quantity to that originally employed. This oil proved
to be quite insoluble in hydrochloric acid. Its boiling-point I
found to be greatly inferior to that of the brominated bromide of
the greater part of it passing over between 107°
propylene,
and 120^ C. Nevertheless analysis showed that it did not
differ much in composition from that body.
The following numbers were obtained on analysis :—
I. 0-3066 grm. of oil gave 0-1579 grm. carbonic acid and
0-0481 water.
II. 0-4081 grm. of oil gave 0-8052 grm. bromide of silver.
These numbers agree tolerably with the empirical formula
(312 JJ9 Br5, or -T^s Ss ^^> as the following Table shows :—
Theorv.

Carbon .
Hydrogen
Bromine .

1-87
14-96
.

83-17
. 83-17

11.

I.Experiment.
1-74
14-04
...
...

83-94

100-00

XXVIII. On the Constitution of Thermophyllite. % Augustus
Beauchamp Northcote, F.C.S., Demonstrator to the Professor ofChemistry at Oxford*.
AMONG several new and rare minerals recently given by M.
Nordenskiold to Dr. Percy, was a specimen of the substance which M. Nordenskiold has named Thermophyllite. No
record of the composition of this mineral being in existence, I
am indebted to Dr. Percy's kindness in furnishing me with the
requisite specimen for what I believe to be the first statement of
its composition.
The mineral came from Hoponsuo ; it is disseminated in aggregated masses of a brownish-grey colour and seuii-transluccnt,
through a rock which consists essentially of the same constituents
as itself. In some parts, where disposed in thin laminre (the
faces of the only perfect cleavage which it presents), it possesses
a decidedly micaceous appearance. Notwithstanding this, however, attempts to ascertain its crystalline form have failed, and
* Communicated by the Autlior.
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that eveu in the experienced hands of Professor Miller of Cambridge, who has kindly investigated this point for nie. Every
fractnre, with the exception of the one above-mentioned cleavage,
he found to be extremely irregular : the single face obtained was
so curved as to render it impossible to obtain any distinct reflexion
from it ; and no natural faces were observable. Its hardness is
between 1"5 and 2'0, and its specific gravity 2"61, as detemnined
by M. Nordenskiold's observation. When heated before the
blowpipe, this mineral swells up more than pyrophyllite, and
assumes fantastic forms ; it loses only 0'3 per cent, of its water
when exposed to a heat of 100° C, and is scarcely acted on by
hydrochloric acid, a small quantity of iron being almost all that
is removed. Its analysis was therefore effected by fusion witli
an alkaline carbonate, and with the hydrate of barium for the
determination of the sodium. The constituent elements were as
follows: — sodium,magaesium,alumiaium,iron,hydrogen,oxygen,
silicon ; and the atomic weights employed were, for sodium, 23 ;
magnesium, 12 j aluminium, 13"7 ; iron, 28; hydrogen, 1;
oxygen, 8 ; and silicon, 22. Nordcnskiokl has given yttrium
as one of its components, an observation which I have been unable to verify. The following determinations were in the present
instance made :—
I.
II.
Mean.
Soda
Magnesia
Water not expelled at 100° C.
Water expelled at 100° C. .
Alumina
Silica
Protoxide of iron ....

2-98
2-70
2-84
37-39
37-45
37-42
10-73
10-43
10-58
-32
-28
-30
5-54
5-44
5-49
41-52
41-44
41-48
1-71
1-47
1-59
99-70

The composition thus arrived at, when calculated to 100 parts
v.'itli and without the water expelled at 100° C, is slightly
altered as follows — the loss of water is so slight as to be obviously immaterial to the composition of the mineral :—
Including the 0'3 per Excliuling the O'S per
cent, of water excent, of water ex-

Soda
Magnesia ....
Alumina
. . .
Protoxide of iron.
Water
Silica

pelled at 100° C.

^
.

2-S4
37-53
5-50
1-59
1092
41-62
100^

pelled at 100° C.

2-85
37-65
5-53
1'60
10-65
41-73

100-00
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These results correspond closely with the following formula :—
-37MgO . Si03
4NaO . Si03
49MgO.HO+<;
j,gQL 4H0 . AFO"
which has the following per-centage composition
^•'O':—
2H0 " 2-70
Soda
Magnesia
37-40
Alumina
5'58
Protoxide of iron
. . . 1*56
Water
10-76
Silica
42-00
100-00
Tliis formula may appeal cumbrous ; but if it be allowed that
a true substitution of magnesia can take place by soda, which
mineralogists frequently assume; and by water, which is certainly
not more improbable ; and that silicic acid (SiO^) may be replaced bythe triatomic aluminic acid which exists in Gibbsite
(SHO.AFO^), and by the monatomic aluminic acid which is
found in diaspore (HO . Al- 0'^) ; then it will be found that this
mineral thermophyllite is essentially
MgO.HO + MgO.SiO^;
the silicate of magnesia being partly replaced, at least in this
specimen, by the silicates of soda and protoxide of iron, by the
monobasic aluminate of water, HO . AP 0^
and by
FeO(diaspore),
1
the tribasic aluminate of iron and water, oHO r-^^^O^ ^ body
which, although not known, I believe, in the separate state, has
its existence rendered highly probable by the occurrence of the
analogous aluminate of potash, 2 jiQ ^APO^, which has been
obtained artificially in crystals. The simple fact of any given
salt not having been found as a mineral is not a sufficient warrant for the assumption that it does not so exist, especially
when it is in striking analogy with other known compounds, of
the existence of wliich no question can be raised.
It would be interesting to examine other specimens of this
mineral, to ascertain whether the typical formula
MgO.HO + MgO.Si03
ever exists, or whether other replacements exist which render
that view of its composition admissible.
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On Equally Attracting Bodies.

By Dr. T. A. Hirst.

[Concluded from p. 177-]

23. 'T^HE theorem of art. 21 furnishes at once a method of disJcovering any number of pairs of equally attracting
surfaces; for the equation (18) of art. 20 may be thus written:
dv
1 chj

^=_5|5dd=M„,

sin 6 d(p

. . . ao)

where /(0, ^) is some function of 6, ^ which we will suppose to
be given. The general integrals of these two partial differential
equations of the first order and degree will represent two systems
of surfaces, such that the normal vector-planes of any surface of
the one system will be perpendicular to the corresponding normal
vector-planes of every surface of the second system. We may
therefore select a surface from each of the two systems for our
surfaces {p) and (p,), and thus arrive by the theorem of art. 21
at Let
a pair
equally
attracting
and {r^.
us ofenter
a little
further surfaces
into the (?■)
details
of this method.
It is well known that the integration of the partial differential
equations (19) depends upon that of the ordinary differential
equations

sme^f{e,<f>)- '

I

^2Q^

,-^-m0)#=oj

in such a manner, that if the integrals of the latter be represented, respectively, by
Y{6, 0) = const.,
Fj(^, ^) = const.,
the complete integrals of (19) may be written, respectively, thus,
i; = 2log[^F(F)],
.. = 21og[^i(F0],
where "^ and "^j are symbols of arbitrary functions. Thence by
art. 21 the general equations of a pair of equally attracting surfaces will be
2M = ?; + t;i = 21og[^.%],
2Mi=w-Vi = 21og[^:%]}

or, including at once the inverse surfaces »•', »^, to r, »•,, the
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general equations18 of a system of four equally attrai
attracting surfaces
will be

Y

'

(21)

24. As an example of the above method, let us assume f{0, <f>)
to be a product of two functions ; one 0 of 0 alone, and another
<!> of (f) alone. Under this hypothesis the variables in (20) are
at once separable, and we have

so that the four equally attracting surfaces of (31) are represented
by the equations

1.(23)

25. To descend to particular cases of these formula); let, in the
first place,
©=<I> = l=M«/>);

the equations (23) will then become
r = ^ =M.[log(tan I)+^] .% [log(ta4) -,;,],

". >■'■ ^,[log(tan|)-.J,]'
whose form is somewhat similar to that of the equations in art.
22. Hero, however, the surfaces (r) and (r,) have not in general
tlR'ir corresponding normal vector-planes perpendicular to each
other; in fact, it may be shown that it is only when

^(?)=%(?)=^^^

where m is an arbitrary constant, that (r) and (?*,) possess this
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property, and then indeed they are identical with the two surfaces already considered in art. 16.
26. A second particular case, of more interest than the last,
arises from the hypothesis
0= cos 6, and $= tan ^,
by means of which the equations (22), art. 24, become
- = ^=^[log (sin e . sin (/>)] . ^i[log (tan 6 , cos 0)],
ri _ c'l _ '^ [log (sin 6 . sin ^)]
Cj ~ /•', "" '^j [log (tan ^ . cos </))] *
If wc transform to rectangular coordinates by means of the
forumliic
a; = 7' cosO,
y = r sin 6 . cos (p,
■\^
^•z::^ sin 6 . sin 0,

!3)

and replace the functional symbols '^ log, ^P, log by the equally
available symbols "^j ^j, the above equations assume the simpler
forms.

*.(!
I—''

i_

©

)

27. Instead of examining the nature of the surfaces here represented, we will particularize still further by assuming

If, at the same time, wc confine our attention to the two surfaces
(?•) and (/-j), the formulae (23) take the forms

(I)']

g=c^A^
(24)

and the surfaces represented are both cunoidal, inasmuch as they
are generated by the motion of a line which always cuts the
5r-axis perpendicularly.
28. One of the most interesting cases of such equally attract-

1
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ing conoidal surfaces corresponds to the hypothesis

bij
ax ++ b^y'
(y\ ^ a^x
^ ^\x/
where a, b, a^, i, are arbitrary constants^ for then the equations
(24) become
^^^ax + by_
a^x + b^y'
a^ + b^

^ '
(HO
' ax + by '
^ ^'
and represent two equilateral hyperbolic paraboloids having a
common generator — the 5:-axis — passing through their vertices
and the attracted point.
Any plane through the s-axis, e. g.
ax + by _ a
a^x-\-b{y
/3'
where a. and /? are constants, touches the paraboloids (H) and
(Hj) at points onthe^r-axis whose distances from the origin are
s = c^, and Si = c^-,
respectively, so that the product
^ . 2"! = c . Cj = const. ;
that is to say, these points of contact form a system of points in
involution, the origin or attracted point being the centre of the
system. The two surfaces, therefore, are so situated with respect
to each other, that the asymptotic plane, through the common
director, of either surface touches the other in the attracted
point; and they have, moreover, two generators in common
which pass through the double points of the system in involution, and are situated at the distance V c .c^ on each side of the
attracted point. These coincident generators are, of course, real
or imaginary according as c and c, have like or unlike signs.
The result of the foregoing investigation may be thus expressed:— IVJien any two equilateral hyperbolic paraboloids have
in common a director through their vertices, and at the same time
are so situated that the points of contact of planes 2Jassing through
this director constitute a system of jioints in involution, the centre
of this system will be attracted eqiially by corresponding portions
of both surfaces, provided the densities at corresponding points are
the same.
29. In order that the accuracy of this theorem may be perfectly evident, we ought to remark that (H) or (Hj) is the most
general form of the equation of an equilateral hyperbolic para-
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boloiilj whose director through the vertex is the 2:-axis. It will
also be noticed that the mutual position of the two hyperboloids
is completely defined by saying that ike asymptotic plane, through
the common director, to each surface must touch the other in the
attracted point. In fact it is well known that the pencil of tangent planes, whose axis is the common director, is homographic
at once mth the system of their points of contact with the surface H, and that formed by their points of contact with the
surface H,. Hence, whatever the position of the two surfaces,
the points of contact of these planes constitute two homographic
systems of points in the common director. But when their position is such as above defined, that is to say, when the points in
each system which correspond, respectively, to the infinitely distant points in the other system coincide, it is well known that
the two homographic systems of points form a system in involution whose centre is at those coincident points.
30. The theorem of art. 28, as above modified, leads easily to
the solution of the following problem :— Given any two equilateral hyperbolic paraboloids (H) and (H,), and a point 0 in
the director which passes through the vertex of the first (H), it
is required to place the second surface (Hj) so that corresponding portions of both surfaces may attract O equally.
The problem is solved by performing the following three operations on (Hj) : — First. Make one of the directors through the
vertex of (Hj) coincide with the director of (H) in which the
point 0 is situated. Secondly. Make (H,) tui'n around the
common director until its asymptotic plane through that director
touches (H) in the point O. Thirdly. Make (Hj) slide along
the common director without rotating, until the point of the
same in which (H,) is touched by the asymptotic plane of (H)
coincides with the point O.
The magnitude of the rotation \ in the second, and of the
displacement 7 in the third operation, may be thus found,
Let
the equation of (H,) at the end of the first operation be
ax + fiy
replacing x,y,z by a- cos \ + ?/ sin X, y cos X — ,*• sin ^, ^""7*
respectively, this equation becomes
z=- [(« + «i7) cosX — (/3 + ,^17) sinX].r + [(« + «iy)sinX + ()g + /3i7)cosX]y
(ajCOsX— /3, sinX)a:+(ai sinX + /3j cosX)r/
'
and is that of (H,) after effecting the second and third operations. But in order that (Hj) may, in this new position,
attract in the same manner as (H), the last equation must have
the form of (Hj) in art. 28 ; whence, to determine X and 7, we
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(« + a]7) cos \— (yS + y3,7) sin X _ a,
(a + a,7) sinX+ ()3 + ;8j7) cosX,
i/
ajCOsX — ySjsin\
a
«! sinX+/3j cosA,
from which we deduce
tan\ = u^b-P^a

b'

(a + «i7)Si — (/S + /3,7)«,

the magnitude of X, therefore, is determined.
few easy reductions, is found to be
_

That of 7, after a

_(a^-gi6)(«aj + /3/3i) + Hi + M,)(«/3i-aj/3)
"^
{ab,-a,b){u\ + ^\)
31. It would not be difficult to establish the theorem of art.
28 by proving, directly, that the surfaces (H) and (Hj) cut each
ray of a pencil, whose centre is the attracted point, at equal
angles; we omit this demonstration, however, as well as the
establishment of a similar theorem for all the conoidal surfaces
of art. 27, in order to notice briefly the two surfaces inverse to
the paraboloids (H) and (Hj), and which attract in the same
manner. Their equations might, of course, be just as readily
found as were those of (H) and (Hj) ; we prefer here, however,
to confine ourselves to the generation of the surfaces in question,
as suggested by the theory of inverse surfaces.
If in the axis of a pencil of planes we take a system of points
homographic with that pencil, we know that an equilateral hyperbolic paraboloid is generated by a right line moving so as
always to cut the axis perpendicularly in the point which corresponds to the plane of the pencil in which such line is situated.
The inverse of this generating line, with respect to a fixed
point 0 of inversion in the axis of the pencil, is a circle passing throiigh 0, and having its centre in the axis ; further, the
centres of all such circles clearly form a system of points homographic with the first system and, therefore, with the pencil
of planes. So that having again taken a suitable system of
points in the axis of, and homographic with the pencil of planes,
the inverse of the above equilateral hyperbolic paraboloid would
be generated by a circle of variable magnitude moving so as
always to pass through the fixed point 0, and to have its centre
at that point of the axis which corresponds to the plane in which
the circle is situated. The surface, generated in the same manner, which attracts 0 equally is so placed that its generating
circles all pass through O, and have their centres in the same
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line; in fact, the centres of generating circles, in the same plane,
form a system in involution whose centre is 0.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that there are other ways
of generating the inverse of an equilateral hyperbolic paraboloid ;
for example, since the latter surface may be generated by a line
moving along two directors so as constantly to remain perpendicular to one of them, the inverse surface will be generated by
a circle moving so as always to pass through a fixed point, to
have its centre in a fixed Hue through that point, and to have
as director any other circle whatever passing through the same
fixed point.
32. As a last example of equally attracting conoidal surfaces
represented by the equations (24), art. 27, we may mention the
case where one is a so-called skew helicoid. As is well known,
the curvilinear director of this surface is a helix on the surface
of a common cylinder, the rectilineal director, to which the generator isalways perpendicular, being the axis of the cylinder —
in
our
case
found to be the ^■-axis. The equation of such a surface is easily

z=kai&xi-'{y^,

(S)

where a is the radius of the circular base of the cylinder, and k
the tangent of the angle at which the helix cuts the plane of that
base. By art. 27, therefore, the equation of the equally attracting conoidal surface is
(S,)
tan
The director here is an equilateral hyperbola traced upon the
surface of the cylinder ; one of its asymptotes is the generator
of the cylinder through the point where the helix cuts the base,
the other is the base itself, as is at once evident from the fact
that the ordinates of the surfaces (S) and (S,) have reciprocal
values.
33. The particular cases of the general equations of art. 23
are, of course, inexhaustible ; Vv'c will limit ourselves to one more
which, from its simplicity, possesses some interest.
By setting

-(f)'

and selecting the formulae for ?■' and r\, given in (23) of art. 26,
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c'=^!+i^,
X

(C)

d, = x

(P)

Whence we learn that, the densities at corresponding points being
equal, a point is attracted in the same manner bij corresponding
portions of an indefinite plane, of its inverse sphere (see II. art. 7),
and of any cylinder circumscribing that sphere in such a manner
as to have its generators parallel to the plane. To these three
equally attracted surfaces may be added, too, the inverse of the
cylinder — a surface easily constructed by means of the theorem
III. of art. 7.
31. By the method of art. 23, of which numerous examples
have been given, every hypothesis with respect to the forms of
the functions '^ and \\ leads, it is true, to a system of four
equally attracting surfaces ; but if we propose to find all the surfaces which attract in tlie same manner as any given one, this
method ceases to be applicable. By the theorem of art. 3, however, and by the equation (6) of art. 11, the general integral of
the partial differential equation

-ii^(|)'=-'^' ■ '«)
where tan a/t is to (l)'
be regarded as a given function of 6 and ^,
furnishes a complete solution of the more general problem in
question.
35. The integration of (6) presents no difficulties beyond
those of ordinary quadrature and elimination when tani/r is a
given function 0 of 6 alone. In fact, the condition of intcgrability, as well as the equation
\de} ^m-v^6\d<l^)
will be satisfied in such cases when

" '

•

'

^

^

d(l>

du, ■ = «= const.,
du

-x/'^'-^eK

(20)

BO that a solution of (25) is
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indiWe may remark, once for all, that in the integration here snice
cated itwill not be necessary to add an arbitrary constant,
the same may be regarded as already involved in u (sec equation (5), art. 11).
The geometrical peculiarity of the above solution is, that any
cone of revolution about the a?-axis, having the origin for vertex,
cuts the surface in a curve which is everywhere equally inclined
to the generators of the cone, so that on unfolding the latter into
a plane, the curve in question would become a logarithmic spiral
having the origin for pole.
It will be readily seen, too, that the complete integral of (25)
will result from the elimination of u between the equations

w = F(^, «)+«(/.+/(«), 1

where f{a.) is an arbitrary function of a, and, as usual,
•^ ^ ^
da

/'(«)= ^i^.

In fact, if we differentiate the first of these equations under the
hypothesis that a is a function of 0 and (j> as determined by the
second, we shall, in consequence of this second, re-obtain the
values (26), which we know to satisfy the equation (25).
According to the method (Monge's) here employed, eacb of
the required surfaces is considered as the envelope of the space
traversed by the first of the surfaces (28) when the latter changes
its form and position in consequence of the variation of the parameter u. When u is regarded as having a definite, though arbitrary value, the two equations (28) represent the so-called characteristic of the required surfaces, — a curve of double curvature
which may clearly be represented equally well by many other
pairs of equations, and amongst the rest by the pair

w=r(^,«t)-«^+/(«)-«/'(«),

(29)

0=^ + <^+/(«),
of which the former is the equation of a surface of
about the a?-axis, and the latter that of a cone having
for vertex.
30. By means of these equations (29), it is easy
remark already made in the first paragraph of art.

revolution
the origin
to verify a
19, to the
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effect that every surface of the class under consideration may be
turned in any manner around the a^-axis without ceasing to be
one of the equally attracting surfaces of the group to which it
belongs. In fact, if c be an ordinary constant, the value of the
quantity /(«) — oi.f'{u) in (29) will remain unaltered when /(a) is
replaced by /(«) + cu, and at the same time /'(a) will be changed
intoy(«) +c.
So that if, for anj particular form oif{a),
u='\lr[6, (f>)
be the result of eliminating « from (29),
u^ = -\Jr{6,<}> + c)
will be the result of such elimination when /(«) is changed into
f{u) + CO.. But the equally attracting surfaces u and ii^ clearly
differ in position only, and both can be made to coincide by
turning either around the a?-axis through an angle c.
37. We proceed to treat briefly a few particular cases of the
equation (29), art 35. If, in the first place, 0 be a constant
=\, the equation (27) becomes

W, «) = f^ i/X^sm^^-a^ ;
whence, on integrating and subsequently differentiating according to a, we find
F(^,«) = -Xsm

'(^^==j.-«tan

da.
\
a. cos d
so that the formulae (29) give
^

.

, /

'(

^^^^^

>

/

\COS 6 \

., .

rl, s •

(30)
] + (l^+f{u).
^
acosa
■'
These equations, from which a is to be eliminated as soon as
/ is particularized, represent the class of surfaces alluded to in
art. 8 ; each surface cuts every ray of a pencil, whose centre is
the origin, at a constant angle ^, whose cotangent is A..
According to art. 36, the hypotheses /(«)= A +Ba, and
/(«) = A = const, lead to essentially like results ; indeed, without
loss of generality, we may even sujjpose this constant A = 0, so
that the second of equations (30) becomes
0=-tan

M

2
acosP

= *^^ 9>

T2
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whence we deduce
1— sin'^^.sin^^*
This value, substituted in the first of equations (30), gives
— M = M' = A,sin-'( A^l— sin^^.sin^0).
The nature of the surface here represented will be at once evident on introducing the angle ^i between the radius vector and
the ^r-axis; for since sin ^. sin (^=; cos ^i, the above equation
becomes simply
u' = \0^, or r' = c'e^^j,
and represents a surface of revolution around the ^•-axis generated
by a logarithmic spiral whose pole is at the origin. The surface
inverse to r' is of a similar nature, as already remarked in
art. 8.
38. We omit several other cases, where « may be eliminated
without difficulty from the equations (30), in order to notice with
equal brevity tlie group of surfaces alluded to in art. 19, as being
the only one, of the class under consideration, wliich contains
pairs of equally attracting surfaces whose corresponding normal
vector-planes are perpendicular to each other. Making a = mA
in equation (16) of art. 19, we have now

©2 = «2__^.
'» -

tan2

so that, by (37),

The integration here indicated presents no difficulty, and wlien
eff'ccted, gives
a^'tan-'"-— atan-'
^
«2._
f
F(^,«) = -\/«2 tan2'«

whence, by differentiation.

^-__itanda. m

V

.

}

Accordingly, by the forraul?e (29), the group of equally attracting surfaces under consideration is represented by the equations
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1

'=^\/«' tau^'"3 -«-+/(«)-«/'(*

' • ^^^^
tan^
"^^ -^-a^*
l /v/a
1 tan-i\
0=--tan-i'
!_ nan'
^
A
l+<^.f./(«)J
from which, as before, a. is to be ehmiuated as soon as a particular form for /has been chosen.
The hypothesis /(«) =/'(a) =0 leads at once to the first of the
pair of surfaces given at the end of art. 19; the second surface
of the pair, whose corresponding normal vector-planes are perpendicular toeach other, results from the hypothesis /(«) = « .—,
and consequently, by art. 36, differs only in position from the
first surface.
39. We will treat at somewhat greater length the more interesting case of the group of surfaces which attract in the same
manner as a given plane perpendicular to the a;-axis. In this
case it is evident that 0 = tan 9, and therefore
\/

--

^

si

n2

^.

ta

n2

^-

«2

;

i«

whence, effecting the integration,

u

Lv'^^^T4.'

and differentiating.

, • _ir

Q

l + cos^^l
J

a . _ r

+ 2'^''

J

cos^6 6' + 1 + cos^ ^1
F(^, «) = lo- f- ■ ^sin'* &- «^ cos

sin^^ J'
"■

l + cos^q

Consequently it follows from (29), that every surface which
attracts in the same manner as the given plane will be represented
by an equation which results from the elimination of « between
the equations
„

1. r«

i/sin'i^-a-'cosS^-f-l + cos^^l , .. .

.,, .

2(«2 + 2)
(32)

40. In order to examine the nature of the characteristic represented bythese equations, wc will give to m, for the moment,
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the value loa- - ; so that, for these surfaces (?•), the equations (32)
may be written in the form
b_ _ ^/siu" g - «^ cos^ ^ + 1 + cos^^ -^
r
cos 6^
>•
— ■
■ o ^ =sin2(g)— p), J

•

(^^")

where b and /3 are constants dependent upon a, itself conceived
to have a constant value. By means of the latter, the former of
these equations may be replaced by
-cos ^- 1 - cos- e= ± ^sin^ 6 oos 2(<^-/3),
where for brevity we have made «!= 'v/«^ + 4, so that «i > 2.
Passing to rectangular coordinates by means of the formulae
r cos 6=a-, r sin 6 cos (0— yS) = 7/, r sin ^ sin {^—/3) =z, it will be
found that the characteristic under consideration is the intersection of one of the two surfaces,

with the surface
2ux^ + af-2a^7js + az^ = 0
(33)
Here (H) and (Hj) are hyperboloids of one sheet, each of which
has its principal axes parallel to those of the coordinates, a
vertex at the origin, and its centre in the a?-axis. The plane
[yz), in fact, touches (H) along two generators whose equations
are

z-

~ Vuy+2

and (Hj) along the two generators
y^ + «i + ^.
z
~
a '
The surface (33) is clearly a cone of the second order with its
vertex at the origin, and symmetrically placed with respect to the
plane {yz) ; the latter, in fact, cuts the cone in the two generators

y^'t^,

z

a.

(L)
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one of which, it will be observed, coiDcides with a generator of
(H), whilst the other coincides with a generator of (Hi).
It can be easily shown, however, that if, by squaring, we cause
the radical sign to disappear, the two equations (32 ) will then
represent a surface composed of the inverse surfaces (r) and (r ).
The characteristic of this more general surface will be the intersection of the cone (33) with both hyperboloids (H) and (Hj) ;
in other words, this characteristic will consist of two right lines
(L) in the plane {ijz), and of two curves of double curvature of
the third order, all of which pass through the origin*.
41. With respect to particular cases of the surfaces represented
by (32), we remark, in the first place, that the hypothesis a = 0
leads to the plane and its inverse sphere,
r _d ^ 1
c
7^ cos 6'
as may be best seen by treating, directly, the original differential
equation (25).
42. As a second hypothesis, let

where a and b are any constants less than unity, and fulfilling
the relation
a^ + b''~ = l.

In accordance with this hypothesis, we easily find for /(«) the
value
/(«) = ^sin-> ( ^^)

_ log [«( ^P^^N^-2«)] .

By substituting these values of /(«) and f'{u), reducing,of and
the
neglecting constants which do not affect the generality
solution, the equations (32) become
cos^(a/6V+4-2«)
1 + cos^ e
\ .
0 = a.
r-2 ^~ -f fla cos 2^ + 'v/6^«^ + 4 . sin 2^, |
from which « may be eliminated without difficulty.

(34!

In fact,

* A valuable memoir, by M. Chasles, on these curves of double curvature of the third order will be found in Liouville's Journal (2'"° ser. vol. ii.).
We may remark, too, that iu our case both these curves are situated ujion
a surface of revolution of the third order, the generating curve of which
has the equation
(ar'+j/=)(oe-i a - 2c)=C«(2a;— c).
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from the last equation we deduce, immediately,
a

_ sin^ ^ . sin 20

/o-\

VW--

'''°>

a= +

where, for brevity, we have made

U = (1 + cos^ e + a sin^ 6 cos 2<^f- If- sin^ 6 sin^ 2</).
From (35) we deduce, too,
Vsin-* 6'-«2 cos^ e= ± — ^ [(1 -I- cos-6') cos2(/) + « sin^^], (3G)
where the upper and lower sign umst correspond, respectively,
with those in (35), in order that the result of differentiating
-^ = a according to 6, may be identical with that obtained by
differentiating:
"P

= \/t
V

1a~\/

tan^

according to (p.

6

sm^^

Atti

=

sm^.cos

-■ —

tt-

^~

'^^

Further, by (35),

Vh'^u^ + 4!
2

, l + cos2 6' + fflsin'-^^cos20
VV

where, again, the upper or lower sign must be
ing as the upper or loM'er signs in (35) and
otherwise the second equation in (31) would
satisfied. Substituting these values (36) and
the equations (34), we find

,„^.

employed accord(36) are adopted,
not bo identically
(37) in the first of

r _c' _ sin^ g[(l + cos^ 0) cos 20 + a sin^^] + (1 + cos^ 6) \/\J

c'~r'~
cos^[l + cos2^ + «sin'^^cos20 + « -v/U
which, by an easy but somewhat tedious calculation, is reducible
to either of the follovvins; forms :—
^^£;^fl(l + cos^^) + sin^^cos20±
c
r'
cos 6
-4b^co&d

y/U
(38)

a(l + cos2^) + sin26'cos20+ V\j J
where, as usual, the upper and lower signs respectively correspond.
43. In order clearly to distinguish between the four surfaces
represented in (38), kt the pair of inverse surfaces (r) and (?•')
correspond to the ujiper signs, and {i\) and (?■',), also inverse to
each other, to the lower signs. This being the case, the identical expressions in (38) show, at once, that (?•) and ( — r,), (r')

I

[
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and (— ?•' ) are also two pairs of inverse surfaces, or, as we may
express it, (;•) and (?-j), (?•') and {r'-^ constitute two pairs of surfaces negatively inverse to each other, so that the surfaces of each
pair attract equally, but in opposite directions. If, then, by
squaring we cause the double signs in (38) to disappear, we shall
obtain the equation of a surface composed of (?•) and (rj — or of
(r') and (r'j) — which by its attraction will keep the pole in
equilibrium, and one-half of which will attract in the same manner as the given plane, whilst the other will attract equally but
in an opposite direction. In this case, too, the two compound
inverse surfaces (r, r^ and (r', r'j) will be of the same kind, and
differ only in position ; in other words, both may be represented
by the single equation
{ai\l + cos- 6) + ?•' siu^ 6 cos 2(jf)-c' cos e'\'^ = r'^-\],
which by simplifying, dividing throughout by — 4cos^, setting
c in place of ^, and omitting the accent of r, becomes
/;V cos e + c?-[fl(l + cos2 6) + siu2 6 cos 2<^] -c^ cos ^=0. . (39)
In rectangular coordinates the surface here represented has the
equation
[^2(a;2 + 2/3 ^ z-~) _ c^] ^^. + c \2ax'- + (1 + a)y''-{\ - a)z"-'\ = 0; (40)
or, as it may be otherwise written,

^v

^V
{c{\-a)-b'^x]x

{c{\ + a)+b\x'\x~

'

^^

44. This surface of the third degree, which we have thus
found to attract the origin in the same manner as any plane
perpendicular to the a?-axis, is altogether contained between the
two planes

x=^^{l-a),

the former of which cuts the ir-axis, say on the right of the origin O in a point C, and touches the surface along a line CZq parallel to ther-axis; whilst the latter cuts the ^r-axis in a point C,
on the left of 0, and touches the surface along a line CjY, parallel to the ?/-axis. Eveiy plane parallel to, and intermediate
between the foregoing outs tlie surface in a hyperbola whose
centre is in the A'-axis, and whose vertices are in the plane {xy)
or in the plane {xz), according as the plane of the section is on
the right or left of the origin. In the ])lane [yz) itself, this
hyperbola degenerates into two lines OA, OB, equally inclined to
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the coordinate axeSj and having the equations

^=+

^^~<^,

Ta'lves itself into
^ on ~ (40)V\reso
When r = 0, the equati
[c{l + a) + hH'\\h\:i" + if)-c[l-u)x'\=Q;
and when y=-0, into
[c(l -a) -b^s] [62(.r2 + ^2) _,. ^(i + g)^^,] ^q ;
that is to say, tlie plane {xy) cuts the surface in the line C,Yo,
and in a circle (C), described upon OC as diameter, whilst the
plane {xz) cuts the surface in the line CZq, and in a circle (Cj),
described upon OCj as diameter.
Again, planes through the <r-axis and the lines OA, OB cut
the surface in two curves (0), (Oj) whose common polar equation
is found^ from (39), by setting tan^^=^j

, i. e. cos2(^ = «,

to be
^,2/.2 cog 0 + 2acr -c'^ cos 6 = 0;
which equation, expressed in rectangular coordinates x, 77 in the
plane of either curve, becomes
{x^ + V^){b^x + 2ac) = c''x.
Each section (0), (Oi), therefore, is a curve of the third degree
passing through the circular points at infinity and having two
coincident foci in the origin 0. Each curve, too, consists of an
oval and a serpentine branch, each of which is symmetrically
placed with respect to the .2'-axis, and the negative inverse of the
other with respect to a circle, around the origin as centre, with
the radius j.

The oval, moreover, is on the right of the plane

{ys), lies altogether within this circle f y j, and passes through
the points 0, C ; whilst the serpentine branch is altogether on
the left of the plane {yz), and without the circle ij); it passes
through the point Cj, and has for asymptote the line
b'^x + 'iac = 0.
The surface under consideration, therefore, may be conceived
to be generated by a hyperbola, of variable form, moving along
the circular cubics (0), (Oj), as dii'ectors, in such a manner that
its ])lane remains constantly parallel to the plane {yz), and its
vertices constantly upon one of the circles (C), (Cj).
45. The equation (41) represents as many surfaces, attracting
in the same manner as the given plane, as there are different
valuea of a and b compatible with the condition a^ + b^=l (art.

J
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When « = 0, b^=l, this equation (41) takes the simpler

{c—x)x
[c + x)x
and, with reference to the generation of this simpler surface, the
circular cubics (0), (0,) become equal circles around the origin
as centre with radii equal to c, their planes become perpendicular to each other, and bisect the angles between the planes of
the circles (C) and [C^, which latter have now radii equal to each
other and to ^.
46. When i = 0 and a=l, the equation (40) assumes the
still simpler form

and represents the same right cylinder already obtained, by a
quite different method, in art. 33,
47. When tan i/r has the form "^ „, where /(^) is any given
function of 0 alone, the fundamental equation (6) of Art. 34
may be treated in a manner precisely similar to that followed in
the 35th and following articles. Instead, however, of extending
the present memoir to greater length by entering into further
details, we will only remark, in conclusion, that it will be sometimes found more convenient to treat this equation (6) in the
ordinary manner, by setting P= -jn autl q= -^r, by means of
which it becomes

P'+^=^^^^^=t\

(42)

where Hs a given function of 6 and <^.
This being an identity, we may differentiate, separately, according to 6 and ^, and thus obtain the equations
dp

q

dq_ cos 6

ci_.dt

^^^

~dB'

^dd'^Biix'e'W

^P ^ Q (^
d(}} sin^ 0 dcf)
By means of the general relation

^A±^
d^'

dp _ dq
and the origiual equation (42),
d' two last assume the forms
d^~dthe
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Vt'^s.m^d-q^
dq
q dq _ dt
sin^^
dO
sin^ 6'^0
#*
For any given form of t, therefore, the problem reduces itself
to the integration of either of these linear, partial, diflereutial
equations, for, of jo and q, one being known the other is immediately deduced, and
u='^{pd6-\-qd(l)).
Here, however, p and q involve arbitrary functions of 0 and <p,
which must in general be particularized before the final integration can be effected.
Paris, July 1858.
XXX. On the Gaseous Emanations ivhich accompany the Boracic
Acid in the Lagoom of Tuscany. By C. Sainte- Claire
Deville and F. Le Blanc. — First Memoir*.

AMONGST the geological phsenomena which give rise to
evolutions of gases and vapours thrown into the atmosphere at a high temperature, there are scarcely any which merit
in a higher degree to fix our attention than those emanations
which, in Tuscany, annually bring to the surface of the soil
enormous quantities of boracic acid.
These phsenoniena have already been described by several
naturalists and geologists, especially by Targioni-Tozzetti,
Coquand, &c, ; and in a chemical point of view tlicy have been
the object of investigation on the part of M. Payen, and latterly
of M. Schmidt, Professor at Dorpat.
In the locality, as is well known, the name of soffioni is given
to impetuous currents of gas and aqueous vapour at a high temperatm-e, forcing a passage for themselves into the atmosphere
after having overcome the resistance of the soil, which finally
loses its cohesion.
When the evolution takes place in the interior of cavities
filled with water, the name of layoni is given to these accidental
basins, which become the seat of a constant ebullition. The
artificial basins, arranged in the form of cascades and capable of
communication amongst themselves, receive the waters coming
from a higher level; the latter become charged with boracic
acid, and at the end of twenty-four or thirty-six hours they are
conducted into evaporating caldrons and replaced by fresh supplies of cold water.
* Translated fropa the Compies Rendus, August 23, 1858, p. 317.
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In one single locality, boracic acid occurs in solution in a
true small lake, which is actually called Lago.
M. de Larderel, the proprietor of the boracic acid works, has
recently caused to be made artesian borings which have furnished him with boiling waters, accompanied by the same gaseous
emanations and holding in solution boracic acid to an amount
at least equal to that of the waters of the lagoons. They rise
to a considerable height (about 20 metres) at the moment
when the borer meets with them, and cause an eruption of muddy
matters and stones which recall the phsenomena of the Geysers of
Iceland.
The tertiary soil, in the midst of which these emanations break
forth, consists of a compact limestone with spathic veins called
aJberese, converted into gypsum in many localities, of micaceous
grit called macigno, and schistose clays.
The triangular space comprised within these various emanations isincluded between the culminating points of Monte
Catini, Monte Calvi, and the mountain Gerfalco. The soil is
traversed at several points by masses of serpentine.
In the course of the autumn of 1857, being encouraged by
the kind offers addressed to us by the Count de Larderel, whose
recent loss we have to deplore, we made our preparations for a
journey into Tuscany. We started provided with all the apparatus necessary either to collect the gases, or to execute upon
the spot a series of experiments and summary analyses.
In a letter to M. Elie de Beaumont, dated Pomarance, November 1857*, we have already announced some results of the
first experiments made upon the spot. In particular we indicated the existence, in the gases, of a combustible hydrocarburetted mixture free from oxide of carbon, and also the absence
of oxygen ; this last fact was in accordance with the observations
of Professor Schmidt.
In the memoir which we have now the honour to present to
the Academy, and which is the fruit of the labours of several
months, we treat only of our investigation of the gaseous products,
reserving for a second communication the results of experiments
made upon the condensed liquid products, upon the difibrent
products arising from the alteration of the rocks in contact with
the emanations, and upon the mother-liquors of the lagoons f.
* Comptes Reiidus, vol. xlv. p. 750.
t Although this first memoir relates particularly to the analyses of the
gases, there is a question rej^arding the production of l)oracic acid which
we desired to elucidate at tlie outset, and of which it appears to us indispensable tofurnish the solution.
The presence of boracic acid in the emanations of gases and vapours has
been doubted of late years ; it has been necessary therefore to have recourse
to complicated explanations to account for the presence of boracic acid in
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It will only be after the complete exposition of our investigations
that we shall be able to devote ourselves to the discussion of the
hypotheses suggested by the totality of the facts, and that we
shall show the relations of these singular strata with the principal
geological conditions of the country.
To collect the gases, v\e have in general employed the same
means which have been described in our previous memoir upon
the volcanic emanations of Southern Italy*. Nevertheless the
circumstance of the evolution of gases under pressure at the surface of the soil, and the facility with which the points of emanation
may be surrounded, have permitted us to fill tubes open at both
ends, which we then sealed with the blowpipe, after having cleared
them of air by the gaseous current itself; the latter had been
previously freed from aqueous vapour by its passage through a
WoolFs apparatus. The greater part of the water was deposited
by simple condensation in a bottle; the last traces of aqueous
vapour were retained by the passage of the gas thi'ough concentrated sulphuric acid. The violence of the current effected a
rapid displacement of the air in the vessels.
We shall now pass in review the various localities in which we
have experimeutSd, and present a summary of the results of our
analytical investigations.
Larderello, or Monte Cerboli.
This is the first and the most considerable of the establishments in which boracic acid is manufactured.
The numerous
the waters of hasins which have been for a certain time the recipients
of the currents of vapour, — waters which, when evaporated afterwards
by means of the heat communicated by the vapom's of the soil, furnish
boracic acid.
It will be understood that, on condensing the aqueous vapour carried up
by the soffioni, the small quantity of boracic acid cannot be detected in it
by evaporating the liquid ; for this acid will be carried along by the aqueous
vapour in virtue of the same mechanism which brings it to the surface.
On the other hand, by receiving the vapours of the soffioni in cold water,
the latter becomes charged with a certain quantity of boracic acid in consequence oftheir condensation : this quantity goes on increasing up to a
certain limit ; but it \vill be evident that, after a certain moment, there
will be a loss of boracic acid by its being carried away by the vajjovu-s, a
loss which prevents the water from becoming saturated with acid, even by
continuing the passage of the vapom-s into the water of the basins much
longer than is usually done. M. Schmidt had already announced that the
water of condensation of the soffioni contained boracic acid ; this fact ap])ears to us to be placed beyond a doubt by our experiments. We have
condensed the vapom's in great quantity, not in water, but in a solution of
jjotash ; the latter was then carefully saturated with pure sulphuric acid,
evaporated to dryness, and treated with alcohol to separate the sulphates
from the slightly acid residue. The alcoholic solution, when evaporated,
furnished a residue exhibiting aU the characters of boracic acid.
* Ann. de Chim, et de Phys. 3 ser. vol. lii. p. 5.
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soffioni which are made use of there commence at less than 1
kilometre above the old village of Monte Cerboli, and follow
nearly the direction of the valley upon the right of the torrent
of the Possera. Monte Cerboli is built upon the abrupt point
of a mass of serpentine^ which extends, towards the north-west,
to the foot of the hill of San Michele. In its vicinity the calcareous strata of the alberese are converted into gypsum ; and the
traces of these ancient metamorphic influences may be followed
up to the present emanations, which are their last representatives
and continue their work.
Our investigations upon the gases of the emanations of Larderello were more complete than those made anywhere else.
There we examined separately the gases evolved from the highest
and lowest of the soffioni which are made use of, — the emanations which break forth in the bed of the Possera itself, those
which arise from the artesian borings, and lastly those which, in
the upper part of the valley, are distinguished by a strong odour
of petroleum.
The following are the numbers furnished by analysis* :—
Lowest soffione. Highest soffione.
Temperature
Temperature
=209°'4 F.
=207°'6 F.

Hvdrosulphuric acid
Carbonic acid ,
Oxygen

....

41
91-6
O'O

Mixture of the three unabsorbable residues.

37\nr.i Nitrogen
907 J
Hydrogen
....
O'O
27 Protocarbonated
(or traces) hydrogen ....
Nitrogen -f- combustible gas 4'3
5'6 12'2
100-00 100-00 100-0
H : C^H^ : 1

43"35
2856
"1 qq.qq
J"
lOO'OO
: 098

In order to determine accurately the composition of the combustible part, which only exists in a very small proportion (2 to
3 per cent.) in the material of the emanations, we collected the
gas after having successively passed it through a solution of potash
and through concentrated sulphuric acid. Tm'o analyses of the
unabsorbed residue gave, — I. II.
Average.
Nitrogen
43-68 44-64 44-161
Hydrogen
25-52
2540
25-46 \ll:C' IV : : 1 : 1-19
Protocarbonated hydrogen . 30-80 29-96 30-38 J
100-00 100-00 100-00
These analyses are very concordant, and show that, in the
soffioni turned to account at Larderello, the relation of the hydrogen to the protocarbonated hydrogen differs but little from unity.
The proportion of hydrogen seems to be rather less in the
emanations of the ravine of the Possera.
The following are the
* The small quantities of oxygen presented by certain analyses must be
attributed either to the imi)erfectiou of the vacuum in the tubes, or, more
rarely, to an accidental introduction of air at the moment of collecting the
gas.
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analyses of the contents of three different tubes.
The temperature of the sas varied between 207° and 210°
— unabsorbablc
MixtureF.of :the
I,

II.

Hvdrosulphuric acid . . . . 162 213
Carbonic acid
92-(;8 87-67
Oxygen
021 105
Nitrogen + combustible gas 5'49 9*15
100-00 100-00

residues of the tubes 1. and 11.

Nitrogen
5fi-75
Protocarbonated
1 18-81
Hydrogen
hydrogen. ... J
24-44
r 10000
1 A
H : C- H4 : : 1 : 077

Fearing that any small quantity of oxygen and aqueous vapour
which might have escaped the sulphuric acid would destroy a
portion of the hydrosulphuric acid in our tubes during their
transport, we determined this acid by precipitation on the spot,
as well as the carbonic acid. For this purpose we passed the
gas of the soffioni into an acid solution of acetate of lead, and
then successively into two bottles containing baryta water, and
■weighed, in the one case the sulphuret converted into sulphate
of lead, and in the other the carbonate of baryta. This experiment, twice repeated upon the lower soffione, furnished the following volumetric proportions :—
Hydrosulphuric acid
. . 6*4
5-1
Carbonic acid
....
93-6
94-9
The preceding analyses led to the following proportions :—
Hydrosulphuric acid
. . 4-3
3-9
2-0
Carbonic acid
. . . .95-7
96-1
98-0
The comparison of these numbers shows, in the first place,
that the determination by precipitation furnishes for hydrosulphuric acid a higher number than the analysis of the gas collected and preserved in the tubes : this might have been expected.
We may also conclude therefrom that the relative quantities of
carbonic acid appear to increase in proportion as we ascend to
a distance from the centre of the soffioni.
It was interesting to learn whether the gas brought up by the
artesian borings presented the same composition. The followingarc the numbers which we have obtained — temperature of the
Mixture of the two unabsorbable
gas 207° to 209° F. :—
resiuues.
Hydrosiilpbmic
195 837
1'6
Carbonic acid acid .... 9280
Oxygen
0-66 22
Nitrogen + combustible gas 4-59 125
100-00 1000

.atedj
Nitrogen
Hydrogen
Protocarbonated
hydrogen
H:C3H4::

64-/5
J7.01
18-24
10000

1:0-93

Lastly, in the upper part of the valley of the Possera,
beyond the limits of the soffioni made use of, two localities
of emanation occur which are very singular, inasmuch as they
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both evolve a gas which possesses a strong odour of petroleum.
One of them, the highest by some metres, and the nearest to the
centre of the sojffioni, has a temperature of 179°*6 F., and furnishes unmistakeable indications of hydrosulphuric acid with
acetate of lead ; the other, which is cold, scarcely colours acetate
of lead paper : both contain much carbonic acid and an inflammable gas*.
To complete what relates to the fissure of Monte Cerboli, we
must add that at the upper limit of the soffioni, in the bed of the
Possera, there are the mineral waters of the Bagni a Morbo,
acidulous springs, with a temperature of 118°'4 F,, one of which,
that of La P«'/«, evolves at once hydrosulphuric and carbonic acids.
The presence of these mineral waters and of the bituminous
exhalations indicates very distinctly the decrease of intensity
in the eruptive phjenomena, in proportion both as we depart
from the centre of the soffioni and from the serpentine mass of
Monte Cerboli. These peculiarities present a striking resemblance to the phjenomena which were exhibited to us by the volcanic masses of Southern Italy.
From the impossibility of giving here the same details upon,
the difl^erent centres of emanations, we shall confine ourselves to
citing the localities, and giving a tabular summary of the results
of the analyses of the gases.
Castelnuovo is separated from Larderello by a small ridge ;
the fissure which unites its soffioni is directed towards the valley
of the Pavone, and is nearly the continuation of that of Monte
Cerboli.
Logo. — This centre of emanations is more complex than the
others. The principal fissure is met towards the top by another
which intersects it at a considerable angle ; and towards the bottom it spreads out into a lake from which numerous soffioni
escape.
Monte Rotondo and Sasso. — These two centres of emanations
are united by a single fissure, which principally traverses the
micaceous grits or macigno, and has modified them in a thousand
ways.
At Serrazano and Lustignano, the strata traversed and modified
consist principally of alberesc. In these two localities, however,
we confined ourselves to some short experiments, which gave us
exactly the same results as for the other lagoons.
* The following is the analysis of the gas collected at the hot emanations : Ilydrosulphm-ic acid
traces
Carbonic acid
811
Oxygen
Nitrogen
I lydrogen
Protocarbonatcd hydrogen

2'9
133
1 '3
1"4

Phil, Mag, S. 4. Vol. 10. No. 107. Oct. 1858.
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The fissure which unites the two centres of emanations of
Monte Rotondo and Sasso is extremely interesting to study in
regard to the modifications which these emanations undergo
from the bottom of the valley up to the summit of the ridge.
A little above Monte Rotondo vapours are met with issuing from
the soil at 209°*3 F. : although they are not put to any use, and
under the intluence of the air they become acidified and aluminize the schists, they have a composition absolutely similar to
those of the lower soffioni, and are, like the latter, free from
oxygen.
In proportion as we ascend, following the fissure, the action
of the air which penetrates into the interstices of the rock oxidizes the sulphuretted gases, and produces true solfataras with
their accompaniments of alum, sulphate of lime, sulphur, &c.
These phtenomcna go on constantly diminishing in intensity up
to the little ridge, where we still meet with emanations at a temperature of 194° F., consisting principally of aqueous vapour,
but carrying with them also traces of hydrosulphuric acid, and
small quantities of carbonic acid, and even depositing traces of
sulphm". Lastly, some hot acidulous or aluminiferous springs
occur on the slope of Sasso, as on that which faces INIonte
Rotondo.
From the totality of these phenomena it is impossible not to
recognize relations of analogy between the causes which produce
boracic acid in Tuscany, and those which give rise to the transportation and deposition of silica in the solfataras, and especially
in the geysers of Iceland.
To recapitulate, this first portion of our memoir leads us to
the following conclusions :—
1. The temperature of the gases, both in the soffioni and in the
artesian wells, sometimes attains, but never exceeds, 212° F. at
the surface, although the rapidity of the evolution seems to indicate an internal pressure.
2. All the emanations contain the same gases, the proportions
of which even are but slightly variable. As had been ascertained
by M. Payen, carbonic acid is the predominant gas. The proportion ofhydrosulphuric acid to carbonic acid was, at the maxi_ urn, 6-4* to 93-6. Oxygen appears to be entirely wanting.
Nitrogen, on the contrary, always exists in them in the propox'tion of 2 or 3 per cent.
3. Lastly, a fact which has never yet been pointed out is the
following, — all the gases without exception contain a mixture of
free hydrogen and protocarbonatcd hydrogen (C^ H'*), of which
the sum attains on the average that of the nitrogen. Upon the
fissure which joins Larderello and Castelnuovo, the proportion
of the two combustible gases is nearly unity, the carbonated
U2
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hydrogen nevertheless having a tendency to predominate ; the
reverse is the case with the other centres of emanationsj especially atLago, where the proportion of hydrogen to the carbonated gas attains 1 : 0 27.
The presence of hydrogen in these emanations presents a new
feature of resemblance to the celebrated geysers and solfataras
of Iceland, and confirms the opinion previously expressed by one
of us. Bat the simultaneous existence of carbonated hydrogen
seems to differentiate the soffioni from the emanations of Iceland,
where, as is well known, M. Bunsen has never signalized the
latter gas.
XXXI. On some Crystallized Fwnace Products. By W. H.
Miller, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mineralogy in the Univei'sity of Cambridge'^.
Oxide of Zinc.
O OME crystals of oxide of zinc, for which I am indebted to
^
Dr. Percy, exhibit forms which have not been hitherto
correctly determined. The crystals belonged to the rhombohcdi;al system. I observed the forms 111, 1 1 0, 4 2 3, 2 0 1,
3 11, and perhaps 4 2 1, the last symbol being rather doubtful
on account of the unevenness of the faces. One crystal appeared
to be cither a combination of the forms 110, Oil, 411, or
else a twin, the individuals of which are combinations of the forms
110, Oil, having 111 for the twin face. This is probably
the combination observed by Descloizeanx {Ann. des Mines, ser. 4.
i. 482). I was unable to discover a trace of the form given upon
the authority of Koch, and denoted by the symbol a: a-.cc a : ^ c,
in Kammelsberg's most useful Handhuch der krystallograjihischen
Chemie, p. 28.
_
The axis of the zone 111, 42 3, 20 1, 3ll, 421 makes
an angle of 30° with the axis of the zone Oil, 111,411.
A mean of twyity-four observed values of 2 0 1, 0 2 1 gave
111, 2 0 1 = 42° 56'. The faces of the crystals were bright,
but extremely uneven. The measurements are therefore not capable of competing in point of accuracy with those of G. Rose {Das
krystuUochemische Mincralsystem, p. 64) and Schabus {Wiener
akad. Berichte, xi. p. 8). According to Rose, the value of 3 1 1,
3 1 T is between 52^ 17' and 52° 20'. Schabus found 3 1 1,
3 1 1=52° 17'"o. The angles computed from a mean of the
results obtained by Rose and Schabus are —
* Communicated by the Author.
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111,
111,
111,
111,
111,
111,
111,
4 2 3,
2 01,
3 11,
421,
110,
110,
Oil,
411,
411,
Oil,

423
201
311
421
110
Oil
411
43 2
210
311
412
101
101
411
1 10
110
110

. 17
43
61
70
90
38
38
16
39
52
56
60
57
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7
1
49
20
0
56
56
56
53
18
11
0
1

77 52
57 1
36 38
65 58

Oxide of Chrome.
Oxide of chrome obtained in tbe laboratory by Wohlcr and
Ebclmcn, and found by Blake as a furnace product, occurs in
crystals belonging to tbe rbonibobedral system, isomorphous with
h?ematite,and exhibiting tbe forms 1 1 1, 1 1 0, 1 00, 0 1 1, 3 1 1
(Gurit, Uebersiclit der pijrogenneten klbistUchen Minerulien, p. 48).
Some small crystals formed during a metallurgical process carried
OQ in tbe United States, were lately given to me for examination
by Dr. Percy. One of these, about 1 millim. loug,0-5 millim. wide,
audO'l millim. thick, is a combination of the forms 111, 110,
1 0 0, 3 1 1, A crystal of about half the size of the preceding
is a combination of the forms 111, 1 T 0, 10 0, I 2 2, 3 1 1,
2 01. A third crystal, about 0'33 millim. long, 0'2 millim.
wide, and 0'06 millim. thick, is a combination of the forms
111, lIO, 10 0, 113 4, 10 4 3. In the first crystal the
observed value of 1 0 0, 0 1 0 was 94° 10'-3. In the second the
observed value of 1 0 0, 0 1 0 was 94° 4'-9, and that of 1 2 2,
100 was 115°28'-4. The celebrated Brooke collection, for
which the ]\lineralogical Aluseum of this University is indebted
to the liberality of Charles Brooke, Esq., contains a crystal obtained byWohler's method, which, as usual in crystals thus
obtained, is a twin having a face of the form 10 0 for the twin
face.
The individuals of which it is composed arc combinations
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of the forms 1 1 0, 1 0 0, Oil, 3 23, 12 2, 2 0 1, 3 1 1 with
obscure indications of 6 5 5 and 611.
_
_
The axis of the zone 1 1 1, 2 0 1, 113 4, 311, 10 4 3, 1 T
makes an angle of 30° with the axis of the zone 12 2, Oil,
12 2, 6 5 5, 3 2 2, 10 0, 6 1 1. The angles deduced from a
mean of the three observed angles are —
111,
201
111, 1134
42 25-6
111. 311
57 59-2
Ill,
10 4 3
61
19-1
111,
64 52-7
90
0
2 01, 110
311, 210
311
39 25-6
110, 101
60
52 02-2
111,
122
111,
57 43-2
Oil
111, 122
38 21-8
39
111, 655
175 34-1
111,
322
111,
12 44-6
100
111, 611
57 43-2
10 0, 221
70 9-2
10 0, 010
50 0-8

oil,

ilo.
110,
110,
10 0,
10 0,

101
210
100
311
311
201

94
65

8-3
0-3

70 17-2
42 55-8
63 58-9
26
11
Garnet.

27 21-4

On a fragment of slag in the possession of Dr. Percy are implanted few
a
crystals having the appearance of a dark-coloured
garnet. One of these, nearly 2 millims. in diameter, having
very bright and perfect faces, on being measured with the reflective goniometer, proved to be a combination of the forms Oil,
2 11, like fig. 347 of the new edition of Phillips's ' Mineralogy.'
The slag in which the crj^stal occurs is said to have been found
in one of the Monkland furnaces, in the large accumulation, consisting ingreat proportion of metallic iron, which forms in the
hearth of a blast furnace, and is commonly known by the term
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' ben/ In a note referring to these crystals, Dr. Percy observes
by
that, apart from the testimony of the tinder, he is convinced
tromthe
the appearance of the specimen that it must have come
e ot
bear of a blast furnace. Other instances of the occurrenc
&tuder
and
Kobell
v.
by
garnet in furnace products were observed
bl).
(Gurlt Uebersicht der pyrogenneten kilnstlichen Minerahen, p.
determine
to
or
crystals,
the
analyse
to
made
No attempt was
and
their specific gravity, the whole quantity being very small,
apparently mixed up with much foreign matter.
Silicium.
Among some crystals of silicium given to me by T. H. Henry,
twins, the indiEsq by whom they were prepared, are several of the octaheviduals ofwhich are octahedrons, having a face
dron for the twin face, and, as frequently happens, excessively
fi
thin in the direction of the twin axis. One of these, about
in the
thick
millim.
0-08
and
wide,
millim.
0-6
long,
millim.
direction of the twin axis, enabled me to obtain an approximate
angle
value of its index of refraction, by observing the polarizing
ot sixmean
a
By
faces.
largest
two
its
from
reflected
lisht
of
The resultteen observations, this angle appeared to be 75° 1'.
ing index of refraction is 3-736.

Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from p, 219.]
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by repeated rectification ; the fraction boiling between 140° and
145° C. is pure bromide of propylene.
320 grms. of acetate of silver were treated with 192 grms.
bromide of propylene, as much glacial acetic acid added as made
the whole of a pasty consistence, and the mixture heated for four
days in the water- bath. ^Ether was then added, the mixture
filtered, and the liquid fractionally distilled, — that portion boiling between 180° — 190° being acetate of propyle-glycol.
Its

6 -|rO'* > ai^'l its formation
JJqons
Q6^13
composition is C* H'^ 0^-= ,^^
may be thus expressed :—

C6 H« Br^of + 2^'
^^^'1
0^= (g
fp 02)2}
2Ag Br.of
Bromide
Acetate
of silver.
Acetate
of propj 0^le-+ Bromide
propylene.
glycol. silver.
Acetate of propyle-glycol is a colourless neutral liquid, insoluble
in water, and with an odour somewhat resembling acetic acid.
It boils at 186° C, and has the specific gravity 1*109.
Propyle-glycol was obtained by treating pure acetate with hydrate of potash and distilling the mixture. This distillate was
rendered slightly alkaline with a small quantity of potash, distilled again, that portion collected which boiled above 180°,
and this again rectified.
The reaction is thus expressed :—
Acetate of propylePropyle-glycol.
Acetate of potash,
glycol.
"When pure it is a colourless oily liquid with a sweetish taste.
It boils at 188° C, thus exhibiting the strange anomaly that its
boiling-point is lower than that of its lower homologue, glycol.
When treated with even very dilute nitric acid it is decomposed,
hydrogen and carbon being eliminated, and glycolic acid, the
oxidation product of glycol, being obtained. But by inducing a
slow oxidation by means of platinum-black, a different result is
obtained. On the flat bottom of a flask, 70 grms. of a mixture of
platinum-black and spongy platinum wore placed, and after filling
the flask with carbonic acid, 6 grms. of propyle-glycol dissolved
in 10 grms. water were added. The flask was left unclosed for
eight days, so that tlie air could gradually penetrate. At the expiration ofthat time the liquid had become strongly acid, and after
purification it was found to consist of lactic acid containing a
small quantity of glycolic acid. Hence, by the slow oxidation of
propyle-glycol, lactic acid is formed :
C« W 0 » + 0 " = H2 02 -f C^ 116 06.
Propyle-glycol. Lactic acid.
And il is worthy of notice, that the starting-point for the pre-
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paration of propylc-glycol and of lactic acid is propylene gaSj
which may be prepared from purely inorganic materials.
Amylc-glycol* is prepared in a similar manner. The acetate of amylc-glycol is first prepared by acting upon bromide
of amylene with acetate of silver ; and, from the acetate, amyleglycol is obtained by the action of potash. When pure it is a
colourless, syrupy, bitter liquid, becoming viscous at low temperatures. Its specific gravity (0'987) is lower than that of propyleglycol. It boils at 177^^ C., and distils without decomposition;
and it is remarkable that its boiling-jioint is lower than that of
propyle-glycol, which, again, is below ethyle-glycol. Treated with
niti'ic acidt it is rapidly oxidized, and an acid is formed having
the formula C^ H^ 0^, which Wurtz names butylactic acid. It is
the third term in the lactic acid series, which now consists of glycolicacid,C'iH^O«; lactic acid, C«H«0«; butylactic acid, C^ IP 0«.
Probably Icucic acid, C'^tP'^O'', is a member of this series.
The acetate of glycol has the same composition as a combination of two equivalents of anhydrous acetic acid with one equivalent ofaldehyde,
p4 XJ4 02 f ^^ ^^^ 0^ _ C"* H'*
\ni .
K. n u ^e4H3 03-(C4H3 02)2/^ '
and from theoretical considerations Geuther J was led to consider
this to be the constitution of the body. Geuther sought to verify
this supposition experimentally by heating together one equivalent of aldehyde and two equivalents of anhydrous acetic acid in
a closed tube to a temperature of 180° C. After keeping the
tube for twelve hours at this temperature, it was opened and its
contents submitted to fractional rectification. Besides uncombincd aldehyde and anhydrous acetic acid, a substance was present which, after being washed with water, dried, and rectified,
was found to have a constant boiling-point of 169^ C. On analysis it had the same composition as acetate of glycol. It is,
however, only isomeric with that body; for, besides the fact that
its boiling-])oint is 20 degrees lower, its other properties are
different. It has an alliaceous odour, and it appears to acidify
by repeated rectification. Treated with potash it yields acetate
of potash, and an odour is perceptible which is like that produced
when aldehyde alone is treated with potash.
Anhydrous succinic and benzoic acids seem to form similar
compounds with aldehyde ; and anhydrous acetic acid forms with
benzoic aldehyde a definite couii)ound, with the study of which
the aiithor is at present engaged.
In an

investigation of the

acids

* Comptes Rendus, vol. xlvi. p. 244,
X Liebig's Annalen, March and May 1858.

contained in croton oil,
f Ibid. June 21, 1858.
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Royal Society :—

Schlippe* has discovered an acid belonging to the oleic series,
which lies between acrylic and angelic acids.
After the saponification of the fatty acids contained in this oil,
which are stearic, palmitic, nijaustic, and lauric acids, besides
probably some higher members of the oleic series, an almost
black subjacent liquor remains, which contains the new acid
along with other substances. For the purpose of separation,
this liquid was distilled, on which an acid liquid passed over.
This was neutralized with baryta, and the baryta salt distilled
with tartaric acid, when oily drops passed over along with the
acid liquor, and towards the end of the operation crystals of angelic acid were deposited in the condenser. This distillate was
neutralized with baiyta, and again distilled with tartaric acid,
and this treatment repeated. Finally, some of the baryta compound was distilled with aqueous phosphoric acid. In the receiver
the acid was obtained in the form of limpid oily drops along with
a small quantity of water, in which it is tolerably soluble. It
contained, however, other acids ; and for the puz-pose of separation, recourse was had to partial distillation. Of the acid which
first distilled, a silver salt was prepared, which gave on analysis
numbers agreeing with the formula C^ H^ Ag 0"*, which would
be the formula of the silver salt of an acid between angelic and
acrylic acids.
Schlippe names the acid crotonic acid.
The acids of this series decompose when heated with excess of
caustic potash into acetic acid and an acid of the same series :
thus angelic acid decomposes into acetic acid and propionic acid ;
oleic acid into acetic acid and palmitic acid. In like manner,
crotonic acid, if it belong to this series, ought to decompose into
two equivalents of acetic acid,
C8 H6 04 + 2K0 HO = 2C4 H^ KO" + 2H,
Crotonic acid.
Potash.
Acetate of potash,
which Schlippe found to be the case.
Crotonic acidhas neither inliammatorynorpurgative properties.
XXXIII.
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February 18, 18.58. — Leonard Horner, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
^j^HE following communication was read :—
-■"On the Functions of the Tympanum."
By James Jago,
A.B. Cantab., M.B.Oxon, Physician to the Eoyal Cornwall Infirmary.
As in my present effort to obtain further light upon some of the
still obscure points in the physiology of the ear I have been primarihj guided by observations made upon my own ears, I should premise that both are very efficient for hearing ; but that they differ
from each other in the important particular that the faucial orifice
* Liebig's Annalen, January 1858.
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of the right Eustachian tube closes much less tightly than that of the
left, insomuch that there are times when the former becomes quite
patent, with no disposition to collapse. Again, having lately been
troubled for above five weeks with a tijmj)anic deafness, I carefully
registered a series of auditory phenomena resulting therefrom, and
found them exceedingly uotewortliy. Lastly, I have made certain
experiments upon the external auditory canals of the sound ears.
I compare, then, with one another, the phenomena yielded by a
normal ear, an ear with an open Eustachian tube, an ear with the drum
impaired in a particular manner, and an ear whose external meatus is
in a known altered condition ; calling in facts from other sources in
aid ; and, finally, endeavour to determine the uses to be assigned
to the several structures of the drum in order to embrace all the
phenomena*.
I assure myself that my Eustachian tubes are ordinarily shut, by
the difficulty (greater for ray left one) of forcing the breath into the
drums when I stop my mouth and nose, and the hinderment to its
escape till I swallow or eructate, showing that those acts open the
tubes. If we mark the sinking-in of the lachrymal sac when we swallow
with the mouth and nose stopped, we may see that the naso-guttural
cavity enlarges as the glottis is closed in that act, producing a ^xirtial
vacuum in the drums, and therefore from the greater barometric
pressure a feeling of tightness upon the membraua tympani, whilst
from loss of usual pressure the Eustachian tubes thereupon close more
finnlj', and the faucial parts swell and stick together.
I can readily distinguish the act of opening the Eustachian tube
from all other guttural ones, both by hearing and feeling. A tearing
sound, or an irregular run of clicks, marks a slower, a sharp click a
quicker opening of the tube, a souffle the rush of air through the
patent tube, and a small crack the displacement of the membraua
tympani. I frequently perceive these phenomena in deglutition,
though, owing to the strong pressure of the current of ejected air in
the fauces, more especially in eructation. Sometimes also in j'awning,
showing that a smidering contraction of the muscles of the pharynx
and palate attends the opening of the tube.
With the tube patent I feel the membraua tympani, as expiration
and inspiration alternate the greater amount of pressure in its two
surfaces, oscillating from outwards to inwards, as the inner canthus
of tlie eye, as reached by the nasal duct, may be seen to do. In
violent explosive expirations, the strength of the membrane is
severelj"^ tested ; the mildest speaking, coughing, or sneezing even, is
always disagreeably felt thereon.
But to pass to the attendant sonorous phenomena :— the rippling
of the air in the tube at each elevation and dej)ression of the ribs
expresses itself by a souffle, and every word f utter is taken to the
labyrinth directly through the tube with a force that j)roves annoying;— observations which plainly evince why the Eustachians are
u-sually impervious, and why they almost never open except at that
* A note shows that, tliough I speak particularly from these sourees, the results
rest on much broa<ler grounds ; and mentions liow far anything like any portion
of this paper has been previously published by myself or others.
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instant of deglutition, or of the reverse act, eructation, which occludes
the glottis.
From numberless observations, I am able to affirm that the faculty
of audition is not at all deteriorated by patency of the tubes, however the ordinary use of the ear may be perplexed by soimds entering the tube. Nor does stretching the membrana tympani, by augmenting or diminishing the aerial pressure on its inner surface,
enfeeble hearing.
I will now turn to observations made upon my left ear when it
was deafened. I show that the external meatus was unaffected ; and
if I rubbed my finger over the skin covering the bone behind the ear,
or carried the ticking of a watch to the bottom of the meatus by
means of a metallic probe, and then did the like to the other ear, I
heard well, and as well upon one as the other. Hence the labyrinth
and acoustic nerve remained healthy, and the drum alone was
affected. Singing noises in the head had been developed just to the
same extent as hearing had been blunted, — phenomena that for three
weeks before an instantaneous cure remained quite unchanged.
The noises were caused by the circulation of the blood about the
drum, for they rose and fell as the circulation was quick or otherwise.
And I was led to the belief that these noises were not created by any
morbid change of local circulation, but that, by a moi-lid change in
the acoustic properties of the tynipamim, ordinary movements of the
blood thereabouts were heard in a nndtiplied manner ; for the
click and souffle from air entering the Eustachian tube, as heard
in the healthy ear, were wonderfully magnified in the deaf one.
The louder souffle, that of eructation, normally but very weak,
even when the intruding air strongly forces outwards the membrana
tympani, in the deaf ear was always a very pronounced bruit. And
a couple of other sounds from distinct sources generated within the
site of the membrane are described, which, hardly audible in a normal
ear, are loud in an ear thus diseased.
Thus a grouj) of phenomena beckon to the inference, that this
deafness had so modified the acoustic properties of the drum, as both
to render all sonorous vibrations affecting the air within it by far
more audible than before, and all those entering the meatus auditorius externus as much less audible than before. What physical
cause can bring about these inverse effects ?
1 . If the fenestra rotunda be the chief portal for sound, no change
at it could render one set of sormds more audible Avithout doing so
for the other also.
2. If sound be mainly conveyed to the labyrinth by undulatory
displacements of the membrana tympani, causing bodily oscillation
of the ossicles, the membrane could not be rendered more responsive
to aerial waves falling upon one side of it without becoming equally
so for those falling upon its other.
3. If the fenestra rotunda chiefly afford passage to sound, and the
membrana tympani has acquired an abnormally high reflecting
power, repelling vibrations that would heretofore have escaped
through it from the drum back upon this fenestra, and those that
fall upon its outer surface back through the meatus, effects of an in-
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verse kind do result. This hypothesis, therefore, cannot be rejected
without a careful consideration.
Let us inquire, then, what influence the existence of a membrana
tympani would, under this supposition, exert on hearing. Sonorous
vibrations impressed upon the walls of the head, that is, of the external meatus, are heard more loudly when we anyhow cover this
canal so as to close it, as any cavity when closed resounds like an
open one of greater size (J. Miiller). In again testing this principle,
I have used various materials for closing the meatus, have plugged
the entrance, and laid the thing over it, and observe always that the
smallest orifice in the occluding body detracts from the resonance ;
which I know to occur in the confined air, and not in the parictes
of the canal, for my deafened ear was deaf to it. Such experiments,
however, do not evince that the membrane aids hearing by resonance, but the contrary. Dealing with vibrations already existing
in the walls of the cavity insulating the air, they do not at all imitate the case of vibrations passing into the tympanum throuyh a
medium, — the membrane. As no substance can be applied over the
meatus, however it be done, which does not hinder our hearing of
external sounds just as much as it occasions resonance of parietal
ones, the membrane on this supposition must in some degree or
other be a positive detriment to the auditory function. Besides, were
hearing aided by resonance within the drum, a patent Eustachian
tube by allowing vibrations to disperse must impair hearing, which
I know not to be the case. Again, if we assume the membrane to
but slightly arrest the transition of sound from the outer to the
tympanic air, to be, in short, an unavoidable impediment to hearing,
fidfilling some non-acoustic purpose, the loss of it would not prove
at once, as it does, a serious detriment to hearing rather than some
benefit. I may append too, that were it but a trifling obstacle, the
group of sounds occurring within it, so described, should be auo-mented by resonance in the external meatus, on its outlet beinostopped ; yet I can detect nothing of the sort. Further, I squeezed
a plug of chewed brown paper, and one of dry paper, firmly into the
bottom of the meaUis of the healthy ear, against the membrane, covered the membrane with a stratum of wax, and filled the meatus
with water ; but in not one of these experiments were the said group
of sounds rendered louder. So that it aj)pcars that the application to
the membrane of even a highly reflecting surface fails to intercept
and cause to return intra-tympanic sounds, which can only be because the membrane is difficult for such sound to pass through. But
if the membrane highly resists the transition of aerial vibrations, it
(the fenestra rotunda being the chief portal) is a seiious detriment
to hearing. Hence this fenestra cannot be of this acoustic consequence. And we must have recourse to the only other theory which
suggests itself, which is—
4. That the membrane and ossicles form the essential path for
sonorous vibrations, ivhich traverse it by the mode of condensation
and rarefaction ; that aerial ones impinyincj upon the outer surface
of the membrane easily impress themselves upon its substance, and pass
into the ossicles, tvhilst the inner surface presents a yreat obstacle
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to their escape into the air in the drum, and equally repels vibrations that fall upon it from this air. Thus, when dise.ise nuUifies
the great reflecting qualities of the inner surface, much of the sound
from without passes into the drum and is wasted, or deafness results ;
whilst much ofthatinthe drum enters the membrane, and some of it
finds its way along the ossicles, and noises in the head are engendered.
Now I find that the cutaneous surface of the drum-head admits
vibrations from air with very much greater facility than water does,
that is, readily ; for on filling the external meatus of the sound ear
with water, and then letting it leak out again, I remarked that for more
than half an hour afterwards septa of water were constantly forming
themselves across the canal and producing much deafness, and then
breaking again with a loud noise, and the deafness vanishing. After
some evaporation the following instructive effects alone took place :— ■
the membrane would attract a film of water over its surface, and
deafness ensue ; but on a gust of air plunging into the drum through
the Eustachian tube, the membrane spj-inging outwards with a smart
smack, would throw off the fluid, and the hearing as instantaneously
be restored. This would yradually wane away again by the reattraction of the water, to be instantaneously regained again, and so
on. But since the transition is easy between the membrane's outer
surface and air, svhat has been said above shows that it must be difficult between the inner surface and air, and the statement in (4.) is
demonstrated.
Accordingly the external layer of the membrane is formed of skin,
a drv tissue of loose texture, penetrable by air, and coming into intimate relation with it ; whilst the mucous membrane of the drum
is, as it were, unparalleled not only for tenuit}-, but compactness and
high vascularity, though it is barely possible to verify the presence of
mucous exudation upon it, affording a glassy surface which is a formidable barrier to the passage of vibrations from it to air, and vice
versa ; and this is so reflected, that the membrane and ossicles leading to the labyrinth lie without it, confining useful vibrations to
their destined jiath, and excluding hurtful ones from it ; and the
mastoid cells help to further stifle such vibrations as by any accident
intrude upon the air in the drum. The membrane of the fenestra
rotunda, by its elasticity, protects the acoustic nerve from undue
compression, &c. The membrana tympaui avails acoustically by its
area, whilst its flexibility, the joints in the ossicular chain, &:c., are
mere machinery for conveying, under all contingencies, vibrations to
the fenestra ovalis, and provision against mechanical accidents. The
structure of the labyrinth admits of explanation, in a great degree,
upon like principles.
The personal case of deafness studied in this paper was from a
cold draught on tlie ear, a mere inflammation of the mucous lining
of the drum, ultimately forming a layer of dried mucus upon the
membrana tympani, which originally involving much air-bubbles,
remained very permeable by air, and assimilated acoustically the
inner face of the membrane to the cuticular outer one. The instantaneous dispersion of the noises and deafness was caused by the
sudden peeling off of this false cuticle ; whilst a film of water upon
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the cuticular face assimilates that to the inner one, when the ear
exchides hoth tympanic and outer sounds from the labyrinth. Deafness produced by disease in the external meatus only jdelds noises
when it propagates irritation so as to excite secretion of mucus on
the inner face of the drum-head. Simple perforation of the drumhead only deafens in proportion to the extent of surface removed.
If there co-exist a more or less fluid discharge from the drum, this
spoils hearing by covering the cuticular surface of the membrane,
though it may not deviate so much acoustically from that lined by
mucous membrane as to very materially damage it. To remedy such
deafness mechanicallj^ we should first essay to rescue the cuticular
face from the fluid by placing some material to draw off the discharge
from it, so as to keep the membrane fit for its duties, and still exposed to aiirial vibrations. If the mischief is so extensive that we
are obliged to employ some disc to rest against the remaining ossicles
as a substitute for the true membrane, we should try to form one
with surfaces acoustically imitating those of the membrane itself.
The paper concludes by pointing out how the various injuries which
have been known to occur by disease or otherwise to the diff"erent
parts of the tj-mpanum, are readily accounted for by the functional
hypothesis here submitted.
February 25.— W. R. Grove, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
" Remarks
on the Ininterior
Melting
of Ice."Stokes,
By Professor
Thomson,
F.R.S.
a Letter
to Professor
Sec. R.S."William
In the Number of the ' Proceedings ' just published, which I received
yesterday, I see some very interesting experiments described in a
communication by Dr. Tyndall, " On some Physical Properties of
Ice." I write to you to point out that they afford direct ocular
evidence of my brother's theory of the plasticity of ice, published in
the * Proceedings ' of the 7th of May last ; and to add, on my own
part, a physical explanation of the blue veins in glaciers, and of
the lamellar structure which Dr. Tyndall has shown to be induced
in ice by pressure, as described in the sixth section of his paper.
Thus, my brother, in his paper of last May, says, " If we commence with the consideration of a mass of ice perfectly free from
porosity, and free from liquid particles diffused through its substance,
and if we suppose it to be kept in an atmosphere at or above 0° Cent.,
then, as soon as pressure is applied to it, pores occupied by liquid
water must instantly be formed in the compressed parts, in accordance with the fundamental principle of the explanation I have propounded— the lowering, namely, of the freezing-point or meltingpoint, by pressure, and the fact that ice cannot exist at 0° Cent, under
a pressure exceeding that of the atinos[)hcre." Dr. Tyndall finds
that when a cylinder of ice is placed between two slabs of box-wood,
and subjected to gradually increasing pressure, a dim cloudy appearance is observed, which he finds is due to the melting of small portions of the ice in the interior of the mass. The permeation into
jiortions of the ice for a time clear " by the water squeezed against it
iVom such parts as may be directly s\ibjccted to the pressure," theoretically demonstrated by my brother, is beautifully illustrated by
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Dr. Tyndall's statement, that " the hazy surfaces produced by the compression ofthe mass were observed to be in a state of intense commotion, which followed closely upon the edge of the surface as it advanced
through the solid. It is finally shown that these surfaces are due to
tlie liquefaction of the ice in planes perpendicular to the pressure."
There can be no doubt but that the "oscillations" in the meltingpoint of ice, and the distinction between strong and weak pieces in
this respect, described by Dr. Tyndall in the second section of his
paper, are consequences of the varying pressures which different portions of a mass of ice must experience when portions within it
become liquefied.
The elevation of the melting temperature which my brother's
theory shows must be produced by diminishing the pressure of ice
below" the atmospheric pressure, and to which I alluded as a subject
for experimental illustration, in the article describing my experimental demonstration of the lowering effect of pressure (Proceedings,
E,oy. Soc. Edinb. Feb. 1850), demonstrates that a vesicle of water
cannot form in the interior of a solid of ice excej)! at a temperature
higher than 0° Cent. This is a conclusion which Dr. Tyndall expresses as a result of mechanical considerations : thus, " Regarding
heat
as a mode
motion,"
of liquidity
attamed by
molecules
at the ofsurface
of a "liberty
mass of ice
before theis molecules
at the
the
centre of the mass can attain this liberty."
The physical theory shows that a removal of the atmospheric
pressure would raise the melting-point of ice by j-foths of a degree
Centigrade. Hence it is certain that the iuteiior of a solid of ice,
heated by the condensation of solar rays by a lens, will rise to at
least that*
excess
of temperature
above will
the superficial
It appears
verv
nearly
certain
that cohesion
prevent theparts.
evolution
of a
bubble of vapour of water in a vesicle of water forming by this process
in the interior of a mass of ice, until a high " negative pressure" has
been reached, that is to say, until cohesion has been called largely
into operation, especially if the water and ice contain little or no air
by absorption (just as water freed from air may be raised considerably above its boiling-point under any non- evanescent hydrostatic
pressure). Hence it appears nearly certain that the interior of a
block of ice originally clear, and made to possess vesicles of water by
the concentration of radiant heat, as in the beautiful experiments
described by Dr. Tyndall in the commencement of his paper, will
rise very considerably in temperature, while the vesicles enlarge under
the continued influence of the heat received by radiation through the
cooler enveloping ice and through the fluid medium (air and a watery
film,
where oritwater)
touchestouching
the solid.it all round, which is necessarily at 0° Cent,
I find I have not time to execute my intention of sending you today a physical explanation of the blue veins of glaciers which occurred
to me last May, but I hope to be able to send it in a short time.
Jan. 21, 1858.
William Thomson.
" On the Practical Use of the Aneroid Barometer as an Orometer."
By Capt.W.S.Moorsom, Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
A Government Commission to Ceylon in the begimiing of 1857,
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led the author, as Chief Engmeer m charge of the Expedition, to
provide (among other instruments) some aneroids, as a means of
sa'Ndng time in ascertaining the levels of the mountain passes of that
Island. The aneroids oifered by makers did not appear sufficiently
graduated to admit of minute observation, and at the author's suggestion INIessrs. Elliott furnished a more complete vernier, which,
however, was shown to be susceptible of material improvement.
With these comparatively imperfect instruments, it was shown
that an elevation of 950 feet may be taken to correspond with the
fall through the first inch of the aneroid ; that about 970 feet more
corresponds with the fall through the second inch, and about 1000
feet corresponds with the fall through the third inch. These altitudes
having been checked by levels taken with the ordinary surveyor's
spirit-level, it was shown that this experience corresponds with the
Tables published by ]\Ir. Belville, within 1 per cent.
The thermometer, which is usually attached to the aneroid, is not
a necessary adjunct, but is frequently useful, and always interesting.
The compensations introduced to provide against variations of temperature, as affecting the results given by the instrument, were shown
to be effectual without the aid of the thermometer.
The difficulties to be contended with in taking accurate observations were shown to be local variation, diurnal variation, and some
irregularity in the action of the mechanical parts of the instrument
itself. These difficulties were examined seriatim, and modes of approaching to their corrections were explained. The modes of compensation for variations of temperature affecting the instrument were
shown as at present practised by the makers : the diaphragm-box
being compensated by means of the introduction of a small portion
of aeriform fluid, instead of being allowed to act with a perfect vacuum, and the metallic connexions between the diaphragm-box and
the index being compensated by compound arms or connexions of
steel and brass so adjusted as to neutralize mutually the respective
contraction or expansion of each at variations extending to 100 degrees of temperature.
The mode now practised by makers of graduating the aneroid
(when thus compensated) by com])arison v.'ith a standard mercurial
barometer, was stated, and it was suggested that improvement on this
practice might be made by reference to standard elevations running
up to 2000 feet at least in Great Britain. Practical examples were
given of the use of the instrument in Ceylon, shovving the variations
of the aneroid (when properly checked) to lie between 1 foot and C
feet, as compared with
were given of practice
North Kent Railways,
to 6 feet, over distances

the surveyor's s]jirit-level : other examples
on the Great Western, South-Eastern, and
varying from the true levels from G inches
of between oOO and 400 miles.

March 4. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair,
" On the Stratifications and Dark Bands in Electrical Discharges
as observed in Torricellian Vacuums."
[The Bakcrian Lecture.]
By John P. Gassiot, Esq., V.P.U.S.
The author refers to tlie stratified ajjpearancc of the electrical dis-
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charge when taken from the terminals of a Ruhmlcorff's inductioncoil in the vapour of phosphorus, and in highly attenuated gases,
first noticed by iNlr. Grove (Phil. Trans. Part I. 18;) 2, and Phil.
Mag., Dec. 1852). Having witnessed the experiments of Mr.
Grove, Mr. Gassiot in the same year examined the discharge in a
barometrical vacuum in which the mercury had been carefully boiled,
but he could not obtain au}' signs of stratification. These experiments were subsequently repeated by several continental electricians,
who all describe the induction-discharge in a barometrical vacuum as
intensely white, and filling the whole tube without stratification.
After alluding to the experiments of the Rev. Dr. Robinson (Proc.
R. I. Acad., Dec. 185(3), and to some recent improvements in the
construction of the induction-coil, the author proceeds to describe
apparatus which he had constructed for the more careful examination
of the character of the induction-discharge. His first experiments
were made on glass tubes about 1 0 inches long, in which the mercury could be lowered or raised to any required level by means of the
air-pump. He also experimented with barometrical vacuums obtained byinverting a tube of about 44 inches in length, filled with
boiled mercury, over a vessel containing that metal, and then sealing
the tube 2 or 3 inches above the barometrical height.
The results obtained by tliese methods having been found unsatisfactory, the author had recourse to that first suggested by Mr.
Welsh (Phil. Trans. 185G, p. 507), by which that gentleman constructed the large barometer at the Kew Observatory. Following
out the principles indicated by Mr. Welsh, by carefully removing all
trace of moisture, and thoroughly cleaning the tubes before introducing the mercury, the author succeeded in obtaining Torricellian
vacuums which exhibit the stratifications in a uniform and very
marked manner.
The sealed tubes generally used by Mr. Gassiot are then described.
They are made of the usual glass tubing, about an inch internal
diameter, and of the form fig. 1 .

They vary from 10 to 38 inches in length. In the latter case the
platinum wires a b are about 32 inches apart. One tube is described 5feet 3 inches in length, with wires 4 feet 9 inches apart.
With a tube prepared on Mr. Welsh's principle, and the usualsized Ruhmkorif's induction-coil excited by a single cell of Grove's
nitric acid batter}', with or without a condenser, the phenomena of
the stratified discharge can be seen and examined with ease, and
without the ti'ouble and uncertain manipulation of an air-pump, or
the employment of phosphorous or other vapours.
If the discharges are made in one direction, a black deposit takes
})lace on the sides of the tube nearest the negative terminal. This
deposit is platinum in a state of minute division emanating from the
wire, which becomes black and rough as if corroded. The minute
particles of platinum are deposited in a lateral direction from the
negative wire, and consequently in a different manner from what is
described as occurring in the voltaic arc, so that the luminous ap-
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peai'ance of discharge from the induction-machine can in no way
arise from the emanation of particles of the metal.
The author describes a series of experiments made in the apparatus
first prepared, by which the mercury is lowered or raised in the
vacuum tube ; he describes the peculiar appearance when the mercury is made either positive or negative. In some instances, and
particularly when, instead of wires, platinum balls ^tli of an inch in
diameter were used for terminals, the stratifications instantly ceased
when the mercury rose above the negative ball; but when the pole
of a magnet was presented to the positive ball, the stratifications
were drawn to the length of two or three inches down the tube.
In the sealed tubes the stratified discharge was obtained by frictional electricity ; and if a charged Lej^den jar is discharged through
the vacuum by a wet string, the stratifications are as distinct as from
the induction-coil.
The author next proceeds to show, that hy a single disruptive discharge of the primary current excited by a single cell, the entire
tube, whatever may be its length, is filled with stratifications as far
as the dark band near the negative wire ; and from this experiment
he is of opinion that the phenomenon cannot be in any way due to
the vibrations of the contact-breaker. With one, two or three cells
no appearance of a luminous discharge could be perceived on making
contact, it only appeared on breaking. If, however, the intensity of
the primary current is increased by using ten or more cells, stratifications appear on making as well as on breaking the contact of the
primary circuit. These stratifications are always concave towards
the positive terminal, and as the discharges, on making and on breaking, emanate from different terminals, their concavities are in opposite directions, — a fact which explains the different ways in which
several electricians have described and figured the form of the discharge with the coil. These stratifications appear in quick succession,
but they can always be sej)arated in any part of the tube by a magnet.
Under certain conditions the positive discharge assumes a peculiar
form, of which the author gives a drawing. He considers that this
exhibits a direction of a force from the positive to the negative, centering to the axis of stratification, which cannot be connected with
the passage of particles, and that the latter phenomenon, as it occurs
in the voltaic arc, may be but the result of a secondary action.
The author notices the peculiar difference between the positive
and negative discharge ; he describes an apparatus by which both
terminals could be made of surfaces of mercury, or the positive of a
surface of mercury, and the negative of a wire, or the reverse. In
this apparatus, moreover, the mercury at one end could be elongated
y or 10 inches. When the mercury was negative, its entire surface
was covered with a brilliant glow ; when positive, the extreme point
of the mercury exhibited intense light, but the remainder of the surface appeared unaifected by the discharge. In order to test whether
any signs of interference could be detected, he had a tube prepared
with four wires, by which discharges could be observed when taken
from separate coils, as siiown in fig. 2, where a b and a! V are
platinum wires hermetically sealed, as in the previously described
apparatus.
Care was taken to manipulate
with induction-coils givhig
X3
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discharges of equal intensity ; but in no case did any sign of inter-
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ference appear. The discharges, whether in the same or in opposite
directions, mingled ; the stratifications, having a tendency to rotate
round the poles of a magnet and obeying the well-known law ot
magnetic rotations, could be separated by either pole.
If, instead of sealed wires, tin-foil coatings, a h (fig. 3), are placed
a

3

h

M

on the vacuum tube, and the coatings are attached to the terminals
of the induction-apparatus, brilliant stratifications immediately appear in the portion of the vacuum between the coatings, but without
any dark discbarge. On approaching a powerful magnet, the stratifications divide into two equal series, in which the bands or strata
are concave in opposite directions.
If a vacuum tube, with or without wires or coatings, is placed on
the induction-coil, or on the prime conductor of an electrical machine,
stratifications appear which are divided by tlie magnet. Having
thus ascertained that there are two distinct forms of the stratified
electrical discharge, the author, for the sake of clearness of expression, terms them the direct Jind the induced discharge. The direct
discharge is that which is visible in a vacuum when taken from two
wires hermetically sealed therein ; this discharge has a tendency to
rotate, as a whole, round the poles of a magnet. The induced discharge isthat which is visible in the same vacuv\m when taken from
two metallic coatings attached to the outside of the tube, or from
one coating and one wire ; this discharge is divided by the magnet,
and the two divisions have a tendency to rotate in opposite directions. The character of these two forms of electrical discharge can
always be determined by the magnet.
The author concludes his paper in the following words : — " I refrain
for the present from any observations os to the action of the magnet
on the discharge. The intimate relation of magnetic and electric
action has long since been shown ; but the curious effect of the
power of a magnet to draw out the stratifications from the positive
terminal, and in some instances its powerful action on that portion of
the discharge which exhibits the phosphorescent light in its greatest intensity, are worthy of further examination. In the preceding
experiments my object was directed to the examination of the stratified and of the dark band discharge ; at present I am inclined to
the opinion that the stratifications in the positive, and the dark band
between it and the negative glow, although apparently similar, are
effects arising from distinct causes — the former from pulsations or
impulses of a force acting in a highly attenuated but resisting
medium, the latter from interference. I am at this time engaged in
making further experiments for the elucidation of this novel and

remarkable phenomenon,"
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March 11. — Dr. Hooker, Vice-President, iu the Chair.
The following communication was read : —
" Notes of Researches on the Poly- Ammo jias." Bv Aus:. W. Hofmann, Ph.D., F.R.S. &c.
Former investigations had led me to some general conclusions regarding the molecular constitution of the organic hases, which I have
communicated to the Royal Society, and which have heen published
iu the 'Transactions' (1850, p. 93; 1851, p. 357). My experiments had proved that each equivalent of hydrogen in ammonium may
be replaced by an equivalent of a mono-atomic electro-positive radical,
such as methyle, ethyle, &c. ;— a series of compound ammoniums
being produced, the salts of which may be thus formulated : —
ipn
TT I

Nin^ci.
LHJ

'fRH
R'

N^^gki.
LHJ

Irun
R' '

Ir^n
R' '

N^R.>C1. N^^,j>CI.
LhJ

LR'J

R' representing a mono-atomic electro-positive radical.
These successive substitutions were accomplished by the action of
amnionia upon the bromides and iodides of the alcohol-radicals,
which since that time have become most valuable agents of substitution in the hands of chemists.
All the bases produced by this process being derived from
1 equiv. of ammonium, contain 1 equiv. of nitrogen ; they differ
in this respect essentially from the majority of the alkaloids extracted
from plants, and more'particularly so from those which, like quinine,
morphine, strychnine, &c., specially claim our interest. By far the
greater number of the vegetable alkaloids contain 2 equivs. of nitrogen. In some vegetable and animal bases we find even 3 and 4 equivs.
of nitrogen. The molecular construction of these bodies is still obscure, but it is extremely probable that they are derived from 2, 3 or
4 ammonia equivs., in which the hydrogen is more or less replaced
by poly-atomic molecules, and that the stability of such complicated
structures essentially depends upon the substituting capacity of their
replacing molecules.
It was long my intention to extend my researches to the polyammonium bases. But my attention has been specially called to
the subject by the beautiful results obtained of late, especially in
France, by the study of the poly-acid alcohols, by the experiments of
M. Berthelot, and more i)articularly by the classical researches of
M. Wurtz, which enable us to take a general view of this subject.
Taking as a i)oiut of departure the neutral compounds wliich arc
formed by tlie action of amnionia upon bibasic and tribasic acids,
the diamides and triamides, derived respectively from 2 or 3 equivs.
of ammonia, it became extremely firobable that the action of ammonia
upon jtoly-acid alcohols would give rise to poly-ammonium bases.
In the concei)tion of this analogy there a])pcarcd but little doubt that
ammonia, under the influence of tlie bromides and iodides of bi-acid
alcohols, would furnish a series of bi-ammonium bases, exactly as
treatment of ammonia with the analogous com[)ounds of mono-acid
nlcoliols has given rise to the formation of the mon-anunonium
bases above referred to. la other words, it was to be expected that
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a compound ether R" Brj or R" I^ (R" representing a bi-atomic
electro-positive radical) would act upon two equivalents of ammonia,
producing a series of salts expressed by the following formulre :—
N,

fR'H

fR'n

fR'H

fR'n

LHJ Mflr'LHj Hr''K
lhJ Hr''K
U"J
>^g:K

In endeavouring experimentally to verify this idea, it became necessary
to examine what had hitherto been done in this direction. Science
possesses already some very interesting observations on the ammonia
derivatives of bi-acid alcohols. About five years ago, soon after the
pulilication of my experiments upon the action of ammonia upon
bromide and iodide of ethyle, M. Cloez* obtained a series of bases
on submitting ammonia to the action of the brominated Dutch liquid
(CjHjBro). Two of these bodies he described under the name of
formylia and acetylia, whilst a third body subsequently obtained is
designated by the term propyliaf .
To these three bodies ^I. Cloez attributes the following formulte :—
Formylia
Cj Hg N
Acetylia
C.^ Hg N
Propylia
C, H, N.
At a later period M. Natanson has studied the action of ammonia
on the chlorinated Dutch liquid (Cj H^ Clj) . This reaction produces
analogous results, but the number of bases is smaller, the chief
product being a chloride, which contains a base either identical or
isomeric with the acetylia of M. Cloez.
When carefully considering the results obtained by M. Cloez, it
ajjpeared to me probable that the bases which he describes, are
in fact the di-ammoniura compounds for which I was searching.
The constitution assigned by M. Cloez to his substances is not very
probable. It is difficult to understand how the action of ammonia
upon a coinpound like the Dutch liquid can produce simultaneously
three bodies belonging to three different homologous families, the
formyle-, acetyle-, and propyle-series. Our doubts are, however, increased ifwe examine into the physical characters of these bodies,
especially if we consider their high boiling temperatures, and the
differences between the boiling-points of the three bases :—

Formyha. ... C, H3 N
J23° }^iff.rence 47.
Acetyha
C, II. N
1 70°, ,.^
210°} t^^ff^rence 40.
Propylia .... C„ II, N
Methylamine, C^ H- N, which contains only 2 equivalents of hydrogen more than formylia, is at the common temperature a gas, and
liquefies only considerably below the freezing-point of water. Again,
the differences of the boiling-points of substances, related in the way
that the formute of M. Cloez suppose, do not often exceed 20°, and
very rarely rise to 40° and 47°.
All these difficulties disappear by submitting the formulae of
M. Cloez to a shght alteration, and by regarding formylia, acetyha
and propylia as tbe di-ammonium bases of the same series, of the
ethylene scries. If we adopt this view, the three bodies are de* Instit. 1853, 213. f Caliours, Lemons tie Cliiraie Geiicrale, t. ii. p. 054.
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hydrogen
of
rived from 2 of ammonia, in which 2, 4 or 6 equivalents
are replaced respectively bv I, 2 or 3 equivalents of the bi-atomic
molecule ethylene ; and the formylia, acetylia and proi)yha oi M.
Cloez present themselves as mouethylene-diamine, diethylene-diamme
.
and triethylene-diamine.
I have 'endeavoured experimentally to solve this question, ilie
analysis of acetylia, which is remarkable for the definite character ot
its salts, appeared to promise an answer to it.
When repeating the beautiful experiments of IM. Clocz, 1 had
occasion to confirm all the indications given by this able chemist,
re-'arding the formation of the bases derived from bibromide ot
The analysis, however, furnished a discrepant result.
ethylene.
M. Cloez represents formyha by the formula
C2 H3 N,
when the hydrochlorate becomes
C2H3N, HCl=C2H4NCi.
When considered as a di-ammouium compound, this salt has the
composition
C, Hg N., 2HC1=C, Hio N. Clo=2C., H^ N CI.
The two formula; only differ by one equivalent of hydrogen.
The analysis of a magnificently crystallized hydrochlorate has
furnished me the following results :—
Formula of M. Clouz—
C2H4NCI.

New formula—
C^HioN.Cls.

Formula of M. Cloez—
C2II4NO.

New formula—
C4H,oN2 0sj.

Analysis.
Mean.

l/'S/
18-U4
Carbon.. .. 18-32
7-5a
7-51
G-10
Hydrogen..
53 17
53-38
Chlorine .. 54-19
On preparing the free base by the action of hydrate of potassa
upon the hydrochlorate, I was surprised to find that this body
they
retains hydrogen and oxygen in the proportion in which with,
exist in water, which cannot be separated by prolonged contact
or by repeated distillation over, anhydrous baryta.
The analysis of the free base has given the following result :—
Analysis.
Mean.

30-67
30-76
31-58
Carbon....
12-97
12-82 .
10-52
Hydrogen..
36-32
35-90
Nitrogen .. 36-84
These numbers appear to me in favour of the formula which I propose for formylia ; there remains but little doubt that acetylia and
propyha are analogously constituted.
There remains yet to find the last term of the scries, the tetrethylene-diammonium compound. Up to the present moment I have
only established by experiment that the three lower bases are
l)0werfully attacked by bibromide of ethylene, a non-volatile compound being produced possessing properties in every respect analogous to the character of tetramethyl- and tetrethylammonium.
If further experiments confirm the hypothesis which I have
advanced, the action of ammonia on bibromide of ethylene would
give rise to four compounds analogous to the bases which I have
obtained by the action of bromide of ethyle : —
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I K J

Bromide
f C^^h]
[ (C4H,)"
of ethyl- T^jJ
II ( p,,. Bibromide of cthy- j^ I
IL
\^ ^^
ammoleuc-diamm.onium.
-1
H,
(
-'
nium.
Eromide
ofdicthylammonmm.

i
'^

Bromideof
ammomum.

fC,!!,^
Bibromide of
f((^4'^^^"^
1 C,-i IL
(
• .
- | (C.
H,)" f
rr
ammomum.
^ ^tt
(^ II^J
L
11
J

Bibromide of dlf ^p-" ll^^'l, ]
ethylcae-diN„< ^^'-i^^^>
TT I
ammonium.
tt
ivBro.
II J
I,
Hj J

i< r'

^•

Bromideof
pC.IO
B.bromide of
fCCJT.yn
tetrcthyl- ^^ I C, H l^^,
tetrethylcue-diN.,<^ ^^^,H
( j3,.^_
ammomum. ]^Jhf
L<^4^1.5J
ammonium. j1(^41^4)
^^JW J( '
The conception of dianimonium-compounds has suggested to me
the idea to extend my observations also to the triacid-alcohols, and
to submit ammonia to the action of the bodies

an Br^,

C,H3Br3,

CfiHsBrg.

Analogy suggested the formation in tliis reaction of a series of
triammonium-basesj the salt of which might be thus formulated : —

rii'"^,
.Br3.

rR"n
N3^S

|>Br3.

C^'"']
N3^ Jj„, yBr3.

rR"n
N3^ }j,„ yBr3.

IH3J. .. LhJ

U'"J

I have not yet succeeded in realizing these compounds by treating
wider several conditions ammonia by the above chlorides and bromides of triacid-alcohols. The processes Avhich I have as yet tried
have led to other transformations. A different result is, however,
obtained bj' replacing the ammonia in these processes by amidogenbases. In this reaction, and especiall}' with aniline and chloroform,
a series of bcautifidly crystallized alkaloids is formed, the study of
which engages at present my attention.
In conclusion, I ma_y remark that several of the known basic comjiounds appear to belong to the triammonium-type.
The cyanethine of Kolbe and Frankland m.ay be viewed as such a
compound, —
r(C.IIr)"'l

c,3ii,,N3=](c^i:;)"' N3.
This substance apjiears to me to be derived from 3 equivs. of ammonia, in which 3 equivs. of hydrogen are replaced by 3 equivs. of
the tri-atomic radical which chemists assume in glycerine-alcohol.
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[Continued from p. 233.]
Feb. 8, 1858. — A paper was read by the Rev. O. Fisher, "On
the probable origin of numerous Deep Pits on some Heaths in
Dorsetshire."
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Also a paper was read by Professor De Morgan, " On the
Syllogism, No. III., and on Logic in general."
This paper is divided into two sections, the first of which is descriptive ajid controversial, the second is an abstract of the system.
Between the opinion of Kant that logic cannot be improved, and
that of some recent writers, who hold it perverted, and not always
correct, the truth is held to lie in this, — that existing logic, in its
quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus, is true and accurate; but
that it is only a beginning, and that the low estimation in which it
has been held is a consequence of its incompleteness.
The modern definition of logic, the /or7n of thought, relates to
a distinction which is more familiar to mathematicians than to
logicians, but is rather in the common use of the mathematician
than in his clear apprehension. Aristotle, who first implicitly made
the distinction of form and matter, was a mathematician ; and so
also was Kant, who first explicitly introduced this distinction into
the
definition
logic.
only twothe nations
a logic
taking
characterof from
the 'I'he
distinction,
Greeks who
and had
Hindus,
are
precisely the two nations to whom we owe the rudiments of our
mathematics. It is afiirmed by the author, that, in our time, the
distinction is more in the theory of the logician than in his j^ractice,
more in the practice of the mathematician than in his theory.
Various illustrations are given of the manner in w'hich recent
logical writers have, according to Mr. De Morgan, misconceived
the distinction of formal and material. In another part of the
paper he suggests that this distinction has been confounded with
the distinction which he designates as onymatic and non-onymatic.
By onymatic he means what arises out of the use and meaning of
nomenclature : thus the relation of containing and contained is an
important relation of names to each other as names, or an onymatic
relation.
The modern logic, by the simplicity of its final examples, is prevented from being of much use as a mental gymnastic. Instances
are given of a projjosition and a syllogism which are more worthy
of being propounded as exercises than the instances which are found
in works on logic.
The objections to symbols are discussed. Every science which
has thriven has organized symbols of its own : and logic, the only
science which confessedly has made no progress for many centuries,
is ali^o the only science which has grown no symbols.
The logicians have confined themselves hitherto within what Mr.
De Morgan calls the loyico-mathematical field : they now begin to
contend for the inclusion of what he calls the logico-metaphysical.
This distinction they take as that of extension and comprehension.
The author contends for a distinction of extension and intension in both
the sides of logic, the mathematical and the metaphysical ; tiioufh
undoubtedly extension predominates in the mathematical side, and
intension in the inctapliysical. These distinctions are onymatic.
If the name C contain all that is in A or in B, or in both, symbolized
by C=(A, B), then A and B arc in the extension of C. But if C
be contained both in A and in B, symbolized by C = A-B, or AB
then A and B arc in the intension of C.
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A name is used in four senses. It is the name of an object, or of
a quality inhering in an object, and distinguishing a class : these two
uses are objective. It is also the name of a class, or of an attribute
by which the mind thinks of a class : tliese two uses are subjective.
The subjective uses are reductions of plurality to unit}', a description
for the truth and reality of which the author contends.
It is affirmed that the logicians have not onlj^ confined themselves
within the mathematical side of logic, but that even the recent
attempts to introduce the metaphysical appear like attempts to
create a second mathematical branch. This is evidenced by the
manner in which unity of atlribution has been discarded in favour of
plurality of qualijication. Thus it has been said, in obedience to
the theory of quantification of the predicate, that the humanity of
Newton is a different thing from the humunihj of Leibnitz. 'J'hat
this view, though true, belongs to the niathematical side of logic, is
contended for and enforced at length.
Aristotle made the distinction which the logicians now recognize
as that of extension and comprehension, and which Mr. De Morgan
distinguishes as that of mathematical and metaphysical reading, as
follows :— In one sense the species is in the genus : in another the
genus is in the species. That is, all the species are aggregants of the
genus : the whole genus is a component of the notion of the species.
Recent English logicians of high name have misconceived this
distinction to the extent of imagining that by changing ' Every A is
some B ' into ' Some B is every A,' they make the change alluded to
by Aristotle. Mr. De Morgan restores the old distinction, and
completely incorporates what was only partially introduced, the
change of quantity wliich takes place in passing from the mathematical to the metaphysical reading. Thus ' Every A is B ' is in
the first reading ' The whole class A is one aggregant of the class
B ' ; and in the second, ' The whole attribute B is one component of
the attribute A.'
The limitation of the universe of a proposition, made throughout
the author's preceding widtings, is again contended for,
A proposition is the assertion or denial of a relation between two
notions. Relations which are of necessity involved in nomenclature,
are called onymatic ; and these must be first studied. Mr. De
Morgan believes that the logicians have described, under the distinction offormal and material, no more than the distinction of
onymatic and non-onymatic. The mathematical -notion of class, and
the metaphysical notion of attribute, give four different readings of
a proposition :— 1 . Logico-mathematical, class aggregate of class ;
man contained in animal. 2. Logico-physical, attribute predicated
of class; animality attribute of the class man. 3. Logico-metajjJiysical, attribute component of attribute ; animality a component
of humanity. 4. Logico-contraphysical, attribute subjected to class ;
humanity onlj' predicable within the class animal.
The logicians confined logical predication to the idea of class
contained in class, species in genus. I'he genus in species, attribute
component of attribute, they relegated to metaj)hysics. Hence
their distinction of the logical and metaphysical whole. The class
composed of individuals they called the mathematical whole : Mr,
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De Morgan calls it the arithmetical whole, transferring the word
mathematical to what was called the logical whole. The common
mode of expression, as 'Every A is B,' &c., he considers as speaking
the language of the arithmetical whole, though the speaker may
attach the idea of either of the other wholes.
Extension predominates in the mathematical whole ; intension In
the metaphysical. 'I'he most usual mode of speech is the physical :
man is educated a mathematician as to. the subject of his proposition,
a metaphysician as to the predicate.
The most remarkable point at issue between Mr. De Morgan and
the logicians, is in his o])position to their notion of the whole attribute
being the sum of its components. The difference between aggregation
and composition is one of the turning-points of his whole system.
The distinctions above drawn require differences of language to
express the relations which enter : the logicians have nothing but the
copula is. At the outset, however, we have the distinction which is
expressed by speaking of relations of terminal ambiguity and relations
of Isterminal
precision
:— the
firstA seen
contained
It
left unsaid
whether
or no
fills inB ;' Atheis second
seen IninB,'thewhere
case
in which it is implied that A is part otily of B.
By speaking in the arithmetical whole, the logicians have made a
system of syllogism from which the numerical syllogism cannot be
excluded. The propositions ' Some As are Bs,' and ' 50 As are
Bs,' are ofThis
the whole
same kind
: they are both
referred
the arithmetical
whole.
is subordinate
to both
the tomathematical
and
metaphysical wholes ; though more prominent in the first than In
the second.
When inclusion and exclusion are opposed to one another, and
combined with assertion and denial, the ordinary proposition takes
a form in which quantity is but an emergent incident, and not a
fundamental mode of discrimination.
Thus the propositions A and
0 are the assertion and denial of the inclusion of class in class ; E and
1 are the assertion and denial of the exclusion of class from class.
The opposition of the two kinds of quantity, extensive and intensive, is not easy and natural, when the word quantity is used in
metaphysical reading. Mr. De Morgan proposes the word force
to express quantitj' In the second case. He finds this word in use.
Thus It Is sometimes said that a term is or is not used in its complete force, when the meaning is, that all the attributes of which
the term is compounded are or are not involved In the use made of
the terra. This Is, according to Mr. De Morgan, one of the cases
In which the logical system of the world at large has got beyond
that of the logicians.
The spicular notation of the former papers is extended : the signs
) and ] being used to distinguish mathematical and metaphysical
reading. Then X))Y signifies that the whole class X is contained
in the class Y ; X]]Y Fiq;nifics that the whole attribute Y Is a component of the attribute X.
The syllogism is the deduction of a relation from the combination
of two others. By distinction of the mathematical and metaphysical,
of the terminally ambiguous and terminally precise, four modes of
combination are obtained.
Logicians have but the copula is for all
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cases. Mr. De Morgan proposes to use a complete system of
schetical terms, by which the combination of relations shall be exhibited. I.eavinn: out the cases of terminal precision, which are
more com])lex and less usual, the two kinds of reading under which
the common syllogism is included are as follows : —
Terminal Ambiguity.
Mathematical reading.
Relation of Class X to Class Y.
The class x is the contrary of X, or contains Y-ofX
all the rest of the
X-of Y.
universe. Proposition.
Notation.
Assertion of X contained in Y
Genus
X))Y
Species
Deficient
Exient
Denial of X contained in Y
X(.(Y
Assertion of X excluded from Y Coexternal
Coexternal
X).(Y
Denicil of X excluded from Y
XQY
Copartient
X(.)Y
Copartient
Assertion of x contained in Y
Comijlement
Complement
Denial of x contained in Y
Coinadequate Coinadequate X)(Y
X((Y
Assertion of x excluded from Y Genus
Species
Exient
Deficient
Denial of x excluded from Y
X).)Y
Terminal Ambiguity.
Metaphysical reading.
Relation of attribute Y to attribute X.
Y— of X.
X— of Y. Notation.
Essential
Assertion of Y a component of X
X]]Y
X[.[Y
Dependent
Non-essential Independent
Denial of Y a component of X
X].[Y
Assertion of Yincompatible with X Repugnant
Repugnant
Denial of Y incompatible with X
JiTcpugnant Irrepugnant X[]Y
X[.]Y
Alternative
Alternative
Assertion of Y a component of x
Inalternative Inalternative
Denial of Y a component of x
X][Y
Essential
X[[Y
Assertion of Y incompatible with x| Dependent
Inessential
Denial of Y incompatible with x |Independent
X].]Y
The extension of the four forms to eight, the notation, &c., are
treated in the second paper on syllogism. The two sets contain the
same ]n"opositions, differently read ; and the quantities in the two
are different. In the first reading X) and (X denote X taken universally inextension ; X( and )X denote X taken particularly. In
the second reading ]X and X[ are universals, X] and [X are particulars. Thus, when we say that the classes X and Y are copartient,
or in common language 'some Xs are Ys,' denoted by X()Y, both X
and Y have particular quantity in extension. In saying this we also
say that X and Y, as attributes, are irrepugnant, or not incompatible,
denoted by X[ ] Y. But the intensive /orce of both X and Y is universal ;no one attribute of X is repugnant to any one attribute of Y.
The syllogism denoted by X))Y)(Z contains the assertions that
X is a genus of Y and Y a coinadequate of Z, (Y and Z not together
filling the universe). The conclusion is X)(Z, X is a coinadequate of
Z, and the combination of relations is seen in — Every species of a
coinadequate is a coinadequate. In metaphysical reading, wc have
X]] Y] [Z, X is a dependent of Y, Y an inalternative of Z. The conclusion isX] [Z, X is an inalternative of Z, and the combination of
relations is seen in — The dependent of an inalternative is an inalternative. When the terms become as familiar as genus and species,
the axiomatic character of the combination is as clearly manifest as
in — Sj)ecies of sjiecies is species. Mr. De Morgan gives the following
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instance of a good inference which would probably not be seen with
ease in its present form, though the phrases are not technical : " We
must not say that either bodily strength or meanness is a necessary
alternative, for courage and meanness are incompatible, while courage
does not depend on bodily strength." And he maintains that the
educated world has made considerable advance in the use of relations of attributes, though the logician has nothing but what he
calls the arithmetical abacus on which to exhibit the process.
Some modern logicians have so completely fallen into the mathematical view of quantity, that there is a school which treats all thought
as relation of more and less. Mr. De Morgan opposes this view.
The second part of this paper, being a non-controversial summary of
Mr. De Morgan's system, so far as onymatic relations are concerned,
hardly admits of abstract.
Its principal points have been touched on.
In a postscript, such notice is taken of the late Sir VV. Hamilton's
criticism on Mr. De Morgan's second paper as circumstances require and will allow.
Feb. 22. — Dr. Donaldson, of Trinity College, read a paper " On
the Statue of Solon mentioned by ^schines and Demosthenes."
The object of the author of this paper was to fix the age and
subject of a beautiful statue in the Musec^ Borbonico at Naples,
which was recovered from the ruins of the theatre at Herculaneum.
This statue has generally been regarded as representing Aristides
the Just, the son of Lysimachus ; and one attempt has been made
to show that it is a portrait of zElius Aristides, the rhetorician,
who was born 38 years after the destruction of Herculaneum in
A.D. 79. A more plausible hypothesis, supported by great names,
considers the statue as a portrait of yEschines. But this rests on a
palpable misconception. After refuting these theories, the author
undertook to show that the statue was probably a copy of that
erected in honour of Solon in the agora at Salamis, and mentioned
in a striking manner by yEschines (c. Timarch. p. 4) and Demosthenes {De Fals. Lecj. p. 420). This was argued from the peculiar
and distinctive attitude ; from the fact that the treatment of the
drapery accorded with that belonging to the school of Scopes, and
the costume corresponded to that of the epoch (about fifty years
before b.c. .343) assigned to the statue of Solon by Demosthenes ;
and from the suitableness of a statue of Solon, who was an cle"iac
I)oet as well as a legislator, to the place where the statue was found,
namely, the theatre at Herculaneum. Attention was also directed
to the improbability of a later appropriation of a statue in such a
peculiar posture, and Dion Chrysostomus was cited to show that
even the Rhodians, who had adopted the practice of altering- the inscrijjtions of honorary statues, abstained from interfering with those
which were defined, not only by the name, but by the characteristics
of the person rei)rescnted.
March 8.— A paper was read by Dr. Paget, " On some Instances
of remarkable Defects in the Voluntary Muscles."
Four original cases, in whicli large and important muscles, such
as the pectorals, were wholly absent or in a state of extreme
tenuity ; the defects cither congenital, or existing from early infancy;limited to certain groups of muscles, and unaccompanied
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with any defect or deformity of the bones. In three of the cases,
the effects symmetrical ; in the fourth confined to one side of the
chest.
Enormous development of the calves in one of the cases.
Also a paper was read " On Organic Polarity," by H. F. Baxter, EsqThe object of the paper is to show the intimate connexion that
exists between organic force and the ordinary polar forces, such as
chemical force, for example.
The principal experiments, showing that organic action, viz. secretion, isaccompanied with the manifestation of current force, have
already appeared in the Royal Society's ' Transactions ' for the years
1S48 and 1852; but in the present communication the author
enters more minutely into the resemblance between the actions
which take place in the voltaic circle and those that occur during
secretion than could be prudently attempted in his previous papers.
But whatever view may be entertained in regard to the origin of
the power in the voltaic circle, whether by mere contact or by
chemical action, the decision of this point is of no importance to the
question under consideration ; since the manifestation of current
force during voltaic action is allowed both by the chemical theorist
as well as the contact theorist ; and if we admit the manifestation
of this force {current force) to be evidence of polar action in one
class of cases, viz. during voltaic action, we are certainly justified
in logically concluding that it may be adduced as evidence of polar
action in other cases also, viz. during organic action as in secretion.
Reference is made to Prof. Graham's researches on osmose. According to Prof. Graham, osmose would appear to be dependent upon
chemical action, and consequently, should we be disposed to class
the phacnomena of secretion with those of osmose, we should be
thus compelled to acknowledge that the act of secretion must be
polar in its nature.
The author does not attempt to show in what manner secretion
is eftected, his great object being to point out what does occur
during this act, viz. the manifestation of polar action, and consequently itis upon this ground that we may logically infer that the
force must be polar in its nature.
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ONE of the most difficult problems in the theory of plane curves is
that of finding the points of contact of double tangents to a curve
of the /tth degree. A new solution of that problem may therefore
be acceptable.
The tangent to a plane curve meets the curve in n — 2 points
beside the point of contact. If now it were possible to form the
equation of a curve of the (n — 2)nd degree passing through those n — 2
points, then by forming the condition that the tangent to the given
curve should touch this curve of the (« — 2)nd degree, we should immediately obtain an equation to be satisfied by the points of contact
of double tangents. Now I have succeeded in forming the equation
of such a curve of the (?j— 2)nd degree, as follows.
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Consider the curve itself; its first polar or emanant, viz.

its second, third polars, and so on. Form the Hessians of each of
these curves, H, Hj, H„, &c., which will contain XYZ in the degrees
0, 3, 6, &c. I suppose them to have been so multiplied by numerical factors that the substitution of x, y, z for X, Y, Z shall make
all identical. Form now the emanants of the (w — 2)nd degree, or
the polars of that degree of H, H„ Ho, &c. with respect to XYZ :
these will all be of the same degree in XYZ, viz. 2(w — 2), and by a
syzygetic combination of these can be formed the curve of the
(n — 2)nd degree required. For instance, for a curve of the fourth
degree it is
D^H-SD'^H, ;
for a curve of the fifth degree,
D3H-4D3H.
and so on.
September 10, 1858.
ON

THE

+ 6D3H,,
.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ROTATION
BY A. BERTIN.

OF LIQUIDS.

Experiments upon electro-magnetic rotations are usually made by
employing, as moveable conductors, copper wires turning round a
central pivot. By this method, however, none but slightly varied
phsenomena can be observed ; and in this manner the electro-dynamic
theories can only be submitted to a small number of verifications.
It is otherwise when a liquid is taken as the moveable conductor.
The experiment is also very easy : it is sufficient to cause a current
to pass into a liquid, taking as electrodes two concentric circles of
copper, and to submit it at the same time to the action of a magnet,
an electro-magnet, or an electro-dynamic coil. The liquid is immediately seen to turn rapidly round the common centre of the two
electrodes, even when the pile employed consists only of a small
number of elements. On changing its place, the rapidity and the
direction of the rotation are varied, according to the position given
to the moveable current. These changes are subject to the fol- •
lowing laws : —
1. The centrifugal and centripetal currents turn in opposite directions, other things remaining the same.
2. There is a series of points in the space where the rotation is
null : their totality constitutes a neutral surface, on each side of
which the rotation changes its direction.
3. For a vertical magnet, the neutral surface has for generator
a curve with two branches passing through the poles, and resembling
a hyperbola mounted upon the axis of the magnet. Between the
two branches of this neutral line the rotation of the centrifugal current is positive, or in the same direction as the circulation of the
current which would produce magnetization ; outside the neutral
line this rotation is in the opposite direction, or negative.
Theory explains these phaenomcna in their smallest details. The
action of the magnet upon the horizontal current which traverses
the liquid in the nearest part is a horizontal force perpendicular to
the moveable current, and has for its expression
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V r^
r'-i )
being the intensity of the magnetism ;
tliat of the current ;
the element of the moveable current nearest to the magnet ;
and r' the radii vectores drawn from this element to the southern
and northern poles ;
0 and 0' the angles of these radii with the axis of the magnet on
the side of the south pole.
Taking ds with the sign + for the centripetal current, and with
the sign — for the centrifugal current, the sign of the force is in all
cases the sign of the rotation.
This rotation becomes null if
m
i
ds
r

cos 6

cos d'

The neutral line constructed by starting from this equation does
not differ notably from that traced experimentally.
4. The same law is applicable to electro-magnets, with this difference, that the neutral line starts from the margins of the electromagnet, as though the poles were at the extremities.
5. Electro-dynamic coils behave like weak electro-magnets,
with this peculiarity, that their action is in the opposite direction
internally and externally.
6. From this it results that a hollow coil and a hollow magnet do
not produce the same effect except upon currents wliicli arc exterior
to them ; their actions upon the interior ' currents are of opposite
signs. To explain this difference, the magnets must be assimilated,
not to coils, but to bundles of solenoids.
7. The original ex])eriment of Davy upon the rotation of mercury,
the only one of this kind cited in our treatises on physics, may be
easily repeated when the mercury is replaced by an aqueous solution. Itis explained by the preceding laws.
8. When, in experiments upon magnets, the vertical magnet is
replaced by a horizontal one, we observe other phasnomcna, of which
the laws are furnished by the following theoretical formula.
-mids . y(

,- ),

y being the vertical distance from the magnet to the level of the
liquid ; regarding it as positive when the liquid is above the magnet, and retaining the jireceding values, the sign -\- of the forco
indicates a rotation from left to right, and the sign — an o])positc
rotation. The formula is always in agreement with experiment :
both show two neutral planes, the one corresponding with y = 0, and
the other with ?•=?•'.
9. We may also submit to magnetic action currents which would
move vertically in a liquid. We then find a new series of i3lia?nomena, which may be easily referred to the two preceding formula;.
To sum up, the electro-magnetic rotations of liquids are phenomena which it is easy to produce, curious to observe, and interesting
to study in a theoretical point of view ; they consequently deserve a
place amongst the classical experiments in electro-magnetism. —
Comptes Rendus, Kn^xxfit 16, 1858, p. 307.
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On the Diffraction of Light.
By John Bridge, M.A.*
IN the Philosophical Magazine for October 1855, 1 suggested
the application of photography to the illustration of the
diffraction of light. The attempts which I had then made were
sufficiently successful to warrant me in publishing that notice.
But renewing the experiments this summer, I have been able to
produce a very splendid series of phaenomena, which illustrate
the theory in every point. First, we draw on a large sheet of
paper a series of figures arranged at equal distances in a circle.
A collodion picture of these being taken, we have a series of
small transparent apertures in the elsewhere opake film. This
is then mounted so that each may be in turn brought before the
centre of a telescope, which is adjusted to view an image of the
sun. In this manner we have an apparatus of the most compact
form, by which a series of fifty or more different phaenomena
may be viewed in a few minutes. Also the figures being very
small (occupying on an average an area one-tenth of an inch in
diameter), the inaccuracies of surface and substance of the glass
may be neglectedf. There is another advantage in the figures
being small ; for the size of the image is in inverse proportion to
the size of the aperture. For this reason the apertures have
been made as small as was consistent with sufficient brightness.
I will now give a sketch of the several points which I have
sought to illustrate. In doing so I will endeavour to simplify
the mathematical treatment of such questions, and to explain
some new and curious phaenomena.
* Communicated by the Author.
t The film of Canuda balsam witli which a glass is cemented over the
picture, of course, produces no disturbance.
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(1) The problem may be stated as follows :— A series of waves,
plane or spberical, meet in their course an aperture of given form ;
it is required to find the actual or virtual intensity of light at
any given point.
The answer according to the undulatory theory is,— let a
sphere be described having the given point as centre ; then the
displacement (actual or virtual) at the given point is proportional
to the geometrical sum of the displacement simultaneously existing on this sphere, and the intensity as the square of this displacement. For example, if the given point be on the side
towards which the light proceeds after leaving the aperture, the
displacements simultaneously existing on the sphere referred to
will all, when equally modified by distance, reach the given point
together.
I shall take as the normal case a series of parallel waves falling on the aperture, and viewed either by the naked eye, or by
a telescope in focus. It will then be necessaiy to sum the displacements simultaneously existing on a plane making a given
angle a with the aperture. This will determine the intensity of
light proceeding in the direction of the normal to the plane, and
brought to a focus at a distance /« from the pi-incipal focus.
(2) The plane, which is perpendicular to the plane of the aperture and to that in which we have to sum the displacements,
meets the aperture in a line which we may call the axis of x ;
also let y be the breadth of the aperture perpendicular to this at
the distance x. Then the aether in the plane of the diaphragm
being all supposed in the same state of displacement.

J

ysin—

{vt — a.x)dx

is the sum of the displacements which will at last coincide in
the image plane at the distance fa. from the focus.
The intensity of the light at this point is A^ + B-,. where
.
C
2'7rax ,
, T,
C
■ 2'Jreix ,
A= \y cos — r- — ax, and B = — I 2/ sin — - — . ax.
(3) If there be two apertures, one of which may be converted
into the other by moving every y in the direction of its length,
or multiplying them all by the same ratio, they will give the same
diflFraction image in the direction (reckoning from the principal
focus) of the axis of x.
For example, two triangles having the same altitude, and either
equal or unequal bases, give the same changes of intensity in the
focal line perpendicular to the base ; for the displacement in a
given plane arising from any point of the aperture is not altered
by moving that point parallel to the plane ; and in the second
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case the positioiis of maximum
be unaltered.
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and minimum displacements will

(4) If any focal line (line through focus) be drawn, the intensities in it at equal distances from the focus are equal. This is
seen immediately in the formulae, for a change of sign of a does
Or thus : the displacement at any time t in
not affect A^ + B^.
X
the one case is equal to the displacement at the time ^— t m
the other case, so that the maximum displacements being the
same, the intensities are also the same in both cases.
(5) Similar apertures give similar figures of diffraction with
dimensions inversely as their own.
For if X and y are multiplied, and at the same time a. divided
by a constant, A and B will also be multiplied by the same
constant.
Otherwise ; in a small right-angled triangle one side is constant if the hypothenuse and opposite angle vary inversely.
From this it appears that the displacements in two given planes
making angles with the apertures inversely as their dimensions
are the same.
(6) If the apertures have the values of y equally distributed
on opposite sides of the axis of a?, B = 0, and A is double what it
would be on one side.
(7) If the aperture be moved to any parallel position, so that
every x is increased by |, A and B become
,
27ra| , ^ . 27r«?
A cos ^
-t-Bsm— r— ,
and
^
27r«|
B cos ^

. . 27r«?
—A sm — r — .

(8) The figures formed by a series of equal similarly situated
apertures may be found from that produced by one aperture and
that produced by a series of points having the same arrangement
as the apertures. The intensity at any point will be the product
of the intensities from the two figures.
For the disturbance arising from each point of one aperture,
combined with that from corresponding points of the others,
becomes multiplied in a certain proportion depending on the
arrangement; therefore the disturbance from one aperture becomes multiplied by the ratio of that from a series of points to
that from one point ; so that the intensity is the product of the
intensities in the two cases. Darkness will therefore exist from
the series of apertures wherever it would exist from one aperture
and from the series of points.
Y2
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The same thing may be seen by the formulae. For, by (7),
instead of A and B must be put
A(l+C, + C2+ ...)+B(Si+S2+...)
B(l+Ci+C2+...)-A(Si

+ S2+...),

c,, 5,, C2, s^, &c. being the cosines and sines of certain angles.
And in the case of the points for A and B we have
1+C,+C2+...

and

Sl+S2+---

The sum of the squares of the first pair is equal to those of the
second pair multiplied by A^ + B^.
(9) For determining the expressions for intensity arising from
any apertures bounded by straight lines, we only need integration in the cases of a triangle and of a parallelogram whose bases
are in the axis of y. The remainder of the process is svipplied
by means of the preceding observations, which also afford a
simple means of determining the figures produced by apertures
bounded by conic sections.
For a parallelogram of height h, base b, the base being in the
axis of y, the law of variation in the direction perpendicular to
the base is obtained from
.
bX
. 27rxh
„
—bX/^
2'Troch\
A=p: — Sin— r — ; B=— — il — cos
'
^sm-^;
ii=^_^i_cos-^;
Intensity = . „ „ • sm-^ -— —
of For
y, a triangle of height h, base b, the base being in the axis

0-,
X%

. 2iTcth

Xb

Intensity = -^-^,(^1- _sm-^

+ ^2^2^^^^;.

(10) As an application of these results, I will take the case of
an equilateral triangle. We may divide it into two triangles having
their bases in the axis of y; bases, ^
and a sin (30— 6).

Whence

^; heights,«sin(3O + 0

■+
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A=

/„

/rt . „ Traa sin (30 + ^)
/ 2 sin^
-i

STT^a^cos (9 \
\^\/3
87r^«^cos^

asiu(30 + ^)

(. 27r«asin(30+^)
X

32f

„ . o7raasin(30 — ^)\
2 sm^
e
\
a sin (30-6')
. 27raasin (30-^)\
^^^
X
)

asin(30 + ^)
«sin(30-^)
/"
If we take in the plane of the image supposed formed by a
lens of focal length f, axes perpendicular to two sides of the triangle, we must put

«cos^=i^±|^,«sin(30
and then

A2

I T>2_

^/

\

iraVS

-

7ra\/3

(,

'67r2a(a; + 2/) \

+ ^) = ^^«sin(30-^)=^-^^

y

^

— i^—
=^

+

p

X COS

(c^ + ?/)

For a square in any direction. Taking origin at centre, B = 0
by (6), and A is twice the difference of the results from two triangles whose heights are «(cos ^ + sin^), ;(cos 6— sin 6) ; and bases

a~~= — n> cos 6'n~-sm— 6scos asmO

Therefore

\^
/
27r«A 2Truh'>
2-5
a~- — 3 ■ cos r
COS -— — ,
A= —TT^'ar
cos 6/ sm y v. X
X J
. 2'iroi.a cos 6 . 2'jTua sin d"
X^
«^n— ^^— sm
^
Tr'^a^
sin 6 . cos ^
'
or if X, y be coordinates in the plane of the image,
. 27ra,r

TT^

. 2'iruy

xy
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(11) The result of summation for two points at distance a, axis
of X being taken parallel to the line joining the two, is that the
intensity is 4cos^( -—j ).

For fom* points in the corners of a

squareit is 16cos^( — -r) cos^( — y j.
For three equidistant
points, oblique axes being taken perpendicular to the sides of
the triangle, it is
3 + 2 cos^"

"^ [x + y) + 2 cos— — r- x + 2 cos-— -^ y,

or
1 + 8 cos

TTU v^3 ,
,
7r« v/3
TTfl -v/S
-. (a; + 7/) X cos ^
.r x cos— — ^ y.

The interpretation of these formulae is very simple, and will
be found to agree with the phsenomena, at least in their most
prominent characters.
(12) The effect of a numerous series of points in regular order
may be best obtained from the consideration, that in any direction in which the retardations of the light differ for different
points by whole wave lengths, the effects of all will coincide, and
there will be a maximum.
Take a series of points in equidistant parallel order, the rows
being a a' a" a'", bb'b"h"', &c., or across abed, a'b'c'd', &c. In directions perpendicular to aa', ab', ac', ad', &c., by (5) and (3),
there will be maxima at distances inversely as the distances between the lines aa' , bb' ; ab', bd ; ac', bd', &c. Nov/ the product of the distance of two consecutive points in any of these
rows by the perpendicular distance between it and the next row
is always the same, being the area of the smallest parallelogram
that can be formed by the points. From this it follows that
the arrangement of the maxima is similar to that of the apertures turned through a right angle.
(13) An aperture of the form of an ellipse gives an image
formed of a series of ellipses similar to itself turned through a
right angle.
To explain this effect of an elliptic aperture, suppose all chords
perpendicular to a given line to be moved in the direction of
their length in such a manner that their middle points may lie in
the given line ; let them then be all altered in such a proportion
that the new ellipse may become a circle, whose radius is the
perpendicular from centre on a tangent parallel to the chords.
These changes, by (3), do not affect the alternations of light and
darkness in the focal line perpendicular to the chords. Now in
comparing the effects of two circular apertures by (5), corre-
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sponding points lie at distances inversely as the I'adii of the
circles. Therefore corresponding points in different directions
in the case under consideration will lie at distances which are
inversely as the perpendiculars (from centre on tangent), and
therefore proportional to the normals, which have those directions ;but using the ordinary notation in conic sections,

6^ "*■ «2 -«2The curves are therefore concentric ellipses similar to the aperture, turned through a right angle.
The preceding paragraph applies to an aperture of the form
of the difference between two similar concentric ellipses, comparison being made by means of circular aunuli.
To find the effect of an aperture of the form of the difference
between two similar concentric hyperbolas, we may proceed as
in the case of the ellipse, except that instead of a circle, or circular annulus, we must use a pair of equilateral hyperbolas
whose axis is in the given direction. The result will then be
that the figure obtained is a series of hyperbolic bands, having
asymptotes at right angles to those of the aperture, but occiipying the supplemental angle, in fact similar to the conjugate
hyperbola, turned through a right angle.
The image produced by an aperture of the form of the difference between two equal parabolas, or several such bands, on the
same axis is a series of parallel coloured straight bands. As
before, let every chord perpendicular to a given line be moved
in the direction of its length, so that their middle points may all
lie in the given line; then let them all be altered so as to make
parabolas of given form. The resulting parabolic strips will
then be similar, and the distances of corresponding points in the
figure of diffraction in different directions will be inversely as the
distance between the vertices, that is, inversely as the perpendicular distances in each dii'ection between parallel tangents in
the original parabolas ; but these are proportional to the normals ;and as the subnormal is constant, corresponding points
will lie in a straight line perpendicular to the axis of the pai'abolas. The figure is therefore a series of parallel bands.
(14) Taking the results for single apertures, those for any arrangement ofsuch apertures may be found by means of (8).
Thus a pair of circular annuli give concentric rings crossed
by dark bands perpendicular to the line through the centres of
the apertures.
Three circular annuli give concentric rings containing maxima
of brightness and points of darkness, each arranged in triangular
order.
When the annuli are more numerous and regularly
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arranged with their centres in a circle, the figures are extremely
beautiful. A pair of elliptic or hyperbolic bands give concentric,
elliptic, or hypei'bolic bands of similar or conjugate form crossed
by dark bands.
A series of equilateral triangles gives a six-rayed star, each
ray consisting of a multitude of coloured spectra separated by
dark bands coiTesponding to the arrangement. In the case of the
arrangement, fig. 167 of Sir John Herschel's treatise, I did not
obtain the result in fig. 168, but that which I have described above.
These are a few of the appearances which I have produced,
and which may be multiplied to any extent. Beside the appearances when the telescope is in focus, which alone have been
referred to above, the appearances out of focus are often very
remarkable, and in many cases might suggest to the artist designs which, both by the symmetry of their forms and by the
beautiful arrangement of colours, would perhaps surpass any
produced by unaided ingenuity.
In conclusion, I may mention that Messrs. Elliott, 30 Strand, will
supply the apparatus necessary for exhibiting these phsenomena.
59 Stanhope Street, Hampstead Road,
October 7, 1858.
XXXVI. On a Photochemical Method of recognizing the Non-volatile Alkalies and Alkaline Earths.
By R. Cartmell, Esq.^
AS

has long been known, the non-volatile alkalies, when put
into the flame of a burning body, have the property of
communicating to it peculiar colours ; and in the case of soda
and lithia, these colours are of considerable intensity. As a
mere trace of soda, however, is sufficient entirely to obscure the
colours communicated to the flame by potash or lithia, this as a
means of distinguishing between them has hitherto been of very
limited application. The following way of detecting them in
the presence of each other depends on a means of observing by
coloured media the characteristic rays of light which each emits
when heated strongly in a colourless gas flame. On account of
the homogeneous nature of the colour given to the flame by soda,
I thought it possible to eliminate the soda reaction by the use
of a coloured medium. After a great many experiments with
various coloured solutions and other coloured media, I found
that a bluish-coloured solution would best accomplish this object.
The only solution that I have yet found to answer perfectly for
obliterating the colour of soda, and allowing other rays, namely
red ones from lithia and potash, to pass freely through it, is solution of indigo.
This solution possesses these advantages, —
* Communicated by the Author.
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that it is met with in most laboratories as a reagent, is readily
diluted to the required intensity, and when so prepared will
keep good for some time.
When the absence of potash has been ascertained by a method
which will be presently described, the above solution gives one
a means of rendering visible the red rays from lithia in the presence of soda, when the proportions do not exceed one part of
the former to a thousand parts of the latter. When potash is
viewed through this indigo solution red rays are likewise observed, and these can be seen till the proportion of potash to
soda is less than one part to two hundred. To distinguish potash in the presence of soda or lithia, it was necessary to find a
medium through which no coloured rays from soda or lithia
would pass, but which would admit those peculiar to potash. This
was found to be a deep blue cobalt glass which I had cut up for
the purpose. Potash viewed through this glass gives to the
tlame an intense violet colour ; and this is still visible when one
part of potash is present with two hundred parts of soda. I
have not yet succeeded in getting a medium that will permit
rays from lithia to pass, and at the same time keep back all
those from soda or potash. But the presence of lithia can be
ascertained in that of potash, or of potash and soda, in the following way :— Place side by side in the flame two wires, one
having on its point a little pure sulphate of potash, and the
other the sample to be tested. If there be lithia in the sample
to the extent of one part to two hundred parts of potash, a very
marked difference will be seen between the colour of the two
flames, that containing lithia being of a much brighter red.
When soda, potash, and lithia occur together, one part of each
can be seen in the presence of two hundred parts of the mixture.
As soda in the minutest quantity is visible to the naked eye, we
have now a perfect means of separating the three alkalies from
one another.
The following Table will show how the separation is best
efiFected :—
Mode of separating the Alkalies.
With the naked eye.

Cobalt glass.

Yellow :
Soda.

Violet-red :
Potash :

Indigo solution.
Comparative test with
pure sulphate of potash.
Brighter red than sulphate of potash alone:
Lithia.
When

the absence of

potash has been previously proved by the cobalt glass, red rays visible
tliroiigh the solution
])rove the presence of
litliia.
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The indigo solution is conveniently made by adding water to
the common indigotic acid of the laboratories till the point is all
but reached where an intense flame of soda appears slightly
pink when observed through the bottle (of the size and shape of
a common watch) filled with the solution.
The blue glass hitherto used is very thick and of considerable
depth of colour; but on repeating these experiments, I have
found that the blue glass as usually obtained from the manufactory, when increased to the same depth of colour by putting two
pieces together, answers the purpose perfectly. Before using
these glasses, it must first of course be ascertained how small a
quantity of potash mixed with soda or lithia they will clearly
indicate.
For the success of these experiments the importance of employing aperfectly colourless flame is obvious. I have used the
flame of a Bunsen's lamp, which is of the palest blue except
just at the tip, and devoid of any trace of red. The most intense
flame of soda should only make this blue a little brighter when
viewed through the indigo solution.
The substances to be exposed to the flame are conveniently
supported on the finest platinum wire
melted on to a glass stand, and the
/^
wire is to be somewhat curved, as in (^
The curved
diagram.
the subjoined
part
is first heated,
and so introduced
into the flame that the point of the wire
where the substance rests is just within

~

the edge
of it.and
"NMien
the wire
is somewhat curved
heated
as above
directed, ithinders the escape of the substance from its proper position.
The alkalies are best tested for in the state of sulphates, as
these salts do not volatilize so rapidly as the chlorides, and hence
their colours are more permanent. To increase the intensity of
these reactions, it is only necessary, after having put the substance contained on the point of the wire into the reducing flame,
to moisten it with hydrochloric acid and to hold it again in the
edge of the flame.
In making these observations, care should be taken not to
mistake the glowing platinum wire for a coloration of the flame.
The coloured rays passing immediately upwards from it are only
to be regarded.
Separation of the Alkaline Earths.
Hitherto, in the detection of strontia by means of the colour
communicated by its chloride to the flame of alcohol, there has
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ever been a difficulty in distinguishing it when small
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are present. Here I may add that this method is particu
; and also,
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quantiti
small
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the
to
adapted
quantities
when the substances of this group occur m so small
the reby
:
way
that they are no longer recognizable in the wet
actions ofthe flame and coloured medium they are readily distinguishable. . , ,.
The characteristic colours which baryta, strontia, and lime
sulphates
communicate to the flame, are best observed when their
wire
are exposed on the point of a piece of the finest platinum
the
during
further
And
air-flame.
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to the outer
m intensity
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moistening
the
asbestos moistened with this acid in the flame directly under
supported.
point of the platinum wire on which the substances are
to
In commencing the experiments with this group, in order
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serve
would
colours
ristic
characte
these
ascertain how far
stinguish the members of it, I observed that in all proportions
ot
as far as they are capable of being recognized m the presence
iirst
:—
order
g
followin
the
in
away
burn
each other, they always
and
is seen the green of baryta, next the bright red of strontia,
la^^tly the dull and scarcely visible red of lime. ^^ hen, however,
on to
a large quantity of strontia or lime is present m proporti
at
observed
are
former
two
the
of
colours
the baryta, the red
be
the same time ; and in this case the green of baryta can only
substance is
seen distinctly by passing the wire on which the
Un
on.
observati
the
during
flame
the
of
out
and
in
d
supporte
much
continuing these experiments, I found also that when
lime was present it modified considerably the colours of baryta
small
and strontia; so much so, that these two last, when m
the
further
tried
I
shed.
distingui
be
proportions, could not
the
effect of looking through coloured media, as in the case ot
ory.
alkalies, but could find none that were altogether satisfact
alkaBy a solution of indigo more dilute than that used for theit lime
lies, strontia can be distinguished from lime, as through
they are first
appears olive-green, and strontia intense red, whenwith
As
HLl.
introduced into the flame after being moistened
irofti
strontia
the
all
almost
and
baryta
the
it is easy to separate
the lime by means of dilute sulphuric acid, and as when only
baryta and strontia occur together they arc easily distinguished
hunby the naked eye, when one part of baryta occurs with one
dred parts of strontia, and vice versa, I found it best to separate
baryta and strontia together from the lime.
The following method answers peifcctly for their separation.
The carbonates as usually obtained are dissolved in hydrochloric
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acid, and to the solution diluted with water, dilute sulphuric
acid is added. The sulphates of baryta and strontia produced
are to be separated from the lime by filtration through as small
a filter as possible, and which has been previously washed out
with dilute nitric acid. AVhen the precipitate is very small in
quantity, it is necessary to burn the filter, and then to test the
residue on platinum wire in the usual way. When strontia
occurs in very small quantity, it will not be precipitated ; but
on adding ammonia and carbonate of ammonia, will go down
with the lime, from which it can be separated and tested according to the manner described in the Table.
Separation of the Alkaline Earths.
The carbonates as usually obtained are dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and to this solution diluted with water, dilute sulphuric acid is added.
Filtrate.

Precipitate.
Sulphate of baryta and
sulphate of strontia.
Test on platinum wire
in the air-flame : green
(baryta), red (strontia).
To the original solution
add sulphate of strontia.
A precipitate indicates
the presence of baryta.

Sulphate of strontia and sulphate of lime.
Add ammonia and carbonate of ammonia.
Precipitate.
Carbonate of strontia and

carbonate

of lime.

Collect on a filter and dissolve in a little nitric acid,
evaporate to dryness on a water-bath, and treat
with a little strong alcohol.
Solutio7i.
Residue.
Nitrate of lime.
Nitrate of strontia.
Convert into sulphate
and test on platinum
wire in the flame, after
having reduced and subsequently moistened with
IlCl. Through dilute
solution of indigo,
Carmine-red ;
Strontia.

Add
monia.

oxalate

of am-

Precipitate.
Oxalate of lime not
soluble in acetic acid.
Convert into sulphate
and test on platinum
wire in the flame, after
having reduced and subsequeutlvmoistened with
IlCl. through dilute
solution of indigo,
Olive-green :
Lime.

• The dilute solution of indigo, to distinguish between strontia
and lime, is made by diluting the common indigotic acid till it
gives with sulphate of lime an olive-green colour, on testing in
the manner directed. Care must be taken not to make this
solution too dilute, otherwise sulphate of lime appears slightly
red through it. It is to be used in the same kind of vessel as
the indigo solution for the alkalies.
In testing for this group, it is necessary to allow the soda.
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which is always present, to buru off first, then the colours of the
other substances become distinctly visible.
For this mode of distinguishing the alkalies and alkaline
earths, very small quantities of substance are necessary ; and the
analyses can be made with somewhat better results when daylight isexcluded,
I am indebted to Professor Kirchhoff for determinations of
the rays which come through the solutions of indigo and the
blue glass that I have used in my experiments. The dilute solution of indigo allows all the rays of the spectrum to pass except
the dull red ones bordering on the orange. The solution of
indigo used to distinguish the alkalies, allows those rays to pass
extending from A to B and from E to G ; and the blue glass
from A to a, and from F to H of Fraunhofer's
those ofextending
lines
the spectrum.
will show that the method described in this
reflection
little
A
principle. If there be any difpaper depends on the following flames,
the medium which will
ference in colour between two
give white light with one of the flames will give coloured light
with the other. Two substances, therefore, which communicate
colours to the flame, unless these colours be exactly alike, can
be distinguished by a medium producing white light with only
one of them.

By following out the investigation I hope to be able to determine potash quantitatively in the presence of soda, and to effect
separations between some of the heavy metals.
I am indebted to Professor Bunsen, in whose laboratory this
investigation was carried on, for many valuable suggestions.
Heidelberg, September 1858.

XXXVII. On some Physical Properties of Ice. By John Tyndall, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Royal
Institution of Great Britain^.

observations upon
quent paper, led me
physical properties of ice,
sufficient interest to justify
Society.

THE

Glaciers, to be recorded in a subseto make some experiments upon the
the results of which are, I hope, of
me in presenting them to the Royal

1. I availed myself of the fine sunny weather with which we
were favoured last September and October, to examine the effects
* From the Philosophiciil Transactions,
§1. Part I. for 1858 ; having been
rea«l at the Royal Society December 17, 1857.
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of solar heat upon ice. The experiments were made with the
Wenham Lake and Norway ice. Slabs were formed of the substance, varying from one to several inches in thickness, and these
were placed in the path of a beam rendered convergent by a
double convex lens 4 inches in diameter, and possessing a focal
distance of 10^ inches. The slabs were usually so placed, that
the focus of parallel rays fell within the ice. Having first found
the position of the focus in air, the lens was screened ; the ice
was then placed in position, the screen was removed, and the
effect was watched through an ordinary pocket lens.
2. A plate of ice an inch thick, with parallel sides, was first
examined : on removing the screen the transparent mass was
crossed by the sunbeams, and the path of the rays through it
was instantly studded by a great number of little luminous spots,
produced at the moment and resembling shining air-bubbles.
When the beam was sent through the edge of the plate, so that
it traversed a considerable thickness of the ice, the path of the
beam could be traced by those brilliant spots, as it is by the
floating motes in a dark room.
3. In lake ice the planes of freezing are easily recognized by
the stratified appearance which the distribution of the air-bubbles
gives to the mass. A cube was cut from a perfectly transparent
portion of the ice, and the solar beam was sent through the cube
in three rectangular directions successively. One was perpendicular to the plane of freezing, and the other two parallel to it.
The bright bubbles were formed in the ice in all three cases.
4. When the surfaces perpendicular to the planes of freezing
were examined by a lens, after exposure to the light, they were
found to be cut up by innumerable small parallel fissures, with
here and there minute spurs shooting from them, which gave
the fissures, in some cases, a feathery appearance. When the
portions of the ice traversed by the beam were examined parallel
to the surface of freezing, a very beautiful appearance revealed
itself. Allowing the light from a window to fall upon the ice at
a suitable incidence, the interior of the mass was found filled with
little flower-shaped figures. Each flower had six petals ; and at
its centre was a bright spot, which shone with more than metallic brilliancy. The petals were manifestly composed of water,
and were consequently dim, their visibility depending on the
small difference of refrangibihty between ice at 32° F. and water
at the same temperature.
5. For a long time I found the relation between the planes of
these flowers and the planes of freezing perfectly constant. They
were always parallel to each other. The development of the
flowers was independent of the direction in which the beam traversed the ice. Hence, when an irregular mass of transpai'ent
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ice was pi'eseuted to me, by sending a sunbeam through it, I
could tell in an instant the direction in which it had been frozen.
Allowing the beam to enter the edge of a plate of ice, and
causing the latter to move at right angles to the beam, so that
the radiant heat traversed different portions of the ice in succession, when the track of the beam was observed through an
eye-glass, the ice, which a moment before was optically continuous, was instantly starred by those lustrous little bubbles, and
around each of them the formation and growth of its associated
flower could be distinctly observed.
6. The maximum effect was confined to a space of about an
inch from the place at which the beam first struck the ice. In
this space the absorption, which resolved the ice into liquid
flowers, for the most part took place ; but I have traced the effect
to a depth of several inches in large blocks of ice.
7. At a distance, however, from the point of incidence, the
spaces between the flowers became greater; and it was no uncommon thing to see flowers developed in planes a quarter of
an inch apart, while no change whatever was observed in the ice
between these planes.
8. The pieces of ice experimented on appeared to be quite
homogeneous, and their transparency was very perfect. Why
then did the substance yield at particular points ? Were they
really weak points of crystalline structure ? or did the yielding
depend upon the manner in which the calorific wave impinged
upon the molecules of the body at these points ? However these
and other questions may be answered, the experiments have an
important bearing upon the question of absorption. In ice the
absorption of the rays which produce the flowers is fitful, and
not continuous ; and there is no reason to suppose that in other
solids the case is not the same, though their constitution may
not be such as to reveal it*.
I have applied the term " bubbles " to the little bright discs
in the middle of the flowers, simply because they resembled the
little air-globules entrapped in the ice ; but whether they contained air or not could only be decided by experiment.
9. Pieces of ice were thei'efore prepared, through which the
sunbeams were sent so as to develope the flowers in considerable
quantity and magnitude. These pieces were then dipped into
warm water contained in a glass vessel ; and the effect, when the
melting reached the bright spots, was carefully observed through
a lens.
The moment a liquid connexion was established between
* Notwithstanding the
M. Knoblauch finds that,
always exhil)it an elective
may possibly be the cause

incomparable diathcrmaneity of the substance,
when plates of rock-salt are thick enough, they
absorption. Effects like those above described
of this.
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them and the atmosphere, the apparent bubbles suddenly collapsed,
and no trace of air rose to the surface of the warm wate)\
10. This is the result which ought to be expected. The
vohxme of water at S2° being less than that of ice at the
same temperature, the formation of each flower ought to be
attended with the formation of a vacuum, which disappears in
the manner described when the ice surrounding it is melted.
Similar experiments were made with ice in which true airbubbles were enclosed. When the melting liberated the aii', the
bubbles rose slowly through the liquid and floated for a time
upon its surface.
1 1 . Exposure for a second, or even less, to the action of the
sun was sufficient to develope the flowers (4) in the ice. The
first appearance of the central star of light was often accompanied
by an audible clink, as if the substance had been suddenly ruptured. The edges of the petals were at the commencement de-

finitely curved thus,

1 ; but when the action was per--

mitted to continue, and sometimes even without this, when the
sun was strong, the edges of the petals became serrated thus.

the beauty of the figure being thereby augmented.

Sometimes a number of elementary flowers grouped together
to form a thickly-leaved cluster resembling a rose. Here and
there also amid the flowers a liquid hexagon might be observed ;
but such were of rare occurrence.
12. The act of crystalline dissection, if I may use the term,
thus performed by the solar beams, is manifestly determined by
the manner in which the crystalline forces have arranged the
molecules. By the abstraction of heat the molecules are enabled
to build themselves together : by the introduction of heat this
architecture is taken down. The perfect symmetry of the flowers,
from which there is no deviation, argues a similar symmetry in
the molecular architecture ; and hence, as optical phaenomena
depend upon the molecular arrangement, we might pronounce
with perfect certainty from the foregoing experiments, that ice
is, what Sir David Brewster long ago proved it to be, optically
speaking, uniaxal, the axis being perpendicular to the sui-face of
freezin"-.
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13. On the 25th of September, while examining a perfectly
transparent piece of Norway ice,
had not been traversed
.
§11which
by the condensed sunbeams, I found the interior of the mass
crowded with parallel liquid discs, varying in diameter from the
tenth to the hundredth of an inch. These discs were so thin,
that when looked at in section they were reduced to the finest
lines. They had the exact appearance of the circular spots of
oily scum which float on the surface of mutton broth, and in the
pieces of ice first examined they always lay in the planes of
freezing.
1 4. As time pi'ogressed, this internal disintegration of the ice
appeared to become more pronounced, so that some pieces of
Norway ice, examined in the middle of November, appeared to
be reduced to a congeries of water-cells entangled in a skeleton
of ice. The effect of this was rendered manifest to the hand on
sawing a block of this ice, by the facility with which the saw
went through it.
15. There seems to be no such thing as absolute homogeneity
in nature. Change commences at distinct centres instead of being
uniformly and continuously distributed ; and in the apparently
most homogeneous substance we should discover defects, if our
means of observation were fine enough. The above observations
show that some portions of a mass of ice melt more readily than
others. The melting temperature of the substance is set down
at 32° F. ; but the absence of perfect homogeneity, whether from
difference of crystalline texture or some other cause*, makes the
melting temperature oscillate to a slight extent on both sides of
the ordinary standard. Let this limit expressed in parts of a
degree be /. Some parts of a block of ice will melt at a temperature of32— ^, while others require a temperature of 32 + ^:
the consequence will be that such a block raised to the temperature of 32° will have some of its parts liquid, and others solid.
16. When a mass exhibiting the water-discs was examined by
a concentrated sunbeam, the six-leaved flowers before referred to
were always formed in the planes of the discs.
17. In all my earlier experiments I found the rule to hold
good, that both discs and flowers were developed in the planes
of freezing ; but I was subsequently surprised to find, in the selfsame mass of ice, the discs lying in different planes. On examining such pieces I found them traversed by hazy surfaces of
discontinuity, which divided the apparently continuous mass into
irregular prismatic segments. When examined by allowing the
red light of a fire to cross it, such ice had a beautiful appearance.
* See Mr. Faraday's Note on this subject at the end.
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 10. No. 108. Nov. 1858.
Z
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The interior walls of the segments were thickly covered with rich
liquid discs ; in some cases the vision plunged unimpeded into
the ice to a depth of several inches, while in others the prismatic
segments were dotted with discs to their very centres.
Fig. 1
Fig. 1.

represents one of a number of cases of this kind which I had an
opportunity of examining. The network of lines are the intersections ofthe bounding surfaces of the segments with the surface of the slab of ice ; the short lines in each segment represent
the sections of the discs ; and it will be observed that, while in
each single segment their directions are alike, in no two segments isthis the case. The flat rings denote that the discs at
these places were parallel to the surface of the ice slab, while in
all the other cases they were perpendicular to it.
18. I placed this slab on a table which could be caused to
rotate, and bringing it into the path of a concentrated sunbeam,
caused the beam to travel all round it. The little flowers started
into existence with extreme suddenness and beauty. In all cases
the planes of the flowers ivere parallel to the planes of the discs.
19. Hence the conclusion that the flowers are always parallel
to the surface of freezing, must not go without qualification.
There is no doubt that each of the fragments above referred to,
possesses an optic axis perpendicular to the planes of the flowers
developed in it ; the directions of these axes being therefore as
various as the planes aforesaid. How is this result brought
about ? Has the molecular structure of the ice been always what
the last experiments show it to be ? Sir David Brewster's observations are in opposition to this idea. Or can it be that the
ice has changed, by a rearrangement of the constituent particles
of each segment, this arrangement producing the surfaces of
discontinuity by which the segments are bounded ? At present we
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are confined to mere conjectures ; but I hope the coming winter
will enable me to investigate this highly interesting question.
20. What has been already §said
III.will prepare us for the consideration ofan associated class of phsenomena of great physical
The larger masses of ice which I examined exhibited
interest.
layers in which bubbles of air were collected in unusual quantity, marking, no doubt, the limits of successive acts of freezing.
Between two such beds
These bubbles were usually elongated.
of bubbles a clear stratum of ice intervened ; and a clear surface
layer, which, from its appearance, seemed to have suffered more
from external influences than the rest of the ice, was associated
In this superficial portion
with each block.
I observed detached air-bubbles irregularly
distributed, and, associated with each vesicle
of air, a bleb of water which had the appearance ofa drop of clear oil within the
solid.
The adjacent figure will give a notion of these composite cavities : the unshaded circle represents the air-bubble, and
the shaded space adjacent, the water.
21. When the quantity of water was sufficiently large, which
was usually the case, on turning the ice round, the bubble shifted
its position, rising always to the top of the bleb of water. Sometimes, however, the cell was very flat ; and the air was then quite
surrounded by the liquid. These composite cells often occurred
in pellucid ice, which showed inwardly no other sign of disintegration.
This is manifestly the same phsenomenon as that which struck
M. Agassiz so forcibly during his earlier investigations on the
glacier of the Aar. The same appearances have been described
by the brothers Schlagintweit ; and finally attention has been
forcibly drawn to the subject in a recent paper by Mr. Huxley,
published in the Philosophical Magazine*.
22. The only explanation of this phsenomenon hitherto given,
and adopted apparently without hesitation, is that of M. Agassiz
and the Messrs. Schlagintweit. These observers attribute the
phsenomenon to the diathermancy of the ice, which permits the
radiant heat to pass through the substance, to heat the bubbles
of air, and cause them to melt the surrounding icef.
* October 1857, ^ •
t II est e'vident pour quiconque a suivi le progres de la physique mo(leme, que ce phenomene est d<i uniquement a la diathermaneite de la
glace (Agassiz, Systhne, page 157).
Das Wasser ist dadurch entstanden, dass die Luft Warmestrahlen absorblrte wek-hc das Eis als diathermaner Korper d\irchliess (Schlagintweit,
UntfiTSuchunf/en, \i. 17)-
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The apparent simplicity of this explanation contributed to
ensure its general acceptance ; and yet I think a little reflection
will show that the hypothesis, simple as it may appear, is attended
with grave difficulties.
23. For the sake of distinctness I will here refer to a most interesting fact, observed first by M. Agassiz, and afterwards by the
JMcssrs. Schlagintweit. In the Si/steme Gluciaire'^' it is described
in these words : " I ought also to mention a singular property of
those air-bubbles, which at first struck us forcibly, but which
has since received a very satisfactory explanation. When a fragment containing air-bubbles is exposed to the action of the sun,
the bubbles augment insensibly. Soon, in proportion as they
enlarge, a transparent drop shows itself at some point of the
bubble. This drop, in enlarging, contributes, on its part, to the
enlargement of the cavity, and following its progress a little, it
finishes by predominating over the bubble of air. The latter
then swims in the midst of a zone of water, and tends incessantly
to reach the most elevated point, at least if the flatness of the
cavity docs not hinder it."
24. The satisfactory explanation here spoken of is that already
mentioned : let us now endeavour to follow the hypothesis to its
consequences. Comparing equal weights of both substances,
the specific heat of water being 1, that of air is 0"25. Hence to
raise a pound of water one degree in temperature, a pound of air
would have to lose four degrees.
25. Let us next compare equal volumes of the substances.
The specific gravity of water being 1 , that of air is ^y ^ ; hence
a pound of air is 770 times the volume of a pound of water ;
and hence for a quantity of air to raise its oivn volume of water
1 degree, it must part with 770 x 4, or 3080 degrees of temperature.
26. Now the latent heat of water is 142°-6 F. ; hence the quantity of heat required to melt a certain weight of ice is 142*6
times the quantity required to raise the same weight of water
1 degree in temperature ; hence a measure of air, in order to
reduce its own volume of ice to the liquid condition, must lose
3080 X 142-6, or 439,208 degrees of temperature.
27. This then gives us an idea of the amount of heat which,
according to the above hypothesis, is absorbed by the bubble and
* Page 168. The figures to which M. Agassiz refers in the note to this
l)age seem to be correctly drawn; but his descriptive reference to them,
though in part correct, is in part unintelligible to me. He uses the term
Indies for the bubbles of air, and gouttelettes for the drops of water ; and I
believe the latter term is ahvays restricted to a liquid. But if we restrict
the term thus throughout the passage in question, there is no escape from
Mr. Huxley's conclusion, that M. Agassiz has taken the air-bubbles for
dfops of water, and the drops of water for air-bubbles.
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communicated to the ice during the time occupied in melting a
quantity of the latter equal in volume to the bubble, which time
is stated to be brief; that is to say, the quantity of heat supposed
to be absorbed by the air would, if it had not been communicated
to the ice, have been sufficient to raise the bubble itself to a
temperature 160 times that of fused cast iron. Had air this
power of absorption, it might be attended with inconvenient
consequences to the denizens of the earth ; for we should dwell
at the bottom of an atmospheric ocean, the upper strata of which
would effectually arrest all calorific radiation.
28. It is established by the experiments of Delaroche and
Melloni*, that a calorific beam, emerging from any medium
which it has traversed for any distance, possesses, in an exalted
degree, the power of passing through an additional length of the
same substance. Absorption takes place, for the most part, in
the portion of the medium first traversed by the rays. In the
case of a plate of glass, for example, 17| per cent, of the heat
proceeding from a lamp is absorbed in the first fifth of a millimetre, whereas, after the rays have passed through 6 millimetres
of the substance, an additional distance of 2 millimetres absorbs
less than 2 per cent, of the rays thus transmitted. Supposing
the rays to have passed through a plate 25 millimetres, or an inch
in thickness, there is no doubt that the heat emerging from such
a plate would pass through a second layer of glass, 1 millimetre thick, without suffering any measureable absorption. For
an incomparably stronger reason, the quantity of solar heat absorbed by a bubble of air at the earth's surface, after the
rays have traversed the whole thickness of our atmosphere, and
been sifted in their passage through it, must be wholly inappreciable.
29. To the sifting power of the atmosphere we must add, in
the case of the glacier, the absorptive power of the ice. Some
notion of this power, as compared with that of air, may be
gathered from the following facts :— As regards the variation of
the intensity of radiant heat with the distance, the law of inverse
squares is capable of the strictest experimental verification in air,
even when the source of heat is far below 212° F. This implies
that the absorption in the space of air through which the heat
passes is too small to disturb the harmony of the la\y. Now a
])late of ice, one-tenth of an inch thick, is absolutely impervious
to heat emanating from a source, not only of 212°, but of 752° F. ;
and is capable, moreover, of absorbing 99^ per cent, of the
calorific rays emitted by an incandescent platinum wiref- [La
Thermochrose, p. 164.)»
* ha Thermochrose , p. 202.
t I can hardly foibeai- drawiiiff attention lieie to the leniiukiible influence
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Such, if I mistake not, are the properties of radiant heat which
modern physics have revealed ; and I think they render it evident
that the hypothesis of M. Agassiz and the Messrs. Schlagintweit
was accepted without due regard to its consequences.
But as the sun does reach the lower strata of the atmosphere,
it may be thought that we are protected from its effects by the
radiation from the air neutralizing its absorption. The fact
however is, that air may be heated to an intense degree without
showing any measureable amount of radiation. The hot current
from an Argand chimney produces, according to Melloni, no
sensible effect upon a delicate thermo-electric apparatus.
Hence
which the element hydrogen appears to exercise upon radiant heat, and the
longer waves of hght. Wherever hjdrogen enters into a compound, I think
it may be predicted that it will destroy the longer undulations. For the
present I will avoid speculation u]ion this subject, and confine myself to
facts. If we examine the list of solid substances whose power to transmit
radiant beat instantaneouslj- have been examined by Melloni, we find that
those at the lower endof the hst, that is, the most imperfectly diathernianous
substances, all contain hydrogen. In no single case, where this element
occurs, is the substance capable of transmitting rays from a source of
752° F., while in every case where it does not occur, the power of transmitting rays from this source is manifested in a greater or less degree.
Amber, gum, citric acid, alum, sugar-candy, tartrate of potash and soda,
are the substances which exercise this destructive agency upon the longer
undulations, ice being the most non-diathermanous transparent body
hitherto examined. Turning to Melloni's list of liquids, the same fact
reveals itself. There is a sudden fall in the power of transmission at the
place where hydrogen enters the list. Protochloride of phosphorus transmits
62 per cent, of the rays incident upon it, but the next substance, hydrocarbiu'Ct of chlorine, transmits only 37 per cent. From this point to the
end of the Table the substances named all contain hydrogen, the list being
closed by distilled water, which transmits only 1 1 per cent, of the calorific
rays from an Argand lamp.
To the same element, I believe, is to be referred the difference between
Sir W. Herschel and Secbeck as to the place of maximum heat in the solar
spectrum. Herschel found this jdace to be beyond the extreme red ; but
Seebeck, with a prism of sulphuric acid, found it to be in the orange, while
with a prism of water he found it in the yellow. Melloni has shown that
this is due to the destniction of the less refrangible rays by the two liquids,
the sulphuric acid being regarded by him as acting in a manner analogous
to water. In both the water and the sidphuric acid used by Seebeck, I
believe the hydrogen to be the agent which gives the observed character
to the results. The colour of ice and water is also a necessarj' consequence
of this hostihty of the element hydrogen to the instantaneous passage of
the longer undulations.
The mathematical theory of undulation is, perhaps, perfect; but the
physics of the process, that is, the real afiections of light and heat in their
passage through bodies, are wholly unknown to us. Cases, therefore, like
the foregoing, which single out a particular substance as exhibiting a special
deportment towards light and heat, are, I think, of great value. Increased
knowledge will probably enable us to connect these efiFects with the other
properties of this substance, and thus establish physical relations which
are now unknown to us.
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it is not because the air gets rid of its heat by radiation, but
simply because its power of absorption is infinitely behind that
supposed by the hypothesis of M. Agassiz and the Messrs.
Schlagintweit, that animal and vegetable existence at the earth's
surface is possible.
When air-bubbles occurred in those portions of the ice where
the liquid discs appeared, the associated water spread out on
planes parallel to those of the discs, evidently in consequence of
the freer yielding of the ice in these planes. Keeping this remark
in view, and comparing fig. 1 with fig. 10, plate 4 of M. Agassiz'
Atlas, the resemblance of both phsenomena will at once be perceived. The glacier ice, like the Norway ice with which I expei'imented, is divided into segments by surfaces of discontinuity.
The air- and water-cavities are represented as flattened ; but, as
in the lake ice, they seemed flattened in all directions. M.
Agassiz regards the flattening of the cavities as a certain proof
that they have been squeezed flat by pressure ; and he attributes
the difi'erent directions of flattening to a power of independent
motion possessed by each fragment. The perfect similarity,
however, of the phaenomena presented by the two kinds of ice
must render us cautious in accepting an explanation which may
apply to the one, but excludes the other.

30. But the question still remains,
IV. how are the water-chambers
produced within the ice ? Mr. §Huxley throws out the suggestion
which our knowledge at the time of his observations rendered
most probable, namely, that the water had never been frozen at
all, but had preserved itself, like the liquid in the cavities of a
Gruyere cheese, from the neve downwai'ds.
31. One simple test will, I think, decide the question whether
the liquid is or is not the product of melted ice. If it be, its
volume must be less than that of the ice which produced it, and
the bubble associated with the water must be composed of rarefied
air. Hence, if on establishing a liquid connexion between this
bubble and the atmosphere a diminution of volume be observed,
this will indicate that the water has been produced by the melting
of the ice.
32. From a block of Norway ice, containing such compound
bubbles, I cut a prism, and immersing it in warm water, contained in a glass vessel, I carefully watched through the side of
the vessel the efi"ect of the melting upon the bubbles. They
invariably shrunk in volume at the moment the surrounding ice was
melted, and the diminished globule of air rose to the surface of
the water. I then arranged matters so that the wall of the cavity
might be melted away underneath, without permitting the bubble
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of air at the top to escape. At the moment the melting reached
the cavity the air-bubble instantly collapsed to a sphere, possessing, insome cases, far less than the hundredth part of its
original volume. The experiments were repeated with several
distinct masses of ice, and always with the same I'esult. I think,
therefore, it may be regarded as certain that the liquid cells are
the product of melted ice *.
33. Considering the manner in which ice imported into this
country is protected from the solar rays, I think we must infer
that in the specimens examined by mef, the ice in contact with
the bubble has been melted by heat which has been conducted through
the substance without visible prejudice to its solidity.
34. Paradoxical as this may appear, I think it is no more than
might reasonably be expected from a jmori considerations. The
heat of a body is referred, at the present day, to a motion of its
particles. When this motion reaches such an intensity as to
liberate sufficiently the particles of a solid from their mutual
attractions, the body passes into the liquid condition. Now as
regards the amount of motion necessary to produce this liberty
of liquidity, the particles at the surface of a mass of ice must be
very differently circumstanced from those in the interior, which
are influenced and controlled on every side by other particles.
But if we suppose a cavity to exist within the mass, the particles
bounding that cavity will be in a state resembling that of the
particles at the surface ; and by the removal of all opposing action
on one side, the molecules may be liberated by a force which the
surrounding mass has transmittedwithout prejudice to its solidity.
Supposing, for example, that solidity is limited by molecular
vibrations of a certain amplitude, those at the surface of the
internal cavity may exceed this, while those between the cavity
and the external surface of the ice may, by their reciprocal actions,
be preserved within it, just as the terminal member of a series
of elastic balls is detached by a force which has been transmitted
by the other members of the series without visible separation J.
35. Where, however, experiment is within reach, we ought not
to trust to speculation ; and I was particularly anxious to obtain
an unequivocal reply to the question whether an interior portion
of a mass of ice could be melted by heat which had passed through
the substance by the process of conduction. A piece of Norway
ice, containing a great number of the liquid discs already
* This of course refers to the lake ice examined as described. I venture
to predict, however, that the same will be found true of the bubbles in
glacier ice.
t And in those portions of glacier ice which are withdrawn from the
direct action of the sun.
X Of course I intend this to help the conception merely.
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described, and several cells of air and water, was enveloped in
tinfoil and placed in a mixture of pounded ice and salt. A few
minutes sufficed to freeze the discs to thin dusky circles, which
appeared, in some cases, to be foi'med of concentric rings, and
reminded me of the sections of certain agates. Looked at sideways, these discs were no thicker than a fine line. The watercells were also frozen, and the associated air-bubbles were greatly
diminished in size. I placed the mass of ice between me and
a gas-light, and observed it through a lens : after some time the
discs and water-cells showed signs of breaking up again. The
rings of the discs disappeared ; the contents seemed to aggregate
so as to form larger liquid spots, and finally, some of them were
reduced to clear transparent discs as before.
36. But an objection to this experiment is, that the ice may
have been liquefied by the radiation from the lamp, and I have
experiments to describe which will show the justice of this objection. Arectangular slab, 1 inch thick, 3 inches long and 2 wide,
was therefore taken from a mass of Norway ice, in which the
associated air- and water-cells were very distinct. I enveloped
it in tinfoil and placed it in a freezing mixture. In about ten
minutes the water-blebs were completely frozen within the mass.
It was immediately placed in a dark room, where no radiant heat
could possibly affect it, and examined every quarter of an hour.
The dim frozen spots gradually broke up into little water parcels,
and in two hours the water-blebs were perfectly restored in the
centre of the slab of ice. When last examined, this plate was half
an inch thick, and the drops of liquid were seen right at its centre.
37. A second piece, similarly frozen and wrapped up in flannel,
showed the same deportment. In an hour and a half the frozen
water surrounding the air-bubbles was restored to its liquid condition. Hence no doubt can remain as to the possibility of
eflFecting liquefaction in the interior of a mass of ice, by heat which
has passed by conduction through the substancewithout melting it.
38. I have already referred to the formation of the liquid
ca\'ities observed by M. Agassiz, when glacier ice was exposed
to the sun. The same effect may be produced by exposure to a
glowing coal fire. On the 21st and 22nd of November I thus
exposed plates of clear Wenham Lake ice, which contained some
scattered air-bubbles. At first the bubbles were sharply rounded,
and without any trace of water. Soon, however, those near the
surface, on which the radiant heat fell, appeared encircled by a
liquid ring, which expanded and finally became crimped
r^-v.
at its border, as shown in the adjacent figure.
The vOj
crimping became more pronounced as the action was ^^^-^
|icrmitted to continue*.
* The blebs observed in glauier ice also exhibit this loi'iu : see tig. 8, ])latc 6.
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A second plate, crowded with bubbles, was held as near to the
fire as the hand could bear. On withdrawing it, and examining
it through a pocket lens, the appearance was perfectly beautiful.
In many cases the bubbles appeared to be surrounded by a series
of concentric rings, the outer ring surrounding all the others
like a crimped frill.
39. I could not obtain these effects by placing the ice in
contact with a plate of metal obscurely heated*, nor by the
radiation from an obscure source. Indeed ice, as before remarked,
is impervious to radiant heat from such a sourcef. The rays
from a common fire also are wholly absorbed near the surface
upon which they strike ; and hence the described internal liquefaction was confined to a thin layer close to this surface.
40. But not only does liquefaction occur in connexion with
the bubbles, but the " flowers," already described as produced
by the solar beams, start by hundreds into existence when a
slab of transparent ice is placed before a glowing coal fire. They,
however, are also confined to a thin stratum of the substance
close to the surface of incidence. In the experiments made in
this way, the central stars of the flowers were often bounded by
sinuous lines of great beauty.
41 . The foregoing considerations show that liquefaction takes
place at the surface of a mass of ice at a lower temperature than
that required to liquefy the interior of the solid. At the surface,
the temperature 32° produces a vibration, to produce which
within the ice would necessitate a temperature of 32° + «, the
increment x being the additional temperature necessary to overcome the resistance to liquefaction, arising from the action of
the molecules upon each other.
42. Now let us suppose two pieces of ice at 32°, with moistened surfaces, to be brought into contact with each other, we
thereby virtually transfer the touching portions of these pieces from
the surface to the interior, where 32 + a? is the melting temperatui-e.
Liquefaction will therefore be arrested at those surfaces. Before
being brought together, the surfaces had the motion of liquidity ;
but the interior of the ice has not this motion ; and as equilibrium
will soon set in between the masses on each side of the liquid
film and the film itself, the film will be reduced to a state of
of the Atlas to the Systhne Glaciaire. In fig. 13 we have also a close resemblance ofthe flower-shaped figures produced by radiant heat in lake ice.
* To develope water- cavities within ice, a considerable time is necessary ;
more time, indeed, than was sufficient to melt the entire pieces of ice made
use of in these contact experiments.
f Hence the soundness of the ice under the moraines : the sun's rays
are converted into obscme heat by the overlying debris ; this only affects
a layer of infinitesimal depth, and cannot produce the disintegration of the
deeper ice, as the direct sunbeams can.
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motion inconsistent with liquidity. //* other words, it becomes
frozen, and cements the two surfaces of ice between which it is enclosed*.
If I am right here, the importance of the physical principles
involved are sufficiently manifest ; if I am wrong, I hope I have
80 expressed myself as to render the detection of my error easy.
Right or wrong, my aim has been to give as explicit utterance
to my meaning as the subject will admit of.

43. Mr. Faraday's experiments on the freezing together of
.
pieces of ice at 32° F., and all §of Vthose recounted in the paper
published by Mr. Huxley and myself, find their explanation in
the principles here laid down. The conversion of snow into neve,
and of neve into glacier, is perhaps the grandest illustration of
the same principlet- It has been, however, suggested to me
that the sticking together of two pieces of ice may be an act of
cohesion, similar to that which enables pieces of wetted glass,
and other similar bodies, to stick together. This is not the case.
There is no sliding motion possible to the ice. When contact
is broken, it breaks with the snap due to the rupture of a solid.
Glass and ice cannot be made to stick thus together, neither can
glass and glass, nor alum and alum, nor nitre and nitre, at common temperatures. I have, moreover, placed pieces of ice together
over night, and found them in the morning so rigidly frozen
together, that when I sought to separate them, the surface of
fracture passed through one of them in preference to taking the
surface of regelation. Many sagacious persons have also suggested to me that the ice transported to this comitry from Norway
and the Wenham Lake may possibly retain a residue of its cold,
sufficient to freeze a thin film enclosed between two pieces of the
substance. But the facts already adverted to are a sufficient
reply to this surmise. The ice experimented on cannot be regarded as a magazine of cold, because parcels of liquid water exist
within it.
44. Nevertheless, as our present knowledge of the facility with
which ice permits heat to pass through it by conduction is, as
far as I know, absolutely null, I was glad to avail myself of an
opportunity which presented itself of obtaining some approximate
notion of this power.
I owe this opportunity to the kindness of
* It is here implied that the contact of the moist surfaces must be so
perfect, or, in other words, the liquid film betvveeu them must be so thin,
as to enable the molecules to act upon each other across it. The extreme
tenuity of the film may be inferred from this. A thick plate of water within
the ice would facilitate rather than retard licpiefaction.
t On this point see the paj)er referred to at the commencement.
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Mr. Harrison, who had devised and perfected a machine for the
manufacture of ice by the evaporation of sether. I first examined
a mass of ice of the shape of the frustum of a cone. The
diameter of the base was lOh inches, of the top 7\ inches, and
the length of the frustum was 2 feet. During the freezing of
this mass a thermometer fixed on the ice showed a temperature
of 8° below the zero of F., or 40° of F. below the freezing-point
of water.
45. Fourteen hours after it had been frozen, the temperature
of the mass, to a depth of 2 inches below the surface, was accurately 32° F. At the heart of the frustum the temperature was
31^°. The superficial portions of the frustum had been the coldest, and we see that in fourteen hours the ice of these portions
rose forty degrees in temperature.
46. On the 24th of April, Mr. Harrison had the kindness to
place his excellent machine entirely at my disposition. The
vessel which contained the water to be frozen was shaped like
the inverted frustum of a cone, and was surrounded by a jacket,
between which and the side of the frustum vaporized aether circulated, the whole being placed in a vessel of water. At 11
o'clock A.M., I placed a thermometer (A) in contact with the side
of the vessel, and about 2 inches below the surface of the water.
The machine commenced to act, an opalescence was soon observable on the sides, and after twenty minutes' action the thermometer was firmly imbedded in the ice. At 1 o'clock p.m., a
second thermometer (B), placed at a distance of an inch from
the side of the frustum, was also surrounded by ice. At 2^ 20""
P.M. a third thermometer (C) was placed at a distance of 1 finch
from the side of the vessel, and at b^ 30"* p.m. a fourth thermometer (D) was placed at a distance of 3 inches from the side.
The observed temperatures of these thermometers at the times
stated are given in the following Table :—
D.

Time of observation.
h

m

11 20
12
1
2
3
4
5

A.
15^
7i

B. 2

h

C.

151

32
24
11
6
- 3

n
2

13
21

30
-I-IH
24
20

At 8'> 30" P.M. the machine was+ stopped
and the supply of
4
Hither was cut oflP. Tlic mercurial columns began to
+22rise gra-
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dually, and at 10 o'clock p.m. they were found to be as follows :—
A.
B.
C.
D.
27°

27°

271°

28|°

The machine rested throughout the night, and at 8 o'clock on
the morning of the 25th all the thermometers stood at 32°.
47. The machine was set going at 8 a.m. on the 25th, and
continued working until 2 o'clock in the afternoon, its office
now being, not to freeze, but to cool the ice already frozen. The
thei'mometers were read off every quarter of an hour, but it is
not necessary to record all the observations.
The following are
Hi
the temperatures noted at 8 and B.ll'^ 30"" a.m. and atD. 2 p.m. :—
A.
C.
Time,
-32 1
h

in

8
11 30
2

o

o

-132
1

32
- 9 .

+ 1

- o3
32
23

o

30

48. At 2^ 45™ the machine was stopped and the supply of
{ether cut off. The upper surface of the ice was covered with
2 inches of hair-felt : the water surrounding the frustum and its
jacket was at a temperature of 32°; the thermometers were read
off every half-hour, but I will limit myself at present to11a1few
observations. The temperatures at 2 o'clock were those stated
at the close of the last Table.
Time of observation,
h

ra

4
5
8
11

15
15
15
15

h

m

3 15 P.M.

A.
o

28|
18
+11
24

B.

C.

o

17
+ 9

D.

o

+ 146
27i
20

o

+ 2
18

29i
30A
221
30
28i
31|
On the 26th the following temperatures
were observed
26i : —
31i
A.
B.
C.
D.
9
A.M.
1 30 P.M.

31

o

32
32

o

o

32

o

31
31

At 1'' 30"" a hole was bored in the centre311of the frustum to a
depth of 5 inches, and in this another thermometer (£) was
placed ; its temperature at 3'' SO-" p.m. was 30|°. At 8 o'clock
in the morning of the 27th the observed temperatures were the
following :—
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
32°

32°

32°

32°

32°
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At the termination of the experiment the water surrounding

the frustum was at a temperature of 36° F.
49. These experiments show, that however bad the conducting power of ice, in comparison with other substances, may be,
the assumption that blocks of it which have been preserved in
this country through months of summer weather should still
possess a magazine of cold beyond that due to a temperature of
32°, is wholly incompatible with the physical character of the
substance.
50. In a veiy interesting paper communicated to the British
Association during its last meeting,
§VI. Mr. James Thomson has
explained the freezing together of two pieces of ice at 32° in the
following manner :— "Two pieces of ice, on being pressed together at their point of contact, will at that place, in virtue of the
pressure, be in part liquefied and reduced in temperature, and
the cold evolved in their liquefaction will cause some of the liquid
film intervening between the two masses to freeze." I am far
from denying the operation under proper circumstances of the
vera causa to which ]\Ir. Thomson refers, but 1 do not think it
explains the facts. For freezing takes place without the intervention of any pressure by which Mr. Thomson's effect could
sensibly come into play. It is not necessary to squeeze the
pieces of ice together; one bit may be simply laid upon the
other, and they will still freeze. Other substances besides iceare also capable of being frozen to the ice. If a towel be folded
round a piece of ice at 32°, they will freeze together. Flannel
is still better. A piece of flannel wrapped round a piece of ice
freezes to it sometimes so firmly that a strong tearing force is
necessary to separate both. Cotton wool and hair may also be
frozen to ice without the intervention of any pressure which could
render Mr. Thomson's cause sensibly active*.
51. But there is a class of efi^ects to the explanation of which
the lowering of the freezing-point of water by pressure may, I
think, be properly applied. The following statement is true
of fifty experiments or more made with ice from various quarters.
A cylinder of ice 2 inches high and an inch in diameter, was
placed between two slabs of box-wood and submitted to a gradually increasing pressure. Looked at perpendicular to the axis,
cloudy lines were seen drawing themselves across the cylinder ;
* It might perhaps be stated generally, that those substances which
cause the precipitation of water from the gaseous to the liquid state, are
also most influential in converting the liquid into the solid. " Hemp, wool,
hair," are also the substances on which the so-called ground-ice is formed
most readily.
See Arago's Report, Annuaire pour Van 1833.
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were
lines
and when the latter was looked at obliquely, these
found to be the sections of dim hazy surfaces which traversed
the cylinder, and gave it an appearance closely resembling that
of a crystal of gypsum whose planes of cleavage had been forced
out of optical contact by some external force.
Fig. 2 represents the cylinder looked at perpendicular to its
axis, and fig. 3 the same cylinder where looked at obliquely.
Fig. 2.

==^

Fig. 3.

^

F—"

w:^
52. To ascertain whether the rupture of optical contact which
these experiments disclosed was due to the intrusion of air between two separated surfaces of ice, a cylinder of ice, 2 inches
long and 1 inch wide, was placed in a copper vessel containing
ice-cold water. The ice-cylinder projected half an inch above
the surface of the water. Placing the copper vessel on a slab of
wood, and a second slab of wood upon the cylinder of ice, the
whole was subjected to pressure. When the hazy surfaces were
well developed in the portion of the ice above the water, the
cylinder was removed and examined. The planes of rupture
extended throughout the entire length of the cylinder, just the
same as if it had been squeezed in free air.
Still the removal of the cylinder from its vessel might be attended with the intrusion of air into the fissures. I therefore
placed a cylinder of ice, 2 inches long and 1 inch wide, in a stout
vessel of glass, which was filled with ice-cold water. Squeezing
the whole, as in the last experiment, the surfaces of discontiseen forming under the liquid quite as distinctly as
in air. nuity were
53. The surfaces are due to compression, and not to any tearing asunder of the mass by tension, and they are best developed
where the pressure, within the limits of fracture, is a maximum.
A cylindrical piece of ice, one of whose ends was not parallel to
the other, was placed between slabs of wood and subjected to
The
Fig. 4 shows the disposition of the experiment.
pressure.
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effect upon the ice-cylinder was that shown in fig. 5, the surfaces being developed along that side which had suffered the
pressure.
Fig. 5.
y////////7/////////////////^

V///////////////////AW''' ■

Fig. 4.

•///y/////My>/>/////^y'/Wi^///

54. Sometimes the surfaces commence at the centre of the
cylinder. A dim small spot is first observed, which, as the
pressure continues, expands until it sometimes embraces the
entire transverse section of the cylinder.
55. On examining these surfaces with a pocket- lens, they appeared to me to be composed of very minute water parcels, like
what is produced upon a smooth cold surface by the act of
breathing. Were they either vacuous plates, or plates filled with
air, their aspect would, on optical grounds, be far more vivid
than it really was.
56. A concave mirror was so disposed, that the diffused light
of day was thrown full upon the cylinder while under pressure.
Observing the expanding surfaces through a lens, they appeared
in a state of intense commotion ; this was probably due to the
molecular tensions of the little water parcels. This motion followed closely on the edge of the surface as it advanced through
the solid ice. - Once or twice I observed the hazy surfaces pioneered through the mass by dim offshoots apparently liquid.
They constituted a kind of negative crystallization, having the
exact form of the crystalline spines and spurs produced by the
congelation of water upon a surface of glass. I have no doubt,
then, that these surfaces are produced by the liquefaction of the
solid in planes perpendicular to the direction of pressure.
57. The surfaces were developed with great facility where
they corresponded to the surfaces of freezing. Wherever the
liquid discs before described were observed, the surfaces were
always easily developed in the planes of the discs. By care I
succeeded, in some cases, in producing similar effects in surfaces
at right angles to the planes of the discs, but this was very difficult and uncertain.
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I think the following new facts have been established in the
foregoing paper :—
1. The interior of a mass of ice may be melted by radiant heat
which has passed through exterior portions of the substance
without melting them.
2. In the dissolution of the ice thus effected, the substance
yields by the formation of liquid spaces, each possessing the
shape of a flower with six petals, a small vacuum being formed
at the centre of each flower.
3. These flowers are generally formed in planes parallel to the
surface of freezing ; but some of the specimens of ice examined
were divided into prismatic segments by surfaces of discontinuity.
Each distinct segment had its own system of flowers arranged in
parallel planes ; but the parallelism did not extend to the flowers
of two distinct segments. This subject requires further investigation.
4. The appearance presented by masses of lake ice composed
of these segments, resembles that of certain specimens of glacier
ice in w^hich the air- and water-cavities are flattened in different planes. Hence the explanation of the latter, which refers
them to actions peculiar to the glacier, must be received with
caution.
5. The explanation hitherto given of the water associated with
the air-bubbles in glacier ice is untenable. In this paper the
phfenomenon is explained in accordance with the dynamical
theory of heat. It is sought to be shown that, owing to the
mutual action of the ice-molecules, a quantity of heat which has
been conducted through the substance without prejudice to its
solidity may liberate the molecules which bound an internal
cavity, and thus produce water-cells in association with the
bubbles of air.
6. The converse of this takes place where two moist surfaces
of ice at 32° F. are brought into contact. Superticial portions
are thus virtually rendered central ; liquefaction is checked, the
film of moisture on the surfaces in contact congeals, and the
pieces of ice freeze together. To this process the term recjelatiun
has been applied.
7. By the application of pressure, parallel surfaces of discontinuity arc formed in lake and river ice perpendicular to the directions inwhich the pressure is exerted ; thus giving the substance the appearance of seleuite, in which the planes of cleavage
are not in optical contact. The discontinuity consists in the
liquefaction of the ice in these planes by the pressure. Such
surfaces arc formed with great facility parallel to the planes in
which the licjuid flowers are formed by radiant heat, while it is
very diflicult to produce them perpendicular to these ])lancs.
PhiL May. S. 4. Vol. 16. No. 108. Nov. 1858.
2 A
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Thus, whether we apply heat or pressm-ej lake ice melts with
peculiar facility in certain directions.
Note from Mr. Faraday.
My dear Tyndall,
Have the following remarks, made in reference to the irregular
fusibility of ice, to which you drew my attention, any interest
to j'ou, or by an occasional bearing on such cases, any value in
themselves ? Deal with them as you like.
Imagine a portion of the water of
a lake about to freeze, the surface S
being in contact with an atmosphere
considerably
32°, to
thelower
previous
action of whichbelow
has been
the
temperature of the whole mass of water,
so that the portion below the line M is 37°
at 40°, or the maximum density, and 38°
the part above at progressive tempera32°
33°
tures from 40° upwards to 33° ; each
stratum keeping its place by its relative
34°
specific gravity to the rest, and having
35°
therefore, in that respect, no tendency
36°
to form currents either upwards or downwards. Now generally,
if the surface became ice, the water below would go on freezing
by the cold conducted downwards through the ice 3;9° but the successive series of temperatures from 33° to 40° would40° always exist
in a layer of water contained between the ice and
the dense
water at 40° below
cold would tend to
or cause currents,
more firmly would

40°

M. If the water \y eve pure, no40° action of the
change the places of the particles
of the water
because, the lower the cold descended, the
any given particle tend to retain its place

above those beneath it : a particle at e, for instance, at 30° F.,
would, when the cold had frozen what was above it, be cooled
sooner and more than any of the particles beneath, and so always
retain its upper place as respects them.
But now, suppose the M'ater to contain a trace of saline matters in solution. As the water at 32° froze, either at the surface
or against the bottom of the previously-formed ice, these salts
would be expelled; for the ice first formed (and that always
formed, if the proper care be taken to displace the excluded salts)
is perfectly free from them, and pure. The salts so excluded
would pass into the layer of water beneath, and there produce
two eff"ects : they would make that layer of greater specific gravity than before, and so give it a tendency to sink into the
warmer under layer ; but they would also make it require a
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lower temperature than 32° for congelation; this it would
acquire from the cold ice above, and by that it would become
lighter and float, tending to remain uppermost; for it has
already been shown that the diminution of temperature below
32° in sea water and solution of salts, is accompanied by the
same enlargement of bulk as between 32° and 40° with pure
water. The stratum of water, therefore, below the ice, would
not of necessity sink because it contained a little more salt than
the stratum immediately below it ; and certainly would not if the
increase of gravity conferred by the salts was less than the decrease bylowering of temperature. An approximation of the
strata between the freezing- place and the layer at 40° would
occur, i. e. the distance between these temperatures would be
less, but the water particles would keep their respective places.
When water freezes, it does not appear that this process is
continuous ; for many of the characters of the ice seem to show
that it is intermittent : i. e. either a film of ice is formed, and
then the process stops until the heat evolved by solidification
has been conducted away upwards, and the next stratum of water
has been sufficiently cooled to freeze in turn ; or else the freezing
being, so to speak, continuous, still is not continued at the same
constant rate, but, as it were, by intermittent pulsations. Now
it may well be, when a layer next the previously-formed ice, and
containing an undue proportion of salts, has been cooled down
to its required temperature for freezing (which would be below
32°), that, on freezing, the congelation will pervade at once a
certain thickness of the water, excluding the salts from the larger
portion of ice formed, but including them as a weak solution
within its interstices. The next increment of cold conducted
from the ice above would freeze up these salts in the ice containing them, at the same time that a layer of pure ice was formed
beneath it. Thus a layer of ice fusible at a lower temperature
than the ice either above or below it might be produced ; and
by a repetition of the process many such layers might be formed.
It does not follow necessarily that the layers would be perfectly
exact in their disposition. Very slight circumstances tending to
disturb the regularity of the water-molecules would be sufficient,
probably, to disturb the layers more or less. Ice contains no
air, and the exclusion of a minute bubble of air from the water
in the act of freezing might disturb the direction and progress
of the congelation, and cause accumulation of the extra saline
liquid in one spot rather than another : so might the tendency
to the formati(;n (jf little currents, cither arising from the separation of the saline water from the forming ice, or from the
elevation of temperature in different degrees at those places where
the congelation was going on at different rates.
2 A2
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The effect would not depend upon the quantity of salts contained in the freezing water, though its degree would. The
proportion of salts necessary to be added to pure water to lower
its freezing-point 1° F. may be very sensible to chemical tests ;
but the proportion required to make the difference y^^th or
To'u 0^^^ of a degree woidd be far less : and if we suppose that
only vjo^h of a piece of ice is brought into the condition of meltting before the rest of the mass, and that the salts in that proportion were originally in the whole of the water, then its quantity there may be so small as to escape detection except by very
careful analysis. However, it would be desirable to examine the
water chemically which is produced by ice distinguished by
having in its interior much that liquefies before the rest.
It is easy to mate ice perfectly free from air, and, as I believe,
from salts, by a process I formerly described. It would be interesting tosee if such ice had within it portions melting at a
lower temperature than the general mass. I think it ought not.
Ever truly yours,
M. Faraday.
Royal Institution, Dec. 9, 1857.

XXXVIII.

On a Theorem relating to Hijpergeometric Series.
Bij A. Cayley, Esq.^

N attempting to verify a formula of Hansen's relating to the
development of the disturbing function in the planetary
theory, I was led to a theorem in hypergeometric series : viz.
writing, as usual,
■ni
a
\ 1
«'/3
, « . a+1 . /S./S + l „
^{^, /3, y, x) = l+ ^x+~^
li
^ +•• •
1.7
1 .2 —.y .y+1
then the product
F(«, /3, 7 + 1, a;)¥{y-u, y-^, 7 + i, .v
is connected with

(l_^,)-(v-«-^)F(2«^ 2/3, 2y, x)
by a simple relation ; for if the last-mentioned expression is put
equal to
then the product in question is equal to

7 + ?

7 + -}-7 + t

7 + i -7 + 1 -7 + 1

* Communicated by the Author.
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The form of the identity thus arrived at will be best perceived
by considering a particular case. Thus, comparing the coefficients ofx^, wo have
a.u + l.u + 2 . /8 . ^ + l./3 + 2
1.3
. 3 . ry+i.y + |.,y + |
a.a
+
1
/3 . /8+I7— «.7 — /3
+- 2 .7+^y+l
1 • 7+ i
+ « ■ /3 y — a. 7 — a.-{-l .<y- -;8.7-/3+l

y+^ • r+;

+ 7—

a.y — a + 1.7 — a + 2.y — /3.7— /S + 1 .7-/3 + 2
7+t
1.2
.
3 . 7 + 1 . 7 + 12a. 2a + 1.2a + 2. 2/3. 2/3 + 1. 2;8 + 2
3 . 27 27 + 1.27 + 2
1 . 2
2a.2a + l .2/3.2/3 + 1 7— ct— j5
1
+ ■ 1.2.
27.27 + 1
2a. 2/3
7 — a — /S.7 — a— /3+1
+ 1.27
172

+

y — a— /3. y — a — /3 + 1.7 — «-)i3+2
1.2.3

7 . 7 + 1 .7 + 2
y+j. 7 + 1-7 + 1'

It may b^ observed that the function on the right-hand side
is, as regards u, a rational and integral function of the degree
3, and as such may be expanded in the form
A« . « + 1 . a + 2
+ Ba . a+ 1 . 7 — a
+ C«. y — a. 7 — « + l
+ D7 — a. 7 — a + 1 .y — « + 2,
and that the last coefficient D can be obtained at once by writing
a = 0 ; this in fact gives
y— /3.y— /3+I.7— ;8 + 2 7 . 7 + 1. y + 2
07.7 + 1.7 + 2 =
2
7 + ^-7 + ^7 + v}
and thence
7— yS+1 .7-/34-2
1.2.3.7+^.7+1.74 I'
which agrees with the left-hand side of the equation : and the
value of the first coefficient A may be obtained in like manner
with a little more difficulty; but 1 have not succeeded in obtaining a direct proof of the equation. Tlie form of the equation
shows that the left-hand side should vanish for y=— 2, which
may be at once verified.
Grassmere, August 25, 1858.
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XXXIX. On Chloro-arsenious Acid, and some of its Comjwunds.
^2/ William Wallace, Ph.D., F.C.S., Glasffow*.
IN the course of a former series of experiments on the chloride
of arsenic f, I observed that arsenious acid dissolved freely
in the anhydrous chloride. Believing that a definite combination
was formed, I have I'ccently investigated the subject more fully,
and have succeeded in preparing a new and highly interesting
compound, to which I have given the name of chloro-arsenious
acid. My examination of the acid and its compounds is still far
from complete ; but I purpose in the mean time to submit a short
abstract of my results to the members of the British Association.
1. Solution of Arsenious Acid in Chloride of Arsenic.
When chloride of arsenic is heated to gentle ebullition in a
small tubulated retort, the beak of which is inclined upwards,
and powdered arsenious acid is gradually introduced, the solution of the latter appears to cease when the liquid contains equal
equivalents of the two compounds. The readiest method of preparing this solution in quantity is to introduce a few ounces of
arsenious acid into a flask, and pass hydrochloric acid gas through
it until all the arsenious acid disappears. The flask should be
agitated occasionally. The action is very violent, and is attended
by the elimination of much heat. If the passage of the hydrochloric acid gas is continued as long as absorption takes place,
pure chloride of arsenic is obtained. The nature of the reaction
has been fully explained in the paper already referred to.
2. Chloro-arsenious Acid.
When the solution of arsenious acid in chloride of arsenic is
gradually distilled until it begins to froth up, there separates, on
cooling, a pasty, viscid, semi-fluid mass, from which the more
liquid portion may be poured off. Analysis gave as follows :—
Arsenic
1 = 75
59-29
Chlorine
. . 28-11
1=35-5
28-06
Oxygen
2 = 16
12-65
126^5
100-00
The formula of this compound, therefore, is AsCl" -h 2AsO^ or
AsClO-, that is, arsenious acid in which one equivalent of oxygen
is replaced by chlorine.
Anhydrous chloro-arsenious acid is a viscid fluid or a very soft
* Communicated by the Author, having been read at the Meeting of
the British Association at Leeds, September 24, 1868.
t " On Chloride of Arsenic," by Pennv and Wallace, Phil. Mag. vol, iv.
p. 361.
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solid, according to the temperature to wliich it is exposed. It is
transparent, but has a brown colour, which does not appear to
be owing to the presence of any impurity. It fumes slightly in
the air, parting with a small portion of its chlorine as hydrochloric acid, and absorbing oxygen. When strongly heated,
it boils up with considerable frothing, and affords a distillate of
pure chloride of arsenic. When brought up to about the temperature at which arsenious acid sublimes, it leaves a glassy,
hard, transparent substance, which was found to contain lO'Oi
per cent, of chlorine, agreeing with the formula 2AsO^, AsClO^.
The fluid poured off from the chloro-arsenious acid was found,
on analj'-sis, to contain an amount of chlorine which corresponds
with the formula AsCP, AsO^. It is therefore similar to the
solution prepared by adding arsenious acid to heated chloride of
arsenic. I do not believe, however, that this liquid is a compound of these two substances ; if a definite combination at all,
its constitution is probably SAsClO^, AsCF.
Chloro-arsenious acid is also formed when chloride of arsenic
is treated with a quantity of water not quite sufficient to dissolve
it. On adding small successive portions of water to the chloride,
the proportion of chlorine in the undissolved quantity gradually
diminishes, until the last globules consist chiefly of the compound acid.
3. Hydrated Chloro-arseniotts Acid.
Chloride of arsenic is dissolved in the smallest possible quantity of water (about 16 equivalents), and the solution set aside
in a closed flask. In two or three days minute nucleated crystals begin to form ; and these gradually increase until about onehalf of the liquid is occupied by them. A second crop of crystals
may be obtained by placing a fragment of rock-salt in the motherliquor : these take a long time to form, and are much larger and
better defined than those which result from the first operation.
The crystals may be well pressed with a platinum spatula, and
then dried by pressure between numerous folds of blotting-paper,
A portion was analysed which had been completely dried by powerful pressure, aiid the following results were obtained : —

Arsenic
Chlorine
Oxygen
Water .

.
.

. 51-80
.. 24-97
.

12-35

1 = 75

21=35-5
= 16
2 = 18
144-5

51-90
24-57
11-07
12-46
100-00

Tiie crystallized acid contains, therefore, two equivalents of
water, and is represented by the formula 2II0, AsClO-. It
becomes anhydrous over oil of vitriol, but at the same time loses
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2 or 3 per cent, of chlorine. The crystals are exceedingly minute,
and form in mammillatcd masses resembling the mineral Prehnite. The slowly-formed ciystals are acicular, and collect in stellate groups, presenting, while in the liquid, a very beautiful
appearance. The smaller crystals have a dazzling white colour,
and emit a little hydrochloric acid on exposure to the air.
Chloro-arsenious acid combines with chlorides, as arsenious
acid does with oxides. It appears to be bibasic, the two equivalents of water being capable of being replaced by two equivalents
of an alkaline chloride. The ammonia-salt is the only one which
I have as yet succeeded in obtaining in a distinctly crystalline
form, and of definite composition. Potash and lime compounds
have been obtained as white powders which contain much less
than two ecjuivalents of alkaline chloride ; so that these compounds have probably only one equivalent of alkaline chloride,
and one equivalent of basic water.
Two interesting reactions of the solution of terchloride of
arsenic in water may here be mentioned : oil of vitriol immediately throvt^s down the anhydrous compound, while chloride of
calcium causes the separation of the chloride mixed with a small
proportion of chloro-arsenious acid. The same reactions occur
with a saturated solution of arsenious acid in concentrated aqueous
hydrochloric acid : indeed, an ounce or two of chloride of arsenic
may readily be prepared by adding an equal bulk of strong oil
of vitriol to such a solution. It is not so pure, however, as that
obtained from the aq\ieous solution of chloride of arsenic, and
must be rectified if required in a state of purity.
4. Chloro-arsenite of Ammonia.
The aqueous solution of chloride of arsenic is mixed with
strong liquid hydrochloric acid in sufiicient quantity to prevent
the formation of chloro-arsenious acid, and a small lump of
chloride of ammonium is introduced. At first small, hard, reddish-coloured, cubical crystals, consisting of almost pure chloride of ammonium, make their appearance ; but after some days,
long fibrous needles of snow-white colour and pearly lustre
begin to form, and gradually fill up the liquid. These consist
of the salt under consideration. They are well drained, and dried
by pressure between folds of blotting-pai)er. The following
results were obtained with the salt dried over oil of vitriol :—

Arsenic
.
Ammonium
Chlorine
.
Oxygen
.

.
. 32-23
. 15-23
.
.. 44-78

1=
2=

75
36

32== 106-5
16
233-5

32-12
6-85
15-42
45-61
100-00
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The formula of the dry salt is therefore 2NH4C1, AsClO^.
The loss of water by exposure over oil of vitriol amounted to
4'27 per cent. ; one equivalent of water gives 3'71 per cent.
During the desiccation a little chlorine is evolved and replaced
by oxygen.
. I am still engaged in prosecuting the investigation of the compounds ofchloro-arsenious acid with the metallic chlorides^ and
in endeavouring to form corresponding acids containing iodine
and bx'omine.

XL.

Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from p. 298.]

N the series of bibasic acids of the general formula C° H"~^0^,
commencing with oxalic acid, C'^ H^ 0^, and terminating
with sebacic acid, C^° H^** 0^, the terms containing 18, 10,
and 6 equivalents were until lately wanting. Recently some
new acids have been described which fill up the vacant spaces.
Two acids have been described of the formula C^° H^ 0^, lipic
and pyrotartaric acids. Lipic acid w^as found by Laurent along
with suberic acid, Cni"* 0^ pimelic acid, C^^H'^O^ and
adipic acid, C'^ H"^ 0^, among the products of oxidation of oleic
acid by nitric acid ; but since then it has not been again obtained,
and its existence was doubtful. Gerhardt put in its place pyrotartaric acid, obtained by the destructive distillation of tartaric
acid ; but Arppe, who investigated this acid, found that, although
it had the same formula, it differed materially in form, solubility,
melting-point, and properties of its salts, from the other members of the series.
An acid was discovered by Barral in tobacco, which he named
nicotic acid. This acid he did not analyse, but from its decompositions heassigned to it the formula C^ H'^ 0^, which would be
the missing term containing 6 equivs. carbon. In a recent investigation ofthe oxidation products of Chinese wax, Mr. Buckton* found a new acid which he named anchoic acid. The analyses of the acid, and of its silver, lead, and i)otassium salts, fix
its formula at C'^II'^0^, which is the formula of the missing
term containing 18 equivs. carbon.
Most of these bibasic acids arc formed by the action of nitric
acid on the fats : the acids produced in this reaction have been
recently investigated by Wirzf, who, besides establishing the ex♦ Clicniical Gazette, August IG, 1858.
vol. X. J). H)().
t Licbig's Annalen, December 1857.

Quart. Journ. Chem. Society,
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istence of lipic acid, has found among them an acid containing
18 equivalents of carbon. This acid is identical with Buckton's
acid, with whose results, however, Wirz was unacquainted. The
material for the investigation was obtained by acting on about
five pounds of the fatty acids from cocoa-nut oil with nitric acid
at the boiling temperature ; at the end of two months the action
was terminated, and the mass in the retort solidified to a crystalline mass. On treating this with water, it separated into a
fatty mass which floated on the surface ; a yellowish, thick, oily
body, heavier than water, and which on further investigation
proved to be a mixture of nitrocapric and nitrocaprylic acids,
and an aqueous solution containing five or six acids, M'hosc separation was efieeted by fractional crystallization.
The crystals which first separate are generally considered to
be suberic acid. But an analysis of the silver salt showed that
a higher acid was present; and on recrystallization it was found
to contain, besides suberic acid, C^^H''*0^, an acid which gave
on analysis numbers agreeing with the formula C^^ IP*^ 0^. The
description of the properties of this acid, which Wirz names
lepargylic acid, leave no doubt that it is identical with Buckton^s
anchoic acid. Wirz analysed also the silver and lead salts.
In the mother-liquor from these acids Wirz found pimelic
acid, Ci"* W 0^ and adipic acid, C^^ H'" 0*^ ; and besides these
he was enabled to confirm the existence of Laurent's lipic acid.
This acid difi'ers in many respects from the rest of the series.
It crystallizes from water in transparent crusts formed of aggregated small hard nodules, which again consist of minute
prisms. It can be sublimed after one distillation, and is then
obtained in the form of long brilliant needles. By repeated distil ation itis transformed, like succinic acid, into the anhydrous
acid. Wirz prepared and analysed several of the salts, and made
a comparative investigation of this acid and pyrotartaric acid,
which proved that they were not identical. In the last motherliquor Wirz found succinic acid, but neither the acid below this,
C^ H"* 0^, nor oxalic acid.
Dessaignes has recently described* a new acid obtained in
small quantities by the oxidation of malic acid by bichromate of
potash, which is the missing term of the series, containing six
atoms of carbon. It appears identical with Barral's nicotic acid ;
but until its identity is established, Dessaignes names it malonic
acid. To obtain it, bichromate of potash is gradually added to
a weak solution of malic acid, and the action is complete when
about an equivalent in weight has been added. The mixture is
then treated with milk of lime to precipitate the chrome, and
* Cowptes Rendus, July 12.

Chemical Gazette, September 15, 1858.
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the filtrate precipitated by acetate of lead. The precipitate,
which contains chromate of lead, is treated with nitric acid,
which, when dilute, only dissolves the organic salt. When this
liquid is three-fourths neutralized by ammonia, the salt precipitates; when this precipitate is treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the liquid filtered, the acid is obtained in crystalline
plates on evaporating the solution.
It forms large rhombic ciystals, which have a lamellar structure ;they arc soluble in water, with a strongly acid reaction
and odour. Heated to 100^ the acid loses water; at 140° it
melts, and boils at 150° C, disengaging carbonic acid, while
acetic acid distils over. Treated with sulphuric acid it is decomposed ;and it reduces chloride of gold.
It forms with potash and ammonia neutral salts, which are
deliquescent, but crystallize in dry air. The corresponding acid
salts are readily obtained in large crystals. It precipitates lime,
baryta, and silver salts.
Its analogies with oxalic acid are manifest. As the latter decomposes into carbonic and formic acids, so malonic acid decomposes into acetic and carbonic acids.
C4H2 08 = C2H2 0'» + 2C02.
Oxalic acid. Formic acid.
C6H4 08=C'*H4 0-' + 2C02.
Malonic acid. Acetic acid.

But it does not present with succinic acid, the next homologue,
that regular gradation of chemical functions which distinguishes
the true homologue.
The aldehydes and acetones may be regarded, according to
Gerhardt and Chancel, as being formed on the type of hydrogen,
TT y,— the general formula of an aldehyde being tt >, and of
acetone y ^ > i'^ which X is a ternary oxygen radical, and Y an
alcohol radical.

Thus the aldehyde of acetic acid, C^ H"* 0^, is

TT
f , or Tt (■) "^ which an atom of hydrogen is replaced
by the radical othyle; and the corresponding acetone, r^2 tj3 r,
has the other atom of hydrogen replaced by methyle. A powerful su])port for this view is found in the experiment of Williamson, who, by distilling a mixture of one atom valerianate of
potash with one atom acetate of potash, obtained a mixed acc-

tone,
^2ji3 JFriedel* has found that a mixed acetone is obtained by distil* Comptcs Rendus, vol. .xlv. p. 1013.
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ling a mixture, in equal equivalents^ of acetate and benzoate of
potash. By distilling the crude product from this reaction,
which contains acetone, benzole, and a substance resembling
benzophenone, a body is obtained which boils at 198°, and solidifies at 14° C. into large crystalline plates.
Its formula is
(;i6 JJ8 02^ or pa U3
f> or methyluret of benzoyle, as acetone
is methyluret of othyle.
By distilling a mixture of acetate and
butyrate of potash, the mixed acetone,
q2 tt3 /», was obtained.
Friedel found also that the action of pentachloride of phosphorus
on acetone is analogous to its action on aldehyde. When acetone is gradually added to pentachloride of phosphorus, a violent
action is set up, hydrochloric acid is disengaged, and the residue
contains, besides oxychloride of phosphorus, two substances
which, after washing with water, may be separated by fractional
distillation. One boiling at 70° C. has the formula C*" H^' CP, is
isomeric with chloride of propylene, but boils at 30 degrees
lower ; the other, which is probably a product of decomposition
of
the first,
action
wouldboils
thus atbe30°, and has the composition C^ H^ CI. The
C6 H6 0^ + PCP = P02 CF + C« H« CP.
Acetone.
New body.
A further support for the view that the acetones contain
alcohol radicals, Friedel* found in the deportment of hj'drochloric
acid towards acetone, which also furnishes a means of obtaining
the alcohol from the acid. At ordinary temperatures hydrochloric acid has no other action on acetone than that of readily
dissolving. But when a saturated solution of HCl in acetone is
heated in a scaled vessel in the water-bath for some time, it
separates into two layers. On opening the vessel a large quantity of gas escapes, which is chloride of methyle, ar.d the residual
liquid contains acetic acid and unaltered acetone. The decomposition isthus —
2C6 H^ 02 + 4HCl=C4 H" 04-^4C2 H^ CI.
Acetone.
Acetic acid. Chloride of
methyle.
Hydriodic acid acts at ordinary temperatures on acetone.
When this body is saturated with hydriodic acid gas, it may be
at once distilled ; at 43° — 45° iodide of methyle passes over,
which, however, is slightly contaminated with acetone, from
which it is with difficulty separated.
The residue contains acetic
* Comptes Rendtis, vol. xlvi. p. 1165.

Liebig's Annalen, August 1858.
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acid ; and this with iodide of methyle are the only products of
the action. The iodide of methyle treated with oxalate of silver
yielded oxalate of methyle, from which pure methylic alcohol
was prepared. The best means of producing the above decomposition isto heat acetone with concentrated aqueous hydriodic
acid in closed vessels.
If, according to the above view, the acetones are aldehydes
in which hydrogen is replaced by an alcohol radical, we might
expect to obtain the acetones by the action of the iodide of an
alcohol radical on the metallic compounds of the aldehydes.
Ebersbach* has tried this experiment with valerianic aldehyde,
expecting the action to be in accordance with the equation —

CIO H9 on

^ p, TT5 T

c^o H9 on

n= e.
|+C^H
Na
ldehyd
Sodium- valera

^,j^5
Acetone.

^ ^ ^

l+Nal.

The sodium compound of valeraldehyde was obtained by adding sodium to valeraldehyde, in which it dissolved with evolution of hydrogen and disengagement of heat, to a gelatinous
yellowish mass. Iodide of sethyle did not act on this in the cold,
and only slightly at 100° C. ; but heated to 120° C. for some
time, a large quantity of iodide of sodium separated. The mass
was then washed with water, the excess of iodide of sethyle removed byheating in the water-bath, and the liquid then fractionally distilled. In this way a product boiling at 200° C. was
obtained, heavier than water, and not miscible with it, readily
soluble in tether and alcohol, with a pleasant a;therial odour and
a bitter taste. It yielded on analysis numbers agreeing with
the formula C'^ H'^ 0^.
Hence it was not the compound
Q4 jjo

r, but was valeraldehyde in which two equivalents

of hydrogen had been replaced by two equivalents of sethyle,
according to the equation

CIO ip 0-2-1
c'OH^ on -f2NaL
Na2
J-+-^ ^^ ^- {Qni^f J
Sodlum
-valeraldehyde.

New substance.

By the action of pentachloride of phosphorus on hydride of
bcnzoyle, C'^ II'' 0'^, Cahours obtained chlorobeuzolc, C'"* 11^ CP,
and he regarded it as hydi'ide of benzoylc in which oxygen is
replaced by chlorine. Later investigations of Wickef and of
Engelhardt J seem to px'ovc that this is not the constitution of
the body, but that it is rather the chloride of a biatomic radical,
C* II*', analogous to olctiant gas.
* Liebig's Annulen, June 18.58.

t riiil. Mug. October lb57.

J Chemical Gazette, vol. xv. p. 421.
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This action of pentachloride of phosphorus has been tried on
the aldehydes of the fatty acid series.

on oeuanthylic aldehyde, C^'^H^^O^ Liaipricht*
By acting
obtained
chloroenanthole. Equal equivalents of pentachloride
of phosphorus and oeuanthole were mixed together and the product distilled, and the part boiling above 150° C. collected separately. This product, washed with water, then shaken with
bisulphite of ammonia, dried and rectified, yielded pure chloroenanthole, C'* H^'^CP. The action was in accordance with the
equation —
CHHi4 02 + PCP=Ci*Hi4CF + P02CR
CEnanthole. Chloroenanthole.
It is a transparent, mobile liquid, lighter than water, and boiling
at 191° C. Heated with sodium-alcohol in closed tubes to
250° C. it is decomposed into hydrochloric acid, raonochlorinated chloroenanthole, C'^H'^Cl, which boils at 155° C, and a
the formula is probably C'^ H''^. Treated
hydrocarbon
with sodium, ofandwhich
then frequently rectified over bright metallic
sodium, chloroenanthole yielded the hydrocarbon C^"* H'"*. It is
a liquid boding at 95°, and with a peculiar odour.
Ebersbachf in a similar manner has obtained the corrcsjionding compound C^^H'^CP from valeraldehyde. It is a transparent, mobile liquid, with a feeble and not unpleasant odour: it
has the specific gravity 1"05, is insoluble in water, and boils at
130°. Boiled with alcoholic potash it loses chlorine and yields
the compound Ci°H9Ch
Geuther J examined the action of pentachloride of phosphorus
on common aldehyde. Aldehyde was added to pentachloride of
phosphorus in a retort which was kept cool, until only a slight
excess of that substance remained; a slight evolution of HCl
took place, arising from the presence of a trace of water in the
aldehyde. On applying heat, the whole dissolved up to a homogeneous liquid, which on being rectified gradually blackened.
When the temperature had reached 100° C. the receiver was
changed ; the distillate which then passed over was oxychloride of phosphorus. On mixing the distillate below 100° with
water, an oily body separated, which, when washed, dehydrated
over chloride of calcium and rectified, had the boiling-point GO°C.
The liquid has a sweetish fetherial smell and taste, strongly resembling chloroform: at 4° it has the specific gravity 1-9.
It
* Liebig's Annalen, July 1857.
t Ibid. June 1858.
J Ibid. March 1858.
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is attacked by potash with extreme difficulty. Heated in the
water-bath in a sealed tube with that substance, chloride of potassium was formed, and a volatUe chlorine compound, which evaporated atthe warmth of the hand, and burned with a green-edged
flame.
These three chlorides, from their mode of formation, and
from the regular gradation of their properties as far as they have
been examined, evidently belong to one series. They are isomeric with the chlorides of the hydrocarbons, C^" H"", but they
are not identical ; they differ in the boiling-points and in other
properties. Thus chloride of sethylene boils at 82° C, and is
readily attacked by alcoholic potash ; the chloride from aldehyde
boils at 60° C, and is attacked by potash with extreme difficulty.
The difference in boiling-points corresponding to a difference of
C^ H^ is 19 degrees in the series of chlorides of sethylene and its
homologues, while it is 26 degrees in the series of chlorides from
the aldehydes.
The properties of the body obtained by Geuther, as far as they
have been studied, are not very dissimilar to those of Regnault's
chlorinated chloride of sethyle. This body boils at 64°, and
has the specific gravity 1-24, smells like oil of oletiant gas, and
has a sweet but peppery odour. In its deportment towards
alcoholic potash it has some of the characteristics of a derivative
of aldehyde ; for when treated with that reagent it yields chloride of potassium and a brown sticky resin, while the same odour
is perceived which is produced when aldehyde is treated by potash. On the other hand, this substance is not altered by boiling
with potassium ; and although the corresponding aldehyde compound has not been examined in this respect, its higher homologue, chloroenanthole, is decomposed by sodium without very
great difficulty. The higher homologues of chlorinated chloride
of aithyle are not known ; but the corresponding methyle compound, C^ H^ CP,has been described by Regnault, and its boilingpoint is 30^. Hence a difference of 34° C. corresponding to
a difference of C^ H^.
It is probable, on the whole, that these three chlorides belong to
three different isomeric series — the chlorides of olefiant gas and
its homologues, the chlorides from the aldehydes, and the chlorinated chlorides of the alcohol radicals.
Pasteur has observed* that, in the
portion of tlic sugar becomes changed
tlic fermented liquid is evaporated and
tated with a silver salt, the precipitate

alcoholic fermentation, a
into succinic acid. When
neutralized, and precipidecomposed by sulphur-

* Comptts Rendus, vol. xlvi, p. 179.
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etted hydrogen, and the liquid evaporated, the succinic acid is
obtained in crystals. The quantity amounts to a half per cent,
of the fermented sugar. In wine also Pasteur found succinic
acid.
According to the same chemist*, glycerine also invariably
occurs among the products of the alcoholic fermentation of sugar ;
and he estimates its amount at 3 per cent, of the fermented sugar.
It is further contained in all fermented liquors, and especially in
wine.
Bunsen explained the formation and occurrence of salammoniac in lava, by the theory that, in the passage of lava
over surfaces covered with vegetation, the nitrogen of the plants
becomes free in the form of carbonate of ammonia, which, with
the hydrochloric acid continuously evolved from the heated lava,
forms sal-ammoniac. Bunsen had observed, some months after
an eruption at Hecla, that only the lower part, which had flowed
over grass-land, showed sal-ammoniac fumarolcs, and that higher
up, and in proj^ortion as the vegetation disappeared, the formation of sal-ammoniac ceased also. This theory was opposed by
von Waltershausen, who considered that the volcanic sal-ammoniac arose from the atmospheric ammonia.
Ranierit has communicated some observations on the lava
stream of Vesuvius in 1850, whicli confirm Bunsen's view. The
course of the lava was partly over the old stream of 1834, partly
(and especially where it reached the plain) over cultivated land.
In the latter portions, sal-ammoniac was found for a year and a
half after the eruption, and in considerable quantities. In the
lava which had flowed over the older stream, very little salammoniac was found, and few fumaroles.
The greater number of fumaroles which occur in the lava
which has passed over cultivated land, arises from the gases formed
by the action of the lava on organic matter, which force their
way through the still soft lava. And the small quantities of
fumaroles which occui* near the older lava may arise from the
decomposition of accidental animal deposits.
Ranieri admits that the ammonia of the atmosphere may give
rise to formation of sal-ammoniac, but only in a subordinate
degree.
* Comptes Rendus, vol. xlvi. p. 85".
t Liebig's Annulen, December 1857.
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XLI. Note on the Equation in Numbers of the First Degree
between any number of Variables ivith Positive Coefficients. Bij
J. J. Sylvester, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in
the Royal Military Academy*-.
I PROPOSE to show that all the systems of values {a;,y,z...w)
which satisfy a given equation in integers,
ax + by + cz+ ... +ho = n,
({a,b,c...l) being all positive, and the number of systems
equatherefore definite), may be made to depend onof algebraical
«, b, c.l and n.
tions whose coefficients are known functions
The fact is somewhat surprising, the proof easy, being an immediate consequence of the theorem I have given in the Quarterly
Journal of IMathematics, and also in Tortoliui's Amiali for Jan.
1857, of the problem of the partition of numbers.
For my present purpose, this theorem may be with advantage
presented under a somewhat modified form as follows: — Let
%{¥t) be used to denote the coefficient of - in the expansion of

Yt in ascending powers of t.
solutions of the equation

Let N stand for the number of

ax + by + cz+ ... +lw = n;
let m be the least common multiple of a, h, c,...l,
and

p be any primitive root of p'" = l,
pe-P* be called A;^ ; then

^-^^l{i-Aa){l-Ab)...{l-Al)j
If now we call N' what N becomes when, in lieu of the
equation
ax + by + cs+ ...+ho = n,
(1)
we write
ax' + ax" + by + cz+ ...+lw = n, . . . (2)
it is clear that

But it is also clear that all the solutions of equation (2) may be
derived from those of equation (1), by writing for each value of x
x' + x" = x;
(3)
1,
+
x
evidently
is
(3)
equation
of
solutions
and as the number of
* Communicated by the Autlior.
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we have N' = 2a; + N, or

^
Aa.A(-n)
v,._v(
^'""^^lO a/
-A«f (1-A6) ... (l-A/) J •
In like manner, if we vvi'itc
ax' + ax"->tax'"-\-by + cz+ ... -^-Iw^n,
the sohitions of this equation spring from those of equation (1)
by making a;' + .T"-|-a,"' = A', the number of sokitions of which
equahty is (.T + l)('2^ + 2) •• wherefore
^^^+3^+3 _^r
A(-n)
\ .
2
""^ 1(1-A«)^(1--A6)...(1-A/)/'
from which w^e may readily deduce; by aid of what h as bee
already shown,
v,.2_v/a
(Aa)(l+Aa)A(-?i)
.
i.z -^^(l_A«)3(l_A^,)...(l_A/)'
and so in general,

Again, if we write

(1-A«y+'(1-A6)...(l-A/)"

ax-irhyi + byc^+ ...-\-by^-\-cz+ ... ■\-lw=n,
. . (4)
we shall find by parity of reasoning (seeing that in this last equation the solutions may be derived from those of equation (1) by
keeping x, z, ... iv all unaltered, whilst we give to ?/„ y^ ... y^ all
the values compatible with ?/i + ?/2+ ... +y^ = y), the value of
1,x' in equation (4) will be the same as that of
(y + l)(y + 2)...(y + e)
^"^•~ 1 . 3 ...
e"
in equation (1). Wherefore we shall evidently obtain
__^^Aa{l + Aa)...({i-l+Aa}xAb{l+Ab)...({6-l)+Ab),
l,x\y' = 'Z@
^^ ^ ^.^j
{l-Aay+\l-Aby^\l-Ac)...{l-Al)
the extension
of the theorem to 2*' .y^.z"... is too obvious to
need
further allusion.
Thus, then, to find x^, x\ . . . x^, we may begin by forming
an equation of the Nth degree, whose coefficients are known,
because the sums of the powers of the roots are given. Supposing these roots to consist of N, values x, N^ values Xc^, ... N^^i
values a-^, the solution of yu. simple equations will enable us to
find the sum of the N, values of y corresponding to x-^, the sum
of the Ng values of y corresponding to x\. , . , and the sum of
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the N^ values of y corresponding to x,^. To effect this, we have
only to write down the values of '%xy, %x-y, . . . '^x'^ . y. In like
manner we may find the sum of the Nj values of ?/^ corresponding to x^, the N2 values of y'^ corresponding to X:^) ^^v ^^^ ^^
in general for y" . Thus, then, we may obtain the requisite number of sets of equations for determining independently by means
of equations of the degrees N„ No, . . • N^ respectively the values
of y corresponding to each of the distinct values of x ; and in
like manner for all the other variables. The principal interest
of this note consists, however, in the appreciation of the fact that
we can represent algebraically, as has been shown above, the
value of 2.r«.7/P. £•■''. . . , where the sign of summation extends
over all the simultaneous solutions of
ax + by + cz + &c. = n.
This is a considerable advance upon the conception (itself before
my discovery entirely unrecognized*) of the explicit representability of the mere number of the solving systems x, y, z . . . by
general algebraical formulae. By this new theorem we pass, as
it were, from the shadow to the substance.
XLII. On the Problem of the Virgins, and the general Theory of
Compound Partition.
By J. J. Sylvester, M.A., F.R.S.,
Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military Academyf.
IN the Opera Minora of the great Euler, in the last page of
his seco7id memoii- on the partition of numbers (vol. i. p. 400),
occur these words :— " Ex hoc principio definiri potest quot
solutiones problemata qu^ ab arithmeticis ad regulam virginum
referri soleut, admittunt ; hujusmodi problemata hue redeunt ut
invcniri debeant numeri p, q, r, s, &c., ita ut his duabus conditionibus satisfiat,

ap + bq + cr + dsSic. =n, et up + ^q -{- <^r -\- hs kc. =vj
et jam quajstio est quot solutiones in numeris integris positivis
locum sint habiturse ubi quidem tenendum est numeros a,b,c,d...n
et x,/3,j,B...v esse integros ;" and he then proceeds to observe
that the number in question is the coefficient of x"Ky" in the
expansion of the expression
(i -x^y') (1 -x^y^) (1 -x" .y^) ...
in terms of ascending positive powers of x and y.
* As witness the comparatively unfructuous labours of Paoli, Ilcrschel,
Kirkman, and even of Cayley. But as honest labour is seldom entirely
wasted, so in the ))iesent case it was my valued friend Mr. Kirkman's Manchester memoir on partitions which first drew and fixed my attention on
the subject.
t Communicated by the Author.
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Why tlie solution in integers of two simultaneous equations
with an indefinite number of variables should be referred to " the
rule of the Virgins '' I am at a loss to conjecture, unless indeed
it be supposed to have some mystical reference to the alligation
or coupling of the coefficients of the two equations*. The problem
in question may be otherwise stated as having for its object to
discover the number of modes in which the couple m, n may be
made up of the couples a, a.; b, ^ ; c, y &c.
I need hardly remark that Euler's form of representation is
no solution, but merely a transformation of the question. The
problem in its most general form is to determine the number
of modes" in which a given set of conjoint partible numbers
l^, Zj, . . . Ir can be made up simultaneously of the compound
elements,
«!, a^, ... a,. ; b^, bc^ . .- . b^ ; c„ Cg, . . . c,. ; &c.
The problem of simple partition has been already completely
resolved by the author of this notice ; but the resolution of the
problem of double, and still more of multiple decomposition in
general, seemed to be fenced round with insurmountable difficulties.
Let the reader imagine then with what surprise and joyful
emotion, within a few days of despatching my previous paper
on Partitions to this present Number of the Magazine, following out a train of thought suggested by the simple idea in that
paper ccntained, I found myself led, as by a higher hand, to
the marvellous discovery that the problem of compound partition in its utmost generality is capable of a complete solution —
in a word, that this problem may in all cases be made to depend
on that of simple partition. The theorem by which this is eflfccted
has been already confided to the great mathematical genius of
England, and will be shortly committed to the 'Transactions^ of
one of our learned societies ; for the present I shall confine myself
to a disclosure of the general character of the theorem without
* Professor De Morgan lias kindly furnished me with the following information asto the use of this singular phrase :—
" I have seen this process cited as the rule of — Ceres, Series, Verginum,
Virginum, Ceres and Virginum, Series and Virginum, Ceres and Verginum,
Series and Verginum. 1 do not think any one of the eight is missing. I
cannot find that Ceres is attended b}^ any maidens, and I cannot guess who
the ladies were. It is applied by the arithmeticians to the rule of alligation when of an indeterminate mmiber of solutions — ^just Euler's problem
which you quote." Mr. Ue Morgan subsequently writes, " I forget
whether they wrote Series or Ceries; I think the latter:" and adds a pleasant caution .igaiust indulging a passion for one of these algebraical virgins ;
"for that though Jupiter did once animate a statue maiden at the prayer of
an enamoured sculptor, yet even Jupiter himself could not impart a body
to au algebraical abstraction."
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going into any details Thus, then, may the theorem be stated
n general terms :—
An7j given system of simultaneous simple equations to be solved
in positive integers being proposed, the determination of the numhei' of solutions of which they admit may in all cases be made to
depend upon the like determination for one or more systems of equations ofa certain fixed standard form. When a system of r equalions betiveen n variables of the aforesaid standard form is given,
the determination of the number of solutions in positive integers of
which it admits may be made to depend on the like determination
for — = —
Y\
single independent equations derived
from those of the given system by the ordinary process of elimination, ivith a slight modification ; the final result being obtained by
taking the sum of certain numerical multiples [some positive, others
negative) of the numbers corresponding to those independent determinations. This process admits of being applied in a variety of
modes, the resulting sum of course remaining unaltered in value
whichever mode is employed, only appearing for each such mode
made up of a different set of coijijjonent parts^.
In the Problem of the Virgins, where but two equations are
concerned, the equations are reduced to the standard form when
the two coefficients of every the same variable in the two equations are prime to one another, and when no two pairs of coeffi* Since the above was in print, I have discovered a much more specific
theorem, which, indeed, is to he regarded as the fundamental theorem in
the doctrine of compound partition, and the basis of that given in the text.
It is as follows :— If there be r simultaneous simple equations betiveen n
variables {in which the coefficients are all positive or negative integers)
forming a definite system (i. e. one in which no variable can become indefinitely great in the positive direction without one or more of the others becoming negative), and if the r coefficients belonging to each of the same
variable are exempt from a factor common to them all, and if not more than
r — 1 of the variables can be eliminated simultaneously between the r equations, then the determination of the number of positive integer solutions of
the given system may be made to depend on like determinations for each of n
derived independent systems, in each of which the number of variables and
equations is one less than in the original system.
This reduction in general can be effected in a great but limited variety
of modes. When only two equations, however, are concerned, the number
of modes is always two, neither more nor less. So that in fact we are still
navigating in tlie narrows, and have not fairly entered upon the wide ocean
of the theory of comi)ound j)artitions until we have passed the case of
double partition. When the given system supposed deiinite is one of three
equations between four variables, the number of modes of reduction is
twelve or sixteen, according to that type out of two (to one or the other
of which it must of necessity belong) under whidi the system falls. The
theory of ty])cs a])plicable to any system of simultaneous simjile equations
with rational coefficients, here faintly shadowed fortii, constitutes, I apprehend, a new and important branch in the theory of inequalities.
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cients have the same ratio ; and for this problem the process is
always limited to ouly two modes of application. The method,
however, in a very important class of cases admits of being applied in one, and only one mode when these conditions are not
strictly fulfilled.
Thus the virgins who appeared to Euler, but with their forms
muffled and their faces veiled, have not disdained to reveal
themselves to me under their natural aspect. Wonderful indeed
has been the history of this theory of partitions. Notwithstanding that the immortal Euler had written two elaborate memoirs
on the subject, that Paoli, and I believe other Italian mathematicians, had taken it up from another but less advantageous point
of view, so completely had it fallen into oblivion, as far as the
mathematicians of this country are concerned, that Sir John
Herschel has written a memoir upon it, inserted iu the Philosophical Transactions, without any reference to, and evidently in
complete unconsciousness of, the labours of his predecessors,
and subsequently Professor De Morgan, so justly celebrated for
his mathematical erudition, in a paper in the Cambridge and
Dublin Mathematical Journal, refers to the doctrine of partitions
as being of quite recent creation. The importance of the subject iu these later times has been vastly augmented by the^ magnificent applications which our great mathematical luminary has
made of it to the doctrine of invariants.
Postsci'ipt. — In the first instance I discovered the theorem
above given by a method of induction, aided by an effort of
imagination, and confirmed by numerous trials; but I have
since obtained a very simple, although somewhat subtle general
proof of it. Mr. Cayley on his part, and independently, has also
laid the foundation of a most ingenious and instructive method
of demonstration entirely distinct from my own. I reason upon
the equations, Mr. Cayley upon the Eulerian generating function ;but it was by operations performed upon this function
that I was myself originally led to a perception of the transcendental analogies out of which I was enabled to evolve the law.
The very interesting case of the composition of a proposed
integer out of elements given both in number and specie, to
which Euler has called particular attention, falls without preparation under the standard form ; for this question is in fact
merely that of determining the number of solutions of the
binary system of equations,
ax + by + c~ + . . . +lw = m,
a:+ y + z + . . .+ w = iJ.,
a, b, c, . . . I being supposed to be all different.
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ThuSj by way of veiy simple illustratiorij suppose it required
to find in how many ways the number m can be made up of yu.
elements, limited to consist of the numbers 1, 2, 3. My method
gives me at once the following solution. Call v the number
required. Then m must be not less than fx, and not greater
than 3/x., or there will be no solutions. For all values of m between [jband 3yL6j both inclusive,

for all values of m between 2/u, and 3/i, still both inclusive,

It will be observed that when 7n = 2/j,, the two formulae give the
same value, so that either may be employed. Again, suppose
we wish to express the number of modes of composition of in
with the four elements 1, 2, 3, 4, the number of parts being fi,
— must be not less than 1 nor greater than 4, or there will be
no solutions possible.
For all values of m from /j, to 2j«, inclusive,

p, p' being the prime cube roots of unity.
For all values of m from 2//, to 3/x inclusive^
_ (m-/^-f3)^ _ (»i- 2/^-3)^
""
12
4
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Finally, for all values of m from S/j, to 4/j, inclusive,

At the joining points (so to say) between the successive cases,
viz. where m — 2fj. or m = 3/A, the contiguous formulae give like
results whichever of them is applied, so that the discontinuity
in the form of the solution resembles that arising from the
This discontinuity (in itself
juxtaposition of different curves*.
* The connexion between the contiguous formula is ahvays closer than
what is symboHzed by the j)hrase used above. Tlie curves must be regarded asnot merely jjlaced end to end, but to lie, as it were, knit or
of
spliced together through a certain finite portion of the extent of each
them. Thus the first and second formulae in the text coincide in value,
not merely for m + 2/x, but also for »i=2^— 1 and m=2/i— 2; and the
second and tiiird formulic coincide, not merely for m='Aix, but also for
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a remarkable phsenomenon to be brought to ligbt), far from
being a reproach to the method employed, is to be regarded as
a quality inherent in the subject matter under representation,
and inexpugnable, as such, in the very nature of things.
K Woolwich Commorij
October 2, 1858.
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March 18, 1858. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, iu the Chair.
THE

followiug communications were read :—
" On the probable Origin of some Magnesian Rocks."
By
T. Sterry Hunt, Esq., of the Geological Survey of Canada.
The deposits of mineral matters from natural waters offer many
points of interest to the geologist. Besides the rock-salt and gypsum,
w'liich in many cases have doubtless been formed by the spontaneous
evaporation of saline waters, it is well known that many mineral
springs charged Avith carbonic acid under pressure, deposit great
quantities of earthy salts when they come to the surface, and that
the travertines thus formed often constitute extensive masses. The
deposit from the hot alkaline saline springs of Carlsbad, which forms
great beds, wasfound byBerzelius to consist chiefly of carl)Ouate of lime,
Avith portions of oxide or carbonate of iron, and small quantities of
silica, strontia, phosphoric acid and fluorine ; the analyses of other
chemists have added to the list of elements met with in these and
similar precipitates, manganese, zinc, cobalt, nickel, chromium, arsenic,
autimony, tin, copper and lead. Carbonate of magnesia is however
wanting, or present only in very small proportion, in these deposits ;
and the same is true of the calcareous sinter from cold springs. The
Carlsbad water, however, contains for 1 7 parts of carbonate of lime
] 0 parts of carbonate of magnesia ; but this latter salt, according to
Berzelius, is only deposited after evaporation.
The analyses by Berzelius and Struve of the various carbonated
waters of Germany, show tbat carbonate of lime is generally present
in much larger quantities than carbonate of magnesia ; and it is only
in the waters of Piillna and the Elisenbrunnen of Kreuznach, which
contain very little carbonic acid, tbat we find a large amount of
carbonate of magnesia, with a small portion of carbonate of lime.
The water of Piillna, according to Struve, contains in 1000 parts
32'72 of solid matters, consisting of sulphates and chlorides of sodium,
m=3/Lt+l and m=3fj.-\-2. The adjacent curves have, so to say, in the
instance above, the same tangents and circles of curvature at the points of
miion, so that we may be said to modulate from one formula into another.
The raison raisonne'e of this fact is easily explicable on a priori analytical
principles.
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magnesium and a little calcium, besides "10 of carbonate of lime and
"83 of carbonate of magnesia ; it contains only pj-^ths of its volume
of carbonic acid gas.
In my analyses of the waters of the western basin of Canada,' I have
found many brine-springs, which, although rising from Lower Silurian
limestones, hold no appreciable amount of earthy carbonates, but
contain, besides common salt, large quantities of chlorides of calcium
and magnesium ; they are in fact veritable bitterns. The mineral
springs of these palaeozoic strata appear to be in all cases connected
with undulations producing disruptions of the strata, through which
the subterranean waters find egress. In the almost undisturbed
region of the west, the springs are consequently rare, but in the
disturbed country further east, along the north-western limit of the
Green Mountains, which are composed of these same palaeozoic
strata in an altered ' condition, the mineral J waters become very
abundant. Five or six springs, often differing in kind, may sometimes
be found within a short distance along the same line of fault ; but
where the strata become crystalline, the mineral waters are no longer
met with.
In this eastern region, the saline waters issuing from the same
limestones as the springs just described are generally more dilute
than those of the west, and although, like them, containing but very
little carbonic acid, deposit by boiling or evaporation large quantities
of earthy salts, chiefly carbonate of magnesia. Many of these waters
contain earthy rhlorides, and are analogous to the Piillna spring,
while others, still strongly saline, are alkaline from the presence of
carbonate of soda. The solubility of the carbonate of magnesia in
these waters is explained by the observations of H. Rose, who has
shown that the partial precipitate produced in the cold, by carbonate
of soda in a solution of a neutral salt of magnesia, is redissolved by an
excess either of the magnesian s.ilt or the alkaline carbonate, and is
only thrown dow^ from these solutions by heat. Longchamji has
further remarked that the precipitation by heat is rendered less complete in proportion as the carbonate, sulphate or hydrochlorate of the
alkali is in excess, and that the precipitate at first formed under these
circumstances is redissolved on cooling. I have verified this last
observation in the case of these natural waters, from which the magnesian carbonate is only separated when they are evaporated to a
small volume. When thus evaporated, even at a very gentle heat,
these mineral waters yield large quantities of granular carbonate of
magnesia, often nearly pure.
With these facts in view, it is very easy to trace a relation between
the saline waters containing carbonate of magnesia, and another class
of springs in which tlie predominant element is carbonate of soda
with small quantities of common salt, borax, and earthy carbonates.
These waters, although wanting in the west, are very abundant in
eastern Canada, and rise from the same formations as the saline
springs, but are most abundant in the argillaceous strata immediately
overlying the lower limestones, which appear to be the source of the
salines.
These alkaline waters probably owe their origin to the slow
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decomposition of felspathic debris iii presence of earthy carbonates.
By the mingling of these sokitions of carbonate of soda with the
bitterns of tlie Umestones, the carbonate of lime would be precipitated,
except so far as an excess of carbonic acid were present, while carbonate ofmagnesia would remain in solution, as in the Carlsbad waters.
The mixture of these alkaline springs with sea-water would yield
similar results.
From my analyses of more than sixty of the different mineral
springs of Canada, to be found in the pubUshed reports of the
Geological Survey, I select a few characteristic waters of each class,
giving here only approximatively the determinations of the principal
ingredients for lOUO parts.
A. Saline waters, containing little or no earthy carbonate.
B. Alkaline waters, feebly saline.
C. Saline waters, holding abundance of earthy carbonates.
a. Neutral, containing earthy chlorides.
b. Alkaline, containing carbonate of soda.

Few of the above waters contain sulphates, but baryta and strontia
are present in very many of them ; the amount of these two bases
in the Yarennes spring is equal to '016, while in that of Lanoroie, a
water of the class B, containing 12"88 of solid matters, there were
found '030 of baryta and "021 of strontia. Small quantities of
silica, alumina, phosphoric acid, manganese and iron are present in
all of these springs, and in the alkaline and many of the saline waters
a portion of boracic acid ; the borate is included with the carbonate
of soda in the above analyses. Bromine and iodine are found in all
the saline waters. I have shown, in my analyses of five alkaline
saline waters from Caledonia and Vareunes, that the amount of
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carbonic acid is much less than is required to form bicarbonates
with the soda, hme and magnesia which these waters contain, so that
the magnesia must be held dissolved as a mono-carbonate. In the
water of Chambly, on the contrary, there is no deficiency of carbonic
acid, and the bases exist as bicarbonates. The temperatures of these
springs range from 46° to .53° F. ; some of them are therefore to be
regarded as slightly thermal.
Interstratified with the shales and sandstones of the Quebec division of the Lower Silurian rocks, which immediately overlie the
strata yielding these alkaline waters, are found thick beds of pure
limestone, sometimes presenting the agatized structure and semitranslucency which characterize certain travertines, but at other
times opake, homogeneous, and including remains of orthoceratites,
trilobites and other fossils, xlssociated with these beds of pure carbonate of lime are others which are magnesian, and contain considerable quantities of carbonate of iron, which causes them to
weather reddish brown. These beds are always granular in texture,
and contain a variable portion of siliceous sand ; they often become
conglomerate, enclosing pebbles of quartz and schist, or more frequently fragments of a pure compact limestone, seemingly identical
with that of the beds just described. Thin layers of the ferruginous
magnesian rock sometimes separate beds of the pure carbonate of lime,
or form lenticular masses in its midst, and seem to replace its fossils.
The pure limestones also sometimes form the base of a conglomerate,
or are mixed with sand and argillaceous matters.
These magnesian rocks, like the pure limestones of this formation,
occur in irregular and interrupted beds ; they often attain a thickness of many yards, are destitute of fossils, and contain from ten to
forty per cent., and even more, of sand or clay. The portion soluble
in acids is sometimes a dolomite with carbonate of iron ; at other
times the lime is wanting, or present only in traces, and we have a
ferruginous magnesite. In two previous notes presented to the
Society, I have already explained the manner in which I suppose
these siliceous carbonates to have been, in some parts of the formation, transformed into silicates, such as serpentine, talc, chlorite and
pyroxene, by the subsequent intervention of heated solutions of alkaline carbonates.
It appears to me that we may explain the origin of these magnesian deposits, by the spontaneous evaporation of magnesian waters.
If the waters of Carlsbad were to become stagnant above their deposited travertine, they would yield by evaporation beds of ferruginous dolomite, and waters like those of Caxton, Plantagenet, and
Sainte-Gencvicve would furnish carbonate of magnesia nearly free
from lime. Nothing forbids us to suppose the existence of waters
more highly cliarged than these with magnesian carbonate, formed
perhaps by the action of carbonate of soda upon lagoons of seawater, wliose Hire may be removed as carbonate, or by previous evaporation as sulj)hate. The lagoons in Bessarabia, supplied with the
waters of the Black Sea, dc])osit annually large beds of rock-salt ;
and it would rccpiire only tlie intervention of waters like those of the
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natron lakes of Hungary and Egypt, to produce deposits of magnesian carbonate.
The conditions of these deposits at Pointe-Levis and elsewhere in
the Quebec group, seem to point to the existence of basins along an
ancient sea-shore, which probably marked the first upheaval of the
older Silurian strata. Beds of travertine were there formed, and
then the sea flowed over these deposits and gave rise to the fossiliferous limestones ; but there were intervals of disturbance, indicated
by the conglomerates, and these movements, or the deposition of bars
along the shore, gave rise to lagoons or basins cut off from the sea,
where, by evaporation under the conditions which we have supposed,
magnesian precipitates would be deposited. The absence of fossils
in these beds is probably connected with the peculiar composition of
the waters.
"A Fourth Memoir upon Quantics." By Arthur Cayley, Esq.,
F.R.S.
"A Fifth Memoir upon Quantics." By Arthur Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.
" On the Tangential of a Cubic."

By Arthur Cayley, Esq., F.B.S.

"On the Constitution of the Essential Oil of Rue." By C. Greville WilUams, Esq., Lecturer on Chemistry in the Normal College,
Swansea.
The essential oil of rue and its products of decomposition have
been examined by several chemists. Will analysed it many years ago,
and deduced theformula C"^ H=^ O^ as the result of his analyses. The
principal investigation of it was made by Gerhardt, who regarded it
as the aldehyde of capric acid. The production of capric acid from
it by the action of nitric acid, as observed by Gerhardt and also by
Cahours, has been considered as corroborative of the 20 carbon formula. It is evident, however, that the formation of capric acid
merely indicates the aldehyde to contain not less than 20 equivalents
of carbon.
Some experiments made with a view to the production of certain
new derivatives of capric aldehyde, led the author to believe the ideas
generally entertained regarding the formula of the oil to be erroneous.
Before continuing his experiments, he has therefore reinvestigated the
nature of the oil itself.
In order to obtain the aldehyde in a state of purity, advantage was
taken of the tendency of the aldehydes to combine with the alkaline
bisulphites. The oil obtained from the ammoniacal bisulphite of the
aldehyde was carefully analysed. The mean of eight very coincident
analyses gave, —
Mean.
Calculation.
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

..

7771
C" 132 77-65
H" 22 12-94
13-07
0' J16 9-41
9-22
100-00
170 100-00
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The mean of two determinations of the density of the vapour * gave, —
Experiment (mean). Theory C-^ H=2 0^ =4 vols.
5-870
5-874
The aldehyde, purified as above, was again converted into the ammoniacal bisulphite, from which the oil was a second time obtained.
It gave on analysis, —
Carbon
77-&7
12-93
Hydrogen
9-40
Oxygen
100-00
It is plain, therefore, that oil of rue contains an aldehyde of the
formula C" H" O'^ Recent researches having demonstrated that no
acid of the series C° H" O^ with 22 equivalents of carbon has yet been
isolated, and no other derivative with a 22 carbon formula being
known, the author has given the name enodijle to the radical homologous with acetyle contained in this substance.
Enodic aldehyde is a colourless fluid of a fruity odour, quite different to that of the rue plant. Its density is 0-8497 at 15°. Agitation
will cause it to solidify at 7° into a snow-white mass resembling camphor. Its boiling-point is 213°.
Rue oil yields a small portion of fluid boiling at 232°, containing
the aldehyde of lauric acid. It was not obtained absolutely free from
the first fluid. It contained : — ■
Experiment.

CalculaJiou.

78"^6
C^' 144
Ts^l
13-04
24
H'^
12-9
9-0
O"
_16
8-70
1000
184 100-00
The oils accompanying the aldehydes, but which refuse to combine
with the alkaline bisulphites, are of the terebinthinate class. The more
volatile are composed chiefly of an isomer of oil of turpentine ; the less
volatile are hydrates apparently homologous with an isomer of borneol.
(^bon
Hvdrogen....
Oxygen

March 25. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
" On the Relative Power of Metals and their Alloys to conduct
Heat." By F. Crace Calvert, Esq., F.C.S., M.R. Acad, of Turin;
and Richard Johnson, Esq.
After describing the aj)paratus employed, and the process followed
to determine the conductibillty of metals and alloys, the authors
give the chemical means by which they purified the metals used in
the experiments. Taking silver, which is the best conductor, as
1000, they have obtained the relative conducting powers of the following metals :—
* In order to prevent oxidation of the oil, the balloons were filled with hydrogen previous to immcmion in the bath.
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Silver
1000
Golcl,|afo
(J81
Gold,^^!^
840
Cojjper, rolled
845
Copper, cast
811
Mercury
677
Aluminium
665
Zinc, forged
64 1
Zinc, cast vertically .... 628
Zinc, cast horizontally . . 608
Cadmium
5 78

Forged iron
Tin
Steel
Platinum
Sodium
Cast iron
Lead
Antimony, cast horizontally
Antimony, cast vertically
Bismuth

436
422
397
379
365
359
287
215
192
61

The precision obtained b)'' this process is such, that the authors
were able to determine the different conducting powers of the same
metal, when rolled or cast, as shown above. They were also able to
appreciate the influence of crystallization on conductibility ; for they
found that the conducting power of a metal was different when it was
cast horizontally or vertical^, from the different directions which the
axes of crystallization took under these circumstances.
The importance of having the metals as pure as the resources of
chemistry allow, is shown by the action which one per cent, of impurity exerts on the conductibility of a metal, in some cases reducing
it one-fifth or one-fourth. Copper alloyed with one per cent, of various
metals gave different conducting powers, in the same manner as Mr.
Thomson has shown that the conduction of electricity by the same
metal is affected by a similar amount of impurities.
Alloying a metal with a non-metallic substance also exerts an influence, as is shown in the case of the combinition of iron with
carbon, thus —
Forged iron
436
Steel
397
Cast iron
359
Similar results were obtained by combining small proportions of
arsenic with copper.
The authors, with a view of ascertaining whether alloys are simple
mixtures of metals, or definite compounds, made a large number of
alloys of various metals, using equivalent proportions, and determined
their conducting powers. The general result obtained is, that alloys
may be classed under the three following heads : —
1st. Alloys which conduct heat in ratio with the relative equivalents of the metals composing them.
2nd. Alloys in which there is an excess of equivalents of the worse
conducting metal over the number of equivalents of the better conductor, such as alloys composed of ICu and 2Sn ; ICu and 3Sn;
ICu and 4Sn, &c., and which present the curious and unexpected
result that they conduct heat as if they did not contain a particle of
the better conductor ; the conducting power of such alloys being the
same as if the square bar which was used in the experiments were
entirely composed of the worse conducting metal.
3rd. Alloys composed of the same metals as the last class, but in
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■which the number of equivalents of the better conducting metal is
greater than the number of equivalents of the worse conductor ; for
example, alloys composed of lSn2Cu; ISnSCu; iSn 4Cu, &c. ;
in this case each alloy has its own arbitrary conducting power, and
the conductibiUty of such an alloy gradually increases and tends
towards the conducting power of the better conductor of the two
metals composing the alloy.
Experiments were also made with bars composed of various metals
soldered together, in order to compare the results obtained with alloys
with those afforded by the same metals when mixed.
The first part of the paper concludes Avith the conducting power
of several commercial brass alloys.
The second part, which will shortly be published, will contain the
conduction of heat by amalgams.
" On the Surface which is the Envelope of Planes through the
Points of an Ellipsoid at right angles to the Radii Vectores from the
Centre."
By Arthur Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.
The consideration of the surface in question was suggested to rae
some years ago by Professor Stokes ; but it is proper to remark, that
the curve which is the envelope of lines through the points of an
ellipse at right angles to the radius vectors through the centre occurs
incidentally in Tortohui's memoir " Sulle relazione," &c., Tortolini,
to 466 (1855), see p. 461, where the equation is
vol.
foundvi.topp.
be 433
{ 4 («' + 6' - a-h") - 3 (aV + bhf) ] 3

= {%a\2b'-a')sr + ^b\2d--h')y"-A{a^ + ¥){2a--1r){:2b--(r))\

an equation which is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of
a quartic function. Tortolini remarks that this equation was first
obtained by him in 1846 in the 'Raccolta Scientifica di Roma,' and
he notices that the curve is known under the name of Talbot's curve.
According to my method, the equation of the curve is obtained by
and the equaequating to zero the discriminant of a cubic function,
tion of the surface is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of
a quartic function.
The paper contains a jfl-eparatory discussion of the curve, and the
surface is then discussed in a similar manner, viz. by means of the
equations

=z{2-J^(X-4-Y- + Z0},

which determine the coordinates x, y, z oi &. point on the surface^ in
terms of X, Y, Z, the coordinates of a i)oiiit on the ellipsoid. The
surface, which is one of the tenth order, is found to have nodal conies
in each of the principal planes, and also a cuspidal curve. The case
more particularly considered is that for which «- '^ 21", b'- > 2c-, and
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«- + c'-> 36% and the memoir contains a figure showing the form of
the surface for the case in question.
The equation of the surface is
obtained by the elimination of X, Y, Z between the above-mentioned
X'
Y"
Z"
equations and the equation —;--)- — ^ — = 1, as aheady remarked.
This is reduced to the determination of the discriminant of a quartic
function, and the equation of the surface is thus obtained under
the
form P— 27J'-=0, where I and J are given functions of the coordinates.
"Some llemarks on the Physiological Action of the Tanc/hinia
venenifera.'"
By Professors A. Kblliker of Wiirzburg, and E. Pelikan of St. Petersburgh.
The famous poison-tree of Madagascar was described for the first
time by Aubert du Petit Thouars in his ' Genera Madagascarensia,'
under the name of Tanghinia venenifera. At a later period, Sir W.
Hooker published a good description, with a figure of this tree, named
by him Cerbera Tanghin (see Botanical Magazine, pi. 2968) ; so that
nothing is wanted with regard to the botanical knowledge of this
plant. On the other hand, the physiological effects of its poisonous
parts have not been hitherto investigated. All we know is, that the
fruit of the Tanghinia is a strong poison, and is used in Madagascar
as an ordeal poison in the most strange and revolting way. The
only experiment on animals made by Ollivier, showed that 1 2 grains
kill a dog in some hours ; but this experiment gave no further insight into the real action of the Tanghinia. We hope, therefore, that
the Royal Society will take some interest in the experiments which
we undertook with this poison, of which the following is a short
abstract.
The poison used by us was the alcoholic extract of the leaves and
small stems of the Tanghinia, prepared from dried specimens, which
Prof. Pelikan had received from Count Seyderitz of Mecklenburg.
About one centigram of this extract was sufficient to show the full
effect of the poison on frogs, when introduced into a wound of the
back. It acted also when given by the mouth, but in this case a
somewhat larger dose was required to procjuce a full effect.
The observed symptoms were the following : —
1 . First of all, viz. in about 5 to 1 .') minutes, the heart was affected
and stopped in its action, in such a way that the ventricle became
contracted and very small, whilst the auricles remained dilated, but
were also paralysed.
2. The vohnitary and rejlex movements were at first not at all
affected ; but some time — from half an hour to one hour — after the
paralysis of the heart, they became weaker and weaker, and gradually
ceased totally without any sign of spasms or tetanus .
3. In the third place, the Tanghinia has a great influence upon the
voluntary muscles, which become paralysed. This action begins very
soon, and we have been able to show, with the aid of the myogru'
jphion of Volkman, that as soon as the heart is paralysed, the muscles
also begin to lose their force.
Nevertheless, the total paralysis of
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these organs is not observed till after six hours and more, that is to
say, when the muscles have been preserved in a temperature of 14°
to 16° R. In a temperature of 4° to G° R., the irritability of the
poisoned muscles
may last for double this time, as is usual with all
poisoned muscles and nerves ; but even in this case it disappears
long before that of the non-affected muscles.
4. If muscles which have lost their irritabihty through the Tanghiuia are put into a solution of common salt of from i to 1 per cent.,
their power of contraction reappears after a certain" time, but
R,
when they have been preserved at the lower temperature of 5° to 6°only
5. Lastly, the nerves also are ^ffr«/y5erf by the Tanghmia, and, as
far as we were able to pursue this question, under the same circumstances as the muscles, only perhaps a little earlier.
From all this it follows that the Tanghinia is a paralysing, and
above all, a muscular poison. As far as we have been able to follow
its action, it resembles very much, the Upas Antiar ; only its power
would seem to be a little less strong.
April 22. — Major-General Sabine, Treasurer and V. P., in the Chair.
The following commu.nication was read :—
" On the Differential StethophonCj and some new Phenomena
observed by it." By S. Scott Alison, M.D.
Engaged for some years in investigations into the phenomena of
audition, I have become cognizant of some facts which I believe have
hitherto remained unnoticed, and which are certainly not generally
known to physicists and physiologists.
The first of which I shall treat is the restriction of hearing
external sounds of the same character to one ear, when the intensity
is moderately, yet decidedly greater in one car than in the other, the
hearing being limited to that ear into which the sound is poured in
greater intensity. The sound is heard alternately in one ear and in
the other, as it is conveyed in -increasing degrees of intensity, and
hearing is suspended alternately in one ear and in the other, as the
sound is conveyed in lessening degrees of intensity.
Sound, as is well known, if applied to both ears in equal intensity,
is heard in both cars ; but it will be ibund, if the intensity in respect
to one ear be moderately yet decidedly increased, by bringing the
sounding body nearer that car than tlie other, or otherwise, as by the
employment, in respect to one ear, of a damper or obstructor of
sound, or in respect of the other ear, by the em]jloynient of some
intensifier, or good collector or conductor of sound, the sound is heard
in that ear only which is favoured and has the advantage of greater
intensity.
There is little doubt that this law holds with regard to sounds
passing through the air, and carried to the ear in the ordinary
manner, without the aid of any mechanical contrivance, as for instance those of a watch placed in front of the face ; but as the restriction ofhearing to one ear, and its snpjjression in the other,
admit of being rendered more obvious ))y an aj)])aratus that shall
collect sound, prevent its diffusion through the air, and carry it
Pkil. May. S. 4. Vol. 10. No. 108. Nov. 1858.
2 C
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direct to the ear, I propose to give the results of experiments made
with an instrument which I have invented for hearing with both
ears respectively, and which, as it is specially adapted for the auscultation of differences in the sounds of different parts of the chest, I
have named the Differential Stethoscope, or Stethophone.
The results thus procured will he more satisfactory than those obtained by ordinary audition ; a sound will he increased as a visual
object is magnified by the microscope, and as both ears are similarly
dealt with, a perfect parity of conditions will hold in respect of
both ears.
The differential stethophone (see figure) is simply an instrument consisting of two hearing-tubes, or trumpets, or stethoscopes, provided
•with collecting-cups and eai'-knobs, one for each ear respectively. The
two tubes are, for convenience, mechanically combined, but may
be said to be acoustically separate, as care is taken that the sound,
once admitted into one tube, is not communicated to the other. The
tubes are composed of two parts nearly equal in length, one near the
ear-knob, made of metal (C) ; while the other part, near the collectingCup, is made of metal wire (B), to impart
flexibility. The ear-end is curved, so as
to approach the ear, and is supplied with
an ivory knob (D) for insertion into the
meatus externus. The other end of the
tube, being intended to collect sound, is
supplied with a hollow cup, or receiver (A)
made of wood, or some such material.
The mechanical construction of this instrument isborrowed from the stethoscope contrived by Dr. Caman of New
York, and intended by its inventor for
the purpose "of hearing with both ears
sounds emanating from one point,' and
collected into one cup. The two tubes
are brought near together, a few inches
in front of the face, by means of a connecting-bar (E),but calculated to prevent
the transmission of sound from one tube to
the other. This bar is supplied with a
joint, which permits the tubes to be freely
moved, as is necessary in applying the
knobs to the ears. The tvv'o knobs are
kept steadily in the ears by means of an
elastic band (F) connecting the two tubes
near the bar, already described.
The instrument being fitted into the
ears, with the knobs directed upwards,
and the cups being applied equally near
to, or upon a sounding body, say the inflating lung, or a watch, and the conditions for collecting sound being the same, the sound is heard with

\
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both ears, as in ordinary hearing. But if one cup be removed a Uttle,
say a half or a quarter of an inch from the watch (for we shall now
adopt it), and the other cap be left upon the watch, the sound is heard
with that ear only which is connected with the cup placed upon the
watch, and the sensation in the hearing ear is so marked, as to leave
the mind in no doubt whatever that it is through that ear we become
conscious of the sound. If the cup placed upon or nearer the watch,
be removed a little further than the other cup, so as to be less favourably situated for collecting sound, say one inch from the watch, the
ear connected with it becomes totally unconscious of sound, and the
sensation of hearing is most unequivocally felt in the ear (and in that
ear only) which but a moment before was utterly deaf to it. If one
cup be placed upon the middle of the watch, and the other on the
edge, the watch sound is heard in that ear only which is connected
with the cup placed upon the middle.
These experiments may be thus varied ; and the result will in
reality be the same, though apparently more remarkable. The watch,
being held in the air, at the distance of about an inch from one ear,
is heard distinctly beating into that ear only ; but if the watch be
now connected with the collecting-cup of the tube of the stethophone,
inserted into the other ear, the sound, being greatly magnified, is
heard in this ear, and in it only, the ear in whicji the sound had
been primarily heard being now altogether insensible to it, or unaffected byit as far as our consciousness is concerned. The sensation of sound is transferred from one ear to the other, although the
watch is allowed to remain in close proximity to the ear that is now
deaf to its sound.
A watch placed upon or inside the cheek, is heard to beat in that
ear which is nearer ; but if the opposite ear be connected with it by
means of one of the arms of the stethophone, or by a common flexible
stethoscope, the watch sound is no longer heard in the ear nearer the
watch, but in the ear further from it, which is now in reality brought
into nearer connexion with it, by means of the hollow tube.
Sounds, produced in whatever material, are alike subject to this
law, so far as my experiments have j'et been made.
The medium m which sounds are produced does not alter this law.
A watch ticking, or a bell ringing, either in the air or under water,
affords the same results.
Sounding bodies give the same results when covered with soft or
hard materials. A watch placed in one corner of a box, a few inches
square, and an inch deep, is heard to beat in that arm of the stethophone only which is near it. By this means, and by successive
movements of the instrument, and by attending to degrees of intensity, the exact position of the watch may be with certainty indicated.
Or this may be effected by successively excluding those parts which
fail to cause hearing in one of the ears.
The interposition of a body calculated to obstruct the sound at its
entrance into one of the cups of tlic stethoplione, causes the sound to
be heard in that car only wliich is connected with the cuj) which
remains free from obstruction.
This admits of ready jiroof, by
2C2
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applying the two cups as much as possible equally ou the miildle of
a watch about an inch above it, and by placing two fingers held
together between one cup and the watch. When this is done, the
watch is heard to tick into the ear that remains free from obstruction.
The removid of an obstructing body from one cup, while it is
allowed to remain in operation with the other, causes sound which
had been equally heard with both cars, to be heard in that one only
which is connected with the cup freed from the obstructing body.
Thus, if the fingers be interposed between the watch and the cups
held equally over it, and the fingers be separated under one of the
cups, so as to permit of atmospheric communication, the soiuid is
heard in that ear only which is connected with this cup, and not at
all in the other.
The effect of intensification of a sound in one ear depriving the
other ear of all sensation of that sound, is interestingly shown by
placing the tubes of the instrument across a block of wood with the
cups hanging in the air. "While both cups are left open, and a
tuning-fork in vibration is placed between the two tubes, the sound is
heard with both ears ; but if one cup be closed with the hand, or
with leather, and the other be left open, the sensation of sound is restricted to tiipt ear connected with the closed cup. The sound in the
tube connected with the closed cup is rendered more intense by the
closure, the escape of sound is obstructed, and reverberation takes
place. By virtue of the intensification, sensation is monopolized by
one ear, and is lost in the other. The result and the mechanical conditions are much the same as in the experiments of Mr. V/heatstone
with a tuning-fork held upon the head, presently to be referred to.
It is worthy of observation, that in order that a sound previously
heard with or in both ears, as in the above experiments, may be
appreciated or felt in one ear only, it is not necessary that the
stethophone, or other conducting instrument, be placed in the cavity
of the meatus externus. It is sufficient for this result that the instrument be placed near the meatus, so as to give it an advantage of
intensity over the opposite cavity. "When the instrument is to
be held only near the meatus, care should be taken not to touch the
external ear, so that there may be no conduction by that part, from
contact, which would vitiate the experiment. The result is perfectly
satisfactory and conclusiA'c, although the remarkable sensation of
pouring in of sound into the ear is less marked, — a fact sufficiently intelligible from the diffusion of sound which must take place outside
the ear, when the extremity of tlie tube is held there, and is not
inserted into the meatus. It is therefore obvious that the restriction
of hearing to one ear, under the conditions specified, is not due to
closure of the meatus externus, the cause of the augmentation of sound
in some experiments of Mr. AVheatstone, to be shortly referred to.
The remarkable phenomenon of the restriction of hearing to one
ear, above described, seems not to be without important signification.
It holds apparently in virtue of a law seemingly established for the
purpose of enabling man and the lower animals to determine the
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direction of the same sound, with more accuracy than could be done
had a judgment to be formed between the intensity of two similar
sensations in the two ears respectively. All source of error is
removed by there being only one sensation, although there may be
two impressions. This law of a stronger impression in one ear,
rendering us unconscious of a weaker but similar impression in the
other, has an analogue, though perhaps an imperfect one, in the
sense of touch. Very strong impressions upon one part of the
body cause such acute sensations, that minor impressions of the
same kind upon another part are frequently not felt, in fact, produce
no sensation.
The only observations bearing upon this law which I have been
able to discover, are some by ]\Ir. Wheatstone, in a paper entitled
" Experiments on Audition," published in the ' Quarterly Journal of
Science, Art, and Literature,' vol. ii. New Series, 182/. These experiments are intended to show the augmentation which the sensation
of autophonic sound, and the sounds of a tuning-fork applied to the
head, acquires when the ear is closed, although the perception of
external sounds is diminished. ^Ir. Wheatstone shows that a vocal
sound is heard louder in that ear that is closed, say with the finger,
than in the other. He also shows, that the sound of a tuning-fork
placed upon the head is heard louder in that ear wliich is closed than
in the other which remains open, even though the tuning-fork may
be brought nearer the open ear than the closed one. These experiments, Mr. Wheatstone says, prove that " sounds, hiunediatelj/ communicated to the closed meatus externus are very greatly magnified ;" and he adds, "it is an obvious inference, that if external
sounds can be communicated to act on the cavity in a similar manner, they must receive a corresponding augmentation."
This distinguished philosopher constrvicted tlie instrument named
a Microphone, for the purpose of augmenting weak sounds, upon this
principle, i. e. the augmentation of sound by closure of the ears ;
and he informs us that it " is calculated for hearing sounds when it
is in immediate contact with sonorous bodies," and that "when they
are diffused by their transmission through the air, this instrument
will not afford the slightest assistance." This instrument is spoken
of in connexion with the augmentation of sound, and not in reference
to the limitation of sound to one ear, or to the comparison of sensations in the two ears. The remarkable, and, to the uninitiated mind,
the wonderful fact, made known more than thirty years ago by
Mr. Wheatstone, that a tuning-fork held upon the head close to an
open ear is not heard in this ear, but in the opposite ear, provided it
be closed with the finger, or by some other means, proved that
sounds connnnnicatcd to the skull were exclusively heard in the
closed ear. In the case of the tuning-fork, the fact made known by
Mr. Wheatstone is undoubted. The rationale of the phenomenon
appears to be- this : — The vii)rations of the tuning-fork .are communicated to the bones of the head, and through them to the cars
including their bones, cartilages, and contained air ; but in the case
of the closed ear, the vibrations arc permitted no egress or escape
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as iu the open ear ; reverberations take place, and the consequence
is, that the sound is not duly moderated ; and in virtue of the law
I have just enunciated, the sensation of sound is restricted to the
closed ear. T\'heu the tuning-fork, duly sounding, is held in the air,
and not connected directly with the head, the closed ear remains
insensible to it, and the sound is heard exclusively in the open ear.
Mr. AVheatstone's interesting observation relates to a head-sound
not dulv moderated, as in the opposite and open ear, and virtually
more intense, and comes within the general law advanced in this
paper, which embraces all sounds, whether internal or external, viz.
that a sound of the same character in the presence of both ears, if
conveyed by any means to one ear, or to the nerve of that ear, more
intensely than to the other, is heard in the more favoured ear only.
It seems necessary, in Mr. Wheatstone's experiments, that the bones
of the head shall vibrate freely ; weak sounds, such as gentle blowing, will not succeed ; and if the tuning-fork be placed immediately
inider the open ear, and passed upon the soft parts (little fitted for
vibration) between the mastoid process of the temporal bone and the
lower jaw, the sound is heard in this ear, and not in the closed ear.
It may perhaps be well, before proceeding further, to acknowledge that I am well aware it has been long known that a very loud
sound conveyed into one ear will render the other ear insensible to
sound of a weak or low character. But the phenomenon which I
have ventured to bring under the consideration of the Iloyal Society
differs from this well-know-n and readily admitted fact in this important pai'ticular, that no very great loudness is required, and that
no very great augmentation of sound in one ear over that in the
other is necessary in order to restrict the sense of hearing to one ear,
and to deprive the less favoured ear of the sense of hearing which it
had previously enjoyed. A moderate, yet a decided increase of intensity isall that is required to remove the sense of hearing from the
less favoured ear, and to cause the more favoured organ to be alone
sensible to the sound.
When sound is proceeding into the two ears, but in consequence
of its reaching one car in greater intensity than the other is heard
only in one ear, the sensation of hearing in the favoured ear, though
strictly limited to it, is augmented by the sound entering the less
favoured ear, although it entirely fails to cause a sensation there, or
to produce a consciousness of sound in that organ. The more sound
collected by the less favoured ear, as long as the amount is less than
that conveyed to the other ear, the more the sensation of sound is
augmented in the more favoured ear. The intensity of sensation in
the mere favoured ear increases in a ratio with the increase of sound
in the less favoured car, until the intensity of sound is the same, or
nearly the sam.e, in both ears, when the sensation experienced is the
ordinary one of hearing with two ears.
This fact admits of satisfactory proof in this way :— A watch is
])laced on a table equidistant from both ears. The stethophone is
a])plied to the ears ; one cup is placed within an inch of the watch,
while the other is turned away from it, at the distance of some
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inches. As the further cup is brought nearer and nearer the watch,
the sound, always confined to the more favoured ear, is gradually and
steadily intensified, until the two cups are, or are about to be, similarly
placed, at which moment the sensation ceases to be restricted to one
ear, and has acquired its greatest intensity. This fact proves, that
though the sensation of hearing be confined to the ear to which sound
is communicated with greater intensity, we profit by the sound which
is conveyed into the other ear, though failing to produce a sensation
or a consciousness of sound there, by its serving to augment very
materially the sensation of sound in the more favoured ear. The
less favoured ear thus augments the sensation which we experience,
at the same time that it fails to interfere with the aid which the
sensation confined to one ear affords us as to the direction of external
sounds.
The sounds of which we have been treating as differently affecting
the two ears, according to the intensity with which they are respectively communicated, are of the same character, though differing in
intensity. It is sounds of the same character only which exhibit the
phenomenon of restriction in virtue of moderately different intensity.
The sounds must emanate from the same sounding body, or from
bodies sounding similarly. A little difference in character will cause
the experiment of restriction to fail.
Thus, if two bells, differing considerably in character, be rung respectively inthe two ears, one louder and graver than the other, the
louder and graver sound does not render the other ear insensible to
the weaker sound of the weaker bell. Both ears hear perfectly, but
the loud, grave sound is heard iu one ear, and the weak sound is
heard in the other.
If, instead of one watch, we place two together, having sounds of
different character, as for instance one low and grave, and another
loud and sharp, and the two arms of the stethophone be placed over
them respectively, the sounds of both watches are heard, but the
sound of one is heard in one eai', and the sound of the other is heard
in the other ear. The loudness of the sound in one ear does not
increase the weakness of the sound in the other ; or, in other words,
the intensity of the sensation produced by the weak watch in the one
ear is not reduced by the sensation produced by the loud watch in
the other ear.
The sound of a watch ticking continues to be heard in one ear,
although a large-sized bell is made to ring at the other ; and I have
not perceived that the sensation produced by the watch is at all
imj)aired by the bell. A whistling lung-sound heard in one ear, is
not rendered less obvious by a loud blowing lung-sound in the other.
A hissing murmur at the apex of the heart conveyed into one ear,
and a rasping sound at the base conveyed into the other, arc both
heard without alteration in the cars to Avhich they are respectively
conveyed .
IJy virtue of these two laws — 1st, that sounds of the same character are restricted to that ear into which they arc conveyed iu
greater intensity, and 2nd, that sounds diilcring in character may
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be heard at the same time in the two ears respectively, even if they
be made to reach the ears in different degrees of intensity — it is possible to analyse a compound sound, or one composed of two sounds,
and to divide it into its component parts. In order to effect a division of a compound sound, it is only necessary that the two sounds
of which it is composed may respectively be heard at certain points,
in greater and lesser intensity, and that the respective cups of the
stethophone be placed at these points. The ear connected with the
cup placed where one half of the sound is in greater intensity, hears
that half sound only, and the ear connected with the cup placed
where the other half of the sound is in greater intensity, hears that
half sound only. The sound is divided into two parts ; and one is
heard in one ear, and the other part in the other ear. For example,
a compound sound composed of the two sounds of two watches
placed together upon a table, with the unassisted ear is distinctly
heard in its compound state, and cannot be divided into its
two constituent parts. With the stethophone this is readily done.
One cup is placed where the sound of one watch is in greater intensity, and the otlier is placed where the sound of the other watch
is in greater intensity ; and the result is obtained of one watch only
ticking in one ear, and of the other watch only ticking in the other
car. The greater intensity of each watch-sound in one ear iias rendered all hearing of it in the other ear impossible, and as each watchsound in its greater intensity is conveyed to different ears, one is
heard in one ear only, while the other is heard in the other ear
only. Without the stethophone, or some such instrument, this
analysis could not be made : the ordinary stethoscope will not succeed ;for wherever it is placed it conveys the mixed or compound
sound to the ear. If the naked ear be applied over or upon the
watches, the same result follows ; and it is the same if instead of two
arms of the stethophone we employ only one. This remarkable
separation of the components of a sound may be effected also when
the sounding bodies are enclosed in a box capable of transmitting
sound, or when separated from us by the interposition of materials
capable of conducting sound ; and by successive trials and comparisons
of intensity at different places, and by a process of exclusion of those
parts which fail to cause sensation, the respective positions of two
adjacent sounding bodies may be predicated. If, for example, we have
two watches, A and B, enclosed in a box, and through one cup. A,
we hear watch A, and with the other cup, B, we hear watch B, we
may conclude that cup A is nearer watch A than cup B is, and so on.
In the same manner we may auscultate the morbid sounds of the heart.
By cup A, placed at the apex, and cup B placed at the base, we hear
separately the morbid sounds of the two parts, — for example, a blowing murmur at the apex in one ear, and a rasphig murmur at the
base in the other ear. This we are enabled to do, although at any
intermediate point with the single ear, either with or without a
stethoscope, we hear the conjoined two sounds. It is obvious that
with the stethophone we not only succeed in separating sound, but
that this instrument, or some similar contrivance, affords the only
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possible means of hearing, with two ears at ouce, sounds emanating
from the same region or surface, for the sides of the head can he
applied, of course, to the same sounding surface only in turn or
succession. With this instrument we, as it were, place our ears in
our hands, apply them where we choose, and listen with thefti both
at adjacent or distant points of the same surface, at one and the
same instant of time.
It is not unlikely that the property which the stethophone possesses of pointing out with precision where sound is most intense,
may be very usefully employed. It seems possible that it might be
turned to account in discovering the points where operations in military mining may be going on.
It is, however, in the practice of medicine only that the differential
stethophone has been hitlierto applied ; and it may be here permitted
to me to point to some of the chief purposes for which it is adapted,
and for which it has been employed.
In respect to respiration, we may compare at once, and without
the inconvenience of moving the head, or the ordinary stethoscope, from place to place, the extent of the respiratory sounds
in different parts, so that a very minute difference, an excess in one
part or a deficiency in another, may with certainty be discovered.
Differences in quality, such as softness or roughness, are readily
recognized. The increased length and loudness in one part is accurately contrasted with the healthy conditions of another part. In
cases where the aspiration has been very full in one place, in order
to compensate for deficiency in another place, and where the ea;piration was long and coarse in the deficient part, I have heard the inspiratory sound only in one ear, and the extjiratory sound in the
other ear. The sounds were respectively restricted to the two parts ;
and they alternated in a very marked manner. One part has remained silent wbile the other has been heard to sound ; and this has
been silenced when the other has awoke the ear.
The diagram represents the soimds occurring alternately in two
sides of the chest in a consumptive patient. The dark spots represent the sounds.
Healthy.
Riglit side of chest.
Insplr. 1.

I
■

Expir. 1.
Inspir. 2.
Expir. 2.

Unhealtliy.
Left side of chest.

I

Inspir. 1.
Expir. 1.
Inspir. 2.

1

Expir. 2.

Tlic inllncncc wliicli the acts of respiration exert in heightening
and lowering the murmurs in veins, say of the neck, in persons
affected with a thin and watery condition of blood, is well exhibited
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by placing one arm of the stethophone on the chest and the other
upon the veuis.
When the respiration in two parts is ahke in character, but decidedly louder in one part than in another, the sound in the weak side
is lost. While this loss proves, in a very emphatic manner, the important fact of deficiency, it of course for the time deprives us of the
opportunity of judging of the quality of the deficient inspiration : but
this is readily obviated by removing the cup of the instrument from
the full respiring part ; and then the deficient respiration is immediately
heard through the other cup. Thus, while the two sounds, being
of like character, and one being more intense than the other, can
be heard only in one ear at the same time, an admirable opportunity is obtained for contrasting the extent, and some of the qualities,
of the sounds of the two parts, by placing the cups alternately and
rapidly upon the two spots respectively. Vocal extussive resonance
in two parts of the thorax, is well contrasted with the two tubes
employed at once, or in immediate succession.
The sounds of the two sides of the heart, and of the valves of the
two great arteries proceeding from that organ, are, by means of the
stethophone, very advantageously dealt with. By placing it over
the two sides of the heart, or the origin of the two arteries, we ascertain the character and loudness of the sounds of these parts. One
cup being placed over the aorta, and the other over the pulmonary
artery, if the sounds they collect differ in character, one sound is
heard in one ear, and another in the other ear. We may have at the
same moment an aortic murmur and a healthy pulmonary artery
sound, one sound in one ear, and another sound in the other ear. But
when it is desired to listen to each sound singly and in succession,
the instrument will still be available ; for the cups may be apphed
singly and in succession, thus aflPording ample means for contrast.
In cases of disordered heart, in which it is desired to discover
whether the sounds of the two sides of the heart are synchronous, the
stethophone affords the most satisfactory mode of investigating the
fact. With it, we virtually place our two ears over the two sides of the
heart ; and if one side sounds at all after the other, the fact is made
known, and the end of one sound and the beginning of another are
clearly and distinctly defined. With the ordinary stethoscope this is
impossible ; for where one sound is heard, the other may be inaudible,
and long before the head or stethoscope can possibly be adjusted at
another part, the second sound has taken place, and is long since over.
7 In conclusion, I may perhaps be permitted to say that the differential stethophone proves a great auxiliary in examining the heart
with the cardioscope or sphygmoscope, which I had the honour to
exhibit to this Society two years ago. While the latter instrument
exhibits the movements of the heart, the stethophone informs us of
their sounds, in a more complete manner than can be otherwise
effected ; and from the stethophone permitting of auscultating two
parts at once, and with the eyes directed to the chest, the relation of
the movements and of the sounds, normal or abnormal, of this most
important organ is very fully and satisfactorily made out.
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Postscript.
In connexion with that part of my paper which treats of the restriction ofhearing to the closed ear, I desire to add the fact which
I have ascertained within the last few days, that if one ear he closed
wholly or partially at its external part, i. e. at the meatus externus, by
disease or by congenital malformation, while the other ear is healthy,
the sound of the tumng-fork, applied to any part of the head, is
heard only in the closed ear. This fact holds, although the closed
ear is totally unaffected by sounds conveyed through the external air.
I have further to mention the fact, that all persons, deaf in one ear,
Avhom I have lately examined, with one exception, hear the sound of
the tuning-fork applied to the head in that ear only that is deaf to
external sounds. A man who has been totally deaf in one ear for
thirty years, in consequence of a violent blow upon the head, had the
tuning-fork applied over the forehead. He started, and said that he
heard only in the ear which had been deaf during that long course of
time. In such cases I have been disposed to believe that, amidst other
lesions of the organ of hearing, there may be present an obstruction
or closure, that a reverberation takes place, and that thus a restriction
of hearing is secured for the diseased organ.
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 238.]
June 23, 1858.— Prof. Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. " On some points in the History and P^ormation of Etna." By
Dr. H. Abich, For. Memb. G.S. (In a letter to Sir C. Lyell, F.G.S.)
In this letter the author explained his views of the stratification
of the rocks in the Val di Bove, of the distribution, nature, and
effects of the dykes, and the diff'erent characters of the lavas of
successive ages in Etna, and stated his belief that the Val di Bove
had originated in subsidence ; and, pointing out the value of the
j)eculiar outline of the mountain as illustrative of the double-coned
origin of Etna, he described some dykes and rents that have been
connected with tlie catastrophe, followed by the formation of the Val
di Bove, which gave the chief features to Etna in its modern form.
2. " On the Lacustrine or Karewah Deposits of Kashmir." By
H. H. Godwin-Austen, Lieut. H.M. 24th Reg., Kashmir Survey.
Communicated by II. Godwin-Austen, Esq., F.G.S.
The author, in going up the Jhelum to Baramula, observed great
quantities of granitic boulders at Kuthai, Oorie, and Ginglc, where
the river-valley widens out after having been narrowed by gorges.
These blocks occur throughout the whole thickness of the Alluvium,
sometimes upwards of 200 feet, as seen in tiie sections where tlie
nullahs cut through it. Mr. Vigne had supposed that these graniteboulders were originally brought across the Valley of Kashmir from
Haraoiuk by ice or some other transpcating agency, but the author
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observed no trace of such fragments along the supposed line of
transport, except at the isolated localities above-mentioned. In
pursuing his journey up the Jhelum by Baramula and Sopur
through North Kashmir to the North Punjal Range, which he was
occupied in surveying, the author was enabled to study the nature
of the great alluvial deposits of Kashmir, constituting a formation
of great thickness, and of which the Karewah Hills, sometimes upwards of 300 feet in height, are formed. This alluvium or
" Karewah formation " is betieved by Mr. H. Godwin-Austen to be
purely of lacustrine origin. He found that it is always composed
of detritus of local origin, containing granitic, basaltic, or calcareous
fragments, according to the nature of the mountaiqs in the background, from which the materials had been derived ; and that the
coarser constituents lie near the mountains, whilst finer and finer
detritus is discernible in the beds towards the plains. Subsequently
examining the heights above the Jhelum outside the Baramula
Pass, the author found the granitic rocks in place from whence the
granite-boulders of the valley-deposits at Kuthai, Oorie, and Gingle
had been derived. A journey through the Valley of Kashmir, past
■the old buried city, and by Islamabad and Shahbad, to survey the
country traversed by the Chunab and Kishtwar Rivers, and overlooked by the Brahma Mountain, 22,000 feet high, still further
illustrated the author's views of the local origin of the great alluvial
or lacustrine deposils of the country, — which, whether formed In the
outer and smaller basins, or in the great Kashmir Valley, appear to
have been the slow result of atmospheric agencies, operating on this
very ancient land, from the time of its first exposure as a highly
dislocated tract of tertiary and secondary strata entangled in an
irregular trough or basin of crystalline and granitic rocks, until the
period when the gradual disintegration of the surface had filled up
the step-like cavities with local lacustrine deposits. Subsequently
the drainage of the country has not only shaped the Karewah Hills
out of these sediments, but has cut through these deposits, often
deep Into the underlying rock, and, clearing out the gravels and
boulders from the choked gorges of the Jhelum at Baramula, has
reduced the waters of the old lake of Kashmir to Its present narrow
limits. Hence the buried condition of the old city and its temple,
and other local pha?nomena, may be accounted for, without recourse
being had to the supposition of successive subsidences and upheavals
which has been sometimes advanced.
3. " On the Black Mica of the Granite of Leinster and Donegal."
By the Rev. S. Haughton, F.G.S.
The black mica accompanying the white margarodite of the
Leinster granite, similar mica at Ballyellin, Carlow, and the black
mica found In the Poisonglen, leading to the pass of Ballj-gihen, in
Donegal, have been carefully examined by the author, and he regards
the black mica of Donegal as certainly Identical with that of Carlow
and Leinster, and probably the same as the black mica from Petersberg, Wermland, described as Lepidomelane by Soltmann.
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4. " On an Outlier of Lias in Banffshire." By T. F, Jamieson,
Esq.
In a letter to Sir R. I. Alurchison, V.P.G.S.
In a cutting of the Banff and Turriff Railway, about four miles to
the north of Turriff, there has been exposed a thick mass of tenacious
blue clay, containing Ammonites, BeJemnites, Gryphcex, Plagiostomata, and other fossils of Liassic character.
The author explained his reasons for regarding this clay as being
a fragment of the Lias in situ, and noticed the interest belonging to
it as being perhaps the most eastern Liassic outlier in Scotland.
5. " Notes on a Collection of Australian Fossils in the Museum
of
the Nat. Hist. Soc. Worcester." By Professor Owen, F.R.S.,
F.G.S.
By the examination of a series of mammalian fossils sent from
the Condamine River and Darling DoMns, and now in the Worcester
Museum, and of casts of the cranium, upper jaw, and teeth of
Macleay's " Zygomaturus," communicated by the Trustees of the
Sydney Museum, Professor Owen has been able to demonstrate that
this cranium belongs, as he suggested in a paper lately read before
the Society, to his genus Nototherium, and to the species which he
had dedicated to the late Sir T. Mitchell. A smaller species, provisionally named Nototherium incrme, was also established by Professor Owen on some of the specimens examined ; but he thinks it
not improbable that with additional materials it might be found that
these two forms may represent the male and female of one species.
6. " On the Occurrence of some Tertiary Fossils at Chislet, near
Canterbury." By John Brown, Esq., F.G.S. With Notes on the
Species, by G. B. Sowerby, Esq., F.L.S.
These fossils were found by Mr. Brown in a small exposure of sand
and clay beds, in a garden on a hill-side in the parish of Chislet,
Kent. The beds would appear, according to Mr. Prestwich's sections of that county, to belong to his " Lower London Tertiaries ;"
but of the 36 species of Shells, Cirripeds, and Forarainifera met
with — lo are forms found also in the Crag; 9 are English Lower
Tertiary forms ; 2 are Belgian Tertiary forms ; and 4 are new species.
7. " On the Fossil Crustacean found by Mr. Kirkby in the Magncsian Limestone of Durham, and on a new species of Amphipod."
By Spence Bate, Esq.
Communicated by Dr. Falconer, F.G.S.
In this paper Mr. Bate described a new recent Amphipodous
Crustacean, which he believes to repi^esent some of the fossil crustacean remains lately described by Mr. Kirkby in the Society's
Journal, under the name of Prosoijoniscus prohlcmaticus,
8. " On Euryptcrus."
By J..W. Salter, Esq., F.G.S.
The author gave a history of what is known about this genus, —
described several new or little known species, — and observed that
the range of the genus is confined to the Ludlow, Devonian, and
Lower Carboniferous strata. The new species described were —
Kurypterus Symotidsii, E. pyc/maus, E. meyalops, E. acuminatus, E.
linearis, E, ubbrevialus, and E. Aquila-chartacea.
E. Hcouleri, Hib-
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bert, E. Cephalaspis, Salter, E. tetragonophthahnus, Fischer, E. remipes, Dekay, and E. lacusiris, Harlan, complete the list of the
known species of this genus.
9. " Description of a New Fossil Crustacean from the Lower
Greensand of Atherfield." By Charles Gould, Esq. Communicated
by Professor Huxley, F.G.S.
This is a macrourous crustacean, of rare occurrence, named by
the author Mithracites Vectensis, and is related to the equally rare
Mithracia of Bell (tertiary).
XLIV.
ON

THE

Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

RELATIONS BETWEEN
TURES OF VAPOURS.

THE TENSIONS AND TEMPERABY J. A. GROSHANS.

ON

comparing the numbers in the Table calculated by Regnault
from his experiments on the tension of aqueous vapour at
different temper itures, I have found the following formula, —

f-\m _ l/a- Vim
Z»*-10O~;^6-^76O

^'

in which a and b are two tensions expressed in millimetres, and t"
and t'' the corresponding temperatures.
To see how this formula would agree with Regnault's results, I
calculated the following Table :—
Tension b.
t^,
millims. <" 121
calculated.
0
4-600
120
+ 25
23-550
1-20
+ 50
91-982
120
75
288-517
120
95
G33-788
105
906-41
120
120
120
1491-28
120
121
1539-25
120
122
• 158847
120
150
3581-23
121
175
6717-43
200
11688-96
121
230
20926-40
Average
120-81
The numbers i'' and b are derived directly from the Table ; a is
always equal to two atmospheres = 1520 millims.
The numbers 100 and 760 in the formula miglit of course be reTable. placed byany numbers C^ and c taken at pleasure from Regnault's
If we take, for example, ^'^=150, <*=200, and a and b from the
Table, place these values in the formula (1), make ^"^ = 0, and solve
the equation as regards c, we find c = 4-221 millims. Regnault's
Table gives 4-600 millims. for the tension of aqueous vapour at 0^ C.
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If, on the other hand, we make c=0° C, whilst a, b, i" and <*
remain unaltered, we find 1'-'= — 79'39* ; this last number is therefore the lowest limit of evaporation of water.
The formula (1) may therefore be converted into the following : —

^ ^
^b lowest limit of evaporation)
t + id
The temperatures (counted
from- the
are consequently related as the sixth roots of the pressures, or the
pressures stand in the proportion of the sixth powers of the temperatures.
In 1849 I found the formula
273 + 100 _ 273 + T

.3.
'
^
273 + e ~"273 + r
which expresses that, if all temperatures be counted from — 273° C,
all the corresponding temperatures for any two fluids are proportional.
(100 is the boiling-point of water or of any fluid; T and t are two
corresponding temperatures of water and the other fluid.)
This formula I have been able to verify from the experiments of
Regnault and Faraday, for alcohol, carbonic acid, and nitrous acid
gas ; other fluids, such as aether, but especially sulphuret of carbon,
exhibit considerable differences in opposition to the formula; I shall
hereafter publish the results of my calculations upon them.
If we assume that the formulae (3), (1), and (2) are in general
applicable to all fluids, and indicate by <° the lowest limit of evaporation of a fluid boiling at e, this limit may be calculated by the
formula

i°=-273 + -^Z^±^

(273-79)
^
+ 100^
The formulae (1) and (2) then 273
become

(4)

ta^'-im^
t''-e e^ali
-iQQx

(5)

Z*-i°
lis
^-;i:i:=4.

(6)

and

Poggendorff's Annalen, 1858, No. S. p. 651.
ON INTERMITTENT

FLUORESCENCE.

BY J. MlJLLER.

In a strij) of paper which was washed over with a solution of
platinocyanide of barium, so that after the evaporation of the
water the paper was covered with a layer of delicate greenish crystals, Iobserved the following singular pha^nomenon, which I may
cliaructcrizc as intermittent fluorescence. The spectrum produced
in a dark room by a flint-glass prism was projected by means of a
* Of course somewhat diirereut Viilucs arc found if a and b be altercil ;
for a=2iP and i=0, we iuul —79-92; but we also Ihid numbers such as
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lens of long focus, so that Fraunhofer's lines were visible on a
paper screen. When the paper covered with the platinocyanide of
barium was substituted for the ordinary paper screen, nearly the
whole portion on which the blue rays fell appeared of an unaltered
blue colour ; but in this blue part of the spectrum, three isolated
green fluorescent bands appeared. One of these fluorescent bands
falls with its middle upon Fraunhofer's line G; the other two lie
between G and F, and the middle of these bands corres])onds with
the wave-lengths 0-0004G2, 0'000446, and 0-000430 millim. The
rays of light of the lengths of undulations just mentioned consequently produce a green fluorescence upon platinocyanide of barium ;
whilst the intervening lengths of undulations, 0'000454 and 0-000438
millim., as well as rays of the length of undulation, 0'000420 millim.,
produce no fluorescence upon this substance.
An uninterrupted green fluorescence only begins at that spot of
the spectrum which nearly corresponds with a length of undulation
of 0'000410 millim. I am unacquainted with any analogous phscnomenon. — PoggendorfF's Annalen, 1858, No. 8. p. 649.
ON

THE INCREASE
METALS WITH

OF THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF
THE TEMPERATURE.
BY R. CLAUSIUS.

THE

In the May Number of PoggendorfF's Annalen there is an interesting
memoir by Arndtsen upon the resistance of metals at various temperatures, inwhich the author arrives at the result, that in the
simple metals investigated by him, with the exception of iron, the
resistance increases uniformly with the temperature, and moreover,
that the proportional increase in the diflferent metals varies but little.
If the resistance at the freezing-point be called 100, the numbers
representing the increase for 1° C. (1°'8 F.) in the six simple metals
investigated, lie, with the exception of iron, between 0"327 and
0'413*; and Arndtsen adds, that if absolutely pure metals were
employed, and the investigations were carried on still more carefully,
perfectly accordant numbers would probably be obtained.
On glancing at these numbers, it struck me that they closely
apjnoach the coefficients of expansion of permanent gases. If we
leave out of consideration the quadratic member occurring in iron,
and take the mean of the whole of the first coefficients, we obtain
for the resistance w' at the temperature t, compared with the resistance
10° at the freezing-point, the formula
from which it would follow that the resistance of the simple metals
in the solid state is nearly in proportion to the absolute temperature.
Although the number of metals investigated by Arndtsen is still
too small, and the agreement of the numbers too imperfect to enable
us to arrive at a safe conclusion, still I think that this observation
may perhaps be of some interest, and furnish an inducement to
further investigations. — PoggendorflF's Annalen, 1858, No. 8. p. 650.
* The numbers found by Matthiessen for potassium and sodium in the
solid state also fall between these limits.
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XLV. On the Figure of the Indian Meridian.
By the Venerable
John Henky Pratt, M.A., Archdeacon of Calcutta.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
Gentlemen,
IT is not many days since I had the opportunity of seeing for
the first time the Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
for Januaiy 9, 1857, which contain a paper with the following
title, " An Examination of the Figure of the Indian Meridian as
deduced by Archdeacon Pratt from the two Northern Indian
Arcs ; with a proposition for testing that form by Astronomical
Observations, by Lieut. J. F. Tennant, Bengal Engineers,
F.R.A.S.;" and also a continuation of that paper, read before
the Astronomical Society in June of last year by the same author.
The calculation here referred to by Mr. Tennant was made by
me while at the Cape of Good Hope in 1854, and is published
in the Philosophical Transactions of the following year. As the
calculations and results of that paper do not appear to have
been altogether understood by Mr. Tennant, I trouble you with
these remarks*.
2. The general figure of the earth has been determined to be
an oblate spheroid of elUpticity about ^ijj. This has been
arrived at by four distinct processes. (1) Upon the hypothesis
that the earth was once fluid, and by assuming a (very probable)
law of density of its mass, the depression has been brought out
* I am indebted to Mr. Tennant for nointing out a numerical error near
the close of my paper. Others also, which I have detected myself, I have
corrected in another communication which I have recently transmitted to
the Society in the hope tliat they may consider it worthy of a place in their
' Transactions.'
These errors do not, however, at all affect my main results.
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as above. (2) By pendulum experiments made in many parts
of the earth it is 2 to*^- (^) I'l'om the effect of the protuberant
parts of the earth's mass on the motion of the moon in latitude
and longitude, Laplace made the depression very slightly less
than 3^oth. (4) By the measurement of arcs of meridian in
different parts of the world and observing the latitudes of their
extremities, and comparing arcs in high latitudes with arcs in
low latitudes (which has always been considered necessary to
Uminate certain eri'ors of observation), the depression has
3en found to be slightly less than ^^^gth of the equatorial
radius.
3. But it will be observed that these methods all regard the
earth as a whole : they do not determine anything regarding the
separate parts. Indeed, as I have already intimated, it has long
been acknowledged that the fourth method fails, when arcs
near each other, and therefore appertaining to one portion only
of the earth's surface, ai'e compared. The fact is, that physical and practical geology teach us, that the surface of the earth
has for ages been undergoing changes of level in such a way as
most materially to disturb the exact spheroidal form. The thickness of the crust, which Mr. Hopkins in his 'Physical Researches'
shows to be very great, is a proof that ages must have elapsed
since the earth's form ceased to be affected by hydrostatic principles. Sufficient time has therefore elapsed for the exact spheroidal form to be pretty nearly obliterated. The spheroid (of
3^^oth depression) is the average spheroid, or the spheroid which
more nearly represents the earth's irregular form than any
other — some parts being slightly above it, and some slightly
below it.
4. It is therefore perfectly gratuitous to assume, as has generally been done, that the form of the earth is near an exact spheroid; that is, that the meridians are all equal ellipses, and
the arcs of longitude circular. But this is assumed in Mr. Tennaut's examination of my results. I show that, if no compensating cause sufficient to counteract the attraction of the Himalayas can be found, the ellipticity of the ellipse most nearly
representing the Indian arc between Kaliana (north lat. 29° 30'
48") and Damargida (north lat. 18° 3' 15") is -^^j;th, and not
the mean value ^^^ . Mr. Tennant's object is to test this. But
how does he test it ? Not by examining my calculation, but
by comparing my result with the curvature of other arcs : (1)
with the prolongation of the arc down to Punnse (north lat,
8° 9' 32"), and (2) with an arc of longitude running west from
Kalianpur to Karachi. The only question, therefore, which he
can solve is, M^hether his arcs and mine belong to one and the
same spheroid or not ; not whether my calculation is right or
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wrong*. He also applies a third test, viz. a comparison of
the computed and observed azimuth of Kalianpur and Karachi.
But the same objection applies to this also. His process goes
whoUy upon the untenable hypothesis, that every meridian is an
ellipse and the same ellipse, and that every arc of longitude is
circular.
5. There are other indications that Mr. Tennant has taken a
wrong view of the subject. For example (paragraph 13), " The
attraction is so enormous, if Mr. Pratt's values hold good near
the mountains
"
But I particularly specify, and the
whole line of reasoning shows, that my calculation is not made
for such places (see p. 66, note, of my paper). And in the continuation ofthe note in the next three pages, I point out a method for places in and near the mountains ; so that the wish
expressed by Mr. Tennant in paragraph 17 was met in the paper
before him, viz. " If an estimate of the attraction at Benog [in
the mountains] could be made . . . . " Then in Mr. Tennant's
second paper, there are other expressions which show that he
has mistaken the matter. He says, " Mr. Pratt has failed in
satisfying the geodesical data of the great longitudinal series."
But I did not make the attempt. Mr. Tennant must mean that,
on applying my calculation to the great longitudinal series, he
failed to show that the results tally, on the supposition that the
earth's figure is a perfect spheroid. This is what I should have
expected, and quite confirms my general view. He says, further
on, " It [the ellipticity I deduce for the great arc of 800 miles
long] is useless for geodesical purposes." Of course it is, if the
geodesical operations are carried on with an assumed, and most
probably wrong, ellipticity. If the mean ellipticity be not the
right one for that arc, then not that ellipticity, but some other,
ought to be used in computing the latitudes of places in the
neighbourhood of the arc, otherwise the geodesical operations of
the Great Survey will be " useless " for the purpose of attaining
to that accuracy which it is supposed to be capable of ensuring.
I have read through both Mr. Tennant's papers and his interesting calculations with great care. They cannot disprove the
results of my paper, for the reason I have stated. The only
method will be to point out where my calculations are wrong,
or to discover some other cause which, on calculation, is found to
nullify mountain-attraction.
6. There is one of Mr. Tennant's calculations which 1 will
make use of to illustrate this subject more at length.
Let O be the ocean, I' C B A H a vertical section of Hindostan
from Punna; on the Great Arc (close to Cape Comorin), through
* It is worth observing that, in the first of these cases, Mr. Tennant
docs pronounce mine to ))e more correct than the mean.
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the three stations C or Damargida
(18° 3' 15"), B or Kalianpur (24°
7' 11"), and A or Kahana (29° SC
48"), and cutting the Himalayas
in H. (N.B. The heights in this
diagram are enormously exaggerated in order to make them visible.)
Suppose a canal is cut from the
ocean at P up to the Himalayas,
so that the sea-water may flow up
it. When it is at rest the surface
will mark the actual level. Let
0 c 6 fl be this level. Draw through
C, B, AthelinesmCc, nBi, rAa,
in which the plumb-line hangs at
the three stations. The Survey
makes Cc = 2090-5, B6 = 1878-2,
Aa = 942-3 feet (see Colonel Everest's volume of 1847). The portion cb a oi the sea-level is the
Arc of the Meridian which the Survey measures. It is assumed in
Colonel Everest's volume to be
part of an ellipse of which the
ellipticity is ^~, the centre being
at the centre of the earth, and the
minor axis in a line with the earth's
axis. Proceeding upon this hypothesis, he finds that the computed
length of ei is 63-73 fathoms longer
than the length as measured hy the
Survey;thomsand
thatBut
of the
ba 88-15
shorter.
fact is,fa-it
is perfectly gratuitous to assume
that cb a is part of such ellipse, or
of any ellipse. An ellipse of the
kin d described is, we know, the form
which the ocean would assume if H
(and every similar disturbing cause)
did not exist and modify, as it does,
the effect of gravity ; and therefore
there is an a priori argument
against cba being elliptic. I can,
however, prove it to be a fact.
In my paper in the Phil. Trans,
of 1855, I show that the deflec-
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tion of the plumb-line at stations between C and A, caused
by H, varies inversely as the distance from a certain pomt Q
about 260 miles north of A or Kaliana, and that at a distance
of 1000 miles it equals 7"'235. Mr. Tennant makes use of this
law to determine the effect the mountain-attraction has in altering the curve of level. He calculates it from the equator (supposing that my law extends so far)j and shows that the curve
ascends continually higher and higher ; so that 0 cb a being the
curve
affected
mountain-attraction,
(/ b' a' Mr.
is the
curve
which aswould
markby the
level if H did not 0'exist,
Tennant
makes cc'=327 feet. This is not to be depended upon, because
it is calculated on the assumption that my law applies between
the equator and C, which is not proved. The other results are
correct, — viz. that, if c^ebe di'awn parallel to c'b'a', db = 9S,
and ea = 271 feet.
These measures enable me to show that cba and cde cannot
both be portions of ellipses of the kind described. For when
two concentric and coaxial ellipses of small ellipticity cut each
other in a point of which / is the latitude in either ellipse, the
distance between the ellipses at another point of which \ is the
latitude =i c(cos2/— cos2X), where c is the difference of the
minor axes. Hence if both the curves are ellipses,
bd
,,
cos 36° 6' 30" -cos 48° 14' 22" _^ ^^
^"^^""''^ - cos 36° 6' 30"- cos 59° 1' 36" -^'^^'
98
whereas this ratio = ^-y =0'36.
It is clear that, if either be eUiptic, it miist be cde, which is
that obtained by eliminating the effect of H ; and the curve cba
cannot be elliptic, as assumed in the Great Survey.
This shows the absolute necessity of calculating and allowing
for mountain-attraction. If after making this allowance the
curve does not become part of the mean elhpse, it shows that
there is some other cause of derangement which we have not detected.
7. There is another point I would mention as occurring to
me. We have been accustomed to think that, however much the
contour of the continents may vary and depart from the mean
form, the ocean must possess that figure. But I infer from the
following approximate calculation that this is not certainly the
case.
I have shown that the Himalayan attraction may fairly be
considered to vary inversely as the distance from Q for all stations between A and C. Ueyond C the law has not been proved.
In fact it is clear that, from that point southwards, the attraction of the mass will be better represented by the inverse**/ ware
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of the distance, for the following reason. The Himalayan mass
attracts very much as if it were a huge prism running not far
from latitude 33° at Q, and not far from east and west. Now
the attraction of a long uniform prism upon a point opposite its
middle equals the mass of the prism divided by the product of
the point's distances from the middle and either of its extremities. If therefore the point be near (compared with the prism's
length), the force will nearly vary inversely as the distance ; but
if it be more distant, the force will approach much more to the
inverse square. I will therefore suppose that below C the force
thus varies. For points of the ocean due south of Hindostan,
we may suppose the force to act in parallel lines (that is, at right
angles to a line east and west through Q), and inversely as the
square of the distance from that line. The distance of C from
Q = 1061 m
miles, and the attraction
M at C = gravity x tan 7".
Hence --.^^...q, or force at C, = -^ tan 7", M being the mass of
(1061)^
fl^
the earth, and a its radius ;
.-. m=(0-0000024)M.
If u be the distance of any point of the ocean from the line
through Q, 6 its latitude, then u = 2asin^ {S3°—6), and
— - j "2 <?M is a term which must be added to the potential V in
the equation of the surface given by fluid equilibrium. This
equation is
const = Y + ~ (o^a^ cos^ d-\ — ,
or const = —r
(1 — € sin^ 6)-\
' u ,
r being the radius vector of the ellipse whenm = 0;
or 1=-(1—
+^r ^ esm^^ 'Mm

• = «(l-esm^^+^^),
e being the ellipticity.
From this, by differentiating, we have

rde-

^^^^'^^+u sin^l (33^=^-

Hence if -^ be the angle through which the normal to the oceansurface is thrown back by the attraction,
m r/.cosec|(33°-^)
"^•^^=2M
dd
•
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Hence the total rise of the ocean from the equator to this point,
owing to the attraction,
= (yjradd= |^cosec| (33°-^) =^(4-620- 3-521) =28 ft.,
taking the limits from the equator to Cape Comorin. This shows
that the attraction has a considerable influence, even at that distance, upon the ocean. The fact is, that though the force is
small it acts horizontally in the nearer and most important parts
of the ocean, and, owing to the peculiar property of fluid pressure, accumulates the effect*. Had I supposed that the law of
the inverse distance had prevailed below C, the result would
have been still larger.
8. An inference I would draw from this calculation is, that
the sea-level affords us no real standard from which to measure
heights, and thence determine the ellipticity of the earth with
extreme precision. Had I calculated the height of the ocean at
Karachi, it would have come out much more than 28 feet, so as
quite to derange the perfect spheroidal form. The height in
the latitude of C would be 105 feet, and at Karachi 225 feet.
Moreover, had I integrated from the antipodes instead of from
the equator, all these elevations would be larger by about 67
feet : but my object has been to refer the change of sea-level to
the equator.
9. In the paper to which I allude, in a previous note I have
shown that it is not impossible, nor perhaps improbable, that a
cause does exist, which, if not altogether, yet nearly counteracts
the effect of the Himalayan Mass. At the same time it will not
explain the anomalies of the Indian Arc. There must be some
other cause besides Himalayan attraction to account for them —
either some local cause in the neighbourhood of one or both of
the extreme stations where the astronomical amplitude is observed, orin the interior of the earth. Unless these disturbing
causes can be detected, and their effects calculated, the errors
are sure to be reproduced in the mapping of the country. The
measurement of the lengths of arcs has been carried out by the
Survey with wonderful jjrccision, as the tests show. It is when
the degree of bending (the knowledge of which is essential to
* The moon's inuxiinuui power to disturb the oceau = ,)-^,„„^tli part of
(gravity. (Sec llerschel's ' Astrouoiny,' j). 4.'^fi.) The Iliniahiyan momitainattractioii at the eijuator and at Cape Couioriu equals (aeconhuu; to the
above) f^;;^,tli ami i^,;J5,th jjart of {gravity respectively, and is therefore very
much greater than the force producing the tides.
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mapping) is sought that the difficulty appears, because it is in
that part of the problem that the errors in the vertical line have
any influence, and in no other part.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient Servant,
Calcutta, September 15, 1858.

J. H. Pkatt.

XLVI. Observations on the Electrical Discharge through Rarefied
Gases.
By M. PlIjcker*.
[Continued from p. 135.]

Magnetic Light,
47. IT^HE behaviour towards magnetism of that light which,
-i- proceeding from the negative electrode, spreads out
in all directions, is so remarkable that I shall in the first place
recur to it again. We can best illustrate this behaviour by considering the well-known fact, that when iron filings are strewn
upon a piece of stiff paper covering the pole of a magnet, they
arrange themselves in curves which have been called magnetic
curves, or lines of magnetic force. Such curves render the distribution ofthe power of a magnet visible even when analysis is
unable to determine their form.
In every such curve the separate particles of iron having, under the influence of the magnet,
become themselves little magnets, arrange themselves with their
attracting poles together so as to form a chain. Could we remove
the particles of iron from the influence of gravitation and distribute them through the whole space surrounding the magnetic
pole, then such chains assuming the form of magnetic curves
would traverse the whole magnetic field, and furnish a visible
image of the distribution of the magnetic force. The links of
every chain would be in a condition of stable equilibrium ; every
portion of every chain, if removed by an external force from its
position, would, when left to itself, return to its original place
again.
Never more than one single magnetic curve passes
through a given point ; and the position which any one link of
the chain occupies in space determines the form of the whole
chain; so that if we were to fasten such a link rigidly, and then
give the chain any other form, it would, on being again left to
itself, reassume the original form of the magnetic curve.
Let
us imagine the links of a chain, thus withdrawn from the influence of gravity, still to adhere together after having lost their
magnetism in consequence of the cessation of the inductive action
* Translated by Dr. F. Guthrie, from Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. civ.
p. 113.
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of the maguet. Let ua fai-ther suppose that any number of such
curves of any form spread out in all directions from one given
point of space, then, on exciting the magnet, all such chains would
collect together into one and the same curve — in that magnetic
cm-ve, namely, which is completely determined by the given
point.
48. The hypotheses conditioning such a phaenomenon are such
as can scarcely be realized ; so that the phaenomenon itself will
probably remain a merely imaginary one. If, however, in place
of the linked iron chain, we suppose rays of magnetic light, the
phaenomenon is converted into one which actually exists.
49. On leading an electrical discharge through a Geissler's
tube provided at its extremities with bulbs to the centres of
which the electrodes penetrate, such magnetic light radiates from
every point of the negative electrode, and spreads through the
whole interior of the bulb containing this electrode. If all the
negative electrode except its extremity be isolated by a fused
coating of glass, then the above radiation is confined to the free
point. The rays proceeding from this point collect in one single
line of light, which coincides with the magnetic curve passing
through the end of the negative electrode, and which by its luminosity renders such magnetic curve visible.
Thus every ray which is bent in this magnetic curve, forming
a portion of the arc of light, behaves exactly as if it consisted of
little magnetic elements placed with their attracting poles in contact. In other words, such a ray behaves as a magnetic thread
of perfect suppleness, and which accordingly, on being rigidly
held in any one point (the extremity of the negative electrode),
assumes the form of the magnetic curve passing through this
point, or, what comes to the same thing, as an electrical current
twisted in an infinitely thin spiral.
50. By the above illustrations I have merely sought to make
the nature of the phaenomenon intelligible, without in the least
attempting to describe the nature of the magnetic light itself*.
* I have nothing further to add to what I have aheady remarked (38)
concerning the formation of the luminous surfaces which take the place of
the magnetic curves of hght when the electrode, no longer isolated, radiates
magnetic light throughout the whole of its length. I may take this opportunity of mentioning a wider tube of about 32 centims. in length, into which
the one electrode penetrated a distance of 10 centimetres. If, in passing
the electricity through, this electrode was made the negative one, the tube
was filled, as far as the electrode penetrated, with magnetic hght. When
the tube was placed in an equatorial position upon the approximated armatures, this light contracted to a beautiful, single, dome-shaped light-surface. Ou placing the tube in uu axial jjositiou, the magnetic light collected
in the |ilauc pussiug through the wire, and formed in this plane a splendid
arch upon the glass, extending from one armature to the other.
The inner
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51. What are the conditions for the formation of that magnetic light which has hitherto only been observed at the negative electrode, being thei-e sharply separated from that light
which forms the electric light-current, and which suffers by the
magnet the deflection of such a current, that is, an electro-magnetic one ? What is the diflerence between these two kinds of
light, upon which the magnet exerts so different an action ?
Small particles of platinum are generally torn off from the
negative platinum electrode and deposited upon the internal surface of the glass bulb enclosing the electrode*. A consequence
of this is, that this bulb becomes gradually blackened, and after
a long-continued action, the bulb, if not too great, becomes coated
internally with a beautiful metallic mirror. By chemical analysis we may prove the presence of platinum in the deposit. It
is clearly most natural to imagine the magnetic light to be formed
by the incandescence of these platinum particles as they arc torn
from the negative electrode. We must not, however, forget the
fact that the bulbs do not blacken in all cases. Even in such
cases (as, for instance, in tubes containing fluoride of boron)
where the magnetic light is very beautiful, and the influence of
the magnet upon it very great, no deposit upon the bulb is observable, although the action goes on for a long time. The
deposit has a very different appearance according to the nature
of the gas in the tube. The nature of the gas has, further, an
effect upon the warming of the negative electrode, which, under
circumstances otherwise identical, sometimes glows brightly, and
sometimes not at all. The radiation of luminous particles of
platinum must appear especially strange in the case where the
spark of a very moderate-sized electrical machine is discharged
through the tube (42), and where, under ordinary circumstances,
an elevation of temperature of the negative electrode would be
scarcely perceptible.
The increased temperature of the negative electrode is communicated to the bulb surrounding it, probably principally by
means of the platinum particles projected from the pole.
.52. It would scarcely require a special experiment to prove that
the bulb would only be blackened at the place where the disc of
light came into contact with its internal surface, if a fresh tube
side of this arch was the brightest and the most shari)ly defined, and touched
the vvu-e above the middle point between the two armatures. This arch remained unmoved and unchanged, on shpping the tube along, in the direction of its length, until the extremity of the electrode passed beyond the
middle between the two armatures. The phfcnomenon then underwent a
change, which need not be here further considered.
* I have never observed a tendency of these atoms to move towards the
other electrode.
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were so brought in equatorial position between the two approximated armatures that the bulb containing the electrode chosen
as the electro-negative one touched them from the outside (to
take one particular case), the electric cuiTent being then led
through the tube, and the magnetic light becoming concentrated into a sickle-shaped disc.
53. The colour of the magnetic light appears to depend upon
the nature of the gas in the tube. This light is in most cases
violet, of a more or less red tinge ; it is often accompanied by an
intense green light (35); frequently it is of a beautiful blue;
and under otherwise unfavourable circumstances I have obsei'ved
an intense yellow flame of magnetic light.
Hitherto we have assumed the use of platinum electrodes. In
the phsenomena under consideration, the nature of the metal of
the electrode appears nevertheless to exert no influence. I have
already mentioned the apparently perfect similarity in the behaviour of strongly coppered, silvered, and gilded platinum electrodes (37). A sewing-needle as negative electrode gave the
same appearance, as also electrodes of lead and tin. (The
portion of the electrode fused into the glass can of course be
nothing but platinum. The metal under investigation was fastened appropriately to the platinum.)
54. From these experiments we are, it seems, justified in concluding that the diamagnetic or paramagnetic nature of the particle torn from the electrode need not be taken into account in
considering the magnetic light. If, on the other hand, we were
to assume that these particles, retaining the electricity of the
electrode, gave rise by their motion to elementary currents, and
further assuming their motion to be a spiral one, we should certainly have a sort of explanation for the pha^nomena observed.
Such an explanation, however, is not as yet sufficiently justifiable.
55. Magnetic light under the influence of magnetic excitement gives no trace oi polarization.
56. In consequence of our want of knowledge about magnetic
light, and of the total want of analogous phsenomena, I performed many experiments in order to obtain magnetic light under
other circumstances. All such attempts, however, were fruitless ;it may suffice to mention one of them here.
I directed my attention especially to that remarkable fluorescent light, for the more exact knowledge of which we arc indebted to Mr. Stokes. In order to produce this light I employed a narrow Geissler tube, which showed an intense blue
liglit on tlie passage of the current ; this was fastened to the
middU; of a wider tube containing an aqueous solution of a;sculine.
On exciting the curicnt, the fluorescent light in the water formed
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a cylindrical envelope of light of the well-known light blue colour,
surrounding the narrower tube. When this system of tubes was
laid in an equatorial position upon the two approximated armatures, and the electro-magnet excited, no action was observed
upon the cylindrical envelope of fluorescent light.
As yet, therefore, the magnetic light appears only to occur
under very limited circumstances ; and electrical conditions appear essential to its production.
Electro -magnetic Action upon the Electric Light-current.
57. In the observations already described (9 to 15), it has
been shovm that, apart from secondary phsenomena, the magnet acts upon the electric light-current in tubes of rarefied
gases in the same manner as upon the electric current in metallic conductors. For although hitherto practical difficulties
have prevented the construction of apparatus to reproduce with
the electric light the rotation of Barlow's wheel and similar phenomena, still, even in the incomplete results obtained, we recognize a new confirmation of the above assertion.
58. The following observation may be not unworthy of being
mentioned. The fact that, in consequence of the magnetic
attraction and repulsion of the light-current, the latter was
sometimes increased, sometimes diminished, in intensity in different places, was at once and clearly recognized by me. Subsequently, however, by the approximation of a tube through
which the discharge passed to the magnet, I have observed the
light-current become weaker and entirely disappear, and at the
same time the beating of the hammer in Ruhmkorfi^'s apparatus
underwent a change, showing an alteration in the conditions of
conduction.
59. Further, the different kind of action upon differentlycoloured light, which is originally united in the electrical lightcurrent, deserves om* attention. This occurs, for instance, in
tubes containing hydrobromic or hydriodic acids ; and the different lights correspond probably with the different ponderable
substances in the tubes. The original light is thereby decomposed into light of different colour, which, under certain circumstances, appears as variously-coloured flashes of lightning (18).
Dependent upon this is also the phsenomenon, to be afterwards
described, that in narrow tubes the colour of the discharge-current is temporarily changed by the magnet.
60. The electric light of the discharge-current in Geissler's
tubes extends also to those parts which do not lie in the path of
discharge. This occurs, for instance, in the long narrow tubes
which, having been fused on to any point of the principal tube,
and having been used as evacuating tubes, have been fused off
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the chief tube. The following observation shows that this light
is not a stationary one, like the light of a flame or like the magnetic light, but it is light which passes to the end of the tube
and back again to form again a portion of the general electric
current.
61. Amongst the tubes constructed by M. Geissler for the
sake of effect, there was a cylindrical one of about 35 centimetres
in length, and 3 to 4 centimetres in thickness. Inside this was a
narrow tube bent several times, its whole length exceeding a metre.
One end of this narrow tube carried a platinum electrode, and
was fused into the first end of the wider external tube. The
other and open extremity of the narrow tube terminated near the
end of the wdder tube, at a place where the latter was much contracted. The wide tube, after being again widened, received the
second electrode. As the electric current was discharged out of
the narrower into the wider tube, only a portion of it passed,
through the contraction of the latter ; another portion was spread
out backwards in the wider tube, forming beautiful rings round
the narrower one. On laying the tube in an equatorial position
upon the magnet, the light became disposed about its upper and
under parts. The current descended from the opening of the
narrow tube, passed backwards along its lower side, and then
rose, proceeding to the upper side of the tube towards the contraction. On altering the direction of the current and inverting
the magnetic polarity, there resulted the modifications of the
phsenomena which were to be anticipated. It was remarkable
that, whatever might be the direction of the electric discharge,
magnetic light always occurred at the second end of the wider
tube.
Deviation of the Electrical Light-currents by the approximation
of Conductors.
62. A remarkable circumstance is the different kind of deviation of the electrical light-current on bringing the hand or other
conductor into its neighbourhood. This deviation is very various,
according to the difi"erent nature of the ponderable substance
in
the tubes : it is especially remarkable when the tubes contain
traces of fluoride of siliciura. 1 shall here describe an observation made by M. Geissler, in that gentleman's name.
63. Amongst the diverse forms which M. Geissler has lately
given to his tubes, one form is especially remarkable, on account
of the varied nature of the pha;nomena which it ofiers. These
tubes, 50 to 70 centimetres in length, are composed of several
pieces : the middle piece has an ellipsoidal or cylindrical widening. The ends are composed of wider and shorter cylinders,
bearing spheres into which the platinum electrodes arc fused.
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The middle piece is connected with the end ones by means of
two tubes of different diameter, the narrower being a rather wide
thermom eter-tubc.
64. One of the tubes just described contained fluoride of silicium. The electrical light-stream was diffused through the wide
middle cylinder with a faded colour, while the light in the connecting tubes was far more intense, and more intense in the
narrower than in the vsddcr of these tubes. In the bulb containing the negative electrode, a beautiful atmosphere of magnetic
light was diffused.
65. On bringing the hand towards the middle cylinder, the
light was deviated even while the hand was at a considerable
distance. On touching the cylinder with the finger, the light
was sometimes attracted to the point touched ; sometimes it was
repelled from this point, the light-current in the cylinder being
broken by dark strata. On inverting the RuhmkorfF's apparatus,
an inversion of the phajnomena invariably occurred.
The very remarkable phsenomena described would be contradictory ifeverything had been symmetrical on both sides of the
middle cylinder. The fi'ee tension at the two ends of the induction wire is very different ; but it is easy to convince oneself that
the cause could not consist in this. Nothing therefore remained
but to seek the cause in the difference of width of the two connecting tubes; and it was actually found that the light in the
middle cylinder was either attracted or repelled by the hand, according as the positive light-current passed into this cylinden' by the
wider or narrower of the connecting tubes.
Spectra of the Electrical Light-currents.
66. It was to be confidently expected that, on looking through
a prism at a tube which showed clearly the black lines of Ruhmkorff, these lines would be elongated to longitudinal ones traversing all the colours of the spectrum. This conjecture I immediately found confirmed on trying the first Geissler tubes in
the physical cabinet of this town (Bonn). I convinced myself
also on the same occasion that such tubes show beautiful spectra
of the most varied kind, according to the nature of the traces of
gases or vapours which they contain. All these spectra have
this in common, that the colours do not merge into one another
as in the ordinary solar spectrum. They are, on the contrary,
sharply demarcated; and the separate spaces of colour again are
also divided into well-defined lighter and darker strips. Each
gas, moreover, has a characteristic spectram.
67. On discharging Ruhmkorff^s apparatus through one of
the tubes before described (63), not only the intensity, but the
colour of the light is different in different parts of the tube.
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The eye perceives, for instance, in one part of the tube red, in
another violet, and in the middle cylinder a fainter colour ; so
that one would be inclined to imagine that the ponderable matter
which becomes luminous is differently distributed through the tube.
In addition to this, it happens in many cases that the colour of
the electric light undergoes a change in its passage through the
narrow tube on the excitation of the great electro-magnet (upon
the approximated armatures of which we shall suppose the tube
placed, in equatorial position) ; so that if the light were, for instance, inthe first place of a beautiful red or violet, it becomes
of a fine green or blue colour (59). But in all cases, whatever
may be the colour-impression produced on the eye, the distribution of the colours in the spectrum remains for the same gas
entirely of the same kind; it is the intensity of the colours alone
which changes in different degrees in different portions of the
spectrum : so that when the eye (whose judgment is, moreover,
considerably influenced by the external illumination) is at fault,
still the nature of the gas or vapour contained in the tube is unfailingly determined by means of the spectrum.
68. If, for instance, we take a narrow tube with platinum
electrodes whose capacity is only a fraction of a cubic centimetre, and, having filled it with hydrogen, so far exhaust it that
the tension is reduced to two or three millims., then the traces
of gas are so small that they may be said to be inappreciable by
chemical reaction, and the most delicate chemical balance is
unable to recognize their weight, being, as it is, a fraction of the
thousandth of a milligram. On passing an electric current
through the tube, however, these traces of the gas becomingluminous, are rendered visible to and recognizable by the
almost dazzled eye by means of a beautiful characteristic
spectrum.
69. As yet I have only observed these spectra by means of a
telescope (such as that employed by Fraunhofer in the observation of the lines of the spectrum), without angular measurement. The refracting angle of the flint-glass prism, which was
placed immediately before the object-glass of the telescope, was
45°. The eye-glass of the telescope was, however, generally
replaced by one of less magnifying power. The narrow tube
through which Ruhmkorff's apparatus was discharged, was suspended vertically at a distance of 4 millims.
70. Hijdroyen yas gave a comparatively simple spectrum, in
which five bright bands of almost equal breadth were especially
prominent :— A, a bright violet band beyond the limit of the
spectrum; three bands in the green, of which the one, B, bounded
the green towards the violet, D forming the boundary on the
other side, and C between these last about twice as far from B
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as from D ; finally, a beautiful yellow band, E. Of the three
bands in the green, D is especially bright, being of a yellowish
tinge; then follows C in respect of intensity, and finally B.
The red is very prominent, spreading over an extensive surface.
A well-defined thick black line occurs near its further boundary.
On the other side it is sharply separated from the yellow band
E by a broad black line : the whole of the yellow light is concentrated upon this band. The band D is separated from the
band E by a grey interval, almost equal in breadth to that
separating D and C. The violet light is confined to the band
A. The space between A and B is divided into a completely
black space, and one of an indefinite dark colour. The black
space sharply bounding band A, is about three times as broad
as each of the five bright equally broad bands, and about a
third of the breadth of the whole space between A and B, or
between B and D.
71. As another example, I shall take the beautiful spectrum of gaseous fluoride of boron as one totally different from
that just described. In this spectrum, which shows bright
colours from one extremity to the other, red, together with
orange and yellow, takes up about a fifth of the whole space ; of
the other four-fifths, two are occupied by the green, and the
remainder by the violet. It is remarkable that the eye does
not perceive any transition between the violet and the green,
the blue appearing to be entirely wanting. Yellow and orange
form two sharply bounded bright bands of about equal breadth,
both together being about half as wide as the red, from which
the orange is separated by a strong black line. Near the
boundary of the red there is a second such black line. The
space of the red between these two black lines is divided into
six equal parts by five fine black lines ; and on the other side of
the strong black line first mentioned, there is in the orange and
yellow also the same number of fine black lines at the same
distance from one another. In the green, about twice as far
from the violet as from the yellow boundary, there is a bright
green band about as broad as the yellow band. This green
band divides the green space into two parts, which difi"er importantly from one another. That part which lies next to the
yellow, has in the middle a bright shining band ; and the green
on either side of this band is not uniform, for it becomes continually darker towards its two extremities. The remaining
portions of the green and of the violet have quite a characteristic appearance. This space appears divided into sixteen
bands, ten of which belong to the violet. Each separate band
is bright towards the red, becoming gradually darker in the
opposite direction.
The breadth of these bands is not quite
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uniform; they are broadest towards the middle of the violet.
The broadest of these bands is on the one side of a bright
shining violet ; on the other side it is completely black. At
this part the spectrum presents in the telescope the appearance
of a strongly illuminated fluted column.
72. For the present I shall confine myself to the description
of these two spectra. The most difficult question which arises
on the discharge of electricity through rarefied gases, is the chemical nature of the ponderable substance which gives rise to so
infinitely varied phaenomena of light. This question can only be
safely discussed in connexion with the prismatic analysis of the
light which is produced, — the more so as by this means every
sudden or gradual chemical change in the substance is recognized.
73. In confirmation of this assertion I shall adduce the following example. It appeared to me to be eminently desirable to
determine the spectrum of oxygen gas, and to draw it, like the
other spectra, in colours. M. Geissler, with his known skill,
prepared the tubes necessary for this purpose, employing thereby
chlorate of potash for the preparation of the oxygen. The pale
flesh-coloured light in the narrow part of the tube, gave a spectrum characterized by a remarkably bright band at the end of
the red, and by two beautiful orange-coloured bands, which were
separated by a narrower and perfectly black one. In the green
there also appeared bright bands ; the violet was very dark.
I and my pupil, M. Liek, who purposed making a drawing of
the spectrum for me, on looking at it, the one after the other,
could not agree as to its appearance. The cause of this I soon
discovered to consist in the continual change of the spectrum.
The violet became more intense, black streaks appearing in it ;
the bright line to which the red was originally confined, became
paler and paler. Bright red bands appeared over a wider space,
alternating with dark ones. In short, the entire spectrum had
undergone an alteration. The light in the narrow tube became
continually greener, increasing in brightness. I increased the
induction current, by adding two to the three Grove's elements
used in exciting the Ruhmkorff's apparatus, allowing it to traverse
the tube continually in the same direction. The spectrum remained for a time so constant, that it might easily be drawn ;
it then commenced to diminish rapidly in intensity, the light in
the narrow tube becoming gradually quite violet. The discharge
through the tube began to be discontinuous, till at last only
single separate discharges occurred ; finally the current entirehj
ceased to traverse the tube.
I consider the original spectrum to be the spectrum of the
oxygen gas, which evidently loses gradually its free condition.
If we do not consider the possible formation of ozone, the second
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. IG. No. 101). Dec. 1858. 3 E
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spectrum is probably to be attributed to the traces of some other
gas not entirely driven out of the tube, making their effects felt.
Decisive experiments have still to be tried concerning this point.
After the complete disappearance of the free oxygen gas, the tube
contains too little gas to admit the passage of the stream, in
complete accordance with the older experiments of Mr. Faraday,
and the later ones of M. Masson : the interior of the tube behaves
as a complete and non-conducting vacuum.
Before the entire extinction of the current in the tube, I in
vain endeavoured, by inverting the poles, to restore the continuity
of the discharge. By such inversion, the bulb about the negative pole became filled with the already mentioned enigmatical
beautiful green light (35) ; but this light was also extinguished
as soon as the current ceased to pass through the tube.
The current had passed through the tube altogether for about
1^ hour.
74. I shall here break off, because, apart from the chemical
question, investigations of the spectra of different gases cannot
have the requisite degree of accuracy. These spectra are essentially different from those belonging to the electrical arch of light
in the air, and from metals glowing or burning in it. I doubt
whether the particles carried off from the electrodes exert any
influence upon the spectra above described (51) : I think rather
that these spectra belong entirely to the rarefied gases. On the
other hand, the electric arch of light in the air is never free
from matter, which is carried over (carbon or metal), whose incandescence gives rise to new bright lines in the spectrum, peculiar to each substance*.
75. In connexion with the chemical question, I propose recurring to the question of the spectra. The subject is one belonging, ifI may use the expression, to Micro-chemistry. Conditions occur in it which differ from those under which chemical
actions usually take place. It is only on the successful solution
of these questions, that many not unimportant points for the
molecular theory will be satisfactorily solved, such as —
How may the spectrum of a mixed gas be derived fi'om the
spectra of its constituents?
How are the spectra of a compound gas related to one another
before and after its chemical decomposition by the current ?
IIow does the chemical combination which the gas effects with
the electrode influence the spectrum ?
Do isomeric gases give rise to similar spectra ?
Bonn, March 30th, 1858.
* Compai'C the interesting investigation of M. Masson on electrical
photometry.
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XLVII.

On the Properties of Compound Double-refracting
Rhumbs.
By Professor Pottee, A.M.^
IN the Philosophical Magazine for December 1857, I entered
into some discussions of the properties of Nicol's rhomb,
and also of other forms of rhombs, for procuring a beam of
plane-polarized light. I there stated that I believed the explanation ofthe manner in which Nicol's rhomb furnishes a beam
of plaue-polarized light by one of the double-refracted rays undergoing total reflexion, had not been published before it appeared in my experimental treatise on Physical Optics. I have
found, since writing that paper, that the credit of first giving
that explanation belongs to M. Radicke, who gave it in his
Handbuch der Optik, vol. ii. p. 369 ; and he has a discussion
of the subject also in the Annalen der Physik und Chemie for
1840.
With respect to the computations given in my paper of December 1857, those for Nicol's rhomb are upon the only method
we can follow until we know the specific refraction of the two
double-refracted rays on passing from calc-spar into Canada balsam, and they are sufficient for the approximate solution. The
method followed in that paper for the case when air is left between the component prisms is, however, so defective for the extraordinary ray, that the results must be rejected as erroneous.
A strict numerical computation might be obtained without a
very great deal of trouble if the subject were worth it.
I have now to describe the practical results afforded by the
rhomb of calc-spar and glass described in the paper, which is
similar in form to the common double-image rhomb, but with
air between the component prisms in place of Canada balsam,
and especially the particular form described in the last sentence
of the paper. In that form a rhomb of calc-spar is cut in a
plane through the optic axis, and this is made one of the outer
faces of the compound rhomb, with a polished natural cleavage
plane for the inner face next that of the glass, as at a 6 of fig. 4
of the paper. When wc place a rhomb thus constructed before
the eye with the calc-spar nearest to it, and look directly towards
the daylight, we sec two boundaries of total reflexion, one for the
ordinary, and the other for the extraordinary rays, with the interval of S*' or 9° between them, which is of plane-polarized
light ; and this is the analogous beam to that which is employed
when Nicol's rhomb is used, where a plane-polarized beam of
27^ is obtained. When the glass portion is nearest the eye, only
one boundary of total reflexion is seen ; but the two beams
having an angular separation of about 11°, another boundary of
* Communicated by the Author.
2E2
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a transmitted beam can be made by an opake screen, and so a
beam of plane-polarized light can be obtained. When the common double-image rhomb is placed in the same manner before
the eye, no boundaries of total reflexion are seen.
I have tried the rhomb above named, with an- between the
component prisms, in various experiments where Nicol's rhomb
would generally be used, and found it succeed ; amongst others,
I have used it as polarizer and analyser in the microscope :
biit I have not found any advantages to recommend it in
preference to NicoFs rhomb, except a saving of the material,
calc-spar ; and the smallness of the angle gives some disadvantages. The only cases in which it would have a decided advantage, are those in which it was proposed* to be used where a
large breadth of pencil was required with small angular divergence or convergence ; and then convergence in the transmitted
beam may be produced by a convex lens. In this way an analyser may be formed so as to throw images of selenitc designs
upon a screen for exhibition to a number of persons better than
by any other method for brightness and distinctness ; and there
may be found other peculiar cases where it would have an advantage over other rhombs.
XL VIII. Contributions to Metallurgy. — No. I.
By Frederick A. Genth, Ph.D.f.

difference in the appearance of a lot of Chinese coins
which were lately offered for sale in this city by a native
of the Celestial Empire, and the little knowledge which we have
on the subject of Chinese metallurgy, suggested the idea that,
by a careful examination of the different kinds, some new and
serviceable alloys might be added to those already used in the
arts, or, at least, that by such an investigation some information might be obtained of the Chinese ores, and the manner
of their reduction.
With the exception of three or four alloys,
which have been repeatedly analysed, we know hardly anything
of the metallic compositions used by the Chinese.
I have endeavoured tolearn from the works written on China, how their
alloys were manufactured, what kind of ores they use for that
purpose, whether they prepare their alloys directly from the ores,
or by mixing the metals in the proper proportions, &c. UnforI
tunately, have
been able to consult bat few books ; and these
have frequently given statements which, on account of the want
of familiarity with metallurgy of their authors, are unquestionTHE

* Potter's ' Physical Optics,' p. 31.
t From the Joiunal of the Franklin Institute, S. 3. vol. xxxvi. p. 261.
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no analysis of it ; but it has in all probability the same composition as our speculum-metal, whicb is used for the construction
of mirrors of telescopes or similar purposes : Davis says that it
contains tin and copper, and perhaps a portion of silver.
Father ]\Iailla states that the alloys used for coins are made
from the materials furnished, since a very early period, from the
provinces Yun-nan and Koei-tcheou. The coins are called
Tschen, and are, according to Davis, composed of copper and
zinc, with perhaps some lead. These are the only coins issued
by the Chinese government ; and their value should be equal to
one-thousandth of the Chinese silver oimce or tael, which latter
is equal to 1*4:0 dollar of United States money. Their market
value, however, when Davis made his observations, was equal to
1240 tschen for one tael fine silver, although the expense of
their manufacture was frequently greater to the government, so
that the Viceroy of Fokien, in a memoir to the Emperor, suggested to close the mint of that province, and suspend the coinage altogether, until the relative value of tschen and silver
would approach nearer to a par. Although the value of one
tschen is not more than about one-tenth of one cent of our
money, and the inducements to counterfeit the same cannot be
very great, still the Chinese cannot resist their unconquerable
propensity for substituting something of an even smaller value,
that they forge them and smuggle casts of lead into circulation.
The tschen have an inscription on both sides : on one the name
of the reigning emperor, with two words denoting "current
value;" on the reverse, a Tartar inscription. They have a square
hole in the centre, through which they are strung together by
hundreds to save coTinting. Most of the coins which I have seen
were of this description; and they are certainly tlie most common.
However, there are two other kinds, which are not mentioned
by Davis, and of which I am therefore in doubt whether they
are government's issue, viz. of cast iron, and of an alloy principally of lead and copper. Of the cast-iron coins I have seen
only one. It had a square hole in the centre, like the tschen,
and similar inscriptions on both sides. It is very hard, but was
so much oxidized that it was impossible to examine more closely
into the nature of the metal. The other coin appears to be the
same of which llcnouard de St. Croix speaks*, and of which he
says that it is called Patec, is made of an alloy of copper and
lead, has a square hole in the centre, and an inscription only on
one side. The analyses Nos. 7 and 8 are in all probability
this coin : it was impossible, however, to observe any inscription
on either side ; but as they ai'e made of a very soft alloy, this
may have been worn off.
* Rcnouard dc St. Croix, Voyage, vol. iii.
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All the Chinese coins are cast, and are not struck or stamped.
Many of those which I have examined showed the impression
of the fine sand used for the moulds ; others were hollow, others
did not fill the mould completely, or were full of very minute
cavities and air-holes; hence the specific gravity was in some
found to be considerably smaller than it ought to have been.
A pupil of mine, Mr. George J. Popplein, of Baltimore, has
at my suggestion made in my laboratoiy the following very
careful analyses of the various Chinese coins.
The analytical methods adopted did not materially differ from
those generally in use. It was found, however, that tin cannot
be accurately determined by dissolving in nitric acid, &c. It \yas
therefore always separated in the usual way ; but the binoxide
of tin was afterwards decomposed by fusion with sulphur and
carbonate of soda, by which method the small quantities of lead,
silver, copper, and iron were converted into insoluble sulphides,
whilst the bisulphide of tin and sodium was dissolved by water,
&c. All the necessary precautions were also taken to ensure a
complete separation of the zinc from the copper. The following
are the results of Mr. Popplein's analyses :—
No. 1. Tschen.—Coloxxv, pale brass-yellow, greyish on the
fresh fracture; very good cast, with very fine grain, and but
very few air-holes inside ; exceedingly brittle. It contains—
= 63-94 per cent.
Copper
Tin
= 3-29
„
= 6-03
Lead
=36-24
Zinc
Cobalt
= trace
Iron
= I'35
„
99-84
No. 3. Tschen^. — Colour pale bronze-yellow; the composition was not homogeneous ; and with the magnifying glass two
alloys, one of a brass-yellow, the other of a pale copper-red colour, could be distinguished : the colour of the fresh fracture was
greyish ; medium grain, brittle. It contains —
=60-97 per cent.
Copper
Tin
= 0-05
Lead
= 1"56
„
= 35-05
Zinc
Iron
• = 2-37
„
Silver and Cobalt . . . = traces
100-00
• II. Onnau (Scheik. Onderz. vol. iv. p. 517 et seq.) has analysed a
similar alloy from China, of a copper-red colour.
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No. 3. Tschen. — Thick brass-yellow coin, very good cast of
grain ;—not easily tarnishing. Sp. grav. at 25° Cels. = 8-497.
fine
It contains
= 55-53 per cent.
Copper
Tin
= 0-33
Antimony
= 3-21
„
Arsenic
=3-44
„
Lead
= 103
Zinc
=: 32-74
Nickel
= 0-54
Iron
= 2-38
„
99-20
No. 4. Tschen. — Brass-yellow with a greenish tinge, a very
good cast ; fine grain, brittle ; easily tarnishing. It contains —
= 59'14 per cent.
Copper
Tin
= 2-71
Lead
= 3-40
Zinc
=29-62
Iron
= 4*83
„
Nickel
= 0-17
Cobalt and Silver . . . = traces
99-87
No. 5. Tschen. — Bronze-yellow, greyish on the fresh fracture.
Spec. grav. =8-552.
It contains —
Copper
. . . . = 59-983 per cent, (from the loss).
Tin
= 1-204
Silver
= 0-068
Lead
= 3-977
Zinc
= 32-114
Nickel
= 0-552
Iron
= 2-102
Arsenic
....
= trace
100-00
No. 6. Tschen. — Colour bronze-yellow, the fresh fracture
brass-yellow; the grain is coarse and crystalline, with many
cavities ; did not fill the mould well ; very brittle. Spec. grav.
= 8-166.
Tt contains —
Copper
Tin
Lead
Zinc
Iron

=60-19 per cent.
= 1-81
= 5-83
„
=31-57
= 1'34
„
100-74
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No. 7. Patec. — Not homogeneous, but a mixture of a grey
and pale copper-red alloy ; full of very small cavitieSj cuts easily
with the knife; brittle. Spec. grav. =8-517.
It contains —
Copper
= 59*88 per cent.
Tin
= 7-90 „
Lead
=31-42 „
Zinc
= 0-59 „
Nickel
= 0-18 „
Iron
= 0-35 „
Silver, Arsenic, and Antimony = traces
100-32
No. 8. Patec. — Similar to No. 7, but of a coarser grain.
Spec. grav. above 9. It contains —
Copper
Silver
Tin
Lead
Cobalt
Iron
Zinc and Nickel

.

.

= 51*20 per
= 0-03
= 4-81
= 42-25
= 0-23
= 1-36
. = traces

cent.
„
„
„
„
„

99-88
From these analyses it is difficult to come to any general
conclusions, because the Chinese are not guided by certain and
invariable rules in the manufacture of their coins, although they
generally use a composition which might pass under the name
" brass.'' This brass is certainly made by mixing copper and
zinc together, and only seldom directly from the ore as the
ancients did. We know, from the descriptions given by
Father Mailla and J. F. Davis, that they make zinc, and also
know that long before the manufacture of zinc came into use in
Europe, the Dutch brought it from China. The copper which
is used for their coins appears to be always very impure, and
is evidently made from ores containing iron, sometimes with
small quantities of nickel and cobalt; analyses Nos. 3 and 7
indicate the occurrence of antimonial and arsenical grey copper
(tctrahedrite) in China. It seems that the Chinese frequently
take at hap-hazard whatever alloys and metals they can get, melt
them together, and cast their coins from the mixture. We have
seen, above, that alloys of copper and tin are frequently used in
China : now it seems that they add invariably a small quantity
of such alloys for the manufacture of their coins, because every
analysis shows the presence of tin ; we know, however, that ores
ofcoppcr, containing tin at the same time, arc not frequently met
with.
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It is very probable that the Chinese have had the same kind
of alloys in use for perhaps more than two thousand years ; it
was of interest, therefore, to compare the composition of some
ancient Koman coins with that of Chinese coins. I have been
permitted by the Rev. H. S. Osbornj for whom I have made
analyses of coins of the emperors Hadrian and Trajan, for his
work on 'Palestine, Past and Present,^ to insert these in this paper.
No. 9. Hadrian Coin. — Of a bronze-yellow colour ; the colour
on the fresh fracture is inclining to brass-yellow ; grain very fine.
Spec. grav. =8-778.
It contains —
Copper
= 8692 per cent.
Sdver
= 0-30
Tin
= 0-72
Lead
= 110
Zinc
= 10-97
Iron . . . . . . . — 0'18
„
Arsenic and Antimony
. = traces
100-19
No. 10. Trajan Coin. — The colour is bronze-yellow, inclining
to brass-yellow ; the fresh fracture is greyish ; very fine grain.
Spec. grav. =8-745.
It contains —
Copper
= 88-58 per cent.
Silver
= 0-21
Tin
= 1-80
„
Lead
= 2-28
Zinc
= 7*56
.,
Iron
= 0-29
„
100-72
Both coins were stamped, and not cast like those from China ;
and both were pretty tough, which is certainly owing to the
smaller per-centage of zinc and iron in the same. These alloys
were beyond question made directly from the ore, and only the
small per-centage of tin appears to have been added afterwards.
XLIX.

On the Influence of Light on the Polarized Electrode.
By W. R. Gkove Esq., Q.C., V.P.R.S. S^c*.
SOON after the experiments of Daguerre were published, it
occurred to me that the galvanometer might be used as a
test for the chemical effects of light ; and I succeeded in obtaining
a deflection of the needle by allowing a beam of light suddenly
to impinge on a daguerreotype plate in a trough of water — the
* Communicated by the Author, having been read at the Meeting of
the British Association, Leeds, September, 1858.
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plate being connected with one extremity of a galvanometer, and
a gridiron of silver-wire placed in front of the plate with the
other. This experiment I showed at a lecture at the London
Institution in 1843 ; and it was subsequently used as an illustration of the convertibility of force, in my essay on the ' Correlation
of Physical Forces.'
I tried some further experiments at the time without obtaining
results of any importance, but as galvanometers at that period
had not reached the degree of delicacy they have since attained
in the hands of ]\I. Ruhmkorff, I determined this summer to
resume the inquiry; and the results which I have obtained I
now proceed to describe. The galvanometer used in the following
experiments is by Ruhmkorff, formed of 5-14 feet of fine copper
wire, and though not as delicate as the very long-wired instruments used by M. DuBois Reymond and others, it has proved
sufficiently delicate for most of the effects I aimed at.
The idea with which I started, was to arrange two plates of
platinum in an electrolyte in such manner that a bright beam
of light should impinge on one while the other was in darkness,
and yet to allow free eletrolytic communication. After making
a somewhat complex apparatus which did not answer the purpose,
the following simple means of effecting my object was adopted.
In a cell similar to those used for the nitric-acid battery, the
outer cell being of thin glass and the inner one of porous ware,
two platinum plates were placed, each of 6 inches by 2, — 4 inches
by 2, or the immersed portions of the plates, being platinized or
coated with a deposit of black platinum. Both the outer and
inner cell were filled with distilled water slightly acidulated with
sulphuric acid ; and some tow steeped in the same solution was
stuffed into the upper part of the porous cell around the platinum, so that this latter plate was perfectly excluded from light.
The extremities of the two plates were metallically connected.
A brass cylinder, covered at the top, was placed over the whole,
its lower circumference resting on a circular pad of paper so as
to exclude light.
The apparatus, thus disposed, was set aside for ten days so as
to allow the local currents to subside. At the expiration of this
period the apparatus was taken into bright sunlight, the position
of the plates so arranged that the one in the outer or glass cell
should be opposite the sun, the terminals connected with the galvanometer, and the temporary deflection occasioned by polarization allowed to sTibsidc, or rather to reach a fixed point, for there
was always a slight deflection.
The brass cylinder which excluded light from the apparatus
wan now removed ; and the galvanometer needle instantly deviated
to 10', the platinum exposed to sunlight being positive to that in
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the dark, or as zinc to copper. The platinum plates were now
reversed, that which bad been in the outer cell placed in the
porous cell, and vice versa, and the apparatus again set aside for
ten days : at the end of this period it was again taken out, the
experiment repeated, and the same result obtained ; i. e. on removing the brass cylinder there was a deflection of 12°, the
platinum exposed to light being positive to the sheltered one.
This identity of electrical effect taking place with the reversed
plates seemed so strongly in favour of the impact of the solar
rays having an initiatory effect in producing a voltaic current,
that the only remaining point seemed to be to ascertain whether
it was due to light or heat, to the chemical or calorific rays of
the sun; yet the conclusion I then came to was erroneous, as
will presently be seen.
In order to ascertain how far the effect was due to heat, I
arranged, in a room lighted by a small candle, the same apparatus over a fire of asbestos heated by coal-gas, so that both
radiant heat and an ascending current of hot air impinged on
the side of the glass in which was the exposed platinum, while
the opposite side was entirely sheltered from the heat by a
metallic shelf on which the cell rested: this experiment was
continued until one side of the cell was uncomfortably hot to
the hand, while the other side was quite cool; but not the slightest
deviation of the galvanometer took place.
I now repeated the former experiment with sunlight, changing
the liquid each time. In three successive experiments the deflections on the impact of light were in the same direction, the
exposed platinum being positive; but in a fourth the deflection
was in the reverse direction, the exposed platinum being negative :
in several subsequent experiments there was always a notable
deflection which ensued on the impact of light ; but it was sometimes in one direction and sometimes in the other. I ultimately
discovered that, in the deflection produced by light, the needle
of the galvanometer deviated in the same direction which it took
upon the first contact of the wires connected with the platinum
plates. The effect of light was therefore to increase the deflection occasioned by the polarization of the platinum plates ;
and this my subsequent experiments have, I think, fully established. Although the experiment on the impact of heat seemed
"to show that the heating effect of the solar rays was not the cause
of the phfeuomena, yet it might well be that the solar rays absorbed
by the platinum black would produce a greater heating effect
at the actual point of contact of the platinum and liqviid than
any non-luminous heat would produce; and I was therefore anxious
to ascertain whether the different-coloured rays of light showed
any difference in their effects. To this end I procured three
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plates of coloured glass, one blue, the second yellow, and tlie
third red ; a strip of thick brown paper was pasted to the opposite sides of each of these plates of glass, so as to form a nearly
cylindrical chamber cut by the plane of the glass. A cover was
placed over each of them ; and the chambers so formed could be
placed over the cell containing the platinum plates, the coloured
glass plates intervening between the sun and tlie platinum in the
outer cell. A great number of experiments were made with
these apparatus ; and in all the deviations of the galvanometer
were notably greater with the blue glass than with the yellow
or red, and, of the latter two, the yellow gave slightly greater
deflections than the red glass.
This result is, I think, conclusive in favour of the eifect being
due to the chemical, not to the calorific rays of the sun, the more
so when we consider that the yellow allowed a far larger quantity
of light to pass than the blue glass. I may also add that I have
obtained a slight galvanometric deflection when diffused daylight
was allowed to impinge on the platinum plate, and when there
was no perceptible difference of temperature between the illuminated and the non-illuminated plates.
The superiority of the yellow over the red was not so strongly
marked ; and, considering that the yellow glass allowed much
more light to pass than the red, I am uot disposed to think that
there was any actual superiority in the former : the effects observed with these two colours are, however, corroborative of the
effects not being due to the red or heating rays of the sun.
I substituted for the water acidulated with sulphuric acid
(which may be regarded electrically as ])urc water with its conducting power improved), muriatic and nitric acids ; the effects
were the same, but less marked with the nitric acid, probably
from its more completely depolarizing the plates.
In a small number of experiments the following effect took
place. After a certain time of connexion with the galvanometer^
the cover being over the apparatus, the sign of polarization
changed ; i. e. supposing the needle of the galvanometer to deviate to the left, and indicate that the exposed platinum was
positive, the needle would gradually return, pass the zero-point,
and be deviated to the right : when this was the case, on removing
the cover, the effect occasioned by the imjiact of light was a
return of the needle towards the zero-point, indicating an influence in the direction of the original polarization. On setting
aside the apparatus for twenty-four hours with the plates in metallic connexion, and then repeating the experiment, the deviation
of the galvanometer was in the direction of the final polarization.
This apparent anomaly may have arisen from a conflict of two
classes of currents, the one arising from imperfect mixing or want
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of homogeneity in the liquid, and the other from the state of
surface of the platinum ; the latter would most probably be the
current affected by light.
As the general effect of light was to increase the deflections
occasioned by polarization, whatever direction this assumed, it
seemed probable that the exclusion of one of the plates from the
light, winch I had commenced with in the hope of obtaining
currents initiated by light, was unnecessary, and that the observed
effects would be rather increased by exposing both plates to light.
I therefore arranged two platinized plates in a cell without a
porous diaphragm, inclined to each other like the letter V, but
without contact, and allowed the light to impinge on the interior
surfaces, or those opposed to each other ; but, to my surprise, the
effect was very trifling, the needle deviating only one or two degrees, and that in a sluggish and irregular manner.
When, however, the two plates were arranged parallel, the
one shading the other from the light, as good deflections were
produced as with the porous cell, — the more so if the back or
shaded plate was of polished, and the front plate of platinized
platinum.
Why light should produce a greater augmentation of the
current when impinging on one than on the two plates, I cannot
well understand, and therefore will not attempt any hypothetic
explanation, but leave it for further experiment.
In all the experiments I have made on the subject of this paper,
the most marked effect upon the galvanometer is produced when
the polarization causes a small permanent deflection of from 5°
to 10°; when the polarization of the plates is extremely slight,
the effect of light is very feeble ; and when the polarization is
considerable, so as to deflect the galvanometer to 20° or 30°, the
increased force required to produce a small increase of deflection
is too great to afford notable results.
I have used the term polarization, having no better word to
indicate the feeble currents which are always observed when two
i;)latinum plates immersed in a liquid are connected with a delicate galvanometer. The electrical currents Avhich would ensue
if the plates were polarized by connecting them with a voltaic
battery and then detaching them, would be far too powerful for
the delicate indications which I have been examining. There
can be no doubt, at least to those who adopt the chemical theory
of the voltaic pile, that both these classes of polarization are
due, when one homogeneous liquid is employed, to slight deposits on the plates, either of films of gas, or of some substance
which acts chemically on the liquids ; and the effect of light
would seem simply to be an augmentation of the chemical action
taking place at the surface of the electrodes, which is the locus
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where tlae cliemical changes producing or produced by voltaic
currents are always observable.
With more sensitive galvanometers^ and with a greater variety
of solutions^ this class of experiments may, I venture to hope,
be found important in further investigating the effects of light
on chemical actions ; and the pure coloured rays of the spectrum
may be employed.
There can, I think, from analogy, be little doubt that light
would influence those actions of surface which are comprehended
among the various effects to which the term catalysis is applied.
In an experiment I made in the month of September 1851, two
similar glass tubes, containing each 15 grains of water, were
placed, the one under an opake porcelain, and the other under a
glass vessel of the same size, with capsules of sulphuric acid by
their sides : I found that evaporation took place much more
rapidly in the one exposed to light, though it was in a room
with a northern aspect, on which the sun never shone. In twelve
days the water under the glass vessel had lost 6"3 grains, that
under the porcelain 5 '4, showing a difference of nearly a sixth
pai't in the evaporation in favour of the tube exposed to light.
I mention this experiment here as showing a probability that
the liberation of vapour or gas may be accelerated by light, as
M. Donny's remarkable experiments seem to show that evaporation isa surface action ; and the effect of light on polarized
plates may be somewhat of the same nature. I will not, however, enter into theories, which must be necessarily vague on
such a novel subject, but conclude by giving a Table of some
of the most trustworthy results which I have obtained when the
sunlight has been most steady, in order to show the extent of deflections and differences with coloured light : they were all made
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 12, and on the finest days I
could select. My first experiments were made in London, in the
months of June and July. I was then absent for some time on
circuit ; and I have resumed and continued them during my vacation in the months of i^ugust and September.
June 21, apparatus having been arranged on June 12. Solution,
water with a few drops of Sulphuric Acid.
Deflection by sunlight 8°, or, from 1 2°, the deflection by polarization, to20°.
Exposed platinum positive.
July 4. Same solution, platinum having been changed on
the 24th.
Deflection by sunlight of 9°, or from 1° to 10°.
Exposed platinum positive.
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August 24. Solution, water with
Sulphuric Acid.
Deflection b}' polarization .
Sunlight
Blue glass
Yellow glass
Red glass
Exposed platinum positive.

1
5
3
2
2

August 25. Solution, water with
Sulphuric acid.
Deflection by polarization . 2
Sunlight
1
7
Blue glass
45
Yellow glass
3
Red glass
3
Exposed platinum positive *.

September 6. Very dilute Nitiico
Acid.
Deflection by polarization . 1
Sunlight
7
Blue glass
3
Yellow glass
2
Red glass
.1
Exposed platinum negative.
September 8. Dilute Nitric Acid.
Deflection by polarization . 3
Sunlight
fi
Exposed platinum negative.
Dilute Muriatic Acid.
Deflection by polarization . 4
Sunlight
10
Blue glass
7
Yellow glass
G

September 4. Very dilute Muriatic
Acid.

glass platinum negative. 6'5
Red
Exposed

Deflection by polarization . 6
Sunlight
14
Blue glass
9
Yellow glass
7'5
Red glass ,
7'5
Diffuse daylight ....
8
Exposed platinum negative.

September 10. Dilute Nitric Acid.
Deflection by polarization . 1
Sunlight
5
Exposed platinum positive.
Dilute Muriatic Acid.
Polished
platinum plates.
Deflection by polarization . 1
Sunlight
......
2
Exposed platinum negative.

September 14. Two sets, one of polisliecl, the other of platinized
platinum plates, in dilute si'iphuric acid without porous diaphragm.
The polished plates gave —
^
Deflection by polarization
. . 2
With sunlight
3
Platinized plates gave —
^
3
By polarization
With sunlight
4
with a porous
tried
then
was
platinum
black
with
The pair
cell ; and as it was not set aside for more than a few minutes to
allow the polarization to subside, the
^
Deflection by polarization was
. 15
Increased by sunlight to ...
20
Exposed platinum positive.
* In a second cell with the same solution the exposed plate was negative, and tiie deflection increased by sunlight in the same du'cction as the
polarization, from 2° to 10°.
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This being covered, but kept in connexion with the galvanometer, the polarization gradually diminished, passed the zero]3oint, and took up an opposite deflection of 7°'5 ; the outer platinum being now negative, the effect of sunlight was now to reduce
the
o
Deflection to ....
3
Eed glass, to ...
. 6*5
Yellow glass, to . . . 6-5
Blue glass .....
5
Fl-'^
On September 16, this same cell having been set aside in the
interim, with the plates metallically connected, the deflection by
polarization was increased by sunlight, the exposed platinum,
being negative.
September 15. Black and polished platinum in glass cell without porous cell, the black platiuimi being towards the light,
and the plain platinum shaded by it ; the black platinum was
positive to the plain.
o
Deflection by polarization . . 10
Sunlight
18
Blue glass
12
Yellow glass
11
After half an hour in connexion with a galvanometer,
o —
Deflection by polarization had sunk to . 4
Sunlight
13
Blue glass
6
Yellow glass
4
Red glass
4
L. On Monoacetate of Glycol, and on the Prqjaration of Glycol.
By Dr. E. Atkinson*.
N making some experiments with bromide of ethylene, I had
occasion to notice the great facility with which that substance acts on certain potash salts soluble in alcohol; and at
the instance of my friend Dr. Debus, T tried its action on acetate of potash, expecting to find therein a ready method of preparing acetate of glycol, from which glycol may easily be obtained.

I

C.HW+2(C'Acetate
'»'0}0)=
of potash.
cthvkne

g;j:o}o'
of glycol.
Acetate

+ 2BrK.

This method would be quite analogous to that by which this
* Communicated by the Author.

Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. IG. No. 109. Dec. 1858.
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intcrcstiug body was first obtained by Wurtz^ its discoverer — that
is, by the action of iodide of ethylene on acetate of silver ; but
an easier method is a desideratum^ for Wurtz's method is unfoi'tunately attended with many disadvantages. The preparation
of iodide of ethylene, especially in large quantities, is difficult
and tedious, the other substance concerned in the reaction is
expensive, — Mhile, from the high equivalents of iodine and of
silvei', the proportion of acetate of glycol obtained must in any
case be small, and this is materially lessened by the fact that
the acetate of glycol is not the only substance produced in the
reaction.
The expectation that the above-mentioned reaction would furnish a ready means of obtaining glycol, has not been disappointed. The following method, which leads to the preparation
of glycol, is easy and expeditious of execution ; the bromide of
ethylene is readily obtained pure, and is comparatively inexpensive ;and the reaction is remarkably precise and definite.
Abo At 60 grammes of pure bromide of ethylene are placed in
a soda-water bottle, along with an equal weight (very nearly
two equivalents) of fused acetate of potash, and -l fluid ounces of
80 per cent, alcohol. The bottle, well corked and tied down, is
placed
in a towater-bath
and shaken.
heated toThe
100°bottle
C. fornow
two contains
days, anda
from time
time is well
liquid and a large quantity of crystals of bromide of potassium,
which latter are filtered off and washed on the filter with alcohol.
The filtrate is then distilled in a water-bath until nothing more
passes over at 100° C. This distillate consists of alcohol containing acetic ether, and a small quantity of free acetic acid.
The residue is then transferred to a smaller retort in which a
thermometer is inserted, and rectified, the portions passing over
below 180° C, and above that point, being collected separately.
Occasionally, owing to the presence of some bromide of potassium, the ebullition becomes so violent that it is necessary to
stop the distillation*. In that ease the residue in the retort is
digested with its bulk of absolute ether, and filtered. From this
ctherial solution the ether is first distilled oif in the water-bath,
and then the residue rectified, the distillate at and above 180°
being collected separately.
The distillate above 180°, on being again rectified, consists
almost entirely of a substance boiling at 181°-182° C. This
is the
Monoacetate of Glycol.
It is a colourless, limjiid, oily liquid, with a faint odour and
a peculiar taste.
It is perfectly neutral to litmus and turmeric
* When absolute alcohol is taken, this is much less likely to occur.
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papers. It leaves an oil-spot on papeVj which disappears after
some time. It is a little heavier than water, and dissolves in it
in all proportions. It is readily decomposed by potash and by
baryta into acetic acid and glycol. Its boiling-point is from
181°-182° C. The following analytical determinations were
made: — 0"308 grm. gave Ooll grm. carbonic acid and 0'2185
grm. water, which agrees best with the relation C H^ 0^, as is
here seen :—
Calculated. FouuJ.
C = 48 = 46-0
45-1
H^ =
8 =
7-7
7-8
03 =J^ = 46-3
104
100-0
C"*H^03 is that of a monoacetate of glycol,
C^ The
IP formula
1
C^ IP 0 >■ 0^. In order to control this, the following acetic acid

. ^^ -J.

determinations were made :— 2*027 grms. of substance were enclosed in a tube with some moist hydrate of baryta, and the
sealed tube heated in a paraffine bath for twenty-five hours to a
temperature of 120°-130° C. The contents of the tube were
then transferred to a flask, and carbonic acid passed throvigh to
saturation ; the mixture was then heated for some time and
filtered; and in the filtrate, which contained acetate of baryta,
the baryta was determined as sulphate. In this way 2"136
grms. of sulphate of baryta were obtained, which correspond to
2-33 grms. acetate of baryta, or to I'l grm. acetic acid. Accord-

H

J

ing to the formula of monoacetate of glycol, C^H^O
ed H" ~]>0^, it
VfOuld yield, by decomposition with hydrate of baryta, one equivalent ofacetate of baryta, thus :—

C2 H3 0 10^ -h Ba HO = C^ W BaO^ + ^" JJ^T O^.

II
J
Hydrate of Acetate of
baryta. baryta.
Monoacetate of
glycol.

^^
J
t^lycol.

And 2-027 grms. of substance ought to give 2-485 grms. of
acetate of baryta ; the quantity obtained, 2-33 grms., corresponds
therefore to O-'J !• of an equivalent of acetic acid. The diacetate,

2 (C^ II C)\ I ^*' would have given 3*49 grms. acetate of baryta.
In a second determination made by the same method, but with
substance of a different preparation,
2F2 1-825 grm. gave 2-027 grms.
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sul[)1iatc of baryta, which corresponds to 0-996 of an equivalent
of acetic acid*.
These results, together with its physical properties, leave no
doubt that the substance in question is the monoacetate of
glycol. The analytical results would correspond equally well to
a mixture of equivalent quantities of glycol and acetate of glycol;
but, on the other hand, its evidently homogeneous nature, its
complete solubility in water (in which it differs from acetate of
glycol), its boiling-point, which, in various preparations made
with various quantities, was found to be constant between 181°
and 182° C. (which is 5 degrees lower than that of diacetate of
glycol and about 13 degrees lower than that of glycol), and the
agreement in the quantity of acetic acid found in specimens of
different preparation are all inconsistent with this assumption.
In its formation, the elements of water take part, thus :—

C2Bromide
H4Br2 of+ 2 f^ ^^, ^^'2
) + ^^' 0 Bromide
= 2 Br K of+ C^H^
0 -^10^ + C2 H" 0^.
, ^-i,T O ^
Q2JHJ4
^
.
potassium
ethylcue. ,Si

And part of this acetic acid forms acetic ether with the alcohol
present.
The diatomic glycol stands in the same relation to the monoacetate ofglycol as a bibasic acid (for example, oxalic acid) docs
to its acid salts, thus :—

H

Glycol.

J

Monoacetate of frlvcol.

"■J

K yo^
Oxalic acid.

g:}o'

,

Acul oxalate of potash.

And monoacetate of
glycol stands to the diatomic alcohol,
C2
glycol, in a similar relation to that in which Berthelot's monoacctinc and diacetine stand to the triatomic alcohol, glycerine.
* The chloride may be substituted for the bromide of ethylene in the
preparation of monoacetate of glycol ; but as its action on the potash salt
is less energetic, it is necessary to continue the heating in tlic water-bath
somewhat longer. In other respects the preparation is the same. Tlie
experiment was not made on a sufficiently large scale to enable nic to state
with certainty what amount of product was obtained ; but as the equivalent of the chloride of ethylene is little more than half that of the bromide
{90 : 188), its emi)loyment would, cmtcris paribus, be more advantageous.
l?romide of ethylene yiehls nearly three-fom-ths of the theoretical quantity
of pure monoacetate of glycol required by the equation.

I
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Glycol.

H

J

Monoacetate of glycol.
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Glycerine.

H2

J

Monoacetine.

. H.
Diacetine.

J

It is isomeric with butylactic acid, C^ H^ 0^ the homologue
of lactic acid obtained by Wuvtz by the oxidation of amyleglycol *.
From the distillate which passed over below 180°, a further
quantity of monoacetate of glycol may be thus obtained. It is
colportion distiUing at and above 180°
again rectified, and the distillate
below this point, which consists
lected separately. The
of acetic acid and monoacetate of glycol, is neutralized with
baryta, somewhat evaporated in the water-bath, and then digested
with ether. From this etherial solution the monoacetate is obtained byrectification.
Some glycol was prepared from the monoacetate by Wurtz's
method — distillation with hydrate of potash :—
C^H^O l02 + KII0 = C2H3K0H

H
J
Monoacetate of

Acetate of
potash,

glycol.

jj^ f^^*

Glycol.

To 14 grms. of monoacetate the equivalent quantity of fused
and powdered potash was gradually added. The evolution of
heat showed that an action was at once set up. The mixture
was allowed to stand some time, and then distilled, at first in a
sand-bath, and then with the heat of a spirit-lamp. The crude
product thus obtained was rectified ; the greater part of it had
the constant boiling-point 193° C. Its identity with glycol is
evident from the following combustion :—
0-170 grm. gave 0-2385 grm. carbonic acid and 0*147 grm.
water.
Calculated. Found.
C^ = 24 = 38-70
38-18
H« =
6 =
9-67
9-61
0^ = 32 = 51-63
52-21
62
The description of the properties of glycol given by Wurtz I
* Phil. Mag. October 1858.
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can confirm. It is an oily liquid, heavier than, but soluble in
water in all proportions, bas a sweet taste, which its aqueous
solution also shares. A glass rod dipped in the liquid takes
fire with great difiiculty, burning with a pale blue flame like that
of alcohol. It is perfectly neutral to litmus and turmeric papers ;
it leaves an oil-spot on paper, which disappears after some time.
"When bromide of ethylene is boiled with an alcoholic solution
of acetate of potash in an open flask, an action takes place, and
bromide of potassium is formed, but the ebuUition soon becomes
so violent that it is necessary to discontinue the operation.
Iodide of ethylene, when treated with acetate of potash in a
closed vessel, undergoes a difi'erent decomposition. A large
quantity of iodide of potassium is formed, and some iodoform,
but no glycol compound.
Chloroform enclosed in a tube with acetate of potash had only
a slight action when heated for some time to 100"
heated to 150*^ C. the tube exploded. Bromoform
have also very little action at 100"^ C, and were
higher temperature.
These experiments were made in the laboratory
College.
Queenwood College, near Stockbridge,
Hants, October 1858.
LI.

C. On being
and iodoform
not tried at a
at Queenwood

On the Action of Caustic Potash on Glijcerate of Potash.

By Dr. H. Debus*.
I II AVE shown on another occasion f that some of the salts
of glyoxylic acid are decomposed, by treatment with solution of potash or caustic lime, into combinations of glycolic and
oxalic acids % :—

2(C2H3K04) + KII0=C2K2 04-fC2H3K03-}-2H«0.
Glyoxylate of
Oxalate
Glycolate
potash.
of potash.
of potash.
Glyceric acid, which is homologous with glyoxylic acid, might
under similar conditions be resolved according to the equation
2 (C3 H^ KO^) + KHO

= C3 H^ K^ O"* + C^ W> KO^ + 2 H^ O,

Glycerate of
potash.

Lactate of
potash,

into lactate of potash, and the jjotash salt of an acid (C^ 11"* 0^)
homologous with oxalic acid.
* Communicated by the Author.
t Pbil. Mag. November 1856, and January 1857.
: C=12,
11=1,
0=16.
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In order to decide this question, the following experiments
were made :—
Glycei-ate of baryta was boiled with a concentrated solution of
caustic baryta for several hours. On examination of the liquid,
the substances employed did not appear to have undergone any
perceptible change. 25 grms. of glycerate of potash were dissolved in a solution consisting of 25 grms. of caustic potash
and 50 grms. of water, and the liquid evaporated at a high temperature until a small portion of it, after neutralization with
acetic acid, gave a white precipitate on the addition of acetate of
lead. The residue, which assumed the consistency of glycerine
or strong syrup, as soon as it became cold was dissolved in water
slightly acidulated with acetic acid, and acetate of lead added
as long as a precipitate was formed. The examination of the
filtrate from this precipitate will be described presently.
The lead precipitate^ well" washed, was mixed with water and
decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen.
The solution separated from the sulphuret of lead gave, on
evaporation, only crystals resembliiig oxalic acid. The latter
dissolved easily in water, and produced in a solution of sulphate
of lime a white precipitate, insoluble in an excess of acetic acid.
With sulphuric acid the well-known reaction of oxalic acid was
obtained. Some of the crystals, dissolved in water, neutralized
with annnonia, and added to chloride of calcium, gave a white
precipitate, which was well w^ashed and dried at 100^ C.
0-619 grm. of the substance thus obtained yielded, according
to the usual method, 0'-i39 grm. of carbonate of lime. If it be
supposed that the precipitate wasoxalate of lime(C-Ca-0'*+II~0),
0-441. grm. of carbonate of lime ought to have been obtained.
The liquid from which the oxalate of lead had been precipitated was freed from lead by means of sulphuretted hydrogen,
evaporated on the water-bath to the consistency of syrup, and
mixed with as much dilute sulphuric acid as was necessary to
saturate the potash which it contained.
Three times its volume of strong alcohol was now added, and
the whole allov.ed to stand for some hours. The sulphate of
potash which had separated was collected on a filter, washed with
s])irits of wine, and the alcohol distilled off from the filtrate. To
remove the last traces of sulphate of potash from the acid residue
left in the retort, it was mixed with absolute alcohol, filtered,
and the filtrate again distilled. The retort contained an acid
licjuid, which was diluted with water, and neutralized with carbonate oflime at 100^ C. After filtering off from a little sulphate and carbonate of lime, the li([uid was concentrated by
eva|)oratiou and left to stand. A large quantity of crystals,
of the upjjcarancc; of lactate of U>ue, separated. The latter were.
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after recrystallization, dissolved in water and freed from the
lime by the careful addition of oxalic acid. Carbonate of zinc
was now added to the filtrate from the oxalate of lime, as long as
an ciFervcscence took place, and after some boiling the undissolved carbonate of zinc removed by filtering. The liquid gave
on evaporation crystals resembling lactate of zinc, which served
for the following determinations :—
I. 0-384 grm., dried over sulphuric acid, lost at 100° C. 0-070
grm. water.
The same quantity of substance dissolved in water and precipitated with carbonate of potash, gave, according to the usual
method, 0-108 grm. oxide of zinc.
II. 0-430 grm. from another preparation lost at 100° C. 0-080
grm. water. The residue, dissolved in water and precipitated
with carbonate of potash, gave 0'119 grm. oxide of zinc.
Hence in 100 parts, —
j
jj
Water ....
18-23
18-60
Zinc
....
23-57
22-21
100 parts of lactate of zinc, prepared from the acid obtained
by fermentation, contain—
^.s jjio ZnS 0«+3IF O.
Water
18-16
Zinc
21-93
The zinc-salt examined is therefore lactate of zinc ; the shape
of the crystals, as well as their other physical and chemical properties, agree with this conclusion, 5-244 grms. of a watery
solution saturated at 16° C, left, after evaporation and exposure
to a temperature of 100° C. till the weight of the crucible remained constant, 0-118 grm. of residue. 100 parts of water at
16° C. dissolve, therefore, 2-30 parts of the dry lactate of zinc
prepared from glyceric acid. The Handbooks on organic chemistry state that the Z»-lactate of zinc requires 58 parts of cold
water for its solution. The temperature at which the experiment was made is, however, not mentioned.
In the mother-liquors from the lactate of lime and zinc no
other substances could be discovered.
On the supposition that the glycerate of potash, under the
conditions related in this paper, is changed in a similar manner
by caustic potash as glyoxylate of lime is by slaked lime, we
should have the following equation for its decomposition :—
2 (C3 H^ KO') -f KHO= C^ H^ KO^* -f C^ H^ K^ O'' + 2W 0.
Glycerate of
potash.

Lactate of
potash.

* I employ for lactate of potash the formula C H^ K0\ in order to express the dccompositiou in the simplest manner. The formula of lactic
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C^ H- K'^ 0^, which has the same composition as the malonate of
potash of Dessaignes, isj according to this view, decomposed, at
the high temperature bjf which the experiment was made, into
oxalate and formiate of potash :—
C3H2K2 0HKH0 + H2 0 = C2K2 04 + CHK02 + 4H.
Oxalate of
Formiate of
potash, potasli.

Oxalic, lactic, and formic acids were found amongst the products
of decomposition of glycerate of potash.
According to an experiment made by my friend Dr. Atkinson,
glycerate of potash is broken up by fusion with caustic potash
into acetate and formiate of potash :—
C3 H^ K0'» + KHO = C2 H3 KO^ + CHKO^ + IP O.
Glj'cerate
Acetate of
ofpotasb.
potash.
Queenwood College, near Stockbridge,
Hants.

Formiate

Water.

of potash.

LII. On the Projicrties of Electro-deposited Antimony.
By G. Gore, Esq."^
1. TTj^THILE engaged in depositing antimony by the electro▼ » process in October 1.854', I observed a remarkable
phronomenon of development of heat in the deposited metal when
gently struck, and published a brief account of it in the Philosophical Magazine for Janviary 1855 ; since that period I have
investigated the phfenomcnon, and have now the honour of laying
the results before the Royal Society.
2. In depositing this metal by the electro-process, several soutions may be successfully used, consisting of compounds of the
metal either with hydrochloric or tartaric acid ; but those 1 have
generally operated with have consisted, — 1st, of ordinary chloride of antimony (as prepared for pharmaceutical purposes)
acid, as corresponding to its salts, is nevertheless C^ H'" 0" ; because it
forms witli bases two series of salts, yields at 130° C. an anhj'drous acid,
(J'W'O', and with ammonia an amidogen acid, all derived from the formula C II'- 0". But lactic acid has also a second rational formida, C'' IF' O-*,
according to which it is also bibasic, as shown by the recent experiments
of M. Wiu'tz. Lactic acid has two modes of entering into combination
and decomposition : the one requires always one molecule, C' II" O', the
other
molecules,
2(C''
ir''0')=C''II'^0'', for its realization, according
to
tlie two
conditions
of the
experiment.
All those who fancy that a chemical formula tells something about the
arrangement of atoms, &c., must be, of course, of a different opinion.
* From the Philosophical Transactions, Part 1. for 1858, having been
read at the lloyal Society December 10, 1857.
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nearly saturated with antimony, by suspending a plate of that
metal in it as an anode, and passing an electric current from
several pairs of zinc and silver batteries through it until a copious
deposit of bright metal occurred, and until its yellow colour had
nearly disappeared ; and 2nd, of five parts of tartar-emetic and
five parts of tartaric acid, dissolved in a mixture of two parts of
hydrochloric acid and thirty parts of water; each solution being
filtered before using. A most excellent solution in lieu of the
first may quickly be formed by saturating ordinary chloride of
antimony with tartar-emetic, using about three or four parts
of the former to one of the latter, or by dissolving two j)arts of
tartar-emetic in three parts of hydrochloric acid. I have also
in place of that liquid occasionally used hydrochloric acid saturated with antimony by the battery process, and sometimes a
liquid composed of seven parts of tartar-emetic dissolved in a
mixture of eight parts of hydrochloric acid and four parts of
water. Substituting pure acid, distilled water, and pure antimony, for those of the ordinary quality, made no material difference in the results. Each solution requires to be electrolysed a
short time before it yields a 2;ood and uniform deposit.
3. There are two distinct kinds of antimony deposit produced
in these liquids, which I shall distinguish by the terms amorphous and crystalline; dark and gray : for the special production
of the former I use the first liquid, or, better, that composed of
chloride of antimony and tartar-emetic ; and for the latter I use
the second : the first solution will yield both varieties, but the
second gives the crystalline variety alone. The line of demarcation between the two kinds of deposit is rigorously distinct ; and
there appears to be no transitional or intermediate gradation, at
least not by this mode of procedure.
4. There are a great many circumstances which influence the
production of those two kinds of metal in the first liquid ; but
the most important are the temperature and density of the solution, the strength of the battery, the state of the depositing
liquid, and the physical condition of the receiving surface ; if the
battery is nearly exhausted in power, the solution unequal in
density from long-continued working and neglected stirring, and
the receiving surface rough or unclean, the dc])0sited metal will
be amorphous and smooth iu the lower and denser part of the
liquid, and crystalline and warty iu the upper aud lighter portion.
If the liquid is boiling hot, or if it is very dilute or contains
much free acid, the deposit will be gray throughout.
5. The production of either of these deposits is so easy that
the simplest of conditions will suffice. To produce the amorphous variety, take a small battery consisting of one or two pairs
of zinc aud platinized silver plates, charged with a mixture of
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one measure of sulphuric acid and tvventy measures of water,
and having prepared a small quantity of the mixture of chloride
of antimony and tartar-emetic, connect with the terminal silver
a piece of commercial antimony ("best French regulus") of the
same amount of immersed surface as one of the battery-plates,
and immerse it in the liquid as an anode, and for a receiving
surface immerse a piece of clean polished silver or copper of
about one-half the amount of surface of the antimony; connect
it by a silver or copper wire with the negative pole of the battery ;
suspend it vertically in the lower part of the depositing liquid at
a few inches from the anode, and protect the connecting wire
from receiving a deposit near the surface of the liquid by a piece
of gutta-percha tube, glass tube, or by a layer of varnish formed
by dissolving pure gutta pcrcha in bisulphide of carbon to the
cousisteuce of treacle. A perfectly bright deposit of amorphous
antimony will immediately be formed, and will, if the electric
power be rather great, exhibit a scaly surface after half an hour's
action ; but by further continuance the scaliness will cease, and
a firm coherent deposit of perfect brightness, and of similar
appearance to highly polished steel, will be produced. If the
electric pov>er is too great, the deposit will be granular and
loose. Much impure matter will appear upon the anode during
the process, especially if " common bowl regulus " is used, and
may be removed by means of a hard brush and dilute hydrochloric acid. There is no depositing liquid with which I am
acquainted, of any metal, which will bear so great a variation of
electric power without deteriorating the quality of the deposit,
as tliat composed of tartar-emetic dissolved to saturation in
hydrochlorate of terchloride of antimony : good amorphous deposits have been obtained in it with batteries varying from one
to tliirty-six pairs in intensity.
G. To produce a crystalline deposit, prepare a similar quantity of the second liquid, and proceed in exactly the same manner, except that a much larger receiving surface should be used
in consequence of the greater tendency to a sandy deposit, and
the protecting tube or varnish may be omitted. In this case the
deposit is gray, and frequently of a dull aspect, or even a dark
loose granular powder if the power is too great; but when properly produced it has a silky lustre or semi-iridescent silver-gray
appearance, especially when viewed within the liquid; and if the
jjroccss is continued several days, or, better, for one week, tlie
edges of the deposit assume a partly nodular form. The cleauing of the auod ; in this case may be of less frequency, and with
water alone.
7. A speed of deposition, varying from 075 to 30 grains per
square lucJi oi receiving surface per hour, liab repeatedly yielded
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a good bright deposit with the first-named solution ; and from
0"25 to 2'25 grains per square inch per hour has often given a
good crystalHne deposit with the second liquid. By keeping
the cathodes in constant motion, much more rapid action may
be successfully ventured.
8. By similar means to those described, and without the aid
of motion, a solid bar of dark bright antimony, upwards of
1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long, was formed upon a piece
of copper wire jijth of an inch thick and 2 inches long, in a
period of twenty-eight days, and with the aid of motion in about
half that time.
9. In depositing antimony from these solutions, a variety of
circumstances occui', a knowledge of which will greatly assist in
obtaining perfect specimens of the two varieties. In using the
ordinary chloride, after the process has been progi-essing one or
two days with continuous bright deposit, warty excrescences of
the gray variety will nearly always occur upon portions of the
receiving surface, the localities of their appearance differing
according to the shape of the cathode and its depth of immersion:
if it be within half an inch of the surface of the liquid, rough
gray metal will appear upon its upper parts. The presence of
these excrescences appears in nearly all cases to depend upon
accumulations of partly exhausted solution at the upper part of
the liquid, and at different parts of the receiving surface. The
solution, partly deprived of its metal by the action, and thus
rendered specifically lighter, ascends in a layer against the
cathode, and accumulates at its over-hanging parts and at the
surface of the liquid, and yields in those exhausted or acid portions only the gray deposit ; similar effects, but in a much less
degree, occur in the solution of chloride of antimony and tartaremetic. To obviate these effects, the solution should be frequently stirred; and to entirely prevent them, the cathode should
be immersed at least 1 inch below the surface of the liquid, and
be kept in a constant state of gentle swinging motion by attachment to the moving pallets of an ordinary clock. Roughness or
want of cleanliness of the receiving surface also seems to favour
the production of these excrescences.
10. On every occasion with the first liquid, when the battery
power became nearly exhausted, gray nodules appeared; and when
once commenced, thore was a strong tendency in them to continue but
;
by increased electric power, stirring the liquid, and
persistent action, they become covered with amorphous deposit.
11. If during the process of deposition the temperature of the
first solution was gradually raised, the deposited metal suddenly
changed from amorphous to crystalline at about 205° Fahr., and
less suddenly resumed its amorphous character on cooling, at
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about 79° Fahr. ; on interposing a galvanometer, the conductivity
of the cii'cuit was found to be gi'adually increased during the
rise of temperature, and gradually decreased during the fall.
These phajnomena were repeatedly produced by reheating the
same portion of liquid ; and similar effects were obtained with
the solution composed of tartar-emetic and dilute hydrochloric
acid. The first liquid exhibited no material irregularity in its
rate of cooling, indicative of molecular change, between 220°
and 100° Fahr. By previously evaporating the same solution to
one-half its original bulk, its tendency to yield a gray deposit by
heat was considerably reduced ; and by diluting it either with
pyroxylic spirit, dilute hydrochloric acid, or solution of tablesalt, its aptitude to give gray metal at ordinary temperatures
was increased and its depositing quality injured.
12. Upon examining the electric relations of the depositing
liquids with platinum plates in the apparatus described at page
1 of the Philosophical Magazine, January 1857, hot platinum
was found to be increasingly electro -negative to cold platinum
up to 210° Fahr. in the tartaric-acid solution, in accordance
with the general rule there stated ; but with the first liquid an
unusual variation occurred, hot platinum being increasingly
negative to cold platinum up to 110° Fahr., then decreasingly to
145° Fahr., and above that temperature increasingly positive to
210° Fahr. Similar effects wore obtained with small square columns of Duboscq's carbon (made by him for electric light apparatus) immersed in those liquids in V-tubes. In each case the
solution was previously boiled, and repeated experiments gave
uniform results.
13. By separating the first and second solutions from each
other by means of a porous diaphragm, and immersing two perfectly similar pieces, cither of platinum or of Duboscq's carbon,
one in each liquid, and connecting them with a galvanometer,
that in the chloride solution was in each case found to be rather
strongly electro-positive to that in the tartaric-acid liquid.
14. In depositing from cither of the solutions which yield the
amorphous metal, especially ordinary chloride of antimony nearly
saturated with antimony by the battery process, there is a great
tendency in the deposit to extend itself in the form of a thin
sheet of gray metal upon the surface of the liquid : this lateral
sj)rcudof the metal is unique, and increases ra])idly j and, like the
gray excrescences formed upon other parts of an aniorjihous deposit, its speed of increase is mucli greater than that of the dark
metal near it (see 10) ; the reason of this appears to be that
crystalline antimony is more electro-negative than the amorphous
variety, and therefore receives the electric current witli greater
facility. I have found with perfect specimens of gray and dark
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antimony deposited upon perfectly similar copper wires, that the
amorphous variety M'as electro-positive to the crystalline in the
following liquids :— dilute phosphoric, suljihuric, hydrochloric,
and nitric acids ; in aqueous solutions of ammonia, potash, and
carbonate of soda; also in the first-mentioned chloride solution.
This difference of electric condition was in some instances of deposition so great as to generate a separate electric current, and
completely redissolve some of the dark portions. The })ha;noraenon of lateral surface deposit did not occur in the tartaricacid solution. Antimony trees, consisting of branches of amorphous and crystalline nodules, were easily formed by suspending
a horizontal copper wire as a cathode upon the surface of the
terchloride solution.
15. Heat was perceptibly evolved in the first-named liquid
during deposition ; on one occasion, with a feeble battery, when
the external air was at 66° Fahr., the coldest part of the liquid,
viz. behind the anode, was at 67°"5 Fahr., and the warmest part
in front of the anode 71° Fahr. And on another occasion, with
a stronger battery (consisting of twenty-four pairs of zinc and
silver plates) weakly excited, with an anode of moderate size, a
thermometer in contact with the front of the anode rose from
74"-5 to 87°-5 Fahr.
16. Faint crackling sounds, audible at about 4 or 5 feet distant,
frequently occurred in the depositing liquid during the process;
they issued from the receiving surface, and appeared to be due
to alterations in the cohesive state of the metal, being generally
attended by the production of cracks, and occasionally of complete rents in the metal ; they most frequently occurred when
the temperature of the deposit was changed by removal from the
liquid or by reimmersion. In one instance metallic sounds were
definitely traced to bubbles of gas suddenly expelled with force
from a small spot of a very firm deposit formed upon a bar magnet in the tartaric-acid liquid ; but no fissure or orifice was observable atthe parts ; they were unattended by evolution of light.
17. In common with electro-deposits generally, the inner and
outer surfaces of these deposits are in unequal states of cohesive
tension, frequently in so great a degree as to rend the metal extensively and raise it from the receiving surface during the process in the form of a curved sheet with its concave side towards
the anode. This separation is very apt to occur in depositing
upon extended Hat surfaces, and does not often occur when the
form of the surface is unfavourable, as with wires, rods, bars,
&c., where the deposit extends around the mass, or where it
passes round projections, edges, &c., and retains a hold thereby.
This state of tension is most manifest in thin deposits, and especially iuthe first-formed layer; for by depositing a thin layer
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of amorphous antimony upon gold-leaf attached by varnish to
a tube of glass, the film of gold was quickly raised from the surface, and curled into fantastic shapes by the cohesive action.
Both varieties of the metal exhibit this phrenomenou.
18. The fracture of amorphous antimony is conchoidal,
smooth, and wavy ; that of the gray variety is crystalline, radiating like hematite. The texture of the former is rather soft and
weak, that of the latter is quite hard and strong. The amorphous metal files easily, the gray with more .difficulty. The
gray metal, if stiiick by a hard substance, emits a clear metallic
sound, whilst the dark variety gives a more dull tone. The
crystallization lines of gray antimony are at right angles to the
receiving surface ; and in several experiments of depositing upon
magnets, the direction of those lines did not seem to be altered
by the magnetism.
19. The amorphous variety, if gently struck by a hard substance, u.udergoes a rapid and intense change throughout its mass,
attended by development of considerable heat ; the crystalline
kind undergoes no such change, apparently, under any circumstances. The change appears to be molecular in its character;
and according to this view the crystalline variety of metal must
be regarded as being in a state of comparatively stable molecular
equilibrium.
20. The following are a fcw selected instances of this phfenomeuon. Antimony was deposited to jyth of an inch thick upon
a permanent bar magnet immersed vertically in the solution of
tartar-emetic and dilute hydrochloric acid ; the deposit was well
washed, and after remaining in this state two days, I struck it
gently with a small piece of i'-on ; it at once shattered all to
pieces with great evolution of heat and with a small cloud of
vapour, emitting an adour of burnt tartrates and hydrochloric
acid.
21. On another occasion a deposit ith of an inch thick, formed
upon one side of a copper medallion in the same liquid, had
been removed from the solution and lain in water thirty-six
hours ; I then wiped it dry and momentarily applied the lianie
of a candle to a very small portion of its edgej the whole at
once changed with exceedingly great evolution of heat.
22. Once having by accident feebly struck a deposited bar
^tli8 of an incli thick against the glass containing- vessel beneath
the surface of the liquid, the metal was immediately shattered
throughout, many pieces fell to the bottom of the vessel, and
a powerful su])prcssed bubbling noise, as of heated tnetal plunged
into water, occurred.
23. At another time, when examining the thermo-electric
properties of a bar 4|^ inches long and l;j; iuch thick, ou bring-
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ing a heated brass we near to a very small portion of one end
of the bar, a sudden change or commotion of particles took place
throughout the mass, passing rapidly from the heated part to
the opposite end, attended by the production of a few very minute cracks, and with great evolution of heat, rapidly boiling a
few drops of water jilaced upon it.
24'. And on another occasion, on accidentally touching a cathode covered with perfect amorphous deposit against the anode,
the change with considerable hissing noise occurred, the electric
spark or current from the battery being in this case the apparent
exciting cause of the phaenomcnon.
25. And, finally, with a rapidly-formed and perfect specimen
of dark antimony deposited upon a swinging helix of fine copper
wire, on washing it first in dilute hydrochloric acid and then in
water, and gently striking it with a piece of glass, it at once
shattered into small particles with considerable force, projecting
some of them to a distance of 10 feet, apparently by converting
into steam the adhering particles of water.
26. This thermic property of amorphous antimony is retained
apparently unimpaired upwards of 2^ years; a piece deposited
in October 1854 evolved considerable heat by slight percussion
in May 1857. The change appears to be similar to the molecular changes of sulphur, selenium, iodide of mercury, &c., observed byllittorff, lleguault, Weber and others. I have laevcr
found that the phjenoraenon could be repeated with the same
specimen.
27. The only observed exciting causes of the phfenomenon have
been ordinary heat, concentrated solar heat, friction, percussion,
fracture, and the voltaic spark. Heat appears alwcnjs to determine it, whilst, with thin deposits, slight percussion and even
fracture have frequently failed. Thick pieces will bear gentle
fiUng, but not violent fracture, at ordinary temperatures without
the change occurring.
28. The production of the change and the rapidity of its action
are considerably dependent upon the temperature of the mass ;
pieces which would easily fracture without further change in cold
water would not break without change in the air at C0° Fahr. ;
the certainty and quickness of the action were also manifestly
greater when the metal had been previously warmed.
29. Immersing the metal in water and gradually heating it to
212° Fahr. did not cause the change, destroy the property, or
have any material effect upon the rate of heating of the liquid.
Nor did sudden immersion in boiling water, or partial dissolving ofthe metal by warm aqua-regia, cause it, or destroy the
property; but slight percussion on removing it from the hot
•water caused it powerfully.
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30. At the suggestion of Mr. Faraday, aud with the kind
assistance of him and Dr. Tyndall, I have been enabled to reduce
pieces of the metal of moderate tiiickness (y\jth of an inch) to a
state of fine division without exciting the change or destroying
the thermic property, by carefully triturating them in a mixture
of broken ice and salt. Pieces of the thickness of an addresscard were reduced to powder without the change occurring, by
careful pulverization in water at 60° F. ; the most ready plan
adopted was by gently pressing the pieces in small quantity,
under water, in a mortar, with a rolling motion of the pestle (not
by blows or rubbing) until they attained the size of a pin's head,
listening all the time to detect molecular changes, then inducing
the particles to complete powder by gentle rubbing.
31. By placing small quantities of the dried active powder
upon thin sheets of metal and gradually applying heat until the
change occurred, sufficient heat was evolved by the molecular
force to commence oxidation, which spread at a much lower
speed throughout the mass, producing true combustion, and
raising it to a temperature of dull redness visible in daylight.
The molecular change in the powder is attended by a visible
commotion amongst the particles. Portions of the gray variety
reduced to powder and treated similarly, exhibited the same
combustion.
32. It would appear from these experiments that amorphous
antimony is susceptible of three different, distinct, and independent changes :— 1st, the cohesive change of its mass, consisting
of extensive fractures and bending ; 2nd, the peculiar change,
attended by evolution of heat ; and 3rd, a chemical change, consisting ofoxidation and true combustion ; whilst the crystalline
variety is susceptible of only two of these changes. Antimony,
deposited in the state of a black powder upon a small cathode,
by rapid action in the solution of tartar-emetic and chloride of
antimony, exhibited no perceptible change of the second kind,
but manifested ra])id combustion by application of heat; and
similarly with antimony powder deposited from a solution of
antimonic oxide in pyrophosphate of soda. Deposits of metal,
obtained from solutions of tersulphide of antimony in caustic
potash, exhibited the phfcnomcnon of unequal cohesion, but not
the peculiar change. Fused terchloride of antimony, free from
water, with an anode of antimony and cathode of copper, did not
conduct, even in a small degree, the electric current from five
pairs of zinc and silver batteries. By rotating a horizontal silvered disc of thin brass. If inch diameter, in the solution of
tartar-emetic and chloride of antimony, at a speed of 3500 revolutions per minute for thirty-three minutes, and .simultaneously
passing a current from five zinc and silver batteries through it
Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. IG. No, 100. Dec. 1858.
2 G
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by means of a disc of antimony 2\ inches diameter, a scaly deposit of bright bhick metal was obtained^ possessing the usual
thermic property.
33. In every case where the deposited metal was dark and
shining, it evolved heat by the exciting causes, and under the
conditions named ; and in every case where it was gray and crystal ine, itwould not evolve heat.
34. The physical properties of the metal appear to be closely
connected with the condition of the liquid ; for in every case
where the latter was sufficiently changed, whether by alteration
of chemical composition, of density, of temperature, or of the
electric power, a change occurred in the colour and brightness
of the deposit; at the same time, by experimentally examining
the influence of each of these circumstances separately, I did not
find the peculiar state of the metal to be invariably connected
with any one of them.
35. On iunnersing a piece of the unchanged metal in mercury, and applying heat very gradually, it suddenly changed
with great force at a temperature of about 250° F.
36. A deposit, consisting of 279'5 grains of amorphous antimony and 101-5 grains of the gray variety, was formed upon a
spherical bulb of a thermometer, and, after well washing and
drying, was wrapped in cotton-wool and touched with a small
heated wire : it at once changed ; and the mercury rose from
75°*2 F. to 275°'2 F. in twenty-eight seconds. The diameter of
the glass bulb was ^|nds of an inch.
37. A second deposit, consisting of 50-l'49 grains of dark
antimony, formed upon the same bulb, and treated in a similar
manner, raised the teoiperature of the mercury from 75° F. to
445°'0 F, in 1 minute 40 seconds. The thickness of the layer
of metal was ^^th of an inch ; and by the great heat evolved it
acquired a dull gray aspect, similar to the gray variety.
38. A cylindical bar of the amorphous metal, about i an inch
in diameter, formed upon a rod of grain tin ^th of an inch thick,
when changed by tlie momentary application of a heated wire,
evolved sufficient heat to melt the tin completely, which ran out
through a crack in the antimony, and remained fluid a short
tijne. A bar of bismuth, y^ths of an inch thick, coated to about
|t1as of an inch in diameter, did not melt by the change.
39. By immersing a perfect bar of the dark variety, weighing
45G'9 grains, in 836'6 grains of distilled water, contained in a
large thin glass tube wrapped in cotton-wool, immersing the
bulb of a tliermometcr in the water, and allowing the whole to
acquire a uniform temperature, then inducing the change by
momentary contact of a heated wire, and stirring the water to
render it uniform, the temperature of the water rose from 03°
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to 82 F. The cooling influence of the water, in this and in
several similar experiments^ appeared to prevent the metal undergoing itsfull amount of change.
40. The peculiar change is attended by alterations in the
colour and fracture of the metal ; from a bright steel colour and
glassy fracture it passes to a dull gray colour and granular
fracturcj as if it progressed a stage towards the crystalline modification this
:
is particularly manifest in thick pieces gradually
heated in the air until the change occurs. It is also attended
by a change in the form of the metal : bars which were nearly
straight before the action, were considerably curved afterwards ;
and the direction of the curvature was such, that the outer side,
or that last deposited, invariably became more concave. Upon
applying heat to a thin layer of dark antimony, formed upon a
thin sheet of silver, it immediately underwent the change, and
became exceedingly curved in a similar direction. This direction of curvature appears to be due to a cause already mentioned
(see 16, 17), the unequal cohesion of the inner and outer surfaces of the metal.
41. By applying heat to the ends of deposits formed upon
heliacal copper wires, the action was gradually propagated to
the opposite ends at a speed varying from 13 to 30 feet per
minute ; and its rapidity of progress appeared to be dependent
upon the temperature of the metal and the cooling influence of the
enclosed wire, also upon the absence of gray nodules : the warmer
the antimony, the greater its thickness ; and the more free it was
from gray metal, the more rapid was the action : and in cases
where the deposit was thin in places, or had occasional gray
nodules, the action was impeded at those parts, and sometimes,
totally arrested. Gray nodules invariably impeded the action,
and caused it to progress by sudden starts. The progress of the
change was rendered more or less visible by the evolution of a
cloud of vapour at its advancing point ; also in the case of fine
copper wires, by a peculiar snake-like movement in the coils at
that part, apparently produced by the cohesive alteration already
mentioned (see 16, 17, 40). After the change, the layer of
antimony contained numerous transverse and longitudinal fissures, asif it had contracted in those directions.
43. In a number of instances, by connecting the ends of the
copper wires with a galvanometer, and inducing the change in
the coating l)y a heated wire, a feeble electric current occurred
in the enclosed wire whenever, from thinness of the coating, its
termination, or other causes, the action ceased, and in every
ease passed in a direction opposite to that of the peculiar action.
By toucliing the deposit with a heated vvii-e some time afterwards
at the point where the action ceased, a cuiTent of ordinary
2G2
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thermo-electricity was in each case generated, and passed in a
similar direction.
•13. By exciting the peculiar change in two pieces, weighing
upwards of 600 grains each, placed in the vicinity of the poles
of delicately suspended magnetic needles, no deflection of the
latter in cither case occurred.
44. By taking two bars, each about 3 inches long, one of
amorphous antimony and one of the crystalline variety, connecting their extremities with a galvanometer, and cautiously bringing a small flame of a spirit-lamp within half an inch of their
remote and touching ends, the dark bar was found to be feebly
thermo-electro-positive to the gray one. A thin rod of changed
antimony was found, in a second experiment, to be weakly
thermo- positive to a large lump of gray metal. And in a third
trial, a large changed bar was positive to a bar formed by melting and casting deposited antimony.
45. Both the gray, the changed, and the unchanged metal
acquired a coating of dendritic crystals of silver by immersion
in a solution of nitrate of silver.
46. The following arc some determinations of the specific
gravity of the deposits :—
Three specimens of unclianged
antimony.

No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.

5-739 at 70° Fahr.
5-924 at 62
„
5-944 at 62
„

Five bars of unchanged antimony.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 8.

5-766
5-769
5-782
5-7S5
5-814

at
at
at
at
at

60° Fahr.
62
„
62
„
62-5 „
61-5 „

The bar No. 4 weighed 467-00 grains ; and by immersing it in
750 grains of distilled water at 60° F. and inducing the change,
it evolved a little chloride of antimony, and acquired a density of
5-818 at 60° F. The bar No. 7 weighed 456-9 grains; and by
"changing it in 836-6 grains of water at 63° F. (see 39), it acquired density
a
of 5-862 at 62°-3 F. And the bar No. 8, changed
in the air, acquired a density of 6'186 at 1.
61°-5 F.
Four specimens of changed antimony. Ten
No. specimens of gray antimony.
Fahr.
No. 1. 5-748 at 75° Fahr.
6-444 at 75'
72
No. 2. 0-369
No. 2. 5-818 at 60
„
No. 4.
3.
No. 3. 5-880 at 62-5 „
5. 6-497 at 72
No.
6-522 at 75
No. 4. 6-029 at 64
„
No. 6. 6-557 at 75
6-616 at 72
No.
6-616 at 75
No.
No. 8. 6-662 at 75
No. 9. 6-671 at 75
No. 7. 6-673 at 75
10.
Nos. 1 and 2 of the gray specimens were deposited from the
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upper part of the solution, composed of tartar-emetic and dilute
hydrochloric acid ; the remainder were deposited from the tartaric-acid liquid, Nos. 9 and 10 being formed very slowly. The
greater specific gravity of the crystalline metal appears worthy
of consideration in connexion with similar differences of density
of amorphous and crystalline sulphide of antimony*.
47. The densities of both varieties changed to that of ordinary antimony by fusion ; several specimens were fused under
tersulphide of antimony, also under cyanide of potassium, and
their specific gravities were as follows: — 6'67 ; 6*694; 6'71 at
76° F. ; 6-75 at 73'' F. ; and 6-83 at 75° F.
48. I have endeavoured to determine the electi-o-chemical equivalent, or equivalents, of the two deposits ; and by repeated experiments with two perfectly similar batteries, one for depositing
the metal, and the other for determining the loss of zinc by ordinary chemical action, and deducting the average loss of zinc in
the cells of the idle Ijattery from that occurriDg in those of the
working one, and excluding, as far as possible, f.U other sources
of error, I found in one experiment that for every 32*6 parts of
zinc dissolved, 43'38 parts of amorphous antimony were deposited in the solution of tartar-emetic and dilute hydrochloric
acid; ia a second experiment 43'61 parts of antimony were deposited; and in a third experiment 43-71 parts; and of gray
antimony, from the tartaric-acid solution, 41-1 parts.
To exclude the possibility of difference of local action in the
two batteries, I arranged three depositing liquids in succession :
viz. 1st, the saturated solution of chloride of antimony [i. e. saturated with antimony by means of a battery) ; 2nd, a solution
composed of 4 parts of sulphate of copjicr, dissolved in a mixture
of 1 ])art of pure sulphuric acid and 20 parts of distilled water ;
and 3rd, the tartaric-acid solution of tartar-emetic. A current
from twelve pairs of zinc and silver batteries was ])asscd through
these liquids by suitable electrodes of copper and antimony, and
the weights of the respective deposits, after washing and drying,
ascertained ; and 1 found in the following experiments that for
31-7 parts of copper deposited in the sulphate solution, the weight
of perfect crystalline deposit varied from 40-41 to 10-797 parts,
and of perfect amorphous deposit, from 42-304' to 43-813 parts.

Crystalline deposit.
No. 1. 40-41 parts.
No. 2. 40-612
„
A No. 3. 40-659
„
B No. 4. 40-707
„
No. 5. 40-797 „

Amorphous deposit.
No. 1. 42-304 parts.
„
No. 2. 43-112
No. 3. 43160
„
„
A No. 4. 43-170
43-199
„
No. 5.
„
13 No. 0. 43-428
„
No. 7. 43-813

Vide Gmeliu's ' Handbook, vol, i ', p. 3li7-34'J.
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Nos. 3 of gray depositj and 4 of amorphous deposit, were formed
by the same current ; and Nos. 4 of gray and 6 of amorplious
deposit, were also formed by one current. Nos. 1 of gray, and
3 and 7 of amorplious deposit, were formed upon copper-wire
helices kept in a state of constant motion, No. 7 being formed
by veiy slow action,
49. In a separate experiment, with a two-pairs battery, the
equivalent of crystalline metal obtained was 40' 728, and of
amorphous metal 43989; and in a very reliable experiment
with a moving helix, the equivalent obtained of amorphous antimony was 43-284. With a one-pair battery, an equivalent of
44'95 parts of amorphous metal was obtained.
50. One source of variatioii in the resulting numbers of the
dark variety appeared to arise from particles of the depositing
liquid being mechanically enclosed within the depositing metal,
chiefly by the foi'mation of minute cracks and scales; these
were, as far as possible, prevented by using cathodes formed of
wire, maintaining a uniform temperature and an uninterrupted
electric cm-rent, by suitable adaptation of the electric power, and
by keeping the cathodes in constant motion. The adhering
liquid was removed by washing in dilute hydrochloric acid, distilled water, and drying.
51. The amorphous metal invariably contained a small portion of chloride of antimony, more or less of which was always
evolved during the molecular change, according to the temperature to which it was raised ; thin pieces, changed under water,
still retained the greater portion of the chloride. A thin specimen, formed upon a copper wire helix, lost by change in air
0'337 per cent, of its weight, and a thick one lost 3"55G per
cent. The gray variety, when perfectly prepared, evolved scarcely
a perceptible odour of burnt tartrates or hydrochloric acid by the
application of heat.
52. To remove the chloride of antimony, portions of thin deposits were finely pulverized in cold water, then washed either
with distilled water, dilute hydrochloric acid, or solution of
caustic potash, finally with water and dried : small quantities of
the chloride were removed, especially by the dilute acid ; but in
each case the powder still retained its thermic property, and
evolved chloride of antimony during the change. Other portions of the pulverized metal were shaken with boiling hot dilute
hydrochloric acid, also boiled in similar acid; the chloride was
then found to be more completely removed, and the thermic
property destroyed. By digesting the powder in one part of
hydrochloric acid and three parts of water, for one week, less
chloride was evolved during the change and during the combustion succeeding it.
53. A solid piece of amorphous autimony, weighing 774*0
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grains, was placed under a bell-glass filled with water, and the
change induced in it by a blow ; a small quantity of chloride of
antimony separated, together with a minute quantity (less than
one-twentieth of a cubic inch) of gas : the water was then strongly
acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and allowed to rest five days ;
the gas still remained unabsorbed.
5-i. By fusing well-washed specimens, either of the gray or
of the changed dark variety, perfectly free from lamina; or crevices, in a porcelain crucible, no material alteration occurred in
them until at a temperature of inci])ient fusion ; they then swelled
to a large pasty mass, evolving volatile matter, and finally contracted to a clear shining globule, covered with downy crystals
of oxide of antimony.
Similar results were obtained by fusion
under tersulphide of antimony or cyanide of potassium, except
that in the latter case a minute quantity of black matter separated, which I found by combustion, alone and with nitrate and
chlorate of potash, to be carbon.
The metal, previously powdered and placed under cyanide of potassium, agglutinated into
a pasty mass before fusion or evolution of vapour.
Five specimens of gray antimony, fused under the cyanide, lost respectively 0-437," 0-618,
and 0-88
per cent,
by weight.changed
Two
thin specimens
of 0-81,
amorphous
antimony,
previously
under water at 60'^ F., lost respectively, by fusion under cyanide
of potassium, 5-1 and 5-2 per cent.
A moderately thin specimen, previously changed in air at 60° F., lost 3-3 per cent. ; a
thick one, similarly changed, lost 2-1 per cent.; a second ditto
lost 2-52 per cent. ; and three other specimens of changed antimony lost respectively 3-484, 3-92, and 5-56 per cent.
Two
specimens of antimony one-tenth of an inch thick, changed in
the air at 60'' F., and then fused under chloride of potassium,
lost each 7-0 per cent, by the fusion, while two other portions
of the same lost by fusion under cyanide of potassium 1 -86 and
2-1 per cent, respectively.
Five pounds of the changed dark
metal, fused in an ordinary crucible, evolved much volatile matter at complete fusion.
The antimony, fused under cyanide of
potassiun, and cooled slowly v.ithout disturbance, had strong
crystalline markings upon its upper surface, while that fused
under chloride of potassium had not, — probably because in the
latter case the salt solidified before the metal and confined its
surface.
55. The combined loss of weight by the change, and by fusion
under cyanide of ])otassium, of three spcciuicns, was as follows :—
first specimen, a thin one, changed in air at 65°-0 F., lost 3-31 ;
by fusion, 2- 1*J ; total loss, 5-8 per cent. : second specimen, a
thin one, by change in air, 3-19; by fusion, 271 ; total loss,
5*9 per cent. : aud third specimen, deposited at the upper part
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of the liquid, by change iu air, 1"94; by fusion, 3"098; total
loss, 5 "038 per cent,
5G. Small pieces, either of gray or changed antimony, immersed in fused nitrate of ])otash, rose to the surface by the aid
of the evolved gas when approaching fusion, and burned with
great evolution of heat and formation of antimoniatc of potash.
No particular cifcct occurred by rubbing together unchanged antimony powder and pulverized chlorate of potash.
57. Contrast of the two varieties :—
Gray variety.
Uiicliaugcd (lark variety.
Specific gravity :
5-739 to 5-944.
Colour :
Polished steel.
Fracture :
Amorphous.
Texture :
Soft and weak.
Relative electric condition :
Positive.
Relative thermo-electric state
Positive.

Spccifie gravity :
6-369 to G-673.
Colour :
Silver-gray.
Fracture :
Crystalline.
Texture :
Hard and stronr/.
Relative electric condition :
Negative.
Relative thermo-electric state '•
I
Negative.

58, It M'ould be interesting to inquire, to what force or mode
of physical action is the evolution of heat iu antimony due ? If
it is caused by some new mode of physical action, then the force
causing it will of course differ, in some respects, from all other
forces, and will be found to manifest itself in a number of substances and not in antimony alone, like heat, electricity, magnetism, &c. ; and will also be found, like each of them, to be correlative with, and convertible into, other natural forces.
Birmingham, November 19, 1857,
[Since the publication of this paper, the author, in a second
communication to the Royal Society (dated June 1, 1858)^ has
given the following additional information respecting this singu.lar substance.]
The change observed in it is shown not to be an exercise ot the
force of cohesion, because the amount of heat evolved by the powdered
metal is not sensibly diifercnt from that set free by the substance iu
its coherent massive state.
The thermic discharge is not limited to a particular temperature,
but commences between 1/0° and 190° Falir., and increases in rapidity to some point above 212° Fahr., when it becomes sudden.
The heat may be discharged either suddenly or gradually, accord-
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ing to the amount to be discharged in relation to the amount of
cooUng influences present.
The sjiecific heat of the unchanged metal was found to be
= 0"0G3r2 ; and of the same specimens, after being (/radually discharged, the s])ecific heat was not sensibly different. But the specific heat of the substance, after sudden discharge, was found to
bc=0-05-13.
The total amount of heat evolved by the substance during its
change was sufficient to raise the temperature of its own weight of
ordinary antimony (sp. heat=0*0508) about 650° J'ahr.
The evolution of vapour which generally occurs during the change
is a result of the molecular heat acting upon the terchloride of antimony contained in the substance. It occurs when a sufficient temperature isproduced either by internal or external causes, and does
not occur when the molecular discharge is gradual and the temperature isnot sufficiently raised ; in such cases the weight of the substance remains unaltered.
The substance, as usually produced from ordinary muriate of antimony, or from a mixture of that substance and tartar-emetic, contains
small quantities of nearly all the ingredients and impurities of the
depositing liquid.
The pure substance deposited Tipon sheets of platinum, in a solution of pure hydrochloric acid three-fourths saturated with pure
oxide of antimony, with an anode of pure antimony, exhibited uo
material difference in properties from the less pure variety.
Two analyses of the inire unchanged substance gave the following
per-centages : —
No. 2.
No. 1.
Sb ...
Sb
93-3G
SbCP .. 93-51
:G-41
SbCP ... 5-98
IICl... .. C-03
IICl
0-4G
.. 9975
0-21
99-80
A trace of water contained in them was not estimated.
Solvents removed the chloride of antimony from the powdered substance much more readily after the thermic discharge than before it.
Differences of physical appearance were detected in the changed
and unchanged substance in the state of powder under a microscope ;
the surfaces of the latter were smooth and brilliant, whilst those of
the former were r/ramdar and less briglit. No mechanical mixture
could be detected in the changed powder.
From the various experiments detailed in the paper, it appears that
the substance in question is a feeble chemical comi)ound of antimony
and acid hydrochlorate of terchloride of antimony, apparently in
variable proportions, decomposable by heat, and that the change
observed in it, in cases oi yradual discharge, consists of a molecular
alteration, attended by weakened chemical affinity, and by evolution
of lieat ; but in cases of sudden discharge the evolved heat produces
a partial chemical decomposition, wliich is of greater or less extent,
according to the temperature accjuired.
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A portion of the powdered unchanged substance, digested sixtythree days with an aqueous sokitiou of caustic potash, lost 2-95 per
cent, ill weight, but still retained about ^ths of its heating power.
A second portion, digested fifty-six days with strong hydrochloric
acid, lost G"GG per cent, and all its heating power.
Exposure to light did not destroy the heating power of the
powdered substance.
By depositing the gray variety of antimony into mercury, a pasty
compound of the two metals was formed. The amorphous variety
did not combine with mercury luider similar circumstances.
An acid solution of fluoride of antimony yielded by electro-deposition gray crystalline antimony not possessing the heating power.
LIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.
ROYAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 395.]
April 15, 1858. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
THE

following communications were read :—
" On Tangential Coordinates."
By the Rev, James Booth,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Extract of a Letter to Admiral FitzRoy, F.R.S., from Captain PullenofH.M.S. 'Cyclops,' dated Aden, Tviarch 16, 1858.
My first sounding for temperature at any depth, was in 32° 13' N.,
long. 19° 5' W., where at 400 fathoms the minimum temperature
was 51°'5, the surface at the time being 70°. The water brought
up in the bottle was of greater density than we have since found it,
namely, 1031 at temp, of 70°, whilst at the surface it was 1026.
Supposing that you will see all the registered depths, &c. sent to
Captain Washington, I do not enter into full detail here. The
next time, I sent two thermometers down at 500 and 800 fathoms ;
at the greater depth, 44°'5 ; at the lesser, 50° was the minimum
temperature. But now I began to observe some alterations in
the indexes of the instruments, that of the maximum column
not returning to the surface in the same position in which it
stood on starting, viz. close to the mercury (brought to the surface temperature by being kept sufficiently long in the water alongside, and then com])ared with the deck-thermometer in constant
use for that observation). Now I know from former experience that
these indexes will shift by shaking the instrument, and with much
less force than is frequently communicated to it by a shake of the
line, on its passing up and down. From this we may infer that the
minimum index also moves, how much it is impossible to say. And
on looking over the results obtained during the voyage, I find that
but few of the maximum indexes have come in standing at the [)oint
they started with. I therefore draw your attention to the fact, that
such remedy may be applied as will obviate the defect. I have
fomid another fault in thermometers before now (but then it was at a
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low temperature, and not Six's self- registering instrument that was
employed). During ray second winter at Fort Sim))Son, I, every three
hours throughout twelve of the twenty-four, registered twenty-one
thermometers, eighteen of Adie's and three of Negretti's, on glass
scales. I never found Adie's at any temperature to differ more than
a degree and a half from each other. Negretti's, when they ranged
low, say twenty below zero, I have found twenty, eighteen, and
twelve degrees lower than Adie's. Here, in a high temperature
(eighty degrees), I find three differing from the deck-thermometer,
as well as from the other three (having only sis remaining), being
six, seven, and ten degrees higher. The correction (but a few tenths
of a degree) can be allowed for certainly, but this difference may not
be the same at a lower temperature, therefore it occasions a serious
drawback to the efficiency of these instruments ; and I always feel
doubtful about the results. As yet I have only used those that agree
nearest with each other.
My next sounding was in 10° 7' N., long. 27° 32' W., the
position of the Hannah Shoal, no bottom with 2000 fathoms of line.
There is 15 marked in some charts on this shoal. In 4° 16' N.
and 28° 42' W., two thermometers were sent down to 1500 and
1000 fathoms, the greater depth showing a minimum 39°'4, the
lesser 42°-5. No specimen of bottom had yet been brought up, as
all the soundings hitherto, except those for the Devil's Rock in the
Bay of Biscav, as well as the determinations of temperature, had
been taken from a boat with small lines ; so in the next cast I
sounded from the ship with a large line, — the regular deep-sea line —
and combined the experiments. Two thersnometers were sent down
on the line; and the sinker was down, by intervals, at about 1080
fathoms. The valve brought in a plentiful supply of bottom, and
the thermometers showed a minimum temperature of .38°'5 at the
lowest depth, and 46°- 2 at G80 fathoms. This was in latitude
2° 20' N., longitude 28° 44' W., 90 miles from Saint Paul's Island.
The specimen of bottom was a fine light greyish sand.
Drawing now to the Equator, I determined, if possible, to get a cast
directly on it, and also the temperatures ; accordingly the boat took
the cast for bottom, while from the ship an endeavour was again
made to combine the experunents. It failed, however, I am sorry to
say, resulting in the loss of a large portion of the line, and two instruments sent down with it. From this I felt fully convinced that
the uncertainty of concluding when the weiglit is down, from the
intervals, is such, that the sounding becomes of little value, as far as
the true dej)th is concerned.
[An extract of Capt. Pullcn's Journal is here given, — showing
the uncertainty of judging by the ' intervals' as to tlie time of reaching the bottom, and the consequent liability to ])ay out too much
line ; filso the increased strain tlicn occasioned by the friction of the
under current on iiie over-long line, and the great risk of the latter
giving svay on being pulled in ; and stating the conclusion of the
writer, that, in order to arrive at true results, soundings for bottom
and temperature mast not be combined.]
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I have before tbis noticed how irregular the intervals always were
when getting temperatures, particularly when more than one thermometer was on the line, but had never thoroughly considered tlie
cause, nor the results likely to follow from the increased weight on
the line ; for although the addition of the thermometer (weighing
about six pounds in the water-bottle) gives rapidity to the descent of
the weight, its bulk oifers great resistance on coming in, consequently
the line has more tendency to break. And when it is intended to
send down more than one thermometer, the line must be stopped to
attach the addition, Avhich at once checks the rapidity of descent,
and the line has then to be let off the reel with more force, impossible to apply equably ; and the intervals become so irregular, that
all certainty of when the sinker is at the bottom is lost, and j'ou feel
at a loss when to stop.
From this experience I think I may say we have profited, for not
a single fathom of line has been lost since, although going double
the depth ; once, too, with a fresh breeze with 2380 fathoms of line
out ; and it was with the greatest difficulty we could get the deck
engine to reel it in again, and then only by putting all the Watch on
to assist with their weight. I now began to observe more regularly for
the temperatures, and with a stouter line than that usual for sounding, kept exclusively for the purpose. After crossing the Equator, I
sent the thermometers down at nearly every tenth parallel, three at a
time, at twelve, eight, and four hundred fathoms, reserving portions
of the water brought up to send home for analysis.
In latitude 26° 46' S. and longitude 23° 52' W., nearly midway between where Sir James Ross has sounded without getting
bottom, I got 2700 fathoms. A single thermometer was sent down
to this 2/00 fathoms depth, secured just above the sinker, and came
in showing a minimum temperature of 35° F. ; and the bottom brought
up in the valve was a very fine brown-coloured sand.
In this case the common deep-sea line was used, and weighted
with 1201bs. sinker (Brook's detaching), just one-fifth of its breaking strain ; and the rapidity of descent has hardly if ever been
equalled in speed by smaller lines when weighted nearly up to their
breaking strain, as shown in the American soundings. One hour
from the time we let go, the intervals showed that the weight was
down.
I ran the easting down between the parallels of 35° and 38° S.,
from the Cape of Good Hope eastward outside I'llauritius in the
Indian Ocean, in the route of many doubtful dangers, and on ncaring them the lead was brought into play. The first was tlie ' Brunswick,' on which is marked 85 fathoms, deep enough certainly for any
ship that swims ; but to clear up all doubt, two casts were obtained not
far from its position, of 1410 and 1102 fathoms, without reaching
bottom. Then comes the ' Atalanta,' having three positions, one on
our Admiralty Charts, and two from Horsburgh, giving it as an extensive shoal under water, with pointed rocks on its v/estern part. I
passed from the westward between the northern position, and the
first in order to the southward, and got four deep casts, besides
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several of 50 and 80 fathoms. The first was 1110 fathoms down by
intervals, but no valve coming in, it appearing to have been broken
off from the rod by striking some hard substance, either at the
bottom or on its passage up or down, I immediately determined on
getting another cast, although darkness was coming on. The
weather fortunately was calm with very little sea on ; so stationing
a number of lanterns, the lead was at once dropped over the bows,
and as satisfactory a cast was got as could possibly be wished, the
sinker striking bottom by intervals at 11 20 fathoms, thus proving
the correctness of the first sounding, and finally, the valve coming in
with a sufficient portion of bottom to prove it again. This specimen
consisted of what appeared to the eye very fine sand covering a hard
substance (coral I suspect), but under the microscope it was found
to be some of the most beautiful specimens of Diatomacese that can
be imagined. 1 send home these specimens, small as the quantity
is, being quite sufficient for examination. The next morning further
to N.E. with 800 fathoms, no bottom: another cast still further
N.E., bottom with 900 fathoms, bringing up another specimen of
the same sort of sand as last niglit, with a small pebble amongst it.
[Capt. PuUen here explains how his attention was drawn to j^arts
of the sea where the surface was covered, for a considerable space, with
a white niilky substance, apparently of animal nature, in large patches,
with strips of deep blue water between ; j^i'oducing an effect which,
viewed from a distance with a glass, had very much the appearance
of breakers ; and he suggests that some of the reports of shoals and
breakers between the parallels of 35° and 4(f may have no better
foundation than the phenomenon in question.]
Steering now to pass to the east of Mauritius, a little south of the
parallel of 20°, about 90 miles from the land I got no bottom with
1375 fathoms of line, which gave me the first idea, that what I had
before thought of the Indian Ocean not being so deep as the Atlantic
was wrong. Proceeding northward, I passed west of Cargados
Garazos, Saya de Malha, east of Seychelles, and crossed the Equator in 58° 20' E. ; getting a cast 9 miles south of it with 2380 fathoms,
no bottom. This is the sounding alluded to in a former part of this
letter.
Forty or fifty miles west of the northern part of Cargados, 1400
fathoms of line reached the bottom. In 14° 41' S., 58° 43' E.,
no bottom with 15/0 fathoms; 10° 30' S., and 58° 52' E., no
bottom with 1320 fathoms. At this cast I sent down three
thermometers at the 1320, 880, and 440; the minimum at the
greatest depth 51°"5, at the centre depth 41°'5, and at the least
depth 5l°'5. The maximiun tell-tales at the two least depths came
in all right, but that of the greatest depth had fallen G° ; and
its minimum showing an increasing temperature after passing through
tlie colder stratum, is quite jjroof enough of its tell-tale fixlHng down
too, at least down the column instead of remaining up at what it once
must have been in passing through that stratum, which the tell-tale
of tlie thermometer at H80 fathoms shows the temperature of.
Winds now light and northerly.
I got close to the doubtful
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George Island ; and three quarters of a mile west of its southern point,
bottom was not reached with 2000 fathoms of line. I then passed
over it nearly a mile within its southern point ; and having no signs of
being on shore, I conclude that no sucli island ever existed in the
position given it on our charts ; and I find no account of it in
Ilorsburgh.
Steaming now for Rose Galley Rocks, five miles south of the most
western of them, I got bottom with 2254 fathoms of line, and
brought up a plentiful supply of bottom, as well as the minimum
temperature 35°. A thermometer was sent down with the weight
yesterday at 2000 fathoms, and returned with a minimum temperature of 38°"5. Now 35° was the minimum temperature at 2/00
fathoms in the Atlantic, further south than this cast, wliich was near
Rose Galley Rocks. I am therefore inclined to think that this is
about the minimum temperature of the great depths of the Ocean,
and that it commences soon after passing 2000 fathoms.
" On the Stereomonoscope, a new Instrument by which an appa^
rently Single Picture produces the Stereoscopic Illusion." By A.
Claudet, Esq., F.R.S.
In a former paper " On the Phenomenon of Relief of the Image
formed on the ground glass of the Camera Obscura," after having
investigated the cause of that extraordinary fact and tried to explain
it, I found that the images produced separately by the various
points of the whole^iperture of an object-glass are visible only when
the refracted rays are falling on the ground glass iu a line nearly
coinciding witli the optic axes ; so that when both eyes are equally
distant from the centre of the ground glass, each eye perceives only
the image refracted in an oblique direction on that surface from the
opposite side of the object-glass. Consequently each side of an
object-glass, in proportion to its aperture, giving a diflPerent perspective of a solid placed before it, the result is an illusion of relief as
conspicuous as when looking naturally at the objects tliemselves.
From the consideration of these singular facts, unnoticed before,
I was led to think that it would be possible to construct a new
Stereoscope, in which looking with both eyes at once on a ground
glass at the point of coalescence of the two images of a stereoscopic
slide, each refracted by a separate lens, we could see it on that
surface in the same relief which is produced by the common
stereoscope.
This instrument, as may be perceived at once, is nothing more
than an ordinary camera obscura supplied with two lenses, each
mounted on a sliding frame in order to be able to give them, according to the focal distance, the horizontal separation necessary for producing on the ground glass the coalescence of the images of the two
sides of a slide placed before the camera.
The slide itself being cut in two parts, the two images can also,
moving in a groove, be separated in a horizontal direction, until
they are sufficiently apart to be refracted on the ground glass by
the two lenses in the most oblique direction consistent with the pro-
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ductlou of a ■well-defined image ; for it is to the increased degree of
obliquity of the refracted rays in falling on the ground glass that is
due the more effective extinction or evanescence of the image for the
eye whose axis consequently deviates in a greater degree from the
line of refraction.
By the same principles which produce the phenomenon of relief
of the image formed on the ground glass of the camera obscura, the
right picture of the slide, being obliquely refracted on the ground
glass by the right lens in a line coinciding with the axis of the left
eye, is visible only to that eye ; and the left picture, being refracted
obliquely by the left lens in an opposite direction coinciding with the
riglit eye, is only visible to that eye. Consequently each eye seeing
only one image, and that image having its own perspective, the optic
axes have to converge more or less according to the angular separation of the similar points of the two coincident images ; and by the
different degrees of convergence producing single vision of these
various similar points, we have the sensation of the comparative
distances of the objects represented on the ground glass.
Before having constructed this new stereoscope and tried its eifect,
it would have been hasty on my part to pretend that its success was
certain, and for this reason I took care in my former paper to propose
it as a mere speculative idea suggested by the phenomenon I had
discovered, without vouching for the result. Indeed it was not long
before I had to congratulate myself on my caution, when I found that,
the truth of my experiments being questioned and the deductions
from these experiments denied, my proposed stereoscope was declared
impossible, as being founded on principles completely at variance with
the laws of optics.
However, these remarks did not shake my conviction, and after
the usual difficulties, I have now the satisfaction of being able to
prove that I was perfectly right, and that I had not been led astray
by any erroneous notion in my analytic and synthetic deductions.
I have constructed the instrument which I propose to call the
kStereomonoscope, as it exhibits in ])erfect relief a picture which
appears single on the ground glass of the new instrument, and as
single as the image of the camera obscura has always been supposed
to be.
The instrument, in its present rough state, is undoubtedly very imperfect and susceptible of many improvements which time and experience will suggest. I present it as the result of a first attempt,
hoping that it will be found curious as illustrating a new and interesting scientific fact and producing an effect quite unexi)ected in
optics.
April 22. — Major-General Sabine, Treasurer and V.P., in the Chair.
The following communication was read :—
" On the Stratification of Vesicular Ice by Pressure."
By Prof.
William Thomson, F.ll.S. In a Letter to Professor Stokes, Sec. U.S.
In my last letter to you I pointed out that my brother's theory of
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the effect of pressure in lowering the freezing-point of water, affords
a perfect explanation of various remarkable phenomena involving
the internal melting of ice, described by Professor Tyndall in the
Number of the ' Proceedings ' which has just been published. I
wish now to show that the stratification of vesicular ice by pressure
observed on a large scale in glaciers, and the lamination of clear ice
described by Dr. Tyndall as jiroduced in hand specimens by a
JBrahniah's press, arc also demonstrable as conclusions from the
same theory.
Conceive a continuous mass of ice, with vesicles containing either
air or water distributed through it ; and let this mass be pressed
together by opposing forces on two opposite sides of it. The vesicles will gradually become arranged in strata perpendicular to the
lines of pressure, because cf the meltiny of ice in the localities of
f/reatest pressure and the revelation of the water in the localities of
least pressure, in the neit/hdourhood of groups of these cavities. For,
any two vesicles nearly in the direction of the condensation will
afford to the ice between them a relief from pressure, and will occasion an aggravated pressure in the ice round each of them in the
places farthest out from the line joining their centres ; while the
pressure in the ice on the far sides of the two vesicles will be somewhat diminished from what it would be were their cavities filled up
with the solid, although not nearly as much diminished as it is in
the ice between the two. Hence, as demonstrated by my brother's
theory and my own experiment, the melting temperature of the ice
round each vesicle will be highest on its side nearest to the other
vesicle, and lowest in the localities on the whole farthest from
the line joining the centres. Therefore, ice will melt from these
last-mentioned localities, and, if each vesicle have water in it, the
partition between the two will thicken by freezing on each side of it.
Any two vesicles, on the other hand, which are nearly in a line perpendicular tothe direction of pressure will agree in leaving an aggravated pressure to be borne by the solid between them, and will each
direct away some of the pressure from the portions of the solid next
itself on the two sides farthest from the plane through the centres,
perpendicular to the line of pressure. This will give rise to an increase of pressure on the whole in the solid all round the two cavities, and nearly in the plane perpendicular to the pressure, although
nowhere else so much as in the part between them. Hence these
two vesicles will gradually extend towards one another by the melting of the intervening ice, and each will become flattened in towards
the plane through the centres perpendicular to the direction of pressure, by the freezing of water on the parts of the bounding surface
farthest from this plane. It may be similarly shown that two vesicles in a line oblique to that of condensation will give rise to such
variations of pressure in the solid in their neighbourhood, as to make
them, by melting and freezing, to extend, each obliquely towards the
other and. from the parts of its boundary most remote from a plane
midway between them, perpendicular to the direction of pressure.
The general tendency clearly is for the vesicles to become flattened
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and arranged in layers, in planes perpendicular to the direction of
the pressure from without.
It is clear that the same general tendency must be experienced
even when there are hubbies of air in the vesicles, although no doubt
the resultant effect would be to some extent influenced by the running down of water to the lowest part of each cavity.
I believe it will be found that these principles afford a satisfactory
physical explanation of the origin of that beautiful veined structure
which Professor Forbes has shown to be an essential organic property of glaciers. Thus the first effect of pressure not equal in all
directions, on a mass of snow, ovtght to be, according to the theory,
to convert it into a stratified mass of layers of alternately clear and
vesicular ice, perpendicular to the direction of maximum pressure.
In his remarks "On the Conversion of the Neve into Ice*," Professor Forbes says, " that the conversion into ice is simultaneous"
(and in a particular case referred to "identical") " loith the formation of the blue bands ;
and that these bands are formed where
the pressure is most intense, and where the differential motion of the
parts is a maximum, that is, near the walls of a glacier." He farther
states, that, after long doubt, he feels satisfied that the conversion of
snow into ice is due to the effects of pressure on the loose and porous
structure of the former ; and he formally abandons the notion that
the blue veins are due to the freezing of infiltrated water, or to any
other cause than the kneading action of pressure. All the observations he describes seem to be in most complete accordance with the
tlieory indicated above. Thus, in the thirteenth letter, he says,
" the blue veins are formed where the pressure is most intense and
the differential motion of the parts a maximum."
Now the theory not only requires pressure, but requires difference
of pressure in different directions to explain the stratification of the
vesicles. Difference of pressure in different directions produces the
"differential motion" referred to by Professor Forbes. Further,
the difference of pressure in different directions must be continued
until a very considerable amount of this differential motion, or distortion, has taken place, to produce any sensible degree of stratification in the vesicles. The absolute amount of distortion experienced
by any portion of the viscous mass is therefore an index of the persistence ofthe differential pressure, by the continued action of which
the blue veins are induced. Hence also we see why blue veins are not
formed in any mass, ever so deej), of snow resting in a hollow or corner.
As to the direction in which the blue vehis appear to lie, they
must, according to the theory, be something intermediate between
the surfaces perpendicular to the greatest pressure, and the surfaces
of sliding ; since they will commence being formed exactly perpendicular to the direction of greatest pressure, and will, by the differential motion accompanying their formation, become gradually laid
out more and more nearly parallel to the sides of the channel through
which the glacier is forced. This circumstance, along with the comparatively weak mechanical condition of tlie white strata (vesicular
* Thirteenth Letter on CUaciers, seciioii (2), dated Dec. 1810.
2 II
PhiL Mag. S. 4. Vol, 10. No. 109. Dec. 1858.
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laj-ers between the bine strata), must, I think, make these white strsvta
become ultimately, in reality, the surfaces of " sliding" or of " tearing," or of chief differential motion, as according to Professor
Forbes's observations they seem to be. His first statement on the
subject, made as early as 1842, that " the blue veins seem to be perjicndicular to the lines of maximum ])ressiu'e," is, however, more in
accordance with their mechanical origin, according to the theory I
now suggest, than the supposition that they are caused by the tearing action which is found to take place along them when formed.
It appears to me, therefore, that Dr. Tyudall's conclusion, that the
vesicular stratification is produced by pressure in surfaces perpendicular to the directions of maximum pressure, is correct as regards the
mechanical origin of the veined structure ; while there seems every
reason, both from observation and from mechanical theory, to accept
the view given by Professor Forbes of their function in glacial motion.
The mechanical theory I have indicated as the explanation of the
veined structure of glacial ice is especially applicable to account for
the stratification of the vesicles observed in ice originally clear, and
subjected to differential pressure, by Dr.Tyndall ; the formation of the
vesicles themselves being, as remarked in my last letter*, anticipated
by my brother's theory, published in the ' Proceedings ' for
May 1857.
I believe the theory I have given above contains the true explanation
of one remarkable fact observed by Dr. Tyndall in connexion with the
beautiful set of phenomena which he discovered to be produced by
radiant heat, concentrated on an internal portion of a mass of clear
ice by a lens ; the fact, namely, that the planes in which the vesicles extend are generally parallel to the sides when the mass of ice
operated on is a flat slab ; for the solid will yield to the " negative" internal pressure due to the contractility of the melting ice,
most easily in the direction perpendicular to the sides. The so-called
negative pressure is therefore least, or which is the same thing, the
positive pressure is greatest in this direction. Hence the vesicles of
melted ice, or of vapour caused by the contraction of melted ice,
must, as I have shown, tend to place themselves parallel to the sides
of the slab.
The divisions of the vesicular layers into leaves like six-petaled
flowers is a phenomenon which does not seem to me as yet so easily
explained ; but I cannot see that any of the phenomena described by
Dr. Tyndall can be considered as having been proved to be due to
ice having mechanical properties of a uniaxal crystal.
June 17.— The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
The following communication was read : —
"On the Problem of Three Bodies."
By Charles James Hargrcave, LL.D., F.R.S.
The author states that the principal object of this memoir is to
set forth two new methods of treating the dynamical equations by
processes of variation of elements, differing from the ordinary pro* See Proceedings for February 25, 1858.
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cesses of this nature principally in this particular, that the variations
are represented in explicit terms of the elements themselves and of
the time, and not through the medium of partial differential coefficients. Ithas been his object to render the processes as elementary
as possible ; and to preserve them in a rigorous form, by postponing all attempts at approximation until the formulae are actually
applied to practical problems. The applications given in the paper
comprise the circular and spherical pendulums, and the planetary
and lunar theories, and a special theorem as to the movement of
the plane of a planet's motion under the influence of several other
planets.
The original normal problem which is taken as the basis, is that
of motion about a fixed centre of force, where the force is directly as
the distance ; or, in other words, the system of equations not exceeding three in immber, of the form
whose solutions are represented under the form
x=\aaco^(nt+p) +fiab sin {nt+p),
y=\b a cos int + p) +fib b siu {nt+p),
z=Xc a cos (nt+p) + fig b sin (nt + p) ;
where
Xa= cos (j> cos \l/ — sin 0 sin \p cos i,
Xj= cos (jt sin »// -|- sin 0 cos \p cos i,
\c=
sin (p sin i ;
/Xa= — sin (p cos »// — cos 0 sin \p cos t,
^j= — sin (j) sin \p + cos <l> cos tp cos t,
/LJe=
cos</)sint;
to which are afterwards added,
j'„=
vb=-

sin \p sin i,
— cos i// sin t,

»/(.==

cos t.

These are the equations of an ellipse whose centre is at the force,
and situated in a plane inclined at the angle t to the plane of x y, and
the longitude of whose node is -^ ; and 0 is the angular distance of
the major axis of the elhpse from the node ; a and b are the semiaxes of the ellipse ; and p is the angular distance, from the major
axis, of the zero-point of the motion, measured on the circle described
on the major axis. A uniform motion arovmd the circle represents
the i)lace of the body by the corresponding point on the ellipse,
where it is cut by a perpendicular dropped on the major axis.
If the force be not situated at the origin, but at the point (X, Y, Z),
wc have merely to substitute a;— X for x, &c. in the above equations
of motion and solutions.
It is then shown that a system of the form
x'' + n-x=-Vx, Sec,

2 113
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where tr and P,,., P,/, and P- arc any variables, may be solved by the
same set of final integrals, and the same values of x', y', and s',
by sap])osing the elements a, b, «/>, 4/, t, and p to become variable.
These elements are those of an ellipse tangential to the actual
curve of motion ; and the following formulae are obtained for their
variation : —
Let
\a^,+\oVy +X,P^=(P,,,),

I

and let (put ting T for nt+p),
a cos 0 cos T — b sin ^ sin T= ^,
a sin 0 cos T + i cos ^ sin T=); ;
then
nabli=l[,(P.),
nab sin i ^;|/=>;(P.),
l{nab)=a cos T!{7y)-b sin T(P,,,),
\l{rr{(r + L')) - -n{a sin T(P,) - b cos T(P2,)) + rnn\
\

(«-- 6=) (<> + cos I U)=-(b

?i'

cos T(P,,)-« sin T(Py)) + 2ab sin T cos T-,

{a'-b') g(«^ + p)= -i(« cos T(P,,)-i sin T(P^))-(«- + J') sin T cosT^'
It may be observed that ^ and »; are coordinates of the body referred
to the plane of the tangential ellipse, and to an axis of ^ coinciding
with the node.
This method is denominated the method of Tangential Variation ;
and it is applied directly to the problem of the circular pendulum,
that of the spherical pendulum, and that of the motion of a particle
where the force is a function of the distance, and in particular that
of elliptical motion, where the law of force is that of the inverse
square.
In a subsequent part of the paper it is shown that a system of
the form
x" + 7iXa; — X) = 0, &c.,
where n', X, Y, and Z are any variables, may be solved by the same
set of final integrals, and the same values of x', y', and c', as those
which have been already given as the solutions of the same system
when 71, X, Y, and Z are constant, by supposing the elements to
become variable. In such a case, the elements are those of an
ellipse osculating with the actual curve of motion, always of course
having its centre at the moveable point (XYZ). The following
formulae are obtained for the variation of these elements :—
Let
X„X' + A6Y' + XeZ' = (X'),
/.„X' + ^«Y'+;u,Z' = (Y'),
,'„X' + .'4Y' + r,Z'=(Z');
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—fn^s.dl,

nab sin i c^=(Z')-t-,
^(K«6) = -«((X') b cosT + (Y') «siuT),
ia(wX«' + &'))= -»'((X') a cos T + (Y') h sin T) + r-nn',

m

{a^-h') {i<p+ cos I c;P)= -((X') 6 sin T + (Y') a cos T) + 2a 6 sin T cos T^p
(a--i^) a(?i; + p)=(X') GsinT + (Y') Sees T-(aH^'') sin Tecs T^;
in which ~at and -tt
at are the differential coefficients of the expressions
forThis
'i andmethod
>/, takenis denominated
explicitly withtheregard
methodto t.
of Osculating Variation.
Applying the method of tangential variation to the system
a." + iia'=0, &c,,
we perceive that this system admits of complete solution in finite
terms, leading in fact to the usual theory of elliptical motion. Taking
this system, therefore, as a normal system, the author proceeds to
deduce the formulae for the variation of the elements of this system,
iu order to arrive at the solution of the system
a;" + iia'=P,,, &c.
The elements which have been selected, for reasons fully explained
in the paper, are t and »//, wiiose meanings are already known ; A
and Nr denoting respectively the mean distance, and the longitude
of the epoch measured in the plane of the tangential ellipse as it
exists at the time t, and measured from the node at that time ; and
e and is denoting respectively the eccentricity of the tangential
ellipse, and the longitude of its perihelion measured as above ; and
it is observed that these are strictly normal elements, according to
Pi'ofessor Donkin's definition of normal elements.
The variations of these elements are then rigorously found, and
are expressed as follows : — Denote
cos \^ Vx + sin i// Vy by the symbol Pf,
and
and let

cos I (cos (/'P.i — sin i/zPj,) + P~ sin t by tlie symbol P, ;

— Pj sin 0 + P, cos 0 = Pf ^9 ; — P| sin CT + P,, cos ra- = P{,„ ;
Pf cos 0 + P,,sin0=P,,_g ;
Pj cosra^ + F, sinOT=:P^,„ ;
then
s
r cos 9
,^ ^

I

^'=NAXl-.^)^^^~'^'
„ ,
r sin 6> ^„
•

'"^""^T.NAX1-.^)*^^^^'
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e(to + cos . ^*/')=NA¥r^* {^"^(^-^) Pf.0-(^ +ecos(0-T<r)) P,,„ |,
2

which are capable of being expanded in terms of the elements, and t
by means of the ordinary expressions for r, 6, and d—'ur in terms of
the same quantities. The values of the elements at the time t being
supposed to be found, by the integration of these formulBe, in terms
of t, and their initial Aalues, are to be substituted in the ordinary
expressions for the coordinates, so as to obtain their values at the
time t.
The author exhibits the application of the preceding formulse to
certain simple examples, and then proceeds to apply them to the
planetary theory. For two planets
(distinguished by the suffixes 2
''3
and 3) supposed to move in the same plane, the following are the
rigorous expressions for the variations. Let a^ and a, be the ratio
of the mass of each planet to that of the central body. Let P denote
the cube of r,j-i-r„^, and let (P— 1) sin (0^—d.^) be called Q, and
(P— 1) cos (03— 0,)—^ P be called R; then
^^"-=%2^lSe^)i { (^°s (y.-^.K2 + e, cos(9,-z<r,)) + OQ
^ N A >■
ej^.,=cx,,

f+ sin (0,,— tij,,) (l + e.cos (0.—^S))'R\ ,

; ■' \ , < sin (0,-ra-,) (2 + e, cos id,-^^))q,
— cos (0,— zs.J (1 4- e.-, cos (d^—m.^)) R i .

^A2=2a3_ZiAL.^ |(i + e^cos(0,-t^,)) Q+e,sin (d,-m.jjx\,
^(N(< + r)) = - (i - e^)* tV -2«3 ^^4^11.
From these formulae, the secular variations of the elements are
obtained without difficulty ; and a new method of integrating the
equations for the variations of the eccentricity and longitude of
perihelion is given.
The author then enters upon a minute examination of the mathematical character of secular variations, and their bearing upon the
methods of approximation to which the problem of three bodies
has given rise. It is pointed out that the disturbance finally effected
through the medium of a secular variation is not of the order of the
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disturbing force, or rather of the ratio of the disturbing force to the
central force ; but that it may remain precisely the same, though this
ratio should be diminished or increased without limit. The difference affects not the aggregate amount of de\dation or disturbance
caused, but the time in which this aggregate amount is produced.
If we consider the undisturbed problem of two planets about a suu
as representing motion in two planes inclined to each other at the
angle I, and in ellipses having eccentricities <?, and ^3, it is shown
that, no matter how small or how large may be the disturbing force
produced on each orbit by the other planet, the aggregate amount of
disturbance of the planet m., is of tlie order of the quantities I and e„
and that of the planet m^, of the order of I and e.^. From considerations of this nature, which are dwelt upon at length in the memoir,
the author concludes that the ordinary direct methods of solution
by approximation, being based upon the erroneous assumption that
the variations of the coordinates are of the order of the disturbing
force, are not, in a mathematical sense, legitimate processes ; and
that, in the planetary theory, they produce results practically true
only on account of the minuteness of the disturbing forces, and the
consequent great length of the secular periods ; and that, in the
lunar theory, their failure is made evident, in consequence of the
comparatively large magnitude of the disturbing force, and the consequent rapidity with which the elements of the moon's orbit pass
through their secular periods.
The formulae for the variations of the elements are then applied
to the lunar theory ; and some of the integrations are effected
by means of a lemma containing the solution of the differential
equation
d(p ^
.
-^=F cos (pt-qf)
(where F, p and q are numerical coefficients), in the form

- qF+pcosMt ^, ^ . ^,
q-F-{
cos ipt-i<P)=j,^^Y cosMt' ^^ ^""S (^—y-)PBy this method, the total motion of the moon's perigee, as well as
the coefficients of the evection, are fully obtained in the first instance, without the necessity of Jiny second aj)proximation ; and the
usual difficulty as to the movement of the perigee does not present
itself. Tiie motion of the node, and tlie evection in latitude, are
correctly obtained in a similar manner.
This jiart of the memoir is concluded by an extension of the
general formulie for the tangential variation of elements to the case
in which we suppose the constant f.i to become variable, the result
being to add to each variation a term involving Cfx.
The tliird part of the Pajjcr contains the development of the
method of osculating variation, before briefly described ; from which
are deduced the formula: for the osculating variations of elliptic elements. This method is capable of being apj)lied to the planetary
Bud lunar theories, &i well as that of tangential variatiou ; but the
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advantages of this method did not appear to be such as to justify
the actual expansion of the formulae for these theories. The author,
however, shows that with reference to any system of three bodies,
the equations of motion for each body naturally assume the form
x" + n-{x—X)=0, &c.
(being the system solved by this method) ; and that the X, Y, and
Z are absolutely the same for each of the three bodies. This is
shown by demonstrating, that at any given moment the three lines
which represent the direction of the force acting on each of the
three bodies all pass through the same point, which is denominated
the centre of force. The coordinates of this common centre of force
are,
(23),r, +(3lK+(12>r3.
^(23) +(31) +12
'
with similar expressions for Y and Z; (12) being i\^-^mm.^-)(ry,,
)^ denoting the law of force, &c.
Each body has its own value of
»" ; their ratios being denoted by the proportion
fl*
2

«X

,

• «2

2

.

• '^3

2

,

2.*?

• • ^,.^^

«
,

* 31

• ^^^^

J.
^

11

• ^r^^-

The invariable plane of this system of three bodies is then found ;
and it is shown tbat the nodes of the three orbits upon this plane
are always in a certain relative position, constituting a kind of triangle of equilibrium about the centre of force ; resulting, in the
limiting case where one of the three bodies is infinitely larger than
tlie other two (or in what is denominated the undisturbed Problem
of Three Bodies), in an exact opposition of the two nodes of the
orbits of the latter two bodies upon the invariable plane of the
system.
The formulae for the osculating variation of elements are then
applied to a system of three bodies, of which one possesses a predominating magnitude, so far as is necessary to determine the movement of the planes of the orbits ; and it is readily shown that, if we
consider only the first order of the disturbing force, the inclination
of the plane of each orbit to the invariable plane is absolutely constant; and that the two nodes are always in opposition to each
other, and move with a uniform angular velocity round the invariable plane.
This theorem is then extended to a system of n bodies moving
about a central predominant body ; and it is shown that the aggregate effect of the disturl)ing forces of such a system upon the
plane of any one of the bodies can always be represented by stating
that its node upon a certain fixed plane revolves with a uniform
angular velocity, the plane of the orbit always remaining at the
same inclination to the fixed plane. The rate of this angular movement, and the coordinates of the fixed plane upon which the movement takes place, are found by means of formulae of remarkable
simplicity. These three quantities may be ascertained once for all
for each planet (viz. the inclination of the fixed plane on which the
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node moves to any coordinate plane, the longitude of tlie node of the
fixed plane in relation to any coordinate line, and the angular rate of
movement of the node of the orbit upon this fixed plane), and, when
once ascertained, may be regarded as fixed elements of the planet,
from which the position of the plane of its orbit can always be determined without the use of tables.
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 398.]
November 3, 1858. — Prof. J. Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. "On some Natural Pits on the Heaths of Dorsetshire." By
the Rev. O. Fisher, M.A., F.G.S.
On Affpuddle Heath and Piddletown Heath, near Dorchester,
the surface is pitted with numerous circular or oval hollows, like
inverted cones. They usually vary from about 60 to 80 yards in
circumference ; but one measures 130 yards, and another, called
" Culpepper's Dish," is 290 yards round : in the former the sloping
sides are 23 yards high ; in the latter 47 yards. After observing
that these pits could not have been formed by the washing away of
the underlying sand-beds, the author proceeded to show that their
formation seemed to be due to the subsidence of the material into
" sand-pipes " in the subjacent chalk, owing to the percolation of
rain-water containing carbonic acid, which dissolved the chalk ; and
Mr. Fisher referred to the explanation of this process given by
Mr. Prestwich in a paper formerly read before the Society.
As this process could have gone on only during a subaerial
condition of the surface, and must have occupied a very long time,
the author reraarlcs, that the larger pits on the Heaths referred to
must have been formed by the sinking of the Eocene beds into
enormous " sand-pipes" during an extended geological period, and that
the area they occupy was dry land during all that time, and has
been so ever since, and must therefore have formed islands or headlands in the sea, which last filled the adjacent valleys and gave them
their present configuration.
As the formation of these pits was subsequent to the outspread of
the superficial gravel of these Heaths, and previous to the last depression and elevation of the land, their date would be perhaps near
that of the great mammalian fauna. The author also explained his
views of the method by wliich the subsidence of the materials gave
rise to the peculiar shape of the pits ; and he observed that somewhat similar conical depressions have been noticed in process of
formation at the present day.
2. "Notice of the occurrence of an Earthquake along the Nortliern
Edge of the Granite of the Dartmoor District, on September 28,
1858."
By G. Wareing Ormerod, Esq., F.G.S.
The shock was slight, and appears to have been confined to a very
narrow district, that may be estimated as not exceeding S miles
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in width, and running along the northerly edge of Dartmoor, along
the line of junction of the granite and the altered carbonaceous
rocks. The length of the area affected by the earthquake is about
21 miles, from Crediton on the east to the Fox and Hounds Inn,
on the Tavistock Road, about 7 miles ft-om Okehampton. The
shock seems to have taken a direction from east to west, to have
occurred
aboutabout
8 o'clock
in the evening, and to have lasted, where
most severe,
15 seconds.
3. " Notice of certain Veins of Granite in the Carbonaceous
Rocks on the North and East of Dartmoor." By G. Wareing
Ormerod, Esq., F.G.S.
The following localities are quoted by the author as affording
more or less distinct evidence of granitic veins traversing the carbonaceous rocks. Near Meldon, 2 miles S.W. of Okehampton ;
Cocktree Moor; in the Gorge of the Teign after leaving Hunts
Tor ; the most northerly point of Whyddon Park, and the hill-side
nearly opposite ; on the hill-side above the Logan Stone ; near
Westerly Tor ; on Sharpy Tor ; on the road from Cranbrook Castle
to Fingle Bridge ; and the road down the hill to the west of Cranbrook Farm.
4. " On the Structure of some of the Siliceous Nodules of the
Chalk." By N. T. Wetherell, Esq. Communicated by the President.
The author first described several specimens of the peculiar
banded flints found in the chalk and in gravel, and of which he had
made a large collection during several years. They usually exhibit
a central longitudinal axis or narrow stem, crossed on its middle third
by numerous short parallel stripes of alternately light and dark flint,
and frequently terminated at each extremity by an irregular mass of
flint, often clouded or grey. The axis occurs sometimes solated,
sometimes covered with a thin coating of grey flint only, and sometimes associated with only a few cross stripes of the banded structure.
In some instances the handed flint has for its axis a sponge, or fragments of sponge.
The author had not found in the banded flint any spongy tissue
peculiar to it ; in some instances, however, a silicified sponge
appears to have been traversed by alternate lines of the light and
dark colour analogous to those of the banded flints. In some
instances a concentric arrangement of light and dark layers of flint
occurs around the two ends of an axis, or around isolated nuclei.
Mr. Wetherell regarded this banded appearance in the flint as not
being due to an organic structure, but to have originated in a peculiar
arrangement of the siliceous matter around organic bodies, frequently
long and stem-like, such as those of the Graphularia which supplied
so many axial nuclei to the concretions in the London Clay.
November 17. — L. Horner, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
The following communications were read :- —
1. " On some Fossils fi-om South Africa."
By C. W. Stow, Esq.
In a letter to the Assistant-Secretary.
At the close of 1850 Mr. Stow and his party fell back into the
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interior to avoid the Kaffirs ; in making the journey he collected
largely the fossils on his route, and succeeding in jireserving them on
his return.
In a plain at the foot of the Rhenosterberg, which is a branch of
the Sneewbergen range, he met with patches of ground strewed with
nodular concretions and fossil wood, probably derived from the neighbouring mountains. These mountains are composed of horizontal
strata. Eight of the beds at the foot of the Rhenosterberg are sandstones, above them are four layers of calcareous grit or pebbly limestone with other sandstones. These calcareous beds sometimes contain bones ; but at one spot in the sandstone-rock, Mr. Stow discovered
and chiselled out a nearly perfect skeleton of a small reptile. Other
reptilian bones, and especially two small well-preserved skulls, rewarded his search ; one of these belonged to a small Dicynodon, the
other to a little undescribed reptile.
Mr. Stow sent numerous specimens of the nodular concretions and
septaria from the rocks of this place, and also specimens of the concretional and other trappean rocks of two dykes that crossed the
plain.
2. " On some points in the Geology of South Africa." By Dr.
R. N. Rubidge.
Communicated by the President.
The author had observed in Naraaqualand the occurrence of horizontal siliceous beds, covering other siliceous inclined beds, the
silification of the latter being apparently due to the infiltration of
silica from the upper quartzose beds into the inclined beds below.
In this communication Dr. Rubidge details the evidences that he
observed of such a process having taken place, and points out how
the observations on some of the Namaqualand rocks by Mr. Bain, Mr.
Bell, and Dr. Atherstone, respectively, tend to support his views on
this point. The inclined beds of this district are gneissic, and, in
the instances referred to, very quartzose.
The horizontal sandstones of this district he correlates with the
Table-mountain sandstones, but in them he has found only a few
obscure traces of fucoidal or other jjlants.
The author then passes on to the Cape district ; and, first oftering
his testimony to the industry and general exactitude of Mr, Bain as
a geologist, he proceeds to compare Mr. Bain's section of Mitchell's
Pass with the section he lately made for himself on two hasty
journeys.
Mr. Bain describes the indurated sandstone or quartzite of Mitchell's Pass as being at first horizontal, and then suddenly dipping
at a strong angle northward, so as to underlie tlie Devonian schists
of the Bokkeveld, at Ceres, and to divide them from the slates of the
Cape district. Dr. Rubidge points out the api)arent difficulty of explaining such an inclination of the quartzite, the slates underlying
both the inclined and horizontal positions not j)resenting any evidence of a difference in dip beneath the two portions of quartzite ;
and he suggests that the inclined beds of quartzite have nothing
to do with the horizontal quartzite, except that, beiog immediately
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beneath the horizontal siliceous beds, they have by some naeans been
silicified from above, and thus rendered in aj)pearance only identical.
Taking this view, he considers that the inclined quartzite is a conformable successional portion of the schists and slates, the horizontal
sandstones being of younger age than any of the schistose beds, and
extending over them from Table Mountain to Orange River on the
west, and to George on the east. On the north the schists are
known to be of Devonian age by the fossils of the Bokkeveld, and
the recent discovery of a few trilobites and spii-ifers at some spots
in the slates of the southern districts of the Cape (near Cape St.
Francis, at Klein Winterhoek, and near Jeffery's Bay), are considered by the author as corroborative of his view, that the slates of
the Cape are not divisible from the schists of the Bokkeveld, but are
to he linked to them by the intercalated quartzites described in this
portion of his paper, the schistose rocks of Ceres, Cape Town, and
Malmesbury (Silurian and Carboniferous ? of Bain) having generally a
similar strike and dip.
In the eastern province of the Cape Colony, Dr. Rubidge thinks
that a similar condition of silification exists in the Zuurberg range,
although no overlying horizontal sandstones were there seen. He
describes in detail a section made by himself and Mr. R. Pincher,
along the road from Port Elizabeth to Somerset, which shows the
inclined schistose beds intercalated with a band of dark felspathic
rock (the claystone-porphyry of Bain) lying conformably on and
passing into the quartzite of the Zuurberg on the south, and,
after some great flexures of the quartzites, a similar series of conformable schistose rocks (and a felspathic band) dips from the other side of
the Zuurberg in an opposite direction. Similar beds continue with
a diminishing dip as far as Van der Merwve's River, whence they
rise again to the north to beyond Bushman's River (at Gower's),
a little beyond which the felsjjathic band appears intercalated with
them. The section then becomes obscured until the Karoo beds
are met with near Brak River, having a slight southerly dip, and
probably abutting unconformably against the schists near Callaghan's Inn. This section differs in some important features from
that published by Mr. Bain of the same district.
Dr. Rubidge considers that the slaty beds flanking Zuurberg on
either side, and forming the synclinal trough at the Van der Merwve's
River, are of the same age as the quartzites of the Zuurberg, which
are in his opinion silicified by metamorphic influences : the interbedded
felspathic rock may also in his opinion be possibly of metamorphic
origin.
The author follows up his argument by reference to other parallel
sections, and regards the plant-beds of Ecca, as well as those of the
Great Fish River and the Van der Merwve's River, as being of Devonian age, and not belonging to the lower Karoo beds, regarded by Mr.
Bain as having a more southerly extension. Dr. Rubidge notices
that some members of the two formations resemble each other so
strongly, that sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between them.
The plant-beds above referred to contain innumerable obscure
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vegetable fragments, like those of stems, reeds, &c. ; and in the rocks
at Gower's on Bushman's River Dr. Rubidge has seen, beside fragmentary vegetable remains, some fine jointed stems.
The plant-beds of the Karoo beds, at Bloemkop, contain two or
more kinds of Glossopteris, very similar to those of the plant-beds
of Central India and Bengal.
Amongst the fossils sent by Dr. Rubidge, are several fossils from
the Zwartzkop and from the mouth of Sunday River; amongst the
latter, some BeJemnites and Hamites, probably of Cretaceous age.
A large series of specimens from the Zuurberg and Van der
Merwve's River accompanied this communication ; and Dr. Rubidge
also sent a series of fossil plants from the Dicynodon or Karoo beds
of Bloemkop, with which Mr. C. J, Powell, of Graaf Reinett, had
supplied him.
3. " On some Mineral Springs at Teheran, Persia." By the Hon.
C. A. Murray, in a letter to Sir Charles Lyell, F.G.S.
In August the author made an excursion into the wild and rocky
valleys of Laridjan, on the northern side of the Elburz chain, to
examine some mineral springs near the village of Aske. This village
is placed on a steep declivity above the impetuous torrent of the Laur,
and is about 40 or 45 miles E.N.E. from Teheran, and near where
latitude 36° N. intersects longitude 52° E. It is only a few miles
from the lofty and slumbering volcano Demavend. Round Aske the
country is chiefly limestone, with dark-coloured pudding-stone, and
in several places large tracts of sandy grit, in many precipitous
heights of which numerous caves and hermitages have been excavated in olden times.
The most celebrated spring in the neighbourhood is the Ab-i-garm
(hot- water) ; a warm sulphur-spring that rises on one of the spurs
of the Demavend, about six miles to the eastward of Aske, on the
left bank of the Laur, and probably about 2000 feet above the bed
of that river.
The principal mineral ingredients of this spring are sulphur and
naphtha, with some iron and lime. On the 15th of August, the
temperature of the atmosphere in the shade, at two p.m., being 75° F.,
the temperature of the spring at its source was 150° F. From hence
it flows down the side of the mountain to a large basin about 15 feet
long, 10 broad, and 4 deep, over and around which a large stone
bath has been raised. The temperature in the basin is about 118° F.
Here in summer thousands congregate from every part of northern
Persia.
The bath seems to be beneficial in rheumatism, neuralgia, and
some diseases of the skin.
About forty years there issued from tlie rock, a few feet from the
Ab-i-garm, a cold spring of pure water, which disappeared after an
cartlKjuakc.
The tepid baths of Aske are about half a mile from the village
on tlic right bank of the Laur, and about 250 or 300 feet above that
river. These are used both for bathing and drinking.
Lime and
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carbonic acid gas are abundant in this water. There are several
springs of different dimensions, the bathing basins of which are
at distances varying from ten to fifteen yards from each other.
At half-past five p.m., the temperature of the air in the shade
being 71° F., tlie water in the centre of the largest basin (where
the bubbles are thrown up by the gas to an elevation of 6 or 8
inches above the surrounding surface) was at 82° — the average
of the tem]jerature of the other springs near by.
On the left bank of the Laur a small bubbling spring of water,
similar to those last mentioned, had a temperature of 86° F. These
tepid mineral springs lying to the eastward of Aske, do not appear
to be affected by the intervention of the deep and rocky bed of the
Laur. To the westward of Aske, at the distance of about \\ mile,
on the left bank of the river, and not more than 150 feet above its
bed, is a fine cold chalybeate spring : besides iron, this probably contains carbonic acid gas and a small portion of sulphur. Its temperature was found to be .50° F., that of the atmosphere being 73° F.
It is not disagreeable to the taste, and in some complaints is found
very strengthening and efficacious.
In conclusion, the author referred to the undeveloped riches of the
Elburz — its coal, iron, copper, silver, sulphur, marble, and other
mineral treasures.
LIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.
OBSERYATIONS

ON

MR. COUPER^S NEW CHEMICAL
BY M. A. KEKULK.

THEORY.

AT

the meeting of the 14th of June, Mr. Couper presented to the
Academy of Sciences a " Note on a New Chemical Theory*," in
which I find several ideas so nearly identical with others published
by me a short time since, that I think it my duty to submit some
observations on the subject. In fact, in two memoirs which have
appeared in Liebig's Annalen, one " On Copulated Compounds, and
the Theory of the Polyatomic Radicals " (November 1857), and the
other " On the Constitution and Metamorphoses of Chemical Compounds, and the Chemical Nature of Carbon " (dated March 16, and
published May 19, 1858), I have put forward different views, which,
in my opinion, should furnish a clearer insight into the constitution
of chemical compounds.
Mr. Couper commences his memoir with these words: — " I ascend
to the elements themselves, of which I study the mutual affinities.
This study is sufficient, in my opinion, for the exj^lanation of all
chemical combinations."
Now in my second memoir, at page 136, there is the following
phrase :— " I think it necessary for the explanation of the properties
of chemical compounds, to ascend to the elements themselves of
which these are composed."
Further on, in speaking of carbon, Mr. Couper says, " The highest known power of combination for carbon is that of the second
* See also p. 104 of the present volume of this Journal.
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degree, that is to say, 4 ;" and ho finds that carbon has a peculiar
physiognomy, " inasmuch as it enters into combination with itself, a
feature so characteristic tliat," according to him, " it accounts for
the important and still unexplained fact of the accumulation of the
molecules of carbon in organic compounds. In the compounds in
which 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. molecules of carbon are linked together, it
is carbon that serves to bind the carbon."
^ We cannot agree with him that these properties are indicated by
him for the first time. In my first memoir (p. 133, note) I have
said e-xpressly that carbon was quadriatomic in its nature, that is to
say, that 1 atom of carbon (C=12) is equivalent to 4 atoms of hydrogen (H=I) ; and I have added that consequently the simplest
compounds of carbon with elements of the first group (monoatomic
elements) were CH*, C Cl^, &c. In my second memoir I have also
given a further development to this idea (p. 153), and from it I have
drawn the corollary (p. 154), that, in substances which contain
several atoms of carbon, this accumulation can only be explained
by the hypothesis that the atoms of carl>on itself are linked
together, thus neutralizing a part of their general affinity. I
thought that this hypothesis might be founded upon various examples too circumstantial to be referred to here ; I shall content
myself with pointing out that I also have given a general formula
which expresses, for a certain class of compounds, the number of
atoms of h3'drogen combined with n atoms of carbon, in the following terms —
« nd -2)+
whilst Mr. Couper, on his side, expresses it in this way —
in which m is < w.
At a glance, certain features of resemblance will be traced between
our two formulEC ; and I prove that mine is only a particular application of that of Mr. Couper, which is more general, indeed, but also
more vague. I shall also remark that H in my formula, like M in
that of Mr. Couper, represents all the elements belonging to the first
group.
I shall not dwell upon the discovery of this grouping of the elements, which is developed in more detail in my first memoir (p. 133),
and of which the germ may be found in the works of Laurent, Gerhardt, and Williamson ; but I may be allowed to indicate that it
lays down the principle, that, besides the unknown force which is by
common consent called chemical aflinity, we must also, for the explanation of chemical combinations, attribute a great part to that
which I have called the basicity of atoms. If Mr. Couper thinks he
lias discovered the cause of this difference of basicity in the existence
of a special kind of affinity, I am the first to admit that I have no
right to contest his priority in this. — Comptes Rendus, Aug. 30, 1858

p.'^sys.

METEORIC

STONE OF BORKUT.

Tliis stone, according to Dr. Franz Leydolt, fell on the 13th of
October, 1852, ut S*" p.m., atBorkut in Hungary.
It was found two
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feet under ground, and still warm. The largest piece weighed 7
Vienna pounds and 6j loths, and the whole 12 pounds. The exterior ispartly black or dull gray, and much blebby or subscoriaceous,
it being covered with a thin crust. The interior is ash-gray, and
irregularly line-granular. Its specific gravity is 5'242. It afforded
18*26 per cent, of magnetic material, and 81 '74 non-magnetic. The
former was found to contain — Iron, 85' 14 ; nickel (with some cobalt), 10-06; copper and tin, 0-40; sulphur, 4'19 ; phosphorus,
0'18 = 99-97. Separating 11-53 as FeS'-, the composition of the
iron corresponds to — iron, 87'96; nickel, 11-38; tin and copper,
0-46; phosphorus, 0-20.
The non-magnetic part was partly soluble in muriatic acid. The
soluble and insoluble parts consisted of —
Si03. APO^.
FeO.
CaO.
MgO.
KO.
NaO.
1. Soluble . 36-16
3-07
21-43
1-20
36-34
0-50
1-27
2. Insoluble. 57-29
4-20
12-08
3-90
17-67
1-14
3-72
The soluble part corresponds nearly to olivine ; the insoluble to
34-93 per cent, oligoclase, and 65-59 pyroxene. From these two
analyses there were excluded — from the first, before deducing the
per-ccntage, 0-82 sulphuret of iron, and 13-09 nickeliferous iron;
from the second, TOO chromic iron. — ^\\Y\m.^n'& American Journal
for September 1858.
ON

CRYSTALLIZED VALERIANATE
BY H. CALLMANN.

OF ATROPINE.

This salt forms perfectly wliite and light crusts ; the crystals
appear to belong to the rlioniboidal system, and the faces are very
brilliant. At a temperature of 68° F. the crystals soften, and at
.57°-6 F. they are liquefied. Under the double influence of air and
light, they soon acquire a yellow colour. The carbonic acid of
the air displaces a certain quantity of valerianic acid, which is
recognizable by its peculiar odour.
The cryslaUized salt presents the various reactions of the salts of
atropine and of tlie valerianates. It is extremely soluble in water,
less so in alcoiiol, and still less in aetiier. The analysis of the salt,
dried in vacuo at the ordinary temperature, gave: —
I.
II.
Calculated.
C
66-4.0 66-20
66-00
H
8-90
8-81
8-50

S}

24-70 54-99
These numbers lead to tiic formula

25-50

C'o Ho 03, C3* H« N06 + 2HO.
Comptes Rcnclus, September 6, 1858, p. 417
CRYSTALLIZED

FURNACE-PRODUCTS,

We are requested to state that the furnace-products which are
said by Professor Miller, in his communication to the Magazine for
October, to have been received by Dr. Percy from the United States,
■were sent to the latter by Professor Brush, of Yale College. — W. F.
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On the Theory of Sound.

FOURTH

SERIES.

By J. J. Waterston, Esq.*

IN a paper on the Integral of Gravitation that appeared in the
Philosophical Magazine of May last, I endeavoured to draw
attention to the principle of physical causation supplied to us by
the mechanical theory of heat, — how it leads us to study natural
phsenomena in their dynamical sequence, and suggests the
arranging of problems of molecular statics so that they may present the aspect of motor transition to the mathematical inquirer.
It may perhaps be of advantage, as testing the general argument,
to discuss the question, Can the theory of the propagation of
sound developed by Newton and Laplace be viewed, consistent with
the modern idea of heat, as a correct exposition of the actual mode
in which pulses are transmitted tlirough air ? It appears from
recent memoirs, that this opinion is still generally entertained by
physicists; and the theory of Laplace has in some instances
been considered so perfect as to afford the means of deducing
the specific heat of air from the velocity of sound, and this by
zealous professors of the mechanical theory of heat.
The ideas upon which Laplace's theory was constructed are
to be found in the second chapter of the second book of the
Mecanique Celeste. The following extracts show how very remote they are from those now universally prevalent :—
Page 105, line 8. "Doubtless it is necessary to admit that
between the molecules of air there is a repulsive force which is
only sensible at imperceptible distances : the difficulty consists
in deducing from it the laws of elastic fluids. This may be done
by the following considerations."
P. 105, line 4 from bottom. "I suppose then that these molecules retain the heat by their attraction, and that their mutual
repulsion is due to the repulsion of the molecules of the heat

I

which I assume to extend to an insensible sphere of activity."
P. Ill, line 9. "But what ought we to understand by the
temperature u, and what is its measure ? It appears natural to
* Communicated by the Author.
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take for this measure only the density of caloric produced in a
space by the radiation of neighbouring bodies."
P. Ill, line 19. "A supposition that it appears very natural
to admit is, that the action of the caloric of a molecule of gas on
the caloric of another piolecule, &c."
P. 113, line 6. "We have supposed, in that which precedes,
that the caloric of a molecule was i-etained on it by the attraction
of the molecule, which experienced no sensible action except by
the repulsive force exerted on this caloric by the caloric of the
surrounding molecules."
P. 117, hne 16. "It is then extremely probable that the attractive force of the caloric of one molecule by another molecule
is insensible in the state-:of gas."
Professor Thomson, who has written largely on the dynamical
theory of heat (Philosophical Magazine; Edinb. Phil. Trans.;
London Phil. Trans.), has the following in a memoir " On the
ThermalEflPectsofFluidsinMotion" (Phil. Trans. 1854,p. 361) :—
"In the notes (Prof. Thomson's notes) to Mr. Joule's paper
on the Air-engine (Phil. Trans. 1852, p. 82), it was shown that
if Mayer's hypothesis be true, we must have approximately —
Specific heat of air with constant pressure
"2374
Specific heat of air with constant volume
'1684
because observations on the velocity of sound, with Laplace's
theory, demonstrate that A:= 1"410 within ^^^th of its own value.
Now the experiments at present communicated to the Royal
Society prove a very remarkable approximation to the truth in
that hypothesis* ; and we may therefore use these values as very
close approximations to the specific heats of air."
The ratio k was found by Mi\I. Gay-Lussac and Welter to be
1'37, and by MM. Clement and Desormes 1"35. The same
experiments repeated by the author of the article ' Ilygrometry '
in the Encyc. Brit., impressed him with the conviction that the
initial ratio was exactly |.
Here, therefore, we have an instance of a zealous adherent and
expounder of the dynamical theory of heat showing such confi* At p. 341, under the heading "Theoretical deductions from these Experiments," Prof. Thomson arrives at the conclusion that air and carbonic
acid " evolve more heat than the amount mechanically equivalent to the
«ork of compression," thus representing the experiments as proving an
exception to Mayer's hypothesis. That such cooHng effects must take
place in consequence of the deviation from Mariotte's law discovered by
Regnault, if Mayer's hypothesis and the dynamic theory of heat hold
good, seems obvious enough (see Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 279). So that
they are actually a dehcate test of the accuracy of that hypothesis ; and
taken as supplementary to Mr. Joule's previous experimental inquiries,
seem completely to establish it as a tlieory proved by induction.
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dence in Laplace's views, such conviction of their truth to nature,
that he considers them entitled to supersede the result of direct
observation ; and no attempt is made to reconcile the statical
theory of caloric with the vis viva theory of heat ; nor is a necessity for doing so apparently even felt as a preliminary step to the
adopting of one of the deductions of the former as an ally to the
deductions of the latter.
As Mr. Joule's name is conjoined with that of Professor
Thomson in this memoir, it is perhaps beceseary to assume that
he also approves of this manner of dedacing the ratio of specific
heats.
.;
.
Another instance of the commingling of statical and dynamical
theories is to be found in a memoir by M. Masson, " On the Corofthe Physical
appearedalso
in
a recent relationnumber
of theProperties
Annales ofde Bodies,"
Chimie. which
M. Masson
adopts the mechanical theory of heat (see, § III. chap. 2). Yet
in the beginning of the same chapter he writes, " Laplace has
discovered the true mathematical expression of the velocity of
sound in gas." Further, M. Masson states that he has found,
by experimenting according to the method employed by MM.
Gay-Lussac and Welter, that the value of k is actually what is
required to make Laplace's formula agree exactly with the best
observations on the velocity of sound. No details are given,
although the amount of compression in such experiments is of
some importance, as the ratio increases with this amount ; and
the formula has only to do with the initial ratio, or when the
change of density is infinitely small. M. Masson has also computed the velocity of sound in a considerable number of composite gases and vapours from the pitch of the sound given by an
organ pipe while immersed in them; and thence, employing
Laplace's theorem, obtains the respective values of k, which are
thus found to range from 1-36 to 1"42 in the composite gases,
and from 1-06 to 1-27 in the vapours.
Thus all authorities, both of the statical and dynamical school,
seem to agree that Newton and Laplace's theory of sound is a
perfect representation of nature, and that its success is as complete as the theory of gravitation.
Newton, in several parts of the Principia, calls upon us to
keep in mind that his principles are mathematical, not philosophical. At the beginning of Book 3 he thus expresses himself:— "In the preceding books I have laid down the principles ofphilosophy ; principles not philosophical, but mathematical, such to wit as we may build our reasonings upon in philosophical inquiries." Again, after proving in Prop. 23, Book 2,
that " particles flying each other with forces that are reciprocally
proportional to the distances 2of12their centres, compose an elastic
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fluid whose density is as the compression/^ he adds, in the scholium, "But whether elastic fluids do really consist of particles so
repelling each other, is a physical question. We have here demonstrated mathematically the property of fluids consisting of particles
of this kind, that hence philosophers may take occasion to discuss
tliat question." . .« .
In Prop. 47 of Book 2, "Newton shows that " if pulses are propagated through a fluid, 'the .several particles of the fluid going
and returning with ' the shortest reciprocal motion are always
accelerated or retarded .Etccording to the law of the oscillating
pendulum." It is assu^i^d that the elastic force is proportional
to the density ; and in the direction of the pulse the fluid is supposed to be divided into, physical lineolce, which are expansible
and contractile, and exhibit a force that resists compression inversely as their breadth. The mathematical reasoning defines
. the law by which the breadth of these lineolse must vary while
they
go and
— andlineolse,
hence and
the consequently
law of the diff"erence
breadth
of tworeturn,
adjacent
the law in
of the
the
accelerative force operating on each corpuscle, which is thus
found to be the same as a body moving in a cycloid is subject
to under the influence of gravity.
Newton's fundamental hypothesis is, that the particles of air
in the direction of the pulse are successively agitated with like
motions ; that both the dynamic condition and the static force
of repulsion, which is determined by the length of the line that
sepai'ates two adjacent particles (called a lineola), is transferred
onwards in the direction of the pulse from one particle to the
next adjacent in regular succession.
The demonstration takes account of three orders of magnitude—s : 1, the breadth of a pulse (L) ; 2, the breadth of an oscillation ofa particle (3/) ; 3, the length of a lineola (X), each considered asinfinitesimal with respect to the preceding.
If the motion of a particle forward and backward in the line
21 corresponds to that of a cycloidal pendulum, i. e. if the relation between the accelerative force (acting in the line of motion),
the acquired velocity, and the time is the same in the line 21 as
in the complete cycloid, the force in this line must vary simply as
the distance (y) from its middle point. The value thus assigned
to the force implies that S, the difference between the lengths of
two adjacent lineolse, should vary also in this proportion. If a
semicircle is described on the diameter 21, y is the cosine of an
arc, of which x being the sine, we have h = y = dx; so that the
diff'erential
the hneola
ought tomagnitude
be equal toofthe
of
the sine, andof hence
the absolute
thediff'erential
deviation of
the length of a lineola from its mean length ought to be proportional to the sine.
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Thus if the motion of a particle 'is oscillatory, like a complete cycloidal pendulum, the required sequence of force demands
the above specific sequence of change in the distance of the particles. Again, if the motion of each particle is oscillatory, the
I'equired sequence in its velocity (viz. that it should vaiy as x
the sine) demands also a specific sequence of change in the distance ofthe particles ; and this sequence is precisely the same
as what is required by the sequence- of 'force.
To obtain a clear idea of the proof of this (which is a problem
of pure mathematics), we may supposeVith the same radius /
another semicircle to be described, placed also in the line of the
pulse, and removed to the distance A, from the preceding semicircle. Let a third also be drawn, removed the same distance \
from the second. We have further to suppose these semicircles
divided into as many parts (aaj, a^Oc^, a^a^, &c.; bb^, b^b^, 6363, &c.;
cc„ CjCg, CgCg, &c.), beginning at where the line of pulse intersects them as \ enters into L (or — number of parts). The
length of each of these parts or steps is thus ^ 2l7r=s (being infinitesimal with regard to \).
Having made this construction, we have next to consider that
the motion of each particle to be oscillatory must be such that,
at the instant when particle A has traversed the versed sine of
aa„, the particle B (next in advance of A) being one step behind
in its motion, has traversed only the versed sine of bbn-\, and
particle C the versed sine of cc„_2. If B had traversed as many
steps as A, the distance X that separates them would not alter;
but since it is a step behind, AB is at this point less than \ by the
difference between vers ««„ and vers bbn-i, or vers ««„— vers aan-\,
which equals s . sin aOn-i- In the same way, C being a step
behind B, their distance is less than Xhy s . sin«fl„_^.
Thus
we have BC — BA = s (sin a«„— sin afl„_i) =s cos aa„ j. [Here s,
being an absolute magnitude, has to be divided by the absolute
radius / to represent the differential of arc] At the beginning
of the vibration n=l, and cosafl„= radius; hence with B at
the initial point b, C at c_i (a step back on the returning half of
the previous oscillation), and A at «j (the points on the circle
being supposed projected on the diameter), the difference
BC-BA=i'=4<^;.
This initial amount determines the accelerative force acting at
the beginning of the motion of each particle, which is obtained
by comparing it with the rccii)rocal of \, which represents the
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whole static force of repulsion between two particles at the diH
stance \. This force having to support the weight of — partides (H being TT
the height. of a uniform atmosphere), -A. repre. fi that in one second is capable of
sents the force —-£/, viz; a • force
communicating a velocity of — ^ feet per second.
To obtain the value of the A.initial force acting on particle B
when it is at b, we have the following proportion :
11

1

H

s^H

/,r\2

The time (t) taken by a particle to traverse 21, with this force
diminishing as the distance from the centre of the semicircle, is
the same as the time required for one oscillation of a pendulum
whose length is /, if subject to an influence of gravity equal to
this force, and is the same as the time taken by the pulse to
travel through iL. By the law of the pendulum, t is equal to
TT multiplied by the square root of quotient of length of pendulum byforce of gravity, hence

and the velocity of the pulse per second is \^ Hff.
This supposes Mariotte's law maintained ; but the experiments
made at the suggestion of Laplace, proved that for rapid compressions the elastic force increases in a higher ratio than the
density ; and for small increments of density, the correspondent
increments of elastic force are very nearly ^ those computed on
the hypothesis that Mariotte's law is maintained ; that is, as if
the repulsive force of a particle supported the weight of 4H
^ v
O A.

particles : hence Newton's theorem for the velocity of sound in
elastic fluids is strictly represented by V^Hff.
The numerical results from this formula, taking Itegnault's
data, compared with observations made at low temperatures (so
that the influence of aqueous vapour should be avoided), show a
diflPerence at most of about ^\, or as if ^ should be augmented
j'^th part. Thus no objection to Newton's theory can well be
made on the ground of its not according with observation, as no
theory can be expected to embrace all the circumstances that may
affect the result ; e. f/. the repulsive force may not emanate from
the centre of the particles, so that the size of the particles may
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influence the result. Also the ■ repulsive action is necessarily
assumed to be limited to adjacent particles, not extending through
the interstices of these to the particles beyond (for such is the
extraordinary and improbable hypoAesis required to deduce
Mariotte's law from a static repulsive force) . This may be supposed subject to modification durin'g yibratoiy action.
But the hypothesis upon which the- mathematical demonstration rests is open to three grounds of objection :— 1. It does
not take account of the condition of the front of a pulse when
the particles from a condition of rest enter into the cycle of
motion defined by the theory. 2. The force of repulsion between two adjacent particles required by the theory is extravagantly large. 3. The other physical properties of gases are not
deducible from the hypothesis.
To these may be added, that the dynamical theory of heat has
suggested another hypothesis which is free from these objections,
and which therefore claims a preference according to Newton's
first " rule of reasoning in philosophy," viz. " We are to admit
no more causes of natural things than such as are both true and
sufficient to explain their appearances. To this purpose the
philosophers say that Nature does nothing in vain, and more is
in vain when less will serve ; for Nature is pleased with simplicity,
and affects not the pomp of superfluous causes."
1. The theory does not take account of the condition of the
front of the pulse, or rather of the front of the first of the series
of pulses of which a sound consists. This is apparent if we consider that a particle is represented by the theory as at rest at
each extremity of its oscillation, and at those points the accelerative force is at its maximum, and is derived from the difference
between the lengths of the lineolse that issue from the particle
in front and in rear. The front lineola cannot differ from the
mean length so long as the front particle is at rest unaffected by
the advancing pulse. The rear lineola is less than the mean
length by a certain small amount a. If the front particle were
in action in a pulse cycle, the length of the front lineola would
be greater than the mean length of a lineola by the same amount
a, so that the accelerative force at each extremity of the oscillation of a particle is represented by 2« ; and unless it were so,
the condition required to sustain the beautiful relation of velocity and propelling force would be wanting. But at the front
of the first pulse the lineola does not differ from the mean length,
80 that the accelerative force is represented by a, and this is only
one-half the amount required by the theory to begin the oscillation. In truth, the demonstration only applies to a pulse having
similar ])ulse8 operating on both sides.
2. The force of repulsion between two adjacent particles re-
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quired by the theory is extravagantly large. The recent advances in the theory of heat have, in a measure, compelled us to
realize the dynamic value of natural forces. To compute the
absolute value of the repulsive force acting between two adjacent
molecules of air, we have to consider that it has to support the
gravity of the number of rnoleciules in the height of a uniform
p TJ -I

atmosphere Mr-

^

' '\

; it-must tl^6refcn-e exceed the force of gravity

of one molecule in this rat&. ■ Now the force of gravity in one
second can communicate «. velocity of 32 feet per second, so that
. the force of repulsion between two adjacent molecules of air must
be capable in one second of communicating a velocity of 32 —
feet. The absolute value of A,, the distance between two adjacent
molecules of air, we can now with great probability deduce from
the phaenomcna of capillarity (Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 1). At
the boiling-point of water the number of molecules of steam in a
cubic inch is the same as the number of molecules of air in the
same volume. At 86° the number of layers of aqueous molecules in a cubic inch is 215 millions (Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 11).
Hence at ordinary temperatures the distance between two adjacent molecules of air must be about yjth of a millionth of an inch,
and the value of ( 32 — L the velocity communicable in a second,
is 160 thousand times the velocity of light. Can we for a moment believe that such a force has any real existence, that it is
other than a mathematical fiction ?
3. The other physical properties are not deducible from the
hypothesis of a static force of repulsion. The deductive power
of Newton's theory is confessedly limited to Mariotte's law and
the velocity of sound. Laplace, by the invention of calorific
atmospheres, is allowed to have added to these Dalton and GayLussac's theory of expansion ; but it is a question whether the
reciprocal action between heat-atmospheres and molecules, which
he expresses by mathematical symbols, can be realized by the
mind. In judging of this, we must not forget the chapter of
the Mecanique Celeste, in which the author speculates upon
what the laws of motion would have been if force had been as
a function of the velocity, instead of as the simple velocity*.
What is to be expected from a superstructure resting upon
such a foundation as this reveals ? Nevertheless, granting that
* The author of the article ' Virtual Velocities ' in the Penny Cyclopaedia
has the following remark ujion this chapter of the Mecanique Celeste: —
" We have never met with any one who could give us an intelligible account
of the meaning of this investigation."
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Mariotte's law, Dalton and Gay-Lussac's law, aud the velocity
of sound are represented by the statical hypothesis, we have
still Dalton and Graham's law of diffusion and diffusive velocity ;Gay-Lussac's law of volumes ; Dulong and Petit's law
of specific heat, extended to, the tnpre simple gaseous bodies
by Haycraft and the French phy.sicists j the law of latent heat
partially discovered by Gay-Lussac aod Welter's experiments ;
also the diminution of temperatrffe -jn ascending the atmosphere,— all as yet undeduced from -spiy' statical theory of elastic
fluids. It may be that additions t^xthe mathematical hypotheses of Laplace will be attempted wifh .]the view of extending,
their capacity, as indeed there seems to 'be '-no hmit to this artificial and barren system of procedure, 'which is as far removed
from the simplicity of nature as the hiddous epicycles of Ptolemy.
There is another mode by which pulses may be conceived to
be transiiiitted, which admits of being set forth in a popular way.
Suppose we range a number of ivoi'y balls in a straight line
upon a billiard table, and strike the first of the row upon the
second, the initial velocity will be carried forward from one ball
to the next adjacent, and so will make its appearance in the last
— supposing perfect elasticity and no resistance in rolling —
undiminished as if the motion of the first ball had continued,
and the impulse had been carried by it alone, and not transferred byimpact through others. These balls, confined to one
line, are supposed to be in motion among themselves, so that
those adjacent alternately strike against each other in opposite
directions ; the end ones being reflected from the cushions, and
then back again after striking the next adjacent ball, the vis viva
in one direction being at all times equal to the vis viva in the
opposite.
If we now suppose one cushion to move forward with comparatively slow velocity, each time the adjacent ball strikes it it
will be reflected with a velocity greater than that with which
it impinged. This increment of velocity it transfers to the
next ball, and so on ; and the velocity with which the impulse is
transferred along the line is equal to the common velocity with
which the balls move. We may suppose the line extended indefinitely, and the motion of the cushion to be alternately forwards
and backwards. While the adjacent ball impinges many times
during each advance and retreat — during the former carrying
forward a succession of small increments of vis viva, during the
latter a succession of small decrements of vis viva — a pulse is
formed, the intensity and duration of which depends on the
motion of the cushion, but the velocity of propagation upon the
motions of the balls, upon their common vehx-ity.
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Now suppose these balls reduced excessively in their dimensions, and to be perfectly elastic as well as the cushion, and we
shall have obtained an idea of how pulses may be conveyed in a
manner quite different from that depending upon a statical repulsive force between adjacent particles. Instead of such stupendous force, we have to substitute molecules simply moving
with the velocity of a cannon-ball, and assume the atmosphere
to maintain its elasticity by its particles striking against each
other with such velocity, which, viewed cosmically, by no means
exceeds what is moderate, and even highly pi'obable if heat is
molecular motion.
Such a theory of elastic fluids was started by Mr. Herapath
so far back as 1821 in the pages of the Annals of Philosophy,
and has more recently suggested itself to M. Kronig, as we find
noticed by M. Clausius iu his memoir " On the Nature of the
Motion we call Heat" (Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 108).
The following is an extract from Mr. Hcrapath's memoir,
p. 278, vol. i. Annals of Philosophy, April 1821 :— "
if
gases, instead of having their particles endued with repulsive
forces, subject to so curious a limitation as Newton proposed,
were made up of particles or atoms mutually impinging on one
another, and the sides of the vessel containing them, such a constitution ofaeriform bodies would not only be more simple than
repulsive powers, but, as far as I could perceive, would be consistent with phsenomena in other respects, and would admit of
an easy application of the theory of heat by intestine motion.
Such bodies, I easily sav/, possessed several of the properties of
gases : for instance, they would expand, and if the particles be
vastly small, contract almost indefinitely ; their elastic force
would increase by an increase of motion or temperature, and
diminish by a diminution; they would conceive heat rapidly
and conduct it slowly ; would generate heat by sudden compression, and destroy it by sudden rarefaction ; and any two having
ever so small a communication, would quickly and equally
intermix."
At p. 341, in paragraph beginning "These impulses," &c.,
and in those which succeed, ending " have from one another,"
we have a very clear announcement of the mode by which a
static force of pressure is counterbalanced by a dynamic force of
elastic impact.
At p. 345, Prop. 8. " The same things remaining, the elasticity ofa gas under a variable temperature and compression is
proportional to its numeratom (number of atoms in constant
volume) and the square of its temperature conjointly ; or the
elasticity varies as the square of the temperature directly, and the
simple of the space inversely.
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Mr. Herapath unfortunately as&umed heat or temperature to
be represented by the simple ratio of the velocity instead of the
square of the velocity — being in this apparently led astray by
the definition of motion generally received — and thus was baffled
in his attempts to reconcile his theory with observation. If we
make this change in Mr. Herapath's definition of heat or temperature, viz. that it is proportional to the vis viva or square velocity
of the moving particle, not to the momentum or simple ratio of
the velocity, we can without much difficulty deduce, not only the
primary laws of elastic fluids, but also the other physical pi'operties of gases enumerated above in the third objection to Newton's
hypothesis. In the Archives of the Royal Society for 1845-46,
there is a paper " On the Physics of Media that consists of perfectly Elastic Molecules in a state of Motion," which contains
the synthetical reasoning upon which the demonstration of these
matters rests. The velocity of sound is therein deduced to be
equal to the velocity acquired in falling thi-ough three-fourths
of a uniform atmosphere. This theory does not take account
of the size of the molecules. It assumes that no time is lost at
the impact ; and that if the impacts produce rotatory motion, the
vis viva thus invested bears a constant ratio to the rectilineal vis
viva, so as not to require separate consideration. It also does not
take account of the probable internal motion of composite molecules ;yet the results so closely accord with observation in every
part of the subject, as to leave no doubt that Mr. Herapath's
idea of the physical constitution of gases approximates closely
to the truth. M. Krouig appears to have entered upon the subject in an independent manner, and arrived at the same result;
M. Clausius, too, as we learn from his paper "On the Nature
of the Motion we call Heat" (Phil. Mag. vol. xiv. p. 108).
The physics of such media is a study that must be ungenial,
perhaps repulsive, to mathematicians brought up in the statical
school. The fundamental hypothesis does not permit us at once
to transfer the subject to the domain of pure mathematics, as
Newton's hypothesis converted physical astronomy into a purely
mathematical study. The mode of action by which certain phtenomena make their appearance must be realized at each step in
conformity with the conservation of force : the causal relation
must be ever present to the mind, or no true progress can be
made. On the other hand, the mathematics required is simple,
and almost every one of the applications of the theory admits of
popular illustration. An attempt of this kind 1 have given above
in reference to the conveyance of sonorous unpulses, introducing
a dynamic theory of sound. The strict demonstration of the
velocity is given in the memoir above referred to. A few fnrtlier
illustrations may here be added to show in brief the capabilities
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of the theory; but it is difficult to limit these to one branch, all
the physical properties of elastic fluids being so interwoven with
each other ; and it is an admirable instance of the simplicity of
nature, that the cluster of elegant quantitative relations which
the physics of gases present, should flow from the constitution
assigned, which indeed is the simplest that it is possible to
. - ■■
imagine.
The velocity of sound is liot affected by the height of the barometer, but it is sensibly influenced by a change of temperature.
This latter is to be looked for ; since the velocity of the particles
of air increases with the . temperature, the velocity with which
they convey pvxlses must increase in the same proportion : but
it is not so obvious that the height of the barometer or weight
of the atmosphere should have no effect either to accelerate or
retard.
Let m be an elastic ball traversing the vertical PM backwards and forwards from the
sphere, M, to the plane, P, the surfaces of
7n, M, and P being perfectly elastic.
The
condition of permanence in the mean distance of M from P requires that the impacts of m upon M should have the effect of
changing the velocity of M downwards into

j|
j1
j

the same velocity upwards.
Gravity affects
p
'
M in the interval of time that elapses while
m descends from M to P and ascends from P to M ; during half
this time gravity is employed in destroying the upward motion
of M, and during the second half in producing the velocity
downwards with which it encounters m on its return, — m and M
thus meeting each other, and separating after impact with the
same velocity, but with directions reversed.
The relation between the distance MP(=X,), the velocity of
m{ = v), the weight of M( = ^"'■)> ^^^ ^^ '"j ^^ ^^U simple, and
enables us to compute the absolute value of v.
The time taken bv m to traverse MP is - part of a second ;
and in this time gravity communicates to M the velocity - ff.
From the law of elastic collision, two bodies impinging and
reflected back in the direction they came with unaltered velocities, must have their velocities inversely proportioned to their
masses, so that
vm
X
Xn
,
M : ?« : : u : Tf^
M = 77
H 1/= -^
V as above.
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Thus we have u^ = Hy, or the velocity is that produced by gravity
in a body falling through iH. [Strictly, the square velocity of
air-molecules must be six times this, because the above calculus
only takes account of the action in one of the six rectangular
directions of space.]
To trace the influence of the barometer or weight of the imiform atmosphere, we may suppose the weight of M doubled and
A. reduced one-half: this leaves H.and v unaltered; so that if
the density of air increases as the weight of the uniform atmosphere, the velocity of sound is unaffected by the barometer.
If
with M

constant the density represented by - diminishes, H

must increase in the same ratio, and thence v^ =\, or the volume
under constant pressure as the square molecular velocity, — which
conforms to Dalton and Gay-Lussac's law, if v^= temperature
from zero of gaseous tension.
If we view these relations in another elastic fluid, where the
weight of the molecule is twice that of air, M being unaltered,
and the number of molecules in a unit volume also the same as
with air, we have H inversely as m, or one-half the height of a
uniform atmosphere of air, and v^ reduced in the same proportion ; also the velocity of sound reduced inversely as the square
root of the molecular weight or specific gravity of the gas.
To explain the increase of temperature that arises from suddenly condensing air, we may imagine an elastic ball traversing
a vertical between two horizontal plates and striking alternately
against them. Those plates being also considered as perfectly
elastic, the velocity of the ball will continue uniform without its
motion being impaired. If we now suppose the distance between
the plates to be gradually diminished by one of them assuming
a velocity incomparably less than that of the ball, the ball will,
each time it strikes this advancing plane, receive an increment
to its velocity, and thus to its vis viva.
Let V represent the velocity of the ball, B the distance between
the planes, - the velocity of the plane. The number of impacts
upon the advancing plate in a unit of time is ^.

The velocity

after one impact has increased from y to u-f _, and the square
velocity from v^ to u^H

, the increment being — of the square

velocity ; at the same time the decrement of space is — (the space
moved over by the plate in a unit of time) divided by ^ ; this
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eives — : and the ratio of this to 8 is also -: thus the increment
°
n
n
of vis viva is equal to the decrement of distance, irrespective of
the velocities and distance, and is equal to the mechanical force
exerted by the plate. In an elastic medium, the increment of absolute temperature is equal tg one-third the decrement of volume,
and the increment of- temperatui-e is the equivalent of the force
expended in the act of'bornjiression. We thus gain a knowledge
of the mechanical - equivateiit of heat, and further deduce the
amouut of vis viva in ag^s to be equal to the work performed
by its pressure acting 'thcoilgh three times its volume.
The diminution of teftiperature found when ascending the
atmosphere may be illustrated by supposing a series of
elastic balls, a, b, c, d, &c., to be arranged in a vertical,
and moving in the vertical so that those adjacent shall
alternately strike against each other at the extremity
©e
of their up-and-downi motion without any transference © <<
of vis viva, which requires that they should encounter
each other with equal velocities, e. g. b in its up-motion
striking c, and in its down-motion striking a. Now
we have to mark, that, between the upper and lower
impact, b receives an accession of vis viva from the 0 4
force of gravity which is proportional to the vertical
distance traversed ; so that comparing the vis viva of
b with any other of the series, such as z, we shall find
that the higher ball z has less vis viva than Z», and the
©a
diflPerence is equal to gravity acting through bs. Thus in the
atmosphere we might expect the decrease of temperature to be
uniform if its constitution agrees with this hypothesis.
The strict demonstration represents this to be the case, and
that the gradient of temperature is 1° in 319 feet; also that the
absolute height of the atmosphere is six times the height of a
uniform atmosphere, the density in a stratum as the fifth power
of the depth of that stratum below the summit, and the elastic
force or height of barometer as the sixth power of that depth.
Here we find that the diminishing temperature, in ascending
the atmosphere, is represented as the natural condition of vertical equilibrium ; and the question occurs, may not the increasing temperature found in descending through the earth's crust
be also its natural condition of vertical equilibrium ? This may
be cited as one of many instances of the suggestive power
of the vis viva theory, marking it as specially the natural introduction to the dynamic theory of heat, and as likely to promote
a beneficial change in the application of mathematics to molecular physics generally. Upon this account it seems to merit
the attention of the educational authorities in the higher depart-
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ments of scientific instructiou. The subject, however, is so
remote from practical apphcatiou, that there is httle hope of any
impression being made in such quarters for many years. In the
mean time it seems the duty of those who have profited by it,
to do what lies in their power to proclaim its merits and acknowledge the value of the idea first struck out by Mr. Herapath, and
perhaps saved from oblivion by th^ Philosophical Magazine of
that period.
Edinburgh, Nov. 6, 1858.
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On Solar Spots, and the MethJbd. of determining their

Depth. By Father Angelo SECCuil'JP.r ofessor of Astronomy/,
and Director of the Observatory of the floman College^.
IT seems that the attention of astronomers and natural philosophers has been now turned again in a special manner to
the study of the chief luminary of our system, — while some time
ago it appeared to be abandoned, as though they feared to be
overcome by the force of such a mass of light.
Prom the imwearied attention of men of science much has
been already discovered in the sun, and there is a hope of our
yet knowing much more concerning it ; it is therefore with pleasure that we see this subject followed up with general ardour,
particularly after the result of the recent experiments on the
solar temperature.
The most interesting question is that of the nature of the
solar spots, with respect to which, although a great number of
natural philosophers are agreed in admitting them to be gaps in
the solar atmosphere, yet from time to time the old hypotheses
respecting them are revived, which suppose them to be clouds, or
something else indefinable ; and it is for that reason that I deem
it to be fitting not to recede from what was established by some
of my recent observations, which tend to subvert for ever all
those ancient hypotheses that took their origin only from the
inferior quality of the instruments with which the observ-ations
were made, or from want of experience on the part of the observers themselves.
The luminous coating of the sun, to which the name photosphere has been given, is without doubt in a fluid state, as is
shown by its prodigious instability ; and the spots are nothing
else than gaps in this coating, that allow of the sensibly dark
body of the sun being seen. In another memoir of mine contained in the Acts of the Academia di Nuovi Licei, I have dwelt
strongly upon this point, the fundamental idea of which is not
♦ From the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1148; coinmuiiiciited by
W. G. Lettsoin, Esq.
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mine, but Wilson's. To establish this theory, he relied upon the
appearances presented by a spot on its becoming visible at the
edge of the sun. or on its quitting it, because it then presented
itself with the penumbra diminished, and altogether wanting on
the side towards the centre of the disc. According to Wilson,
the penumbra would be formed by the declivity or slope of the
borders of the cavity itself. The case observed by AVilson was
thought tp be an exceptional one ; but, on the contrary, it is in
truth tolerably frequently observed, and I have very often noticed
its occurrence, especially in the case of spots of a circular form,
and which are not about to disappear. If this is so, it will then
be in our power to ascertain the depth of these cavities, and thus
to measure the thickness of the layer of the sun's photosphere.
A truly marvellous thing, that the human eye, which in its
natural state cannot direct itself on that luminary, should be
able at length to provide itself with instruments adapted to
measure the depth of that ocean of flame that invests it ! The
matter in itself is extremely simple. If we suppose there is, on
the spherical body Bjo A, any
cavity having the form of a truncated cone, 71 0 o' n', in conformity
with this theory its bottom will
form the nucleus, and the walls
the penumbra. When the spot
is projected on the middle of the
disc it will appear circular; but
having moved by rotation to the
margin, its shape will be altered
to an oval, and it will finally
arrive in a position in which the
inclination or slope of the declivity of the cone will become parallel to the visual ray, so that
the optical projection of the bottom will touch the upper margin
of the cavity, as shown in the
figure.
In this state of the matter the depth of the spot may be thus
arrived at. Let us suppose that the moment chosen to observe
it is that of the disappearance of the internal penumbra, and let
its distance to the edge of the disc be measured, as well also as
the breadth of the penumbra in the longer direction of the oval
in which this spot is projected ; this will readily give us the
depth sought.
For if we draw the radius C n from the centre of the sun, we
have the angle BCn=C«K, whence as a consequence onp,
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which is the depression of the side of the cavity reckoning from
the surface of the sun, will be equal to A.Cn, the heliocentric
distance of the spot at the point nearest the limb. Now this
angle is easily obtained from the measurement of the spot at the
margin itself; and this distance is its versed sine : K A= versed
sine K C n. Hence knowing, either from the Tables or from
direct measurement, the semidiameter of the sun, R, and the distance ofthe spot from the limb, D, we have
R-D = CK=:IlcosAC«,
whence the angle sought,
cosAC«= — ^ — .
The measurement of the penumbra of the spot in a cross
direction will give p n, from which op may be calculated I'cadily
by means of the formula
op = np tan onp = np tan ACw.
This theory supposes that the spot is circular and symmetrical
in its penumbra ; and from the rare occurrence of such circumstances, ihappens
t
that spots are somewhat scarce which are suitable for its being bi-ought into play. When, however, we meet
with isolated spots that present themselves with a regularly
formed penumbra in the central portions of the disc, and the regularity of which is preserved equally both above and below when
they have approached the edge, it seems one may feel assured
the error arising from this cause will not prove very considerable.
It is consequently necessary to keep an attentive watch for those
circumstances that are most advantageous ; and by making sufficiently numerous observations, any accidental irregularity may
be got rid of. These favourable circumstances seemed to me to
present themselves in one of the two spots that made their appearance at the beginning of March last, one of which, when it
had approached the limb on the 8th of that month, presented
itself without a penumbra on the inner side, while on the previous days it had been observed to grow continually less. The
following elements for the calculation were obtained from observations :— Rome, mean time, 1858, 8th of Marcli, l^^ SO"". Distance ofthe border of the spot devoid of penumbra, from the
margin of the disc, =33"0; breadth of the penumbra in a
direction crossing that of the preceding distance =12"'035 ;
breadth of the penumbra on the outer side towards the edge
= l"-35. With these data, employing the solar parallax and the
diameter of the sun, as given in the ' Nautical Almanac,' for the
period of the observation, we find the inclination of the sides to
the surface to be =10^, and the depth to be 0'37 of the radius
Phil. May. S. 4. No. 110. 8uppl. Vol. 16.
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of the earth, or in other wordsj somewhat more than a third of
that radius.
* .
Such a depth (equal tc about 1330 English statute miles) may
appear too inconsiderable^ since it would not form a coating of
0'16 of an inch on a glo%.df 39'37 inches radius English measure ;nevertheless it cannotbe very far from the truth. Not that
1, however, maintain one cbb. found a certain opinion upon this
point on this sole measuremeut; for it is without doubt necessary
to repeat such observatioiis'ii-equently, inasmuch as indisputably
the depth of the photosphere is not the same in all parts ; yet I
am convinced
that never,
the "stratum
cannot be of
any of
great
altitude,
because
the spots
show themselves
devoid
a penumbra
in the inner portion, except when they have arrived extremely
close to the edge.
We have found that the inclination of the declivity is but very
inconsiderable ; but in the spots about to disappear this element
must vary to a great extent, and diminish, as is shown by the
fact that, at the time the penumbra is barely to be distinguished
from the other parts, its limits are very ill defined, so that under
a high magnifying power it can hardly be recognized. It is a
curious but certain fact, that the inequality of light between the
general ground of the sun and the penumbras diminishes considerably with the power of the eye-piece, the contrast being far
more marked with lower powers, — a remark which likewise holds
good with respect to the belts of Jupiter and Saturn. At any
rate the diminution in this contrast, when the spot is about to
disappear, is an additional proof that Wilson's theory is the most
probable, — that is to say, that the penumbra is due to the diminution oflight arising from the different inclination of the surface
from which it emanates with respect to the eye of the observer.
Many have objected to Wilson's theory, that so great a diminution could not take place from this sole cause ; ■ but if the
theory assigned by him is not satisfactory in every respect, I
think that, from the recent observations of ourselves and others,
no doubt can remain with regard to the fundamental point when
attention is given to another consideration which I will now enter
into. We have repeated several times, that the penumbras are
formed of streamlets and divided into extremely fine filaments,
each of which is in itself of almost equal brightness to tlie general
photosphere, but that, when seen confusedly mixed up together
with intervals and obscure lines under moderate powers, they
produce the illusion of a half-tint, as in engravings on copper.
This is the case; and subsequent observations have borne out
what we stated some years since. But there is, in addition, yet
another cause not sufficiently insisted upon or known ; and it is
as follows :—
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Observations of the spots with powerful instruments have established beyond a doubt, that on the ijlack of the nucleus there
are occasionally spread out semilucid veiis of the form of frizzly
curls, and usually the heralds of some* irruption that the matter
itself of the photosphere is about ta^ rbake into the nucleus.
This phseuomenon, winch for brevity, a'n-d that we may agree upon
our terras, I have distinguished by the name of curls or clouds,
T have observed most distinctly, very- 'frequently, indeed almost
always, but especially in a splendia.".wiir.led spot obsei'ved on
the 7th of Slay, 1857, and likewise in the magnificent spot
visible to the naked eye the day of the eclipse in March 1858,
in which these clouds presented the aspect of a kind of semilucid
promontoiy, and were of a decided reddish colour. And it was
moreover curious to see how at a certain point the filaments were
united into an aggregated mass, forming, as it were, a whii-lpool,
or boiling in a state of the greatest agitation*.
These details demand, indispensably for their being visible, two
circumstances — a quiet state of the air, and a magnifying power
of at least 300. The aperture employed by me was commonly
that of the entire 9 French inches, or at least 6| inches, of the
great equatorial, according to the state of the air. The drawings made under these circumstances are of a nature that proves
highly instructive, and they have been published on another
occasion f.
Now these clouds or semitransparent veils frequently confuse
the filamentous aspect of the spots ; and occupying, it woidd seem,
the lower portion of the solar atmosphere, they conceal to a certain extent the structure of those spots, as a cloud in our atmosphere would render indistinct terrestrial objects to a person looking down on them from above. Moreover the solar atmosphere
in its lower regions cannot but be excessively dense and absorbent ; and consequently the depth even of only a third of the
semidlameter of the earth must absorb a great portion of the
rays ; and therefore the cavities of the penumbras will, from that
reason alone, appear more obscure.
When, then, the difference of the inclination of the radiating
surface pointed out by "Wilson is combined with the two causes
referred to (above that is to say, the presence of numerous indistinct and reddish clouds and the occun-ence of a deep bed of
dense atmosphere), it will be more readily understood why the
interior of the cavities forming the spots should be fonsiderably
* These clmtds were observed by the late Mr. Lawson of Bath, some
fifteen years ago, with a 7-inch refractor of DoUond. The full aperture of
the instrument was used. — Tkanslator.
t For one of these sketches, sec the Astrouomisclic Nachrichtm, No.
1089. — Tkanslatok.
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less lucid. I have already shown elsewhere how considerable
the effect of the absorbing power of the solar atmosphere is upon
the heat. By having recourse to a partition of the light into
two equal portions by means of a double-refracting prism, with
which a projection of the solar disc is thrown steadily on to white
paper, I have arrived at the following results :—
1st. That the faculfe when near the edge are noways more brilliant than the centre of tbe disc, but that they appear to be so
only when contrasted with the lesser degree of brilliancy that the
disc has towards its margin, in consequeuce of the projection of
their summits above the lower portion of the absorbent atmosphere. Isaw, a few days prior to the eclipse in March last,
one of these faculfe of an enormous size, its length near the edge
being not less than 30°, with a breadth of 30".
2nd. That the penumbra of a spot near the centre of the disc,
when observed with a low power, is not at all darker than the
parts close to the edge itself of the solar disc, and that its light
is about equal to half that of the lucid central portion.
From this it appears evident that the influence of the lower
strata of the transparent atmosphere of the sun must exercise an
enormous power of absorption, and produce a great diminution
of light in the interior of the cavities of the photosphere.
LVII.

On Luminous Meteors and Temporary Stars.
By Daniel Vaughan, Esq. *

IN my communications published in the Philosophical Magazine for May and August 1858, I endeavoured to show that
several peculiai'ities of the variable stars and of the solar spots
give evident indications of the great office which a widely diffused
sether performs in maintaining the effulgence of all self-luminous
orbs. A study of the phaenomena of meteoric light furnishes
somewhat more satisfactory evidence on this subject. In obedience to the power of gravity, the jetherial fluid of space must
be accumulated and condensed about the sun, while it also forms
less dense and extensive atmospheres for the planets. If (as
my theory supposes, or as we might infer from the principles of
chemistry) this subtle fluid requires a certain density or a definite
amount of compression to induce the chemical action which developes heat and light, it can exhibit incessant heating and illuminating energy only about the surface of immense spheres like
the sun. On the planets it must remain inactive, except in
places where it receives an extraordinary pressure from falling
meteorites; and accordingly, when these wandering masses
* Communicated by the Author.
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plunge into the dense luciferous sether which invests the earth,
they cause it to bui'n and become luminous around them. The
tremendous pressure which gives birth to such brilliant displays,
is felt several hundred feet from the meteorite itself, especially
when it sweeps along the verge of our aerial atmosphere ; for in
this case the violent encounter drives the particles of rarefied air
through the more subtle sether, and enlarges the sphere of the
illumination. It is only to such causes that meteoric bodies can
be indebted for the immense globes of light by which they are
enveloped ; and these seem to exhibit the greatest splendour when
their course is nearly parallel to the horizon.
To remove some misapprehensions respecting this theory, I
deem it necessary to state that the fluid concerned in producing
meteoric light cannot belong to the meteor itself, but must be
regarded as part of the earth's photosphere. From his last report on luminous meteors, it would seem that Professor Powell
has understood me as maintaining that it is the sether which meteoric masses themselves collect from space that burns on entering our atmosphere, and becomes a source of their heat and light.
I must say, however, that this is not the idea which I intended to
convey in my writings, and that I do not believe that any appreciable quantity of sether or of inflammable gas could be confined bythe feeble attractive force of such small bodies^ especially
during their rapid flight through our aerial ocean. I have in
some instances alluded to the compression of the setherial fluid
by falling meteorites, without stating the precise manner in which
it is afi^ected ; and as the time at which my work must have
reached England could have permitted only a partial examination
of its contents, there was too much room for a misconception of
my views ; and I can attach no blame to the eminent Professor
who has honoured me with a kind allusion to my humble labours
in the cause of science.
The possibility of meteoric phsenomena occurring on a colossal
scale on some celestial spheres, might be a proper subject for
scientific inquiry. According to Professor William Thomson,
the solar heat and light are produced by meteors continually falling to the sun ; and he supposes that the precipitation of these
bodies is so abundant that they raise all parts of the solar surface
sixty feet every year. If we judge of the size of these cosmical
masses from such as visit the earth, the immense swarms of them
required to support the solar brilliancy for a thousand years must
have an amount of surface about sixty thousand times as great
as that of the sun ; and their efl'ccts in intercepting and reflectng
his light would be great in ])roportion. Such an immense host
of meteoric stones would be ahnost sufficient to cause a perpetual
eclipse of our central luminary, if they were all confined within
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the orbit of Mercury. TYere the space enclosed by Venus's orbit
assigned to them for their revohitions, they could not avoid sending us during the night, several hundred times as much reflected
light as we receive from our full moon. It is moreover difficult
to imagine that the meteoric showers can observe an almost exact
uniformity in falling at all times and in all parts of the sun^s
surface. For the continual precipitation of these meteorites,
Professor Thomson finds a resisting medium necessary ; but it
would seem that the chemical changes which such a fluid may be
expected to undergo when condensed at the sun's surface, would
account in a more simple manner for the illumination of our
system.
It appears, however, that the resistance of a space-pervading
medium must occasionally lead to the occurrence of stupendous
meteoric scenes among the numerous systems composing our
universe. Each primary and secondary planet, by imperceptible contractions of their orbits dm'ing innumerable years, must
ultimately arrive in the immediate vicinity of their respective
central spheres, and must perform their last revolutions through
the dense luciferous atmospheres collected aromid the latter. A
satellite in such a condition could not end its career as one vast
meteor, for it must be reduced to an unstable equilibrium by
the attraction of the primary; and, by a sudden dismemberment, itwould be converted into innumerable fragments. This
change would evidently cause the meteoric illumination to be
exhibited on a more extensive scale; but a constant decline
would be inevitable as the fragmentary part, forming a
flat circular ring, became less capable of rendering the sether
luminous. In dark systems such occurrences would be most
likely to attract the attention of an observer in very distant
abodes of creation ; and on comparing the necessary deductions
from this theory with the recorded phfenomena of temporaiy
stars, it seems difficult to avoid the conviction that the stellar
curiosities which called forth such astonishment in 1572, 1604,
and other times, were the result of great meteoric exhibitions
occurring in the fetherial atmospheres of dark central bodies as
they were traversed by the ruins of dilapidated worlds.
Fi'om the appeamnce of meteors and temporary stars, we must
therefore conclude that photospheres envelope, not only suns,
but also planets and dark central spheres, whose attraction is
not sufficient to maintain them in a constantly luminous condition. Perhaps a closer relation between the atmospheric appendages ofall these great bodies may be revealed, if we consider
that the lower envelope of the sun is non-luminous, and that
meteoric stones cease to give light when they enter the lower
regions of our atmosphere.
But I must defer a further consi-
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deration of this subject. I feel some degree of satisfaction in
finding that the non-luminous condition of the planets has been
recently urged as an objection to ray views, as a disposition to
give them a fair test is apparent ; and I have reason to hope that
it will lead to a careful examination of those facts on which I
mainly rely for the confirmation of my theory on solar light.
Cincinnati, Ohio,
November 29, 1858.

LVIII.

Contributions to the knowledge of the Electric Spark.
By B. W. Feddersen*.
[With a Plate.]
IT is not on the whole surprising, that the investigation of
electrical phsenomena and their laws presents the greatest
difficulty in those cases where electrical motion arises from
electrical rest and the reverse. On the contrary, from analogy
with the other provinces of physics, we should be inclined to
pronounce the complete explanation of this state of transition
to be one of the most difficult problems of electricity. Although
it has not been proved that the electric spark gives in its path a
direct and undistorted representation of the electrical discharge
which produces it, yet the two stand in such intimate connexion,
that the study of the optical phsenomena in the electrical spark
must be of use in gaining a knowledge of the mode of discharge.
The study of the spark, it is true, also offers great difficulties.
The only possible method of obtaining a direct analysis of the
spark, appears to me to be the conversion, by a mechanical
motion, of the intervals of time into intervals of space. The rotating mirror which I judged most suited to my purpose is
based upon this principle. Although in my experiments I employed an electro-magnetic rotation apparatus to obtain an approximately uniform motion during short spaces of time, yet
in one important point my arrangement diflers from that of
Wheatstone. I effected the discharge, namely, when the apparatus was in one particular position, by means of a slipping spring,
thus furnishing every such discharge during its whole continuance with a circuit of as constant a nature as possible. After
converting, by means of such an arrangement, intervals of time
into intervals of space, the next problem is to devise a method
for the measm-cment of the latter. If, now, for this purpose the
mirrored image of the spark was removed beyond the distance
of distinct vision, and a scale was held at the same distance from
the eye, in such a manner that the image appeared to fall upon
* Translated by Dr. F. Guthrie, from PoKgendorrt's Annalen, vol. ciii.
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it, the measurements so obtained could only lay claim to approximative accuracy, because, on the one hand, the impression
of light on the eye is only of momentary continuance, on the
other hand, the manifold disturbances and irregularities of the
ph?enomenon totally preclude all possibility of repeating the experiment*.
In order to give the electric spark as long a continuance as
possible, I made use of the great resistance which moist conductors offer to the electric current. Finding that moist hemp
cords were useless for ray purpose on account of their property
of dispersing the electricity, I introduced into the circuit several
thin columns of distilled water enclosed in glass tubes, and
placed them either in immediate contact with the internal coating of the Leyden jar (represented in the Tables by + ), or separated from it by the spark-micrometer (in these cases marked
— in the Tables). The columns of water had the following absolute and reduced lengths, if for the latter we take as unit a
column of 1 millim. in
*/ thickness and 1 millim. in lengthf.
Columns of water. Absolute lengths.
Reduced lengths.
mm.
mm.

a
h

c
d

67
400
100

120
90
90
120

72

The same letter in the Tables always denotes one
90 and the same
tube, in which longer or shorter copper wires are inserted. The
distance between the two copper wires in the tube was the absolute length of the water column.
I. Observations of the Spark, ^c.
On introducing resistances between 100 and 1000 of my unit
of resistance, I observed two very different kinds of discharge, of
which sometimes the one, sometimes the other predominated.
Continuous discharge. — The first form of discharge appeared
in the rotating mirror in the following manner. The discharge
commenced by a single spark ; two luminous parallel bands
spread out from the two ends of the spark, enclosing a perfectly
dark space when the resistance was very great (from 400 to 1000
units) (Plate I. fig. 15), showing perhaps a similar motion of the
* A more detailed account of the method and apparatus employed, may
be found in my Inaugural Dissertation, Kiel, 1857 (published by Schwer,
Kiel).
t In order to distinguish this imit from that ordinarily employed, I call
it the " Reduced length of water."
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electricity to that which occurs by the so-called dark discharge*.
On diminishing the resistance, the bands became gradually
fainter, spreading further and further into the dark space, until,
by sufficiently small columns of liquid, this entire space appeared
filled with a luminous glow (figs. 16 and 17). The appearance of these bands was always introduced by a spark, and has
nothing M'hatever in common with the glow which may often be
observed upon the limb of the spark-micrometer when the flask
is charged for a spark of great length. The latter could not, on
account of its feebleness, be seen at all in the rotating mirror.
The bands mentioned generally ended suddenly in one or more
partial sparks. In those rare cases where this did not occur,
they gradually diminished in intensity until they entirely disappeared.
Intermittent discharge. — The second kind of discharge consists in a series of at first equidistant partial sparks, whose distances from one another gradually become greater towards the
end of the discharge (fig 19). It is true that the intervals by
different discharges are not always, ceteris paribus, the same.
AVhen, however, the intervals are of a minimum magnitude, the
greatest regularity occurs in the discharge of the sparks. We
may therefore M'ith probability assume that such discharge is
the normal one for the resistance employed, and that this is
merely interrupted, giving place periodically to the continuous
discharge when imperfect isolation or other disturbing influences
come into play during the discharge. The intervals of time,
moreover, which separate the regvUar partial discharges, do not
correspond to times of electrical rest ; for continuous discharge
takes place during these periods, as is plainly noticed when
the resistance is small, for then the intermediate spaces do
not appear absolutely dark, but the sparks are only maxima of
light. By greater resistance, however, the continuous luminous
appearance is too feeble to be recognized between two consecutive partial sparks. If, moreover, we remember that the
first kind of discharge is more easily obtained by small resistances, and the second by greater ones, we can understand why
the intermittent discharge gradually degenerates into a continuous one as the resistance diminishes, and why, when the
metallic circuit connectors are short, the latter exists alone
under all circumstances.
Neither of these species of discharge, moreover, occurs with
great constancy; for, generally speaking, an irregular mixture
of both is observed ; that is, separate sparks introduce the continuous discharge. The latter varies very much with one and
* Faraday's ExiJcrimcntttl Researches, par. 1544.
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the same resistance, the observed bands becoming longer, or
dwindhng to extinction, or sometimes bounded by a new spark,
or short series of sparks (fig. 18). The cases where a long
quite regular series of sparks was observed, occurred less often,
but still they were sufficiently numerous for observation.
These two kinds of discharge offer also a difference worthy
of notice for the direct consideration of the spark discharge ;
and pi'obably we may venture to hope for the explanation
of many remarkable changes of light and colour in the electric
spark by a closer study of the manner of discharge. The continuous discharge, which plays a very suborchuate part by great
resistance, and must therefore be observed by means of a small
column of water, appears in such cases as a homogeneous spark of
moderate diameter, and is recognized by the car as a single dull
blow*. The intermittent discharge, on the contrary, gives rise
invariably to a hissing sound, and generally, instead of a single
spark, a broad pencil f of sparks often with distinct intervals.
The separate bands of light in this pencil are clearly the
partial sparks passing one after the other, but which pass so
rapidly that they appear simultaneous to the ej^e J. The proof
of this is sufficiently obvious in viewing the image of the series
of sparks in the rotating mirror.
Invariability of the course of the sparks. — If the spark-micrometer isnot protected from the motion of the air caused by the
rotating apparatus, the first sparks almost always appear quite
straight, but they soon begin to bend towards the side to which
the draught blows, and such bending increases as the discharge
continues. The change of form is a continuous one, derived by
the one spark from its predecessor. Even when the line of the
spark is abruptly broken at one place, the angular bend is
assumed by the whole series of sparks (fig. 20). Such a
bending maj^, during the passage of the sparks, suffer a small
vertical displacement, so that it appears as an oblique line through
the series of sparks (fig. 21): this is undoubtedly attributable to
a small vertical motion of the air. All this appears to me to be
* The concordant observation of Riess in liis latest investigations has
reminded me that I had neglected, in my first description of the experiment, to draw attention to the difference of colour in the two species of
discharge. The spark of the continuous discharge (employing the smallest
resistances) assumed a yellowish colour, — while that of the intermittent
was red, with perhaps a shade of violet.
t The term pencil {Buschel) is strictly inappropriate, because it ajipears
in reality as though the successive s])arks all lay nearly in the same j)lane.
+ The discontinuity of the lightning observed by Dove on a rotating
coloured top, depends probably on nothing else than the occurrence on a
large scale of the above-described intermittent discharge.
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sufficient proof that every partial discharge, under all circumstances, endeavours to proceed on the same track which the
immediately preceding oue had taken.
Relation between intervals of time to those of space of tioo partial discharges. — It appeared to me of interest to ascertain the
interval of time which elapses between two partial sparks for
different distances of discharge and different resistances. The
observations, wliich were made at different times, did not, however,
present the concordance which was required, so that the time
ultimately obtained cannot lay claim to be an absolute measure.
Such an absolute determination would, moreover, be of small
value as long as bodies are employed for poles having an irregular form, such as those of the micrometer formed by the knob
with clamp-screw and matrix. If, however, the smallest of the
numerical values found be always taken, we appear to approximate
most to the truth, for then the greatest agreement prevails.
Inasmuch as the intervals increase towards the end of the series
of sparks, I naturally only estimated them at the commencement.
The following Table shows in what sense the time-interval observed
depends upon the distance of discharge. For the first half of
the Table I measm-ed the intervals of the sparks by estimating
how many sparks appeared to cover a scale of 2^ millims. or
5 millims. in length. The observations were here so made that
the discharge-spark in the circuit was brought about by approaching the knob of the spark-micrometer to the charged flask
after removing it from the electrifjdng machine. For the second
half, and in all other experiments, the distance was directly estimated, and the flask left in connexion with the conductor during
the discharge. I had, however, previously satisfied myself that
neither this combination nor even the addition of a second flask
exerted an appreciable influence upon the distance of the partial
discharges, so that (of course within certain limits) the extent
of the electrical surface was without influence. Generally speaking, the latter mode of observation appeared to give more discordant results than the first one ; and although the following
numbers show with sufficient clearness that the interval of time
diminishes as the distance of discharge increases*, still the observations with the resistance c can only serve to give an idea
of the irregularities which often occur, especially with freshly
filled resistance-tubes.
* This is undoubtedly a remarkable fact, although jjreviously jircdicted
by Riess. I am a\\;ue that the eye is generally disjjosed to estimate tlic
intervals of short hues as greater than those of longer oues, although
they be in reality equal ; I believe, however, that I have guarded i^jaiust
error of this kind.
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InteiTcd of time between two partial discharges as influenced by
the resistance. — Coucerning the observations made with different
resistance-tubeSj I may state that there did not exist the necessary
concordance between those performed on different days. The
moist tubes, shortly after being filled, gave greater and more
variable values for the interval between two partial sparks, than
they did after some time. The reason for this I have in no way
been able to discover ; for before I was able to investigate it, I
was compelled to relinquish my experiments. From amongst
my numerous experiments, therefore, 1 select only those having
the constant distance of discharge of 7 millims., and (excepting
those marked with an asterisk) which were performed on the same
day with tubes which I had already frequently employed. The
observations, however, are only intended to show in general that
the intervals increase with the increasing resistances. A law for
this increase cannot be derived from my numbers, although it
would seem that the intervals of time increase more rapidly than
the resistances. In the following observations, the experiments
were so arranged that the conductor of the machine remained
always in contact with the inner coating of the Leyden jar. In
the experiments marked with an asterisk, it was connected with
two jars.
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In general these results support the hypothesis advanced by
Ricss : it is only on comparing those intervals of time where a
resistance is introduced either on one side or symmetrically with
respect to the spark-micrometer, that we meet with something
remarkable. Of the observations, for instance, marked with an
asterisk, a friend to whom I showed the experiment, and who did
not know the resistance employed, was of opinion that the greatest interval occurred in the last observation. If, now, we consider
these two observations as conclusive, we may come to the conclusion that the phsenomenou of discharge is not altered on bringing on to one of the coatings any resistance smaller than that
already existing on the other one. This may undoubtedly be
made to agree very well with a theoretical explanation of the
intermittent discharge. I must not, however, conceal the fact,
that in other cases, after the introduction of the second resistance, an increase in the interval of time was produced ; nevertheless such increase was never so great as that which would
have been obtained by adding the intervals of time due to the
two resistances acting independently and alone.
Duration of the total discharge.— 'Qdorc I was acquainted with
the regular series of the partial discharges, I had endeavoured,
t Some days previously, shortly after the first filling, I hud found for
+ ric the interval 2i millims. to 6 millims., iind thence the smallest interval of time, 0-O00;j()f) second. Any i)lia;nomenon of i)oliii-i-/.ation would ui
time have c.-^erted an opposite influeiu-e. There was, moreover, scarcely a
trace of any separation of the two constituents of the water noticeable.
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by employiDg smaller resistances, to measure the time of a total
electrical discharge. A new difficulty, however, appeared here :
the residue in a Leyden jar, after its discharge through a column
of water, is, ccefeiis paribus, by uo means constant ; for the relation
of the discharged electricity to the original charge may be three
times as- great in one extreme of two cases to what it is in the
other : I shall return to this again. As, however, a mean value
between these two .extreme ones is by far of most frequent occur ence,noted
I
only those lengths of the luminous band which
I observed to lie iu the majority , of cases upon the scale. At the
same time care was taken that the entire discharge occurred at
a time when the circuit-completing spring of the rotary apparatus was slipping upon the metal. The jars employed were
always connected y?ith the conductor and the one pole of the
spark-micrometer,: while the water column was brought into
connexion with the other pole.
In this manner, although I have made only a few experiments
on different days atid. with different velocities of rotation, yet
these may serve to «h'ow generally, what is a priori evident
and otherwise sufficiently supported by indirect experiments, that
the duration of a total erec.trical discharge increases both with
the resistance and with the electrical surface. Further, it seems
probable that while the diiration increases with the distance of
discharge, it does so much uiore slowly; for with a fivefold distance the duration is not even doubled*. In judging of the
observations, it must further be r'epiembered that the phsenomena
of discharge almost always ei^ded as suddenly as they began, and
that a gradual decrease without a sharply defined limit, probably
only occurs with the smallest resistances. A s/««// diminution of
the intensity of the light towards the end of the luminous band,
however, was always observed.
* The fact which is shown subsequently, that tlie residue in the Leyilen
jar increases more slowly than the entire quantity of charge, is here of im))ortance. For if the residue be considered as always being a constant
fraction of the charge, and if we ado))t the hypothesis of partial discharges
only gradually approaching one another as the distance of discharge increases, we should be rather inclined to expect a diminution of the total
duration as the distance of discharge increased.
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Duration of the total discharge in seconds.

Resistances.

[

l st Leyden
Distpnce of
discharge
2 millims.

,,
"1""'

!
1

00012
0-0012

-ibi
-1*1

j

00016
0-0049
0-0061
0-0070
0-00'65

-Ui

jar.
Distance of
discharge
10 millims.

0-0014
0-0015

0-0078
00020

.

0-0129
00106
0-0115
0'-0l46
00117

2nd Leyden jar.
Distance
discbarge of

0-0092

-2i

00136
i

00143
00172
00183

0-0020

00015
0-0029
0-0025
0-0230
0-025^

;;^

0-0146
-b

Distance of
discharge
10 millims.

2 millims.

■

0-0293
0-0362
003] 0

II. Measurement of the eliminated
total discharge.
quantities' of Electricity in a
In considering the relation of the clifiiinated electricity to the
entire original electricity on discharging a Leyden jar through
a resistance of given magnitude, I hay'e not had an opportunity
of
varying
resistances
sufficientiy.
' I intended
thereforeexato
discuss
thisthe
question
on another
occasion,
after the further
mination othe
f phaenomena underexamination. The close connection, however, subsisting between this question and what has been
above considered, determines me to communicate the two series
of observations which I have as yet had an opportunity of making.
The quantity of electricity cUminated on discharging a Leyden
jar appears, it is true, for small resistances of the completing circuit, and with the most various charges, to be always a definite
aliquot part of the latter. This constant character is, however,
completely lost on the introduction of very great resistances.
The quantity of electricity eliminated by a discharge* was
determined by measuring how much the 16-millim. thick sphere
of the spark-micrometer had to be approximated in'order that,after
a discharge, a second, third, fourth, &c. discharge might be obtained f.
* It was hero necessary that tlic jar shouUl not have containeil, a short
time previously, a charge mucli greater than that emiiloycd in the experU
ment; for otherwise tlie alwiiys inconstant residue, the theory of which has
been given by Kohlrausch (PoggendorfF, vol. xci. pp. 56 and 17.9), would
have produced a considerable effect.
t Although the distance of dischai-gc does not offer a satisfactory measure for the quantity of charge and discharge, yet I have hesitated to employ areduction from the charge of a measuiing jar, given in the first de-
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With the smaller discharge (.240 milliras. reduced length of
water column) I read oflf directly on the nonius the alteration iu
the distance of discharge of the two discharges. With the greatest
resistance this altci-ation was too small. I was compelled therefore to allow several (3 to 6) discharges to occur, whereby the
diminution found in the distfmce. of discharge of the two discharges— the small numbers under B in the iirst Table — assumed
more the nature of a mean value. From three to six mean
values, observed in this way with about the same charge, were
then combined to a single mean value from which the relation
in question was reckoned.
For the greatest resistance, with which the charge in the jar
was very gradually increased, I have given each observation separately, while for the less resistance they are collected into four
groups ; for in one group the charges employed differed inconsiderably. Accordingly, in the accompanying Table, by every
group from which the greatest and least values for j and the
mean value are given alone, there is given also the number of the
observations which the group comprises.
Resistance = 4830 millims. reduced length B.of water.
A.
Charge
measured by
distance of
discharge in
millimetres.

305
•17

Mean.

:?« 310

B.
Alteration of the
distance of discharge, from
in millimetres
one
discharge to the
other.

A.
Charge •97
me.-isured by
distance of•
0
discharge in 7
millimetres.

■
B

•08
397 Mean.
4*05 •36
..no

Mean.

0041
■0•0^436 004-'

•35
324
•29 3-30

•036 ""4i
•050
0037
•042 0043

3-42
•43
•48 o..

0044
•060
•050 rtft-i

•43
•67 -^^^
365
•70
•68•76 3-69

•050
•048 OOol
0050
•056
•054
•060 0054

00135

Alteration of the
distance of dis•066metres
charge, infrom
millione
discharge to the
other.

•054
•064
0066

B

Mean.

'S•070 oo««

00148

•41

4-34 •
•05 41 ^03
•57

0 0133

*•060
A•0
66
0060

00153

•070

00148

•79
4^52 •79

•084
0070•084
•070

it *■''

00146
'■H
1

n.n-7

00164

'■''
•084

00/7

scription of my observations, aud foimdeil on a few exi)ei'imeuts, because a
reduction of errors of observation can only be admitted when by such reduction no new unknown en-ors can be introduced into the calculation.
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B^

Table {continued).
A.
Charge
measured by
distance of
discharge in
millimetres.

•
49294

Jlean.

•9
•95 8 4^96
500
-30
5-30
•37
•45

I2 '-^^

550
•72

B.
Alteration of the
distance of discharge, in millimetres
from one
discharge to the
other.

•080 Mean.
0090

A.
Charge
measured•74 by
distance of
•8•18in discharge
7
millimetres.
a' ■

0-0169

■100
-1101 0-84
,

-140
00 •
-0
0060 /
■"^^ 0089
•090
•100
""^
•090
0-100
•106

0-0166

0-0187

•120
'^5
0100
^20 «1
•112
00200
-130 0-118
•130

•04
6-02

•130
0-126

«-4«

-29
•77 6^78

•25
722

\l\

00201

0-0212
0138

725

•142
•1 Mean.
0150 40
•164 0147
•175

0187
•170
0-175

0^0217

0177

00244
0-0244

•13
7-63
•40 ^*^
•92 7-85
8-01
•23 •
•48'
.8 06
•44
•60
•61
22
8-32
•78
•48

0-124
•132

630
•65

^5

-120
•140
•100 0123

Mean;

B

7^39

:^6 5«^
•86
5-80
•90
•89
•99 5-89

•21
•17
•25 6-13

6-70

B.
Alteration of the
distance of discharge, infrom
millimetres
one
•138 to the
discharge
other.

8-71
•99
9-05

8^49
•10
893

•180
•220

1

0163
•232
•210 0-198
0-225
•
•188217
•305

1
00253

00248

0-250
•240
S'«-203
•200

0-0287

•225•225 0244
•300
•300
0240
•285

0-270

00302

Two of the observations performed, the one immediately after
the other, are omitted from the above Table as being probably
erroneous.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. No. 110. Suppl.Vo]. 16.
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Resistance = 240 millims. reduced length of water column.
B.
A.
measured by
distance of
e
discharg s.in
millimetre
ar
Ch ge'

Number of
observations.

Maximum

...

Minimum
Maximum

...
...

Minimum
Maximum

...
...

Minimum
Maximum

...
...

Minimum

...

32

35
25
16

3-90
3-81
3-80
5-60
5-25

5-55
6-55
6-78
6-70
8-70
8-30
8-20

Alteration in
distance of
discharge from
one discharge
1-75 to
the other in millimetres.
1-03

0-60
2-50
1-61
1-00
3-35
2-72
1-40
4-17
5-10
2-20

B

0-449
0-270
0-158
0-307
0-446 .'
0-180
0-511
0-401
0-209
0-586
0-502
0-268

On looking at these two Tables, we are at once struck with the
fact that for both resistances the relation -r- of the eliminated
electricity to the original charge increases with the distance of
discharge; and this is the case both with the mean value
obtained from a number of observations, and for the minimum
and maximum value of them. When I made the observations
described above, the relations of the intermittent discharge were
entirely unknown to me. The result observed was consequently
a source of great surprise to me, because it appeared scarcely
reconcileable with any theoretical view. Proceeding, namely, from
the hypothesis of a continuous discharge, there is no reason
why, even when the resistances are great, as well as when the
metallic circuit connexion is short, such quotient should not be
constant with the most various charges*. Admitting, however,
an intermittent discharge, it is possible for a difference in this
respect to exist between great and small charges, for by the
latter the continuous discharge alone may take place. In what
way, however, the intermittent discharge by itself can cause an
B .
.
.
increase in the quotient -v-, is not immediately apparent ; for
such influence must be caused either by the number of the
partial discharges or the value of a single partial discharge, or
* The circumstance that the quantities of electricity were measured by
the distance of discharge, would here only account for a very small divergence from the proportionality.
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by both. Concerning the value of a single partial discharge,
that is, the relation between the electricity eliminated by it to
the original charge, it is clear that such relation depends wholly
upon the quantity of electricity concentrated upon the polar
spheres (or upon one of them when the othjer is connected with
the earth), if the statical electricity upon the thin connector of
the great-resistance column may be neglected. Let us therefore
consider the polar substance in connexion with the internal
jar-coating. The irregular form of the body forbids the employment of calculation here; but by a simple course of reasoning,
we may explain the nature of the changes ; i. e. whether at the
moment before the discharge, the quantity of electricity concentrated upon the polar substance increases proportionally to
the charge, or more quickly, or more slowly; and the solution
of this question is for the present sufficient.
It is, namely, evident that, without the induced action of the
polar body in connexion with the earth, the second pole, which,
with the internal coating, forms a continuous, invariable whole,
always has upon its surface a definite aliquot part of the entire
charge. This is also evidently approximately true if the firstnamed connected polar body be considered as present, but at a
sufficient distance (at a great distance of discharge). If, now,
the distant pole be brought nearer, on the one hand the free
electricity upon the pole in connexion with the internal coating
would remain the same with respect to the entire charge, on the
other hand a certain quantity of fixed electricity* would be
withdrawn from the reservoir, in consequence of the inducing
action of the earth-connected pole. Such abstraction would
always increase as the distance diminished. The entire electricity upon the pole (whose unit of quantity is always given
by the corresponding charge) is therefore the sum of a constant and a variable, the latter of which increases as the distance
of discharge increases. Hence, on increasing the total charge,
the value of a partial discharge is not increased to the same
extentf.
Accordingly, if -j- were conditioned wholly or principally by
the value of the partial discharge, its change could only take
place in the opposite direction to that which is shown by ex* The capacity of the reservoir is always assumed to be so great that
the loss of this electricity alters the density of the free electricity in the jar
inai)j)reciably.
+ Perha])s the explanation gains in perspicuity by remembering that
not only the jar, l)ut also the system of the two polar bodies may be received as an electrical condenser, witii the exception that in this case the
thickness of the isolating coating is variable.
2 I. ^
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periment to be the case. We have therefore to seek for some
other cause capable not only of counteracting the influence of
the variable just found, but of overpowering it. The knowledge
of the phsenomena which I have observed by the intermittent
discharge may give us the clue to this.
Remembering that the interval of time between two partial
discharges becomes less as the distance of discharg e increases
and bearing in mind the atmospheric disturbances caused by
such partial discharges, it seems to be a natural consequence,
that the total number of the partial discharges increases with
the charge and the distance of discharge. This increase, concerning which nothing further is at present known, may possibly,
when the distance of discharge increases, overcome the weakening influence of the electro-static arrangement. After I had
learned to recognize the intermittent discharge directly, I was
quite convinced that with the above-mentioned resistances (4830
millims. and 240 niillims. reduced length of water column) I
had had to deal exclusively with discharges of this kind.
If the same reasoning be applied to the experiments which
were made by the determination of the duration of an electrical
total discharge, the two facts observed seem partly to corroborate one another.
LIX. Chemical Notices from Foreign Journals.
By E. Atkinson, Ph.D.
[Continued from p. 368.]
DEVILLE* has made a communication on what he terms
" the disassociation of compound bodies." When heat
acts upon a body it produces expansion, which is considered to
be due to the action of a repulsive force of heat ; and if a suitable compound be heated sufficiently high, the distance between
the molecules may become so great that the latter pass into the
free state. Such phsenomena Deville classes under the above
head. Thus anhydrous nitric acid spontaneously decomposes
into its elements even at ordinai-y temperatures, anhydrous cai*bonate of ammonia at 60° C, and ammonia at a red heat. Grove
has shown that platinum, at its melting-point, decomposes water
into its elements. On repeating the experiment on a large scale,
Deville found that only a very small quantity of detonating gas
was produced in proportion to the heat employed. This arose
from the fact that the liberated elements again combine, and
that only those portions escape recombination which are immediately cooled down to the ordinary temperature by the sur* Comptes Rendi/s,vo\. xlv. p. 857.
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rounding water. This was confirmed by an experiment in which
high-pressure steam was passed through a platinum tube filled
with pieces of lime, and heated nearly to the melting-point of
platinum. In this case only a small quantity of detonating gas
was formed.
Deville endeavoured to ascertain the temperature at which
this occurred. Keguault had observed that silver at its meltingpoint decomposes water, which it again liberates in exhibiting
the phsenomenon of " spitting." Deville endeavoured to explain
this by assuming that the water, in passing through the heated
porcelain tube used in the experiment, decomposed into its elements, and on this depended the absorption of free oxygen, but
that silver had not a sufficient affinity for oxygen to decompose
water. He sought to confirm this explanation by using for the
experiment an oxide readily reduced by hydrogen at a low tempei'ature, and which is consequently itself incapable of decomposing water. A long and broad platinum tray, filled with pure fused
litharge, was placed in a porcelain tube which it filled to twothirds. The porcelain tube was heated to bright redness, and a
rapid current of steam passed through. Much oxide of lead
volatilized, and at the conclusion of the experiment there were
evidences that the oxide of lead in solidifying had disengaged
oxygen. On examining the tube, it was found that those parts
exposed to the strongest heat showed symptoms of glazing, from
the volatilized oxide of lead; further on there was pulverulent
oxide of lead, and finally a mirror of reduced lead. In passing
through the tube the water had been decomposed into its elements, the oxygen had been absorbed by the litharge, and the
hydrogen had reduced some oxide of lead, but only where the
decomposed water could be again formed. Deville estimated
this temperature at very near the melting-point of silver.
Although water cannot exist at the melting-point of silver,
still by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen so much heat
is liberated that iridium can be melted. How is it that the
oxyhydrogen flame melts platinum, and that molten platinum
again decomposes water ? If we could compare the quantity of
platinum melted by a given weight of detonating gas with the
quantity of water decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen by the
platinum thus melted, a conclusion might be drawn in reference
to the condition of these gases at the moment of that disengagement of heat at which water is no longer formed.
Deville describes an experiment which seems to prove that
hydrate of soda, and especially hydrate of potash, easily decompose into their elements at a temperature near that of the meltnig- point of wrought iron. The experiment is essentially that
He
of Gay-Lussac and Thenard, of the production of sodium.
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took a mercury-bottle provided at the mouth with an iron tube,
and at the lower part, near the bottom of the bottle, with a
second tube at right angles to the axis of the bottle. This bottle
was heated in a blast-furnace in which a white heat could be
produced, the roof of the furnace being perforated to allow the
vertical tube to pass through. The bottle was filled either with
pure iron filings reduced by hydrogen, or with pure iron sponge.
When the temperature in the furnace had reached white heat,
hydrate of potash was passed into the bottle by means of the
vertical tube, and the horizontal tube was provided with a receiver. As soon as potassium had been obtained, the operation
was rapidly stopped, when he observed —
1. That as soon as the supply of potash ceased to be very
rapid, much potash was volatilized. Potassium is only obtained
when large quantities of potash are added through the upper
tube.
2. On sawing across the bottle, the iron in the part of the
bottle which had been hottest was found to be as bright as before
the experiment, and without a trace of oxide. In the lower part,
where there had been less heat, there was a magma of oxide of
iron and potash.
3. If the whole bottle is kept at the temperature at which the
magma in the previous experiment is formed, no trace of potassium, but only hydrogen and potash are formed.
It may therefore be concluded that, in passing over the whitehot iron, the hydrate of potash decomposes into its elements, and
potassium, hydrogen, and oxygen in their free state reach the
lower part of the apparatus. Only a portion of free oxygen is
absorbed by the iron, and hence potassium is formed, which is
carried away in the rapid current of hydrogen ; and the potash
mechanically prevents the oxide of iron from giving up its oxygen
to the potassium, or to the excess of hydi'ogen.
The best proof that the iron on the hottest parts of the apparatus only serves for the transmission of heat is the fact that, if
the whole bottle be kept at the somewhat lower temperature
which the lower part of the bottle has when potassium is produced, only hydrogen and potash vapour are formed.
Deville finally mentions the great influence which velocity has
upon those chemical actions which depend on the decomposition
of compounds into their elements in the preparation of changeable substances. Oxide of zinc volatilizes in a slow current of
hydrogen, but is reduced in a lapid stream. In the same manner, the use of chalk in Deville's preparation of sodium consists
in the effect of the large quantity of carbonic oxide formed by the
action of the charcoal on the chalk. Experiment^; in this direction will furnish the elements of a chapter of cliiniical dynamics, in
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which those phsenomena will be explained where velocity enters
as influencing the result of chemical affinity.
In the above communication the view has been again raised
and furnished with new grounds by Deville^ that a body may
decompose at a higher temperature, and at a lower temperature
be again formed out of the elements into which it had decomposed,— so that, knowing the starting-point and ultimate results
of the action of heat upon a substance, no change would appear
to have taken place. Kopp* points out that, in the fact that
this is possible, and probably is moi-e frequent than is generally
supposed, an explanation may be found of the unusual condensation shown by a number of substances in the vaporous condition.
Bodies usually correspond to a condensation to one, two, or four
volumes. But there are compounds which, from the determinations of their vapour-densities, show condensations differing from
these ; and some of them, which may be considered as determined with certainty, are as if they had been decomposed, at the
temperature at which the vapour-density was taken, into substances out of which they could be again formed at lower temperatures.
For the haloid compounds of ammonium, NH'' CI, NH'*Cy,
analogy with HCl would lead us to expect a vapour-density corresponding toa condensation to 4 volumes. Bineau found that
their vapour-density corresponded to a condensation to 8 volumes;
and it is probable that at their volatilizing-point they decompose
into two substances whose space together occupies 8 volumes —
into NH^= 4 vols., and HCl or HCy, also = 4 vols. The same
is probably the case with the compounds PH''Br and PH'*C1.
Analogy with HS would lead us to expect for Nil'* S a condensation to 2 volumes. Bineau's determination gave 6 vols.,
just as if the compound had decomposed into NH^= 4 vols.,
and HS= 2 vols. The vapour-density of NH^ S, HS ought to
correspond to 4 vols. Bineau found it to be 8 vols. Probably
it decomposes into NH''= 4 vols., and into 2HS= 4 vols.
Cahours found that PCP showed, at temperatures which lie so
far above the boiling-point of the body that its vapour density
was constant, a condensation to 8 vols. This might be a decomposition into PC1^= 4 vols, and 2C1= 4 vols.
Carbamate of ammonia, NH^O, NH^C^O^ (the body generally termed anhydrous carbonate of ammonia, 2NH'', 2C0'^),
was found by Rose and Bineau to show a condensation to 12
vols., which would be as if it had split up into 2Nn^= 8 vols.,
and 2C02= 4 vols.
Bineau had suggested the above explanation for carbamate of
* Liebi{<'s Annulvn, Miirch 1858.
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ammonia, for hydrosulphide of sulphide of ammonium, and for
cyanide of ammonium ; and Gerhardt had explained the abnormal condensation to 8 vols, exhibited by the body C^ CI''' 0^,
obtained by the action of chlorine on methylic aether, by assuming that that density was not the density of its vapour, but
the density of a mixture of phosgene gas, C^CFO^= 4 vols.,
and the
chloride of carbon, C^ Cl'*= 4 vols., which might have
been
formed.
Wohler has described a method* by which the preparation of
inflammable siliciuretted hydiogisnt, hitherto only formed by
the aid of the galvanic current, is effected by a purely chemical
process, and as readily as is that of.phosphuretted hydrogen.
40 grms. of fused chloride of magnesium, 35 grms. of welldried silicofluoride of sodium, and 10 grms. of fused chloride
of sodium are finely pulverized in a hot mortar, well mixed,
and then placed in a stoppered bottle. 20 grms. of sodium
in small pieces are then added, and mixed with the powder
by being well shaken. At the same time a Hessian crucible is
raised to a full red heat, and the above mixture projected into it,
the crucible rapidly covered, and the heat somewhat raised.
When the action is over, and no more sodium flames issue
from the lid, the crucible is taken out, allowed to cool, and
broken. The result is a fused, blackish-gray slag, containing metallic, lustrous lamellae and beads. This slag serves
directly for the preparation of the gas. A slag which yields a
spontaneously inflammable gas may also be prepared by taking
other than the above proportions; and also when, instead of
silicofluoride of sodium, a mixture of cryolite and water-glass is
used; or instead of chloride of magnesium, fused chloride of
magnesium and sodium.
To generate the gas, some of this slag coarsely pounded is
placed in a small two-necked bottle, into one neck of which tits
a i'unnel-tube reaching nearly to the bottom, and into the other a
short and somewhat wide gas-delivery tube. The bottle is quite
filled with water, and placed under the surface of the water in
the pneumatic trough, so that the delivery-tube is also filled with
water, and no air remains. A gas-jar filled with water is jilaced
over the delivery-tube, and concentrated hydrochloric acid gradually added through the funnel-tube, care being taken that no airbubbles are passed in at the same time. The gas is generated
with great violence, and a thick foam is carried along with it into
the jar, which, however, gradually settles down, so that the gas
may be ti-ausferred from one jar to another.
The whole opera* Liebig's Annalen, July 18.58.
t Phil. Mag. August 1857, June 1858.
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tion must be performed with boiled-out water; for with water
containing air, the gas soon becomes cloudy and loses its spontaneous inflammability. The gas may be transferred to a jar over
mercury, and at the same time dried, by collecting it in a jar
with a stopcock, to which is attached a chloride of calcium tube,
and a delivery-tube as narrow as possible. At first the gas
takes fire in the tube which still contains air, and then burns at
the mouth.
It is then inserted under the mercuiy-jar.
Each bubble of the gas on issuing into the air takes fire with
a violent explosion, and the resulting silica forms beautiful
annular clouds. Issuing from a narrow tube into the air, it
burns with a large, brilliant, white flame. Passed through a
gently heated glass tube, it is readily decomposed, and the sides
of the tube are covered with a mirror of reduced silicon. It also
forms a mirror when its flame burns against a porcelain plate.
Notwithstanding its great inflammability, the gas prepared by
the above process contains a large quantity of free hydrogen,
altliough less than that prepared by the electrolytic process.
The gas precipitates solutions of sulphate of copper, nitrate of
silver, and chloride of palladium. The copper and silver are
precipitated as siliciurets, and the palladium is reduced to the
metallic state.
The substance which yields the gas exists in the slag in the
form of small particles, or very small globules. By effecting the
reduction with the addition of fluor-spar at a very high temperature, a small proportion of dark iron-gray fused masses
were obtained. With hydrochloric acid they gave off inflammable
gas, leaving a residue of crystallized silicon and dense oxide of
silicon*, the formation of which on the surface of the mass soon
prevented the liberation of gas. But when these masses reduced
to powder were digested with sal-ammoniac solution, spontaneously inflammable gas was liberated with great energy, and the
solution contained magnesium. A gray metallic powder was
left, which, treated with hydrochloric acid, gave off" hydrogen,
and left a residue of crystallized silicon and oxide of silicon.
The metallic masses appear, therefoi-e, to be a mixture of three
substances, — of free silicon, of a siliciuret of magnesium, which
yields with hydrochloric acid siliciuretted hydrogen, and of a
siliciuret of magnesium, which forms with hydrochloric acid free
hydrogen and oxide of silicon. The latter substance is contained in large quantity in the foam formed in the preparation
of the gas.
In one preparation made on a large scale, small black, metallic,
crystalline globules were obtained, an analysis of which gave
numbers agreeing with tlie formula Si Mg^. If this decom* Plul. Ma-. June IH.W.
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posed with hydrochloric acid exactly into chloride of magnesium
and siliciuretted hydrogen, the latter would have the formula
Si H^, thus—
SiMg2 + 2HCl=SiH2 + 2MgCl,—
and might contain in one volume half a volume of silicon gas
and two volumes of hydrogen. But in the decomposition, oxide
of silicon was formed, the production of which might, however,
depend on a secondary process, and staiid in connexion with the
simultaneous occurrence of free hydrogen.
The manganese which Brunner* obtained by i-eduction of the
fluorides and chlorides of sodium by means of sodium, was found
by that chemist to possess other properties than that reduced
from the oxide by charcoal ; and on examining a specimen prej)ared by Brunner, Wohler found that it dissolved in hydrochloric
acid with difficulty, and left a residue of oxide of silicon ; and it
was hence probable that this difference in the properties depended
on the presence of silicon which had been formed by the action
of the fluorides on the substance of the crucible. Wohler has
madet a variety of experiments with the view of obtaining a definite compound of silicon and manganese.
A mixture of equal parts of fluoride of manganese, water-glass,
cryolite, and sodium, firmly pressed in a Hessian crucible, and
covered with a layer of a mixture of chloride of sodium and
chloride of potassium, and then heated m a furnace, yielded a
well-fused, hard and brittle regulus,the fracture of which had indications ofa lamellar crystalline aspect, but appeared to contain
no free silicon. It was much less readily attacked by acid than
was Brunner's manganese. Each piece became covered with a
crust of dense oxide of silicon ; and. the gas which escaped consisted of hydrogen containing siliciuretted hydrogen ; for on
being passed through a gently heated tube, a beautiful mirror
of silicon was formed. This specimen contained 11"7 per cent,
of silicon.
Another experiment made with a mixture of fused chloride of
magnesium and sodium, fluor-spar, water-glass and sodium, gave
a fine brittle regulus containing a few small cavities lined with
steel- coloured prismatic crystals. This siliciuret of manganese
contained 13 per cent, of silicon, thus nearly corresponding to the
formula Mn^Si, which would require 13-37 per cent.
In two experiments made with sodium, chloride of manganese
and sodium, and silicofluoride of potassium without the addition
of fluor-spar, no manganese was obtained. In another experiment
a mixture of chloride of manganese, sodium, cryolite, and quartz
* Phil. Mag. vol. XV. p. 112.
t Liebig's Annaltn, April 1858.
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sand was taken. The regulus had indications of a lamellar crystalline structure, and a colour slightly inclining to yellow. It
contained 11 per cent, of silicon.
Brunner had found that manganese prepared by his process,
without the intentional addition of silicon, contained from 0"6 to
6*4 per cent. ; and in one preparation in which siiicofluoride of
potassium was added, a regulus was obtained containing 9*86
per cent, of silicon*. He found that the proportion of silicon
may be diminished by mixing the regulus in coarse powder with
twice its weight of chloride of sodium, to which 1 per cent, of
chlorate of potash had been added, and keeping the mixture for
a few minutes at a white heat. In this manner the silicon is
oxidized and passes into the slag, and the proportion of silicon
is diminished to 0-1 per cent. But the metal thus prepared is
not sensibly altered either in colour, hardness, fusibility, or
lustre ; and Wohler is inclined to think that even such a small
proportion of silicon is sufficient to alter the properties of the
metal, especially as the diiFerent kinds of iron — bar iron, steel,
and cast iron — show something similar.
Schweizer found t that ammoniacal- solution of oxide of copper,
prepared by dissoMng hyposulphate of copper or basic sulphate
of copper in strong ammonia, has the property of dissolving vegetable fibre even at ordinary temperatures.
Cotton immersed in
the liquid soon becomes gelatinous, and finally dissolves-up to an
almost clear blue solution, wilich when much diluted with water
may be filtered.
Hydrochloric acid added to this solution precipitates a voluminous white mass, which appears to be disintegrated but not essentially altered cellulose.
Paper and linen
also dissolve, but more slowly.
Silk dissolves even more rapidly
than cotton ; and acids precipitate from the filtered solution a gelatinous mass. Wool is only dissolved when heat is applied. Hair
swells up without dissolving.
Bladder at first swells up, and
then dissolves.
Starch merely swells up, but inuline dissolves.
CramerJ investigated the deportment of Schweize<i''s reagent
towards cellular membrane, starch, inuline, and cellular nucleus,
and found Schweizer's observations confirmed.
He also observed that the solvent ]n-o]jerties of the solution are diminished
by being kept long, and also by the frequent access of air.
Schlossberger§ has recently observed that ammoniacal solution of oxide of nickel has the property of dissolving silk, and,
*
t
vol.
X

Pof^jjendorflF's Annalen, vol. ciii. p. 1.'19.
Journal fiir Prukl. C/u-mte, vol. Ixxiii. p. 10i>.
xvi. |). 'i'i.
JoiinialfiJr Praht. Cliemie. vol. l.wiii. |). 1.

§ l>iLl)i}r'K Aitinilen, July lt<i>H.

Clieiiiicul Gazette,
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as it does not dissolve cotton, affords a means of distinguishing the two substances. Wlien silk is stirred in a test-glass
with the solution by means -of a glass rod, it becomes of a yellowish-brown colour, like that of hydrated oxide of iron, gelatinous, and finally dissolves into a homogeneous solution of a
yellowish-brown colour. Sc^utions of the alkalies do not precipitate this solution ; sal-ammoniac restores to it its blue colour
without precipitating it. By acids the silk is precipitated. Cellulose isnot at all attacked by the ammoniacal oxide of nickel
solution. Starch does not swell up; but inuline is gradually
dissolved.
The same chemist has communicated* some facts in reference
to Schweizer's reagent. The solvent property of CuO NH^ is
greatly diminished by the pi-esence of salts. The reagent is conveniently prepared by dissolving fi-eshly precipitated and well
washed hydrated oxide of copper in strong ammonia. The
richer the solution in oxide of copper, the more rapid is the
action ; even the strongest ammonia is without action if it is
poor in oxide of copper. The clear filtered solution of cellulose
is immediately precipitated by strong solutions of the alkalies :
the same is the case, though even more rapidly and completely,
with honey, or with a concentrated aqueous solution of gumarabic or dextrine. Cellulose is undoubtedly contained in the
solution as such. Silk is dissolved into a blue solution, its
solution in nickel being yellowish bi'own. Salts, solution of
sugar, and mucilage precipitate the solution either not at all or
very sparingly, and even acids but imperfectly.
LX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.
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[Continued from p. 473.]
April 29, 1858. — J. P. Gassiot, Esq., Vice-President, iu the Chair.
THE following communications were read :—
"An Account of the Weather in various localities during the
15th of March, 1858 (the dav of the Great Solar Eclipse). By Edward Joseph Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S. &c.
"On the Structure and Functions of the Hairs of the Crustacea."
By Campbell De Morgan, Esq.
" Note on the Measurement of Gases in Analysis." By A. W.
Williamson, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry iu University
College, and W. J. Russell, Ph.D.
In Bunsen's admirable method of gas analysis, considerable time
* Liebig's Annalen, July 1868.
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and trouble are expended in observing the exact temperature and
pressure to which the gas is subjected at the time of measurement ;
and also in calculating from these data the volume which the gas
would occupy at the normal temperature and pressure. Frankland's
excellent apparatus, on the other hand, protects the gas from the
influence of variations of atmospheric" pressure, and, under favourable conditions, even from the influence of- change of temperature ;
but the complication of this apparatus; and its liabihty to derangement, seem likely somewhat to limit its use.
If, when a fall of temperature takes place, we could diminish the
pressure on the gas exactly in proportion to the diminution of elasticity which it undergoes, such fall -of temperature would evidently
not alter the volume of gas in the eudiometer. In Uke manner a
rise of temperature might, if known, be counteracted by lowering the
eudiometer-tube. The same remarks apply to variations of barometric pressure ; as an increase of this influence might be counterbalanced byraising the eudiometer, and a diminution by depressing it.
It is therefore a question of some interest, to find, for any atmospheric temperature and pressure, at what height of the eudiometer
the enclosed gas will occupy the same volume as at the normal temperature and pressure. This is easily found by introducing a standard quantity of air into a tube over mercury, marking off" the height
of the mercury in the tube at the normal temperature and pressure,
then, at any other temperature or pressure, raising or lowering the
tube in the mercurial trough so as exactly to bring the enclosed air
to its nprmal volume. The mercurial pressure needed for this purpose isevidently the same as that needed under the same circumstances for the reduction of any quantity of gas to the volume which
it would occupy at the normal temperature and pressure.
The apparatus we use in applying this principle to gas-analysis
(fig. 1) consists essentially of the ordinary Bunsen's eudiometer,
and a "pressure-tube," which is simply a tube of some 6 or 7 inches
in length, and about the diameter of an ordinary eudiometer. It is
closed at one end ; and to the other is fixed a smaller tube of about
the same length. Such a quantity of air is introduced into this
pressure-tube, that when it is inverted in the trough the mercury
stands at a convenient height in the narrow tube. At this point a
mark is made, which indicates the height of mercury needed at any
temperature or pressure to reduce the enclosed air to its original
volume. The mercurial trough which we have used diifers only
from the ordinary one in being provided with a well at one end, thus
enabling the operator to raise or depress the eudiometer at pleasure,
so as always to bring the gas which it contains to the same pressure
as the air in the pressure-tube. IJoth the eudiometer and the
pressure-tube are held in a perj)endicu]ar position by means of
clamps which slide on uj)right rods. Each clamp is provided with
a simple kind of slow movement, by which the tube can be raised or
lowered by the operator whilst he is looking through a horizontal
telescope at a suitable distance.
We place the j)ressure-tube in front
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of the eudiometer, and by means of the fine adjustment bring the
column of mercury in the small tube exactly to the normal mark.
The eudiometer is then adjusted, also by .means of the slow movement, so that the top of its meniscus (as seen through the horizontal
telescope) exactly coincides with the top of the meniscus in the
pressure-tube. This is easily done; for the diameter of the pressuretube is considerably smaller than that of the eudiometer, and the
meniscus in the latter can be clearly seen on both sides of the meniscus in the pressure-tube.
By this method we are able to obtain very accurate results with
considerably less trouble than by Bunsen's method, and also without
having any calculations to perform. The following analyses made
during very stormy weather, of air deprived of its carbonic acid by
potash, gave results amongst which the greatest diflference was only
four-hundredths of a per cent. (•04).
I.

Volume of air taken
....
144*81
After addition of hydrogen
. . 234 •.50
After explosion
144 "00
Nitrogen
. , . 79-168
Oxygen.
. . . 20-832
100-000
II.

Volume of air taken
. .
After addition of hydrogen
After explosion
Nitrogen
. . .
Oxygen.
. . .

-.
'. .

139-55
229-07
141-89

79-176
20-824
100-000

III.

Volume of air taken
. . . . 148-1
After addition of hydrogen
. . 236-04
After explosion
143-30
Nitrogen
, . . 79-139
Oxygen.
. . . 20861
IV.

100-000

Volume of air taken
....
149-14
After addition of hydrogen
. . 248-.57
After explosion
1.5.5-28
Nitrogen
. . . 79-1.50
Oxygen.
. . . 20-8.50

Too^ooo

We are still engaged in experiments on this and some other points
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of gas analysis, and hope to have the honour of communicating our
results before long.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES.
Fig. 1 represents the whole apparatus.
Fig. 2 represents the clamp with the fine adjustment attached to it.
A is the part which slides up and down the vertical rod ; it is furnished on
the inside with a small steel peg which moves iu a groove, thus causing this
arm always to remain in thesame pljtne.
C D is a tuhe through which the rod F carrying the clamp passes.
E is a screw which retains the rod F in its place, and by means of which
the friction of the rod passing through" the tube can be increased.
G is the fine adjustment.
As this small cylinder is turned round to the right
or to the left, so the string either above or below it is wound on to it, and
consequently the rod F raised or lowered.
H is merely an arrangement by which the string can always be tightened.
K is a peg so placed with regard- tro the stop L, that when, by turning the
clamp round, it is pressed against the stop, the tube is then in the right
position for applying the final adjustment and reading off.

" On the Theory of Internal Resistance and Internal Friction in
Fluids ; and on the Theories of Sound and of Auscultation." By
Robert Moon, Esq., M. A., late Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge.
The author shows, in the first instance, that when sound is propagated along a cylindrical tube filled with air, the compression which
takes place in any element calls forth a resistance which diminishes
the velocity of the particles iu the element, at the same time that
the dilatation which takes place in any element calls into play a force
which will tend to increase the velocity of the particles in the element. He considers that the amount of the force thus called into
play (whether it be accelerative of, or retarding the motion), in an
element of given magnitude in a given indefinitely short interval,
will depend solely on the amount of compression or dilatation developed in the element in the interval, and the state of density in the
element at the time ; and he is thus led to the conclusion, that to
the ordinary equation for the transmission of sound through a column
of air must be added a term of the form

~

\dx/ ax at

where x denotes the distance from the origin of the element when
the air is at rest, y the same distance at the time t when the air is
in motion, b- a constant depending on the compressibility of air under
given circumstances, — so that the accurate equation of sound (variation of temperature being neglected) will stand

^^
dxdt'
\dx)
dx'\dx)
W
in which equation the upper or lower sign of 6" is to be taken according as the motion of the particles is in the direction in which x is
measured positively, or the contrary.
Ou the same principles the author shows that, in the case of
elastic fluids, the general equations of motion, when internal resistance istaken into account, must be written as follows :—
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du '
\dp _v_d{u)
p dx
dt' — ^ d.v
p di/
dt
^ dp _,, _ d{w)

~

(2)

chj I '
j„ d w

p ds
dt ~
dz \
where p denotes tlie density ; X, X> Z the iilipressed forces acting on
the element ; n, v, w the resolved parts of the velocity parallel to the
coordinate axes ; -^
dt.

the total differential

coefficient of u with

respect to t, &c. ; and Ic replaces the li^ of the pre.ceding case. The
author considers that, for moderate ranges of density, the above equations accurately represent the whole- internal resistance.
It is next shown, that when the fluid is inelastic, the same equations will represent the motion, provided that we obliterate p in the
terms involving F.
The force of internal friction in an elastic fluid in which the
whole motion takes place parallel to the axis of x, and in which the
whole lateral variation of motion transverse to the axis of x occurs in
a direction parallel to the axis of z, is then ^hown to be properly
represented by +H^p — , where n^ is a constant depending on the
nature of the fluid ; the sign of the term to be introduced into the
equation of motion being determined by the consideration that friction must always be a retarding force. The author thence derives
the conclusion, that in order to represent the effect of internal friction in the motion of an elastic fluid, we must add to the first of
equations (2) a term of the form
where
V-=?<^H-«--|-2<;^

and
\ dtj

dx )

\

dx

dz J

\ dz

dy )

and similarly with regard to the other two equations. When the
fluid is inelastic, the terms in the equations of motion depending
upon friction will be identical with those in the preceding case if we
obliterate from the latter p.
Reverting to the equation of sound, which (neglecting terms of the
second order) may be put under the form
dt'
dx^
dx dt
the author next shows that if the initial disturbance consist of a condensation alone, it will be transmitted with the velocity «(1 — e) in
the direction in which its particles are moving ; and that if it consists
PIdL Ma(j. S. 4. No. 110. fiupid. Vol. 10.
% M
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of a rarefaction aloue, it will be transmitted with the velocity « (1 + e)
in the direction contrary to that in which its particles are moving.
It is here sho\^^l also incidentally, that whetlier the resistance be
taken, into account or not, the particles of a wave of condensation
must all move in the same direction, which will be the direction of
transmission ; and the particles of a wave of rarefaction will all move
in the same direction, which will be contrary to that of transmission.
In confirmation of the conclusion that waves of rarefaction are
transmitted more rapidly than waves of condensation, the author
adduces the fact, that when explosions of gunpowder have taken
place, the glass in windows has been observed to break outwards
rather than inwards.
It is then suggested that, as when sound is produced a condensation and rarefaction of air usually occur in immediate succession,
if both kinds of disturbance were capable of aifecting the human ear,
we should hear sounds double ; and as we know practically that this
is not the case, it is contended that only one kind of disturbance,
i. e. either rarefaction alone, or else condensation alone, can stimulate
the ear.
It is shown to be « liriori probable, that if one of the two classes
of aerial disturbance is suppressed by the ear, that one would be disturbance bycondensation, inasmuch as waves of rarefaction being
swifter, would better perform the duty entrusted to them : and it is
pointed out that if the sensation of sound is produced by aerial rarefactions alone, a difficulty attending the received theory will be obviated, byreason of the velocity deduced upon that theory being too
small.
The author considers, iiowever, that the question, whether either
and which of the kinds of aerial disturbance is suppressed, can only
be satisfactorily determined by examination of the ear itself. He
accordingly endeavours to establish, by arguments derived from the
structure of the ear, that aerial rarefactions are alone capable of
stimulating that organ in man. These arguments are briefly as
follows :—
1 . The tympanal membrane being convex inwards, a condensation
could only affect the air in the tympanal cavity by stretching the
membrane, which would cause an expenditure of force, whereas a
rarefaction would produce the effect by a simple flexure of the
, membrane.
2. The sense of hearing being certainly produced by the motion
of the fluid in the labyrinth, which is a closed vessel filled with an
incompressible fluid, the requisite motion could not be produced by
a compression of the atmosphere.
3. The disposition of the muscles of the ear is such as is calculated
to assist and regulate the impressions produced by rarefactions rather
than those produced by condensations.
4. The existence of the Eustachian tube is indispensable to the
action of the organ (when all its other parts are in a normal state),
on the supposition that sound is occasioned by rarefaction, whereas
its uses are not satisfactorily predicable on the contrary hypothesis.
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The author observes that if rarefactions alone produce sound, it
follows that a simple contraction of the muscles of the ear will render sounds inaudible. It follows also, on the same hypothesis, that
a more delicate exercise of the same muscles will render the organ
minutely susceptible to the influence of certain sounds, to the exclusion of others. It is urged also, that, admitting the action of these
muscles to be to a large extent involuntary, there can be no doubt
that by practice a great degree of command may be acquired over
them. The author conceives that we may in this way account for
the facility acquired by many persons of reading and writing, and of
carrying on intricate trains of thought, without being disturbed by,
or being conscious of, the noises around them. He conceives also
that the same mode of explanation may be applied to account for the
power of appreciating and analysing the most complex harmonies
possessed by persons having a fine musical ear ; which the author
considers to be as certainly the result of specific mental and muscular
training, as the faculty of vocalization, or the art of playing on a
keyed instrument.
The author concludes by observing that the equations for the
transmission of an undulation along a musical string require a similar
correction to that introduced in the case of aerial vibrations. The
discussion of this branch of the subject he reserves for a future opportunity.
May 6. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
" On the Influence of Heated Terrestrial Surfaces in disturbing
the Atmosphere."
By Thomas Hopkins, Esq.
In this paper the author stated that the Hadleian theory of winds,
which is now the one generally recognized, is not supported by the
evidence of facts, but rests on assumptions founded on imaginary
effects of the partial expansion of the atmospheric gases by heat. It
is assumed in that theory, that when the tropical heat expands these
gases, they rise and flow away laterally in the higher regions towards
the poles, from which they return to the tropics in the lower regions.
But it was contended by the writer of the paper, that such heating
of the gases merely expands them, without making them rise and
overflow to other parts. The theory of Halley, once generally adopted,
represented that the air was greatly heated in the particular part
where the sun was nearly vertical, which made the air rise in that
part alone, admitting cooler air to flow into the place of that which
had ascended, and produced an influx of cool air below, from all parts
around, to the heated part, and an overflow above from it. But in
time experience showed that this hypothesis was not in accordance
with facts, and it was abandoned. The theory of Iladlcy, which
has been since adopted, substitutes the whole tropical belt, for the
heated locality of Halley, which travelled with the sun in his daily
course ; but the supposed rise of air in the tro|)ical belt, with an
overflow above and an influx below, was assorted to be e(|naily unsupported byexperience, and, being unproved, may be fallacious,
2 M 3
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The rise of heated air in a chimuey, sometimes pointed at as an illustration, was shown to be not analogous to that which takes place
when the sun heats the air unequally in different latitudes ; if it
were, the theory of Halley would be true, and cool air would flow
from all parts around to the greatly heated locality, just as cool air
passes to a fire, and, when heated, up a chimney. It was then shown
that it is gravitation which establishes an equilibrium of pressure in
the atmosphere, and that direct solar heating of the surface of the
earth and the air near to it, does not destroy that equilibrium. The
sun by heating the gases merely expands them, in proportion to the
increase of temperature in the part near the surface ; and the gases
over every portion of the hemisphere that is exposed to the action of
the sun are proportionally heated, expanded and raised without any
overflow of air taking place, leaving the equilibrium of pressure undisturbed bysuch heating. The solar heat merely raises the air that
is near the surface, over the most heated latitudes, a little higher than
the adjoining less heated, the difference in the rise in the various
latitudes, from the polar to the tropical regions, being successively
small ; and as there is no alteration produced in the weight of any
vertical column of the atmosphere, in any latitude, there is neither
overflow of air above, nor disturbance of the equilibrium of pressure.
The great disturbances that take place in the atmosphere were then
maintained to be caused by the heat which is conveyed, from the
surface of the globe, in vapour to different parts of the atmosphere
at various heights, and liberated in those parts when the vapour is
condensed into liquid. This liberation of heat creates ascending currents in the parts locally affected, when horizontal winds, produced
by gravitation, blow over the surface towards the ascending currents
to re-estabhsh the disturbed equilibrium. This process, by heating
the air in the middle regions, was asserted to have been proved to be
the cause, not only of the great trade-winds and the monsoons, but
of the storms and local winds over the different regions of the globe.
*' Notes of Researches on the Poly-Ammonias." By A. W. Hofmann, LL.D., F.R.S. — No. II. Action of Chloroform upon Aniline.
In a former Note I have alluded to some new alkaloids which are
produced by the action of the bromides of triatomic alcohols upon
the primary amidogen bases.
I have since examined more minutely one of these bodies. At the
common temperature, chloroform and aniline may be left in contact
for a considerable time without any change becoming perceptible.
Even at the temperature of boiling water scarcely anj reaction takes
place. But on exposing for ten or twelve hours a mixture of about
equal volumes of chloroform and aniline in sealed tubes to a temperature of 180° or 190° C, a hard brown crystalline mass is obtained, which consists chiefly of the hydrochlorates of aniline and of
a new crystalline base.
To obtain this compound in a state of purity, the brown crystalline
mixture formed in the digester-tubes is triturated with a small quantity of water, thrown upon a filter and washed with water. The first
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washings chiefly consist of hydrochlorate of aniline, which base
separates in oily globules on addition of potassa to the filtrate. By
testing the filtrate in this manner from time to time, it is found that
the basic body separated by addition of potassa gradually exhibits a
tendency to solidify, and ultimately falls as a yello\vish-white crystalhne precipitate. The residue upon the filter is now dissolved in
warm (not boiling) water, separated by a filter from a brown resinous
insoluble substance, and precipitated by ammonia or potassa. The
crystalline precipitate obtained in this manner is washed till free from
alkali, and repeatedly crystallized from weak spirit. It is diflficult
to obtain it perfectly white, a yellowish substance, which appears to
be partly formed during the process of solution, adhering with great
pertinacity.
Thus obtained, the new base is a white crystalline powder ; frequently itis obtained in minute scales, generally of a yellowish tint.
It is insoluble in water, but readily dissolves in alcohol and ether.
From the hot solution in these solvents it is precipitated by water as
a yellow oil, solidifying on cooling with crystalline structure. It is
easily dissolved by acids, with many of which it forms crystalline compounds. From the saline solutions thus produced the base is reprecipitated by potassa and also by ammonia. The salts of the new base
are not very stable ; their solutions, especially when heated for some
time, inevitably contain more or less aniline, the crystalline base itself
undergoing changes which I have not yet sufficiently examined.
The analysis of the new compound presents some difficulty.
Even after protracted exposure over sulphuric acid in the exsiccator,
a small quantity of water, while a temperature of 100° is
it
aptretains
to decompose it.
The nature of the body was, however, readily established by the
examination of a perfectly stable hydrochlorate, and also of a very
definite platinum- salt.
The results obtained in the analysis of these salts establish for the
new base the formula

H

J

It is obviously formed by the substitution of the triatomic molecule
(C^II)'" for 3 equivalents of hydrogen in 2 molecules of aniline,
which thus coalesce into a diamine molecule. Accordingly the base
might be called diphenyl-formyl-diamine, that is, diammonia, in
which 2 equivalents of hydrogen are replaced by 2 molecules of
jihenyle, and 3 equivalents of hydrogen by 1 molecule of formyle,
1 equivalent of hydrogen remaining unreplaced. Its formation is
expressed by the equation
4(C,, liy N) -h C2 HC1,= C.^ Ill, N, I-ICl + 2(Ci., H; N, nCl)
Hydrochlorate of
Hyilroclilorate of
ili]ilicnyl-formyl|)hcnylai)iinc.
(liuminc.

As seen from this equation, the new base, although uumistakeably
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corresponding to 2 molecules of ammonia, like many other polyammonias, is raonoacid.
The analysis of the hydrochlorate leads in fact to the formula
Co6Hi2N2,HCl.
The platinum-salt contains
C26Hi.,N2,HCl,PtCU.
The new derivative of aniline undergoes several remarkable changes
which require further elucidation.
" Note sur un Organe, place dans le Cordon Spermatique, et dont
I'existence n'a pas etc signalee par les Anatomistes." Par F. Giraldes,
Professeur Agrege de la Faculte de Mcdecine, &c.
" On Chonclrosteus, an Extinct Genus of Fish allied to the Sturionidse."
By Sir Philip de Malpas Grey Egerton, Bart,, F.R.S.
May 20. — The Lord Wrottesley, President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read : —
" On the Resistance of Tubes to Collapse." By William Fairbairn, Esq., C.E., F.R.S. &c.
The object kept in view bj'- the author of these researches was to
determine the law which governed the resistance of cylindrical tubes
to external uniform pressure. The anomalous condition in which
these constructions have been placed in reference to the internal flues
of boilers, and the frequent fatal accidents from explosions produced
by collapse, have imperatively called for inquiry into the causes which
have led to these unfortunate results. Ever since the first introduction of the steam-engine as improved by Watt, and especially since
the increased demand for its construction, and its application to
almost every branch of industry and every system of transit, the
consideration of all circumstances which may affect its economy and
security, has become of vast public importance.
During the more early period which followed its first introduction,
the form of boiler and its powers of resistance to strain, were considerations ofmuch less importance than at present. Then the force
of steam, or the pressure under which it was generated, was only
about one-eighth, and in some cases less than a sixteenth of what it
now is. Besides, the fertde genius of Watt had provided against
accident, by a self-acting apparatus, which regulated not only the
pressure, but the supply of water to the boiler. Since that time a
total change has taken place in the construction and working of the
steam-engine ; and boilers which were perfectly safe at 7 lbs. upon the
square inch, are absolutelj'^ inadequate for generating steam at 40 lbs.
to .50 lbs. on the square inch. This being the case, it follows that every
precaution becomes urgently necessary which may serve to increase
the strength, and equalize the resisting power of vessels containing
an element of such potent influence, and yet so essential to the comforts and enjoyments of civilized life.
Entertaining these views, the author goes on to say, that hitherto
it has been considered an axiom in boiler engineering, that a cylin-
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drical tube, placed in tbe position of an internal flue, is equally
strong in every part when subjected to uniform external pressure ;
the length not affecting the strength of a flue so placed. This rule
is, however, only true when applied to tubes of infinitely great length,
and it is very far from true when the length of the tube does not exceed certain limits, and when the ends are retained in form by being
riveted to the boiler, and thus prevented from yielding to external
pressure. These facts were fully demonstrated by the experiments
related in the Paper, which, for obvious reasons were conducted under
circumstances as nearly as possible analogous to those now in actual
operation upon a larger scale. With this view, a large and powerful
cylinder, 8 feet long, and 2 feet in diameter, was prepared for the
reception of the tubes ; and being acted upon by hydraulic pressure,
collapse was produced, and the results recorded, as fully explained
in the Paper. It will suffice here to state the more important conclusions derived from the investigation, which fell under the following
heads : viz. — 1st, the strength of tubes as affected by length ; 2nd,
the strength of tubes as affected by diameter ; lastly, the strength of
tubes as affected by thickness of metal.
1 . On the first head, the strength as affected by length, the results
are conclusive and interesting. Within the limits of from 1 foot 6
inches to about 10 feet in length, it is found that the strength of
tubes similar in every other respect, and supported at the ends by
rigid rings, varies inversely as the length, as may be seen from the
following results obtained with 4-inch tubes.
Diameter,
Inches.
4 ...
4 ...
4 ...

Resistance of 4-inch tubes to collapse.
Thickness of Plates.
Length.
Collapsing
137 Pressure.
Inches.
Inches.
lbs. per s(iuare inch,
19
..
-043
60
.,
65
43
-043
40
..
-043

The remarkable differences in the resisting pressure of the above
similar tubes will be at once apparent, and it will be found by calculation that they follow the law of inverse proportion, the same as
those of larger dimensions, the strengths diminishing as the lengths
are increased.
The same law of resistance is maintained in 6-inch tubes, giving,
for a tube 30 inches long, .Oj lbs., and for one 59 inches long only
32 lbs. on the square inch, as the pressure of collapse. Again, in 8inch tubes wc have, in a long gcries of experiments, 32 lbs. per square
inch in a tube 39 inches long, and 39 lbs. in one 30 inches long. In
the same manner all the experiments on tubes of 10 and 12, and up
to 18 inches in diameter may be compared, and the law of resistance is
in like manner shown to hold true in every case. Discrepancies to
a certain extent do certainly occur ; but they are comi)aratively small,
and, as they a[)pear to follow no law, arc evidently to be accounted
for from defects in the construction of the tubes inseparable from
such a mode of research.
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2. The strength as affected by the diameter.
A precisely similar law is found to hold in reLation to the diameter.
Tubes similai' in other respects vary in their resistance to collaj)se
inversely as their diameters ; and with a view of testing this law, we
may place the calculated pressure beside that derived from experiment, as under :—
Resistance of tubes to collapse 5 feet long.
Diameter.
By Experiment. By Calculation.
Variation.
Inches.
lbs. per square inch. lbs. per square inch. lbs.
4
43-0
6
32-0
28-6
-3-4
8
20-8
21-3
.... +0-7
10
16-0
17-2
+1-2
12
12-5
14-3
+1-8
The above variations are slight when compared with the resisting
powers of the tubes ; they are doubtless caused by the varying rigidity of the iron, or by defects in the cylindrical form. Similar results
follow in the experiments on tubes 2 feet G inches long ; and although
some slight variations occur, they are nevertheless not more than
might have been anticipated within the ordinary limits of error.
3. The strength of tubes as affected by thickness.
In these experiments it is found that the tubes vary in strength
according to a certain power in the thickness ; the index of which,
taken from the mean of the experiments, is 2*19, or rather higher
than the square.
Combining the above laws into a general expression, we have, as
the formula for the strength of tubes subjected to a uniform external
force,
LxD
where P is the collapsing pressure, k the thickness of the plates,
L the length of the tube, which should not be less than 1'5, or
greater than 10 feet ; D the diameter, and C a constant to be determined bythe experiments. For tubes of greater length than those
above specified, a variable quantity, dependent upon the length, must
be introduced ; and the value of this has yet to be determined. For
ordinary practical calculations the following formula will probably,
however, afford the needful accuracy :—
P=806,300Xt-^.
LxD
Thus, for example, take a tube or boiler-flue 10 feet long, 2 feet
diameter, and composed of plates \ inch thick ; and the collapsing
pressure will be
P=806,300x 10x24
— £l_ = 2I01k.
per square inch or nearly so.
Some experiments have also been made upon elliptical tubes ; and
the results have been most conclusive as to the weakness of such
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forms in resisting external pressure. No tubes in use for boilers
should ever be made of that form.
With regard to cylindrical internal flues, the experiments indicate
the necessity of an important modification of the ordinary mode of
construction, in order to render them secure at tlie high pressures to
which they are now almost constantly subjected. If we take a boiler
of the ordinary construction, 30 feet long, 7 feet in diameter, and
with one or more flues 3 feet diameter, it will be found that the outer
shell or envelope is from three to three and a half times as strong in
resisting an internal force as the cylindrical flues which have to resist
the same external force. This being the case, it is evident that the
excess of strength in those parts of the vessel subjected to tension, is
actualhj of no use so long as the elements of weakness are present
in the other parts subjected to compression.
To remedy these defects, it is proposed to rivet strong rings of
angle iron at intervals along the flue — thus practically reducing its
length, or in other words increasing its strength to a uniformity
with tliat of tlie exterior shell. This alteration in the existing mode
of construction is so simple, and yet so effective, that its adoption
may be confidently recommended to the attention of all those interested inthe construction of vessels so important to the success of
our manufacturing system, and yet fraught with such potent elements
of disaster when unscientifically constructed or improperly managed.
"On some Remarkable Relations which obtain among the Roots
of the Four Squares into which a Number may be divided, as comwith theSircorresponding
Roots F.R.S.,
of certainLord
otherChief
Numbers."
the Rt.paredHon.
Frederick Pollock,
Baron, By
The first property of numbers mentioned in this paper is best illustrated byan example —
132=169
152 = 225.
These odd numbers may be divided into 4 squares, and the roots may
be so arranged that they will have this relation to each other : the
middle roots will be the same, and the exterior roots will be, the one
2 more, the other 2 less than the corresponding roots of the other.
Putting the roots below the number and comparing them, the result
is obvious.
169
225
0,3,4,12
-2,4,7,10
-4,5,8,8
-6,4,9,6

-2,3,4,14
-4,4,7,12
-6,5,8,10
-8,4,9,8

Each of the numbers may be divided into 4 squares in 4 different
ways with this result, that the two middle roots of each are the same ;
and as to the exterior roots they differ by 2, the one being 2 more
the other 2 less than the corresponding roots of the other. So
comparing 15^ with 17",
225
4,3,10,10
6,5,10,8

289
6,3,10,12
8,5,10,10
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the result is the same ; and it is true of all adjoining odd squares.
The paper contains a Table of odd squares (up to 27"), compared in
this manner with the odd square immediately before it and after it.
It is then shown that the same property continues when the 2 odd
squares are increased by any the same even number —
49
81
0,2,3,0

-2,2,3,8

-1,3,4,5

-3,3,4,7

51

83

and also when they are (witliin certain limits) diminished by the
same even number. It is then shown that a similar property belongs to the even squares + 1 , as seen below,
16 + 1-17

36 + 1

+ 1,0,0,4
0,2,2,3

37
-1,2,4,4

=

37

-1,0,0,6
-2,2,2,5

65
-3,2,4,6

and also to these numbers increased or decreased by the same even
number.
If, instead of comparing the adjoining squares, the alternate squares
be compared, a similar result is obtained ; the middle roots are the
same, the exterior roots differ by 4 instead of 2.
The proof of this property depends upon a general property of
all odd numbers and upon a general theorem.
The property of odd numbers is this, that every odd number can
be divided into 4 squares in such manner that 2 of the roots will be
equal, 2 will differ by I, 2 will differ by 2, &c. as far as the number
is capable (from its magnitude) of having roots large enough to form
the difference required : thus in the No. 39 there cannot be roots
having a difference of 9 ; for the least number that can have that
difference is 41 = 4'- + 5- and —4 and 5 differ by 9; but 39 = P+
2"+3-+5^ and the difference between — 3 and 5 is 8 ; and the numbers 1,2, 3, 5, either as positive or negative, give all the differences
up to 8, but they do not give 2 e<:[ual roots : 39 is however divisible
into 1--I-1-+ F-4-6*, and then the equal roots are discovered. It is
proved from the known properties of numbers that this property of
having 2 roots whose difference will be 0, 1, 2, 3, &c., as far as is
possible, belongs to all odd numbers. A new symbol is then suggested to represent the division of a immber into 4 squares, such
that 2 of the roots will have a given difference, and these are made
the exterior roots ; the number or figure denoting the difference is
placed above on the left hand : thus ^25 denotes 0, 0, 3, 4 or
— 2, 1, 4, 2 ; '25 denotes 1, 2, 4, 2.
The general theorem is this :— If any odd number of odd numbers
be in arithmetical progression (4 being the common difference), as
9, 13, 17, 21, 25, then if the common difference be assumed as the
index of the difference of roots to the middle term, and the higher
terms in the series have as indices (4-|- 1), (4-t-2), &c. in succession.
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and the lower terms have as indices (4 — 1), (4 — 2), &c., the series
with its indices will be
2

9

3

13

4

17

5

31

6

25

and if the terms less than the middle term be di\'ided into 4 squares
with exterior roots having the differences indicated by their respective indices thus,
2

9

0,1,2,2

3

13
-1,2,2,2

4

17
-2,0,3,2

then the terms greater than« the middle term will have this relation
to the terms less than the middle term ; the terras equidistant from
the middle term will have their middle roots the same, and the differences ofthe exterior roots will increase ; those nearest the middle
term will have a difference of 1, the next 2, and so on, thus:
2

9
0,1,2,2

3

4

5

6

13
17
21
25
-1,2,2,2
-2,0,3,2
-2,2,2,3
-2,1,2,4

An algebraic proof is then given as to a series whose middle
term is 71 and common difference p ; and as n may be odd or even,
and^ also, and the index of differences may be ininus as well as ^j/m«,
the theorem applies frequently to even numbers, but not universally.
The following example is given of the theorem applied to 1 7 terms
of a series whose first term is 25, and common difference 1 : —
_7

_6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

4,0,0,-3 5,0,0,-1 5,1,1,0 2,2,4-2 5,0,0,2 3,2,4,1 3,3,3,2

0,4,4,0

98765432

41

40

39

38

37

-4,0,0,5 -2,0,0,6 -1,1,1,6 -3,2,4,3 1,0,0,6

36
0,2,4,4

1

33
0,4,4,1

35

34

1,3,3,4 -1,4,4,1

Comparing the terms above with the terms below, it is manifest
the terms of the series are divisible into 4 squares whose roots conform to the law of the theorem. It is then shown that the odd squares,
and also all the numbers mentioned in the beginning of the j)aper,
can be made terms in an arithmetic series, and will therefore have
the property stated. It is then suggested that the properties of
numbers stated in the paper may have been in some form a portion
of the mysterious ])roperties of numbers by which Fcnnat {innounced
he could prove his celebrated theorem of the polygonal numbers.

A Postscript was added, dated 20th May, which is here given
entire.
Since this pa[)er was sent to the Society, some other theorems of
a similar kind have occurred to me, in which the terms of a series
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(not arithmetical of the 1st order) have a similar relation with regard
to the roots of the 4 squares of which they may he composed, that
is, those which are equidistant from the middle, or the middle term
(according
as theandnumber
of" termsroots
is even
have the relation
middle
roots
the same,
the exterior
have oranodd),
arithmetical
to each other (varying with 'the distance from the centre), viz. the
one being less and the other greater by the same quantity.
Thus, if any number of terms (exceeding 3) of either of the 2
series above-mentioned (viz. 1, 3, 9, 19, &c., or 1, 5, 13, 25, &c.),
and, beginning with the first tbrm, the differences be added " inverso
ordine," a new series will be ' obtained possessing the property in
2 9,
4 19,
6' 33,
8
question ; thus the first 7 J;e*ms of the 1st series are, 01, 3,

10 12

:, ■

'■

51, 73; the differences' are^ 2,-G, 10, 14, 18, 22; if the differences
be added "inverso ordine", the series becomes 1, 23, 41, 55, G5,
71, 73, each term of whiehr^nay be divided into 4 squares, whose
10
roots will be as follows :— rf
• .
4 '..; . 6

2

0

23

1

0,0,1,0

8

65
-2,3,4,6

41 ■'• 55
0,3,4,4 .r=3',l,6,3

+1,2,3,3

-3,2,3,7

12
-6,0,1,6

73

0,0,1,8

71

+2,0,1,6 '.iTj,,2,5,5

Here there is a middle terrn, a^ll the terms equidistant from it have
the same middle roots, the terms
,7 to the middle term have the
;i;l,J,2next
exterior roots, the one 2 less, tlie other 2 more, those next but one
4 less and 4 more, and the extreme terms 1 and 73 have their exterior roots one 6 less and the other G more than the corresponding
roots of the other.
If 8 terms of the series be taken as 1, 3, 9, 19, 33, 51, 73, 99,
and the differences be added " inverso ordine," the series becomes

0

2

4

6

1, 37, 49, 67, &c., the terms of which divided into 4 squares, so that
the differences of the exterior roots may correspond with the index,
10
will be
0

2

4

1

27

49

0,0,1,0

-1,3,4,1

-2,4,5,2
+2,0,3,6

97
12

6
67

8

-3,0,7,3
-1,4,5,5

-4,0,7,4
81
-2,4,5,6

+ 1,1,4,7

0,1,4,8

-5,4,5,5
-1,0,3,9

-6,3,4,6

14
-7,0,1,7

99

91

Here there is no middle term ; the terms equidistant from the centre
have the same middle roots, while the differences between the exterior roots increase as the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7.
The other series, 1, 5, 13, 25, &c., gives a similar result. If the
differences of the first 7 terms be added " inverso ordine," the new
series, with its indices and the roots of the 4 squares which compose
13
each term, will be as follows :—
1

1

0,0,0,1

3

25
0,0,4,3
-1,2,4,2
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7

9

-2,4,4,3

-3,0,6,4
61
-2,4,4,5

-4,4,4,5
-2,2,4,7
-1,2,2,8
73

0,2,4,5
+ 1,2,2,6

11

-4,0,4,7
-5,2,4,6
81

-0,0,0,7

85
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Here there is a middle term ; the equidistant terms have the same
middle roots, the exterior roots are (next to the middle term) the
one 2 more, the other 2 less, and the differences increase by 2 as the
terms are more distant from the middle term.
If the nuniber of terms be 8, the resulting series with its indices
and roots will be —
13

1

29

0,0,0,1

0,2,4,3
+2,0,0,5

5

7

9 .

53

73

89

-2,2,6,3 -1,0,6,6 -2,0,6,7
-1,0,6,4 +1,2,2,8
0,2,2,9
+ 1,0,4,6
• ■
+2,0,0,7

11

101

13

109

15

113

-5,2,6,6 -5,2,4,8 -7 008
-4,0,6,7 -3,0,0,10
-2,0,4,9
-1,0,0,10

and the differences of the exterior roots will be 1, 3, 5, 7. The reason
of these results is, that the equidistant terms are always equal to the
original corresponding term in the -series increased by the same
■
number.
Thus, in the first example, if to the teritji'
1, 3, 9, 19, 33, .51, 7'3. Uierc be added
0, 20, 32, 36, 32, 20, QJ-.fl^e result is
1, 23, 41, 55, 05, 71, 5:3; which is the
series with the differences added "
example, if to
1, 5, 13, 25, 41, 61,
0, 24, 40, 48, 48, 40,
1, 29, 53, 73, 89, 101,

inverso ordine.'" And in the last
.,; .
85,^ 113 there be added
24, ' 0, the result is
109, 113, that is,

the series arising from the differences being added "inverso ordine."
It is worthy of observation that these numbers, 0, 24, 40, 48,
48, 40, 24, 0, which, added to the first 8 terms, produce a series
identical with the result of the differences being added "inverso
ordine,"
the the
same2ndeffect
any 1st
other
8 terms of
the
series. haveTake
termupon
as the
of 8consecutive
terms —
5,

8

0
5,

13,

32

24
37.

12

28

25,
40
65,

IG

24

41,

20

48
89,

61,

24

48
109,

20

85,

28

113,

32

145, to these add

40
24
0, the result is
125, 137, 145,

16

12

8

in which last series the differences are reversed or added " inverso
ordine"
The appropriate roots of these numbers are —
3

5

5

37

-1,0,0,2

-1,2,4,4
+ 1,0,0,6

7

65

9

89

11

109

-3,2,6,4-2,0,6,7-3,0,0,8
-2,0,6,5
0,2,2,9 -1,2,2,10
0,0,4,7
+ 1,0,0,8

which may be immediately
middle roots Iieing the same
one less, the other one more.
with the differences reversed,
throughout the whole series.

13

125

15

137

17

145

-6,2,6,7-6,2,4,9-8 0 0 9
-5,0,6,8 -4,0,0,11
-3,0,4,10
-2,0,0,11

obtained from the former series, the
; and the exterior roots, one of them
In tiiis way any consecutive 8 terms,
may be each divided into 4 squares
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And the same is true of 4 terms, 5 terms, or any number of terms.
If 3 terms have the differences reversed, the numbers added are —
0
4
0
If 4 terms
0
8
8
0
If 5 terms
0
12
16
12
0
If 6 terms
0
16
24
24
16
0
If 7 terms
0
20
32
36
32
20
0
&c.
&c.
&c.
The law under which these numbers are formed is obvious enough.
The same numbers exactly are to be added to the other series (1,3,
9, 19, &c.) to produce the same result.
012345

6

7

If the 2 series be blended together, thus 1 1 3 5 9 13 19 25,
&c., the differences will be 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 8, 8, &c. ; and if an odd
number of terms be taken (so as to begin and end with a number
from the same scries), and the differences be added inverso ordine, a
similar result occurs.
Take 1 1 terms.
1 3 5 9 13 19 25 33 41 51 61, and add the differences "inverso ordine," the series becomes, with its indices and roots, —
12

I
0,0,0,1

3

4

11
21
+1,0,1,3
-1,0,4,2

II
61

10
59

-5,0,0,6 -3,0,1,7

5

29
37
0,2,3,4 +1,0,0,6 6
-1,2,4,4
43
8
7
-3,3,4,3
53
49

9
57

(middle term.)

-4,0,4,5 -2,2,3,6 -2,2,4,5
0,0,0,7

In this case the additions are 0, 8, 16, 20, 24, 24, 20, 16, 8, 0 ;
and if these be added to any other consecutive 11 terms (the 1st
term having an odd index), they produce the same effect as if the
differences were reversed ; and the resulting numbers have the property of the terms equidistant from the centre, being connected by
their roots, having the relation so frequently mentioned. It may be
further remarked, that the numbers produced by reversing the differences are the initial numbers from which, by adding 2, 2, 4, 4, &c.,
6 1 may be formed of the squares, which make the differences of its
exterior roots 10, 9, 8, &c.
123456789

11

13

15

19

23

29

35

43

22446688
0,0,3,1 0,0,3,2
-1,0,3,3
-2,0,3,4
-3,0,3,5
12
3
456789

21

23

25

29

33

39

45

22446688
0,2,4,1

53

51

10

10

61
-4,0,3,6

61
-4,2,4,5

and so of all the others.
The matter referred to in this Postscript tends to strengthen the
suggestion already made, that the pro])erties of numbers referred to
are connected with the mysterious and abstruse properties to which
Fermat referred as enabling him to prove the theorem he announced
of the Polygonal Numbers.
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[Continued from p. 478.]
December 1, 1858. — Prof. J. Phillips, President, in the Chair.
The following communication was read : —
" On the Geological Structure of the North of Scotland and the
Orkney and Shetland Islands."
Part II. By Sir R. I. Murchison,
F.R.S., V.P.G.S.
In a paper read during the last Session (see " Abstracts," No. 10)
the author described the general succession of rocks in the Northern
Highlands, as observed by Mr. Peach and himself, aided by the researches ofsome other geologists.
The rocks were described in their ascending order, as, first, a fundamental gneiss traversed by granite-veins at Cape Wrath ; secondly,
a red or chocolate-coloured sandstone and conglomerate, of great
thickness, and regarded by the author as of Cambrian age ; thirdly,
succeeding un conform ably, is a series of quartzite, with intercalated
limestone, both of them often highly crystalline, — from the limestone Mr. C. Peach had succeeded' in obtaining, " near Durness,"
several fossils, shown to be of Lower Silurian age ; fourthly, micaceous schists and flagstones occupying a wide extent of country
to the east of Loch EriboU, described as being of younger age than
the foregoing, and older than the Old Red Sandstone series which
occupies the North-eastern Highlands and a great portion of the
eastern coast of Scotland ; fifthly, the Old Red series, arranged by
the author into three divisions, the middle being the Caithness Flags,
In the past autumn Sir Roderick, feeling that several points required stricter examination, revisited the country already described,
extending his researches both east and west, and to the most
northernly point of the Shetlands.
In this tour he not only conhrmed his views previously announced
with regard to the succession of the older rocks, but examined
the structure of the Orkneys and Shetlands, more clearly defining
the relations and physical characters of the beds there composing
the Old Red Series.
The present memoir comprised the details of these later observations ;and Sir Roderick acknowledged the aid he had cLiive.l from
Mr. Peach (who accompanied him throughout the journey), Mr.
John Miller, Rev. Mr. Gordon, and others ; and he referred to the
previous memoirs of Mr. Cunningham and Hugh Miller on Sutherland, &c., and Dr. Hibbert on the Shetland Islands.
The principle points dwelt upon in this paper were —
1. The evidence obtained at various points, that tlu Lower Silurian limestone is intercalated in quartz-rock (east of Loch Eriboll,
Assynt, ike).
2. That the Durness limestone lies in a basin supported by quartz
rock on the cast as well as on the west.
3. That certain igneous rocks, connected with the DurncBS
trough, are protruded near Smo, which had not before been noticed.
4. On this occasion corroborative evidence was adduced of the
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conformable superposition of the micaceous schists or gneissose flagstones to the quartzite series, — the succession being visible at intervals in all the intermediate country between Loch EriboU and Ledmore, and the passage upwards from the quartzites and their associated limestones into the schists and micaceous Hags being both clear
and persistent, with some local interruptions only of igneous rocks,
5. That the protrusion of porphyry, hypersthene, greenstone, &c.
is not peculiar to any one line, but occurs in the j^urple or Cambrian sandstone, in the overlying Silurian limestone of Durness, and
again in the still higher micaceous flagstones ; and that the latter,
when intruded upon by granite, much resemble the old gneiss.
6. With regard to the Old Red Series of the east coast. Sir Roderick pointed out the extension of the middle set of deposits,
namely the Caithness flags, — their great thickness in Caithness
compared with their development in the south, — and their range
over the Orkneys into the Shetlands, where they also thin out, putting on a somewhat diff'erent lithological character, and where the
Old Red Series is chiefly represented by sandstones, the upper part
containing plants. He dwelt upon the great value of the Caithness
Flags as paving-stones, their extraordinary durability being due to
a certain admixture of lime and bitumen (the latter derived from
fossil fishes) with silica and alumina, whilst in some parts they
contain bitumen enough to render them of economic value. The
author next pointed out the passage of the Caithness flags upwards
into light-coloured sandstones, which eventually form the great
headlands of Dunnet and Hoy, where such overlying sandstones
cannot be of less thickness than 1200 to 1500 feet.
With regard to the micaceous rocks of the North-east of Scotland
and the Shetland Isles, they are, according to the author, portions
of the series which is younger than the fossiliferous Lower Silurian rocks of the west of Sutherland, — the so-called gneiss of the
Sutors of Cromarty belonging, in Sir Roderick's opinion, to the micaceous-flag series of Eastern Ross-shire ; and the gneissic rock extending southwards to Flowerburn, Kinordy and Rosemarkie, near
Fortrose, is regarded by him as a member of that series, altered by
the intrusion of granitic and felspathic I'ocks.
The paper was illustrated by a large series of rocks and fossils
poUected views
during and
the sections.
author's last tour, and by geological maps and
coloured
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PKOPERTIES OF ICE NEAR ITS MELTING-POINT.
BY PROFESSOR FORBES.

DURING the last month of March, I made some experiments on
the properties of ice near its melting-point, with particular
reference to those of Mr. Faraday, published in the ' Athenrcum '
and 'Literary Gazette' for June 1830, to which attention has been
jnore lately called by Dr. Tyndall and Mr. Huxley in relation to the

ph^enomena of glaciers.
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Owing to indisposition, I have been obliged to leave my experiments for the present incomplete. But I am desirous, before the
session of the Royal Society closes, to place on record some facts
which I have observed, and also some conclusions which I deduce
from these and other recent experiments and discussions.
Mr. Faraday's chief fact, to which the term " regelation " has
been more lately applied, is this, that pieces of ice, in a medium
above 32°, when closely applied, freeze together ; and flannel adheres
apparently by congealing to ice under the same circumstances.
1. These observations I have confirmed. But I have also found
that metals become frozen to ice when they are surrounded by it, or
when they are otherwise prevented from transmitting heat too
abundantly. Thus, a pile of shillings being laid on a piece of ice in
a warm room, the lowest shilling, after becoming sunk in the ice, was
found firmly attached to it.
2. Mere contact, without pressure, is sufficient to produce these
effects. Two slabs of ice, having their corresponding surfaces ground
tolerably flat, were suspended in an inhabited room upon a horizontal
glass rod passing through two holes in the plates of ice, so that the
plane of the plates was vertical. Contact of the even surfaces was
obtained by means of two very weak pieces of watch-spring. In an
hour and a half the cohesion was so complete, that, when violently
broken in pieces, many portions of the plates (which had each a
surface of twenty or more square inches) continued united. In fact,
it appeared as complete as in another experiment where similar surfaces were pressed together by weights. I conclude that the eff^ect
of pressure in assisting " regelation," is principally or solely due to
the larger surfaces of contact obtained by the moulding of the
surfaces to one another.
3. Masses of strong ice, which had already for a long time been
floating in unfrozen water-casks, or kept for days in a thawing state,
being rapidly pounded, showed a temperature 0°'3 Fahrenheit below
the true freezing-point, indicated by delicate thermometers (both of
mercury and alcohol), carefully tested by long immersions in a considerable mass of pounded ice or snow in a thawing state.
4. Water being carefully frozen into a cylinder several inches
long, with the bulb of a thermometer in its axis, and the cylinder
being then gradually thawed, or allowed to lie for a considerable
time in pounded ice at a thawing temperature, showed also a temperature decidedly inferior to 32°, not less, I think, than 0°'35 Fahr.
I think that the preceding results are all explicable on the one
admission, that Person's view of the gradual liquefaction of ice is
correct {Comples Rendus, 1850, vol. xxx. p. 526*), or that ice gradually absorbs latent heat from a point very sensibly lower than the
zero of the Centigrade scale.
I. This explains the j)ermanent lower temperature of the interior
of ice.
Let AB be the surface of a block of ice contained in water at
what is called a freezing temperature.
That temperature is marked
by the level of the line QP above some arbitrary zero.
LM is, in
• Quoted by me in 1851, in my sixteenth letter on Glaciers.
I'ltil. Mag. S. 4. No. 1 10. Suppl. Vol. IG.
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like manner, the permanent but
somewhat lower temperature possessed bythe interior of the ice.
The space, partly water, partly "^3>
ice, or partaking of the nature of ^
each, MNOP, has a temperature
which varies from point to point, the portion NO corresponding
to what may be called the physical surface of the ice between AB
and ab, which is " plastic ice," or " viscid water," having the
most rapid variation of local temperature.
II. Such a state of temperature, though it is in one sense permanent, isso by compensation of effects. Bodies of different temperatures cannot continue so without interaction. The water ynust
give off heat to the ice, but it spends it in an insignificant thaw at
the surface, which there/ore wastes, even though the water be what is
called ice-cold, or having the temperature of a body of water enclosed
in a cavity of ice*.
This waste has yet to be proved ; but I have little doubt of it ; and
it is confirmed bj^ the wasting action of superficial streams on the
ice of glaciers, though other circumstances may also contribute to
this effect.
III. The theory explains " regelation." For let a second plane
surface of ice, A'B', be brought up to nearly physical contact with
the first surface, AB. There is a double film of " viscid water "
isolated between two ice surfaces colder than itself. The former
equilibrium is now destroyed. The films ABia and A'B'b'a' were
kept in a liquid or semiliquid state by the heat communicated to
them by the perfect water beyond. That is now removed, and the
film in question has ice colder than itself on both sides. Part of the
sensible heat it possesses is given to the neighbouring strata which
have less heat than itself, and the intercepted film of water in the
transition state becomes more or less perfect ice.
Even if the second surface be not of ice, provided it be a bad conductor, the effect is practically the same. For the film of water is
robbed of its heat on one hand by the colder ice, and the other
badly conducting surface cannot afford warmth enough to keep the
water liquid.
This effect is well seen by the instant freezing of a piece of ice to
a worsted glove, even when on a warm hand. But metals may act
so, provided they are prevented from conveying heat by surrounding
them with ice. Thus, as has been shown, metals adhere to melting ice.
— Proc. Royal Society of Edinburgh.
* I incline to think that water, in these circumstances, may, though surrounded byice, have a fixed temperature somewhat higher than what is called
32°.
But I have not yet had an opportunity of verifying the conjectm-e.
My idea is, that the invasion of cold from the surrounding ice is spent
in producing a very gradual " regelation " in the water which touches the
ice, leaving the interior water in possession of its full dose of latent heat,
and also of a temperature which may slightly exceed 32°. By similar reasoning, asmall body of ice, enclosed in a large mass of water, will preserve
its proper internal temperature below 32° ; but, instead of regelation taking
place, the surface is being gradually thawed. This is the case contemplated
in the paragraph of the text to which this note refers.
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